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THE

METHODIST QUARTERLY REYIEW.

JAIsrUART, 1866.

Aku I.—our historical position as indicated
BY NATURE AND PHILOSOPHY.*

All the progressive stages of creation were but preparatory

to its last and crowning act, tlie creation of man. To make
ready las habitation for him, and adapt it to his physical, his

intellectual, and his moral development, God patiently labored

tliroiiL'h countless ages in the mineral, the vegetable, and the

animal kingdoms—in the sea and on the land ; and has left,

written on the pages of the great " stone-book" of nature, the

hieroglyphic records of the magnitude of liis labors. All the

phenomena of matter, as well as the liigher wonders of life,

have their only significance as they contribute to 7nan''s ad-

vancement, and are subservient to his immortal destiny. On
him all nature waits; for him the winds blow and the sun

t^hines ; for him the rain falls, and the grass grows, the flowers

bloom, and the birds sing. It is but natural, then, to suppose

that in the laws which guide thB movements of these subordin-

ate forms of creation, we might look for indications of the uni-

form course and liigher tendencies of humanity, that the grand
choral liarmony of the spheres should be attuned in unison with

the grander and more harmonious movement of human progress.

Science is rapidly confirming these suggestions of intuition,

and conclusively demonstrating the complete harmony between

* It will bo seen by several allusions it contains tlmt the present articlo was

written while the late rebellion was in full vigor. The lamented young author did

not live to witness how well his predictions of tlie result would be verifted.

—

Ed.

FouiiTU Series, Vol. XVIII.—
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6 Our Historical Position. [January,

the course of nature and the course of history. There is

nothing which it reveals more phiinly than the uniform tend-

ency of all the great movements of nature westward. For
example, the electric forces generated in the crust of the

earth by the rays of the sun in its daily course, flow in con-

stant streams around it from east to west, making it a vast

magnet, clothing it with vegetation, sustaining its animal life,

and directing the course of human activity. The very winds
of lieaven, also, and the waves of the ocean, that seem to sport

in such wild confusion about us, obedient to the omnipotence

of law, unite in one steady, ever-flowing current, both of the

air and of the ocean, that swells the sails of commerce, and
carries civilization to the "West,

Reason would teach u^ that man was destined to follow

this great highway, so distinctly marked out for him by the

majestia movements of nature ; 'and experience conflrms the

impressive lesson. History, from its first dawning in the East,

has steadily held its course on toward its culmination in the

"West : the shadow has never gone back on that dial ! "When
one nation after another has played out its part in the great

drama—when it has personated the idea it was intended to

represent in the scheme of Providence, and is no longer

needed—its departing spirit ever finds its revival toward the

"West. Every people that has at any time represented the

highest idea, that has eml)odied the last and best expression

of humanity, has ever been found on the western border of

advancing civilization. It was not, then, by the dictate of a

wild fancy, but of a true inspiration, that the poet-philoso-

pher, a century and a half ago, uttered that oft-repeated

prophecy, which time has so amply fulfilled, " "\Ye5tward the

star of empire takes its way !"

It is easy, then, to infer that the colonization that is to be
successful in planting new principles and building new em-
pires must go forward, not backward—toward the setting, not
the rising, sun. So, too, we may see that Christianity, the

reanimating spirit that is to breathe new life into the dead
nations of the East, and make the dry bones live again, must
come to them in the course of nature and on the track of

commerce and civilization
; and that, therefore, the missionary

effort that will yet be most eftcctive in revivifying the va:*t
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continent of Asia, must proceed from our western shores. We
may also learn that when we, as a people, shall have proved

false to our vocation or fulfilled it, the principles we repre-

sent will not die, even should we cease to exist as a nation.

Stout hearts and strong arms will then be found to rescue our

palladium from the ruins of our greatness, and bear it in safety

to other shores, where its sacred influence wjll still guard the

dearest interests of humanity. Thus shall civilization revisit

the birth-place of our race, and on a higher level, and under

brighter auspices, begin the cycle of history anew.

Let us pause a while, if we can, amid the bewildering whirl

of events, the clash of arms, and the mighty tread of armies

that shakes tlie very continent, and calmly endeavor to trace

the successive steps in this westward march of civilization, and

see if, by the light of nature and the guidance ot^ jphilosojihi/,

we discover our true position in history^ and learn what our

mission as a nation is, what God means for us to do in this

crisis, and what he means to do with us and for us as a people,

lli-tory, some one has said, is but the biography of eminent

in'iivi.luals. This is true, inasmuch as the prominent men uf

any ai'o or nation always embody the most striking character-

istic.-: ^,i the individual life of the masses; they are the repre-

Fcntative men, and stand for the people. History, then, is but

the experience of the individual projected on a grander scale,

and extending through centuries. The one contains no more

elements than the other. The* development of the race in

history has no more stages than the gradual normal unfolding

of each individual character in the short period of a human

life. We may take man, then, as the microcosm, as the

. archetype, of society ; as containing in himself the germ of all

human history.

The human mind, in its ultimate analysis, contains three

great, original, innate ideas, and but three. All others are l>ut

modifications or developments of these three. They are first, the

idea of the infinite; second, the idea of t\iQ finite ; and third,

the idea of the relation of the infi7iit<]- to the finite * The fir~r,

the idea of the infinite, gives us by intuition our first concep-

tion of God as infinite power and goodness. It may be said to

be the original image of God in the soul of man. The second,

Cousin.
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the idea of the finite, gives to us our consciousness of our-

selves and of the world about us; or, as the Germans say,

the "me" and the "not me." The third and .last, the idea

of the relation of the infinite to the finite, teaches us the de-

pendence of all finite existence on an infinite, overarching

power, and shows us God manifest in his works and in the

dealings of his providence.

'Though these three ideas always coexist in the mind, for

the one always suggests the others, yet, in their development,

the successive predominance of each over the others, marks

three distinct periods in the history of the individual, as well

as in that of the nation and of the race. These may be

called, first, the religious or credulous period, corresponding to

infancy and childhood ; second, that of s'keptici-srn or inquiry^

whi.ch marks the period of youth ; third, the philosophical, or

that of reason and faith combined, which belongs to the

period of mature manhood. The child, in his uncorrupted

innocence, is truly devout. His first dawning consciousness ia

that of a power above and beyond him, to whicli he instinct-

ively bows in humble submission, and taught at his mothers

knee, his first lisping accents go up in simple, but earnest

prayer to God. His faith is unbounded. lie worships and

questions not. Truly the poet has said, " Heaven lies about

us in our infancy;" but as truly, " Shades of the prison-house

begin to close upon the growing boy." His first inevitable

step forward brings the longing for freedom and knowledge.

He would be " as gods, knowing good and evil." He plucks

the forbidden fruit. He questions, doubts, disbelieves. Driven

from the Eden of his innocence, he goes forth rejoicing in his

• liberty, with the world before him to conquer. Enraptured

with the growing consciousness of his own intellectual powei^s,

he forgets God. Exulting in his mastery over the powers of

nature, he impiously banishes God from his o\vn creation, and

deifies reason and law in his stead, vainly fancying himself,

the while, a philosopher ! He is only a skeptic. But when this

phase of his development, that of the idea of tlie finite, has

run its course, and given him the knowledge of the true

measure of his own powers and of the world about him

—

when error and suffering have accomplished their true minis-

try, and done their perfect work, and the dry husks of skep-
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ticisra no longer satisfy his hunger—the. original voice of God
in his soul, like a new revelation, begins' again to make itself

Iieard, and calls him, like a prodigal from his -R-anderings, to

the good and the true. A new life of the Spirit begins to

develop within liim. It is tlien that he begins to attain to the

highest knowledge of himself and of his dutj; to a true, a

divine philosophy. He is then prepared to see the manifesta-

tions of God everywhere. All nature becomes vocal witli

liis praises. He acknowledges him in the dealings of his

providence. He hears his voice through all history. " He
has sounded the key-note of nature and spirit, the earth-beat,

sea-beat, heart-beat, which makes the tune to which the sun

rolls, and the globule of blood and the sap of the trees."

Corresponding to these three well-marked periods in the life

of the individual, are the three grand epochs of history^ each

marked by its distinctive characteristics, and requiring a sepa-

rate period of time, a peculiar race, and a fitting theater for

its manifestation.

In the infancy of the race the idea of the infinite had its

<ir.'\o!n)mcnt, and predominated over the others. Its proper
t healer was the East. Its home was amid the lofty mountain
rangi-s of Central Asia and on the vast plains of India. The
face of nature here is marked by vastness, sublimity, and
unity of structure. The continent lacks the variety and
diversity of feature necessary to give freedom of intercourse

and stimulate activity among the nations that people it. Life

here is, consequently, characterized by immobility: civiliza-

tion is stationary and progress is impossible, for man is yet in

his infancy, and instead of being the master of nature, he is

Its slave. The forces of nature and the hosts of heaven, at

whose mercy and in whose power he feels himself to be,

become the object of his servile worship. Everywhere the

civilization of the East bears the impress of this bondage to

nature. Philosophy here is but a blind fotalism
;
government.

a theocracy, for the most part, hence an inexorable despotism.

This is the rcUglous or credulous jteriod of history, the'period

of inspiration, when the voice of Jehovah was heard speaking
in and through man, the golden age of the poets, the paradise

of the Bible.

But the period -of infancy, with its discipline, passes, and
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youth, with its activity, begins. Man breaks loose from the

fetters of nature and enters on his career of liberty. The first

great epoch of history i^ ended. The nations of the Orient

have fulfilled their mission and personated their ideas. The
ever-advancing spirit of civilization leaves them but lifeless

forms ; and there they stand through all succeeding history,

the petrified monuments of the infancy and imbecility of the

race.

The continent of Europe is the school where the youth is

to grow to manhood, and learn his liberty and moral responsi-

bility. Yariety and diversity of form are, therefore, its char-

acteristics. Its inland seas arid rivers, its clustering islands

and peninsulas, aflfording ample facilities for commerce, for

movement, and change, present a fitting stage for the busy

elements of this epoch to play their stirring part in this grand

world-drama, Greece, situated close to tlie western limit of

Asia, yet separated from it, and embracing in a narrow com-

pass all the characteristic features of the whole European con-

tinent, marks the transition from the old to the new. On it

is rehearsed, on a small scale, the important part that Europe
is to represent in the scheme of Providence. Greek civiliza-

tion, embracing, as it does, tlie commingling elements of the

past and the future, both through its art and its poetry, cele-

brates the passage of the race from bondage to freedom.

Philosophy here, leaving the abstract and the mystical, now
deals with man and his relations, becoming an intellectual

and moral philosophy. Even the religion of the Greek is but

a deification of liuman faculties and passions. Instead of con-

templating tlie absolute, remorseless God of the Asiatic, his

worship goes no higher tlian Olympus, peopled with the gods

he has himself created after liis own image, and sharino^ his

own feelings and frailties. Instead of worshiping blindly the

forces of nature, he gives to each one its appropriate divinity

to preside over its functions, thus peopling the woode and
Etreams with a motley crowd of nynij>hs and dryads, fauns

and satyrs, endowed witli the forms and aifections of human-
ity—another expression only of the idea of man's superiority

to nature.

As in Greece, so throughout this whole European epoch,

civilization is characterized by the development of individu-
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ality, personality, and by immense material, intellectual and

moral pro^jress. As the continent lacks grandeur and unity

of form, so society lacks unity of organization. Being intended

only to represent the idea of the Jinit^—of individuality and

diversity—it has no principle of association, no grand central

idi'a, to combine the nations into one powerful commonwealth,

possessing one common life, and animated by one lofty conmion

purpose. Hence Europe has ever been but an aggregation,

not a union, of individual, active, struggling sovereignties,

with no tie but selfishness and no higher aim than interest.

One nation after another has tried to organize these diverse

elements into one form, controlled by one power, and perished

in the attempt. Greece, first, with all her philosophy, her

literature and her art, whose refining influence has been felt

tliruugh all the centuries, had not even the power to control

the wnrrinii: elements within her own borders ; and, losing her

liberty in the fratricidal strife of her own contending fiictions,

pa>R(.'d the scepter on to Kome. She next attempted, by the

inight of her conquering arms, to subject the world to the one

idt-H of the 8ovtre>gnti/ of the emjnrc. She, too, failed, and

tli'* j.roud empire, unable to assimilate the conquered nations,

foil to I'lcces under the crushing blows of the barbarians of

the Xorth. But amid the ruins of Eoman greatness Chris-

tianity grew and strengthened, until the Church became a

jKAver in the world. Through her instrumentality, Germany
next gained the supremacy of Europe, and for a while con-

trolled the destiny of the nations. But Christianity, whose
kingdom is not of this world, was so overloaded with hea-

tl'.enirih superstitions, and so corrupted by the pomp and pride

of power, that instead of a bond of union, it became an ele-

meiit of disintegration ; and, by its mighty struggles to save

its own vitality, it shivered into fragments the vast empire

whose puwer had been built upon its prostitution. And
there Germany stands to-day, in her imbecility, as if in very

mockery of her former grandeur, without even power enough

to unite her petty principalities on the basis of a common
natl.>nalit\-*. This was the last great eftort to unite the frag-

mentary elements of European civilization under one power

and upon one principle
; unless we except the frightful attempt

of Xapoleon to wipe out all Europe's bound-lines with blood,
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and malce her people bow to the one idea of—Napoleon, His
career, however, was but meant to terrify tlie nations, to

sweep away the debris of rotten dynasties, and then end in

grief and a broken heart on St. Helena. Since then the high-

est manifestation of European statesmanship has been in

efforts to secure the individuality of nations, to systematize

selfishness and preserve the balance of power

!

The mission of Europe in history is now fulfilled. Its glory

lias passed away, and we must look for its revival elsewhere,

and under other forms. It, also, has passed through the suc-

cessive periods of infancy, youth, and manhood, and now the

signs of decrepitude begin to show themselves. Even as far

back as the middle of the fifteenth century, indications of a
new era began to be felt. New ideas and higher aspirations

began to swell men's hearts; and as they stood upon the

shore of the, to them, boundless Atlantic, gazing after the

setting sun, they dreamed of a new .continent, the home of

new principles, the theater of a new civilization. It was
then that, in the fullness of time, an humble mariner—a wild
dreamer, they called him—set out from a little seaport in

Spain, in three crazy little boats, to discover, he knew not
what ; and falling into the trade-wind and the ocean current

he was carried blincTly onward, as by the breath of destiny, to

the shores of a new world. Was it an accidental coincidence,

merely, that at the same time that the spirit of discovery of

that period gave to the race a new continent for its develop-

ment, its inventive genius should also furnish the ])rintino--

press, which was to contriltute so much toward shaping its

destiny ? There are no accidents in history. Xor was it an
accident either, that, close on the heels of these two preg-

nant events, the spirit of Christianity, which was to be the

animating soul of the new epoch, began to revive beneath
the mummeries and corruptions of the Church, and in its

terrible struggle for life, to upheave the face of Europe, top-

pling over the thrones that had prostituted it to their base

uses, breaking the fettei's of the masses, sliar])enip«>- their intel-

lects, purifying their morals, and awakening their.desires for

civil liberty. Thus it ever is in history as in nature, that under

the corruption and decay of the old form, the more vigorous

germs of a new life are gradually unfolding themselves.
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These new vital forces, which, by being pent up in narrow
Europe, were shaking society with a moral earthquake, at

once begin to seek the new outlet thus opened ; and emigra-
tion, bearing w. h it the elements of a new empire, begins to

flow in a resistless, ever-swelling tide, westward. And now
that Europe has completed the duty assigned to it of training

the youth, of the race, developing its physical energies, edu-
cating its intellect, teaching it its duty, and preparing it to

comprehend its high destiny, it becomes manifest that Amer-
ica is to be the home where its matured and vigorous man-
hood is to be spent, and where it is to perform the work to
which God has called it, and for which he has been so lono-

preparing it.

As Greece, lying on the western border of Asia, marked the
transition from the first to the second period of historv, so

England, lying on the west of Europe, yet detached fi-om it,

and representing in miniature the grander face of the new
continent, is the stepping-stone by which humanity is to pass
from the second to the third and highest stage of its career.
As it was not a mere mutter of chance that'Spain, lying at

thf j^outiiern point of Europe, and close to the great pathwav
of tlie ocean, should send forth the bojd adventurer whoin
the winds and the waves should carry to the new world, so,

too, it was no accident that England, with her sturdy, con-
quering race, her vigorous Anglo-Saxon tongue, her immortal
literature, embodying the highest aspirations of humanity,
and her grand old constitution, embracing under the narrow
forms and traditions of a dead past the principles of libertv,
wliich were to make the living future glorious, should plant
her colonies on the best part of it.

Let us now consider the magniiicent domain God has given
ns for our heritage, and see if we can learn the lesson it

teaches, and comprehend the responsibility the generous gift
imposes. As we look at it stretching so" grandly across the
continent from ocean to ocean, embracing all the climate most
favorable to the highest acti%-ity and the most perfect devel-
opment of the race, we cannot tail to see what a powerful
influence its physical features are to have in moulding the
character and shaping the career of the people who dwellon it.

Even our position between the two great oceans is not without
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its significance ; for while they isolate us completely from the

social and political influence of other nations, they at the same
time afford a free commercial intercourse with all the world

;

showing, that while we are to be permitted to pursue our

career without foreign interference, all peoples and all climes

are to be made tributary to our advancement Our continent,

thus placed in an independent position, is also characterized

by a peculiar and strongly-marked structure. Though it is

not a repetition of the forms of either of the continents of,

the Old World, it combines all the characteristic features of

both ; the unity and grandeur of Asia with the variety and
diversity of Europe, blended harmoniously together into one
compact organism, with its own important, well-defined func-

tions to perform in the education of the race. The stupend-
ous forms of nature here, while they give massivencss of
outline to the continent, inspire loftiness and sublimity of
thought and character ; and now, that the infant of Asia has
grown to vigorous manhood in America, nature here, instead

of presenting barriers to his freedom of movement, or cramp-
ing his energies and enslaving his foculties, only offers greater
temptations to his activity and wider fields for his enterprise.

Our extended seacoast, made still greater by its thousands of
intensive bays and inlets, affords unrivaled facilities for foreiijn

commerce ; while our inland lakes and conntless rivers give
unbounded freedom of internal trade and social intercourse

from one extuemity of our vast territory to the other ; while
variety of physical feature and diversity of climate, soil, and
productions give rise to an almost endless variety of char-

acter, interest, and occupation, thus developing the o-reatest

number of fliculties and ^thereby securing the greatest jjossible

economical and political freedom: yet nowhere does this diver-

sity of })hysical conditions furnish contrasts so marked' as to

justify the existence of separate sovereignties or independent
political organizations within our borders; for, above and
through all this variety, we can recognize the great predom-
inating feature of imif>/ and catnpadncss of form and struc-

ture. See how the great mountain-chains, the liui^e back-

bone of the continent, link the North and the South to^-ether.

The navigable rivers, the great arteries through which the

trade of the whole continent pulsates, all flow southward to
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the sea. The very rocks on which they stand nnite the Xorth

and the South on one solid, everlasting foundation. Nature

has nowhere put a
,
barrier or dividing line between them.

But if slie has separated any sections, they are the East and

the West. Two unbroken ranges of mountains, with their

frowning battlements piercing the clouds, and separated by

the traeldess plains stretched out between them, seem to inter-

pose a hinderance to the advancement of civilization across the

continent. But man here is the master of nature ; and like a

giant he sweeps away the obstacles she throws in the path of

his progress. He binds the Atlantic and the Pacific together

with iron bands; and steam and the lightning bring the East

and the West together into one common brotherhood. The
one great lesson, then, that nature and the enterprise of man
liave written in legible characters all over this continent, is

tliat of unity and grandeur of form, controlling and harmon-

izing endless variety : teaching ns that physically there is no

Nt»rth, no South ; no East, no West. Can we read the

S<c n(»w how our political organization has been based upon
and ndajitod to these great controlling physical characteiistics

of thf c-.tMtinent. Here again we find expressed the same idea

of diversity, controlled and harmonized by the all-pervading

jtriiK'ipU; of unity: variety of local organization sufficient to

secure the freest individuality, the most stirring aeiivitv and
tlie richest material development, yet subordinate to, and
fused into, one sublime nationality ; a nationality, at last, and
for the first time in history, based upon the dignity and the

riglits of humanity, recognizing, at last, the rirjht of all men
to be free, and pledged before the world and' in the siglit of

Heaven, to enforce that right on every foot of our wide domain :

a l>riiicip!e broad enough and vital enougli to cement into one
harmrinit)us, lasting union, the fragmentary elements of all

former civilizations.

It is worth while to note the progressive development of tlie

form of our government, and some of the circumstances which

influenced it. The greatly diversified features of our Atlantic

coast, a^ well as the varied characters and interests of the early

settlers, naturally favored tlie establishment of separate col-

onies, with independent local governments adapted to their
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separate necessities, yet all subject to the authority of the

mother country. But having all braved the dangers of the

deep, and the hardships of the wilderness for the common
purpose of finding in the ISTew World a wider liberty and a

freer enterprise than narrow Europe could afiford them, it was
natural tliat they should combine to resist the tyranny of En-
gland, which they had all suffered in common. It was then
that through the baptism of blood and fire our fathers rose to

the conception of the inalienaUe right of all men to he free,

and the duty of government to secure that right. It was amid
the fermentation of the moral elements of tliat hard strugi^lc

that this sublime conception took shape, and became crystal-

ized forever in the Declaration of Independence.

Even after they had thrown off the yoke of England, with
their European ideas and prejudices yet clinging about them,
they still endeavored to establish and maintain their inde-

pendent sovereignties. But soon they began to catch glimpses

of the future that was opening before them ; and in the unity

of material interests and tlie common principle they "had
given birth to, and consecrated with their blood, they began
to recognize the obligation of a eommon duty to humanitv.
They then saw clearly the necessity of an organization capable

of protecting those interests, and securing forever to the race

the rights for which, with a conmion devotion, they had all

fought. Then rising, with the dignity of the duty, above their

European ideas of government, their local prejudices and petty

ambitions, the thirteen sovereign states, surrenderinjr all hopes
of independent power and greatness, magnanimously sacrificed

their sovereignties on the altar of a common jSTationalitv, dedi-

cated to the cause of liuman freedom. Nor did tliey stop

here. To make the sacrifice still more sublime and forever

irrevocable, they refused to recognize that their former sov-

ereignties had ever existed, and proclaimed to the world, "AYe,
the people of the United States, in order to form a more per-

fect Union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquillity, pro-

vide for the common defi'use, and secure the blessings of libcrtv

to ourselves and our ])osterity. do ordain and establish this

CoxsTlTL'Tiox for the United States of America."

That was the spirit in which our fathers, under the guid-

ance of a far-reaching foresiglit, akin to inspiration, organized
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our government and adapted it to the work of subduing the

continent, and developing its unlimited sources of wealth and

physical power, in order only to make them contribute to the

fulfillment of its liigher and holier duty of securing to every

jnan, over whom its flag floats, the freest and fullest develop-

ment of all his faculties, and establishing here the most per-

fect civilization of which the race is capable. And they made

it strong enough to do all this, and yet reserved to the states

])0wer enough to prevent the possibility of its ever defeating

the high end for which, under God, they had created it.

It was the ushering into the astonished family of nations of

such a government, recognizing such principles and with such

rc-ources of power to enforce them, that so clearly and sharply

defined the character of this new epoch, the manhood of the

raccy as to place it far above and beyond all that had pre-

ceded it. The destiny of man then took such a stride onward

tliat the whole earth shook beneath its majestic tread ; for

" Wlion a deed is done for Freedom, through the broad earth's aching breast

K''.r.s a Ibrill of joy prophetic, trcnibhng on from East to West

;

Ani the Uave, whi-re'cr ho cowers, fcols the soul within him climb

To tiio awiui vcryo of manhood, as the energy sublime

Oj' a ci-n'.iiry bursts fuU-blossom'd on the thorny stem of Time.

Ttirji.'K'h the -walls of hut and palace shoots the instantaneous throe,

When t!ie travail of the ages wings earth's systems to and fro;

At the birth of each new era, with a recognizing start,

Nation wildly looks at nation, standing with mute lips apart,

And glad Truth's yet mightier man-child leaps beneath the Future's heart."

France was the first to feel the trembling vibrations of the

new impulse across the sea, and :

" The brute despair of trampled centuries
Leap'd up with one hoarse yell and snapp'd its bands.

Groped for its right with horny, callous hands.

And stared around for God with blood-shot eyes."

It was but anarchy and crime that, in her blindness, she

mistook for the freedom she had dreamed of in her dull and
troubled sleep

; and, like a child, soon tiring of this bloody

plaything, she cast it away for the glittering bauble of Is'a-

pokon's glory. But such a live, free nation, like oui-s, cannot

exist in the world without still, at times, making the pulsations

of its great strong heart felt across the ocean. It is then that
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the crushed and besotted peoples of Europe start wildly from
their leaden sleep, and groping, like a blind giant, for the

pillars of despotism, only bury their own hopes under the ruin

they make.

The feebleness and fruitlessness of these pregnant convul-

sions, as well as all the experience of history, teach us this

important lesson : that, as jiew wine cannot be put into old

bottles— as the vigor of youth cannot be infused into the

palsied limbs of age—so the vital principle of a new civiliza-

tion cannot be galvanized into the withered forms of the old.

The doctrine of self-government is too vital and poweiful an
element of progress to be compressed into the effete systems

of Europe, It requires new and higher social and political
• forms to embody it ; a wider theater, with grander scenery and
a new set of actors, for its representation. This idea of a gov-

ernment created by the people and for the people, is adapted
only to the manhood of the race

; and can only be fully real-

ized on this continent, by this form of government and by
this great American race, formed by the assimilation with
the Anglo-Saxon of all the best blood of all the historic

nations, and educated by the lessons of all past history, and
disciplined by the stern experience of its own career, up to

the comprehension of its power and its duty.

But above and over all the intlucnccs shaping and determ-
ining our national career, controlling and vitalizing them all,

is Christianity. Freed from the corrupting influences of gov-
ernment, which had made it the instrument of oppression ;"and
the senseless mummeries and lifeless forms which had cramped
and perverted it. it has here the opportunity to accom])lish the
mission for which its Divine Founder intended it. Wrested
from the control of a bigoted hierarchy, it here becomes the
common heritage of the j^eople ; and instead of the handmaid
of slavery, it becomes the bulwark of liberty. .Combininix in

its doctrines all the fragments of truth that lie scattered

through all history-—uniting the idea of the injifiitc and tlie

fnitc, divinity and humanity in the office and person of Christ

—it becomes the sul^limed expression of tlie pJdlosophy as

well as the reliyion, tlie reason as well as the faith, of this

third and last pliasc of historical development. It was only

when, through religious freedom^ the masses of the people
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were taui^lit to comprehend fully the meaning of this great

central idea of Christianity, the union of the dixane and the

Iminan, and to recognize in Christ the true type of all human

perfection, and consequently the true dignity and immortal

de^tinv of man, that a government based on the essential equal-

ity of all men, and their inherent right, in virtue alone of their

manhood and their responsibility to God, to be free, became

possible. Thus we find that spiritual always precedes and be-

gets social and political freedom. It was only when Luther had

unlocked tlie Bible, and the printing-press had given it to the

people, that the essential living principles of Christianity sank

down into the hearts of ihe masses and awakened the desire

for civil liberty. It was freedoni to worship God, above all

cIsC, that our fathers sought for in the New AYorld. The idea

of religious liberty was the germ they planted in the wilderness,

and watered with their tears and their blood, until, it grew

and blossomed and bore the rich fruit of social and political

ctjuality.

Thtw we see how the uniform tendency of the forces of

i.iV.ir.-. the grout outlines of the continents, the cliaracteristics

<
!*

i!..' racis, the grand march of history tlirough the ages, and

a'-.vo :•!!. tlie sublime doctrines of Christianity, all conspire to

t«-.'icli us tli^ importance of our high position, as well as the

magnitude of our responsibility as a nation.

The question now forces itself upon us, and we could not

cva<le it if we would, have we, as a people, comprehended

the l^sson^ or met the responsilility f Have we not rather

fitrgotten the universal law of moral compensation, as appli-

cable to nations as to individuals, that the riclier the blessings

t!i«' ]iii:lier llie duty; and while enjoying our blessings have we
Dot forgotten our duty? Have we not forgotten that, in making
us " the heirs of all the ages," God intended to exact of us in

return the most heroic performance and the most generous

sacriiice for the principles of eternal right and justice that any

nation was ever required to pav ? These are questions which

four years ago the nation impiously thrust aside as fanatical

and even treasonable, but which God is now thundering =into

its ears from the brazen throat of the cannon, and it cannot

help but hear. By the flashes of the lightning that gleams

from this fearful thunder-cloud of war, we can now see the
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frightful precipice on which we stood, and look shuddering into

the abyss of utter ruin into wliich another step would have

plunged us ; and by the glare of the same light, we can now
look back over the slimy path of compromise and concession

to wrong down which we basely crawled to the very brink of

destruction. We, who would not listen to the silent admoni-

tions of conscience, nor learn the lessons of nature and his-

tory, cannot help but read this terrible curse written in blood

wherever we turn

:

\

" Because ye have broken your own chain,

Vith the strain

Of brave men climbing a nation's height,

Tet thence bear down vdih. brand and thong /

On the souls of others, for this xurong

This is the curse.

Because yourselves are standing straight

In the state

Of Freedom's foremost acolyte, •

Yet keep calm footing all the time

On writhing bond-slaves, for this crime
'

This is the curse.

Because ye prosper in God's name,

With a claim

• To honor in the old world's sight, ^->i*

Yet do the fiend's work perfectly

In strangling martyrs, for this lie

This is the curse."

God is now only exacting, in the form of a bloody retribution,

what we refused to pay in faithfulness to the responsibilities

of our high position, and it is a fearful penalty we are paying

;

yet it is God's price, high as it is, for what we basely bartered

away in the past. But life and money are cheaper comraod-

ities than principle ; and we may be tliankful if we can cancel

the debts of the past and secure our national integrity for the

future at the immense cost of blood and treasure we are now
paying. It will be cheap even at that price.

As, in the liuman body, the chemical forces of dead matter,

wliile under the control of the vital principle, work together

harmoniously to build up and sustain the living organism, but

when the vitality has left it, go to work, like vandals, to pull

down the structure they had reared, and resolve it into its
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oric^inal dust, so. under the control of the vitalizing, harinon-

izmg principle of liberty and equality, the independent suv

ereir'n states combined together to build up the beautiful

fabric of our government ; but when the hideous vampire of

slavery had, sucked the life-blood of the nation, until there

was scarcely virtue enough left to resist its impious demands,

then the disintegrating elements of state sovereignty, which

our fathers repudiated, began to tear to pieces the fair form

tliev had helped to create. And so far had the work of dis-

intcirration gone, that the head of this great nation was forced,

by tiic traitors in the cabinet, to declare, in his official capacity,

that the government had no power " to coerce a state into

obedience to its authority ;" that this young republic, for which

nil history has been a preparation, with its work before it

fcarcely begun, had hot vitality enough to save it from falling

ti) pieces. So completely had the piratical crew dismantled

iho bhip of state, that, amid the howling of the storm, the

man at the helm was heard, in whining tones, proclaiming

thtit there was not strength enough left in the "old hulk" to

li.ld it.-i phmks together. Xo wonder that the stoutest hearts

qi;.iik*<i before the dangei*s of that dark hour, and patriots

pvzixJ witli mute despair into the threatening gloom of the

future! JJ*t-God did not mean to de&troy us. Even in the

l:u-i extremity deliverance came. Tlie pirates, who were

madly driving us on the breakers, were hurled overboard, and

now, with a loyal crew and a firm, unflinching hand at the

lielm, the old ship has righted ; and as she gallantly rides the

heaving billows, the sun-light breaks through the rifts in the

tluinder-cloud, with the assurance that she will yet weather the

^torm, and bring her rich freight of human hopes safe into

IX)rt at last

!

(iod means to save us ; . but he means to try us by fire.

All that is ruthless and wicked in us will be burned up," but

all that is worth saving in us will only be purer and better

for the fierce ordeal. God intends to make us fit for the work
he put us here to do ; and to make us willing to do it. As
the duty is noble to which we are called, so the chastisement

that is to prepare us for it is severe ; nor will it end until

our repentance is thorough. . But already the nation, from the

depths of its humility, is looking anxiously toward Heaven
I'ODKTH Series, Vol. XVIIL—

2
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inquiring, "'Wliat must we do to be saved?" Already tlie

paralyzed and deadened national heart begins to show signs

of life ; and the first eifort of its returning vitality is to throw
ofi' this virus of slavery, and bring itself into sympathy with
the great living heart of humanity. Already we have learned
that devotion to the principles of truth and justice is worth more
than " all the wealth tliat sinews bought and sold have ever

earned," and as we begin to foil in with the grand, ever-

flowing current of God's providence, cheering signs of promise
are given to us

;

" While down the happy Future runs a flood \
Of prophesying light

:

It shows an Earth no longer stain'd with blood

;

Blossom and fruit where now we see tho bud
Of Brotherhood and Right."

Aet. n.—bossuet as a persecutor.

Among the eminent men who have graced the pnlpit of Roman
Catliolic France, there \^ none whose name is better known.
outside of his own Church, as well as within it, than Jaques
Benigne Bossuet. This rare distinction is not the result of

accident. The acute intellect, which revealed its great capaci-

ties to the instructors of his youth, and induced the Jesuit

fathers of Dijon to make strenuous but unsuccessful efforts to

gain him for their order, was allied to oratorical powers of the

very first rank. As a boy, he was distinguished for his assi-

duity and proficiency ; and in the college of Navarre, where he

pursued his studies for tlie priesthood, he was recognized as the

most promising scholar of his day. Undoubtedly the influence

of the ancient and ros]>ectab]e Burgundian family from which

he sprang, had something to do with his early advancement

;

but it was the beauty of liis style that delighted the literary

men of his times ; it was tlie grace of his delivery that rendered

him a favorite witli the despotic monarch of France and his

courtiers ; it was the elegance and force of his address that

entranced the multitudes \\\\o followed him around from church
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to church in the metropolis. Thus everything conspired to

promote his elevation. Within the fpace of a few years, from

heini: a simple canon of the cathedral of Metz, we find him

appointed to preach lenten sermons before Louis the Four-

teenth, next nominated to the bishopric of Condom, then

fiolccted to be preceptor to the dauphin, and finally settled in

the episcupal see of Meaux, in the immediate vicinity of Paris,

to be called frequently to assist the king by his counsels.

Whatever may be thought at the present day of the merits

of his Universal History, it will be conceded by all that he was

peculiarly adapted to the part which he so frequently assumed

ju^ a controversialist. From his dispute with Fenelon he came

oft' with tlie appearance of victory ; and among all the cham-

pions of the Roman Catholic side there was no one but Bossuet

who could make even a respectable opposition to the suqiassing

eloquence of the great Claude. iSTo one knew how to present

ail argument in a more specious guise ; and his printed works

War a.s unmistakable testimony to this, as the traditions of his

iikillful evasions in oral controversies. His " History of the

V;tri;i!li.ns of the Trotcstants" is even now a favorite weapon

in tiic liands of the advocates of the Eoman Church, and more

!!i:iTi one really critical mind, to say nothing of the multitudes

wiio are ever easy dupes of ingenious fallacies, has been attracted

by it, f(.r a time at least, to the pretended Mother Church as

that in which alone true unity can be found. By no writer

have the inconsistencies of doctrine of the representative men
of the various Protestant Churches, and their contests Avith one

another, and deplorable want of charity for the supposed errors

of brethren with whom they nevertheless agree in "the essential

puuits of the Christian faith, been employed more eft'ectively

to exhibit the perils attending individual and independent
ii'quiry, in contrast with the safety of the adherents of ecclesi-

astical tradition.

But it is neither with Bossuet as the debater and writer on

point.s of theological controversy, nor yet with Bossuet as rep-

resentative of the Gallic^ Church and defender of its liberties

against the usurpations of the papal see, in the famous decla-

ration of the French clergy in 1GS2, that we have here to do.

It is rather Bossuet in his diocese, Bossuet as Bishop of !Mcaux,

in his relations to the poor Huguenots, whom we propose to
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consider in tlie liglit wliicli history has recently thrown upon

his course from the time of his enthronization to within a year

or two of his death.

The period which comprises the active career of Bossuet is

one of the most remarkable in French history ;
and, as it has

since appeared, one of the most disastrous in its consequences.

The latter half of the sixteenth century had witnessed a series

of civil wars, with intermissions that could be -viewed as little

better than truces, (since they were mainly spent by both par-

ties in the recuperation of their wasted strength,) which had

carried devastation and ruin into every province of the king-

dom. The century had closed after the proclamation of an

edict of toleration, on the basis of which, had it been adopted

forty years earlier, all the commotions and bloodshed of the

intervening period might easily have been precluded. The

Edict of Kantes, intended by the sagacious Henry lY. as a per-

petual and fundamental law, secured to Protestantism in France,

not equality in the enjoyment of the rights of the profession of

their faith and of worship with Tioraan Catholics, but a toler-

ation sufficiently broad to prevent the repetition of those hor-

, rid butcheries which disgraced the French name in the age of

the Reformation, and the liberty to perform their solemnities

in those places in the neigliborhood of which they constituted

an important element of the population. But the seventeenth

century presents us the familiar story of the gradual infringe-

ment upon privileges, whoso direct abrogation is avoided for

the time as impracticable, and is delayed until everything is

ripe for the long-anticipated catastrophe. Slowly but surely

the Protestants are deprived of their rights as Frencli citizens.

Their worship is restricted to a smaller number of places.

They are excluded from places of trust and emolument ; they

are looked upon by the government with an unfriendly eye
;

they can hope for no preferment in the civil or military service

of the monarch, even after renewed demonstrations of their

loyalty have been afibrded. Every facility is furnished to those

who would enter their midst to scdute them from their devo-

tion to the Church of their fathei-s. Upon the slightest pre-

texts their children arc torn away from their firesides, and they

themselves subjected to the penalties of apostasy. It was a

course of gradual discnfranchiseraent. which was not complete
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iintil witliin fifteen years of the dose of the century. Mean-

while the law could scarcely keep pace with the successive

t^teps of this ingenious persecution. Edict rapidly followed

edict, the whole constituting a voluminous and cumbrous legis-

lution—a hundred-headed monster that should at every point

confront the adherents of the " religion jpretendue reforrnee^''

lis it was conteni[)iuously styled, and weary out their constancy

of purpose. The device of enforcing conversion by quartering

ft ru<le and insolent soldiery upon a peaceable portion of the

popuhition, and conniving at its most flagrant crimes, proved

euocessful in many cases where the inducements held out to

t»'jnpt ambition and the love of wealth had been found inef-

fectual. The results were magnified by the cunning projectors

of these enterprises, while the means employed were as much
as possible screened from view ; until at length the French king

was brought to believe that the plans of his advisers had been

crowned with such entire success, that the conversion of the

Huguenots, which had been too difiicult a problem for his pre-

t'licrsors, had actually been accomplished, constituting the

::.".-i glorious achievement of his reign. The very preamble

• f ihf edict of revocation, which consigned to expatriation the

Tfi.^t !!)dustriou5 part of the French nation, numbering, accord-

\\rz to one account, eight hundred thousand souls, bases this

action upon the usclessness of retaining the Edict of iN'antes in

force, the royal exertions having accomplished what they had

j'roposed, and " the greater part of our subjects of the said pre-

leiuled lieformed religion having embraced the Catholic

religion!"

It was while the Protestants of France were thus being

(tripj.ed of one right after another, and about four years pre-

vious to tlie final blow, that Bossuet was, in 16S1, installed as

bishop of !N[eaux. He was, therefore, of necessity, involved to

eonio extent in relation to the work which the court had under-

taken. The city of Meaux was one of the capital points of the

reformation in France. It was among the wool-carders of

Meaux that the Gospel achieved its first victories under tlic

temporary protection of Brigonnet, the vacillating prelate.

At Meaux Jean Leclerc was the first to sufler the perforation

of his tongue with hot iron and branding on the forehead, for

the boldness with which he tore down a papal bull, and sub-
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stituted an answer of his own ; and it was the same fearles?

citizen of Meaux who, a few months later, was destined to he
the French protomartjr in behalf of evangelical truth. Pass-

ing over an interval of more than twenty years, the history of

Huguenot sufieriugs is illustrated by the intrepid deaths of the

famous " Fourteen of Meaux." And the Church, cemented
M-Ith the blood of these and other brave defenders of the truth,

had not fallen into ruins when Bossuet entered the episcopal

palace.*

How did Bossuet discharge his oiSce, and what, in particu-

lar, was his conduct toM'ard the members of the Eeformed
Church in his diocese ?

The Cardinal de Bausset, the biographer of Bossuet, gives

the following answer to this question

:

It may well be supposed that we have felt extreme interest in

investigating whether P>os5iiet liad V)oen consulted with respect to
the revocation of the Edict of Nantes. If any bishop of France
must have been, it was certainly Bossuet, and yet everything per-

suades us that he was not. "We have found nothing in his papers,
nor in those of Abbe Ledien, that can even give us a glimpse of
his having been called to dflil>eratc on this great measure ; and it

is impossible to suppose that if he had taken the slightest part in

it, he would not have let some mark escape to meet the eyes of the
Abbe Ledicu, who is so attentive in gathering up his words, so

exact in relating them to us. . . . Witliout daring to presume to con-

jecture what would have been Bossuet's advice, had Louis XIV.
asked him for it, it can only bo asserted with confidence, that all

the dithculties wljich arose immediately after the revocation prove
evidently that Bossuet Avas not consulted. . . . We sincerely think
that Bossuet has just claims to the esteem of Protestants. lie com-
bated their doctrines, he deplored their errors, he alleviated their

sufferitigs^ he proteMed a<jai)ist the laics that cqypressed thern^ he
never ptrstctitid a si/njle one of thi),i^ lie was the stay, the conso-
lation and the benethctor of all that invoked his name, his genius,

and his virtues. There does not exist a particle of evidence to

show that Bossuet took part in what immediately preceded or fol-

lowed the Ke vocation. //' never asked of the king a single act

of rigor against a single Protestant.

So also the Abbe Guettee remarks

:

It must be said to the glory of Bossuet that, while approving in

principle the revoraiion of the ludict of Xantes, far from being

* So signal kas been the failun? of iK-rscciUiou to efl'oct the dcstructioa of Prot-

estantism here, that, iu ISGl, {according to the Anuuaire Frofeitunt Statisque et

Historiq'ie,) the Consistorial Chiirth of Meaux comprised six parishes with svvea

dependencies, seven pastors, and lliirteeu churches and chapels.
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accessory to the cruelties, he was not even an abettor of certain
acts of violence which other bishops regarded as necessary.*

Wg shall presently see whether this language is borne out by
otHcial documents still preserved. Meanwhile let us notice

that the terms in which Bossuet eulogizes the revocation in his

funeral oration in honor of Chancellor Le Tellier are strangely

iru-i.n.-istent with this view. He calls upon the annalist of the

Church to place Louis wjth Constantine and Theodosius. He
C'xahs an act which had brought back heretics, until the

ehurchcs were too strait to receive them, while their false

teachers had abandoned them, and sought safety in flight. He
htylcs it '*Mfc most heautiful exercise of authority^ He apos-

ln.j)!ii7.es "this new Constantine, this new Theodosius, this

new ;Marcian, this new Charlemagne" in these words ^ " You
iiavc cunlirmed th,e fiiith, you have exterminated the heretics

;

tiii= i^ the Worthy labor of your reign, it is its proper charac-

Ilt :
" And the Jesuit De La riue,^addre3sing Bossuet, attrib-

uu-> the honor of the act to the bishop himself: "In God's
najuc, wiio gave you, my lord, the strength to commence this

A:.'y r,v.>hifion, employ all the light, the ardor, and the credit

;. .J j-^N^e.-vs, to see witlryour own eyes the end and perfection
of If -J fir xcf/rky

J'.vcii during the lifetime of the bishop of Meaux, there were
li- 'i wanuiig tho;e who accused him of being an uctiveparticipant
ju the }.ersecution of the Huguenots. In particular, one Pierre
Frutte, a former canon of the abbey of St. Genevieve, and curate
of the parish of Souilly, in the diocese of Meaux, became a
Protestant, and flying for safety to Holland, published a nar-
rative of his conversion, which gave a very diflerent vicAv vi
!''.'.-.^i:et\s course from that whicli the prelate himself sought to
Circulate, and M'hich his friends have insisted upon as correct,
:i!j<l have api)arently endeavored to perpetuate by the sup-
l>re-^--iou^ or destruction of papers in conflict with it. We shall
have a few words more to say respecting the testimony of this
priest, who seems to have enjoyed the best uicans of informa-
tion, in consf-.pience of his intimate association with his bishop

;

Jiud uho a.>serts that, with the exception of a single woman of
bad character, who perhaps abjured voluntarily, all the rest of

" II no fut jauiais partisao non-seulemeat des cruautt's, iuai3 de certaines vio-

Iccec^ que dautros t'vC-qiK-s regardaient comme necessaires."
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the Protestants of the diocese of Meaux that joined the Roman
Catholic Church, did it only through fear of the soldiery whom
Bossuet caused to pass and repass through their midst, during

the time of his missions, and in consequence of threats which

he uttered even in his sermons, against the contumacious.

The French Protestant Historical Society, among the many
important documents which it has published within the.fourteen

years of its existence, has inserted in its bulletin a number of

ministerial dispatches and other papers relating to Bossuet,

hitherto buried in the archives of the French empire. Although

much that would have thrown additional light npon the subject,

and especially Bossuet's own letters, appears to. have been care-

fully eliminated, the following facts appear.

First. Bossuet is seen in the light of an informer against

Protestants suspected of being engaged in*making prepara-

tions to leave the kingdom. It is well known that the greatest

precautious were adojned te> prevent the emigration of mem-
bers of the Eeformed Church, or of the "ISTew Catholics"

(Kouveax Catholiques,) as, by a legal fiction, they were styled.

The frontiers were guarded with vigilance, and those who
were detected in the act of escaping from the kingdom were

punished with hard labor in the galleys, if men, and with con-

fiscation and imprisonment, if women.* It was only by the

employment of practiced guides at exorbitant prices, and in

disguise, that most of the refugees succeeded in reaching a

country where freedom of conscience was guaranteed. Not
only were the goods of the emigrants declared to be confis-

cated to the crown, but all conveyances of property made by

them within a year previous to their departure were null and

void. The part of a Christian bishop, under such cii'cum-

stances, would seem to be to alleviate, rather than aggravate,

the hardships to which enactments like these exposed the

Huguenots. But in the year IGSS we find Bossuet engaged in

denouncing to the government the intentions of some of the

* Mrs. Maury, in her translation of the Edict of Revocation, given in iho appen-

dix to licr interesting " Memoirs ofa Huguenot Family, translated and compiled from

the original auto'nograpliyof Rev. James Fontaine," (New York, 18.53.page 510,) has

accidentally oniitteil from the tenth arliolo its most essential clause, the prohibitiou

to leave the kingdom. In tiie origimd this article reads :
" Faisons trts e.xprtssos

et ittTatives dt-fonse.s a tous nos sujots de ladite R. P. R. de sortir: eui, leura

fcmmcs et enfuns do notredit lioyaiunc, Pais ct Terres de notrc obeissance," etc.
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Kcformcd. " Sir," writes the minister on the Uih of April,

to :M. dc Mesnai-s, Intendaut of tlie Generality of Paris, under

Nvhojo croveniment the city of Meaux was placed, " the Bishop

(.f McjTux having Nvi-itten to me that there is some movement

ntn'on'^' the New'Catholics of his diocese, who are selling their

furniture and seem to be preparing to leave the kingdom,

letting it even be understood that they are taking away their

fliil.lirn with them, I reported it to the king, who commanded

mo to notify you of it, in order that you may examine whether

tliis rumor'has any foundation, and may give such orders as

vou deem necessary, according to the circumstances."*

ikcmdly. Perhaps the most oppressive article^ in the edict

of revocation, was that which prescribed that the children of

rrotO::tant3 should be baptized by the curates of the parish in

which tlu-v resided, and be brought up in the "Apostolic and

lloinun Catholic religion." f In the recently discovered docu-

itifht.s P.orsuet iigures in the unenviable light of an informer

ji^ainr-t the parents who refused or neglected to send^ their

r!ii!cin-n tv) be instructed in what they considered abominable

ir:-r. " Aftt-r luiving given an av^count to the king," writes

!» . iiiini..t<r to P.o~>uct,' April 30th, 16S6, "of what you wrote

:.. 'A'.o on the f abject of the children of the newly-converted of

\oiir diocese, whom the parents neglect to send to the schools

«:i(l to tlie instructions that are given in the parishes, his

rnaje>ty has resolved to write on this subject to the intendants,

to direct them to. oblige the parents to send them thither,

and you may act in concert with M. de Mesnars in reference

to everything which there may be to be done in this respect

in your diocese.":}:

Thirdbj. AVe find Possuet still more frequently either the

advocate of the summary arrest of Protestants, with a view to

cii'.j.t'Hing them to abjure their faith, or accessory to it. On
tlie L'd of April, lOSG, a ministerial command is sent to M. de

Me.-iiars revoking an order for the arrest of a father and his son

who had been converted ; and the reason assigned for the rev-

ocation is " because the order was issued only on account of

their religion, at the prayer of the Bishop of Jleaicx.''''^ Thir-

* Bulletin de la SocietiJ de I'Histoiro du Protestautisme Franoais, IV, 118.

t Arliolo VIII. X Bulletin do la Soc. de I'llist. du Prot. Francjais, IV, 117.

§ lb. ubi eupra; "a la jiriore dc M. I'evesque de ileaux."
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teen years later, (July 5tli, 1G99,) Friar Leonard, of St. Cath-

arine of Sienna, jots down the following incident

:

Two heads of Ihmilies of the city of Meaux, in very moderate
circumstances, wrote to their bishop a few days ago that they still

had many doubts on some doctrinal points, pnd principally on that

of purgatory. That prelate sent for them, and tried to prove the
doctrine to them by the best reasons he could allege. But as they
did not appear satisfied by them, and would not promise their

bishop to change their sentiments, he sent and Jtad them arrested

two days after by an order from the king, and they were taken to

the prison of the Conciergerie of this city, where they are being
instructed. This has obliged the prelate to compose a book to

prove that there is a purgatory, and, as he is very learned, no
doubt is entertained that this book, on which he is laboring at the

present moni,eut, will be well written.*

Again, on the Tth of July, 1703, about nine months before

his death, Bossuet received this note from the government

:

I have sent the order icliich you ask for, to have the man named
Baudouin and his wife, bad Catholics of Fublaines, imprisoned in

the hospital. M. Phelypeaux writes to me that this order had
been granted to you a month since by the king, but I had heard
nothing of it. Apparently you had given no memorandum of it to

bis majesty.

f

These instances, selected from a number, will sufficiently

exhibit Bossuet's participation in the arrests of those who
_either refused to abjure, or, after their conversion to the Eoman
Catholic Church, betrayed by their reuiissuess in attending

upon its ordinances, the insincerity of their profession.

Fourthly. A\^e find Bossuet, within one week after the pro-

mulgation of the edict of revocation, begging and obtaining

(October 29th, 16S5) the demolition of the Protestant churches

of Nanteuil and Morcerf, for the erection of hospitals at ^Meaux.

A few days later the adjoining houses are also granted him at

his request. . Encouraged by these largesses of the crown, in

1G99 he asks that the property of a Protestant absentee be

given him to be applied to the expenses incurred for the instruc-

tioii of the New Catholics ; but the request is refused, on the

ground that no civil judgment had been pronounced in the

ciuie.'l

Fifthly. Bussuet is now discovered to have been privy to,

and undoubtedly the instigator of the persecution of two young

* M.S. iu the Imperial Archives, vol. il., 1802, reprinted iti Bulletin lY, 221.

f lb. IV, 222. X lb. IV, 116, 220, 221.
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Protestant orphans born within the limits of his diucese, of

which we already possessed accounts in Benoit's History of the

Edict of ^' antes, and, in greater detail, in a rare printed vol-

ume of contemporary date.* The three letters which establish

tills point arc accompanied by the official proces-vcrhal of tlie

examination of the girls, a document fully corroborating all the

iniidcnt.-, of this atrocious proceeding, and affixing new marks

of infamy to all that were directly or remotely connected with

it. Tlio story is briefly this. In the village of La-Ferte-sous-

Jouarre there lived an honest man, in comfortable circum-

flanres, named Pierre Mirat, who, some twenty years before

tlie publication of the edict of revocation, had been converted

from the lioman Catholic to the Eeformed Churcli. At his

death his children were confided to the care of their mother,

\\h.». although a well-meaning woman, through her absorption

in Worldly cares allowed them to remain in such ignorance,

tliut when she died her twq«;youngest daughters could neither

rx.'a*i nor write. Both their Eomanist and their Protestant

rvhttjves were desirous of securing to the young girls a guar-
'!;.-*!; of tlu'ir own creed. Happily the choice fell on a Prot-

o'.jijit uncle, under whose roof they remained for three mouths
iiii'ii-jiirU'd. Meanwhile the Roman Catholic relatives deter-

mined, if iM..a*ible, to break up this arrangement, and finally

ijidii.cd ihc king's attorney at Meaux, who hoped to make
wjiMc money by the afiair, as we are told, to give an order that

the cliildren sliould be delivered to him,, to be placed in the

Ursuline convent a few leagues distant from Meaux. "When it

wa- found that there M'as no resource to avoid compliance, the

gu:irili;in and his Protestant friends employed the brief interval

u!!-.\v.il ihcm in endeavoring to instruct the girls and for-

tify tlieir courage for the rough trial that awaited them.
But although they gave the strongest assurances of their

constancy, yet, from their ignorance and child-hke timidity,

little hope resulted. The project of the Eoraanist relatives

wjus liuwever, delayed by the jealousy of the bailitT of the

village of La-Ferte, who, disputing the jurisdiction of the

attorney of Meaux, removed the children from their guardian's

liaiids, and placed them in other custody. After the archers

* noflexions sur la cruelle porst-cution que souffre I'Eglise Reformc-e lo Frauct',

etc., IGSG. la Bulletin, tome X, pp. 50-66.
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sent from ^eaux bad taken vengeance npon the innocent Prot-

estant relatives, and pending a decision of tlie Parisian court of

parliament upon the question of jurisdiction, a formal examin-

ation of the children was held before the king's attorney and

lientenant-general of Meaux, with the view of learning their

choice of religion.* The official record recently brought to

light confirms the previously known statements of their remark-

able constancy. Mary Mirat, only eleven years of age, answered

to the interrogatories, "that she wished to belong to the relig-

ion in which her father and mother departed this life, and that

she would not change, even if she must be put to death for it,"

" without being able to tell us," adds the record, " whether

she thought or if she knew that there was any other religion

than hei"s, saying, on the contrary, that she did not care whether

there was any other, and being unable to tell us in any other way
what her religion was." Magdalen, two years younger, when
asked if she knew the reason fo^which she was summoned,
said " that it wa? to ask her whether she would go to mass,

which she would not do, because she wished to die in the relig-

ion in which her father and mother had died, and that she

would never change." Equally sagacious with her sister, Mag-
dalen declined to define her religion, thus avoiding a theologi-

cal controversy al>ove her years, in which her examiners would

gladly have entangled her.; nor would she admit that her

answers were ]irompted by any of her relatives ;
" c'estoit le

bon Dieu qui lui av-oit dit.f

Foiled in this attempt to entrap the little girls, the first pres-

ident of the Parisian parliament was induced by the Eoman
Catholic relatives, before the rendering of a judicial decision, to

give them an order to take charge of the children. This was

executed with promptness. Tlie children, hurried into a car-

riage, flung thvmselves against the doors and cut their arms

with the glass in their frantic attempts to escape. The com-

passionate abbess of a convent to which they were first taken,

refused to receive them when she saw their grief. One of their

* An edict of the kini;. framed in order to facflitato conversions to the j)0iju!ar

religion, permitted the children of Protestants, at the ago of sovea years, to choose

to become Roman Caiholic.^, independently of the wish of their parents and other

relatives.

I See tlie interesting documentj^n the Bulletin of the French Protestant Histor-

ical Society for ISGO, torn. IX, pp. 65, seq.
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relatives then carried tbem bound on a cart to his own housa^

vhoru for several months they were siibjected to the most

iiiint.ying persecution, and plied by all the arts of priests,

monk^, and nuns. A Benedictine monk even read them a

fori^'cd' letter from their Protestant aunts, in which they

minounced their own conversion to the mother Church
;
but

tl>o A,n^iblc children, instead of distressing themselves about

the truth of the story, replied '' that their aunts might, if they

p!i-ii>ed, go to perdition, but that as for themselves, they had a

K>ul to't^ave, and that nothing in the world would turn them

n--Me from the way in which they were, being persuaded that

in it tliey would infallibly find their salvation." At length

tlu'v managed to escape from the house, and betook themselves

to the house of their guardian, a distance of nine or ten miles.

To avoid difficulty they were brought before the first president

V*: i}je parliament, where again they witnessed a good profess-

;..!i, by their constancy saving a poor Protestant who heard

ihriM Vrum carrying into execution the purpose he had formed

:..» abjure liis faith. The president now proposed to place the

. ;.:: ir.ji in a convent for a few days, in order to test the truth

. f tl.r arcur-ation made against the Protestant relatives, that

r*'V 'it'trmHl t.he girls from professing Catholicism. The guar-

.i.Mi consented ; but the president did not keep his promise to

rL-rt.-re them in two weeks if they remained firm, and to guar-

Biitcc them mild treatment. In their new place of confine-

iiRiit they were again assailed by promises and threats, and,

wiicii neither would shake their determination, severer measures

were resorted to. Embracing a favorable opportunity the chil-

dn-n once more planned an escape, and, scaling a high garden-

'.v;ill, ik-d to Paris. There they remained concealed for nearly

11 year, until they were enabled to pass into Ilolland, where

tlu'V :it length found a safe refuge.

TJiis is but one of a thousand similar cases that occurred in

connection with the persecuting ordinances of Louis the Four-

t'tMitli. P>enoit, with his accustomed conscientiousness, abstains

from uttering even a suspicion that the Bishop of Meaux was

conrerned in it. Yet such, it can now be proved, was the fact.

Tlirce letters relating to the case of the Mirat children have

come to light, signed by the same king's attorney to whom

reference lias been made, and dated within a few days of each
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otber, in the month of April, 16S3, and in each reference 'm.

made to the Bishop of Meaux as a principal actor. In the

first, which incloses the memorandum of the examination of

the children, M. Margudet-Delanoue, king's attorney, savs,

" My lord the Bishop of Meaux has intrusted me with a note

to hand to you tipon this subject.-''* In the second he tells the

minister, " I will not fail to continue, if it be agreeable to you,

and as my lord the Bishop of Mrnux commands me.^'-f And
in the third, written after the girls had been placed in the

hands of their Eoraan Catholic relations, he adds :
'' Mv lord

the Bishop of Meaux has charged me with the herewith

inclosed letter, and has commandt-d 7ne to append the docu-

ments which I send you-'-X Could any evidence demonstrate

more conclusively that the king's attorney, from the beginning

to the end, was acting simply at the direction of Bossuet,

whom, as bishop of the place, and all-powerful at court, the

civil magistrate consulted on every point with the most obse-

quious deference?

We have said enough tc show that Bossuet, far from oppos-

ing the sanguinary persecution which culminated in the revo-

cation of the Edict of iSTantes, was zealous in its enforcement,

both before and after 1685. If in 1GS6, in his pastoral letter

of March 24th, he boasted that none of the Protestants that

had been converted " had suffered any violence, either in their

person or in their goods," " that they came back peaceably,"

and calls upon them to testify to it, we have found the asser-

tion to be baseless and false. And this has been proved with-

out the assistance of the numerous cases of individuals

Bubjectcd to severe persecution related by the Abbe Frotte,

whose narrative might appear less credible if unsupported by
documentary evidence.§

* Monseii^neur Tevesque de Jfeaux ra'a charge d'une note pour vous faire tenir

8ur CO siijeL Letter ia Bulletin de la Soc, etc., IX, 65.

\ Ainsi que Monseigneur I'evesque de Meaux meVordxmne. Ibid. IX, 70.

X Mouseigneur I'evesque de ifeaux m'a charge de la Icttre cy-incluse, et

m'a ordonne d'y, joiridtv les pieces que je vou.s envoie. lb. IX, 71.

§ Among the instances mentioned bv Frotte, upon which the official documents

have shed new light, is that of an aged and dying man named Cochard, whom tlio

bishop finally succeeded in persuading to abjure Protestantism, among other vio

lent threats telling him, " that as soon as he wais dead he would be thrown into

the sewer like a dog I" See Frotte'a Letter, BaHetin de la Soc, etc., for April,

1864, 97-112.
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"Wlicnce comes, then, the strange inconsistency between the

tolerant expressions of opinion and conduct of Bossuet's earlier

life and the cruel conduct of its last two decades ? The Abbe

Frott6 sufficiently explains the phenomenon :

"While I am cu£raG;ed in makinpj my confessions to you, I will

ncknowled^e tliat what has still further contributed to my conver-

hi.tii, has hciri, that it appears that your entire zeal for the Eomish

ri-liirJon is simple ])olicy, and a great passion to please the court,

wliiTc yotr liave great obligations and great hopes. "When the

court bade you tosustain the infallibility of the pope, you would

Jiavf anathematized all who disputed that imaginary privilege;

wlicn it commanded you to dispute it, you at once stripped him of

it ; and wc see you quite ready to re-invest him Avith it, at the first

or<lcr vou receive. But this is common to you with others ; I

prefer to speak of what is peculiarly your own. Before the revo-

c^4tii>n of the Edict of Nantes, the Bishop of Meaux was not so

vi_'nro!!s a preacher against the Befornied ; but since the court has

rxpl.iiucd ili:it it will tolerate in France only the Romish religion,

."ind sinvt' the persecution of the Protestants has become fasliion-

ft^^lc, tlie IJishop of Meaux ap])ears at the head of furious converters

fcnd lilt- ruost cruel persecutors. Yet on God's side, you always
ha\<« the satiio obii'^ations to labor for the salvation of the people
f f yn-sr d;.>r.-s»j ; but you give this care to your vicars when it is

<'.':% <i->^l that cuiiuiiamls you, and you work yourself only when
. >- l;«noo to ail cartiily king and his favor are in question. Theu
«

•

'v %..u make it a^ point of honor to succeed promptly. For *

>».'.M u..ul.l be said at court, if the Bishop of Meaux, who has
»!!i h < xccllcnt talents for persuading, did not hasten the conver-
»i<)n of the Reformed more than did the rest?

It was a difficult task for a French bishop in the seven-

teenth century, and especially for a prelate so fond of human
applause and of the shortdived favor of courts as was Jaques
I'l-nigne Bossuet, to set up his own opinion in opposition to

tliat of the self-willed monarch, and attempt to stay, at least in

his own di<:>cese, the persecution inaugurated under the auspices

of llic Teres La Chaise and the Maintenons. Bossuet made
no attenipt to gain, by any such resistance, the credit of sin-

gularity. But a yet more terrible alternative confronted the

ecclesix-tical dignitary who attempted to carry out the royal

plan. The primitive Church used the utmost circumspection

in admitting new converts to its sacred ordinances. It insisted

on a period of ])robation, and barred its doors to those sus-

pected of complicity with paganism or heresy, Not so the

modern bishop. " On the contrary," says a writer of the times,
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" "u-ith arms in hand, he forces those whom he must believe,

according to his own principles, to be heretics, schismatics and
profane, not only to enter liis church, but even to eat wliat

he asserts to be the veritable body and blood of Jesus Christ.

According to his own doctrine, he gives to dogs the most

sacred and holy thing upon the face of the earth. As Pilate

delivered Jesus Clirist to the Jews through fear of Cfesar,

Monsieur de Meaux delivers Jesus Christ to his enemies through
complaisance for his prince. When these heretics, I say,

have in their profane mouths the Saviour of the world, tliey

will be able to insult him with the words of that same Pilate

and to say, ' I have power over thee ; thine own nation and
the chief priests have delivered thee unto me.' " " In truth,

sir," adds the same writer, "this conduct, approved by almost

all the bishops, your associates, ought at once to put an end to

all religious disputes. It is an epitome of controversy verv

easy of comprehension by all who possess even a small share

of good sense and reflection,"
I

The bitter irony of the Abbe Frotte was but too well deserved.

It was not long before the clergy of France, awaking from the

delirium of joy which their first apparent success had produced,

began to appreciate the depth of the abyss into which they had
unwittingly plunged. They were filling their churches with

heretics, with Crypto-Protestants, with enemies in disguise.

A candid and serious parish priest confessed to Jaques Fon-

taine that he trembled for the future of his country, and feared

lest the Almighty would send upon it, in consequence of the

impious course pursued, M-ar, famine, and pestilence ; and the

Huguenot confessor saw within his own days the fulfillment of

the dire prophecy.* A subsequent age has beheld a result

more dreadful and enduring, the growth of infidelity, restless

and unprincipled, sapping the foundations of morals, unsettling

the social fi\bric, making instability the rule and a firmly estab-

lished constitution the exception. For this result Bossuet and

his fellow-bishops, who enforced hypocrisy at the point of the

sword, are in no small degree accountable. And they failed

to crush Protestantism in France. After passing through a

century more of cruel persecution, its adherents are scarcely

less numerous to-day than before the French prelates undertook

Memoirs of a Huguouot Family, p. 103.
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tlieir impracticable task ; while the multitudes that succeeded

ill escaping, in spite of their severe edicts, strengthened tho

hands of the Protestants of Germany and the Low Countric3,

pave a new impulse to the growing manufactures of Protestant

Kngland, and contributed to secure the predominance of Prot-

estantism on this western continent.

Art. ni.—HERMENEUTICS AND HOMILETICS;

OB, TlIK STDDY OF TUE ORIGINAL SCRIPTURES AND PREACHING.

[article first.]

§1. Introduction.

(H"n young men, candidates for the ministry, who arc to be
the future pastors and teachei^ of the Church, should covet

t:trTiotly a knowledge of the original Scriptures. Yery few
%.-M f}»jcet to thi^ statement as a general truth, and yet
%K«"n w(? come to make an individual application, of it, many
».il Utrin to excuse themselves, and will point out some
\<Ty eiuincnt and very useful ministers who have never
Ifiuwr, the lirst words of the original Scriptures. Perhaps
ihry will say, also, that, some who have acquired a tolerable
facility in reading the original Scriptures, do not use it,

Knd that many go from our colleges and divinity schools,
and if tlicy do not actually sell their Hebrew Eibles and
( J n-ek Testaments, they let them stand upon the shelves
' f their libraries to gather the dust of weeks and even
months, if not of years. But all this proves nothing more
t!ian tljat laziness and "depravity may still inhere in a man
wIjo!^; oflice, advantages, piety, and love for Christ and for
KJiiItv, should stimulate him to do better. A minister who
neglects the opportunity of becoming well versed in the
original Scripture, fails

"
to secure one of the highest at-

Rttainmcnts for usefulness in his vocation. Indeed, we claim
for this attainment the first place in importance, as a human
qualification, for the work of the Gospel. It is only secondary
to the divine gift of the Holy Spirit.

Fourth Series, Vol. XVIII.—3
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§ 2. Eelative Value to the Preacher of Knowledge
AND Eloquence.

Of Apollos it is said, '' He ^vas an eloquent man, [Ao^-ior,

a ->vordy man,] and inigJdtj m the Scriptuns^ dwarog Jjv n- rdig

ygatpaJg. Acts xviii, 2-1.

In a sermon the two great points to be secured are, first,

tlic subject; secondl.y, the presentation of that subject. -» The

first implies a knowledge of the Scriptures, the second, skill in

presenting the subject. With the thoughtful hearer, what a

minister preaches is of more importance than the manner of

his delivery: by the ignorant and superficial, the manner is

more regarded. «

Keither Moses, the leading preacher under the old covenant,

nor Paul, the leading preacher under the new covenant, were

eloquent, according to their own testimony. See Exod. iv, 10,

'*And Moses said unto the Lord, I am not eloquent, [literally,

Tarn not a inan of words, "^^'^h C-^-:t d^x k;— not a ?.6yLog,]

neither heretofore nor since Thou hast spoken unto thy ser-

vant ; hut I am sloxo of speech and of a shw tongue. And

the Lord said unto him, SVho hath made man's mouth ? or

who maketh the dund), or deaf, or the seeing, or the blind?

Have not I, the Lord ? Now therefore go, and I will be with thy

mouth, and teach thee what thou shalt say. And he said, O

my Lord, send, I pray thee, by the hand thou wilt [shouldest]

Bend. And the anger of the Lord was kindled against Moses,

and he said, Is not Aaron the Levite thy brother? I know

that he can speak well ; and also, !)ehold, he cometh forth to

meet thee: and when he seetli thee, he will be glad in his heart.

And thou shalt speak unto him, and put words in his mouth,

and I will be with thy mouth, and with his mouth, and will

leach you what ye shall do. And he shall be thy spokesnum

nnto the people ; and ho shall be, even he shall be to thee in-

stead of a mouth, and thou shalt be to him instead of God."

The above words show the fact that a public teacher must

have first, a^leqnafe l:nowl<'d(j-\^n(\ secondly, an ability to com-

municate. Though he may not be elnqwnt, yet still he is to

preacii. The anger of the Lord was justifiable, in that Moses

was unwilling to use the talents, such as they were, that God
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liiul "-iven Inm. God therefore commissioned to go with him

lii> Eloquent brother Asiron. " He sliall be tliy spokesman

unto the people, lie shall be to thee for a month, but thou

jiliult be to h'un instead of God." Aaron was the man of

words, the X6yio<;\ but Moses was as God to him, or the man

of kno\vlcili:c. In the work of preaching, the latter is essen-

tial, tL.-ris'^ari/, the former is important. The story of the

(Jn>;pcl must first be known, comprehended ; it is of tho

prrMtot imiKU-tance that it be oifered in an eloquent, agreo-

nb!t? uKinnor.

Wc would further show the correctness of this view by a

rvfiTcncc to the c:xse of Jeremiah. See Jeremiah first chapter,

v^T^es 4-10: ''Then the word of the Lord came unto me,

[.JiTciuiah,] saying, Before I formed thee in the belly I knew

i\\Ko: before thou camest out of the womb I sanctified thee,

and 1 ordained thee a prophet unto the nations. Then said

1, A/i, Lord God, /cannot spcal; for I am. a child. And the

lioni jyiid, Say not, I am a child; for thou shalt go to all that

I •hrCi\ M?n<i thee, and whatsoever I command thee thou shall

»r« :\l;, !*.<• not afraid of their laces; fori am with thee to

«!r'.i-.cr tliff, faith the I>ord. Then the Lord 'put forth his

}•»•'•! nnd toiiched my mouth. And the Lord said unto me,

l'--!;*'id, I have put my words in thy mouth. See, I liave

l!i:- «!;\y i-ox thee over the nations, and over the kingdoms, to

n>>t out, and to pull down, and to destroy, and to throw down,

to build and to plant." " Behold, I have put my words in thy

inoufh ; whatsoever I shall command thee, thou shalt speak.

lie not afraid -of their faces." Let the reader observe that

the matter of eloquence is not here alluded to, but only the

n<i.j( (.1, and the bravery with which the truth should be

f|>okcn.

That the false apostles took a correct view of the Apostle

l*ftul. is not denied by him. " For his letters, say they, are

weighty aiul powerful ; but his bodily presence is weak, and
liis si)ccch contemptible." See 2 Cor. x, 10. Indeed, it.> cor-

rectness i.^ confirmed by his own declaration: "But though

I be rude in sjiecch, yet not in knowledge." 2 Cor. xi, 0.

Again, 1 Cor. ii, 1, '' And I, brethren, when I came to you,

came not with excellency of speech or of wisdom, [worldly

Avisdoni, oo<pia^'\ declaring unto you the testimony of God."
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Again, verse 4, " My speech and my preaching was not with

enticing words of man's wisdom, but in demonstration of

the Spirit and of power."

All the above passages go to show that the Apostle Paul

was not eloquent in the ordinary sense of that word, or in the

sense that Aaron and Apollos were eloquent. But never-

theless his speech " was in demonstration of the Spirit and of

power."

§ 3. Wherein was the -Apostle's Power ?

It is an important question, Wherein consisted the Apostle's

power f It was first, doubtless, in a perfect intellectual mastery

of his subject ; and secondly, in the presence of the divin<i affia-

tus which filled his soul. These two things are possible of at-

tainment in a high degree by every minister. We do not say

.that all may attain them to the same degree that they were

attained by the apostle, but every minister may approximate

him.

In an intellectual mastery of the Scriptures—the original

Scriptures—the apostle had the advantage of us. The Greek
and Hebrew were vernacular tongues to him. He was born in

a Grecian city. He was trained up in Grecian learning. He
was familiar with tlie Grecian philosophy and the Grecian

poetry. He quotes their poets and criticises their philosophy.

His mastery of the Greek language is evident, also, from the

wonderful skill with which he uses it, both in his preaching

and in his writings.

He also was by birth a Hebrew. His parents were Hebrews
of the tribe of Benjamin, and they had their son carefully

trained in all Ucbrew learning; first in tlie ancient Scriptures,

and secondly in the traditional or Talmudic learning. He was
favored also with tlie best Hebrew teacher of his time, the

noble Gamaliel, at whose feet he was brought up. Ilis mas-

tery of tlie language is evident, moreover, from his reUsonings

upon individual Hebrew words, as may be seen in the firet

chapter of Hebrews and other places, and from entire passages

of the Old Testament, as seen in tlie eighth and tenth chapters

of the same epistle. His perfect mastery of his national

tongue is further evinced from the fiict that he used it with

Buch effect as to stay tlie violence of the mob who sought his
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life when he addressed them from the stairs of the castle ot

Anton ia, as recorded in the twenty-first and twenty-second

chapters of the Acts.

But what Paul learned in early life, may also be learned by

us. God be thanked that the treasures of Grecian and He-

brew learning are still preserved to us! And any young man,

with the excellent h'elps afforded by modern scholarsliip, can

make him?elf familiar with them in the course of three or four

years. What an attainment is this! an ability to read the

divine word in its sacred originals ! "We are put at once

thereby into communication with "holy men of old, who spake

^ they were moved by the Holy Ghost." We sit at their feet

and hear divine words. It is Heaven's 'voice. The beauty

and purity and spiritual glory of the sound is the constant

demonstration of its divinity. It is the voice of. God, indeed,

and not of men.

8 4. Intellectual Advantages of Scriptukal Study.

A conhtant reading and study of the Holy Scriptures estab-

WAu-t' lh«.' mind of the reader in their truth and divinity. He
f«v!> that tijcre can be no mistake in these holy revelations.

Ah iio rcail.-:, lie is lifted up into the pure heaven of truth.

<!'•<} is at his right hand, so that he is not moved. Here, if

I mi>take not, is one grand secret of the gospel-preacher's

jKiwcr. He knows the truth he utters, for it has .come to him
from Iicaven. It is the voice of God, and its demonstration

16 perfect. His hearers, who look into his face and hear his

Words, arc mightily impressed. Here, say the}^ is a teacher

ccme from God. His words are in authority and in power.

If we trace back such a preacher's history, we shall find

that one great secret of his power is in the fact that he is

6m'a-r6^ tv ratq ypcupalg. The enthronement of conviction or

knowUdgc is so perfect in such a preacher's mind tliat

hh hearers are led captive by him. lie knows whereof he

aftinns, and tlicrefore t/ie>/ believe.

In the nature of the case this is not, and cannot be, so fully

true in tiie person of the mere English reader of the Bible as

in the ca.=e of him who is a master 'of the original. It is true

tl»at many mere English readers of the Bible, by their long-

continued contemplation of certain doctrines, becog;ie exceed.
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ingly powerful in tlieir ministrations. But in their criticisms

of individual texts and words of Scripture they necessarily

falter, and are very likely to stumble ; whereas, in the case

of tlie scholar, the liability to falter or stumble is vastly less.

He calls no man master, and inquires and gets his answer

directly from Heaven by the original word, and not through

any merely human media. To speak plainly, such a preacher

does not depend upon Dr. Clarke's Commentary, nor upon

Mr. Scott's Commentary, nor even upon the English version,

excellent though it be, bnt never infallible. He depends,

onder God, upon himself. He speaks not the -testimony of

another man, but the solid convictions of his own soul,

taught by the infallible word. There is a moral force, a

Bpiritual power, going forth from such a man that infallibly

arrests the attention of his hearers. A. profound respect

is at once begotten for him. There is a charm of origin-

ality in his thoughts and words. He is no driveler or

retailer, of other men's ideas ; no thief, no plagiarist. He
comes to his people bringing out of his treasures honestly-

gotten things new and old. He comes before them with

the living, sacred fire in his bosom. He comes with his lips

touched by the burning coal from off the divine altar, and

lie speaks as a messenger from heaven, and the people look

upon him with a mingled feeling of wonder, love and fear

;

just as Israel looked upon the face of Moses shining with

the reflected light of the divine glory. Such a minister walks

in the house of God as a stream of light, and among the wicked

as a stream of fire. The saints rejoice in him, and even the

wicked respect and fear him.

Such a minister, also, is not carried away by every wind of

doctrine. He has read for himself. His opinions are formed,

and new views or interpretations arc not hastily accepted

;

and whatever may be the storm without, there is with him

peace within. He stands as a conservator of the ancient truth

. as recorded and revealed in the Holy Scriptures. All forms of

unscrijjtural doctrine, as Universalism, Socinianism, Millerism,

Swedenborgianisni, Spiritualism, or Human itarianism, he

weighs in the scales of the divine word, and finds them

wanting; and is always ready to give a reason for the faith

that is in him, to confirm his views and to illustrate the same
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ened, but the emotions and Christian graces are purified,

elevated and intensified beyond any previous thought or

conceptiou.

§ 6. Hints on Scriptural Study.

"We would now offer a few practical hints, to our junior

brethren especially, on the study of the sacred languages.

And the first I have to offer is, that they seek out a good

teacher. With the presence and aid of a good teacher,

the path at first is thorny and difficult enough. Indeed, we

think no man ever yet became a good Greek or Hebrew

scholar without a teacher. As we write, a letter comes from

one of our young ministers in northern Xew York, begging .

OS to tell him what books to obtain wherewith to study He-

brew. It is an easy matter to give him a list of the books, but

in candor we must tell him tliat the books will do him no good

without a competent teacher.

A competent teacher is one who can read the language

with facility and solve its difficult grammatical forms with

readiness, and who loves the work and is impressed with

a sense of its dignity and importance. He is one who knows

how to teach, seizing upon the most important* points, and

who has a generalizing mind ; who will task the memory of

his pupils only with those things most needful to be known,

and which may come into practice in their daily readings.

The regular forms, both of the noun and verb„should be com-

mitted to memory: the anomalous forms should be left to

be learned as they occur in practice.

In both these languages it is important that the student

learn, in the fu'rt place, to pronounce them correctly and with

facility. In Greek this is comparatively easy, the characters

being mostly .like the English and read in the same direction,

namely, from left to right. But in Hebrew the reading is

decidedly more difficult. The characters are not only more

dissimilar to the English or occidental letters, but, the lan-

guage is read from right to left. And then the consonants

only are written in line, the vowels being written over or

under the consonants to which they belong. !Much practice,

therefore, is required in order to read Hebrew correctly and

with facility.
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"SVc would recommend a careful attention during the first

lessons to syllabication or spelling, and then to reading or

pronouncing aloud. As soon as the student is able to trans-

late, let it 'be verbatim, word by word, pronouncing the He-

brew, then cjiving the translation into English. This course

constantly liabituates the student to associate the sound with

llie ^cn«J, and he learns the word, not only by the eye but

also by the car. Thus both the sense of hearing and the

KMjMi of si::ht are rendered mutually available in sacred study.

The ])rHctice of reading aloud should be steadily persevered

in. I'.sually students do not do this enough, for fear of dis-

'lurbing those around them.' Every student, therefore, should

h.ivc a'^room by himself, that he may read aloud, and preach

over to himself the divine ^ words of Scripture without the fear

of disturbing his fellow-students. We would here stop to beseech

our brethren who contemplate the erection of edifices for the

accommodation of our students in divinity daring the cente-

nar>' vcar, now near at hand, to have due regard to this mat-

ter.' lx:l every divinity student have his own room or cloister,

jf,.\i.l,-«l with facilities for warmth and light. With such

* . u'nmoilalions he can read aloud, pray aloud, and speak

a'-M ! in a moderate tone, and yet riot disturb his associates in

S'ljuinirig a})artments.

Si», aho, the practice of committing much of the Scriptures

to memory is not only important, but essential to the highest

Ktyle of preaching. Thus we find our Lord and his apostles

familiar with the Scriptures, quoting fully and with facility

extensive passages. This was the constant practice in the

ancient schools of the Church, both among Jews and Chris-

tians. It is common for Jewish students to be able to repeat

entire Psalms of David, and even whole books, in Hebrew.

This was the main business in the early schools of the Chris-

tian Church, as at Alexandria, at Ca}sarea, and at Ephesus.

So, also, in the more modern schools, as at Bangor, in Wales,

a'Tul at lona, in Scotland.

liut let us return. When the student has gone through the

" Slough of Despond" and the '' Wicket-gate," which he always

finds near the entrance of his course, both in Greek and Ilo-

brew, let him, like a true hero, push on, and the rest of his

journey will be found to be full of sunshine, flowers, and
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fruits. The difficnlties of these two hingnages are mostly at

tlie threshold, in the pronunciation and the grammar. These
difficulties, however, in the course of a few months of perse-

verance will gi%e v.-ay. Instead of treading in the uncertain

slough, he will soon find his feet upon a hard and beautiful

road. He will run in it and not be weary ; he will walk in

it and not be faint.

The study of the Greek and Hebrew grammars is essential.

They are the doors into this temple of wonders. Luther well
eaid, " The best grammarian is the best theologian." The
grammar, together with the concordance and lexicon, are the
two hands of the interpreter ; the gi-ammar first, to find out
the forms of .the words; and then the concordance and lexicon
to aid in determining their meaning.

It has been said by superficial objectors to the study of the
original Scriptures, that the Greek and Hebrew student must
after all depend upon his lexicon for the meaning of the
words. Not so at all. The lexicographer must prove his

work by references to passages in which the word in question
is used. The student can then judge whether the lexicon is

right or wrong by a comparison of the meaning assigned with
tlie context in which it is found. Thus the student mav
always sit in judgment upon his lexicon. Take the word
nirr; for example. Let him take liis concordance and see if

it does not always mean the .great God of the Hebrews. He
investigates every passage, and finds it even so. Let him
take the w:ord s-^ri;^ and see if it means a7ujels, as some
lexicons say. Let him examine every passage in the Old
Testament with the aid of his concordance. He will find no
such usage, no such meaning. lAgain, let him take the word

•*723J, servant, and see if it ever means slave. His concord-
ance will refer him to every passage in which it is found.
Let him look and use his good common sense, and he will
see that it never means slave, unless the context determines it

to refer to a case of invohnitary servitude. Again, take the
word ^^^^x and he will find that it refers to God only.
Still again, take pN, and he will find this refers to a
being human or divine, which must be determined by the
context.

In this way the student of the Bible may treat every word
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in the Bible. The truth is, the lexicon is only a work of con-

venience, presenting the meaning of the word to the eve of

the student at once, without putting him to the necessity

of ascertaining the usage, and thereby evoking its true

meaning. -"

When the student has advanced so as to be able to read, it

may be only imperfectly, he should continue this reading exer-

cise, both with and without the aid of the teacher. He should

do it thoroughly and constantly. Every word should be fully

investigated and understood. The excellent lexicon of Rob-

inson of the Kew Testament Greek, and that of Gesenius of

the Old Testament Hebrew, should be used. Any of the

Greek grammars in common use will enable the student to

Folve all the forms found in the Greek Testament, and ISTord-

heimer, Gesenius, or Green's Hebrew grammar, will answer

for the Hebrew.

Constant reading or repetition must now be resorted to. It

is a question among teachers which is the better plan : whether

a specified number of verses daily, with repetition of the les-

sons of the preceding day, and a review at the end of tho

week, or wh' ther the student's constant advance, say a part of a

chapter each day, would not be better. "We incline to the latter

plan. Let the student advance along carefully, as his time

will permit, till he has read fifteen or twenty chapters in Gen-

esis. Then let him covenant with himself to read an entire

chapter each day, making a clavis of every difficult word,

writing it down in a blank book with its meaning. Let him
mind to read aloud as ho proceeds, and he will soon be sur-

prised at the progress he makes, and at the mastery lie attains

over the forms of the language. Let him proceed thus

through the historical books, then the poetical, then the pro

phetic, till all are finished.

We would recommend substantially the same course with

the Greek. Let the Gospels be read first, in course or in

harmony, then the Acts, then the Epistles and the Apoca-

lypse. All the original Scriptures should thus be read before

the student leaves the institution to enter fully upon the work

of the ministry. The constant interruptions of the pastoral

work will be likely greatly to interfere, especially with the

study of Greek and Hebrew. The entire Scriptures should
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be carefully read, therefore, before the student finishes his
course.

Such habits and such an amount of reading will give the
student such a command of these languages that he will after-

ward go on easily. The new views of difficult passages which
arise will constantly stimulate him and attract him to his
Hebrew Bible and Greek Testament. They will not stand in
his book-case gathering dust from week to week, and from
montli to month. They will be his intellectual meat and
drink, and will be constantly under his hand. Instead of
going to commentaries, sucli a biblical student will go directly
to his Hebrew Bible or his Greek Testament to solve any
difficult passage, or to determine the meaning of his text.

Commentaries, in fact, will be pretty much ignored by him.
Instead of bowing down to them, he will be their conscious
masfcr. The Bible itself will' be his interpreter. He will

be often surprised and deliglited with the fact, plainly discov-
ered, that the Book of God is its own best interpreter. The
interdependence of tlie old covenant and the new will more
and more appear. He will not need to read any treatise to
convince him that the Bible is inspired : his daily reading
of the divine word will convince him of this. And inspired
he will see it to be in the highest sense, not in its tlioughts
only, but also in its words; and he will further see that
any man denying the verlal or -plenury impiratwn of the
Holy Scriptures, must le set down as a sujjei-ficial student
therein.

It does not materially militate with this doctrine of plenary
inspiration, that many errors have crept into the sacred text
in the course of so many transcriptions and of so many ages.

It has been well said that not a single doctrine, nor a* &\x\^\e

precept of Holy Scripture has been obscured thereby. But
why should sucli a fact disturb the doctrine of inspiration ?

What is the chaff to the wheat, saith the Lord? Where there
is BO much pure wheat, why trouble ourselves about a few-

grains of chaff? Said the pious Bengel, ''What if now and
then a grain of this millstone fall into the meal? an influence

60 slightly vitiating is of no practical accoimt."
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§ 7. Further Advantages of the Study of the Sacred

Languages.

The great advuutage gained to the preacher by a thorough

k!iOwledge of the original Scriptures, already stated and ilhis-

tratcd, is the moral and hitelUctual j^ower it gives to him

as an advocate, and defender of divine truth. It remains for

iH to state, by way of support of this general advantage, a few

others* mure speciiic.

And first, such an attainment enables its possessor to cope

with learned objectors as well as pretenders to learning, and

ciiK.-cially with learned Jews. Jerome, in his letter to Sophro-

uiu^ says, " A Jew, when disputing with you, and wishing to

flud'c the arguments which you adduce, will aflirm as often

tt.-. you quote anv passage of the Old Testament, ' /iJ is not so in

U'brcwr' (See Jahn on the " Study of the Oriental Languages,"

J).
1.) The moutli of the preacher is then sealed; whereas he

t,.u^!it to be able to say, *' Sir, let us look at the Hebrew." The

,.\.j., iwr 14 then confused, if not convinced; at least you have

tr- uA hi ri-spcct, and if you do not become the means of

SA«)-^! ft tinner from the error of his ways, you will at least

I .ui i.j> liii inuutli.

.\:-':!n.T advantage is, that we cannot always trust the

I.'.^-ImIi vt-r-ion, nor indeed any other version, for they all

!.avc their faults. The translations are not inspired. They

jk'.l p:irtake of human weakness. Besides, our version is

more than three hundred years old. Passages which were

d.-irk then, or at the time it was made, are understood now.

Neither the Hebrew nor Greek were so well understood then

it-s now. Oriental customs and idioms are at the present time

better known. All that relates to Bible lands has undergone

renewed investigation within the last forty years, and new

light Ii:i8 everywhere been thrown upon the divine word.

These fact^ could be illustrated and proved by a thousand

l>a>i.age?. A skillful hand going through our English Bible,

t-iinply correcting its errors and clearing its dark passages, would

make a most intere^-ting and proiitable work. In order ^o mako

puch corrections and to understand the criticisms on which they

arc founded, a knowledge of the original becomes necessary.

It thus becomes needful that a minister who would measure
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up to the fullness of his responsibility, should become con-

versant with tlie sacred laiiguages. He is liable every day to

meet with men and opinions, which, unanswered, shake the

very foundations of revelation, and thus God's word, and
religion itself and its ministers, fall into contempt.

Finally, Christian ministers themselves, unless they care-

fully study their texts in the original, are likely to go astray.

For example, we once heard a minister undertake to discourse

upon Exodus ii,.2, "Let every man borrow of his neighbor,''

etc., and "let every wom9.n boiTow of her neighbor jewels of

silver, and jewels of gold," etc. He soon found himself iu

difficulty on the word " borrow."' And the longer he dwelt

upon it the more dark and difficult the passage aj'peared,

and his audience m-rs finally relieved by a frank acknowledg-

incnt that he did not understand th.e text. If he had con-

sulted his Hebrew Bible, he would have seen at once that the

root ix'i, rendered borrow, means simply io asl: Hence
the simple meaning is, that the Plebrews asl'ed of the Egyp-

tians, as a gift, their jewels of silver, etc. Hence they were

under no obligation to return them. Again, a minister many
years ago preached and published a sermon on Romans
vi, 17: "But God be thanked that ye were the servants of

sin." The ol>ject of the sermon was to show that God was to

be thanked for sin ! A simple inspection of the structure of

the passage in the original would have revealed the true

meaning, namely : that though the Roman Christians were

formerly servants of sin, God was to be thanked that now
they were obedient to the Gospel.

Others of the old divines ofteii fell into such errors, espe-

cially when they attempted to quote proof-texts, often quoting

passages entirely irrelevant to the point in hand. So it must

be with every minister wlio cannot or will not see with his

own eyes, when called upon to sustain from Scripture any

Christian doctrine. We reserve the consideration of some

objections for another number. ,
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' Akt. IV.—NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE.

Ttcice-told Tales. 183V. The Sriow Image and Other Tmcetold
Tides. Jfosses from an Old Manse. The Scarlet Letter, A
Roiuance. 1850. The Blithcdale Romance. The House of the

Secen Gables., A Roninnce. The Marble Faun, A Romance of

Monte Bene Porta. Ticknor & Fields : 18C4.

We began onr existence, as -.x distinct people, but little more

than two centuries ago, when a lew men and women, with"

decided partiality for their own ways and opinions, landed on

the shores of what is now New England. All American his-

tory, poetry, and romance, are crowded into the brief period

of two lumdred years. The Indians were dwellers on the

game soil which we now possess, yet their legends are those

of a foreign people. The history and literature of England,

both before and since the setting westward of the great

American current, belong to another nation than ourselves,

notwithstanding a reputable newspaper recently laid claim

toShakspeare as an American v\-riter, because he flourished

belt ire the separation of the colonies from the mother country.

Two centuries ai-e a brief period for the rise and progress of

a national literature. There are some materials for history

and i>oetry, for both the present and the past furnish materials

. for them, . But he who would make romance out of materials

gathered within years so recent, must possess creative genius.

He has not merely the pleasant task to " hold the mirror up
to nature :" for as actual events and natural scenes are not yet

cnfHciently remote to wear a romantic dress, the author must
create the mist which shall magnify objects of ordin:iry size to

dimensions suitable for romance. The novelist, as he depicts

the niuiiners of the living age, has material before him wliich

ho has but to weave into such a woof of iiction as may
best subserve his purposes. The romance, transcending the

limits of the real, or even of the possible, must be projected
frnrn the vigorous imagination of The author. It depends
lor success and permanent popularity upon its perfection as a

^vo^k of art.

^
At the head of romance-writers in the English tongue, stands

Nathaniel Hawthorne. The scenes of nearly all his produc-
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tions are laid in America, the most barren field in all the

world for romance ;
and yet the most common-place materials,

by the Midiis touch of his genius, are transformed to purest gold.

Nathaniel Hawthorne was born in Salem, Massachusetts,

in ISOJr. Here his ancestors, for several successive gen-

erations, had lived and flourished. " From father to son,

for nearly one hundred years, they followed tlie sea; a

gray-headed ship-master, in each generation, returning from

the quarter-deck to the homestead, while a boy of fourteen

took the hereditary place before the mast, confronting the salt

spray and the gale which had blustered against his sire and

grandsire. The boy also, in due time, passed from the fore-

castle to the cabin ; spent a tempestuous manhood, and returned

from his world-wanderings to grow old and die, and mingle his

dust with the natal earth." Our author himself was so far an

exception to this pleasing picture, that his father died of yellow

fever at Havana, and his mother, in shaping the destiny of

her son, substituted the academy for the forecastle.

The scenery of Salem presented little to kindle the imagina-

tion, or gratify the taste. '* With its flat, unvaried surface, cov-

ered chiefly with wooden houses, few or none of which pretended

to architectural beauty—its irregularity, which is neither ])ictur-

esque nor quaint, but only tame—its long and lazy street, loung-

ing wearisomely through the whole extent of the peninsula,\vith

Gallows Hill at one end, and a view of the alms-house at the

Qther—it would be quite as reasonable to form a sentimental

attachment to a disai'ranged checker-board."

As there was so little attractiveness in Salem scenery, the

mind of young Hawthorne was prone to ruminate upon tJie past.

As he walked the streets of his native town, his attention was

not so much attracted by the living people whom he met, as by

a shadowy procession, marshalled by the sheriflT of Essex, who

had been dead more than a hundred years. " The witches !

there is no mistaking tlicin ! The witches ! As they approach

up Prison Lane, and turn into the main Gtreet, let us watch

their faces, as if we made a part of the pale crowd that

presses so eagerly about them, yet shrinks back with such

shuddering dread, leaving an open passage between a dense

throng on either side."

Wc would think it rather an unpleasant state of society,
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presenting few attractions to a cheerful and good-natured

voutli, when '* among the multitude there is horror, fear, and

distrust ; and friend looks askance at friend, and the husband

at his wife and his wife at him, and even the mother at her

little child, as if in every creature that God has made, they

fii?pected a witch or dreaded an accuser."

The influence which local associations had in calling u]:>

;;].>6my scones from the past probably threw a sombre hue over

what he -wrote, and gave prolongation to the strain of horror

which mingles with his stories. To the associations which did

their part toward educating the future author, we owe some of

the grimness and stateliness with which the worthies of Xcw
Kiigland are made to march before us, under the shadow of

hroad-briramed and steeple-crowned Puritan hats. The child-

liood of Hawthorne was passed under more favorable circum-

ftanccs than those of the gloomy children that he so graphically

(ie>cribes, "on the grassy margin of the street, or at the domes-
tic tliresholds, disporting themselves in such grim fasliion as

their Puritanic nature would permit, playing at going to

church, ].erchance, or at scourging Quakers, or taking scalps in

a f-ham light witli the Indians, or scaring one another with
frt-ak.s «»f imitative witch-craft."

\ uung ilawtliorne became a student of Bowdoin CvJlege.

Jn after years, he drew a picture of his lighter hours "at :i

country college, gathering blue-berries in study-hours under
those tall academic pines ; or watching the great logs as they tuin-

I'led along the current of the Androscoggin ; or shooting pigeons
ri-".d gray squirrels in the woods; or bat-fowling in the sumuier-
t'viliglit

; or catching trouts in that shadowy little stream wliich

J Miipi':;c is Still waudcriug riverward through the forest.''

After his graduation, he lived for several years at Salem,
writing wild tales, many of which he burned, and some of
^hich found their way into the magazines. He claims the

Oi--tinction of ha\-ing been, during this period of his life, the

^'•'^•urest man of letters in America, and thus humorously
I'i'-tures his mode of existence: "T sat down by the wayside
^^t h'fc, like a man under enchantment ; and a shrubbery sprung
lip around me, and the bushes grew to be saplings, and the

'"i'lings became trees, until no exit became possible, through
»he entangling depths of my obscurity."

I'oup.TH Seuies, Vol. XV HI.—

i
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He determined to break oif the spell which was upon him,

and, in 1837, collected his contributions to magazines and

annuals into a volume, entitled "Twice-Told Tales." "The
musty and mouse-nibbled leaves of old periodicals, were

transformed by the magic arts of friendly publishers into a

new book."

This publication transformed the magazinist into an autlior.

As the public saw that he was really solicitous of winning

favor, and was careful to present himself in due form and

costume before them, they received him with courtesy, thongh

with no flattering cordiality.

The earlier portion of Hawthorne's literary life was spent

in writing tales. !N"o one of them was sufSciently voluminous

to make a book " large enough to stand alone on its edges,"

yet combined, and sent forth together, they made a consider-

able impression on society. They are generally gems of art,

and valuable on this account, rather than from any practical

utility. He does not write to point a moral, but rather to

adorn a tale. He tells his story because it is natural to him,

and with no apparent motive but to please his reader

A young man, shutting himself up in his study and mingling

not at all with society, is not expected to give accurate

views of practical life, and be sufficiently afl'ected with the

evils and errors of the day to launch at them the moral of a

Btory.

Manv weird and gho?t-like forms are .caused to walk before

the reader. " The Gray Champion " is a mythical individual

who personifies the indomitable spirit of New England. He
comes forth gray and solemn before the people, as they are

assembled to see a new exhibition of tyrannt^ by Sir Edmund

Andros, the colonial governor. The aged champion compels

him to withdraw his soldiery, and foretells the downfall of his

power. Eighty years after he appeared in King-street. One

April morning afterward he stood beside the meeting-house

at Lexington, and again he walked his rounds all night about

the breastworks on Bunker Hill.

" The Minister's Black A^ail," is a piece of crape which a

clero'vnuin chooses to wear all his life before his eyes, and even'

on his death-bed he clutches it with his dying hand. He per-

forms all his professional duties with success, and yet persists
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ill woiiring a vail which separates him from sympathy and love

riAisini; to explain his conduct by a rational motive to the end.
•• 'I'lio Snow Image," which gives title to a later volume of the
'• Twice Told Tales," is a story of a childish mii-acle, in which
ft riiow image, skilltully fashioned by some sporting children,

laki's life, and becomes their playmate. The well-meaning but
too practical father, compassionately compels the ima^e to

tome to the lire with his own children, when the fio-ure imme-
diately melts on the hearth.

The nearest approach to everyday affairs to be found among
liis stories, is the "Rill from the Town Pump." This has
had the widest circulation and greatest popularity of all his
^:naller productions. It is refreshing to hear the self-laudatorv

« Kipicnce of the Town Pump, as it bubbles up from the cool
dfj.ths:

Tfic better you think of me the better men and women you will
find yourselves. I shall say nothing of my all-important aid on
washing days, though on that account alone I might call myself
thf houseliold iro-l of a hundred familes. Far be it from me to
l.K'.t. Tuy respectal.Ie friends,*t the show of dirty taces which vou
-""•i.'l- prvsciit without my pains to keep you clean. Xor will I
r<T;i!;..i you how oiten, when the midnight bells make vou tremble
:

r y.-.r ooml>ustil)le town, you have fled to the Town Pump, and
r-un.! nie always at my post, firm amid the confusion, and readv
I" .iram my vital current in your behalf. Neither is it wort'h
Willie 10 lay nuich stress on my claim to a medical diploma, as the
phvMoian whose simple rule of practice is preferable to all the
na-i-eous lore which has found men sick or left them so, sinca the
•lays of Hippocrates.

In 1S3S, Mr. Bancroft, then collector of the port of Boston,
Vi'"inted Mr. Hawthorne weigher and ganger in the custom
hoii.s.'. '• From the society of phantom^s, I .stepped upon long
vv-iarf, and plumply confronted Captain Cuttle and Dirck Ilat-
l<TKk.-' Uc was a good officer, and popular with the sailors,
i'Ut very properly, as politics goes, was displaced by a whig on
tJiC inauguration of Harrison in 1S41.
On retiring from office he went to live with the Association

|-r Agriculture and Education, at Brook Farm, in TTest Rox-
{•nry, (Mass.) Here he remained but a few months, for he was
iK.t long in discovering that the providence which sets men in
'""idles, has wise regard for human happiness.
Ho turned this " most romantic episode in his own life" to
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good account as an available foothold between fiction and

reality, for the "Blithedale Homance," written ten years after.

He disavows the use of any of his associates at Brook Farm as

characters in Blithedale, making the place simply subserve his

purpose as a " theater a little removed from the highway of ordi-

nary travel, where the creatures of his brain might play their

phantasmagorical antics, without exposing them to too clo:;e

companionship with actual events of real lives." A prominent

character in this story is Ilollingsworth, " a self-concentrated

philanthropist," the moral of whose career is simply this, " that

admitting what is called philanthropy, when adopted as a pro-

fession, to be often useful, by its energetic impulse to society

at large, it is perilous to the individual whose ruling passion,

in one exclusive channel, it thus becomes. It ruins, or is fear-

fully apt to ruin, the heart, the rich juices of which God never

meant should be pressed violently out, and distilled into alco-

holic liquor by an unnatural process, but should render life

sweet, bland, and gently beneficent, and insensibly influence

other hearts and other lives to tli^e same blessed end." The

tragic actress of the play is Zenobia, " the high-spirited woman,

bruising herself against the narrow limitations of her sex." In

striking contrast is Priscilla, "the weakly maiden, whose

tremulous nerves endow her with sibylline attributes." She

is only " a leaf floating on the dark current of events," without

influencing them by her own choice or plan. 'Miles Clover-

dale is the autobiographical hero of the story ;
" a minor poet,

beginning life with strenuous aspirations which die out with

his youthful fervor."

Leaving Brook Farm, Hawtliorne went to Boston, where he

resided till lSi3. He married and removed to Concord, where

he took up his abode in an old manse, which adjoins the first

battle-field of the revolution. Here Hawthorne wrote " Mosses

from an Old Manse." In his introduction he thus pictures his

home

:

A priest had built it ; a priest had succeeded to it ; other

priestly men, from time to time, had dwelt in it ; and children,

born in its chambers, had grown up to assume the priestly char-

acter. It was awful to reflect how many sermous must have been

written there. The latest inhabitant alone, he by whose transla-

tion to ])aradise the dwelling was left vacant, had penned nearly

three thousand discourses, besides the better if not the greater
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. itnl.cr that crushed living from his lips. How often, no doubt,

\ i-l ho iv.iccdlo and fro along the avenue,', attuning his meditations

•
> the si'^hs and gentle murnrurs, and deep and solemn peals, of the

wind amon-^ t!ie loftv tops of the trees. The boughs over my

i r.id .>;ofniei'l shadowy with solemn thoughts, as well as with rust-

iiri" leaves. There was in the rear of the house the most delight-

i'-riittk- nook of a ftudv that ever ottered its snug seclusion to a

s."li<il'ir It was here that Emerson wrote " Nature," for he vyas

th.-n an inhabitant of the manse, and used to watch the Assyrian

.liwn and the Paphian sunset and moonrise from the summit of

our eastern hill. When I first saw the room, its walls were black-

rnt'd with the smoke of unnumbered years, and made still blacker

hv the grim ])rint5 of Puritan ministers that hung around. These

worihie"^ looked strangely like bad angels, or at least like men

«ho had wrestled so cuntinually and so sternly with the devil, that

K.mewliat of a sooty fierceness had been imparted to their own

vi.;vjcs. They had' all vanished now : a cheerful coat of paint

.ind golden-tinted paper hangings lighted up the small apartment,

while the shadow of a willow Iree'" that swept against the over-

h.iii'.^ing eves, attempered the cheery western sunshine.

The rotatiou of the great wheel of American politics

tt^'jiin brought Hawthorne's friends into power, and placed him

in -trK-c iu^ rurveyor of the port of Salem. With the decaying

. ..i!!!!irreo of the place the wharf had giwvn dilapidated, and

.iliibitod few or no symptoms of commercial life. Here stands

I lie i-iu-.toin house, the scene of his official labors. " Its front is

urua!iicntcd with a portico of half a dozen wooden pillars, sup-

I^jriing a balcony, beneatli which a flight of wide granite steps

dt>ccnds toward the street. Over the entrance hovers an enor-

inuiift .^|)ecimen of the American eagle, with outspread wings,

a bhield before her breast, and, if I recollect aright, a bunch

».f intermingled thunderbolts and barbed arrows in each

I ;.iw

With a sense of their ludicrous appearance as well as kind-

ne.vs I'ur their infirmities he regarded his venerable subordi-

nule^, who crept about the wharves, and loitered up and down

the custom house steps. '* They spent a good deal of time also

uiilcc'p in their accustomed corners, with their chairs tilted back

:iguinst the wall ; awaking, however, once or twice in a fore-

«nM.)n to bore one another with the several thousandth repeti-

tion of old sea-stories and moldy jokes that had grown to he

j'!i«.^words and countei-signs among them."

The change was quite abrupt from the quiet contemplations

of the retired scholar to the uniutellectual duties of the custom
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house, yet he considered it favorable to his mental health and
soundness

:

After my fellowship of toil and impracticable schemes with the
dreamy brethren of Brook Farm ; after living for tbree years
within the subtile influence of an intellect likeEraerson's ; after

those wild free days on the Assabcth, indulc^iuc: lautastic specula-
tions, beside our fire of fillen boiiLrlis, with Ellery ChanniuL';
after talking with Thoreau about pine trees and Indian relics, in

his hermitage at TValden
; after growing fastidious by sympathy

with the classic refinement of Ililliard's culture ; after becomino-
imbued with poetic sentiment at Longfellow's hearthstone ; it was
time at length that I should exercise other faculties of my nature,
and nourish myself with food, for which I had hitherto had little

appetite. ... It is a good lesson—though it may often be a hard
one—for a man who has dreamed of literary fame, and of makincr
himself a rank among the world's dignitaries bv such means, to
step aside out of the narrow circle in which his claims are reco-^-

nized, and to find how utterly devoid of slgniticauce beyond that
circle is all that he achieves and all he aiuis at.

The dim conception of a romance which lie wished to write

flitted vaguely before the mind of the official of the custom

house, but he found the atmosphere little adapted to the deli-

cate harvest of fancy and sensibility

:

iMy imagination was a tarnished mirror. It would not reflect,

or only with miserable dinmess, the figures with Avhich I did my
best to people it. Tlie characters of the narrative would not be
warmed and rendered malleable by any heat that I could kindle at

my intellectual forge. They would neither take the glow of pas-

sion nor the tenderness of sentiment, but retained all the rigidity

of dead corpses, and stared me in tlieface with a fixed and ghastly
grin of contemptuous defiance.

The following picture presents an office-holder in an un-

happy light

:

While he leans on the mighty arm of the Republic, his own
proper strength de]iarts from him. IIo loses, in an extent pro-

portioned to the weakness or force of his original nature, the capa-

bility of self-support. If he possesses an uiuisual share of native

energy, or the emrvating magic of place do not operate too long

U]>OM him, his forfeited jtowers may be redeemable. The ejected

oflicer, fortunate in the unkindly sliove that sends him forth

betimes to strugLrle umid a struggling world, may return to him-

self, and become all that he has ever been. But this seldom bap-

pens, lie usually keeps his ground just lonix enough for Ins own
ruin, and is then thrust outwith sinews all unstrung, to totter

along the difticult footpath of life as he best may.
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At the inauguration of President Taylor, Mr. Hawthorne
\v;i3 relieved of his official duties. He thus describes the

KTis^ations of a decapitated official

:

The moment when a man's head drops off is seldom or never,

I am incUiied to think, precisely the most agreeable of his life.

Nevertheless, like the greater part of our misfortunes, even so
-Li-ious a contingency brings its remedy and consolation with it,

^if the sutfercr will but make the best, ratlicr than the worst, of the

a.-oi'lent which has belallen him. In my particular case, the con-

hulatory topics were close at hand, and indeed had suggested
iheiuselvcs to my meditations a considerable time before it was
requisite to use them. In view of my previous weariness of office,

and v.ague thoughts of resignation, ray fortune somewhat resembled
th:it of a person who should entertain an idea of committing sui-

cide, and although beyond his hopes, meets with the good-hap to

be murdered.

After leaving the custom-house, Mr. HaM-thorne devoted

liiiuself onee more to literary pursuits, and, in 1850, gave to

llie world •' The Scarlet Letter," a romance of early Xew
Kngland life. On the title-page of his latest production he

Mib;<-ril»es liiniself " Tlie Author of the Scarlet Letter ;" hence

it nuiy be j>resunied that he regarded this as the M'ork which

U -i «'atilled liini to distinction. The principal characters of

the romance are Hester Prynne, a beautiful, proud-spirited,

!;ilente<l, self-abnegating, once-guilty, but life-long repentant

wuinan, who is coudemned by the colonial authorities to wear
during life the letter " A '' embroidered in scarlet upon lier

breast
; lier husband, Eoger Chillingworth, learned, crafty, and

revengeful ; Pearl,.- her beautiful, elf like, impertinent little

daughter; and the Rev. Arthur Dimmesdale, who once erred

and concealed liis sin, and ever after suffers the inflictions of

conscience upon a most sensitive nature. The child Pearl has

none of the naturalness which the great novelists have given

tu tiie children of their stories. She is most artificial and
unchildlike. Her language is stilted on stiff "thee's" and
" thouV," as if'slie were as old as her grandmother. It is a

peeiiliurity of uur author that all his characters converse witli

^tl•i^•te.-t grammatical and lexicographical propriety.

•'The iluu:.e of the Seven Gables" was published in 1S5L
Tlie scene is laid "half-way do^\^l a by-street of one of our

New Kngland towns" in "a rusty wooden house, with seven

acutely-peaked gables, facing toward various points of the
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compass, and a huge, clustered chimney in the midst."

Hepzibah Pynchcon is an ancient maiden lady, well-mean-
ing, but wearing a continual scowl, which repelled every
one. Iler brother Clifford is the victim of a great in-

justice whicli all his life overshadows him. In contrast

with him, we have the smiling, smooth-spoken, popular
Judge Pynchcon, prosperous in his life and tragical in his

death. Among the more pleasing and cheerful characters*

of the story, we have little Xed Higgins, the insatiable

devourer of gingerbread animals ; bright-eyed, cheery, indus-

trious little Phoibe Pynchcon ; and the good-natured, gar-

rulous old Uncle Yenner, claiming the poor-house as his farm,

to which he intends some day to retire, but his plans share
the fate of many greater expectations, and he never reaches

his quiet retreat

:

"And it's no bad place, neither, that farm of mine," cried the old
man, cheerily, as if there was something positively delightful in

the prospect; " no bncl, place is the old brick form-house, especially
for them that will tind a good many old cronies there, as will be
my case. I quite long to be among them, sometimes, of the winter
evenings; for it is but dull Itusiness for a lonesome elderly man,
like me, to be no-lding by the hour together, with no co'mpany
but his air-tight stove. Summer or winter, there's a great deal to
be paid in favor of my farm ! And, take it in the autumn, what
can be pleasanter, than to spend a whole day on the sunny side of
a barn or wood-pile, chatting with somebody as old as one's self;
or, perhaps, idling away the time with a natural-born simpleton,
who knows how to be idle, because even our busy Yankees never
have found out how to juit him to any use? Upon my word, I

doubt whether I've ever been so comfortable as I meau'tobe at
my farm, whicli most f jlks call the work-house."

In this book common-place materials are wrought into a

very effective story. The dimness oi romance here almost

fades into the " light of common day." The moral is a very

useful one, " the truth, namely, that the wrong-doing of one
generation lives into the succeeding ones, and divesting itself

of every temporary advantage becomes a pure and uncontroll-

able mischief" AVe are taught " the folly of tumbling down
an avalanche of ill-gotten gold or real estate on tlie heads of

an unfortunate posterity, thereby to maim and crush them
imtil the accumulated mass shall be scattered abroad in its

original atoms."
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In 1S52 Mr. Ilawtliorne removed from Lenox to Concord,

wliich lie regarded as his home during the remainder of his

life. In the political canvass of 1S52, he issued a biography

of his friend Franklin Pierce, the Democratic candidate for

the presidency. This book was written as an electioneering

document, and although superior to most works of the class,

it lavs no claim to literary excellence. In memory of old

friendship, both political and personal, President Pierce ap-

P''inted his biographer consul to Liverpool, one of the most

lucrative positions in his gift.

At the close of his consular career, in 1857, he spent several

years traveling with his family in various countries of Europe.

lie abode sometime in Italy, and became thoroughly acquainted

with its scenery and social liistory, and as a result gave to the

world the last and most labored of his productions, '' The

Marble Faun, or Ptomance of Monte Bene."

The characters of this fiction are nearly all American artists

in Ivome. The principal figure in the story is Donatello, a

yur.:vg Italian Count, who is thought to bear a close resem-

i-liuce to the statue of the Marble Faun—a half-human, half-

1«:i-tly myth .jf a fabulous age. Donatello has the frolicsome-

!. " and gaiety of the animal nature, until by the commission

of a crime, in the sudden heat of passion, he loses his sim-

plicity and is elevated intellectually and humanly. "He per-

jK?trated a great crime ; and his remorse gnawing into his soul,

iiiis awakened it ; developing a thousand high capabilities,

moral and intellectual, which we never could have dreamed

of asking for within the narrow compass of the Donatello

wh.>m we knew.''

The Marble Faun is the greatest of Hawthorne's romances.

The scene is laid in a land whose very atmosphere is favorable

to romance, whose hills and groves all have a legendary his-

tory. The characters are well drawn, and combined with

i:'.iHi dranuitical effect. The production abounds in reflections,

and thoughtt'ul utterances, albeit they may not be always in

accordance with the teachings of standard mental and moral

philosophies.

In none of his productions, so clearly as in this, does he vin-

dicate his right to be considered a great poet, as witness tlie

K'Uowing extracts. Of Miriam, one of his characters, he says :
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She was plucked up out of a mystery, aud had its roots still

clino;iii£r to her. . . . Yet it was to little purpose that she ap-

]>roached the edge of the voiceless gulf between herself and them.

Standing on the utmost verge of that dark chasm, she raiglit

Btretch out her hand, and never clasp a hand of theirs ; she might

strive to call out, " Help, friends ! help!" but, as with dreamers

when they shout, her voice would perish inaudibly in the remote-

ness that seemed such a little way. This perception of an infinite

shivering solitude, amid which we cannot come close enough to

human beings to be warmed by them, and where they turn to

cold, chilly shapes of mist, is one of the most forlorn results of

any accident, misfortune, crime, or peculiarity of character that

puts an individual ajar with the world. ... As these busts in

tlie block of marble, thought Miriam, so does our individual fate

exist in the limestone of time. "We fancy that we carve it out;

but its idtimate shape is prior to all our action. The sculptor is

a magician who turns feverish men into cool, quiet marble.

Whata blessed change for them! . . . Ink, moreover, is ajjt to

have a corrosive quality, and might chance to raise a blister,

instead of any mere agreeable titillation, on skins so sensitive

as those of artists. . . . All over' the surface of what was once

Rome, it seems to be the effort of time to bury up the ancient

city, as if it were a corpse and he the sexton ; so that in eighteen

centuries, the soil over its grave has grown very deep, by the slow

scattering of dust and the accumulation of more modern decay

uj)on olden ruin. ... In Italy, religion jostles along side by side

with business and sport, after a fashion of its own, and people are

accustomed to kneel down and pray, or see others praying, between
two fits of merriment or between two sins.

Here is a spectral pictiu-e of the Coliseum

:

Fancy a mighty assemblage of eighty thousand melancholy and
remorseless gliosts looking down from those tiers of broken arches

striving to rejient of the savage pleasures which they once enjoyed,

but still longing to enjoy them over again. . . . My heart con-

sented to what you <lid. W(t two slew yonder wretch. The deed
knits us together for time and eternity like the coil of a serpent.

.... It is a terrible thought, that an individual wrong-doing
melts into the great ma<s of human crime, aud nuikes us—who
dreamed only of our own little separate sin—makes us guilty of

the whole.

Of Hilda, the most beautiful character in the story, it is

said,

A torpor, lieretofore unknown to her vivacious though quiet

teriiperament, liad jiossessed itself of the j)oor girl, like a halfdead

serjjent knotting its cold, inextricable wreath about her limbs. . . .

She had trodden lightly over the crumble of old crimes; she had
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triki-n her way amid the grime and corruption which Paganism had

Ivft there, and a perverted Christianity had made more noisome

;

walkin"' saint-like through it all, with white, innocent feet, until,

in Mitne dark pitfall that lay right across her path, she had van-

ished out of sight. . . . This capability of transfiguration, which
we often see wrought by inward delight on persons far less capa-

ble of it than Hilda, suggests how angels come by their beauty,

h grows out of their haj^piness, and lasts forever, only because

ihal is immortal.

The close of Hawthorne's life was somewhat tragical, re-

Fcmhling scenes which he has eflectivelj introduced into his

romances. A few weeks before his death, his state of health

n.'eiiiing to require the relaxation of travel, he started on a

short excursion, accompanied by his friend,William D. Ticknol-.

Thev had gone no further tlian Philadelphia, when Ticknor

.-uddenly died. The invalid must take charge of the remains

of the strong man who had lately stood as his support. This

puddc-n and terrible event produced a serious shock on the

uervuus system of the valetudinarian. He returned to Boston,

and I'uid the last offices to his friend, and soon set out on

rir;..tiK-r journey accompanied by Franklin Pierce. It was now
\.\^ tiijie to fall, and he died at Plymouth, Xew Hampshire, on

t!-.- r.»th of May, 1864, so suddenly and quietly that no one

know the moment or even the hour of his departure. He was

buried at Concord, Massachusetts, on a pleasant hill-side * in a

jtutcli of sunlight, flecked by the shade of tall murmuring
pities."

Upon Hawtliorne as a writer the world has passed its judg-

ment of approval. Slowly but surely he won his way to distinc-

tion and enduring feme. His productions were written to

please rather than to instruct mankind. It has been a subject

of discussion whether literature should be ranked among use-

f'il or ornamental arts. AYere all authors of the type of Haw-
tliurnc, tiie question would be forever settled that literature

is an ornamental art, designed simply to please. He was
un artist of high order, and labored to construct his work<
witli such perfection that they would meet the approval of tlie

must scrupulous taste. Sometimes his words seem "gems that

llanie with many-colored light upon the page, and throw thence

a tremulous glimmer into the readers eyes."

It is much to bo regretted that he did not sometimes em-
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ploy his pen upon the topics which enlist the minds of the

great thinkers of the world. He did not consider it his

mission to battle any of the great evils wfiich afflict mankind,

or to espouse the cause of the lofty virtues which adorn

and dignify human nature. He had a great horror of hob-

bies, and no patience with philanthropy adopted as a profes-

sion ; he was consequently too careful to avoid the advocacy

of reforms.

He loved his country ; he was thoroughly American, and
did much to make American literature respectable before the

world ; and yet succeeding ages will be left to wonder, as they

search his writings, why he left not a word behind him to aid

his country in ridding herself of the most gigantic of all the

evils which threatened her destruction.

He had no taste for politics, and yet it was his fortune to

be patronized by politicians whose capital in trade was joint-

stock with the slave oligarchy of the South. If he would

maintain agreeable relations with them, the least he could do

was to say no word which could be construed against "the

sum of all villainies.*' So far as would be indicated by his

words on this, or any other practical topic of the time, like a

character in one of his own romances, '• he might have lived a

centur)' ago, or a tliousand years, or before the Christian

.epoch."

Art. v.—divine PASSION.

That the Divine Being possesses an emotional nature, is gener-

ally admitK;d in the theological world ; but the application and

illustration of tlie ductrine has often been attended with much
dithculty, if not with absolute confusion and contradiction of

statement. We iovm our conceptions of infinite imderstavdlng

from the finite understanding of the human mind, the former

differing from the latter in being unlimited and free from

error ; but we are toUl the emotional nature of man is essen-

tially diflorent from that of the Deity, in that the latter is inca-

pable both of grief and of variations in degrees of happiness.

It is difficult to conceive how such a nature could have any
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artive relation to humau conduct and cliaracter, since nothing

ihiit man can do or be can either enhance or detract from infi-

iiiio and unvaried happiness. It may be doubted if the term

t'jMotion can properly be applied to a jiature of that kind.

Tiie common sentiment of Christian believers may perhaps be

expressed in these words, '' God is so happy in himself that

ii.'tliing which man can do can make him more happy." And

vet it is generally acknowledged that in some inex|)licable

inanner God is pleased with the vii-tues and displeased with

the vices of his creatures. These two sentiments, apparently

H> contradictory, are alike adopted in unquestioning faitl:, and

with strange unanimity. ISTeither proposition is ever a subject

of much discussion in the pulpit, in the study, or in the Chris-

tian household. Both are received 'in silent assent, the one

fn.m Scripture and the instinctive teachings of the heart, the

odier from the dicta of metaphysics and the deductions of

logic. If both sentiments cannot be true, which shall we
a«lopt ? " If God were capable of grief he would not be a

jHTfect being." That is founded upon the assumption that

Ti'.thing v.'hich is inconsistent with happiness can be an element

f j«rfrcti«»n. For, it may be argued, infinite happiness must

U' in itself desirable, and a being of infinite power can possess

wiiatcver is desirable, therefore he possesses infinite happiness.

Til'.- ^aIne conclusion may be reached by the argument that

notliing exists to limit the happiness of a self-existent, inde-

{--•ndcnt being. The logic is short, and to many, perfectly

coiK-hisive.

It pecms remarkable, in opposition to all this, that the doc-

trine of the infinite happiness of God is nowhere asserted in

t!.u Dil.le. It is pm-ely a deduction of metaphysical reasoning.

The whole subject of divine infinity is somewhat indefinitely

revcali'd. Distinct attributes are reveciled as infinite. Abso-

lute iiilinity is more inferred than revealed. Even infinity

may liave its qualifications. An infinity in one direction does

not imj.ly its existence in all other supposable directions; nor,

a»-c«mling to mathematics, are all infinities absolutely equal.

A\ V I'onsider it no deU'action from Omnipotence to say, it can-

n-.t perfunn a contradiction, nor change an axiomatic truth.

As .Xrininians we say it would be a contradiction for the Deity

l«» bestow a necessitated holiness upon a free moral agent.
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Some of the attributes of God are in their very nature limited.

There can be no such thing as a holiness that is infinite in all

directions, though there can be 'perfect holiness. There are

loundaries to right.. The decalogue is a series of limitations.

Justice, for instance, is represented by the even balances.

Here there can be no infinity. Temperance is restraint

;

meekness is calm endurance and freedom from passion. Even

love is limited to the proper objects of love, for some things

are to be hated and not loved ; and, in regard to the proper

objects, some are loved in a higher degree than others, both by

God and man. If, then, divine holiness has 'its limitations,

may not also divine happiness?
' We may well pause before pronouncing positive judgments

as to the ways and attributes of the Unsearchable. Even to

celestial, minds his nature must ever remain mysterious; how
much more to the infirm capacities of earth ? It is asserted

that happiness and perfection are inseparable, ^[ay it not be

possible that, in the divine mind, absolute and unvarying hap-

piness may be associated with irivj»erfection? The griefs of

hxirnanity have l)eneficent objects other than the disciplining

of the sufferers ; may not grief in the Deity have its great ends

to reach in the beneficent system of the universe ? Qualities

midesirable to selfishness may be intimately associated with

beneficence. The sorrows of Jesus of Xa^areth, even if they

be considered as belonging to his human nature alone, are an

exhibition of how closely sorrow and virtue can be allied

;

and the efiect produced upon all Christian generations by the

exliibition of such sorrows, shows the beneficent mission ot

sorrow. The sorrows of the Hedeemer seemed to flow spon-

taneously from his exalted, virtuous manhood, and therefore

may not be supposed to have been borne for no other purpose

than that of atonemcnh If then sorrow be not inconsistent

with the highest style of humanity which was ever made man-
ifest, can we positively assert that it is inconsistent with Divin-

ity ? We venture to take the ground that it is not.

Wlien we speak of sorrow as associated with the Divine

Mind, we do not mean that degree of it which implies the

deprivation of happiness and the existence of positive misery

in its place. That which mars the happiness of a sentient

existence may be said to saddcTi and grieve, though it may
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not utterly deprive of happiness. The efiect is the same in

kiiul as tliongh all eTijoyment were banished and pain were

vii!..-;titiitcd. A "joy unspeakable and full of glory "may exist

in tlie soul of the believer while yet he is saddened -by the

contemplation of sin and ruin. Tlie joy far exceeds the sad-

u<?>s, but the latter is not therefore powerless. We imagine

t!:at while Jesus ''rejoiced in spirit," even then his spirit was

chastened with sorrow, A sad event grieves a happy being as

mudi as it grieves one who is already plunged in sadness,

though the former may not thereby be brought even to the

l)i-<^inning of actual misery. So God is grieved, though

i-npremcly blessed. Tliere is no more mystery in an infinity of

emotions than there is in an infinity of perceptions, which is

implied in omniscience. Every perception has its correspond-

ing emotion. If consciousness be one^ and if the conscious

l")\vers, according to Butler, be " indiscerpible," it is diflBcult

to conceive of a multitude of perceptions and feelings enter-

ing the conscious existence all in the same moment. Some
mctaphv.-ioians deny that more than one impression enters the

uiind at once. If this law is essential to mind as mind, we
f^e not liow to reconcile it with the doctrine of omniscience.

In opp<vition to this theory, therefore, and in accordance with

tho a]«parent teaching of certain mental phenomena, we arc led

li» U-licve that the human mind is capable of more than one act

or feeling at the same time; or, at least, that omniscience' \s>

capable of an infinite number of such acts and feelings, while

ftill possessing unity of consciousness. The Omnipresent Mind
may be considered as a living map on which every divine

thought and emotion make their impress ; there is room for

•m intinitc diversity of impressions, but all are Qonnocted by
tljc one universal consciousness. God's interest in each feature

of an individual's life is not lessened by his general i\iterest in

tlie events of a universe. Love, pity, grief, approval, pleasure,

llow into or out of the living spirit of the great Father of all

in contemplating the least of his moral creatures, just as much
:ifl thongh in all the worlds there existed only that one moral

creature. This is the God our faith pictures and our heart

adores.

As to the argument above referred to respecting infinite

power to possess whatever is desirable, we are able, from an
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Arminian standpoint, to furnish the answer that there is a

power which may array itself in opposition to the Abnighty,

and thwart even his desires. That power is, free-will. TTho

will assert that sin is desirable to the Divine Being? Free

moral power is desirable, but sin is not. The former is di-

rectly constituted by infinite power, and is in perfect accord-

ance with the divine will and holiness ; the latter is the indi-

rect result of creative power exerted to constitute a free moral

nature, springing directly from that free nature, with the per-

mission, but not by the agency of God, and rearing its rebel-

lious front against the all-holy Creator. Free-will obeys or

rebels, perpetrates good or evil acts, pleases or displeases God.

The Deity is on the side of virtue, free-will may be also. J5ut,

on the other hand, it may oppose the benevolent designs of

God, and grieve his Holy Spirit.

In presenting the positive side of the argument, we begin

w-ith the testimony of Scripture. Here the evidence would

seem very decided were it not for the metaphysical difficulties

which have turned aside the natural and obvious interpreta-

tion of Bible teaching. We need but refer to a few of a class

of passages bearing upon the subject of this article. '* With

sucli sacrifices God is well pleased." Heb. xiii, 16. " I was

grieved with that generation." Heb. iii, 10. " Grieve not the

Holv Spirit of God." Eph. iv, 30. " Whether ye eat or drink,

or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God." 1 Cor. x, 31.

" The Lord taketh pleasure in them that fear him." Psa.

cxlvii, 2. " God is angry with the wicked." Psa. vii, 2. Such

passages are generally supposed to indicate a very difi'erent

kind of passion from that which agitates the human breast.

]J^o one can doubt that it is difi'erent in being perfectly holy,

but we are not authorized, from such apparently plain state-

ments of truth, to infer any diflerence that would imply a pas-

sion of another essence or nature than human. For if so,

then these words, " pleasure," " anger," " grief," etc., would

seem to be words without meaning, in what was designed to

be a revelation to man. God is revealed as having preferences

:

" I have no pleasure in the death of the wicked ; but that the

wicked' turn and live." We understand, at least, that the

turning and living would give greater pleasure than the dying

of the wicked, and hence that divine passion is' in some way
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ulTccted by human conduct. God is represented as saying, » Is

Kvhraini niv dear son? ... my bowels are troubled for Inm
.

(Icr xxxi, 20;) and, <^ How shall I give thee up, Ephraim ?

Iloseu xi 8. The very language of a father moved with solici-

tude A parent with only nominal but not real solicitude, can-

nut be said to have bowels of compassion, unless they be a

kind oUa.^t-iron bowels of compassion. Man was made "in

the itna^c of God," says the sacred narrative
;
and it it be said

the cxp^'ression "image of God "refers to a higher style of

n^nnhood than that now possessed by humanity, we refer to

1 Cor. xi, 7, where it is asserted that man " is the image and

cloryof God" If, then, God and man are in their essential

intures alike, how can it be asserted that, in respect to an

emothnai nature, they are very unlike? Eevelation speaks of

hn-c ^ the noblest quality of religion. The deepest and purest

love is that which involves the spirit of self-sacrifice. Selt-

h;icrince implies pain. God is love, so loved that he gave his

eon ; "spared not" his son. Was this no self-sacrifice? If it

^J not an act of self-sacrifice, how can it be considered as

*h..wing f.jrth a love worthy of drawing all men to the Father

ns.a the Son ?

llcvdation speaks of an atonement accomplished through

Miirtring. The expression "Lamb of God" seems of it=elf to

uuply Eiicritice and sufiering as the means of expiating sin.

liut the Lamb of God is no ordinary victim, else he could not

take away the sin of the world. We can not believe that a

creature atoned for creatures, nor that man redeemed a world

of men. If, then, Christ made atonement, we deem it not to

iK-.vr been his humanity alone which did the mighty work
;

rutUer we believe it was divinity that gave to sufiering its

dijrnity and value in redemption. We look upon a divine

Christ, and not merely upon a man Jesus, as the siifl'erer.

r.ut, t^ay some, "The divinity of Christ supported, and syni-

pntlii;ced with, his humanity." We answer, if divinity, in so

d.'iiig, performed no sacrifice, endured no sufi'ering, then we

cannot see but that humanity alone did the work of atone-

nicnt. We cannot recognize the essential Christ as enduring

tiie travail and the agony ; only the human suffers ; the divine

etrongthens the human Vor greater endurance, and enables it

to redeem the worid by sufi'ering. Eather, we conceive of

FoLUTii Seuies, Vol. XVIIL—5
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redemption as implying a self-sacrificing Godhead, a divine

love marked with deprivation and pain, calling forth the

seraphic utterance, " Worthy is the Lamb that was slain to

receive power, and glory, and blessing."

Mr. Watson and others find the source of moral obligation

in the will of God. Though we by no means agree with these

writers in supposing a thing to be right because God wills it,

rather than that he wills it because it is right, yet all sound

thinkers agree in acknowledging God's glory as an inspiration

to virtuous action, if not the supreme end of life. The natu-

ral desire of every forgiven and converted soul, is to please

God. But what becomes of such motives and inspirations to

duty, if the theory be admitted that, in reality, the Deity can-

not be affected by the conduct of moral agent?, acting as they

will? What becomes of the apostolic injunction, "Glorify

God in your body and in your spirit," and the apostle's declara-

tion, which we may understand as the watchword of his labo-

rious and devoted life, "we live unto the Lord?" What but
foolish knight-errantry, also, was the ever-busy, all-conquering

energy of a man like Loyola, with his life-motto, "Ad majorem
gloriam Dei?" and the calm, tireless devotion of a life like

that of Wesley, who was wont to say,

" Bo they many or few,

My days are his due,

And they all are devoted to Him ?
"

Myriads of enthusiastic spirits have offered themselves to God,
and imagined they were glorifying his name, all of whom, it

appears to us, were pursuing unreal, deceptive aims, if it be
true tliat the spirit of Deity is never moved by pain or

pleasure.

The instinctive yearnings of humanity go out after a Deity
in real sympathy with man. We love to think of God as a

loving Father, whose tender Spirit bears blessed influences to

every form of liumanity that ever loved, or hated, or hoped, or

sorrowed, or aspired. The world cannot love a cold, passion-

less existence, far removed from human wants and cares, such

as Cicero represented the Epicurean god to be, living in eternal

repose, and only saying, " Eeatus sum!'' Deistic thinkers

have conceived of God as almost an exalted abstraction ; Pan-
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tlioisin worships only an indefinite principle, all-pervading

and powerful, but which faith can never apprehend ; Calvin-

istic. theology paints for us the Sovereign Pailer of the universe,

iKsuin«:j those decrees of eternal fate which doom individuals

and masses to hopeless perdition, or exalts a chosen number to

heavenly felicity. All these conceptions of Deity may well

accord with the doctrine of divine impassivity. What is it to

tlic Infinite Mind that sin exists, that millions are sufi'ering,

that ninltit.ides sweep on to destruction, if there is no tender-

ness of passion to be moved at the sight ? Such theology does

not suit an age of broad inquiries, living sympathies, and im-

>K>unded aspirations after the divinely beautiful and good.

It has always been considered instructive to look through

nature up to God. " The whole earth is full of his glory."

His works bear the impress of his character, dimly refiect his

image and perfections. Especially may we from sentient

nature draw many an inference as to the laws of the Un-

changing and Eternal Mind.

Nature is not a sea without a ripple, a symphony without a

di.-<-ordiint note. Light and shade, cold and heat, weariness

and rest, harshness and harmony, alternately prevail. No
liglit is 60 pleasant as that which breaks in after the shadows

}i;ive passed away; no rest so welcome as that which follows

toil ; no symphony so sweet as that in which an occasional

diswr.nance is heard, relieving the flow of sweetness, yet height-

ening the effect of the strain. Animated nature is sensitive

to pain as well as to pleasure. This may be in accordance

with the necessary laws of happiness. Pleasure is found in

attaining a desired object. When desire is cloyed there is no

longer enjoyment, but only satiety and disgust. But desire

implies wishing, and wishing implies want, and want implies

Jtain. A touch of pain seems necessary to sweeten the pleas-

ures of attainment. A recent writer presents this argument very

forcibly, " Of the happiest mind it may be said, with philo-

6'jphic accuracy, it is happy because it can feel the unea^ines3

of strong desire, and knows how to let pain lift the latch to

pleasure, and the very pangs of desire resolve into the thrills

of ecstasy. These principles would seem applicable to all mind
art mind. Difference of grade can hardly infer diversity of prin-

ciple. Or if an exception were to be sought, it would hardly
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be in the ascending but in the descending series. The liigher

the grade of mind, the more perfect the susceptibihties, tlie

more, not less, these principles must hold good. ... As minds

ascend in the scale of possible enjoyment they ascend equally

in that of possible suffering. If you seek for creatures least

susceptible of pain, you do not go np among the angels, but

down among the oysters." Among men, also, the principle

still further develops itself. " The higher the tone and caliber

of a mind, and* the greater its susceptibility to intense enjoy-

ment, the keener its liability to the reverse, ... At the last,

then, at the highest stage of being, must the entire argument be

reversed ? . . . Far otherwise ! In the infinite capacities of

the Divine Being, we find the highest possible scope for con-

trasts of emotion. And if the divine blessedness be a reality

too august, too ecstatic for us to conceive, it is so for this

reason, namely : That the mind which feels it, is susceptible

to every variation, every possible tone of feeling throughout

the mighty diapason of emotion." Thus we follow the grada-

tion, from the lowest forms of animal life, up through glorified

spirits and angels, till we reach the Deity himself.

That kind of sufi"ering which is the result of ignorance, or

sin, or imperfection of any kind, must be entirely free from

the divine nature ; but tliere is a kind of sufiering, which, so

far from marring the essential majesty of God, is consistent

with his highest perceptions. To a God of truth how repulsive

must hypocrisy appear ! To a being of immaculate holiness,

how loathsome is pride, selfishness, fraud, malignity, ingrati-

tude ! How painful, to the bosom of Almighty Love, those

sufferings wliich cannot, consistently with the laws of tlie

moral univei-se, be remedied ! For even the sinful and the

lost are objects of pity, though their destruction may be
" without remedy." When the divine will and the human
will act in concert, God is "well pleased;" when they come

in conllict, God's displeasure is the inevitable result. For the

human vnll has djvhidy-delcfjatcdpower to please or to displease

God. This is at once the summary statement of tlie doctrine

we advocate, and the key to all its difficulties. It accords with

the most obvious interpretation of Scripture teaching, and with

the intimations of nature in all its manifested modes of being.

It gives reality to sin ; to a life of obedience and devotion ; to
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tjutrifices of love and praise ; to proffers of heavenly sympatliy,

Thorc is a real union between humanity and Divinity. Sliow-

«,'re of blessing descend from the one, and the incense of loving

obedience ascends from the other. Humanity bows at the feet

of the Holy One, the tear of penitence upon her cheek for

having grieved her God, and goes from his mercy-seat with the

joy of forgiveness beaming from lier eye. Conscious guilt

cries out, " Against thee have I sinned ! " Pardoning love

answers, " I freely all forgive." This is the religion for

humanity, ennobling, beautiful, divine ; honoring God, and
inspiring man with ardent desire for closer union with the

Supreme Good.

Aet. VI.—OUB rriXERANCY.

The commission of the first preachers of the Gospel was, " Go
yc into all the world and preach the Gospel to every creature."
For three years the little band of disciples had been the con-
^tunl companions of Christ. They heard the words, they saw
tlu> deeds, they marked the whole spirit of the great Teacher.
D.iily. by precept and example, as well as by the inward work-
»:)u' of the power of God, they were trained in the principles,
the practice, and the experience of the new life.

At last the hour came when the Master was to leave thera.
Ho gave them his final words of command and admonition.
He laid before them their work. He mapped out the field in
which They were to labor. He cheered their hearts with the
proirM-:e that he would be with them to the end of the world.
And then, lifting up his hands, "he blessed them, and it came
to pa.'is while he blessed them, he was parted from them and
c^^rrit-d up into heaven." With the glory of that vision before
their eyes, the joy of that hour warm in their hearts, they
" went furth^ and preached everywhere, the Lord working
with them, and confirming the word with signs follo^ving."
Here we have, therefore, the original commission. The

nuirch was orgiinized as a missionary agency. God did not
W't up the truth in some chosen place, like a statue upon its

r<|<l»-stul, and bid the nations come from far and gaze upon it.

1)0 Go.^pel was not to be a lifeless similitude of beauty and
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strength, but rather a living, breathing messenger of grace,

going forth in search of the lost, traversing the whole world

in its benevolent mission.

The work of the Church remains the same to-day as at the

bef'inniu"'. It is still to go forth, unwearied in labor, disheart-

ened by no difficulties, dismayed by no danger. The field is

still the world. 'Whithersoever man has wandered, thither

the voice of mercy must follow ; wherever immortal souls are

found, there the tidings of peace are to be proclaimed.

Xo man sent of God into fields " white to the harvest,"
^

ever began his work in truer apostolic style than did John

Wesley and the bands of earnest co-laborers whom he sum-

moned to his aid, both in England and America. Without

wealth, without honor, at the beginning without even an

organization for mutual defense and support—often not only

uninvited, but in defiance of fierce opposition—they went forth

to tell the story of Jesus, trusting in Providence for the bread

of the day and the shelter of the night. The fathers of Amer-

ican Methodism, as well as their English co-workers, feared

neither hunger nor thirst, nor cold nor heat, nor toil nor danger.

They were endowed with holy courage and burning zeal. They

were constantly listening for the opening of new doors—con-

stantly trying to push into the regions beyond. The itinerant

often left the conference with directions to go into a given

part of tlie country and break up new ground ; to lay out a

circuit where none of his brethren had ever preceded him.

Sometimes he knew not where he should preach his first ser-

mon or see the fili'st friendly face ; and he felt as strange as

did Columbus on his first voyage of discovery when he left

the track of other navigators, and, looking 'no more to the

shores fiimiliar to his eyes, but to his compass and tlie stars,

boldly pushed into unknown seas. Announcing his errand as

he journeyed along, the preacher accepted an invitation to

hold service anywhere—in schoolhouse, dwelling, or bam—and

at the close of his sermon oflered to come again in four or six

weeks, if the people desired it. Thus the country was

explored and the circuit was formed. Where four or five

converts were found in any one neighborhood they were

organized as a class, and a leader was appointed with direc-

tions to meet the little flock once a week, in the at)sence of
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till' nrcaclier. As converts multiplied and strength increased,

cimrehes were built, and the society gained permanence and

jv,.^ition in the community.

Thus by the force of accidental circumstances, as the world

would Bay, but providentially, as we believe, grew up the

Methodist itinerancy, with its constant changes and restless

energy. That itinerancy has been, and still remains, a power

in the world. We do not claim for it that it has no draw-

backs, or that it combines, in itself, all the advantages of all

other systems of ministerial labor. We do claim for it that in

the past it has wrought wonders ; and that it is still a good

mul wise arrangement, possessing elements of efficiency and

excellence which the Church cannot afford to lose. So far

from being anxious to divert attention from the occasional

j;irs whicli occur in the working of our enginery^, or to cover

up ].oints of friction, we prefer to bring them to the light,

that every avoidable defect may be remedied, and every invin-

cible evil reduced to its minimum.

Some features of the itinerancy are not advantageous to the

congregation.

1. The people are restricted in the choice of their pastors.

We place this admission on record first, not because it has

tiic weight which some fancy, but because it naturally stands

ai the Uginning of this part of the discussion. There is, in

in fact, no congregation where even the majority have this

n J alter wholly in their power. In all denominations the large

and wealthy societies have an advantage over othei-s. The

wt-akest and poorest may indeed call any minister whom they

chiH.ric; but whether he will come or not is another question.

Nor are we to deem a man who has his preferences a sinner

aUivc all that are in Jerusalem. If he is ready to sacrifice

ti-cfulnesa for ease, souls for salary, he lacks the spirit of liis

Mii^tcr, and has no divine call to the work. Nevertheless,

whcri" the prospect of doing good is, in his honest judgment,

cijiial, no man is under obligation to choose want, discomfort,

and hucial separation for their own sake. Paul never sulv

niiiied to stripes when he could avoid them without neglect ot

duty; he never stayed in jail when he could get out. For this

rv;i.-on, even where churches are established on the Inde-

pendent plan, they may be aa much restricted by a want of
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means, as others can be by ecclesiastical law, in the selection

of their pastors. The more feeble the churcli, the smaller

their chance of getting the very man they want, and tlie

smaller the probability of their keeping him after they have

succeeded in getting him " settled " among them. The sys-

tem of the Methodist Episcopal Church does not forbid the

expression of preferences, either among ministers or people
;

nor does it forbid that these preferences shall have all the

weight to which they are entitled. Still, as our system places

in the hands of the episcopacy powers which would otherwise

belong to ministers and people generally, and as restriction in

Church or state is unpopular, we concede that this feature of

the itinerancy is, on the surface, an objection to it.

2. The itinerant system, at certain fixed intervals, removes

the pastor with whom the people have become acquainted,

and substitutes a stranger in his place.

Where the pastor remains many years in the same location,

he becomes familiar with tlie names, the faces, the history of

all who attend his ministrations. lie is acquainted with the

relio-ious state of each of them, and is prepared to warn,

encourage, rebuke, exhort, not at random, but understand-

ino-ly, just as an old physician knows the constitutional

peculiarities of his patients, and how to prescribe for them.

Long-continued kindness and friendly intercourse, enforced

by holy living, give power to his words. Tear after year he

is wuth them amid life's changing scenes. He officiates at

marriages and funerals ; he is the family friend and adviser,

who has long shared in their joys and their sorrows, and whose

very presence suggests a tliousand tender memories, even

the saddest of which only strengthen his hold upon their

hearts.

But among us, every three years, as the law now stands, the

minister is assigned a new field of labor, where he is partially

or altogether a stranger. Xew taces surround him ; and

months, at least, must elapse before he can establish that

friendship and mutual contidence wliicli are so desirable both

for his usefuhiess and the good of his people, or even call them

by name. Tiiis feature of tlie itinerancy is certainly not one

of the elements of its strength.

3. This continual changing of pastors is liable to make the
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li.Unrs and plans of the Church a thing of fits and starts and

One pastor considers the condition of the church where he

is located, looks around upon the community, and proceeds to

lav liis plans for doing good. He has his convictions in

r.-l'urd to the Sabbath-school, the teachers' Bible-class, the

i-ixvi-niectin^s, the circulation of tracts, and he convinces his

|HS)plc of the soundness of his views, and puts them in opera-

tion. Interest is created, good is done, and greater good

jTuini^ed. But his three years expire; he goes his way and

hir successor comes. He, too, has his convictions and his

j.!;ai?. The arrangements made by his predecessor do not

f'.iit him ; and he lays them aside for other plans and agen-

<•:. ^, which are no longer-lived than those which they sup-

I l.tnt. Thus the church suflers, because nothing lasts long

Iriuu-h to do its work. The changes in the pastorate arc

»...t favorable to the success of measures which require time

ti)^levfIop their results.

4. Another evil incidental to the itinerant system is, that,

uuiii'T it. .•societies and congregations have less cohesive force

tliwi tinir own good demands.

< >iir <('clesia.stical loyalty regards the whole Church, rather

?; I'l tlie particular society to which we are attached. In

I'WiiS and cities where there are several churches of our own
fi«-u<»niinati(»n, tliey fear each other more than any other rivals.

Wlirii the official brethren are considering whom they would

like to have for their next pastor, the thought uppermost in

t-<ir minds is, the necessity of securing a preacher at least

•-, i-il ill attractive power to their neighbors', that tlieir con-

^:^ .^iitions may nut scatter. A Methodist church half a mile

H.iay, disturbs them more than half a dozen churches of any

••;i.cr name on the same square. If three or four Methodist

<'!.urciieT are within easy reacli of each other, the competition

i* :i!nios,t too strong fur good fellowsliip. If one of them

'^•c'.irc.-* a preacher of uncommon popularity, the others un-

d'---o a depleting process. Some members of the church, and

'•.;i:iy more of the congregation, drift about very much as the

ti'ie carries them. If those who are entitled to certificates of

nicmbcr.'^hip would take them, and. enlisting under their new
JcadtT, be good and faithful co-workers with him, the injury
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which they inflict, and the loss which they sustain, would be

less. But just in the degree in which they form the habit of

wandering about from Sabbath to Sabbath, they ard useless in

tlie church to which they belong, and valueless everywhere else.

They form no settled religious habits. They are available for

no important work. Having no root anywhere they have no
more chance for spiritual life and growth than a tree would
have of living and growing if it were dug up and set out in a

new place every three days.

This, we are persuaded, is one cause of the fearful amount
of apostasy among us. If every one of our professed converts

could be made to see clearly and feel deeply that he is in dutv
bound to be an active, steady worker* in the society wliose

register beare his name—that in the house of God. whenever
opened for worship—in the Sunday school, the class room and
prayer meeting, there is a place which God and the church

expect him to fill—that in the path of faithful, habitual obe-

dience lie peace and safety, " glory, honor and immortality,"

and there alone—tliere would be fewer cases of religious fail-

ure among us. They who would prosper spiritually, must
have a spiritual home. The Psalmist compares the ungodly
to chaflf blown about with every wind, while the true servant

of God is as a tree whose leaf never withers, because it is

"planted hy the rivers of water." There are plants which
float upon the surface of our ponds^ and have no hold upon the

soil. There is also a rootless Chinese plant which draws its

sustenance from the air alone ; but neither the native produc-

tion nor the foreign curiosity ever becomes a tree.

Just in proportion to the number of those members who
have no root, no feeling of local responsibility, a society lacks

solid strength. Where they are numerous, the Church is

unsteady and unreliable. AVithin the space of a few months,
or even weeks, it will pass from a comparative solitude to a

crowd, from apathy to entluisiasm, from the freezing poinf to

fever lieat, and back again. This is .the sin which duth so

easily beset the ^Methodist Churches in the cities. The plan

of renting the pews, whatever may be its disadvantages in

other directions, tends, in a degree, to remedy the evil. The
recent lengtliening of the term of pastoral service will also, we
think, lessen it. Hut the best remedy for it would be a deep
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afiJ p'ncr«l conviction among the members of our churches

ihat tlu-ir peace and safety, their usefulness, their duty to God,

iu ihfinfelves, to their families, demand that they have a

t-hiirch home,—a deep and general conviction that the " living

«t..i»o>'' of God's great temple are hewn, squared, laid in their

t.Uoo, and cemented there, not like the pebbles that lie in the

1^ J uf the mountain stream, one day whirling along amid the

!!<«k1 and the foam, and the next buried out of sight in the mud.

\\\ rt-gard to the stability of the society and congregation,

wo admit that systems more local and less denominational in

their ppirit have some advantage over us.

5. The changes of our system sometimes come inoppor-

mtiely.

God pours out his Spirit, and many are gathered into the

:'M. These regard with great respect and affection the min-

i-tcr wlio led them to Christ. If they fall into doubt and

:..uiptatiun they can tell him of their conflicts more readily

thiui any one else. If they wander from the way, a word from

l.iiu t-ci-ins to have more weight than admonition from any

.•t'n« r tiiurce. He is their counsellor, their guide, their spirit-

ual f.itlii-r. A few months pass on, and they reach a critical

}- r'..«i in their religious history. The sudden emotions which

:»t!<'ii<ii-d tlie tirst part of their experience have subsided, as

:ijfy needs must. They are no longer swept onward by a

tuMiultiiuus tide of new joys and hopes. They begin to find that

lln-re arc currents that set against them, and that only by hard

toiling they can make their way. The discovery discourages

thfiu. Tlieir great enemy, once defeated, rallies his forces,

an<l returns to the assault, hurling upon them fiery arrows of

uj;in.iict" and fear. Suppose just at this point the pastor is

r«.iuoved and a new ones comes. They know him not. They
'4!in<jt a{)j)ruach liim as they were accustomed to approach the

tether. Weeks, perhaps months, elapse before some of them
Ur.itnc acquainted with him: and meanwhile, like a little

••'•ipany of soldiei-s separated from the main body, they may
> attacked and defeated by the watchful and crafty ioQ.

It may be replied that those who fall away at such times

•••»ve felt no gracious inlluence ; that they were conveiled to the

"iuu, and not to the truth. We are not so sure of that. God's

luodcs of dealing with us take into the account every alTectioa
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of OTir hearts, and press into the service every elertient of onr

nature. That the convert should care nothing for him who has

warned and entreated him, and finally through divine grace,

led him to the fountain of life, Avould be unnatural. If love

and brotherhood belong at all to the Christian character, surely

liere is a fitting place for their manifestation. And if the

communion of saints is a good thing, cheering, strengthening,

this peculiar bond of union must be powerful to hold men
to their duty; and, humanly speaking, its rupture under

the circumstances named must be to some dangerous, if not

disastrous.

6- The brief pastorates of our system are liable to create an

unwise love of novelty and excitement.

^Vllen a man of only average alnlity occupies the same pulpit

for a long term of years, his ministry will not interest his hearers,

nor wield the same power over them that it would were he a

new man among them. He be6omes a book which the con-

gregation have read and reviewed—a " thrice-told tale." The

tendency is to dullness and deadness. The itinerant system,

on the contrary, by its periodic changes, rouses curiosity, and

draws the people to the house God by the force of novelty.

Hence there is danger in an opposite direction, the danger of

creating a restless, feverish demand for novelty and excitement.

The hearer may unconsciously fall into the habit of estimating

the sennon in proportion to its power to please for the

moment, and pay more attention to the messenger than to the

good tidings which he proclaims. There is a possibility that

the mind Tuay ])0 entertained while the heart is not reached

;

that we watch si:) clo.-ely for eloquence that we forget worship,

and in the very temple of the Lord, become more thoughtful

than prayerful, and critical rather than devout.

It seems clear that a congregation seeking a new pastor ,

among scores of candidates, and hearing one stranger after

another every sabbath, will run down in the spirituality of

worship. And under the continual changes of the itinerancy,

the same tendency is strong enough in some minds to justify

our being on our giuird against it. How our people prick up

their ears at tlic sound of a new name ! How ready some of

them are to run from one church to another, when they hear

the ann<5uncement of some unusual theme ! They may not
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riamlnc their own hearts sufficiently to comprehend their

tnutivcs; still it is not uncharitable for us to suspect that if

t!ifv would sill the matter, they would find they are in quest

«f rJitertuininent rather than spiritual profit, and that they are

ftioro curious than pious. The plea that they are io search of

pHjd Bcnnons, that they wander anxiously about for the health

..f tlicir liouls, is disproved by the fact that they show otherwise

n-j tnnisual regard for their spiritual interests; and that, as a
nilf, they are less attentive to the other means of grace, the

j.rayer meeting and the class meeting—less reliable for any
{:.mk1 word or work—than those who are always found in their

j'luces in the house of God.

Here, then, is one of the incidental evils of the itinerant

*.\^i<t\\\. In minds of a certain class it fosters a love of excite-

liicnt, which wars directly with true devotion, and Mith that

K-riour*, prayerful hearing of the word which leads to growth
in grace. To those who listen only to criticise, nothing that

llioy hear seems to have divine weight. They are so absorbed
in watching the style in which the preacher does his work, that

in tl.tir case, at least, nothing is done. Their minds resemble
th'tM? l.;id anchorage grounds which annoy the sailor, and
«-:.-!:i!:^'Lr the ship, where the vessel drags all her anchors
U.-au-e the mud is too soft for them to take hold. The apos-
tolic warning in regard to "itching ears" is not an unneces-
wry admonition.

7. Another evil incidental to the itinerancy is, that in regard
^J Ihrir degree of responsibility for the success of the gospel, the
ticw^ of our people are not alw^ays as clear, nor their convic-
ti<'iis ft.-* deep, as they should be.

Our livstcm gives rise to an incessant measuring and weighing
of ministers. The constant inquiry is—" How does he suc-
^^•^i i^

'
Tiie great demand is for men that " make things go."

>\ It hill crtain limits, the inquiry and the demand are right.
*«H' pastor of a church has a greater responsibility than any
t'lluT man connected witli it. He has more power i'or good or
•'*ii. His zeal inay rouse that of his people, his holy life be
"•i-ir pattern, his faith, hope and charity teach them the same
rr.vis. His fet'bleness may weaken the Church, his coldness
•

''•^! It, his fullies rend it. At the same time the members of
' •' <- hurch have their obligations, numerous and weighty, which
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it is not well to forget. The pastor is the leader of the host

:

but what can a leader do without men 1 He may be the cap-

tain of the ship : but the members are not mere passengers,

whose chief concern is to eat, and drink, ^nd criticise their

fare, and lounge in the sunshine when they find themselves

nnable to sleep below. They are the crew. Each has, in the

sight of God, a place to fill and a duty to perform. Each man
is under a divine obligation to stand at his post, and pull

steadily at his rope, by day and by night ; when the soft ripples

glitter in the sim and make music around the prow, and when
the night is dark and storms lash the sounding sea.

In the case of a " settled " minister, the people reason thus :

" Here is our pastor. He does not turn out to be all that we
thought he was. He is not all that we would have him. But
to remove him against his will is a work of difficult v. To
persecute him into willingness would be cruel, and divide the

Church. Whether eloquent or dull, whether popular or only

tolerated, he is our pastor, and we must do our best to succeed

with him."

With us, the temptation is to say, in unpromising cases,

"Ah, well, this good brother does not seem to be accomplishing

much. He will achieve no great success. So v.-e -will wait as

patiently as we can, a year or two, and then we will have
another." And this "waiting" ofttimes signifies slackness,

negligence, want of energy and zeal in the cause, want of cor-

dial cooperation M'ith the pastor. There may be instances

where this is the best mode of procedure that can be adopted

;

but such instances must be few and far between. Surely mod-
crate success is better than total failure. To resolve to do
nothing until tjie change can be had is not wise nor right.

It is something like a wife's neglecting her family on the plea

that her husband is rather a poor specimen ofa man, and when
he dies she hopes to get a better one.

It sometimes happens, too, that when a pastor is appointed,

all are not equally pleased with the arrangement. Some think

that they could have made a better choice ; and they are

tempted, especially if there have been previous debates on the

subject, to wait, and let the man whom the other side have

selected prove that he is the right one for the place. Of course,

in such circumstance slight proof will not suflice, and the dan-
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•aT is that they will leap to a hasty cobc-Iusioti, shake their

hr.'uls ominOu?ly, and say with a sigh, " I feared it : I feared

it/' Worst of all, they fall into an inactivity which disheartens

their hrethrcn, and secures the very result which they foretell.

And when tlie failure is only too apparent, they really regret

it with tlio- others ; and yet deep down in their hearts, their

K)rruw over it is somewhat alleviated by the fact that their

fa::aeity was equal to the task of predicting , it. Thus where

llie appointment at the beginning does not satisfy all concerned,

tlic anticipation of changes in the pastorate supplies a tempta-

tion to make cflort less steady, less persevering, less general,

than the good of the Church demands. And even in those

oa-es where the labors of the pastor have been generally accep-

table and useful, there is danger that the latter part of his

tvrm «jf service may become a mere blank, the people being so

intent on making new arrangements, that they forget tlieir

prt\-ent duty.

Those arc some of what we recognize as points of possible

frirtion in our Church enginery, considered with reference to

the peojilc. AVc are aware that the effects which we have

dwelt upon do not always appear; and that even where

tlioy are .-ecu and felt there are often compensating influences

wliii-li work substantial good. We are also aware that in

debate these incidental evils are often greatly exaggerated by
our opponents. Still, we admit that these are points of peril

or of loss, where our system is liable, at times, to put us at

di^advantage.

There are, also, under our system, incidental disadvantages

^\ar\\ affect the minister.

1. It restricts him in the choice of his field of labor.

Under no system, indeed, is there unrestricted choice. Where
U.e wliole arrangement is left to the minister and the people,

^ in pomc other denominations of Christians, a man of great

attractiveness and power in the pulpit may be sought for so

K'-nerally that a wide circle is open for his selection ; but min-

i-terti of average ability do not find it so. The prominent

< Iiiirclus are hard to suit, and make great demands upon can-

t*!>lat(-s for the pastorate. As the less wealthy societies are

M>tricted in their choice by their lack of means, so average
»J*en arc restricted by the shape which the demand for minis-
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terial labor assumes. And, let it be repeated, systems must
be judged, not by exceptional cases, but by the way in whicli

they work under ordinary circumstances.

Still, on the plans adopted by sonie other Churches, there is

no legal bar between the minister who wants a church, and
the congregation who want a pastor. The society can
" call " any man they choose, and the man thus called can
come if he wishes to come. He considers the matter for

himself, and conducts the negotiation in his. own way. In
the Methodist Episcopal Church, the bishop who presides at

the conference is charged Math the responsible duty of choos-

ing the Gospel laborer for each particular field, the preacher
and the people both agreeing to abide by his impartial judg-
ment. But sometimes the people are tempted to think, that
if the matter had been wholly in their hands they could ]la^e

selected a better man. Sometimes the minister is tempted to

think, that if he had been free to do so he could have secured
a better place. The impressions in both, cases may not be
very well founded. If, indeed, the society or th^ minister
could -^ncld episcopal power in their own case, and not be
trammeled by obligations in other directions, the result might
be satisfactory to the party making the appoirf^ment. But
were they to intrust themselves to the indejiendent plan, they
might find competitions and rivalries that would reduce them
practically to a level no higher than that of which they now
complain. But whether real or imaginary, the impression
itself may be an evil, and the system which furnishes occasion
for it is, so far, imperfect.

2. The itinerancy tends to keep a minister among compar-
ative strangers all his eticctive life.

The itinerant, as he goes on his divine mission, will find
many congenial spirits, and form many warm and permanent
attachments. Nevertheless, he has not so good an opportu-
nity as he would have in a more settled mode of life, to form
and maintain those deep and confidential intimacies which
alone fill the measure of our idea of friendship. By the time
he finds out in whom he nuiy wholly confide, he is separated
from them by the expiration of his term. Another society
claims his mind and heart; another pastor claims the friendly
attentions of those whom he has left behind him. Distance
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l.iadere intercourse, and is apt, after a time, to interrupt

ii wholl}'. He is like a traveler who meets many toward

uliuin he feels drawn, but from whom he soon separates as

i!;oir paths diverge. This we account an evil. The itiner-

Riu-y may have a degree of compensation in that it buries

jivcr-ions as well as friendships, yet we admit, in this thing,

H !';il:ince of evil. A man needs tried friends near at hand.

3. The itinerancy deprives the minister and his family of

a j.ermanent place of residence.

Permanence is one element of the full idea of home. Most

men tend to take root in the soil. The thoughts which haunt

tlic mind of the weary wanderer are the memories, not merely

of friends and loved ones, but of a familiar spot, where dwell

tliose whom he loves, and whose every feature of outward

fcceming—the house, the brook, the hill—is imprinted on his

6<.'ul. Meu have a strong desire to own land, more or less, acres

or rods, and possess a habitation which they can call their

own, and arrange. and adorn according to their taste.

The active itinerant has " no certain dwelling-place." He can

rtinain but three yeai-s, even now, in one locality. The house

in which he lives is not his own ; nor can he do with it as he

would. He knows that others are to occupy it after him, and

that ideas of convenience and beauty difler among men, and

what he builds or arranges with great zeal, others may as zeal-

ously pull to pieces. His children have lived in half a score

6f habitations, and yet, in their after life, there lies in their

hearts no tender memory of the home of their childhood ; no
sunny spot whose every flower and tree, bubbling rivulet and
njus^y rock, they knew and loved. One child's birth-place is

htre und another's yonder. If death enters the family circle,

he lays his dead among strangei-s, and the graves of his loved

"Ut-s are soon left beliind by our quick-recurring changes.

'Ihus only in a modified sense does the familiar lyric of
'• Home, sweet home," appeal to the hearts of the itinerant and
liis family.

Tu some, there may be a charm in this wandering life ; to

iniiny, it may be a thing almost of indiflerence ; but not so to

&H. Some yearn for a fixed home. They love their work,
and hold strongly to our system of changes

;
yet they cherish

t^-'i uiidctined hope that at some future time they will live in

FouuTu Skru:s, Vol. XVHI.—6
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their own houses, and sit under the shadow of their own trees.

They husband their means, and buy a farm or a little lot ; and

fancy that in the coming yeai-s, it will be their abiding place.

Their imaginations revel in the thought of a real home.

They indulge in visions of rest and enjoyment. They build

ideal houses, and have day-dreams of planting and reaping,

and their heads are as full of romance as ever they were in

the dreamy days of their childhood. It may be, that in this

matter there is not as much diiference between ourselves and

the ministers of other denominations as there seems to be. It

is very possible that the day-dreams aforesaid may overrate

the real value of the thing at which they aim. Nevertheless,

the haunting temptation is an evil, as far as it goes, and so

we give it a place in our list of drawbacks on our system.

4. The itinerant cannot expect to wield among his people

the influence which a wise and good man attains in the course

of a long pastorate.

Among us, pastoral changes are so rapid that where the

societies are large, the shepherd scarce becomes acquainted

with his flock before he is compelled to leave them. Un-

people may soon learn to revere his piety, and respect his

judgment ; but it takes time for them to know him, and he

them, so intimately that a confidential friendship is established

between him and each individual. The itinerant makes prog-

ress in winning this confidence ; he may grow stronger in the

love of his people the longer he remains ; he sees the blade

and the ear, Init reaps only a little of the fnll corn of the

ripening harvest.

In the general community he fares worse still. An able

preacher, a brilliant platform orator, will indeed soon become

known as such, and bo in sufiicient demand as a speaker at

public meetings. But on those occasions which demand con-

fessed weight of character, and influence over the popular

mind, the itinerant is apt to be passed by, and the settled

pastor put in the prominent place. This is especially the

case in the great cities. We are sometimes tempted to lancy

that the settled pastors are by no means unwilling to avail

themselves of the advantages of their position, and that there

is a spice of affectation in the oft-repeated reason which they

give for politely inviting the Methodist minister to a back
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K-»t while they "go up higher"—"Really yon are so short

•i time in one place that we hardly get acquainted." We do

not c-ount this efiect one of the good features of our system.

5, The itinerancv tends in some cases to lessen the amount

p:ii.l for the support of the pastor. •

Where the negotiation takes place directly between the min-

i.-tt.r and the people who desire his services, the question of

t.'iiijioralities belongs legitimately to the discussion ; and where

tin' minister, by reason of his acceptability-, has a choice of

oilers, and the people learn the fact, there is a spar to liber-

ftlity. Among us, the minister may or may not be approached

hy persons connected with the Church which is looking in his

direction. They may deem it equally efiectual, and more pru-

dent, to lay their case before the bishop and the elders only
;

and the matter is determined on grounds other than those of

demand on the one side and pecuniary obligation on the

other. No chance is given to make a bargain. The people

know what ministers must take new appointments, what

(liurchcs must have new pastors, and what arrangement is

nntural and probable. They do not always feel that there is

need of any special exertion in order to secure the man that

tln'V want. And even if there is room for doubt, owing to

llio desire of other Churches to obtain the candidate, the fact

thut success lasts only three years at the very longest, cools

competition. The large city Churches are aware, too, that

llioy are regarded as prominent and honorable positions, and

tliat many ministers feel the promptings of an ambition, not

unworthy of their calling, to show that they are " workmen
who need not to be ashamed" anywhere.

G. The .itinerancy tempis ministers to study the arts of popu-

larity
; and, in order to attain position, to use means which

" do not tend to the knowledge or love of God."
It is very natural that the itinerant should now and then

think of the future, and ask himself the question, '"Where will

!- my field of labor when my term here expires?" He runs

hi.-* eyes over the list of Churches which must have new pastors

*t the next conference, and considers which of them are

dt^irable. If his support in the past has not been adequate
i« liis wants, he is tempted to become anxious, and "troubled

".Ixjut many things." If he is naturally desponding, and scnsi-
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tive, the case is still worse. If he suffers his mind to dwell

on the matter, until he lays himself open to the assaults of

Satan—if unbelief overcomes faith in God, and jealousy usurps

the place of love to the brethren—he begins to ask himself

what he shall do to secure the place which he wants. What
can he do % Shall he seek to ingratiate himself with the lead-

ing laymen ? Shall he approach some one of them with

whom he is intimate, and ask him to advocate his cause ?

Shall he speak slightingly of the merits of those who are

likely to be his competitors ? Our system creates a constant

weighing and measuring of the members of the conference;

both ministers and people engage in the canvass ; and the

ministers are often found the severest, the least favorable, in

-their estimates. Under an influence of which they are not

conscious, they sometimes become censorious, and undervalue

their brethren. They disseminate among the people of their

charge adverse opinions and prejudices, which sour their

minds, and increase greatly the difliculties of the appointing

power. Thus the friction natural to our system is augmented

by the weakness and the sin of those who ought to be wiser

and better. Thus they sow thorns for their own feet.

Other temptations are not unknown. A minister who \s,

indolent by nature, and whose piety is not deep enough to

furnish driving power snflicient to keep him in motion, may
be tempted to take things in an easy way, saying to himself,

" I am safe—the Church must find me a place."

On the other hand, an earnest, energetic man, who has never

examined thoroughly the moral aspects of the matter, feels the

temptation to pun.-hase a sort of success by ways and means
which, to say the least, are questionable. He knows that the

members of the ^lethodist Church dote on a crowd. He knows

that a man of only moderate abilities, if neither too pious nor

too proud, can generally raise the crowd ; and that tlie more

light and frivolous tlie prevailing taste, the more easily the

thing is done. Look at the style of the lectures which draw

the largest houses. Judged by the criterion of numbers,

eloquence, so called, is preferred to instruction, and fun is more

popular than fact. The multitudes are apt to run after the

humorists whose verj' faces, in advance of words, provoke a

smile. Certain styles of mind, like certain kinds of fish, arc
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W^i «*ftiight with a flj, and an artificial one at that. Conse-

quoiitly a preacher who thinks tliat he must fill the house or

U' pronounced a fiiilure, and is not very scrupulous in regard

to the means, being, as we have said, neither too pious nor

Ua\ proud, is tempted to have recourse to the angler's artificial

t»:iit, to cast about him for out-of-the-way subjects, to study

KMiall eccentricities in manner or matter, to be superficially

original and elaborately pecuHar. In this way the crowd may
W gathered, but what good is done? The flock " look up

and are not fed." The unconverted leave the house of God,

not ptiiiting their breasts and saying, " God be merciful," but

rt'jK-ating, with noisy merriment, the witticisms which they

have heard, or commenting on the eccentricities which have

U'cn exhibited. To them, the sermon is not a warning, a

voice from the eternal world, awing their souls into silence

and ^olcmn thought, but a mere entertainment, which, leaving

unt(»uched the conscience and the heart, amuses for the hour.

The itinerancy leads certain minds into temptation in these

<lirc<-{ion?, because the itinerant must make himself felt at once.

Ill- v.-ho gives way to an unholy ambition is afraid to trust

t'. f"«uiid thought and solid strength, for these make no noisy

talk in tlic community, gather no sudden crowd, create no
«M<i(hn fame. The really intelligent and thoughtful, who love

H.lidity and strength, are not readily draN\m from their accus-

tomed patjis; and sudden crowds, consequently, must be made
up of the frivolous and the impulsive. Soundness and strength

may, in the abstract, be best, but the pulpit trifler deems them
t'H-» slow to suit his purpose, or to meet the requirements of a sys-

t''ui which requires all to be done in so short a time. We are

»>*are tliat these same temptations may occur under other sys-

tems as well as our o\vn, and that full-bloMm specimens of clap-

tHip and charlatanry may be found in the "settled ministry,"

*» well as elsewhere. Still, we deem the temptation one that

O'^nrs more readily under a system which demands rapid results.

Thus we have set forth what we deem the chief points of

'riciiun or of danger incidental to our system, "We have tried

|'> put tlicm strongly, rather than diminish them. We purpose
in a future article to turn to the other side of the question,

»T)'l^ inquire for ttie advantages of the itinerancy. These are

'H'itiicr few nor small.
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aet. vil—how can we teach greek?

The Greek language has always formed a leading branch of

classical education in this country, as in England and many

other Protestant countries of Europe, and still occupies much

of the time of students during several years. Bat what are the

results? Is there even a single youth or teacher who feels satis-

fied with his success % Might it not he expected that, among the

thousands who have passed through the regular collegiate course,

there would be a considerable number who would read Greek

books through life with profit and pleasure, and enrich their

conversation and writings with quotations from the old masters

of learning and eloquence? But wliere do we find anything

of the kind ? Would not a private gentleman be regarded as

a prodjo-y, who should be found an habitual reader of Greek

classical authors in their original language I And if any per-

son should quote them, even in the most literary society, would

he not be called a pedant by others not ashamed of being

unable to understand him? At the same time would it

be thou"-ht strange or improper, if several persons should be

heard speaking French or German, although they might have

spent but a few months, or even weeks, with one of our able

foreign instructors? With such facts before us as are familiar

to us all, may it not be well to inquire whether any improve-

ment can be made in our methods of instruction in Greek ?

We mic'ht include the Latin language in the scope of our

inquiries, were it not for certain particulars in which it appears

in difi*crent aspects.

Some writers have endeavored to show that great advan-

tages are derived by every student of Greek, from the disci-

pline which his mind receives, in the long practice in

learnino- and a])plying the rules of that language, (which is

reputed by many to be the most perfect ever known,) and

from the lii^dit which it casts upon English etymology, even

though he may never open a Greek book in after life. We
liave'not seen taken into account the unfavorable influences

operating on the mind of a youth, by the prolonged and repul-

sive task of applying abstract rules and vexatious exceptions

to words which he never hears applied to their chief natural
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u^« in speech, and bj being at every step reminded of the

i,.>tructor's incompetency to teach or to practice in that essen-

tial department. The contempt for learning, or at least the

irrnncous or confused ideas of the objects and uses of educa-

tlun which are naturally imbibed in the course of such a

tniininir, may exert deleterious influences on the opinions,

cliuracter, and life.

Y>\\i, ^diatever estimates may be made of the advantages or

ili.Midvantages above alluded to, \vill it not be admitted to be

dr.-irable that our youth, after leaving college, should be able

and disposed to read Greek books, and to prefer some of the

cl;i^sies, or at least the Greek JSTew Testament, to the novels

and romances of the present day, and to the frivolous and

injurious amusements which engross the attention of some

cvi-n of our educated countrymen?

And would it not be an additional advantage if this end

uort' secured in much less time 1 Suppose, further, that tlie

].r.K.-css were such as to educate the mind by a judicious exer-

ti-o of its powers, to give the student confidence in his own

intcilfc-tuul abilities by their successful use, and to render that

hr;ii:.;h of learning attractive, the associations of the memory

\*ith it agreeable, and the prosecution of it continued through

i::\-. Suppose once more, that the student would be acquiring

a titiiiiliar acquaintance with a language now spoken by an

ntc-resting people, inhabiting a country of classical, renown,

r..,-4>rted to by travelers of taste. "Would these not be ad.di-

li..!ial advantages, worthy of attainment?
^

r>ut can these benefits be obtained ? Is it possible to secure

• '. • !j a portion of them ? IIow can our youth be brought to

iikf the study of Greek, so long and so universally proverbial

f-T it.s repulsive character? Who was ever known to take

real j)k'asure fur months and years in the study of Greek

I'tiradigins, particles, syntax, or prosody? TTlio, from any pre-

<ll!wtion for this, ever objected to the formal burial of Greek

^•r:i!iniuirs, now annually practiced by graduating classes in

o'ir C'llk-^ic.^—that severe satire on a branch of study which

•:-'iii'l be ]>lL-asing, and of essential use through life?

I'-ut let us inquire whether this branch of education has ever

!-«ti pursued in a different way, and witli different results.

Tliai language was almost entirely unknown in Europe during
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the dark ages ; and its introdnction was one of the causes of

that ilhimination of the world by the light of the Gospel which

dispelled their gloom and misery. The capture of Constanti-

nople by the Turks drove many Greeks into Europe, among
whom were men of learning who brought the New Testa-

ment in its original language, so that European scholars might

confront it with the corrupted Latin Vulgate. Schools were

opened for the Greek language, which was taught on one uni-

form system, with great popularity and success. It was an easy

method, agreeable to the teacher and pupil, the process being

that natural to a living tongue. In a short time the pupil could

read and write Greek, and understand and speak it with liis

teacher and with his fellow-students ; and no serious objection

appears to have been made against the practice introduced by
the learned strangers, until Erasmus began to oppose it. lie

insisted that the modern language was essentially chano-ed

from that of classical times, and argued that the pronunciation

and accentuation needed great reformation. Eeuehlin pre-

sented himself as his opponent ; and a long controversy ensued,

which terminated in the general adoption, throughout Europe,

of the system of Erasmus, which has ever since generally pre-

vailed, though with us and in England rather nominally than

really. The sounds of some most important Greek letters, in

which Erasmus dithered from Eeuehlin, he described by means
of the German alphabet ; and to these we generally give their

English sounds. Various changes have been made bv differ-

ent authors of elementary books, and by various teachei'S

among us, until no common standard of pronunciation is

admitted. A great diversity exists, without any pro>pect ot

assimilation, although efibrts have been made to establish

some kind of uniformity. One conclusion is certain, namelv,
that if the Erasraian system of pronunciation is correct, ours

must necessarily be wrong, because we do not in fiict prac-

tice this.

But the design of this article is not to discuss the questions

between Erasmus and Eeuehlin, or those relating to accent

and quantity. JSTeither do we intend to inquire whether the

modern Greeks speak a dialect of the ancient or a distinct

language. The object is a purely practical one : to propose

such a change in the method of instruction that the teachers
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nnd the learners may derive from it some of the advantages

u\>o\o mentioned. But, before proceeding to explain the

xAnn in view, it may be gratifying to some readers to take a

!iri«tv glance at the objections most commonly urged against

tho claims of modem Greek to the character of a dialect of

f.f the ancient, and the answers which have been given to

thoin.

O^'j'''fion l.si. The orthography was, for a long time, very

irrvgular.

]i-phj. So was that of English in past centuries : but that

of the Greek now conforms to the ancient standard.

Ol'j'-dian 2d. The moderns express the sound of e, (as in

llic English word me,) by nine different vowels and diph-

tliongs ; and how could the ancients have understood each

uthcT, if speaking or writing in that manner?

/iVy^/. 1. The moderns understand each other. 2. We ex-

\rv<^ the same sound in our English language by nine vowels

nn<l consonants, namely : as in Casar, me, heat, see, seize, oblique,

gruf, m^onomy^ and truly. Beside this, we express the sound

«'f a, (as in make,) in eight different ways ; that of i, (as in

tiv^f,) in Fix, etc., etc.

<f'j-rtion Zd. The moderns sound omihron as they do
'in.g'i, though the former should be short o, and the latter

lono o.

licjly. Xo. . This objection arises from an erroneous opinion

rnrrcnt with us, which regards the short sound of aw (in awT)
fis the short sound of o. The sound which we give to o in Jiot

i« not the short sound of o in note. The modern Greeks, on
^'- rontrary, give the true sound of o to both omil^ron and

ttfiffja, only shortening the former and lengthening the latter.

Ofj^ction ith. The modern Greek has no dual number.
Jt'j'fy. The inhabitants of what was Lacedcmonia retain it.

nut it i> not an essential feature of the language.

(f'Jfction ^}th. The modem language does not contain all

the r(H-)ts of the ancient.

I^'phj. The ancient language does contain all the roots of
till' niodem.

'f^'jt-cfion €ih. The moderns generally use the subjective
ni'-Hl instead of the infinitive.

"/^y/y. The ancients sometimes did the same.
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Objection 7th. The moderns often use auxiliary verbs.

Reply. So did the ancients, occasionally.

Oljection Sth. The aspirates are not used by the modern

Greeks.

Reply. Clyde says :
" The rough breathing was very little

used in the ^olic; and the other dialects, by losing the

dif-amma, set the example of delinquency in this direction."*

Objection Wi. The modern Greek has lost many of the

inflections of the ancient verbs, which have eight or ten

hundred. These give the ancient language, it has often been

said, a delicacy, precision and scope superior to Latin and every

other tongue.

Reply. 1. Many of the inflections given in our grammars to

model Greek verbs have never been used in books. 2. Yari-

Gus American-Indian, African, and Tartar languages, have

thousands of inflections to their verbs ; and the Basque lan-

guage of Spain has seventeen thousand two hundred and more

inflections.

But there are several important points of identity between the

ancient and modern Greek. The alphabets are precisely the

same ; the moderns lay the stress of the voice, in every word,

on the syllable marked by one of the ancient accents ; and,

to a veiy great extent, they retain 'the ancient words, acci-

dence, inflections, methods of compounding words, rules of syn-

tax, forms of sentences, and even idiomatic phrases. Some of

the most familiar salutations now in daily use are the very same

as those given in the Septuagint : as the address of Joseph to

his brethren :
" How is the old man, your father ? Is he

well ? " etc.

One of the volumes of the Archcological Society of Athens

contains twenty-two quarto pages in small type of modern

Greek phrases, in common use, compared with identical and

similar ones from ancient classical authors, expressly designed

to prove that the present inhabitants are the descendants of

the ancient Greeks, and that their language must have been

derived from them by direct and uninterrupted tradition.

But there is another view of the subject which is interest-

ing, although, like the preceding facts, not essential to the

object of this article : classical Greek was not the language of

tlie mass of the people of Greece. Our grammars, indeed,
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{,:\A\ U5 that, of tlie several dialects preserved m books, ouly

t!u> Attic is pure. We have time ouly to quote the remarks

of a few recent writers on these subjects.

rroffssor Ivoss, in his " Travels in Greece," Ydl. iii, p. 138,

•..INS,
" The Attic dialect was not, as with Buttman and Mat-

ihi;u in our hands we should suppose, the prevailing, much

Ir.«s tlie 6ole methodizing vernacular of the ancient Greeks.

... It was only the refined language of intercourse and com-

pcnitiun among the cultivated classes in Athens, and was

rt-.illy possessed by only a few thousands. . . . All Greece,

frnui Sicily to Asia Minor, and from Macedonia to Crete, was

<':.,>icntially ^olic, and spoke this dialect, of which Doric was

l.ut a modification. . , . In fact, the language of Athens,

which our grammarians adopt as the rule, was, at the time

of the Peloponnesian war, but a petty exception to the

rule, "What right have we to require that it be otherwise

iiuw ';•'

Professor Blackie of Edinburgh, the only teacher of modern

Greek in any British institution, a few years ago said that " a

hi'.igiiage worthy of the Greek name survives;" and he con-

timk-s to avail himself of it in his ancient Greek course.

.lames Clyde, M.A., by his advice, spent two years in Greece,

htudving the living language; and, in his work entitled '" Ko-

!ii:tic and Modern Greek Compared," etc., 1S55, says, "There
are traces of the modern Greek peculiarities in writings of

tiiil'iTcut periods, in past centuries, which have been acci-

driitully preserved" in the colloquial language of the common
j'v-ople ; of which he gives specimens. He calls (for conveni-

ctico) the dialect of the uneducated people of modern Greece,
" KiJiiKiic," and that of the educated classes, "modern Greek ;"

an<] this latter, he says, has been brought entirely back to the

&!.<ient standards in orthography, and to a great degree in

othi^r particulars.

^

Professor Fclton, in one of his last public addresses, said

'.J. at lie had uttered opinions on Greece thirty years before
*ln<h he retained unaltered at the present time; and ho
T' jx.-aud them with a seriousness and emphasis which indicate

^ Conviction of their importance, as well as of their correct-

t"-v^. And it seems highly probable that he was impressed
':• iinothcr conviction, although he did not express it, namely:
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that the truths which he had so long believed were not

admitted by others, and therefore not acted on.

The two principal points to which ho referred are these

:

1, that the Greeks of the present day are tlie descendants of

the ancient Greeks; and 2, that they speak the same lan-

guage as their forefathers. He did not undertake a formal

proof in each case, although he mentioned some facts quite

forcible and apposite ; and it is to be regretted that the sub-

ject has not been brought more fully and fairly before the

public than it has ever yet been. Much depends on the way

in which the two preceding points are regarded ; more, per-

haps, than may be generally supposed.

If the living Greeks are genuine sons of that people whose

history we so much admire, and to whom we are deeply

indebted, why are we so little acquainted with that family of

our fellow men? why have we so little sought our mutual

interests by intimate intercourse ? If their language is essen-

tially the same as that of their ancestors, why should we not

study, learn and speak Greek, as a living tongue ? These are

questions which any man of sense and reading may answer

for himself, without referring to a professed scholar, because

the means of information are now within the reach of all.

Professor Edward Robinson, in his introduction to Butt-

man's Grammar, page 3, says, " The Attic dialect became, by

degrees, the dialect of all educated persons, and the general

langua2:e of books." And, on page 0, " The ancient pronun-

ciation can no longer be determined with certainty. Among

the various ways in which Greek is pronounced in modem

times, two are distinguished, called the Eeuchlinian and

the Erasmian, after their respective advocates in tlie six-

teenth century. We follow the latter hecause it is most con-

fonned to our own pronunciation, and that which we give to

the Latin.
''"'

,
•*

We may well pause here a moment, to consider how solid

these two reasons are. Is it not fortunate that we have no more

reason? of the same real weigh.t? But, seriously, ought men

of learning to be content witli no better grounds than these for

their practice in teaching the pronunciation of a language?

Professor Robinson, after giving the sounds of Greek vowels

and diphthongs according to Reuchlin, which are those of
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mcHlern Greek, remarks, "There are indeed traces that this

tncthud, in its chief points, is really founded on an ancient

IllCtllO<l."

]iut we now return, to the chief subject proposed in this

pajx^r, namely: the question, whether the Greek language

should be taught in our schools and colleges with the pronun-

ciation and accent of the modern Greeks. As we have said

iilwve, we need not insist on any of the views given by writer

«if tlie degree of relationship between the ancient and modern.

Kven if we should admit the claims to identity to be as small

fl.* might be demanded, what would be lost by adopting the

pronunciation of the moderns ? Is there any uniform system

in use among us ? Xone. We have rejected the Eeuchlinian,

hut have we adopted the Erasmian? To a great extent we
ap{)ly English sounds to the German letters employed by
Kra.-^mus to express the sounds of the Greek. According to

Professor Robinson, our pronunciation of Greek is founded on
our pronunciation of English and Latin ! Can there then be

any n?:isonable objection against renouncing so unreasonable a

hV-foui as this ?

The adoption of the pronunciation and accents of the

mo<]<.Tn Greeks would not necessarily require any teacher to

rftrnet any preconceived opinion, or to abandon any other

l.ivurite practice. All might still enjo}^ the same freedom as

now, in inculcating their views of ancient and modern Greek,
with the advantages of confronting one with the other in

every lesson. Those who pleased might continue the most
tliorough drilling in the rules of quantity, scanning, and
mcter.A. Indeed, they would find much more time at their

*ii--po?al for their favorite departments, from the new facilities

afforded by the improved method, and be better able to des-
'^^r\\. on the interesting distinctions between ancient Greek
Avt and lines, which now afford so fascinating a branch of
t-tudy to pupils. Our youth might be allowed the pri\'ilege
of drinking deeper than now of the Pierian spring, and enjoy
'm«^ liarmonious and expressive Anglicized vocabulary of
anf-i.'nt meters, abounding in such mellitlluous terms as Pher-
<^'ratoan, Antispastic, Glyconian, Dochmiac, etc. They might
<'Vi-n dip in, and sound out the depths of the " Polyschcniatista
»nd the Asynartetes;" and devote weeks or months to the
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old method of solving the Epode of the Second Olympiac,

Choriambic trimeter, the Brachjcatalectic, the Trochaic

dimeter, the Antispastic dimeter Bracliycatalectic, the Poeonic

dimeter, the Asynartete with its Iambic syzygy and two

Trochaic syzygies ; and all the rest of that interesting, sensi-

ble family.

Previously to tliis exercise, the pupil would, of course, pass

through all the imaginable inflections of a Greek verb ; and,

after committing to memory all the changes given in the

grammar, in all the tenses, numbers, persons, and voices, he

might have had the heartfelt satisfaction of knowing, that the

greater part of them have never been used and never will be,

except for the purpose of adding to the enjoyment of those

who, like himself, are supposed to have a peculiar relish for

such useful acquisitions.

But let us inquire: What would probably have been the

result if the Reuchlinian system had prevailed in American
schools and colleges? Greek would have been read with the

pronunciation and accent used by a nation speaking a lan-

guage which, all will admit,' has some important relations to

ancient Greek ; and that pronunciation and mode of accentu-

ation have advantages which practice cannot fail to make
obvious. That they are practically applicable, and with suc-

cess, is proved by the- fact that they have been in use for at

least several centuries. Unlike some other languages, par-

ticularly French, (which is the baldest child of Latin,) the
sounds are easy to us, distinct and agreeable to the ear.*

American students of Greek would probably have practiced
convorf^ing in that language even before the Greek revolu-

tion brought them in contact with Greeks. Certainly since

that event the use of the language would have become

* It is easy to make an experiment with the modern pronunciation and accent,

by reading in any Greek hook by the following rules : Sound alpha like a m father;
beta, V in i-irj^; delta, th in tlds ; epsilon, « in viet ; eta, e in me; theta, th in thin;

iota, e in me; omikron, o in no, short; upsilon, when a vowel, e in me; when a con-
sonant, V in vine ; chi, hh in oh hear! omega, o in no, long.* The other letters

have the sonnds given them in all grammars. Diphthongs—W^htx-XotVi, like a in

take; cpsilon-iota, e in me; omikron-iota e in me; omikron-upsilon, oo in boot;

upsilon-iota, e in me.

In accentuation, lay the stress of the voice on the vowel or diplithong marked
by an accent, whether it be acute, grave, or circumflei. The aspirates are not to
bo regarded.
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..lumon. as a living tongue; and men of education would,

.<:"..rc this time, have been familiar %vith ancient Greek

c:.i-v>ifs and modern Greek books and newspapers. What is

ti:tK-h more important, the Scriptures of the Xew Testament in

i'.3 original language, and the Old in its earliest version,

would liave been books of daily reading to thousands in fam-

liiva und Sunday schools, instead of the few clergymen who

row monopolize the little Greek reading done in this country.

Mucli of the long' time taken from the life of every youth by

l;ii» dull, laborious, and ill-requited Greek studies, would have

U^n saved for other objects, and that portion of it devoted

to the language would have been cheerfully spent in pleasing

exfrei>e:^, intelligible, rational and profitable, encouraging and

trongthening to the mind, and preparing it to pursue with

^L't'^ il-s future courses. Instead of renouncing the language

\* iih joy on leaving the place of a pupil, he would choose the

l>c»t hooks of antiquity for the companions of his leisure hours

through life; and the libraries of our educated men would

iKit b<* disgraced by the product-ions of the frivolous and

iiniiiorul liction-writers, who are daily weakening our national

X-^-Xii juid })olluting American society.

Can our professors of Greek be much longer content to con-

ti!njc their old, laborious and thankless task, Can parents be
willirjg tu subject their sons to a course of study so expensive in

liino and money, with such results as it has hitherto produced?
The following extract of a letter from our reverend mission-

ary in Athens, in reply to one addressed to him by the writer,

*"ill be read with the respect which it deserves ; and offers a
Tr;"-t a]ipro])riate confirmation of the views above given, wliich

•^tre written before the date of this letter:

"Schoharie, ^K^zAs; 23, 1864.

l*'^
^n-—In answer to your inquiry, I would say that I am

TiHy of the opinion, atid have long been, 'that the ancient Greek
• -"uM be taught in all our schools and colleges with the pronunci-
-^•l«•(l ritid accentuation of the rooderns, as now taught in Athens;
=»' i ih;ii the acquisition and use of the modern and livinc^ language
»^

<)\ the L'reatest assistance in learning the ancient, and in making
''• valnablo to every student.

*•
1 his opinion I expressed many years ago to Professor Blackie

*' vluit,urgh, to the late Professor Felton of Harvard University,
' to tnany other distinguished scholars in various parts of Europe
*^J America. Yours, truly, Jonas King."
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Art. Vnr.—WARREN'S IXTRODUCTION TO SYSTKil-

ATIC THEOLOGY.

Systetnatische Theologie einheif.Uch behanddt. Von William

F. Wakken, Doctor und Professor der Theologie. Erste Lief-

erung : AUgemeiue Einlcitung. 8vo., pp. 186. Bremen. 1865.

It is an acute remark of D'Aubigne,* that " the cultivation of

theological science has never produced a revival of Christian

life in the Church." But this would only be a half-truth

without the corresponding statement with which he completes

it, that all revivals of Christian life in the Church have been

followed by " creative epochs " of theological science.

The early Church had no scientific theology. Its first age

was one of faith and of action—the age of nascent Christian life.

But in the very progress of the action of the Church, the need

of science soon appeared, as heresy after heresy arose and .

demanded clearness of apprehension and of definition on the

part of the upholders of the faith. In the apostolic phrase,

the Church was compelled to "add to its faith knowledge;"

that is to say, to bring out the contents of the faith into the

forms of human thought; first, as special statements of doctrine

in controversial writings and in the creeds ; and afterward, as

scientific co-ordination of the doctrines, in systematic theology.

What is true of the Church as a whole, is true also of every

branch of the Church which has ever manifested, by its vital-

ity and endurance, its right to live. The original period of its

history, its age of revival and struggle, has been followed by

its age of doctrine and science. An inevitable law compels

every such organism to study arid to develop not only its own

mode of being, but also its own modes of apprehending and

appropriating the contents of the faith. And this study and

development is nothing else but scientific theology. So, in

the Reformation period, we find the order of development to

be, fii-st, life, that is revival of true religion ; then doctrine, in

the controversies of the Reformers and in the creeds which

Boon grew up as the. necessary expression of the results of those

controversies ; and, finally, systems of theology, in Melancthon

* Discoursea and Essays, p. 318.
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nnd liis successors of i\\e Lutheran branch on the one hand

;

a!ul in Calvift and his followers of the Reformed branch on the

oUier.

^[cthodism has followed this general law. As a genuine

revival of Christian life, and in fact one of the two great re-

\iv-ils which have marked the history of the Church, (the

Lutheran Eeformatiou being the other,) it had its first period

of youthful action and vital development in the early labors

of the Wesleys and their coadjutors, as evangelists, in the

f jK^-ial work to which they felt that God had " raised them up,"

nnincly, to '"'spread holiness.''^ Then followed its period of

doctrinal controversy, corresponding to the strife of the early

Church with the first heresies, and to the battles of the

Koformers of the sixteenth century with Romanist errors on

the one hand, and with heretical tendencies on the other. To
Mi-thodism appears to have been assigned by Providence the

ta-k of developing the great central aim of Christianity, personal

lioliness; and of purifying theology, for the English-speaking

ra<'es, from the corruption of Augustinism which Calvin intro-

duced into the Reformed Churches ; as Melancthon had purged

it fur the Lutheran Church, and some of the adherents of

the Heidelberg Catechism had purified it for the German Re
formed. It was in this field of controversy that Wesley, and

After him Fletcher, chiefly labored ; and to this day their

writings constitute a collection of materials for the study of

Christian Anthropology and Soteriology, and especially of the

points involved in the so-called Calvinistic controversy, which
no etudcnt, and certainly no professed theologian, can afford

to neglect.

^\ osley's theology was the growth of his religious life. Of
»viitcinatic theology, as such, he seems to have had no concep-
<i'>!i at the beginning of his career, and in this respect he
r'-^Miibles Luther. Each of these great reformers, although
l'>th were great thinkers, nevertheless felt out his theological

•vttotn rather than thought it out. They illustrated the truth

'••r rather lialf-truth) of Schleiermacher's theory that doctrine is

J':volupcd from the religious consciousness ; but they illustrated

»•*'> tlie other eide of that truth, which Schleiermacher never
^'illy got hold of, namely, that the supernatural facts of Chris-

''*nity, as recorded in Scripture, are the proper and necessary

i-'oi'imi Series, Vol. XVIIL— 7
. ^

-
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complement of the religious consciousness, and that scientific

theology is the synthesis by the intellect of, these two great

elements.

"Wesley's early reading lay among the English Arminian

divines ; but he did not find in them clear answers to the ques-

tions of eternal moment which his o\vn experience suggested.

How can I be saved from sin ? how can I be holy ? how can I

be assured of salvation ? these were the imperative problems for

him; and to these questions the cold Churchly and scmi-Pelagiau

Arminians had no answer to give. The Moravians were the

means of leading him to Christ ; and with his personal experi-

ence came his clear intellectual apprehension of the doctrines of

sin, of grace, and of the work of the Spirit. !N^o one held more

thoroughly than "Wesley to the maxim, Pectus est quod th':o-

logumfacit I nay, he even carried it so far as to maintain that

a good heart will almost necessarily lead to right opinions.

In view of these facts, superficial writers have disparaged

Wesley as a theologian. As well say that Luther was no theo-

logian. Both were men of action ; but both were also men of

profound insight and of speculative intellect. The central truths

of Christianity—those, namely, which relate to the reality and

nature of sin, the person and work of Christ, and the office of

the Holy Spirit—were powerfully grasped by Wesley's intellect

almost simultaneously with his obtaining a sense of personal

acceptance through Christ ; and he never relaxed his hold of

them. In all his multitudinous controversies these central

truths were his guide and law; he wrote always in view of

them, and therefore always methodically. A master of logic, he

brought every subject promptly under the imperative categories

in which these great truths were formulated for his own mind

;

categories, too, that he could express in the very words of

Scripture, which he always held to be not only the source but

the criterion of doctrine. It would not be difficult to gather

from his writings sufficient elements of Anthropology, Soteri-

ology, and Eschatology, to form a symmetrical body of divinity

in which there would be few gaps to be supplied.

The controversial labors of "Wesley and Fletcher were a

necessary preliminary to the origin of any work of systematic

theology within the sphere of Methodism. It is no matter of

marvel, therefore, but quite in the natural course of historical
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development, that while Methodism took its rise in 1739, its

first scientific theology appeared from the pen of Richard

Watson only in 1824. A singularly superficial view of this

fact is given by a writer who seems to be an authority in the

Presbyterian Church, as his work* bears the imprimatur of

the Presbyterian Board of Publication. In attempting to vin-

dicate a quasi prediction of his own, that Arminianism can-

not be a " permanent redeeming power upon earth," and

that Methodism, if it holds fast its Arminian theology, must

lose .its efficiency as an evangelical Church, he proceeds as

follows

:

It is now only a few years over a century since TTcslcy began
his career. A religious system matures slowly. The truths

asserted may, for a long period, hold in check the serious errors

with which they are combined. The errors, if not eliminated, will

.nt last work out the dissolution of the system. It may indeed out-

last many generations, but what are even ages to the life of a true,

permanent theology ? It is to be remembered, also, that the Ar-
minian scheme has yet to be reduced to a systematic and loiijical

form. Where is its whole body of divinity, from under the hand
of a master, sharply defining its terms, accurately stating its belief,

laying down the conclusions logically involved therein, trying

these conclusions no less than their premises by the Word of God,
refuting objections, and adjusting all its parts into a consistent

and systematic whole ?

This paragraph was written, it will be remembered, nearly

thirty years after the appearance of Watson's Institutes, of

which great work another Calvinistic divine, of larger and

finer culture, (Dr. J. W. Alexander,) speaks as follows : f " Mak-
ing due allowance for the difierence of age, Watson, the Meth-

odist, is the only systcmatizer within my knowledge who ap-

proaches the same eminence" [as Turretine.] In another

place Dr. Alexander remarks, " I read as much in Wesley and

Watson as in Turretine." One would think, from the above

paragraph of Dr. Humphrey's, that he had never heard of

Watson at all ; but he adds in a foot-note

:

Without disparaging the ability displayed in the "Theological'
Institutes" of the eminent Wesleyan divine, Richard Watson, we
may sus^gest that the points at issue between the Arminian theol-

ogy and our own are not discussed in that Avork with the thor-

* Humphrey, Our Theology and its Developments. (Philadelphia: Presbyterian

Board. 1857.)

i Uall, Fcn-ty Years' Letters of Dr. Alexander, pp. 181, 187.
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oughness, the rigid and penetrating analysis, and the scientific
order which are displayed in other parts of the book, and which
are demanded at the present time.

Yet, marvelously enough, even after this grudging notice,

he goes on to say that the first century of the existence of

Methodism has passed by without producing an exposition of
theology satisfactory to " the logical consciousness," (whatever
that may be,) and adds that

Another century may demonstrate that such a production is im-
possible, by showing that the logical and scriptural element is not
in the Arminian system ; that "the law of affinity and crystaliza-
tion is wanting to its disjointed principles ; that this theology,
combining many precious truths and many capital errors, resem-
bles a mingled mass of diamonds and fragments of broken glass
and broken pottery, which no plastic skill of man or power of fire

can mould into a single transparent, unclouded, many-sided, equal-
sided crystals, its angles all beaming, and its points all burning
with light, a Koh-i-noor indeed !

In what casket the Koh-i-noor of Calvinism is enshrined . Dr.
Humphrey does not tell us. Moreover, we have never heard
before of the " plastic skill " or " power of fire " that could
make a Koh-i-noor out of separate diamonds, much less out of
a " mingled mass of diamonds and pottery." But this is the
way in wliich some Calvinistic divines are accustomed to speak
of all theology except that which accepts the Genevan form
of Augustinism

!

In keeping with the law of development to which we have
referred, American Methodism, whose birth was some forty

years later than that of English Methodism, has waited as many
years after the publication of Watson's great work for the
appearance of its first work of systematic theology. Xot that
she has produced nothing in the field of theological literature

;

on the contrary, the practical and controversial demands of this

period of her development have been most ably met in the
writings of Bangs, Emory, Fisk, Olin and others^ now among
the dead

;
and of Elliott, AVhedon, Peck, Porter, Foster, and

many others of the living. But an original and complete work
on systematic theology has not yet been brought out in Ameri-
can Methodism.* The work in our rubric, by Dr. Warren,
forms the introduction to such a work ; but, as yet, it is only a

* Wo havo seea an aniiounceniont of Ilalaton's New Body of Divinity; but the
work itaelf has not come under our Dotice.
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noble befinniug. We trust that he may live to finish the great

task to which he has set himself.

Dr. Warren, as is known to our readers, is Professor of The-

oloiry in our Biblical School at Bremen, Germany. His whole

course of training has tended admirably to fit him for the

crreat task which he has undertaken. Bred in Methodism, he

passed not only through one of our own universities, but also

compassed the coui-se of one of the best schools of New England

theology. He had there the opportunity of studying the Cal-

vinistic system in its own home, and as taught by its most

refined and refining expounders, and freed, moreover, from

some, of its least defensible forms of doctrine. The larger

culture of Berlin and Halle, where Dr. Warren spent several

years, gave breadth to his mode of thinldng, while at the

same time it strengthened, instead of unsettling, his faith in

the supernatural origin of Christianity, and in the truth of

its evangelical doctrines. How widely his studies have since

extended, is attested by his able contributions to the pages

of this journal, and also to those of the Billiotheca Sacra.

The last fruit of his ripe studies is before us in this first

part of his " Systematic Theology," containing the " General

Introduction." The preface modestly states that the Avriter has

ehiofly had in view, in the preparation of the work, the wants

of his own pupils and of younger ministers ;
while at the same

time he hopes that the book may serve to show, especially to

Germans, the true nature and historical importance of Meth-

odist theology. If the whole work be executed with the skill

and breadth which mark this Introduction, it will indeed serve

as a manual for students, and for a light to German theologians.

but it will also take its place as the second in order of tlic

l^[ethodist " Bodies of Divinity," and, it may be, as the first in

rank. Watson's great work lias served its generation nobly;

fwid it w-ill be long- before its discussions, especially of the Socin-

lan and Calvinistic controversies will lose their value. But Dr.

Warren's opportunities have been far beyond any which Watson

ever enjoyed ; and he has used them conscientiously and thor-

oughly. It is not to be wonder(^d at, therefore, that his work

should be far more learned than that of his great predecessor.

Moreover, since Watson's time, tlieology has not been an unpro-

gressive science ; while philosophy and heresy have both been
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in full "activity of progress. To state and vindicate the Meth-
odist system of doctrines, witli reference to the theological and
philosophical relations of the time, is a task that must have
fallen to some one ; and we are thankful it has fallen to one
so vrell qualified to accomplish it.

This Introduction is divided into three parts. The first

treats (pp. 1-7) of the Scope of Systematic Tlicology, and its

place in the organism of the theological sciences ; the second
sets furth the Contents or Object of Systematic Theology, (pp.
fi-27 ;) the third treats of its Form, (pp. 29-140.)

Under the fii-st head. Dr. Warren adopts the old division of

theology into Excgetical, Historical. Systematic and Practical.

Schleiermacher and others have sought to make new classifica-

tions, chiefly on subjective grounds ; but the attempt has not

succeeded. H.agcnbach {Thcologische EncyclopcerJie, § 34,)

adopts this fourfold division, and vindicates it, both for scien-

tific* and practical reasons. Exegetical Theology includes all

branches of science relating to the study of Scripture. Histor-

ical Theology includes all which relate to the history of Christian

life and doctrine. Systematic Theology is the scientific setting

forth of the Christian doctrine concerning (1) God, (2) Man, -

and the (3) Tieciprocal Relations between God and Man. It

therefore includes Dogmatics, or the Christian doctrine of the

rela^tions of God to man ; and Ethics, or the Christian doctrine

of the relations of man to God. Practical Theology treats of the

working and functions of the Churcli, for example, Catechetics,

Ilomilctics, the Cure of Souls, Church Polity, etc. According

to this classitlcation. Systematic Theology is the third chief

division of Christian theology, including Vvithin its sphere both

doctrine and njorals. It is necessarily the third ; for as Scrip-

ture is the source of doctrine, its study must come first ; as

History shows the development of doctrine, its study must follow

that of Exegesis ; as Systematic Theology is the scientific setting

forth of doctrine, in tlie liglit of Scripture and History, it must
follow both the others. In this view of the relations of the

branches of theolo:^ieal science, Dr. AVarren ascrees with Hairen-

bach, who remarks, {Knryclopivdie, p. 105,) that '' to begin the

study of tlieology with Dugmatics is to fly without wings."

The second part, as we Imve said, treats of the Contents or Ob-

ject of Systematic Tlieulogy. This has already been implicitly
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ilctined in the statement that " Systematic Theology treats

Kj( God, Man, and the Eeciprocal Eehitions between God and

,Man." An explicit definition is now given. A reciprocal re-

lation implies on the one hand the conduct of God toward man,

and on the other hand the conduct of man toward God : the

rirst is Revelation, the second Eeligion. Revelation, considered

generally, and as to its idea, includes the creation, out of eternal

love, of rational beings, and the manifestation of God to them.

Religion, on the other hand, is the obligation of the dependent

creature to love and honor the manifested Creator."^ The reci-

procal relation, then, between God and man, according to its

idea is that of love. The statement and development of these

points, and especially the brief but shai'p discrimination be-

tween Theism, Pantheism, and Deism, by Dr. "Warren, is so

luminous and profound that we should be glad to quote at

length the pages in which they are dealt with, but our limits

forbid.

The next section treats of the Christian Revelation and the

Christian Religion, as distinguished from Revelation and Relig-

ion in general ; the actual in contrast with the ideal. The original

relatiun uf mutual love between God and man is lost by sin
;

man is '" at enmity *' with God, and God has " revealed hi>

wratli'' toward man. Is this dislocation perpetual? iSTo

:

• (Jud so loved the world 'that he gave his only-begotten Son,

that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have

everlasting life, (John iii, 16,) and sent his Holy Spirit to

'• convince the world of sin," and to lead the world to " sal-

vation." A new reciprocal relation between God and man is

tliu.> established. God, on the one hand, offers salvation, and

tails upon man, on the other hand, to appropriate it, and live

and love again. The divine side of this mutual relation is the

^"llri^tian Revelation, or the revelation of salvation ; the human
.'^ide is the Christian Religion, or the appropriation of salvation

by man. These points are treated with admirable clearne^^.

ftilluor^s, and precision. Of the first, the Christian Revelation,

l^r. Warren remarks that it is twofold, the actual revelation,

' U liat is religion, tlieu ? Ic is easy to answer if we consult tlie Grades of Oo<J.

Aa-oruiui; to these it lies in oue single point; it is neither more noi; less than

••<-'; it is love which is the fuliiUiug of the law, the end of the commandmeuu"
•lt*.'cT,-4 Works, II., p. 223, New York edition.
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in the person and work of Christ and of tlie Holy Spirit ; and
the verbal revelation, in the Scriptures ; which testify to and
make known to man, the divine salvation through the person

and work of Christ and of the Spirit.

In each of these there are two distinct stages : (l) the extraordi-

nary, or miraculous, and (2) the ordinary. In the actual revelation,

the first or miraculous stage lay in the historical niauifestatiou of
God in Christ as the author of salvation ; the second or ordinarv
stage lies in the continual application of this salvation by the Holy
Spirit. In the verbal revelation, the first stage lay in the extra-

ordinary illumination and inspiration of prophets and apostles
;

the second is found in the ordinary and continual use of the word
by man. Xeverthelcss, both revelations, in both stages, are essen-
tially one ; they are only ditferent forms of one and the same free

and immediate divine act. If Christianity be true, a third stage is

to come, in which God will complete and fulfill both revelatious
in an extraordinary way.
But is Christianity true? /s redemj)tion revealed, and, if so,

do we find that revelation in Christianity ? ... To answer these
questions is the task of Christian Apologetics. The pi'oofs adduced
in books of Apologetics, or Evidences,"are generally divided into
External, that is, miracles, prophecy, etc. ; and Internal, that is,

the excelleuce of Christian doctrine and morals, etc. It would
perhaps he better to arrange the topics according to the different
claims of Christianity, namely, (1) that Christianity is a fact of
history

; (2) that Christianity is a revelation from God
; (3) that

Christianity is the ])nwer of God unto salvation. All the custom-
ary "evidences" will range themselves naturally under one or the
other of these heads* As to the methods of exhibiting the proofs
of the truth of Christianity, two principal ones may^be named:*
the historical and the ]»}iilosop]ucal. The first seeks to demonstrate
the genuineness and civdiljility of tlie Scriptures by the ordinary
principles and rules of historical criticism. . .

.' The philosophical
method takes its stand >rithin Christianity, and seeks to show that
all the phouonu-na of history are better and movQ philosop/tically
explained by Christianity than by any other system. The prin-
ciple of proof is here the same as that on which the Copernican
system rests. Tiie historical method is the one generally adopted
by English writers on the Evidences ; the philosophical, by the
German Apologist s.f

*An approximation to this method will be found in Sack, Apologdik, Ham-
burg, ISII. The iraiiort of tlie historical Christ ia Apologetics is exhibited bv
Nast, C'/niiKfiif'try ort thr Xrw Tt^hnwiit, Introduction. Chapter IV.

f Gas.s, G-r,:hick(^ dur P,-i>t. D.i.jmatik, III., 296, scq. AVeskw, with his usual

sagacity, detected the weak p<iint of the Knjrlish apologetical methods. "
I have

sometimes been almost inclined to believe, tliat the wisdom of Cod has, in most
later ages, permitted the external evidence of Christianity to be more or les3

clogged and incumbered for tiiis very end, that men (of reflection especially)
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Part tliird treats of the Fonn of Systematic Theology. Here

it is necessary to fix clearly and definitively the stand-point

iVuin which the work proceeds ; first, in relation to the various

jliouries of human knowledge, (the Philosophical stand-point
;)

Ki-oudly, in relation to the sources of theological knowledge,

(tlio Heuristic stand-point ;) thirdly, in relation to other modes

-i;' treating the subject, (the Methodological stand-point;)

t'tiirthly, in relation to the chief schools of Christian doctrine,"

(the Confessional stand-point.) That is to say, the author pro-

!i>.-03 to state his view of, first, the philosophy of Systematic

Theology; secondly, its sources; thirdly, its method
;
and fourth-

ly, its principles.

As to philosophy, Dr. Warren sets aside, in turn,' the ideal,

the sensual, the skeptical, and the mystical. His own philo-

M^phical stand-point he names the Christian-Realistic; realistic

U-cause it attributes reality to the thinking subject, as well

»u? to the objective world of nature and spirit ; Christian, be-

cause, without deifyiiig reason on the one hand or degrading

it on the other, he regards it as limited, needing divine illum-

iiiation, but also as trustworthy in the exercise of its normal

Junctions, and, when submitting to Christ, brought under a

•iivine system of instruction, whose work it is, to bring every

Sijan to a saving knoioledge of the truth.

The third part of this branch of the Introduction treats of

nidJiod in theology, and especially of the method pursued by
^lie «"aithor. After distinguishing the various general metliods

"f treating theology as a whole, namely, the topical, (illustrated

in ^ifelancthon's Love, Ralston's Divinity, and similar works
;)

.'i.t not altog^ethor rest there, but be constraincJ to look into themselves also, and

*:U'n'1 to the light shining in their hearts. Xaj, it seems (if it may be alloNved for

• * to pry so far into the reasons of the divine dispensations) that, particularly in

•• y;:p. God suffers all kinds of objections to be raised against the traditional

'••1-ucc of Christianity, that men of understanding, though unwilling to give it

: • .vt-t, at the same time they defend this eviilence, may not rest the wliole
'"

'-^stlj of their cause thereon, but seek a deeper and firmer support for it.

'• •"•••lit this, I cannot but doubt whetlier they can long maintain their cause;

'^•'•r, if they do not obey the loi;d call of God, and lay far more stress than

:• have hitherto done on this internal evidence of Christianity they will

'-•Dfj after another, give up the external, and (in heart at least) go over to

••^ whom they are now contending with ; so that in a century or two the

•"
•
• of Kngland will be fairly divided into red Deists and real Christians."—

''-^''' '^'•1 pp. 759, s^q.
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tlie analytical, the sj-nthetical, the federal, etc. ; and also the

special methods of treating the several topics of theology,

(for example, the biblical, the historical, the critical, etc.
;)

he adopts the synthetical method for the general treatment,

which is that generally employed, from the period of the scho-

lastic theology to the present time. Dr. Chalmers, {Itistitutts

of Theology, p. 10, seq.,) argues strongly in' favor of the ana-

lytical method, which he himself pursues, on the ground that,

in dealing witli a science like theology, in Avhich " we vainly

try to find a ligament or connecting principle between one as-

certained truth and another, it is better to proceed modo

indagandi than modo demonstrandi^^ that is to say,it is better

to proceed as inquirers than as teachers. The ample reply to

this is, (and we sum up Dr. Warren's reasons for adopting the

synthetical method in this sentence,) that whoever undertakes

a systematic theology, undertakes to teach a science, not sim-

ply to find out whether there is a science or no. In fact, if

Chalmers' statement that we " cgin find no connecting principle

between one ascertained truth and another" in theology be true,

then theology is no science, and never can be one. The fun-

damental aim of scientific theology is to make this connection

clearly manifest.

Having thus stated his method, our author is prepared to

give his outline of Systematic Theology as a whole, in which

he distributes the matter as follows

:

I. The Christian doctrine of God.
^ 1. God in himself.

2. God as creator, upliolder, aud governor of all things.

3. God as head of the nior.il world.

II. The Cliristi:ui doctrine of Tuan.

1. !Man in the state of innocence.

2. IMan in the state of sin.

3. M:ui in the stale of grace. '

III. The Christian doctrine of the ^eciproca^ relations between

God and man.
1. Origiiiiil relation between God and man and its destruction by siu.

2. 01jic'<.-tivc restoration of this rehition through Christ.

3. Suhji'ctive restoration througli tlie ILjIv Spirit.

4. Complete renewal of this relation at the end of the present

world-period.

This division flows naturally and necessarily from the prin-

ciples previously laid down ; aud its clearness, coherence, and
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c .iiiurchensiveness, must be obvious to the scientific reader at

t!.e lir^t glance.

The general plan being thus settled, it remains to define

t!:i' principles on which the special topics are treated. These

i.'-r: (1) Biblical^ inasmuch as Scripture is the source and

t,..rin of all Christian doctrine; (2) Philosophical, so far forth

a- subordinate sources of information and proof, such eis the

nvchition of Gcd in nature and history, the moral conscious-

:ii-N-< of man, and the development of life and doctrine in the

Church, are made use of; and (3) Jlethodist, as the standpoint

vf the author is that of Methodism. Dr. Warren thus plainly

fliows his colors, not merely in obedience to the la\v of per-

wJial truthfulness, but. also in deference to the claims of

K-icnce.

Our stand-point is, as we have said, that of ]Nretliodism. In

Methodism we recognize the highest stage, both of life and doc-

triiK', which Christianity has yet reached ; and, in principle, the

lji;.'liost which it can reach in the way of purely historical develop-

Kuiit. Believiug this, we could not possibly take any other point

"f view for the exposition of our science,

r.ut an assertion like this certainly requires justification. Our
- :tliur sees this clearly, and proceeds to vindicate his position

ly comparing Methodism with the other great systems which

iuve been developed in the history of Christianity. And this

!'"ruis the subject of the fourth and last point under this head

•f the Introduction, namely, the Cmfessional Stand-point. It

'•> in this part of the work that the striking originality of Dr.

^Varren's scientific method appears ; nor does it less fully illus-

''«tc liis acuteness of thought, his mastery of philosophical

*>>tcms, and the extent and accuracy of his theological erudi-

ii"i>. It will doubtless stir up a vigorous controvei*sy ; but we

*i'prehend that it will be found easier to attack our author's

^'-ll-constructed fortress than to destroy it.

'Hiero are four great and thoroughly worked-out systems : the

'^"iitiarieties of which arc so fundamental and exhaustive that
r\iry writer on Systematic Theology who is not willing to give

'" I he essence of Christianity itself must, in respect to them,

.'•"•"*o aiul maintain a detiuitestand-point. They are, the Koman
^-•i'd.'.iic, the Calvhiistic, tlie Lutheran, and the Wesloyan. Tlicse

•)*i'iiis n-st on dillureni conceptions of the relation between God
*^'i man with regard to the work of salvation through Christ

;
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and correspond to different stages in the development of the re-

ligions conscionsness. Besides these fonr great systems there is

no other tlioroughly wrouglit out and distinct system. The Greek
Churcli has as yet formed no definitely regular system of doctrine,

and, so long as slie retains her present views, can form none which
can radically differ from Romanism. Still less can the Church of

England be said to have a complete system of her own. Her
theology is a medley of the most discordant elements. Her books
of doctrine are appealed to by Calvinists and Arminiaus, Puritan.s

and Puseyites, Evangelicals and Sacramentarian?, High and Lov>-

Churchmen, and with about equal propriety. Slie may, indeed.

be said to be less one-sided than the Keformed and Lutheran
Churches ; but yet, her teaching embraces almost all the errors and
manifests the deficiencies of them both. As to the minor systems,

the Arminianism of Holland degenerated into Kationalism; Soci-

nianism cannot be called a Christian system of theology at all

;

and Quakerism has passed into Mysticism on the one hand, and
into Kationalism on the otiier.—Pp. 86, 87.

This general statement is followed by a discriminating state-

ment and comparison of tlie essential characteristics or princi-

ples of these four great systems. According to Dr. Warren,

the material principle {principium essendi) of any system of

Christian theology is to be found in its fundamental view of

the mutual relations between God and man ; the formal prin-

ciple {jyrincipium coynosceiidt) is to be found in the stage or

character of the religious consciousness of those who construct

the system. Our author admits his obligation to Schrecken-

bnrger for tlie clear statement of this point in his Darstelliuvj

des Luiherischen und Rtforrliirten Lchcbegriffs, (1855,) in

which, for the first time, the formal distinction between these

two systems of tlieology was traced to the different relations

of the religious conscifiusness of the two church parties to the

idea of salvation by grace. Its application, in the present in-

stance, will be more clearly apprehended as we proceed along

with our author. According to his view, there have been four

stages in the development of the religious consciousness among
men: tir^t, that of heathen jjiety; second, that of the Old Testa-

ment laith ; tiiird, that of peace through justification ; and

fourth, that of perfect love. To these he holds that the four

gi-eat theological systems correspond.*

This statement 19, of course, not to be taken as absohite. "There are." savi-

our author m a note, " Kvan^rolical Romanists, New Testament Calvinists, Un-

justified Lutherans, and Unsauctified Methodists. Tlie abstract systems of doc
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U,niHinis)n. According to the Roman Catholic view, salvation

^ iiiipnrtc'l through the (Pupal) Church alone, and is conditioned

K'W .1 meritorious co-working of the subject with grace. As to the

tirst point, the Romish maxim is, extra ecdcsiam^ (that is, JRonia-

tuiin ct Apostolica7n,) nulla sahis. As to tlie second point, the

t'.tinioil of Trent declares, {Sess. vi, can. ix,) that " if any one shall

»,iv that by faith alone the sinner is justified, so as to mean that

! Mthiiig else is required to co-operate in order unto the obtaining

;!n' ^race of justitication, and that it is not in any respect necessary

t!i:>t he be prepared and disposed by the movement of his own
•k ill ; let him be anatlicma." With tliis fundamental view all the
.'•Ju'r peculiarities of the system, as, for exaraj)le, the doctrine of
tiu' infallibility of the Church, priestly power, the merit of works,
'.lie sacrifice of the mass, purgatory, picture-worship, indulgences,

ri!)i(el and saint reverencing, etc., are closely connected. As to its

:'ir!iial principle, the Roman Catholic conception of Christianity

',rr.;\v np under heathen intluences, and manifests throughout the

i.ialheu stage of religious consciousness.

Some writers maintain that the Romanist stand-point is

rather Jewish than Pagan. There are plausible grounds for

tills view; but Dr. "Warren refutes it in a discussion into which
'^ur limits will not allow us to follow him.

The Calvinistic system is characterized as follows :

.\coording to the Calvinistic view of the soteriological relation

^•tWfLn God and man, the salvation or non-salvation of each hu-
•':'.ui being depends absolutely on the free action of God toward
liitu. God, according to this system, has elected to assured sal-

tation a certain unalterable number of mankind, accurately fixed
l-!ore the foundation of the world; and has either predestinated
'1 others to certain damnation, or within himself resolved to per-
i-.t them, unredeemed, to perish in their inborn depravity. This
^tt-nial twofold decree he executes unfailingly in time through his

~r:i<ious sovereignty. With this fundamental view of Calvinism all

•
'•' utlier peculiarities—for example, its limited (partial) atonement,

-''* total denial of human freedom, its dogma of the irresistibility
'' '-.'riice and of the impossibility of apostasy—are intimately con-
'^-tMi. According to its inmost spirit and essence, this system is

» ^'"fK-ef.tion of Christianity from the stand-point of an Old Testa-
-• 'U faith.

Ilie material principle of Calvinism is thus defined to be
'.'-• iiljsolute dependence of the salvation or damnation of man

'•''-': aro much ^ider apart than the Uving adherents to them. In all the Churches,
»-'->i iii.UiT all the confessions of faith, there are believing souls raised up from

" '•• a'.!i of sin to the life of righteousness by the grace of God, and these are
'••* 'u Christ."
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upon the decree of God. Even the new Calvinism, or Xev:
England theology, holds fast tliis material principle. So Pro'-

fessor Park, of Andover, declares that " it is bv the conspicuous

position of Jehovah's electing love, and not b}' the article of

justification by faith, that the Calvinistic is distinguished from

tlie Luthei-an, and from every other evangelical system."*

As for the formal principle of Calvinism, Dr. Warren finds

it in an " Old Testament stage of the religious consciousness."

Imbued thoroughly with the Hebrew co/iccption of the divine

nature, Calvinism makes the same sharp separation between

God and the creature as that which characterizes the old dis-

pensation. Its favorite texts are those which describe God as

the Almighty. This Old Testament view is, indeed, not only

a perfectly true, but also a divinely revealed view of one side of

the nature of God ; but it is prominent in Calvinism, to a

degree not to be found in the Xew Testament, nor in any

theological system except Calvinism. As with the idea of God,

60 also with that of salvation. The Old Testament makes a

particular people the chosen objects of the divine favor, gives

the history of God's covenant with that chosen people, and yet

makes their blessedness always an object of hope rather than

of present possession
; and in all these points the analogy with

Calvinism holds good. Our author further illustrates this

point by the historical love of the Calvinistic Churches and

peoples for tliC Old Testament writings. It has been a char-

acteristic of strongly Calvinistic Churches, to sing the Psalms

of Da'vid in preference to modern Christian hymns. In no

other communities are children so commonly named after the

prophets and licroes of the Old Testament. The Covenanters

and the Puritans may be shortly described as ^Id Testament

Christians.

Dr. Warren docs full justice to the great services of the

Calvinistic Churches to Christianity. lie honors their faith,

while he designates it as of that " heroic sort" which is so

highly exalted in the eleventh chapter of the Hebrews—

a

faith illustrated in such splendid Christian individualities as

those of Zuingle, Calvin, and Knox, who, also, like the mighty

names of the old dispensation, stopped the mouths of lions,

quenched the violence of lire, waxed valiant in fight, and out

* Park, Memoir of Einmons, p. 423.
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i-f weakness were made strong. Their attacks on Eomisli

rrror and superstition, in the time of the Reformation, were

}';ir more vigorous and effective than those of the Lutherans

;

and in attachment to Scripture, as apart from tradition, they

liavc always gone beyond the Lutheran Churches. At the

Fame time he makes the remark, which we think historically

true, that since the great Methodist revival of the eighteentli

century the Calvinistic Churches, both of Europe and Amer-
ica, have laid aside to a large extent the formal principle of

Calvinism.

The third of the great theological systems is Lutheranism,

vrhich our author characterizes as follows

:

According to the Lutheran view of the relation between God
and man, in the work of salvation by Christ, the salvation or uon-
»nlvation of each human being is solely dep^endent on his own
p<Tsonal action in rea^ard to the means of grace, (the word and
ihc sacraments.) "\\'hoever uses these proi>erly, (aud every body is

capable of doing this through his own natural powers,) will obtain
from God, through these means of grace, faith, and with faith

justification. If he perseveres diligently in the proper use of the
word and of the sacraments he will retain the received blessings,
and tinally overcome death and hell. With this fundamental view
t'f Lutheranism all the other peculiarities of the system, such as
tlie bodily presence of Christ in the encharist, the relative over-

fsiimation of the sacraments, over-attachment to the Church, etc.,

:u"e closely allied. In respect to its inmost spirit and essence this

creed is a view of Christianity from the standpoint of justitlca-

«ion. (P. 119.)

In proceeding to vindicate this general statement of the

principles of Lutheranism, our author remarks that the Lu-

theran doctrines, so called, are not to be sought in the writings

*-'J Luther himself, but in the recognized Lutheran Confessions,

namely, the Augsburg Confession and Apology, the Catechism,
the Articles of Smalcald, and the Formula of Concord. From
llicse sources he gives, in the compass of a few pages, a clear

Hatcment of the Lutheran theology proper. The Lutheran
fcntliropology teaches that all men are born cum peccato, and
"'ul this vice of origin is truly sin, bringing in eternal death.

•>one can be freed from original sin except by baptism and
"'C means of grace.* Before baptism, there is no possibility

"Our Churches teach, likeu-iso that since the fall of Adam all men who aro

s^'.uralij onpendcred are bom with a depraved nature, that is, without the fear of

'"^ or coaGdence toward him, but with sinful propensities; and that this disease
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or capacity in man either of good willing or good working
;
he

is spiritually blind and dead. God alone can and does work sal-

vation ; the natural powers of man can do nothing toward it.

The question now is, How does Lutheranism,with this view of the

nature and will of man in his fallen state, avoid the strict Cal-

vinistic doctrine of predestination ? The answer is, That man,

after baptism, is no longer in a state of nature^ but is "regen-

erated and born anew,'' and can therefore use the word of

God and the Lord's supper to his soul's preservation in grace,

and to his final salvation ; for " by baptism man is regenerate,

and by the eucharist he is nourished in grace," inasmuch as the

body and blood of Christ " are truly present, and are distrib-

nted to those who partake of the supper."* While none can

merit grace by good works, the sacraments are to be received

with faith, which js essential, in the reception of the sacra-

ments, to the remission of sins. Those who relapse into sin

after baptism may at any time obtain pardon when they

jepent and belipve. In this way the Lutheran theology fixes

the final responsibility, as to the happiness or misery of each

individual, upon the man himself Its point of view, with

regard to the work of salvation tlirough Christ, is clearly that

of justification. In Luther's mind, justification by faith was

the central idea of Christianity, as in Calvin's, the divine

decree was the central idea.

Our author follows this sketch of the Lutheran theology

with an appreciative tribute to the great Reformer, to the

worth of the Lutheran Church, and to the services rendered

by great Lutherans to the cause of Christianity as well as of

Christian theology. A copious summary of the Lutheran

literature is also gi%-en.

The fourth great theological sj'stem, in our author's classifi-

cation, is that of Methodism. It principles are set forth in a

brief summary, as was done with the three preceding systems.

It is as follows :

According to the Methodist view of the relation between God
and man, with regard to tlie work of salvation by Christ, the sal-

or natural depravitv. {morhis sen viiium originis,) ia really sin, and still condemns

and causes eternal death to those who are not born again by baptism and the Holy

Spirit." Au'jsburg Cmftss-U/ii, Art. II.

* Augsburg Confession, Art. X
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vation or non-salvation of each human being depends solely on his

own iVoe action in respect to the enliuhteiiing, renewing, and sanc-

tilVinu' inworkin>is of the Holy Spirit. If, in respect to these

iiiwot-kings, he holds himself receptively, he will be saved, both

here and hereafter ; bnt if he closes his heart against them, he will

continue in death, both here and in eternity. 'With this funda-

iiioiital view, all tlie other peculiarities of ^Methodism, such as its

jTculiar dogma of freedom, its emphasis of the working of the

Hnlv Spirit^ its doctrines of Christian perfection, etc., are inti-

liiatv'lv connected. In respect to its inmost spirit -and essence it ia

:i viewing of Christianity from the standpoint of Christian perfec-

tion or perfect love.

We shall follow our author closely in his development and

vindication of this summary statement. In the first place, he

docs not look for Methodist doctrine to any definite and abso-

lute symbol, sucli as the Decrees of Trent or the Westminster

Confession; for Methodism has no such complete and author-

itative symbol. Nevertheless, the whole substance of our doc-

trine is to be found in our Articles, in the writings of Wesley

and Fletcher, and in the universal teachings of the Methodist

J'lilpit, in all countries, of one doctrine as to God, man, and

t!ic relations between God and man. " In all Christendom,"

i'.e remarks, and remarks truly, " no Church comp)rising so

rnmierons a body of men can be found, in which oneness of

f.iith and doctrine is so general." Of all the four great com-

munions, Methodism, and Methodism alone, teaches constantly,

and consistently with her whole system of doctrine, the univer-

^•dity of the grace of God. According to Calvinism, it was
Hot ever the purpose of God to save all men. The Lutheran
and Romanist doctrine, on the other hand, limits grace to

' i'>^o who are brought within the reach of the means of

^rraeo, namely, the Word, the Church, and the Sacraments.
Ihit ^Methodism teaches that the grace of God in Christ is

"iiivcrsul; first, as to the divine purpose, God wills the sal-

tation of all; Christ died for all; for "he is the propitia-

^•'>n fur our sins, and not for ours only, but for the sins o'l

*'ie whole world:" secondly, as to the work of God for us,

''•'io ohjective operation of grace ;) for as by the first Adam,
'.Hidgnient came upon all men unto condemnation," so by

^''^^ fccond Adam, the " free gift came upon all unto justili-

talion of life
: » thirdly, as to the work done in us (the mh-

;<cUvc operation of grace;) it " onlightoncth " evcrv man, and
I'oLimi Sekies, Vol. XVI II.- y
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"convinceth" every man, thus putting all men under proba-

tion ;* for the ''grace of God which bringeth salvation to all

men hath appeared." The power of grace to sanctify is fully

carried out only in the Methodist theory. The Ilomani:.t

doctrine is, that indwelling sin can only be fully destroyed by

the tires of purgatory ; according to Lutheranisra and Cal-

vinism, it remains in the believer until death ; but Methodism

teaches tliat grace can '' sanctify wholly," here upon the earth.

The Methodist anthropology teaches the doctrine of natural

depravity in it5 strongest form;t so strongly, indeed, that

Schneickenburger calls it " hyper-orthodox." Maintaining

man's total depravity through the fall of Adam, Methodism

maintains also man's utter inability, by his natural powers,

unaided by divine grace, to take one step toward his recovery.

This doctrine is the very opposite of Pelagianism. Calvinism

asserts that for original sin men are guilty and punishable

;

but God has manifested his grace in electing a certain num-
ber of the lost race unto salvation. Lutheranism asserts that

God has ordained means of grace by the use of which men
can be ^saved in this life from the guilt of sin, and in the

life to come from its presence. But Methodism, on the

other hand, while maintaining that, apart from grace, the

sin of Adam involves the race in his guilt and death,

asserts also that, under the economy of grace, none of Adam"s

descendants are held guilty of Adam's sin, until they reject

the grace of Christ. That " by the offense of one, judg-

ment came upon all men (all bom into the world) unto

condemnation," is an undoubted truth ; and affects every

infant, as well as every adult person. But it is equally true,

that by the righteousness of one the free gift came upon* all

men (all born into the world) unto justification. Therefore

no infant ever was or ever will be seiit to hell for the guilt of

Adam's sin ; . seeing it is canceled by the righteousness of

Christ, as soon as tliey are sent into the world." ("Wesley's

Works, YII, 97.) That is to say,' that, through the atoning

work of Christ, all men stand in a graciou-^ relation to God,

(instead of the natural relation,) and are objects of the inllu-

* On no other theory is tho " probation of every man " possible, or even con-

ceivoblo, after the ruin of the race iu Adam.

f See Wesley On Original Sin; Fletcher's Appeal; Watson's Institutes, Chop.

XYUI.
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, !uv> of the Holy Spirit. Of course, then, instead of saying,

with the Lutheran, that the baptized infant is freed by his

liiiiiti.-^m from the guilt of original sin, the Methodist doctrine

-.ivs that the infant, hccause he is -born under the "free gift,"

l.J~tinved in order to justification of life, is entitled to bap-

tir^m.* If he die in infancy, he is saved by Christ; if he

live, the Holy Ghost affords him all the power necessary (a

jK)\ver which he has not by nature) " to work out his own

salvation."

"With this view of the condition of human nature, tlie Meth-

cnlist statement of the relation of the unconverted adult to

tlie operations of grace fully agrees. Calvinism teaches that •

it is simply impossible for a non-elect man, during his whole

life, to take any step toward the salvation of his soul ; nor

can the elect lay hold on the grace of God at any period before

the precise moment fixed from eternity for his effectual call-

* The Methodist Discipline (Part I, Chap. II, § 2.) treats the relation of bap--

iLzt'd children to the Church as follows

:

• Quest. Are all young children entitled to baptism?

" Ansx':. We hold that all children, by virtue of the unconditional benefits of the

aioaement, are member? ot the kingdom of God, and, therefore, graciously entitled

<o baptism; but as infant baptism contemplates a course of religious insiruc-

ti'>n and discipUne, it is expected of all parents or guardians who present their

cr.ildren for baptism, that they use all diligence in bringing them up in conformity

to the word of God ; and they should be solemnly admonished of this obhgation,

B.nd earnestly exhorted to faithfulness therein.

'• Quest. 2. What is the relation of baptized children to the Church ?

'' An.m\ We regard all childr&n -who have been baptized as placed in visible

f^ivonant relation to God, and under the special care and supervision of the

Church."

A question has arisen of late in regard tf^ the moral condition of infants, as to

'^' -iiier they are regenerate or no. Watson, with his usual caution, denies: Prs.

Hihhard, Haven, and' others, appear to affirm. Dr. Whedon remarks {BiUiotlie'-a

^^ra, 1SC2, p. 2GS,) that '"under the redemption system, the man is born into

'"'• world, from Adam, a depraved being. It is as a depraved being that he bc-

c"nic9 an ego. But, bstantly after, he is met by the provisions of the atonement.

l*" lie is not thereby immediately, unconditionally, justified and regenerated, his

''•Atli, before ac<ual sin. would place him out of the category of condemnation.

H<> i.s held guikless until the moment of his responsible agency arrives." Dr. Whe-
<i---n adds, in a note, " tliat the dying infant is saved by the atonement, we ;dl

^j'w; but his precise condition, aS aTTected by the atonement, as a living infant,

v-etii!? to bo a somewhat undecided matter. . . . Fletcher maintained both infint

j'-i-slilication and regeneration. Dr. Fisk held to infant jastificatioo." Compare
*lv}, Dr. Brooks' article in the Methodist Quarterly Revieio, October, 1SC4, pp. 552,

"=-i: and Watson, Institutes, II, 59, 299.
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ing,* The Lutheran doctrine, which makes man as incapable

of good, bj nature, as a " stone, a tree, or a elod,"t makes him
alfio dependent, for the supply of new and supernatural powers,

upon the word and the sacraments ; if these are not within

his reach, he must remain subject to the wrath of God to the

end of time. Methodism admits, just as fully as Lutheranism

or Calvinism, that man, in the state of nature and apart from

grace, is spiritually dead, and of course incapable of any spir-

itual act; but Methodism asserts, on the other hand, that no
man, under the Christian economy of grace, is thus abandoned
to himself and the devil4 To every man, heathen, Jew, or

Christian, is given a sufficient " measure of grace" to profit

withal, unto his own salvation, if he is willing to receive it.

All the work of salvation is of grace, from the beginning to

the end.

Thus the Methodist theology makes the salvation of the

believer to be the work of grace, and the damnation of the

finally impenitent sinner to be his own work; and the fiite of

each man is dependent upon his free action with regard to the

grace given ; tlius avoiding absolute Particularism on the one

hand, and Pelagianism, or even semi-Pelagianism, on the other.

And this is the mat<:rial principle of Methodism.

Its formal principle, as has been said, is Christian Perfec-

tion, or Perfect Love. The ideal Christian of Calvinism is a

"servant of God ;" the ideal Christian of Luther is a '' child

* Some of the new Calvinist.s avoid this position only by adopting the Pelagian

one, namel}-, that the natural powers, apart from grace, are adequate to tlie keeping

of the law. (Compare Taylor, Moral Government of God, II, 131, 299; Hodgson's

New Divinity, pp. 149. seq.

\ Lapis, truncu', aut limus ; Formula Concordia;, 11, 24.

\ Compare Watson's admirable discussion (Institutes, Vol. II, p. 377, seq.): "It

follows, then, that tlie doctrine of tiie impartation of grace to the unconverted, in

a sufficient degree to enable them to embrace the Gospel, must be admitted; and

with this doctrine comes iu that of a power in man to use or to spurn this heav-

enly gift and gracious assistance ; in otiier words, a power of willing to como to

Chn."*t, even when men do not come ; a power of considering ^heir ways, and

turning to the Lord, wlien tliey do not consider tnem, and turn to him ; a power

of praying, when they do not pray; and a power of believing, wlieu they do not

believe—powers all of grace: all the results of the work of tlie Spirit in the

heart; but powers to V»o c.xcried by man, since it is man, and not God, who wilig.

and turns, und prays, and believes, while tlie influenco under which this is done

is from the grace of God alone. This is the doctrine which is clearly contained in

the words of St. Paul,' Work out your own salvation with fear and trembliug ; for it
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of God ;" the ideal Christian of IMethodismis " a perfect man,"

" the measure of the stature of the fulhiess of Christ." (Eph.

iv, 13.) Each of these points of view can be traced to the

jK-rsonal experience of the three great Eeforrners, forming, in

fivc-.h case, an epoch, not merely in the life of the Christian

Cliurch, but also in the development of Christian doctrine,

hi Calvin's experience the struggle was for victory over him--

tr]i\ and for entire subjugation to tbe will of God; and heiice,

the material principle of his theology became the divine decree,

as fixino- the salvation and damnation of each and every man.

In Luther's experience, the struggle "was for the forgiveness of

FJn ; and so he came to look at all Christian doctrine from the

point of view of justification by faith, the material principle

of his theology. In Wesley's experience, the struggle was for

entire sanctification ;
and so, in his study of the doctrines of

the Bible, he looked at them all from this higher stage of the

religious consciousness, and perfect love became the formal

principle of his theology.* To "spread holiness" was recog-

nized in the beginning, and is recognized to this day, as the

mission of Methodism. JS"© candidate can be admitted into

full orders in the Methodist ministry until he answers the fol-

l"wing questions : ''Are you going on to perfection ? Do yoa

cxjK'ct to be made perfect in holiness in this life? Are yon

groaning after it ? " f On no point of doctrine is the theologi-

cal literature of Methodism so ample as on this ; besides the

o'pious treatment of the subject by Wesley, Fletcher, and

i» Ood that worketh in rou both to will and to do, of his own good pleasure
;

' where,

r"t only the operation of God, but the co-operation of man, are distinctly marked
;

»''l are both held up as necessary to the produccion of the grand result

—

'salivation.'

"

See also ^'letcher on the "Three Great Dispensations of Grace," Works, VoL

HI, ICG. seq.

• " Quest. What was the rise of Methodism, so called?

" Ans-rr. In 1729, two young meu, reading the Bible, saw they could not be

ravel without holiness, followed after it, and incited others so to do. In 17:57,

lif >• saw holiness comes by faith. They saw, likewise, that men are justified

l-'f-.re they are sanctified; but still holiness was their point. God then thrust

'• pm out, utterly against their v.'ill, to raise a holy people. When Satan could

r-.'i fthcrwise hinder tin.', he threw Calvinism in the way ; and then Antinomianism,

*''^ch strikes directly at the root of all holiness." (Wesley, Works, Vol. V, p. 21--)

T'.ila
r->'^-=age is cited iu tlie first pnragrapli of the .yfethodist Discipline, in the

A<; !r.-<« of the Bishops, giving an account of the rise of Methodism.

t iKscipline, Part 11, Chap. II, § 11-
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Watson, we have separate and thorough monographs by Treffry,

G. Peck, J. T. Peck,* Foster, and others.
^

We have thus sketched the fundamental principles of Meth-

odism chiefly from the materials furnished in Dr. Warren's

pages. In closing his work, he gives a summary judgment

upon the theological merits of the Methodist system as a

whole, comprised in the following points. First, the Meth-

odist theology corresponds better than any other to the

object and end of the revelation of salvation by Christ.

Secondly, it is the only theology which completely explains

all the facts and phenomena of the religious life. The con-

sciousness, in every converted soul, of the workings of the

Spirit as its only source of peace and light, is inexplicable on

the semi-Pelagian theory of the Ptomish Church. The moral

and religious phenomena of the lives of many men before their

conversion as well as the sanctity of many believing Christians,

are inexplicable from the Lutheran or Calvinistic stand points.

The Methodist doctrine, on the other hand, of the universality

of grace, and of its various dispensations, fmds a place for every

phenomenon, from the inspiration of patriarchs and prophets

under the old dispensation, do^vn to the latest cry of a sinner for

pardon, or the last struggle of a believer for sanctification of life.

Thirdly, the practical influence of this theology, both as to the

experience of believers within the Church, and to the fixing a

sense of responsibility upon unbelievers without, is more benef-

icent and fruitful than that of any other. Fourthly, its evan-

gelical character and power are shown by its fruits in the his-

tory and active life of Christianity. Millions have been brought

to God under the preaching of Methodist doctrines within little

more than a century ; not ia communities, by the command ot

princes ; but by individual conversions, soul after soul. ISTor

has its indirect influence upon other churches been less marked

and powerful. ''"Within that little circle, (the Methodist club

at Oxford,) remarks a writer of another communion, " were

the men commissioned to kindle God's fire upon earth, and to

execute a work the like of whichhad not been seen since the Lu-

theran reformation. . . . That something of vital Christianity

exists among professed believers of every name ; that tlie doc-

* The title of Dr. J. T. Peck's work. The Central Idea of ChiistianUy, is in full

harmony with the formal principle of ifethodism.
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iriue of justification by faith is generally understood and

I'.'rcached ; that we are not blind Pharisees, or dead Formalists,

or j.ractical Socinians or Deists, we may trace the cause, in great

l-art, we cannot tell how largely, to the holy club of Oxford

Metliodists." * The practical movements of modern Christi-

jinity, namely, the tract societies, missionary societies, anti-

^l:lvery, etc., can all be traced to the original impulse of

Methodism.

The fil\h and last point in this summary judgment is, that

tlie Methodist conception of Christianity, that is, its theology,

is more complete, catholic, and symmetrical than any other.

Tills is at once accounted for and illustrated, first, in the per-

tunal character and culture of Wesley, as compared with

Luther and Calvin ; a character and culture which even hostile

iTitics must admit to have beeu higher, more perfectly baknced

and more .catliolic than that of either of the other great

I'rotestant Eeformers. Secondly, from the natm-e of the revi-

val of the eighteenth centm-y compared with that of the six-

teenth, it followed, that the theological system which sprang

from the latter should excel in symmetry and coherency

tliut of the former. The Keformation was a reaction against

llomisli errors ; and its tliought, as is the case in all reactions.

v>a> limited by its very function of protest and of strife. But

Methodism was no reaction, except against sin ; a remark due

to Isaac Taylor, who, with all his errors, saw deeply into the

e.<-ontial nature and function of early Methodism.f

^Ve liave thus given an outline of Dr. Warren's " Introduc-

ti^'U to Systematic Theology." It will suffice to show that he

!kl^ brought to his work a thorough grasp of the subject, a wide

and comprehensive view of its relations to tlie development

"f Christian life and thought, and an amount of theolog-

it-al lefirning which will enable him to treat it, in all its

lininches, with full reference to all phases of opinion. In read-

Jsjg his Introduction, we have often been reminded of Twesteu's

* Iiilli,tho:a Sacra, January, 18G4, p. 133.

i'^I^jritanism was to a great extent, a reaction only; and so, too, was that pro-

' - ' -y ami iiiipiety wliieh broke over the laud when Puritanism met its politicU

"VonlirDw. But "the Methodism that soon followed was no reaction which nii-'ht

•>-«vo bwn foreseen; for it rose without visible causation; it came from above; it

••••U'l its !...<.L'nient in the bosoms of two or three, the clioscu instruments of Hcuveu ;

»'"
1, ft was its commencement, sucli its progress."— Waikij and Mtthodism, p. -- «*•
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Dogmatik. Dr. Warren has Twesten's clearness of apprchen-

eion, his fulhiess of learning, his accuracy of discrimination,

and liis profoundness also of insight. Wo trust that his work
will not remain, like Twesten's, a noble fragment only.

The superiority of Dr. Warren's method is apparent, even

from the statement of it afforded by the " Introduction ;

' but

of course it can be fully tested only by its full development
in the body of his work. We have little fear of the result

;

may God spare his life and health until his task is fully accom-

plished ! In the part of the work that lies before us, we detect

a tendency to overlay his matter with authorities. Of course,

however, fullness of citation and reference is to be expected in

an " Introduction," which is bound to give the literature of the

subject discussed ; and it is quite possible that even this warn-

ing is entirely unnecessary.

Art. IX.—SPIRIT OF THE SOUTHERN METHODIST PRESS.

If our North and South are ever to attain the blessing of peace

and oneness, tlie harmony must begin, "as many believe, where it

was first broken, between the northern and southern Churches
;

and especially between the northern and southern ^letliodisni.

At any rate, they think it desirable that those two Methodisras

fihonld licar and lualtrstand each other. And this can be done
only througli iheir proper organs, the press. As it is, however,
the periodicals of each Church are read only within its own
region. They revolve, like two different systems, each around
its own center, in circl.'s ailjacent but never cutting. Each Chui-ch

thereby has its own set of ideas, its own hostilities and charges
against the other, it3 own self-justifications and selfglorifications

;

but of all ilie correspondent ideas and notions within the otlier

circle they are decidedly ignorant.

There arc irenerons and noble Christians among us who judc^c

the Metliodist Church, Sotith, by the acts of the southern military

authorities, and of the ccovcrnors and legislatures, instead of by their

own orirans of principle and sentiment; which is about as fair as to

judge Xew York City Methodism by our municipal government. We
hear others, wlso liave never fairly listened to one clear, unquestion-

able utterance from the Methodists of the South, ])ronounce them
incorrigibly disloyal impenitent rebels, who only wait the means for
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another outbreak. Others hold them responsible for all the guilty

reluctance of southern state governments to grant safety, security,

the right of testimony, and the means of improvement to the negro.

(Uhers a^^sure us that they are fierce and defiant, one and all

tlouting at every proposition of conciliation. We do not now say

wiiether these statesments are true or false; but we purpose, in

.n k'W bi'ief pages, by extracts from its periodicals, to gtIvc soutli-

t-rii Methodism a chance of saying something for or against itself.

Surely no fair man can say that this is more than fair play.

We will quote their utterances at present on three great

jH'iitts, namely, Loyalty and Peace, Negro treatment, and Church

conciliation.*

In regard, first, to Loyalty a^t> Peace. Immediately after the

surrender of Lee, three of the bishops, Andrew, Paine, and Pierce,

ivMiod manifestoes advising loyalty, peace, and good-citizenship,

" avoiding bitterness." The bishops, in their pastoral address,

said

:

We cannot close our address without an urgent and explicit recommendation to

Ton, to adjust yourselves as citizens of tlie United States promptly, cliecrfullv,

atid in good faith, to all your duties and responsibilities. ^Vhatever may have
l'<*«'n the opinions, posidons, or prejudices of an}- of you concerning tlie social and
p'!.!ical chan^'es th.at have occurred in the Government, we deem this course to bo
luUed for on your part, botli by a sound judgment and an enlightened conscience.

Hishop Paine said :

Kiiially, having always disapiproved of using the pulpit to discuss political ques-
•-"'.•;. in which angry passions are souglit to be aroused, ho solemnly and delibi.'r-

at'-ly advised his countrymen on the cast side oT the Mississippi river—and if his
Ti/;ce eonld be heard he would speak to those on the west side also—to resimie in
(Joo-i faith their former positions as law-abiding and useful citizens. And, in
>!'.*ing my remarks, I can with more propriety address my bretliren in the min-
i'try who are present, and say to them all to use their influence, botii publicly and
pnviito'y, for the promotion of peace snd (luietness among all classes, aud cspec-
inlly .-miong the ministers aud members of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South.

l>i.<hop Pierce said :

Aa-cpting the issues of the war as the will of God in reference to tlie unity of
'! c nation aud the Government, let us all lead a quiet aud peaceful life, in all god-
•:••.•-•< mid lionesty. Do not leave your loyalty in doubt by unmanly repining.*

—

fv querulous complaint, or by refusing tlie terms of oflered amnesty. Qualify
y''-.ir.selves for the duties of citizenship—for the .speedy restoration of civil govern-
Oiviiu Let us seek to repair the desolations of the land by a prompt and vig-

* 'VVe may here note that in our late article on the "" Methodist Churches North
•fi^! South," we had no intention to criticise the management of our ncces.-^ary
• 'CdtT battle, as managed by the able aud energetic brethren—a Crarv, a Co.x, a

•••"'ge. and others—whose duty called them to that contest. Too distant to pro-

'-"ijc-e any personal opinion, we entertained no' other presumption than tliat tho
'•'I.e. waged as it was by good and truo men, was waged wisely and well. We
*«T« di.-cussing not the immediate war policy on the border, but the future peaco
J'-'cy of the two great Churches.
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orous industry, and prevent the further demoralization of society by naultiplied

word* of faith and love.

The ''Episcopal Methodist," October 11, says:
LoTALTi" OF SouTHERX ;METnoDiSM.—There is a studied and persistent efifort

made by the northern relisrious journals to impress the public mind with the con-
viction that the Mc-ihodist Efnscopal Church, South, in the maintenance of its inde-
pendent ecclesiastic organization, is disloyal to the Government. It is asserted
that she is nursinpr treason, fostering secret secession, and laying schemes bv v.-hich

to fasten the chain of .slavery again upon the freedman. The Southern Methodist
Church to-day is more thoroughly loyal to the Government, more to be trusted,
than the Xortliern Mt-thodist Church. "We are tired of strife and excitement. "W'e

intend to seek peace and pursue it. Our oaths have been taken in good faith, and
•we intend to keep them; and '"as much as in us hes," we intend to live in peace
with all men. "U'e " pray for those in authority, that we may lead quiet and peace-
able lives in all godUness and honesty." These avowals and pledges have been
given to the Government and we shall sacredly observe them ; and in due time, we
shall prove our fidelity and trustwortliiness.

Again, (October 25) tlie same paper savs

:

To the great discredit of the cause of God, a furious strife has been raeing
between the two sections of the American Church for several years, and, sad to
recite, since the clash of arms has subsided. Where the world had a rigiu first to
expect the overtures of peace, it has been forced to 5\-itnes3 the last demonstrations
of hostility. Ecclesiastical combatants brought up the rear with a charge of their
heaviest artillery-, and their batteries are yet muttering the hoarse thunder of defi-
ance along lines long since abandoned by contending armies. Is this the spirit of
the Gospel ? Are Ciiristiaus the last to leave the field ?

The "Southern Christian Advocate," October 2G, savs:
We repeat, war, ecclesiastical polemics, are not to our taste ; and we are resolved

hereafter to avoid thf-m as much as circumstances and duty wiU permit:- And.
happily, we think tliat circumstances will favor us. On the 'great question of the
day. whicli brings down a host upon us seeking our destruction, there is no
division among ourselves. No controversy seems likely to spring up in our own
borders, as to whether we shall remain firm to our organization, or give way before
the attacks from without. Everywhere, preachers and people—with rare excep-
tions—have resolved to stand by their colors. Argument, controversv, are not
necessary lo keep them true to their Church. If we enter that field, it "is against
those wlio have already made up, their minds to hear nothing, to believe nothing.
that we can s.iy. They have prejudged us ; resolved beforehand that we are
rebels, sinner.«. ai>o.states, who need purgation ; that we cannot, or do not, tell the
truth, when wo prof._-ss to sjioak our owu seutinieuts or declare our purposes; that
the most Christian utterances of our chief pastors are but an - affectation of sancti-
mony

;
" and, therefore, it is like darting straws against the wind, to sav anything

more to them on the subjects in hand. Truth is not advanced—onlv more'bitter-
nes.5. and wr.nrh. ami malice elicited. Wc may then content ourself hereafter gener-
ally with rcproduciiiir their choice s.\\ings, to show how bitterly thev hate or how
supremely they despise us, behcving'that this alone will be su'tlicient warrant for
the course our pecple propose to pursue, and for their general repugnance to
uniting with the northern Methodists. The lamb does not gcnerallv'seek the
society of the v.olf. Wh.it our persecutors say will be quite enough to establish
our {te.^ple in their purpose, without our endeavoring to answer any of the calum-
nies heajH-'d on us.

The same paper, October 5, says

:

ITo%v it may ploiiso Providence to dispose event.s, none can foretell. We hope
for peace. We pray for j>oace. We take our position under the Government to
promote peace. Wronged, cruelly wronged as we arc by these fanatical men-
wronged in our motives, our aims, our ends; wronged as citizens, as Christians,
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4» uiou-y-our duty must not be forgotten, our temper must not chafe, our paticuco

rx-M-t be enduring, our heroism calm and persistent. Although the days arc dark,

v.-t we may rest assured that Providence has restored us to the Uuion, and tho

ruii>!i to us, for purposes and ends wise and beneticent, and reaching far into

riturity. A great effort T\-ill be made at the North to nationalize the animus of

i!^ I'ulVit, and thus shape the Government to its spirit. Another terrible stru;j:glo

.< inevitable unless the acrid temper of the extremists at the North is radically

. ' nii/ed. Nor is it outside of the bounds of probabihty. that Providence may so

. \, rnile the removal of slavery as to qualify us for the task of defending Amer-
,, .III Iiiscitutious against the dangerous inroads of Puritanism.

liio spirit of Jesus is the spirit of love, and of power, and of a sound mind ; if any

N-rtlicru missionaries to the negroes of the South come among us in that spirit,

li-t thi'm find that we are "also Christ's.'' When they come, let them find us be-

:"..>re them in love and good works, so that even our adversaries cannot say aught

a^'uinst us.

<Jur Conference action on this subject will be looked to with special interest by
botli North and South. Methodism in Yu-ginia must not disappoint the just ex-

pi.fUitions of its friends. The Conference may furnish such an exposition of

fhuracier in connection with this matter, as shall be to its glory in the days to

c\»ino. Let us so act, that men shall '-account of us as of the ministers of Christ,

i^'l stewards of the mysteries of God. Moreover, it is required in stewards, that

a man be found faithful."

These utterances of the " Southern Christian Advocate," seem

to us not unworthy a Christian spirit, and two Churches animated

hv that spirit need not quarrel over the negro they are both seek-

iuiT to elevate.

In regard to Negro tkkatment tho " Southern Christian Advo-

late,'' September 21, says :

f'ur treatment of tho blacks should bo such as to stimulate their labor, and to

vc them every possible aid in making that labor prodnotive. \Ye believe southern
;-->!ue are disjXKsed to do this, from an interest in the negro, from old assix-iation,

'.^'lu a sense of justice and from compassion. If tliese motives fail to secure to

l-iu sympathy, direction, and aid in the judicious and i>rot:table employment of his
!-«'• ir. then let self-interest appeal for him. Tho clas3 must be supported. If it

'• -•!< not support itself, the whites must do what it fails in : do it. at least until pro-

• ueiioQ by the class equals its consumption. T\'e should do all we can to hasten
li'at result, not by promoting the diminution of the race, but by stimulating its iu-

'^ ."try. Christianity, humanity, forbid the former, a wise economy ix'commends
I' y latter,course; for that point reached, addition to the general wealth begins ; and

'. only is the white man's burden removed, but the other race begins to promote
' •• iiK.ierial prosperity of the country.

It would be as unwise in the wiiites to discourage or defeat the blacks in tlidr
*ort9 to work, as unwise to withhold from them whatever aid we can give them,

'•- it would be in the head of the poor himily. to hinder or throw obstruction? in
^•'~- Way of the development of tlic capabilities and industry of iiis dependent chil

•'nij. Every increment to their self-sustaining power is so much subtractcl from
''* burden, or else so much added to the resources of the lamily; and when re-

^'urvos exceed the daily or anaual demands of life, then wealth begins to aeoumu-
'••••• As the father would teudcrly nurture the child, and stimulate, encourage.
'•-- diruct his labor to bring it to the productive point, so a wise political economy
•'-jtiM imptl southern people to do the same by the negro.

Ai^'ain, Xoveinber 16, the same paper says:

^^

\\ ere it not that a powerful and unexpected temptation to tho fosteriug of proju
'^•"' * a^jaiust our late slaves has partially beclouded the sober Christian judgment

•"•"',v of our people, there would be no occasion to argue either the impi'rtance
•-« Uie obligation of the Churches doing all in their power to maintain whatever of
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morality and religion may be found among: the negroes, and to increase tliera a

thousand fuld. For a little while, there was much irritation against the black?, for

their ungrateful behavior toward thosci who had always been their best friends;

but this temper is giving way to one more rational and more Christian. The con-

fieqnence is, that questions of Christian duty come before ns and press upon us

imperatively; for they are not to be dismissed by our passions, antipathies, cr

prejudices.

Tlie Church is to give the Gospel to the people; to those around her altars; to

tlie poor. The duty is no less ours now than it was before the slaves were cman-
cipated. It is as nuich our duty to look after their spiritual interests as it is lo

send missionaries to the Indians or to China. And what is our duty is our inter-

est—in this case tlie interest of the entire community. It is the province of th.e

Church to inculcate all morality, to counteract all vice and crime. The negro more
than ever needs tiie teachings and restraints of Christianity. The control over hi.i

habits and manner of living once exercised by a kind and judicious master is no
longer felt. Nothing can so well take its place as religious principle.

The "Richmoiul Christian Advocate," October 2G, says:

If northern Christians do half as ranch for the negro as they declare they intend

to do, we will rejoice ; but we cannot rejoice in advance of facts. We shall nc;
hinder them by word or act. Tliey are committed, by ten tliousand high-sound^n::

professions of zeal in this matter, to do great Ihing.s. But vvliile we boast of no
great wealth, and a very hum!)Ie share of piety is all we claim, yet, ,w!ien the
genuineness of our regard for the colored race is brougVit fairly to the test tLid

logic of facts will vindicate us. Now is the time for ns to show, by ecclesiasiical

action and personal labors, how ready we are to answer to the demands of the

hour.

In regard to Church Coxciliation, Dr. ]\[cFerrin says in a

letter to the " Southern Christian Advocate," September 21 :

To say in advance, that we will entertain no proposition for fraternal relations is

both unwise and uni^h.ristiau. We will, the whole Southern Church will, entertain

any proposition coming from the Nortli for fraternal relations, when that proposi-

tion comes from a pro[icr source, and with reasonable and Christian conditions and
suggestions. No, sir, we will reject no one, nor any body of Christians, who come
to us in the spirit of our Master and with broad,' Bible, equitable, generous Metli-

odistic proposids. We are willing to meet any body of Christians on the platform
of ilie New Testament.

But no proposition has yet been offero<l ; no official commiuiication has yet been
made to ns as a Cluirch : and perhaps none ever will be. There are brethren at

the Nurlh who respect u.s. who love us. who are willing and au.xious to fraternize
witli us; Mve, are anxious to ho one witii us; meeting us on the common-platform
of Meiliodism, giviug us tiie right hand of fellowship, and recognizing ns as equals,
extending to us and receiving from us all the rights, privileges and immunities of
the Churcii of God—of two great branches of tiie same family. Such men we
honor, such ministers we love. But alas! I fear they are in the minority.

Dr. Itosscr, late editor of the "Kichraond Advocate," says in

the " Episcopal 3Iothodist," November 15:

The South is re;Kly for reunion. The f)lKnving is one of the resolutions adopted
by the Southern Convchtiou in Lonisvillo, in 1S4.'):

" fi-^s'ilrrd. That MO cannot abandon or compromise the principles of action upon
which we proceed to a separate organization in the Soutii ; nevertheless, cherish-

ing a si:iC''re desire to maititaiu CIn-isli.in union and fraternal intercourse with the

Church North, wc shall always be ready kindly and respectfully to entertain, and
duly and carefully to consiiJer, any proposition or plan having for its object the

union of the two great Imdies in the North and South, whether such proposed nnicr

be jurisdictional or coiniectional."
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If t!<erc he no liope of reunion, there is hope (though it be against hope) that

frV.<-rnnl relations m;iy vet be formed between the tsvo great Churches. And of

ihi* Jiibject, also, the South is ready.

First. The South, in ISiS. through its delegate, Tr. L. Pierce, proposed to the

North "the establishment of fraternal relations and intercours-e." The proposition

was rv-jccted on the ground of '' serious questions and dilficulties existinjj between

the two bodies." Dr. Pierce replied :
'• The Methodist Episcopal Church, South,

cnn tiovcr renew the offer of fraternal relations between the two great bodies of

Wes'eyan Methodists in th.e United States. But the proposition can be renewed

»•. any time, either now or hereafter, by tlie Methodist Episcopal Ciuirch.''

—

Juuniol

or-.-ral Con/'frence ATtthodist Episcopal Church, Sov.th, 1850, pp. lSS-130. By refer-

r:..i} to the protracted and pompous discussion on the occasion, it will be found

th.1t llie "serious questions." etc.. all merged in the f^oncit that the Southern

(";iiirch was a '• proslavei-y Church."—See Ltbates General Corifirrence Xorth, 1S4S,

j».ih!i-'iicd in nortliern journals at the time. A fatal conceit, fancy, error! Again,

U I* liere unequivocally afBrmed, the Southern Church never was a proslavery or

• titi.slavery Church, but the true primitive Methodist Church, as has been again

•rii again defined and proved in these papers, ilanly, wise, and fortunate would
I'? the renunciation by tlie North of this old. pernicious error, that has so long sus-

uiiicd the resolution to rend and ruin the unoflending and innocent Southern Church.

Ilcuouiice that error, and why may not Jacob and Esau cordially shake hands iu

f.'.iicr!!:il intercourse? It is worth}- of remark, tiiat while Dr. Pierce and Dr.

li:ii<n. delegates from different portions of Metliodisni, were on their way to Pitt.''-

iiir-ii, tlie former said to the latter: " You will be received and welcomed as a

c -.-eager of the Church, while I .«hall be refused and rejected." Dr. Di.xon
" « .irmly " replied, " I hope not ; if you are rejected, it will be the occasion of ever-

la.*liiig regret to me."

—

Utport of Dr. Pierce, Journal General Conference Methodift

i'j-ifo'pnl Church, Srmrn, 1S50. p. 192.

Sttondly. The Southern General Conference of 1S50, in St. Louis, ratified the

t:\..Ai of Dr. Pierce in tie following resolution:

•'llijt we cannot, under their [northern] acts of rejection and refusal, renew
t'lroili-r of fraternal relations and intercourse; but will at all times entertain any

;
• v-i'-ilion coming from the Methodist Episcopal Church to ns. whether it be by

i»r.:;ec co.mmunication or by delegation, having for its object friendly relations,

' d p:edii.-ated of the rights eranted to us bv the plan of separation adopted iu

Nov York. \SU:'—Ilnd. p. 193.
It is doubtful whether ecclesiastical history contains such an example as this of

Cliri<tian aflection, forbearance, wiilinguess to forgive, and readiness to form
fr.«.a(lly relations, if reunion be impossible, with a former Cliristian brotiierliood.

l' it cxuniples are not wanting of the insensibility and repulsiveness of the adverse
lurty.

^
Thirdly. The southern bishops, in their pastoral address, issued from Columbus,

*''^ri:;.i, ATigust 16th, 1SG5. after referring to the "ineffectual mission " of Dr.

'•o-iu 1S4S, adds: "We hold ourselves acquitted of any breach of Christian
•'•y iii.it might appear. But if at any time tiicy should formally and ollicinlly

f^'nf? tlie same offer to us, the door would be open tor its consideration. This was
w> IS4S. They have since made us no such offer. There the matter resis, and we
5- .-'.t well 1>3 e.xcused from any further reference to it

"

•"^ 'I !i is the friendly attitude of the Metiiodist Episcopal Ciiurch, South, toward
wc Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States.

J>niii!.ir and still stroniier utterances occur in a lettej* to the
'•

Soiitlic'i-n Chi-istian AJvoL-ate," (wliich Ave have mislaid,) by Rev.
*'- ^'aunncrs, late editor of ihclr ''Quarterly Keview." Indeed,
^'* <'iiilt'i>tand the tiuaniiuotis and settled ground of the Church
^'I'lh to he this : We, the Church Houth, made the last formal
f''<'j'osUion for reco'jnitum or zcnion, and that teas formally re-

jt tr-.f . ^^g ^^^^^ stand j^erinanoithj ready ^ net to make further
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official offers^ hut to hear and consider in a Christian spirit xchat-

ever propositions the Methodist Episcopal Church sees fit to ma/:,'.

From these extracts, uncontradicted as we find thera, we,^AsY,

infer that the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, whatever its past

animus, professes to renounce every thought inconsistent with

future loyalty to our government and peace with our states and

people. "NVe, secofid, infer that toward the negro, whatever the

irreligious and the politicians may do, southern Methodists pro-

fess their purpose to be humane, Christian, parental. They mean

(so they profess) to meet, in the spirit of Christ the Northern

missionary who comes in that true spirit. They mean, so far ns

their means permit, not to be outrivaled in deeds of Christian

goodness to the lowly. We, thirdly, infer that the Church South

affirms that, historically, she made the last oiler of fraternity to our

Church, even under the expectation of a humiliatiug rejection
;

that she has ever since been the repelled party ; and yet, that al

this present time, if reunion does not come, it is not because slie

is not Christianly ready for its coming. So they profess; and

these professions were not addressed to outside ears, but were

intended for home consumption. Let our readers judge of their

validity.

Art. X.—FOREIGX RELIGIOUS IXTELLIGEXCE.

PBOTESTANTISM.

GREAT BRITAIN.

Chx:rcu Cont.e?:ss.— The annual

Church Conjrres? was beM. according to

appointment, in October, at Norwi.?!),

under t!io presidc-ucy of the ^)i:^hop

of that city. It was well attended,

and seems to have not been inferior to

any of itf* pr>'ilic>-ss<(rs. In fact, the

idea of ther^e (Church Congresses i? be-

coming decidedly jKjpular, and their sue-

ces.'5 thus far has J^een Fiifliciently groat

to comniend to all relitrious denomin.v
tions the consideration of the (juestion.

wlutlier in addition to the c-onstitiitional

ConventioiiH of the CVmaection and of the

Counectiunnl Sficty, a free annual

gathering of niemlK-rs of the denoniina-

tiou for a full discus'sion of all denomina-

tional intc-resta woulii not be a desirable

addition.

Of the questions discuE.sed before tho

reoeat Church Congress at Norwich,

none attracted a more universal interest

than the reform of the *' Court of Final

Appeal." Tlic tribunal thus designated

is the Judicial Committee gf the Privy

Council, as the highest Court of Appel-

late jurisdiction in ecclesiastical cause.-.

This board, consisting in its majority of

laymen appointed by the Crown, has

thus been for the Church of England

what the Court of Rome has been for

the Roman Catholic Church, the tribunal

which had to give the tinal decision on

the most important Church questions. It

! is only very recently that Englisli

I

Churchmen began to feel the abnormal

I

and disgraceful condition in whicli their

j
Church was put by this submission to a

! body of {wliiicians. The first case that

aroused a violent opjwsitiou was tlmt of

Mr. Gorham, a clergyman, who boldly

denied the doctrine of the English

Church concerning baptismal regenera-

tion. The other Protestant bodies of
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t->i!r»i> Ercnorallv sympathized with the

, -AS hdd bv Mr. Gorhnm ; still we can-

. ! but tiad it very creditable to the

! _•!) Church party that they were

. ..»-kL'd iu seeing that any, however

: .11 Umcmal, doctrine of their Church

•Ky* at the mercy of a body of men ap-

j.'intod by the Crown, and whom no law

that the minority should publicly state

the grounds of their dissent, and that

Privy Council judgments should not bo
binding on the Privy Council itself. Sir

Robert Phillimore, who, as judge of the

Court of Arches, is himself a layman, on
ecclesiastical matters does not even go
this length. He only desires that all

{ n-vented from -being the worst oppo-
]

bishops should be removed from the Ju-
•

. ;,!•; of the Church which they actually
I dicial Committee, and formed into an in-

i- 'viTtied.
i

dependent board, to which questions of

doctrines should bo referred.

That both these remedies, if adopted,

would be insutScient to cure the e^il, is ob-

vious. Both would leave to the Judicial

Committee a controlling influence over

the doctrines of tlie Church, and would,

therefore, by no nieans prevent the effi-

cient patronage by the state of the views

of the Essayists and of Colenso.

The continued discussion of this sub-

ject in the Church of l']nglaud can hardly

fail to open the minds of even the En-

glish Churchmen, more and more, to the

radical erroneousness of the entire sys-

tem of State Churchism, and gradually

prepare the way for its overthrow. If,

as is reported, men of as great influence

as Dr. Pusey and Vi-X. Gladstone are al-

ready strongly inclined in this direction,

the progress toward attaining the sepa-

ration of Church and State is certainly

considerable.

.\ fow years later, another case arous-

,.\ a still more profound opposition to

'.'.o i>ower of the judicial committee. A
I'.iMlogical movement which had almost

.;-'nt itself in Germany began to agitate

',. < religious mind of England. Six cler-

(.-. :!>'.-u, with one lay colleague, became
•,::• pioneers of the new opinions by pub-

l.»liiiig tiie famous volume of the, ''Es-iays

u.-if y.VriVit.s." Both the High and the

I/)\v Cliurch parties loudly protested

»i,-:.:iist permitting doctrines so glaringly

.-..onristeut with the wliole history of

t.'i',' Church, to be openly advocated by
!'..* ministers. The bishops were nearly

uuHniraous in condemning these doctrines

m dangerous heresies, and the clergy

n--p<inded to the episcopal declarations

« ii.'i rare unanimity. Two of the olieud-

cr« were cited before the judges of the
C .urt ofArches, an ecclesiastical tribunal,

who found some of the charges brought
t' rward against them proved, and sen-
t'-Jire-J them to suspension from their ten-
• •A-s. The f<\o clergymen appealed
fni:n this sentence to the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council, which re-

viT.-,-d the sentence of the court below,
y.A decided in effect that very lax views
JQ in.'jpiration and future punishment did
!;-'i s^) trangress the latitude allowed to

fl'Tgymea as to subject them to pen-
k;-.;.M.

It was natural that such a decision
li.ould arouse the most intense indigna-
t-'.n. and should greatly strengthen the
- -'!•" (if a radical reform oi the "Court
'' I'mal Appeal."
Kver since, this reform question has

CTvaily agitated the Church of England.
At the recent Church Congress three
U>jorato paper.s were read on the sub-
p'"^ by Archdeacon Randall, Sir Robert
i"'..;iimore. and Sir William Joues. Arch-
•-.icvjn Riindall described, in strong and
•" t^-rm.s, the degraded condition of
*•<• Church, but he neverthele-^s confined
• ::i^.-lf to Buggosting that certain bish-
' ;•• fiiOjld bo selected by their brethren
" rat-mbors of the Judicial Committee,

GERMANY.
The Gust.vvus Adolphus Associa-

tion*.—The general assembly of thia

society, whose beneficent operations

abroad and popularity at home are

increasing every year, was held in 1S65,

at Dresden, from' September 5th to 7 th.

The society was established in 1S13.

From 1843 to 1858, or sixteen years, it

raised one million thalers for providing

the Protestants scattered in Roman
Catholic districts with churches and

schools. The second million was raised

from 1S59 to 18G-t, or in six years. From

the report on the last year, ISOi, wo
learu that this society aided T2'.i poor

Protestant congregations, and the sum

expended to this end was 195,634 thal-

ers. Compared with the previous year,^

this shows an increase in the number of

supported congregations of fifty-three.^

and in the amount of expenditures of

1(3.504 thalers. The following details of

last year's report are of interest, as they

illustrate tlie great usefulness of tho

society in thc.Roraan Catholic and non-

Christian countries

:
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Supported
Conntries. UonKrfj;aiioii3. Grants.

America 6 1,514

Bcl^niim 10 1,224

Germany 399 100,990
Franco :.. 27 10,947

Holland 7 690
Italy 3 1,6S5

Austria 206 63,955
Prussian Poland.. 43 6,611

Porttiu'al 4 700
Switzerland 4 1,310
Turkey 17 4,835

During tho year 1864, seventeen now
branch associations, one district iissoci-

ation, seventeen ladies' associations,

were orjranized, and seven new cluirches

were opened.

MEXICO.

Prospects of Protesta nttsm.—ilc.\-

ico has prevented tiio spread of Protest-

ism mare ctroctually than any other Ro-
man Catholic country of eitlier America
or Europe; hut at leu'i^tli even tliis

Etrongliold of religious intolerance has
been conquered. Both tho republican

and the imperial governments have de-

clared in favor of religious toleration

;

the number of foreign Protestant resi-

dents has largely incrca.sed iu conse-

quence of our war, and particularly in

consequence of the downfall of the re-

bellion, and the 'lew native converts to

Protcsranti.'ui can now profes.s tiieir

religion in public and begin with the con-

struction of the first Protestant churches
and sciiools. It is to bo hoped that

henccfurth tlio American Mi.ssiouary

Society will pay a greater attention to

the rcligiou.s wants of Mexico than has
been tho case iu the past. Hitherto

only tlie .\morican and Foreign Cliristian

Union and .\morican Pible Society liave

cxtMi'l"'! to them tiioir operations, and it

is espcc'ally the former society, which has
been in.strumenlal in est;»blishing Prot-

estantism in Mexico on a lirm basis.

Several recent iumiber.s of liie organ of

tliese societie.-i have contained valuable

communications on tho subject, the sub-

fitaneo of whicli dci^erves to be widely
kr.own and preserved as the beginning of

the history of Protestantistn in oursist.-r

TCpnljlic. Tlic society has for several

years supported a missionary laborer for

the evangelization of llic Mexicans.

First living on t!ic border of Texas,

Miss Raiikins has Rub;;cqnenlly availed

herself of l!io religious toleration wliicii

Mexican Prote.sUmts now enjoy, and es-

tablished herself at Monterey, the capital

of the state of New Leon. Monterey is a

city of about 12,000 inhabitants, and an
important ooirit in Northern Mexico,

from whicli, as a center, operations can
easily be extended in all directions,

iliss Rankin couiraeuced as long ago
as ten years to teacii Mexican girls, and
after instructing them carefully in tho

Bible, she has sent a copy with each 0!ie

to her family, and has thus introduced

hundreds of Bibles and thousands of

tracts into Mexico.
Tiie seed thus sown has " borne good

fruit." Miss Rankins, wiio wasrecntly in

tills city, makes on this subject the fol-

lowing communications in the " Christian

World:" "A native church has been
organized, consisting of fotirteen mem-
bers, who give the most satisfactory evi-

dence of genuine conversion. Fourorfivo
of these converted ilexicans are men fully

competent to go forth as colporteurs,

traveling from place to place, teaciiing

and instructing both old and young in

the things pertaining to the kingdom of

God, and the salvation of their souls.

Nothing hinders them from going iumie-

diately into the lield, already ready for

the harvest, but tlic want of nioaus

by which their families may be sup-

ported.

"Rev. Mr. Hickey, agent of the

American Bible Society for Mexico, is

the onl}' Protestant clcrgj'man whom I

know, and ho is prescribed to his Icgiti-

mato work, that of circulating the Scrip-

tures. These inquiring Mexicans meet
together as often as circumstances per-

mit, read the Scriptures, pray, and mutu-
ally encourage each other in their Chris-

tian life. Although persecuted an I

threatened by the priests, and case ou
by friends and neighbors, they are .stiil

increasing in nnnibers and strengtli.

"The native church in Monterey was
organized two years ago by the Bible
agent, and has in charge over it a Chris-

tian man who acts as teacher, meeting
the members twice on the tiabbath, and
twice during the week. Such are tiio

indications of a permanent and aggres-
sive work in Monterey, that an enlarged
system of operations is demanded."
The great need of tho Protestant con-

gregation in Monterey is the possession
of their own church and school. Tho
priests, as in other Roman Catholic

countries, are of course using their wholo
inlluence to prevent tho Protestants
from renting a liouae for their religious
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/ho succeeded
r-^tinpTS. The Protestant congregations ' put a stop. His widow,

«t> ilms compelled to change constantly him on the throne, haied the Christiana,

trir places of meeting, and sometimes expelled the missionaries, and seemed

»cii il'.o regularity of their religious as- to be determined to extermirate Christi-

» xhlics is'' interrupted. The posses- \ anity. A large number of the natives,

». .(» of a house of worship, of course, ' however, gave the best proof of the

jp-.itly facilitates the establishment of
,

soundness of their conversion by re-

ft -^Tnianont congregation, and largely
|

maining firm during a severe persecu-

.i'ls to the number of casual attendants,
l
tion. The period of persecution again

.-;.:i a buildincr can at the same time bo ' ceased and that of toleration reeo'.n-

Lw.J for the ecfucation of native youths
i

mcnced when the pagan queen died in

i/ U.>*.h sexes, many of whom may thus
|

18G0, and was succeeded by her son.

\< prepared for spreading the docurines
i

Radama II.. who was known to bo a

id I'rotestant Christianity by teaching i
friend of Christianity. The missionaries

»2 1 preaching. were allovs'ed to return and to resumo

"a number'^of priests in Mexico con- i their operations. All restrictions upon

Uf-ic to declare themselves in favor of the open profession of Christianity were

• nligious reform. One of them is em- removed, and it soon became evident,

j'.on-d by the American and Foreign
|

that notwithstanding the secrecy in

CLristian Union to prepare a new transia- I which the native Christians had for

U'liof the Bible into Spanish. The lib-
j

years been compelled to hide the pro-

*rA party, as a whole, is not only favor- fession of their fuich, their number had

tKv to the establishment of religious not decreased. On the contrary, iiitel-

! lA-rty, but they are more opposed to the ligence was received from remote places

<'!.,;rvh of Rome than ever. As soon which had never been visited by a Eii-

u llio star of the repubhc shall again
|
ropean, that Christian congregations had

r.-ic, Mexico will ofier unusual prospects been organized by native missionaries,

Lf iho spread of Protes tantiSm.

MADAGASCAR.
SrCCESS OF THE PROTESTANT MlS-

f"vs.—The fears which the assassina-

and soon the number of Christiana

throughout tlie island began again rap-

idly to increase. The mi.ssionaries who
have since been laboring in tliis inter-

esting field are very sanguine of success

;

and Mr. Ellis, in the address to which
t a of King Radama I. and the intrigues

|
we have already referred, expresses tl

Fn-nch diplomatists and priests raised

i r tl.o future of ihe Protestant missions
Ir. Madagascar, have fortunately not
U*n realized. On the contrary, Protest-

*--t..^na has struck deep root in the
"^nd, and Madagascar already stands
5-r;h Hs an inchoate Protestant country,
»vi !? a conclusive proof that the labors
<' devoted Protestant missionaries—as
•• "in Catholic writers, with the great
* , ; -iusc of an anti-religious press, so
l«'^siin;^ly assert—have not been every-
•fi^T* a failure. The facts which were
?-vn'ly adduced by the Rev. Mr. YAWs,
^* pioneer missionary ofMadagascar, in a

> -ilc address delivered in England, are
»•« snlore.^ting contribution to the rclig-
* -< Iw-ilory of our age. It will be re-
•"•••'-^crcd by most of our readers, that

hope that the next generation of tho

island will be predominantly Cliristiau,

and witness the overthrow of paganism.

America has as yet not been repre-

sented through its missionaries, in Mad-

agascar. The bright prospects which

tliere open for the permanent establish-

ment of Protestantism, and the great

eftbrts made by the Church of Rome to

prevent this result, well deserve to at-

tract the attention of all our missionary

societies to this field.

EOMAN OATHOLIOISM.

ITALY.

Tin; Pope, the GovERNifEST, avd
TUE Ultrauoxtane Party.—In hardly

"•:>? llie enlightened rule of King Ra-
j
any country of Europe have the people

^'"-> I. English missionaries, in tiio

-TluTofihe London Missionary So-
'"'*>'<

.

"prcad the first knowledge of , Papacy and the tendency of tho Ultra

^
-nft.atiity, which was adopted by a ' nionUmo parly, than in Italy. Tho

at the polls pronounced thetnselvcs nKira

unanimously against the claims of tho

•»•« number of natives. To tho bright
J"''^;*cLi whicli thus began to open, the
<•*•.!« of Radama, in 1823, seemed to

I'ouirru Series, Vol. XVIIl.-

Italian Chamber of Deputies consist*

of 443 members. At the general elec-

tion held in October, tho Ultramontaao

9
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party did not succeed in electintj moro
thnii about twelve members; all tlio

others, tiioiigh dinbnii^ in tlieir political

views, arc unnnimotis in rejecting firm-

ly tlie interference of the Ohurcli in

eociilar alT.iirs, and in demanding tlie

total abolition of the temporal power of

the Pope, notv^itiistandin!? the threats

of exconimuniCvUion held out to every
one favoriiic; such a sclieme. T!ie num-
ber of voters in Itiily is at present about
800.000; comprising all the intelligent

and v.'ealtliy classes of tiie population,

and as far as tiiese are concerned the

influence of tlie ('hurcii as the recent

election has again deuioristrated. is of
very little account. A Chamber of
Deputies like tlie one elected in October
will protect the principle of religious

toleration, and all the rights whicii since

the cstablislunent of the kingdom of
Italy have been granted to Protestants.

The address with which the king, in

November, opened parliament, gives us
rea.'-on to hope that great progress will ho
made in the way of ecclesiastical legis-

lation. The king invites the co-operation
of parliament for proper measures to es-

tablisii the absolute separation between
Churcii au<i State. If the goverument
itself leads the way with regird to this

important reform, there is no doubt thai,

the vast majority of the chamber will

approve it. Thus Italy will be first of
the great coiuitries of Kurope to intro-

duce into the old world one of t!ie chief
features of the civilization of our Union.
The carrying through of this principle
cannot fail to be of far-reaching influence
upon the fate of the Papacj-.

C.\Tiior.ic CoxGRKSS.— As the Catholic
Congress of .gclcrinm did not meet in

18G.-), and that of Switzerland is too
email a body to attract general atten-

tion, the Catholic Congress of Ger-
many, wliitjh met in September, 1S(;5,

at Treves, was the otdy noteworthy de-

monstration of tliis kiiid by tlic Roman
Cat'.iolics of Kurope during the year. The
organs of the Roman C.itholic Church
rcpiesenc this vast congre-s, as well as
its predecessors, as a signal manifestation
of the vigor and vitality of their Church.
Th'-y are led to this opinion by compar-
iuv: the interest in the cause of the
Cliurcli cxliibite.-! at these gatherings
Vi-ith the universal apathy formerly pre-

vailing among the laity. Protestant, ob-

servers wlio carefully study the history

of these meetings in their relaticni to the

bulk of the Catholic popidation, will

arrive at a very different c<^nchision.

In the first place the small number
of these meetings in Roman Cathnho
Kurope is in itself a proof of the Httlo

vitality whicli is at present to be found
in tlic Roman Catholic commuruon. Tho
large majority of the coimtries of

j'uirope are Roman Catholic, yet Ger-
many, where Roman Catholicism h.is

been for three centuries influenced and
benefited by the contact with Protest-

antism, is the only country where these

meetin^^s take place regularly. Most of
the countries have not even made yet an
attempt. Only few energetic men from
France, Italy, Spain and Portugal, ap-

pear at these foreign congresses to la-

ment the apathy of their countrymen.
Only Relgium. where the zeal of tho

Roman Catholics has been quickened
by its struggle against liberalism, lia.s

attempted to Ibllcw the example of Ger-
m;my. The first Belgian Congress, in

lS6:i, attracted attention on account of

its novelty; the second, in 18(5-1:. was,

in the opinion of the Roman Catho-

lics themselves, so vastly inferior to tho

first, that its managers thought best to

abandon the plan of amuial congresses,

and concluded to hold one every other

year.

With every new meeting of these con-

gresses, it becomes more apparent that

there is nowhere a nation which still be-

lieves in the principles of the Church of

Rome, and that the iuflnence of Roma
on modern society is steadily decreasing.

In Germany the Catholic Cougresse.s

have been at work for eighteen years,

yet the popular mind is n^w as little in-

fluenced by them as before. Tlie split

in the Catliolic districts between the
•' (Jatholic " ami "liberal" parties has

widened; yet an overwhelming and still

increasing number of Romaa ('atholic

districts prefer at all the mtniicipal and

state elections the liberal to the Catliolic

candidates. With one exceinion all tho

leaders in these congresses are men with-

out inilucncc upon th.eir fellow-citizens,

and noted for nothing hut servile submis-

sion to tho demamls of Rome. Rarely a

nnui arises am(nig them whose talents

coiiunand the attention of the.world at

large; and if at lengih such a uuin arises,

he is almost sure to be disavowed by

Rome. The siteech of MuntakMubert on

rcliiiious toleration at the Congress of

Maiines. which, al'ter having been re-

produced and eulogized by tho Roman
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la'Ji.)lic press of every country, was

f.^i.jlly disapproved by Rome, is a re-

la^A.iOle example.

Aiiotiier proof of the weakness of the

p>i..-i|iles represented by tliese con-

^:rl•^s^.•:^ IS tlic tear of their leaders to in-

c.-r-*.' fully and frankly all the demands

tl ijio I'upe. Zealous as they claim to

'.-• Ill the service of Rome, and unre-

*. rvod as tliey appear to be in their ad-

H^Hioii to the late Encyclical and all

ocicr manifestoes of the Pupe, tliey dare

b..t ciiiLiody in their resolutions the

;!-,..ciples laid down in the Encyclical.

i :.o/ do not denounce liberty of ilie

•,r^\ reli^^ious tol.'rjtion, and other

tivvitrn heresies, but coniiue themselves

U' r«:iiplainin^ tiijt they don't have the

t.;l sliare of the liberties winch the anti-

Citlii.lic, legislation of their country

ff..u;s to all. It is evident that the

«r">i zealous elements in the Roman
CUiolic population have not the cour-

»;• :o prufeis all the sentiments of Rome.
Ti;o work performed or reported at

I'T*-.' congresses is insigniScaut if coni-

f^rv«l with the operations of the Prot-
f'-jrsi Societies. Tiie progress of the
i -jiig Men's Catholic Societies is by no
r»'.i:i3 more rapid tiian that of the
^ 'I'ljc Men's Christian Societies in Prot-
'•'Jiit countries. The rejiorted success
^i liio Society for Circulatinjx Catholic
i'-'T.phk'ts, will dwindle down to little,

' i-';iipared with the operations of the
J'-^A'suint Tract Societies. The slow
k!r.ince of the twenty-three millions of

• •:^''U Catholics in Germany in the
'•-•.;i«ihinent of an independent Catho-

' nivorsity, cannot challenge a com-
J-'f-^on with tlie rapid increase of Prot-
**ijai colleges in this country.

In some respects this congress itself

boro testimony to the failure of tlio

eflbrts of the Catholic Societies. It is

an incontrovertible fact tliat althou^jh

the majority of the Germans are set

down as being nominally Roman Catho-

lics, the overwhelming majority of the

periodical press are very decided oppo-

nents of Roman Catholicism. Tho pro-

portion of Protestant religious papers

to Roman Catholic papers is at least

three to one; and among the secular

papers the Catholic Church can hardly

be said to control one in twenty. How
,

to remedy tins evil has been the subject

of animated discussion at every meeting

of the Church Congress. But the i)ro-

gress made since lS-18, when the first

congress was held, is entirely unsatis-

factory in the eyes of the leaders. At
this year's congress it was again pro-

posed to establi.sii a central office for

the Catholic press. But the committee

of the Congress reported tliat the pro-

ject must be abandoned, and it was
clearly intimated that interest, money,

writers, and everything else required

was wanting. The school question was
reported to be in an equally unsatis-

factory condition No state government
satisfies the Church of Rome, and the

whole influence of the public scliool

system is found to bo adverse to the

interests of Rome. It is thought, tiiere-

fore, among the leaders of the Church
party, that it will become necessary to

organize everywhere private Catholic

scliools. All these facts taken togetlier,

there is but little doubt that the eman-

I

cipation of the Roman Catholic popula-

j

ti(ni of Germany from the intluence of

I

Rome is making progress.

Airr. XL—FOREIGN LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

GERMANY. i
of the University of Marburg. The

' two latter scholars arc favorably known

J>^ pcriwlical theologicil literature of
j

as authors of apologetic works, ail of
"'"^"y lias received, in ISG'), a very |

whicli have been referred to in former
"''I'J addiiion, by the publication of i

numbers of the Qtiai-ttrly h'ei-it^v. Aa
•"

luoiiihly at Gutcrsloli, Wcstpha-
I
the name of tiic new periodical indicatca,

'' I'.-r the title " Apology of Faith." it has the spocia' object to defend Chris-
' ' l"n* ai-c the Rev. 0. Andrcic, tianity against the attacks of all tlie

•'
-'l N'oiii-iin. Westphalia ; Prof. 0. ' dill'creiit sjhools of its modern oppo-

/,"•
V*^

tlio University of Giesscn; nents, and to demonstrate that Christi-

' **«'-<iraii. of the theological faculty, anity alone is a safe basis of society and'
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of civilization. It will aid tliose whose
faith has been shaken by modern science
in roconfirniing it. and those who have
lost their faitli in recovering it. To that
end it will review tlie whole of modern
literature and modern life, and show that
there is no discord, but harmon}-, be-
tween true science, true progress, and
religion. A larjre number of tiie prom-

i

Incnt scholars of the evangelical school 1

of Germany have promised their contri- 1

butions. Among those whose names are
|

well known in the United States, we
mention Professor Dorner, of Berlin,

'

Professor Ebrard, of Erlangen, Dr. Fa-
i

bri, author of the work on "Materialism,
Dr. Harless. President of the Supreme
Eccli.'.sia3tical Consistory of Munich,
Professor Ge.ss, of Gi5ltingen, Prelate
Dr. von Kapff, in Stuttgardt, Dr. Klie-
foth, of Schwerin, Professor Luthardt,
of Ijeipzic. Professor Van Oosterzee, of
Dtreclit, Dr. Wicherri, in Berlin.

A number of Roman Catholic profess-
ors of tiieology have united to establish
a new literary organ, for the review of
the entire literature from the stand-
point of t])eir Church. Professor
Eeusch, of Bonn, well known as the
author of several works on the New
Testament, will be the editor.

A new posthumous work of the late

Professor F. C. B:uir, of Tubingen, is

announced, giving his " Lectures on the
History of Christian Doctrines. {Vor-
iKWigen nber die Christliche Dogmenge-
Khichte. Part I. of Vol. T. Leipzic:
1865.) The entire work will consist of
three volumes, the first of which will
embrace the Doctrines of the ancient
Ohurcli, the second those of the Church
of the middle ages, and the third those
of the Church of modern times. Part T.

of the first vohnne, which has been pub-
Uahed, extends over the period from the
apostolical ago to the Synod of Nice. In
point of extent and cf)mpletenes3 this
work of Baur will take rank among the
foremost works in this department of
German tiieology. As regards tlio the-
ological sland-puint, t!ie late author was
well known as the leader of the negative

'

diool of German theologians. °
j

Lutlier's Ihculogical views (whicli I

many High Lutherans regard as almost
i

as important as the doctrines of tho I

Bible) continue to be the suljjecc of a
|

number of new tlieological works.
'

Among the most important of this class
I

of works belongs tliat by Prof. Dieck-
hoO; of Rostock, ou Luther's teachings

|

concerning the power ot the Cluircb.

{Luther's Lehre von der Kirchlidien (7«-

walt. Berlin: 1865.)

FRANCE.
One of the most important recent pub-

lications of Protestant France is a new
woak by Count A. de Gasparin on "Tlie
Family, its Duties, Joys, and Sorrows."
{La Famille, .ses Devoirs, ses Joi-es. rt .s«j

Doukurs. 2 vols. Paris.) Tlie name
of the author alone is a guarantee that
the new work is one wliich will be wel-
comed by all tlie evangelical Churches of
the world. Count Gasparin is one of
tlie most eloquent champions the Cliris-

tian family has ever found. lie dechirea
open war against those enemies of tl-.o

family who prefer, to its stern and beau-
tiful duties, the cowardly peace of celib-

acy, which diminishes the existence and
frequently extinguishes the tendernes.^ of

the heart, while the family inspire.s de-
votion, encourages noble works, sympa-
thizes with all that is great and good,
calls away from laziness and cowardice.
In his description of the Christian family
he takes his point of departure from God.
It is God whose holy presence purifies

it, sanctifies it, sustains it during tho
hours of sorrow, and awards to it pure
and legitimate joys. Nowhere, Coiuit

Gasparin shows, the word of Jesus tliat

one thing is necessary proves more true
than in the family. The moral di-st.nica

between a religious family, however
poor and devoid of external advantages,
and a family having all external ad-

vantages in abundance but no faith, is

as wide as that between heaven and
earth. A work by such an author and
on such a subject will undoubtedly, by
means of translations, soon be niadu
accessible to all Protestant nations.
A new History of the United States,

from the estabhshmeut of the first colo-

nies to the first presidency of Abraham
Lincoln, lias recently been published by
J. F.' Astie, one of the regular contribu-
tors of tiio Revue Chretienne. {flistuire di

la Rt'])ubUque des Etats Unit. 2 vol.t.

Paris: 18G5.) The vvork is introduivd
to the public by an introduction Cron\

the pen of Professor Laboulaye. Botli

Laboulaye and Aslic are known as en-

tiiusiastic admirers of our American in-

stitutions. Tho author, says Professor
Laboulaye in the preface, lias underiak-
en to prove that

Christianity is the source of all liberty :

that it has not only elevated the charso-
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Uf of woman in the family and abolish- | recognize Christ as their master. Let us
^ »bvery, but it has emancipated the

flUMri, destroyed the old privileges, and
fi-indod modem democracy. . . .Liberty

tu (k l>ad reputation in some of the Euro-
^•*an coantnes. It is only known by the

mill* which it has caused, by the violence

• -hirli it has produced; but ou^bt this

««o!o!icc, these faults, these crimes, be
H'ji'uitcd to liberty or to the men who
j-j\e used its sacred name to diihauor it

.'

recognize the tree by its fruits ; let no
undtrstaud that religious, political, so-
cial, individual liberty is the daughter of
Christianity ; instead of cursing and in-
sulting it, let us try to know it, and peiv
haps, learning more of its divine beauty,
we may iinully love and embrace it. Wo
shall introduce it to our hearths, and de-
vote to it our entire lives. That Amer-
ica hrs done, and who will sav that she

T>:c example of America givtrs us quite a
|
has not fared well with it. ilay we be

iiiif.-rcnt notion of liberty, and teaches us
I

able to follow this example. May the
to ro--«i«ect and to love it." In this liberty ; same love and the same faith carry the
*hi.;h elevates the souls, enlightens and i civilization of the world toward the same
parifics the spirits and draws the hearts

(
future of good will, of peace, and of proa-

fccarcr to each other, we see the most
|
perity.

wrfi'ct fruit of the Gospel. This modern
! -n-^-i-^ „. „j a „„_ -^^ „ » •

iuny which rests on the co-operation of ^ °"^^ conceived and earned out m
•11, which rejects slavery, aua protects such a spirit can of course not fad to be

mir.orities and the individual, has only efiectual apostles of our institutions, botb
fa«de its appearance in countries which

i
political and religious.

Akt, XIL—SYNOPSIS OF THE QUARTERLIES, AND
OTHERS OF THE HIGHER PERIODICALS.

American Quarterly Itevievos.

Amkkic.^n Presbyterian and Theological Review, October, 1S65.
(New York.)—1. Demoniacal Possessions of the New Testament. 2. The
>Unistering of Christ and Christian Ministering. 3. Analysis and Proof
Texts of Julius ^luller's System of Theology. 4. The Relation of Chris-
tianity to tiie Present Stage of the World's Progress in Science, Civili-

sation, and the Arts. 5. Slavery and Christianity. 6. Resume of tlie

Geological Argument.

liinLioTiiECA Sacra, October, 1865. (Andover.)—1. What is the True
Conception of Christian Worship ?

2.' Xew England Theology. 3. Life
and Correspondence of Theodore Parker. 4. The Son of God. 5. Fred-
crick Denison Maurice. 6. Editorial Correspondence. 7. Egyptology,
Oriental ^Vrchteology and Travel.

J'Vam;elical Quartkuly Review, October, 18G5. (Gettysburg.)-
1. Cliurch ]Music. 2. Reminiscences of Deceased Lutheran ^linistera.

3- Natural Theology. 4. True Greatness. 5. The Cross. 6. Marriage

—

Translated from Zellcr's Biblisches Worterbuch. 7. Inauguration
Addresses. 8. Pilate's Question. 9. " The Laborers arc Few."

FitF.EwiLL Baptist Quarterlt, October, 1 SG5. CDovur, N. H.)— 1. A Good
Minister of .Jesus. 2. Oneness of the Church of Christ. 3. Woman's
Position and Influence. 4. One of the Presumptive Arguments for the
Divinity of the Bible. 5. Life and Times of Paul. "o. Dr. Lymau
Bvechcr.

^'kw Englander, October, 1SG5. (New Haven.)—!. The Revival of
Letters in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries. 2. Principles of
Art. 3. A Divine Actor on the Stage. 4. Tlie Word made Fksh.
;>. The Rights of the Nation, and the Duty of Congress. 0. Ouglit
1 reason against the Government of the United States to be Punished?
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English JRevieios.

BiWTisn AND FoRF.TGX Ev.vNGELic.vL Reviev\', October, 18G5. (Ivondon.)

—

1. The DeTclopment of the Ancient Catholic Hierarchy. 2. Auq-ustine.

3. Candlish's Cunningham Lectures. 4. Early History of Heathenisux.

6. Scripture Songs of the Scottish Church. G. The Skepticism of Hume.
7. Rome and the Roman Question in 18G5. 8. Miscellaneous IntelUgencc.

9. German Theological Literature.

BRiTisn Quarterly Review, October, 1S65. (London.")—1. Matthew
Arnold, Poet and Essayist. 2. Frost and Fire. 3. Palgrave's Central

and Eastern Arabia. 4. The Judges of England. 5. 3Irs. Browning's
Poetry. G. State Policy of Europe in 18G5. 7. Lecky's History "of

Rationalism. 8. Notes on the United States since the War.

Christi.v.>< Remembraxcer, October, 1SG5. (London.)—1. Guizot on
the Christian Religion. 2. The Early Struggles of the Church of Christ.

3. Theiner's Documents from the Vatican. 4. Palgrave's Arabia andtlie

Arabs. 5. Zeller on the Greek Philosophy. G. New Translations of

Eastern Liturgies. 7. Faith and Life. 8. Gnosticism, 9. Ffoulkes on
the Divisions of Christendom.

Edinbdrgii Review, October, 1SG5. (New York: Reprint.)—1. Journal
and Correspondence of iliss Berrj'. 2. Life in the Criminal Class.

S. The Rock-cut Temples of India. 4. Life of Carl ]\Iaria von "Weber.

h. Campbell's Frost and Fire. 6. Posthumous "Writings of Alexis de
Tocqueville. 7. Palgrave's Arabia. 8. The Cromwellian Settlement of

Ireland. 9. Sir Thomas Wysc's Peloi^onnesus, 10. American Psycho-
mancy.

London Quarterly Review, October. 1SG5. (New York : Reprint.")

—

1. Cathedrals of England. 2. The Marmer's Compass. 3. The Resour-

,ces, Condition, and Prospects of Italy. 4. The Pootiy of Praed and Lord
Ilouohton. 5. Blind People. G. Field Sports of the Ancient Greeks
and Romans. 7. The Galilean Church. S. The Russians in Central

Asia.

North British Review, September, 18G5. (New York: Reprint.)

—

1. i\rr. Mill's Examination of Sir "W. Hamilton's Philosophy. 2. Bur-
lesque Poetry-. 3. Cirlyle's History of Frederic the Great. 4. Sir Benja-
min Collins Brodie, Bait. 5. Mr. Russel on the Salmon. 6. Sensation
Novelists : ^liss Braddon. 7. " Frost and Fire."

"Westminster Review, October, 18G5. (New York: Reprint.)— 1. Per-
sonal Representation. 2. Rationalism in Europe. 3. Capacities of

"Women. 4. Palgrave's Travels in Arabia. 5. The Holy Roman Empire.
. 6. The Doctrine of Nationalities and Schleswig-Holstein. 7. Mr. Greta's

Plato. 8. Letters from Egypt.

German Reviews.

ZEITSCnRIFT Fim HiSTORICIIE TlIEOLOGIE. (JOURNAL OF HISTORICAL
TiiEOLOLGY.) First Number, ISGG.— 1. Uhlhorn, The Literature of
Church Theology, from 1831 to ISGO.

The above number of the Journal of Historicil Theology is more

a work thau a periodical, fur the whole number is occupied by one
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article, or rather by only the beginning of one article. No reader,

lu>wever, will regret this want of variety, for the essay of Dr.

t'lilhorn is one of the most vahiable and interesting contributions

to theological literature which has been made for many years. Hia

object is to review all the German, and the more important

iioii-Gcrraan works which from 1851 to 1860, appeared in the

l)cii:u-tment of Church History. The works are grouped together

ill periods ; the contents and essential points of each are concisely

Haled, and the new light which has been obtained from every

particular work and from the works of one period, taken together,

is clearly pointed out.

Thetirst installment of the essay, in this number of the Journal

(i Historical Tlieology is restricted to the period of Ancient Church
History until Constantine, and it subdivides the literature to be re-

viewed into seven classes.

1. Literature on the New Testament.

2. The Apostolical Fathers, and the Pseudepigraphs.

3. Gnosticism and Manicheism.

4. Montanism.

5. Patristics and History of Doctrines.

6. The Combat with Paganism. ^^
7. The History of the Period in General.

For any one who wishes to acquaint himself with the grave theo-

logical controversies which Iiave been carried on from 1851 to 1861,
('>r rather to 1864, for many of the works from 1861 to 1364 are
embraced in this review,) and with their results, this article is abso-
hni'ly indispensable. For we have as yet no other work, in any
language, which in a so thorough and comprehensive manner lays

bcfure us the essential results of the literature of the last ten or
f:fieen years. «

JAiuictrcHER TXTR DEUTSCHE Theologie. (Ycarbooks of German i ncol-

»r,'y. Third Number, 1865)— 1. !Steitz, The Doctrine of the Greek
C^liurch on the Lord's Supper in its Historical Development. 2. Paul,
"lie Signitlcance of the RL'Surrectiou of tho Lord for the Faitli of tho
Christian. 3. Distelmann, Remarks on 1 Cor. xv, 51. 4. Jah.v, lie-
nii^rks on Rom. viii, 18-23, with special re;jard to modern commen-
tators.

' . i- o

» e have already called attention in former numbers of tho Quar-
t«-'i l\- lleview to the very valuable essay of Dr. Steitz on the History
"f tiie Doctrine of the Lord's Supper in the Greek Ciuirch. lu
'!'i* above number of the "Yearbooks," we have the third instal-

|"<*"t of the essay, which sets forth the gradual transition of tho

"•^.wubolic" view of the Church to the "realistic" in the second
•^' of the fourth century, afid examines in particular the pass-
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ages concerning the Lord's Snjiper in the Apostolical Constitu-

tions, .1 fragment formerly asciibed to Irenreus, Cyril of Jerusa-

lem, Ephracm the Syrian, Epiphanius, Gregory of Xyssa, Chry-

Bostom and Maruthas. As in the former installments of his article?.

Dr. Steitz quotes in full all the passages of th'e fathers, and thus

enables the student to become fully satisfied as to the real views

of the Greek fathers, without being under the necessity of turning

to the voluminous original.

French Reviews.

Revue des Deux 'Sloyra^^.—August 1.— 1. Air. Thierry. The Strusrgle
of Origenism at Rome— Death of Paula. 3. Taillaxdier, The Poetry
and the Poets of 1865. 4. Eerkard, Progress of Physiological
Science.

Augmt 15.—2. E. DrvERGiER de Hauraxxe, Eight Months in America,
, at the Close of the "SYar. Letters and Xotcs of Travel.

BcpUmbcr 1.—Ch. De Remusat, Mahomet and Mahometanism, with
reference to the new work on the Koran, by B. Saint Hilaire. 3. E.Du-
veegier de Hauran-se, Eight Months in America, (second Article:
Life at the Watering I'laces, and the Northern Lakes.) 4. BoissrER, The
Roman Catacombs. 5. Macrt. The Recent Progress of Organic
Chemistry. G. Mazade, The Crisis of Liberalism in Spain.

September 15.—1. Esouiros, England and English Life, (twenty-seventh
article : Religious [,ife in the Country : the Presbytery, the Church, and
the School.) 5. Dcveugier de HArR.v::,-NE, Eight ilonths in America
(third article. The Chicago Convention.)

October 1.—3. Revix.i.e, The Pagan Christ of the Third Centurv—Apol-
lonius of Tyana, -with special reference to the works of German Critics.

5. Keratrt, The French Counter-Guerillas in Mexico,

Revee CnKETiE.N-NE, Aujust, 18G5.— 1. Astxe, The Beginnmg of Abolition
ism in the United States. 2.- Pedezert. 'Slave Aurelius, (third article.)

3. HoLLAUD, The Character of Jesus Christ.

Beptember 1.—Vaxcocrt, The Sanitary Condition of the Armies during
the Great Cotemporary Wars. 2. Delmas. An Obstacle to the Realiza-
tion of a Separation between Church and State in France. 3. Boki-
FAz, The Christian Character of Comeille's Polyeucte.

Aio-. XIII.—QUARTERLY BOOK-TABLE.
lieligion, Theology, and Bihlical Literature.

ChrUtian Memorials of tlie War ; or. Scenes and Incidents illustrative of
Religious Faith and Principle, Patriotism and Bravery, in our Army.
By Horatio B. IIackett, Professor of Biblical Literature and Intcr-
pretiition in Newton Tlieological Institute. Pp. 252. BostOii : Gould &
Lincoln.

These sketches we would not "willingly let die." It must have been
a labor of love for the eminent author to gather and arrange them.
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War is always terrible, and makes fearful havoc of homes, and hearts,

aiid lives; but when before was war accompanied by so much of the

{Hiwcr of Christianity as was the War for the Union ? Many felt it

a religious duty to fight for the Government ; and one-seventh of the

male members of the Churches are estimated to have volunteered,

while many entire Churches were left with hardly a living man,

fiilu'r clergy or laity. The Christian bishop would " take our glorious

flag, and^nail it just under the cross,*' Pastors, in some cases, led the

rnfii of their flocks to the field. Neither Cromwell's Ironsides nor

Ilavelock's Highlanders furnished greater heroes than were many of

the Christian soldiers of our army. Trust in God for success ; faith

in Jesus inspiring courage in peril and battle
;

patience in the endur-

ance of sufferings
;
peace and triumph in death on the field, in the

hospital and prison ; O ! how numerous the instances from the general

down to the drummer-boy ! Battle-fields and camps have their holy

places where the Son of God revealed himself as the Saviour. Armies
wore supplied and resupplied with copies of the New Testament

;

»')Idiers at a halt would take them from their pockets and read a

chapter ; cabins became Bethels ; there were regimental Churches and

regimental revivals; and eternity alone can tell how many thousands

who left their homes unsaved became Christians in the army. Would
that all our commanders had been such men as Foote, Mitchell, How-
ard, Sanders, and Shaw !

The volume before us contains one hundred and forty-three .inci-

(ifiits, illustrating the above with other points, and giving us examples
of the intelligence, earnestness. Christian principle and heroism of our
brave men. They are only a few of the brightest jewels of our coun-

try, and none of them can we aflford to lose. w.

Th^^ Cadenary of American Methodism. A Sketch of its History, nieology,
I'r.ictical System, and Success. Prepared by order of the Centenary
Committee of the General Conference of tlie Methodist Episcopal
Church, by Abfj. Steven's, LL.D. With a Statement of the Plan of
thu Centenary Celebration of ISGG. By John M'Clixtock, D.D. New
1 ork : Carlton & Porter. 1805.

Among its other good results our Centenary has called out Dr.
Stevens to furnish the Church a miniature of his History of Meth-
''dism. Great and beneficial to the Church has been his mission
s** her historiographer, entitling him to her deepest gratitude and
•''U'liest honor." He comes at the right period of her age: just
•^"fv enough to rescue from total, loss a great mass of her best

'^niinisccnces
;
just late enough to be able to contemplate her ori-

Jnn >n a true historical perspective. It is her vindication and her
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represcTitntion before the world. Wliile such is the character of

his elaborate Avork, this "diamond edition" was yet needed, com-
pressing tlift story into sudiciently brief dimensions for the most
casual readers, and cheap enough for universal ditfusion.' So will

the entire whole of the Church understand herself. So will she

advance in becoming a self-couscious aud a most intelligent self-

active Church.

It is divided into three parts, answering the three questions:

What is Methodism ? What achievements entitle it to a centennial

birthday? What are its capabilities and responsibilities for the

future? Answering the first question is a statement of her his-

tory, institutes, and doctrines. Answering the second, is a sum-
mary of the achievements of Methodism in its own growth and
success

; in its publishing institutions and published works ; in its

educational results, its Sunday-schools, missionary enterprise,

patriotism, and miscellaneous aggregates. Answering the third,

iif fi series of suggestive topics touching our Church progress
for coming time, which should be implanted in the mind
of every thinking Methodist and every Methodist who ought
to think. While this is an invaluable manual for every Meth-
odist's own use, it is just the pocket-piece to present to every
outside inquirer, to every prejudiced dcpreciator, to every philo-

Bophic thinker whose attention has never been but can be awak-
ened to the subject, and who may not have time or interest

Buflicient for a bulkier volume.

Eistoi-y of Rationalism. Embracing the Present State of Protestant The-
ology. By Rev. Johk F. IIukst, A.:M. With Appendix of Literature.
8vo., pp. G43. New York : Carlton & Porter. 18G5.

Mr. Hurst is known to our readers as one of tlie contributors to

the i)nges of the Quarterly. He is a graduate of Dickinson, who,
after a ])eriod of residence in Germany, entered the Newark Con-
ference, and has illustrated in his own instance the pos.sibiiiti/ of
happily blending the different characters of scholar, thinker, writer,

earnest preacher, and practical pastor. The subject on which he
writes has deeply interested his feelings, and its ample discussion
has been a labor of love. His reading, as both the ample quotations
and the extensive list of works in his Appendix show, has been
great, for so brief a period of time. His work, in manuscript,
has received the endorsement of some eminent critics, outside our
Church, and its publication by our Concern (in connection with
Scribner) will be welcomed by every friend of religious literature.

We hesitate not to say that its perusal will riciily reward our
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niitiistry by tlie deep and varied interest of the subject, by the

li^ht it sheds upon the present intelleclual nnd religious condition

nf Knrope and America, and by the momentous lessons it fur-

ni^lu'S in the great struggle now going on between high divine

Hiirittiul truth and the multiibrm infidelity of the present liour;

at) infidelity which either as a proud, pretentious transcendetitalism

^\ould oiitblaze the bister of Christianity nnd claim to Hing her

into dimness and shade ; or, as low sensationalism, would, with

nmc-h. scientific pretense, teach us that soul is but matter, that

ni.uj is but animal, and that God is but cosmos. We should say

more upon the work, but we expect a full review from a compe-

lirit hand.

JUustratize Gatherings for Preachers and Tcnchers. A Manual of Anec-
dotes, Facts, Figures, Proverbs, Quotations, etc. Adapted for Christian

Teaching. By Rev. G. S. Bowes, B. A. 12mo., pp. 4G4. Philadel-

phia : Perkenpine & Iliggins. ISGo.

We suppose that many a young preacher may really be aided by

books like this ; but the preacher who depends upon such aids is

the worse for their use. We cannot imagine a Chalmers, a Way-
land, an Olin, or a Summerfield leaning on such a sort of reed.

lint tliis kind of book is decidedly better than shdetovs to be

dressed with the investments of life, or those piles of hoiniletical

crusts and scraps which are given in some of our commentaries for

the young preacher to transmute into the bread of life. We
nt'vcr tried such a skeleton, or any ot those scraps ; but we should

think them about the most difficult machine or material for ser-

mon manufacturing conceiv.able. We should as soon think of

making a poet with a rhyming dictionary, as a preacher with

scraps and skeletons.

These Gatherinfjs, however, have something of the freshness of a

h- c literature. Tliey are a series of choice anecdotes aiid beau-

tiful sayings. The topics are ranged in alphabetical order. The
authors, whose words are quoted, are worthy the compliment.

iJiit let no young minister be prevented, by habitual use of such

aids, from acquiring a full mind and possessing a full heart ; for it

is out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speakcth.

il-nrt Among the Gospeh; or. Wayside Truths from the Life of our Lord.
Kt N. C. Bcrt, D.D. 12dio., pp. 215. Philadelphia : Lippincott & Co.

1^!*. Burt's volume belongs nearly with the treatises of Paley and

^»I'int, developing a very effective argument for the truth of the
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eacred writings from " the undesigned coincidences " appearing

in the accounts of the different writers. Phenomena of this kind

never did and never can take place in forged documents. The
argument is not only very convincing to the candid examiner, but

it stands alone ; no other sacred books or ancient documents fur-

nish anything like it. An argument very conclusive of the truth

of gospel and apostolic history can be framed by taking into one

view tlie connections between the Epistles of Paul and the Acts

and so the Gospel of Luke. No false documents in all literature

furnish fibers of such natural and truthful relations.

Foreign Theological Puhlications.

Apologetische Vortrnge uler die Grundrcahrheiten des Christenthunis, Von
Professor Charles Ernst LuTHAKDT. 8vo. pp. xii. 266. Leipzic. 1864.

This work consists of ten apologetical lectures delivered in Leipzic

in the winter of 1864, together with forty-five closely-printed pages

of notes designed to confirm and illustrate the text. One month
after its issue a second edition followed, and a third had to be

printed five months later in order to meet the ever-increasing

demand. Xo evangelical defense of the "'Fundamental Truths of

Christianity" has achieved such a success in Germany for a cen-

tury. That such a book has found such a market is one of the

best signs of the times now visible in the German Church.

The author, a Leipzic Professor, but a few weeks ago ele-

vated to the rank of Consistorial Counsellor, is one of the most
active and versatile of the younger generation of German theo-

logians, a general but moderate "New Lutheran," clear and grace-

ful in style, not remarkably profound or original himself, but with

a wonderful talent for translating other men's obscure and con-

fused profundities into pellucid forms of expression.

The themes of his Lectures are ,as follows: 1. The Antagonism
between the Christian and the Infidel View of the World Histor-

ically Traced. 2. The Contradiction of Being. 3. The Personal

God. 4. The Creation of the World. 5. Man. 6. Religion.

1. Revelation, s. History of Revelation. 9. Christianity in His-

tory. 10. The Person of Jesus Christ.

The first lectiu-e gives us a rapid but sliarply-drawn outline of

the history of the struggle between (ii istian and Anti-Christian

thought, from the beginning until now. Li the second ho re\ lews

the contradictions of being, those of intelligence, feeling, will, of

life as a whole, death, etc., and then shows the answer which
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Christianity gives to our questions. This lecture reminds one of

iho corresponding Meditation of Guizot. The third grapples with

ihc theistic problem, sliows up atheism, establishes theism, and

rofutes the pretensions of pantheism. The fourth embraces among

other things, a disposal of the astronomical, geological, and other

objections which unbelieving devotees of natural science are wont

to urge against the Christian view of the world, and especially of

ilH origin. In the fifth, Darwinism, unity of the human race, the

materialistic psychology, the Scripture doctrine of man and his

destiny, are discussed. In the sixth, the essence of religion is set

lortli, prayer justified, and the relations of religion to civil and

political life, to civilization, and to the present, discussed. The

seventh embraces si.x points : necessity of revelation, sin, possi-

bility of revel.ation, miracles, reality and truth of revelation, and

finally, its relation to human reason. The history of revelation,

in the eighth lecture, covers, of course, the historical develop-

ments of ancient Heathenism and Judaism in their relation to

Cliristianity. The next is an eloquent presentation not only of

the historical argument for the truth of Christianity, but also of

that which may be drawn from its scope and adaptation as uni-

versal religion. The closing discourse fitly concludes the demon-

stration by presenting us Jesus Christ, as at once the explanation

and the all-sufficient guarantee of our holy religion.

In point of style the work may be pronounced fully worthy of

its author's distinguished reputation. A higher compliment could

scarcely be given it. In reading its brief, crisp sentences, one can

Scarcely realize that one is perusing a production of a German

divine ; it seems vastly more like Cousin, almost like \ ictor

Hugo. He has produced a woxVpopxdar in the best sense of the

word, and his success ought to induce others to follow in his

foot«^teps. We hope our bishops will render our German candi-

dates a permanent kindness, by speedily placing these lectures

upon their Plun of Stuchj, at least as a work to read. A suitable

npologetical work has long been sought for them, but in vain;

here, at last, we have one.

Before t.nking leave of Dr. Luthardt, Ave Ayish to say that his

I.i"»t con>idorabic work before this {Die Lehre vom freienWillenin

*(hi€m Verhaltnias zur Gnade, published two years ago,) is onc^

of great v.alue to all who interest themselves in the history ot

human speculation touching human freedom in its relation to

Kr:<cf. It embraces a learned and critical survey of said specula-

tion within tb.e Church from the beginning till the Reformation,

Rud within the Lutheran branch of the Church from that epoch
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down to the present daj'. So complete n history of Christian

thought on this great and aH-dcterminiiig theme, cannot be found

in aTiy otlier work. The author's talent for reproducing the

thotights, })rinciples, and systems of other men, here renders him
the best of service. One can only i-egret that liis ph\n did not

allow liim to treat of Pajonism, Edwardeanism, and other histor-

ical developn\ents within the Reformed Church. Still, as it is, he
Las given us a monograph of rare and, enduring value.

Die Idee der Absoluten Personlichhcit, oder, Gott und Scin VerMltniss zur
Welt, ins-yderhdt zur MenscldicJicn PersonliMeif. Von Dn. J. W.
Hanne. Zwcite Auflage. 2 Bdc. S. 553, 321. Hanover, 1865.

German authors are fond of projecting works of magnificent propor-

tions. They desire to treat every subject from every conceivable

point of view, historically, philosophically, controversially, in a word
exhaustively, and hence they have to lay out their treatises on a

mammoth scale. One consequence of this passion is a wonderful

furtherance of human knowledge ; but another consequence is, that the

German literature is full of fragmentary productions, the massy and
imposing foundations of grandly conceived towers which ambitious
builders '-began, but were not able to finish." Such a work is the

one whose title is above given. It was the author's original design to

set forth an exhaustive view of the idea of absolute personalitv. To
this end of course the first step would be an investigation of concrete

pei-sonality as presented to us in God and in man. Begiiming with
the first of these topics, the personality of God, he first proposes a
history of the idea of God, from the earliest times until now. This
history fills the two volumes bcf >re us. Having abandoned the idea

of ever carrying his work forward to its conclusion, the author ought
in this new edition to have given the part here issued its proper name,
to wit: History of Speculative Theism in its conflicts with Pantiieism

and Deism. This title would have indicated the exact contents of a
valuable work, the present one is only commemorative of an ambi-
tious author's exploded dream.

An introduction of some twenty pages discusses the vital import-

ance of the idea of personality for all human sciences, particularly for

theology. The history itself is divided into four books. The first

presents us with the history of the idea of God in the ante-Christian

era of the world. The theology of Plato and Aristotle is here treated

of at considerable length. The second book treats of the estaMishment
and {arlicst modifications of Christian Theism in the primitive Church.
The Old Testament doctrine of God is given only as a transition fi-om

the one book to the other, and should have received a fuller treatment.
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Tliit Itook closes with Augustine. The third conducts the investii^ra-

tun through the Middle Atjes, and the fourth from the dawn "of

it.L-dvrn times to the present day. The huter fills the entire second

\i.liiino. It possesses for non-German theologians a peculiar value

fmiu the fact that it discusses the relation of all great systems of

tni-iirii German speculation to Cliiistian Theism. In the pre-Kai:t::m

j^riod our author distinguishes two speculative currents, a Pantheistic

ai.d a Deistic one. In connection with the former he treats of ihe

:ho'logy of Des Cartes and Spinoza, and their significance for the

t.^t.pfy of Theism. Leibnitz marks the beginning of a new scientific

oi'x-ption. lu the Deistic current Wolf, Locke, and Hume pass

U'f.ire us. Kant's influence on the development of Christian Theism
II stl forth with great e.\plicitness ; then come in their order Fichte

Mid Hegel, after which the reactionary, anti-pantheistic efforts of

J.ii.'il>i, the later Schelliug, and Krause, the "panentheist,^^ are duly

».i f 'rth and critically reviewed.

Uur author's style is fresh and readable. Here and there he bc-

lr3\s a little straining after etil-ct, and not unfrequently precision of.

riprrssion is sacrificed to the rhythm of a sentence. This, however,

U so uncommon a fault in works of its class that it can easily be over-

l'« ked. Dr. Hanne wrote his work after recovering from an illness

» f .some ten years' duration. He was at that time the pastor of a
little country church in Salzhemmendorf. The first volume was
i^-tud in the spring of ISOl, and before the second could follow it in

N >vi-mber of the same year its author had become what he has since

rvMialncd, an ordinary professor in the University of Greifswald.

TIk' new edition now leaving the press is unaltered. The author's

Ihcological stand-point may be inferred from the fact that he is a zcal-

tnin co-operator with the leaders of the ''• Protestanienverein'' his

rhilosopliical affinities from the circumstance that he almost entirely

V'Tis Ilci-bart in the work here noticed, and glorifies the later

»}»tiiii of Schelliug as far as it is at the present day safe for a thiidc-

«^p nian to do so. The work which he now for the second time pre-
•'•"!'' to the public has defects, but, as a special history of Theistic
•{tculution, is the best we have in any language.

/ " of Siter. Gesammcltes axis der Zcrsirauung. Herausgegeben von Feied-
••HuStier. Svo., pp. 231. Braunschweig. 18U3.

'•••er this title a son of the late distinguished Dr. Stier publi-bes
* ''•'Ik-ction of miscellaneous theological essays and reviews, orig-
«v>ily coiitiibuted by his iatlier to various theological periodicda

-•innany. The selection, we are told, was made by Dr. Slier
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himself. He had intended publishing them under his own per-

sonal supervision, but was prevented by death. (He was Lorn
1800, died December 1862.) This is the more to be regretted

from the fact, that all the papers were written at the very begin-

ning of the author's theological career, and there is reason to

think, indeed we may say positive proof, that not a few of the

views herein advanced were essentially modified by subsequent

study and experience. A liberal annotation by the hand of tlie

author would hi^ve doubled the value of the work, both for the

historical and for the theological student. The contents arc as

follows: I. Miscellaneous Theological Essays. 1. Biblical Inter-

pretation, its Steps and Aim, (from Tholuck's Literarischer

Anzeiger, 1836.) 2. Relation of the Apocrypha to Sacred Scrip-

ture, (Ilengstenberg's Ev. K—Z, 1828.) 3. Rationalism and the

Agende, (2 art. Ev. K—Z, 18:30, 31.) 4. Account of Ram-Moluui-
Roy, a Brahmin philosopher of East India, and of his attitude

toward Christianity, (Theol. Nachrichten, 1825-26.) 5. J. F. von
Meyer and Magnetism, (Ev, K—Z, 1830.) 6. Luther's Catecliism,

(two arts. Ev. Iv—Z, 1833, 34.) V. Contributions to Keryktik [his

name for the Science of the Art of Preaching,] (Brandt, Honii-

letische-Liturg., Correspondenzblatt, 1829-31, eight articles.)

II. lievieics. 1. J. F. von Meyer's Glaubcnslehre, (Ev. K—Z,

1833.) 2. Gerlach's New Testament, Vol. L, (Lit. Anzeig., 1837.)

3. CI. Harms' Pastoral Theology, 1st Book, (Ev. K—Z, 1831.)

4. G. D. and F. "W. Krummacher's Sermons, (Ev. K—Z, 1827-31.)

5. Fertsch and MuUer, on Confessional Fees, together with a

Closing Reply, (Ev. K—Z, 1830, '34, '40.)

The Essay on Biblical Interpretation is well known to all

students of exegetical theology as a spirited attempt to vindicate

to Holy Scripture a deeper and more spiritual significance than
that sought after by the worshipers of the " Granimatical-histoi-ical

method." This method he regards as only the first of three steps

which the interpreter has to take. The second is the "pneumat-
ical-symbolic," and the third, which is at the same the ultimate
aim of the whole art, the "mystical-typical" interpret.ation.

Though by no means free from questionable positions, the article

did good service to the cause of sound evangelical exegesis on its

first publication, and still deserves the perusal of every young
expositor. The "Contributions to Keryktik" have been to a con-

siderable extent incorporated into the last edition of Stier's

Keryktik, and hence appear here properly for the third time. Tiic

other papers are of no great value to Ap^erican theologian.s,

imlcss it be to individual investigators of the history of German
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thtolo^-y, thirty to forty years ago, or to individual admirers of

i;,o lameuted author.

/>;< Veiuagungen des Propheten Jesaia, Prolegomena zu einem, neuen

llandbuch dor Auslegung, Von Dr. Fried Hosse. Svc, pp. 80. Ber-

lin: Wi(?gandt und Gricben. 1865.

Pr. I fosse is of the opinion that an Exegetical Handbook to Isaiah,

rtjnibining in due proportion the critical and the practical, is one of

t!i.> present desiderata of German theological literature. Such a hand-

U«;k he proposes to issue, and as a kind of prospectus we have here

l.h<' Prolegomena thereof, arranged in five chapters, as follows : I, The

Composition of the Book of the Prophet Isaiah ; II, The Critical

Qicstion in relation to the Genuineness of the Whole Book ; III,

("iironology of these Prophecies; IV, The Fundamental Ideas of

UViuh's Prophecy ; V, Prophecy of Fulfillment. His division of the

jr-iphetic book is this: First collection of prophecies, ch. 1-12;

't<o,nd, 13-23; third, 24-27; fourth, 2S-35
; fifth, 36-39; con-

dition, 40-66. The genuineness of the entire book ascribed to

I'liah is very clearly and convincingly argued, and the chronology

cf the different parts thoroughly investigated. The dissertation on

'.'.•> fundamental ideas of Isaiah's prophecy is of much interest. The

fitiJamental ideas which our author here investigates are the follow-

!r.?: "The Holy One of Israel," "The Servant of God," and "The
<^j.ury of God," whose visible revelation to all nations the prophet so

ifun foretells. In the closing section, "Prophecy and Fulfillment,"

our author justifies the old distinction between literal and typical

} ruphocies, but thinks it cannot in all concrete cases be sharply drawn

*i'l rigidly carried out. Of the exegetical ability of the new com-

'.iMilator of course we cannot judge until his work shall appear. The

{ .-<-'inise of these Prolegomena is, however, excellent.

PhUosophyy Metaphysics, and General Science.

T^ Intuitions of the Mind Inductively Investigated. By Rev. JAME^
irCoBH, LL.D. 8vo., pp. 448. New York : Robert Carter & Brother.

* i'"ugh Dr. M'Cosh's great work has received both a book notice
- i an- elaborate article (by the late Dr. Dempster) in our Quar-
'•tIv, we avail ourselves of this beautiful new edition from the

{ri-*, Qf ^jjg Cjirters, to give it another emphatic approval. We
^•low no work in the higher metaphysics more sound in its

•'a<:hing6, or more worthy the study of the young philosopher or

^'oLimi Series, Vol. X-VHI.—10
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advancing theologian. It embodies, in onr individual opinion, a

philosophy generally true, and more perfectly accordant than any

rival system with the doctrines of Christianity. We pass from

its great developments of philosoi)hic truth to the pages of reve-

lation without a painful chasm, or sense of contradiction or dithcull

reconciliation. It is a true Christian philosophy.

By our intuitions the soul sees necessary truths ; necessarv,

subjectively, so that the soul must knoio them ; and necessary,

objectively, so that they must be truths as known. Let the>e

intuitions be analyzed, enumerated, and validly ascertained, and at

once we know that much, what is tJiith. True, absolute certainty

is ascertained. Amid the mists and twilights of doubt and skep-

ticism true objective reality is described, outlined, and identified.

Then know we where we are, what is before us, and what we
are ourselves. These things we know, indeed, but partially ; but
so far as we know, we truly know

; and the known is none the less

valid because there is a large unknown beyond. Xo hand has

delineated our intuitions so cautiously, so firmly, and so validly

as Dr. M'Cosh's.
'. An acute critic in the "Nation," in the "Notice" of Dr.

M'Cosh's philosophy, attempts to press against it the supposed
fact that many notions have heretofore been esteemed intuitions

which the progress of science has proved to be errors. And the

query arises, If notions have been talsely imagined to be intuitive,

why may not the intuitions of Dr. M'Cosh's philosophy be imairin-

ary? People once intuitively saw that there could be no anti-

podes, no men walking on the other side of the globe with their

heads dowuAvard.

Our own reply would be first a denial of the truth of the statement.
There never was a time when minds could not conceive (in the sense

of mentally picturing) a man walking like a fly upon the overbf;i.i

ceiling. A pahiter never could draw two parallel lines approx-
imating each other ; but a painter, in any age, could paint a man
with head downward treading the upper ceiling. And here, at

start, is a fundamental difference. The ai)proximating parallel

lines cannot be framed in thought; the antipodal walker always
could, ^gain, mind does conceive that under no conditions, in no

age, or part of the universe, by no exertion of infinite power,
could parallel lines be made to approximate ; but no mind ever

supposed that infinite power could not create and sustain a man,
as well as a fly, able to walk on the ceiling. Here, then, is ^

second fundamental ditlerence. The difiiculty then is not in

the conceivability or in the intuition of the thing. Where did it lie,
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thrn ? It lay, we reply, in reconciling the possibility of the actual

.--.urrence of the thing with what were the then supposed snr-

f- in^linf* facts of experience and laws of nature. Between such

^»^v^^il>ility and such laws, intuition saw a contradiction; and the

.r/.tiition was right. And holding the laws as true, the mind con-

f! i.lctl the antipodes impossible; and from the premises that was

a v.ilid conclusion. The error lay back, in the assumption of the

•.-itli of those laws, and of that assumption the intuition was not

j; ;iliv. The error lay in supposing those facts of experience and

».-i'-nce were real facts ; but the intuition that saw the contradic-

{'v.n betv\-een the antipodes and the supposed facts was sound.

,Mr. Mill at the present hour can conceive a man walking on the

cjipf^r ceiling, just as easy and no easier than the ancients. Birl

jL*\cr he has conceived the mental image he has not approached any

<x'n\ i.'lion that any gymnast can actually perfonn the feat. He can-

t^>l be made to (not conceive but) believe it. "Why ? Because it is

f..:ilradicted by what Mr. ^Mill holds to be the settled course of ex-

j-H-rience. That contradiction Mr. Mill sees, perhaps, by intuition,

a-'.>l he sees validly. And, holding the experience as valid he is com-

\y'.yA. to reject the ceiling-walker just as the ancients rejected the

i-n!ij>odes. Just so the error of the ancients was not in the intui-

tu n, but in their antecedent notions of general experience. So
''••

ri-^ it was anterior

•. lition it was risrht.

r#MJM of the Saul Aiiswered in Ood. By Rev. John Reid. 12mo., pp.
2T4. New York : Carter & Brothers. 1865.

T>i'- purpose of this volume is to show that the moral instincts of

'.'.c soul demand the provisions made in its behalf by the system
'< cv.ingehcal Christianity. An incarnation of the Deity is re-

' -"'l by the very nature of human thought, which both repre-

-tits God as infinite spirit, and shapes him as a living person.
"J'- « depth of human guilt as felt by the most truly developed
~-'>ral natures of mankind demands an infinite redeemer. The true
-''^ of a divine law broken, requires a divine repairer of the law's

••'fr, and restorer of its authority. The gnilty seul prophesies to

'" •<" a future misery requiring a divine sufferer. Human sorrow
" *' '" it a mysterious import, needing a divine sympathizer. The
; '"^'iit ruin of the sonl, its interior discords, the laws of deterio-

'*»«f«i under which its intiuence exists, utterly incapacitating it for

-r recovery, and pointing to a perpetuity of ruin, demands noth-
' s !«'ss than a divine restorer. The profound dissatisfaction of

•^ *ouI, the element of disturbance in every mundane enjoyment,
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the disgust in the very satiation of its earthly enjoyments, point to

a divine satisfier, and indicate God as our ultimate and our home.

Thus for man's moral demands the Christianity of the Xew Testa-

ment furnishes the corresponding supply. As a theory, therefore,

the philosophy of the Gospel is absolutely true. As a method it is

worthy our most unreserved and earnest acceptance.

Grant to the author his doctrine of sin and guilt., and all his

deductions seem to us inevitable. Between the Calvinist and

Arminian everything depends upon our view of a responsible

wtII. But between evangelical Christianity and Pelagianism, in-

cluding Unitarianism, Uuiversalism, Rationalism, down to blank

Deism, everything will depend upon the theory and the sense of

sin. If there be nothing but violation of physical, social, and

political laws, mere human offences against mere human regula-

tions, then all the conceptions about divine atonements are mere

vagaries. But if there be in human transgression something trans-

cendental and abysmal, allquid sublime et divinum., if such be the

true interpretation of the universal sense of our race most deeply

revealed by the deepest individual moral natures, then man must

be an immortal being in order to meet the full penalty of his deep

demerit. Nothing less than a divine saviour can substitute the

claims of literal justice, and the whole system of provisions in the

Christian scheme of redemption is a programme drawn up by his

infinite wants. jMr. Reid's argument is almost purely psychologi-

cal. He expresses in rather eloquent language those sentiments

which he assumes the consciousness of his readers will verify. On
the particular point of the true conception of sin he quotes the

experimental language of Edwards, and the historical instance of

Augustine. Perhaps the argument upon this point needed to be

more full ; or rather it may be that an entire volume, much more

largely embracing the historical argument, is a desideratum in both

doctrinal and experimental theology.

Mr. Reid has performed his Avork with signal abiUty. The
theological thinker, the experimental Christian, the studious minis-

ter, will find rich thought in glowing language, and pregnant seed

and provocative to further thought on every page.

Histoi^y^ Biography^ and Topography.

Life of HoroM Mann. By his Wife. 12mo., pp. 602. Boston : Wallcer,

Fuller & Co., 245 Washington street 1865.

A vivid, inspiring book. It brings us heart to heart with an

earnest, electric soul. The conscientious lawyer, the far-seeing,
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^-..lumiuible educational secretary, the progressive politician, the

tfjtv antagonist of the mighty Webster, (when he, too, bowed

4o«n to our great national Dagon,) the thorongh, enthusiastic edu-

fAti-jr, il:c restless, indefatigable reformer—here again, we see his face.

Thi" book is not an artistic biography. It is prepared in the

%\\\y now 60 common— a series of letters and 'extracts from a

, unial, strung by a loving hand, on a slender thread of narrative.

I: i* the man as sketched by himself and his wife. Obviously we
laufl not expect to find in this volume. a cold, juridical decision of

l-Sr manifold controversies, reformatory, educational, religious

*;^i political, in which Plorace Mann bore so conspicuous a part.

I: in ilse advocate and not the judge that we come to hear. Hear-

u< thus we shall get that highest pleasure and profit that comes

frvm real contact with a soul whose whole life was a galvanic

tl.rili alung the muscles of our age.

IJorn in 179G, in Franklin, Massachusetts, Horace Mann drew his

r>i breath imder the empire of that Ajax of Xew England Calvin-

i»ni. Dr. Emmons. In an autobiographic letter he gives a painfully

^iviil narrative of the efi:ects of high Calvinistic preaching upon

<a« childish conscience and sensibilities. He tells us, in his pecu-

-ir'y intense style, of nights made sleepless by the fear of a hell

"liich God's decree had made the inevitable doom of a large por-
- n of tlie human race. Accustomed, as he says, almost con-

*'.vit!y in the Sabbath ministrations of Dr. Emmons, to hear

\jl\ (Jod ''had sworn before time was, to get eternal glory out of

li* ctern.al torment" of those doomed to wrath, he tells us that

u !.i>i his whole being rose in hatred against a Being who seemed
•" him " Infinite Malignity personified." The reaction in hfs mind,
^» in no many other active and sensitive minds nurtured in New
«j '.;!r\n<l during the last two generations, was from higher Cal-

'•••!ii first to Universalism, then to one of the manifold shades of

• ^»t we call Unitarian ism, and at last, when President of Antioch
' -j'l-ijc, he first assumed Church relations, and united with the

••'•»*^^ans. Having been long recognized as a friend of Parker
...

. .
*ft'i hmerson, and a disciple of Comte, it was something of a wit-
''^'Mn among bis friends that "Mann was called a Christ-ian first

'I Antioch."

*'r. Mann had firm fiiith in human progress. The Gospel seems
'-'• J.^ve been to him, unlike the Pauline formula, the power of
trnjh unto the education of man. Common-school education in

Ai^-iric.i owes far more to him than to any other man. As secre-
'^'y "f the Massachusetts P>oard of Education, he gave an imi>ulse

"'I' American common-school system, that is one of the great
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forces of modern civilization. When called to this position ho
saw all the sublime possibilities wrapped up in the office, lie

entered upon the task bowed down with a sense of its magnitude,
yet courageously and indomitably girding himself for the toil.

Few, very few men in the land would have seen such' grand oppor-
tunities for usefulness in this newly-created office, and most would
have contented themselves with the performance of an official rou-

tine of duties. But as he set himself to prepare his first educa-

tional lecture, he writes of the embarrassment that he felt from
the " largeness, the infinity of the theme." "It is like an attempt
to lift the earth ; the arms are too short to get hold of it." Others
could not see the subject thus. Even in Massachusetts—now,
largely through his efforts, so celebrated for schools—he met with
chilling apathy, discouraging words, baffling obstacles flung in his

path by men who should have been his warmest friends, and
finally a fierce, rancorous opposition. But his faith never fal-

tered ; his quenchless enthusiasm burned all the brighter as the

waters were poured upon it; it blazed contagious from district to

district, fed by his toil, his money, his strength, his health, and
almost by life itself. The record of these toils, which made Massa-
chusett'? the pioneer of popular education in America, is a stirring

story which all should have by heart.

Mr. Mann's years in Congress were those stormy cloud-gathering

years whose records are labeled ''Fillmore," "Fugitive Slave Law,"
" New Mexico and California." Staunch and steady he stood, a

man of iron, in those days of compromise and political corrup-

tion. Hating §lavery through every fiber of his soul, he had his

weapon drawn whenever and wherever its crest arose.

From Congress he passed to the presidency of x\ntioch College,

in 1853. Here came years of fresh toil, new and more compli-

cated educational campaigns to be fought on untried and unknown
ground. The warfare was of a character not wholly to be under-

stood from the pages of this biography; yet, though he fought

with his wonted energy and courage, in the midst he fell. The
fiery soul consumed the body at last.

It was unfortunate for Mr. Mann, and for the work that he under-

took M-ith such noble faith and self-sacriucing zeal, that he could sec

no middle path between itJtra Calvinism and a Naturalism which

sadly eclipses, if it does not obliterate, the Supernatural. Ho
believed, or acted as if he believed, that the race is to be saved

by works alone. As we read of his wearing, wearying, soul-

corroding toil—his longing to live on for ages to toil for humanity

—we admire, we love, but long to whisper " Cnnisx" into his
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car. Faith mingled with his work—faith in the Divine Man

—

wouJJ have mellowed away the asperities of his character that

•iwuctitnes bruised so sorely his fellow-workers. Comte's " Con-

• titution" usurped in his mind the place left vacant by the Puritan

j,t«poI ; he had a vivid vision o^ Lave, iron and inexorable, crash-

it.^' through the universe with resistless wheels, and his whole life

W-V-; cue mighty shout to humanity to get out of the Juggernaut's

I
nth. We admire the glorious works that his half-faith (faith in

mm) has given us, but are sad to think what might have been
li.nl Law and Gospel dwelt together in his soul. Christ the Ex-
rniplar he saw, and pointed his pupils to his footsteps ; but Christ

the Saviour was veiled by the dreadful shadow that streamed
through his life from his childhood. But the veil is lifted now,
wc hope and believe. ir.

Cc\T€rnoji of the Boman Empire. The Boyle Lectures for the year 1864
delivered at the royal cbapel, THiitehall. ' By Charles ^Ierivale, B.D.[
rector of Lawford, author of the History of' the Romans under the Em-
pire. 12mo., pp. 267. New York : Appleton & Co. 1865.

The great reputation which Mr. Merivale has acquired, by his lately

Ii;l)li>hed works, as a master ofRoman history, will attract profound
xUention to his tracing the steps by which Christianitv gained its

a«-c«.'ndancy over the Roman empire, and thence over our civilized

» "rl.l. lie opens his vs'ork by exhibiting in his first lecture a brilliant

C'litrast between the two most eminent historical points of Pagan
d'.-pair and Christian exultation. At the height of Roman civili-

tatiou Julius Ctesar, in the senate house, with the silent concur-
rence of all the intellect of Rome, pronounced death to be a state
of absolute nothingness ; three centuries after, at the Council of
Nicoa, the assembled representatives of the Universal Christian
<- 'iireh, with the emperor Coustantine at their head, and the Holy
^^•nupds lying in the midst as an authority superior to all others,

<^i>-ilrnctcd a creed for Christendom, embodying terms of most
l-reuiptory and emphatic faith In the highest truths of God. By
«hat successive phases did the mind of the world pass from one
'•> tlie other of these two contrasted conditions ? It is a problem
"! profound interest; and the work of Mr. Merivale is a most
Jnicroiing development, all too brief, of this great question.

luli'lel as classic Paganism was touching immortality and future
'"iiiliiiiiou, Rome still believed in a ruling providence over tho
•^»te. The gods were gods of Rome, not of the lioman. The
•*»tc ri'ligiou "hssumed a covenant between the city and Jupiter
't-Uor, by which he was to be paid in rites and reverence for his
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gnardianship over the commonwealth. Personal immortality and
personal religion had no existence. The state alone recognized
and was recognized by a presiding providence. But even before
Christianity took existence, the causes were at work by which
this narrow system should be broken up, and the ideas of men
become universalized. The philosophy of Plato had asserted the
validity of eternal ideas, superior to the conceptions of sense. lie
had substituted in the place of the old, rude conceptions of Hades
and Elysium, imagined by the populace and pictured by poet?,
which were now repudiated with contempt, those higher and
purer intuitions of immortality and retribution which philos-
ophy, in his view, authenticated. But even his immortality was
an immortality for the aristocracy of souls ; while the destiny of the
vulgar and the wicked v;^^—annihilation ! The conquests of Al-
exander, meanwhile, followed by the extension of the Roman empire,
brought the races and the religions of the East and West, of Asia
and Eurojje, into full communion, when wonderful was the ferment
of thought and stupendous the enlargement of views. The unity
of the human race became an accepted thought. From the East,
where rays of primitive revelation still lingered, came in vaster con-
ceptions of God, a deeper sense of sin, and clearer thoughts of im-
mortality. The utter breaking up of Roman society, the^black and
hopeless prospects of the political future, flung men's thoughts upon
the Infinite. A deep reaction against the brutalizing infidelitv of
the past rolled in. By the time that the apostles had commenced
their world-wide mission, the very philosophers had entirely
changed their tone, and men like Plutarch, Dion, Chrysostom, and
Seneca, had become moralists and preachers. Great men and fam-
ilies kept their philosophic chaplains to purify their characters, con-
8ole their moral sorrows, and elevate their religious hopes. And
when Christianity was approaching its final trium^ph, Xeo-Platonism
organized a rival religion, consisting of a curious compound of
Platonic philosophy and Mithraic mythologv. Amid this general
assemblage of rival faiths, Christianity attained her triumphs\y tlie
power of the Holy Spirit upon men's minds, by the wonderful adapt-
ation of her truths to the wants of the human soul, bv the intense,
positive, and richly-consoling faith whieh she inspired, and bv the
singularly holy lives of her devotees, and by the triumphant deaths
of her confessors and martyrs.
Such is a very brief and imperfect outline of this brilliant vol-

nme. It is a rich study for the Christian scholar. Yet we must
express a deep dissatisfaction at the author's stand-point, and the
questionable inferences which, it seems ahnost to justify the
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nktii'ii.-ilist in deducing. He systematically, at start, excludes mir-

»f .'i-t and prophecy from their proper place ; and the consequence

.« that Christianity appears very much like the mere development

,1 the conceptions of the age. It was simply a crystallization of

• 'u> best thoughts of the world. Such i5 the logical result of that

»<-!r-conceited rejection, so popular at the present day, of the

r.ilrvan proofs of Christianity from miracle, and of Tlieism by the

iri^rument from effect to cause ! The question may be properly

i«lcd of such emphatic rejectors, "Why promote a quarrel between

t«o great classes of proofs of the same great truths? Why make

\\uin antagonize rather than co-operate ? Why so absurdly imagine

ifi.it one class must exist only by the destruction of the other? And
»L-ii aggravates the folly of these rejectors is the plain fact that

S'Ttptare itself does largely and categorically authenticate both

I'e t/iiraeulous argument for Christianity and the causal argumetit

/•-r Theisyn.
,

V>\\i ^fcrivale's one-sidedness induces him to place the power

< f ('hristianity to meet the demands of the soul in a striking light,

^f-rivale's Lectures and Mr. Reid's "Voices of the Soul," are

''.-ikiiip; counterparts to each other. Keid shows, psychologically,

'• .it Christianity meets the wants of the spirit; Merivale shows,
' .>t"ric.-ally, that it was by that adaptation to the wants of the

•: irit that Christianity took possession of the world.

r.V TAfe and Character of J. H. Tan tier Palm, D.D. By Nicholas Beets,
n.D., translated from the Dutch by J. P. Westervelt. 8vo,, pp. 401.
-New York : Hurd & Houghton. 1865.

Tf..' modern literature of Holland is almost a sealed book to the'

• "t of the world. In the days when Latin was the language of

vholarly communication throughout Europe, Leyden and Utrecht
••(•o nranlos, and the names of the great Dutch professors were
i-'U-ioliold words in other countries; but now, as hardly any one
<^Jt of Holland reads Dutch, men rise to eminence and go to their,
-'* »^<s in that good old land, and the rest of mankind are none the
*'" r for it. The book before us contains the life of a man of note
** preacher, politician, orientalist, and professor; yet we hon-
•^'.ly confes-s that his name had never crossed our path till this

'"-'k was laid before us. We thank ^Mr. Westervelt with much
''•"'*G fooling as that with which we lay down a good book of

'^^v»ls in an unknown region.
J- H, Van der Palm, was born iii Rotterdam, in 1TG3, and studied

I"

tlio ministry at Leyden. The glimpses at social student habits,
*'ich this part of the volume affords, are very interesting. We
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are told that Van der Palm was noted at the university for " purli

y

of morals," as well as for diligence in study, which one wouM
hardly think of showing with regard to a student in a theological

school in this country. At the same time the author tells us (witii-

out a word of comment) that he was an assiduous theater-goer,

and that he would play cards all the evening, and be quite fresh

for his work next day. Another curious illustration : Van d:r

Palm was to defend a thesis in public, on " Ecclesiastes." His

frjcnd, Professor Schultens, said to him beforehand, " If it passes oil'

well, you shall have Madeira ; if only tolerably, nothing but coftee.''

After the performance, Schultens was so pleased with his pupil

that be " called simultaneously for coffee, Madeira, ratafia, and all

kinds of liquor."

Van der Palm was clearly a man of talent, industry, learning, anil

tact. lie succeeded well in his studies, his preaching, and his per-

sonal aims. For many years he was the orator, j^ar excellence, of

Holland ; men of all professions acknowledged him as at the head

of the art. Tlie mere list of his writings covers four pages of the

biography before us ; and his literary labors were continued up to

within a short time of his death, in 1840. But, as his reputation

was almost wholly contined to Holland during his lifetime, so, it'

his name be long cherished among men, it will be only in Holland.

Xothing that he did or wrote seems to have had any influence

upon the general movement of Europe, either in religion, litera-

ture, or politics. M.
»-•-»

Politics^ Law., and General Morals.
Scripture Testbnojiy Agabut Intoxicating Wine. By Rev. "William ErrcniE,

Dunse. 4Smo., pp. 75. Glasgow : Scottish Temperance League Office.

Not many months since a noted politician of New York State, in

debate with Henry Ward Beecher, used language to the follow-

ing etfect :
" You extremists run the temperance cause into the

ground
; and it is you who by your ultraism are ruining the cause

of antislaveryism." In a similar strain it has been said that

earnest antislaveryism has been deleterious to religion, drawing

the energy of pious men and ministers from the conversion of

souls to the emancipation of slaves. "What is the true reply to

these charges '?

While it is true that the so-called " extreme men " are generally

efficient workers in the temperance cause, it is not true that the

temperance cause has been " run into the ground." The country

and the age were truly assailed by two stupendous evils, slaveri/

and intemperance ; but slavery pushed the battle so impetuously,
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%x\\ with such imminent danger of final and complete triumph,

ihal tl)e philanthropists were compelled to concentrate their

rofp^it'S for that battle alone. The antislavery contest absorbed

fur the time being all the moral strength of the age. By con-

•cxiuence, the temperance effort was remitted ; and the Church's

Ulwr for immediate conversions was diminished. But the great

• ar uf slavery has, thanks be to God, been waged and won, and

Uio Church has leisure to return to her other battle-grounds.

Ia-1 not our gentlemen bibbers, therefore, lay the flattering

unction to their generous souls, that the cause briefly intermitted

\.JA been given over or lost. They may yet hear the thunder

of the temperance battle disturbing their gratulations over their

wine-cups and brandy bottles. God may have gone up for a

» hile, but he is neither dead nor sleeping.

// u time noxo for the temperance forces to rouse. They have

u iirk on hand, and room, time, means, and men, for the work. The
< i.cniy has, during the intermission, rolled in like a flood. He has

iriuraphed, under the fancy that he was left henceforth to have it

all his own way. Availing himself of the demoralization of a

iru-at war, strengthened by the example of drunken military gen-

trals and corporals, he has swept on as if sure of carrying

all before him. As the rebellion, instigated by slavery, has been

vniKjui-hed, so let this other insurrection against man and against

<iod be laid low. Down with this other fierce " confederacy."

Nor would it be amiss if, during our centenary year, a part of our

fxcrcises should be devoted to this great reformation. Let our

American Methodism commence her new century by placing her-

•<-lf, as in other great and good works so in this, in the forefront

'>f the movement. TF7iy not have one great simultaneous temper-

'J'l'-e meeting i?i all the Churches of A?nerican, and, ifpossible, of
/. <r<,j„:f(n, ^Methodism ? Is not temperance a part of our religion ?

|art of our Methodism ? part of our discipline inserted in our fun-

«Janu-ntal Rules ? "We have but to go back in this battle, too, to

^ho utterances of "Wesley, to find words for our banner, high in the

^i»- And liere we have no internal struggle, *io "conservative"
forty enjoining silence, professedly in favor of temperance, yet

*''<ic:itely sensitive to all attacks against drunkenness and rum
''•ifiic. Here we have harmony, unity, and, with a little thought
••"•l eiTort, energy. The question is before us as a Church : "What
«^n wc do to press the temperance reform to success and triumph?

Ilio little Scotch tract which forms the text (or rather, ;>r<;text)

'^»" this notice is a compressed treatment of the Scripture ([uostion.

U makes out a clear, stroncr case, vindicatuiG: both the Bible and
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temperance. It presents an argument worthy the attention of in-

quirers ; and especially of those Churches who would rather not

drink poison at the communion table. And when we say that the

Church should be a temperance organism, we mean not that she

should become a substitute, or an excuse for the non-existence, of

special societies ; but that she should become the main-spring, mo-
tive-i)ower, and director of the whole ; taking them as a mighty
instrument for good into her own hands, and applying all her force

to give them life, activity, and success.

Chrutianity and Statesmanship. With Kindred Topics. By William
Haglie, D.D., " Author of Home Life," " Guide to Conversation on the
New Testament." 12mb., pp. 414. Boston : Gould & Lincoln ; New
York, Sheldon & Co.; Cincinnati, George S. Blanchard. 18G.5.

Christianity and the Christian Church have something to do with
politics. The Church has a great, direct, authoritative, divine

mission in the state, and never must she prove false to her trust.

Where politics are indeed but questions of transient and earthlv
expediency—when they are a contest of mere men or of secular
partisanshij)—the Church has no call to act or speak. But when
great ethical questions, deep interests of absolute right or of vital

religion, are made to underlie a political platform, the divine repro-
bation is upon her if she shrink from uttering the eternal truths
committed to her trust. Dr. Hague's essays are a happy exhibition
of the true spirit of the Christian minister speaking in a wise, lib-

eral, sLatesmanlikc spirit upon the great interests of classes, com-
munities, and nations. They are a beautiful specimen of Christian
humanitarianism. Dr. Hague writes in a ,style somewhat diffuse

and over-refined, yet remarkable for clearness, purity, and ele-
• gance

; often original and eloquent, and verj- impressive in the
entire view he usually presents.

Periodkals.

SoutUm Christian Advocate. E. H. ilrERS, D.D., Editor. November 9,
1865. Macon, Ga.«

The Southern Christian Advocate republishes at full length our
editorial in the last Quarteriy on " Methodist Churches, Noith and
South." This is in accordance with Dr. Myers' policy, wise and
worthy of imitation, of showing by extended extracts from our
papers what is the probable temper of our Church. Upon a

former article of ours quoted by Dr. Myers through another peri

odical, he says :
" It is refreshing, after what has gone before, to

find one Christian sentiment remaining to anv of their editors.
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\Vc v'^'o ^" article which breathes a better spirit, and to every

tolilo, just, and fraternal sentiment it utters, our own heart

rr^jn^iids." Such is this Southern man's spirit. And yet so una-

ware is our North of the existence of any such susceptibility to

IhaI yet bold utterances, that one of the clearest, noblest minds

ai our Church, said, upon reading our last article, " You will

xrwx awaken a response from those fellows," He held the belief,

(but loo well justified by the despotic proscriptheness of the old

».'ivc-power,) that the Southern heart was still impervious and the

Viutiiem ear still deaf to reason. To him, as to thousands of

t.thtTs, it may be a pleasure to know that our Southern Method-
;f.ii does respond, sensitively and genially, to generous appeal.

And perhaps he may further query whether our enlightened and

I'hilnuthropic North may not suffer under the influence of ignor-

u;co, prejudice, and willful deafness to conviction.

To our Article the Southerner makes the following " response :"

It is the kindest utterance %Te have yet seen toward any of the Southern
«T:urch<.>A; and yet it does grross injustice to Southern Methodism in more than
fj» particular. But such is the general £Ood temper of the article, that vre c-in-

i«4 find it in our heart to charge this fact to an evil intention. It is only a fur-

•->.— i:r'>of that the South is now, as she ahvays has been, misunderstood by
.N--f:i;ori: men, even by those whose position and general intelligence ouglu to

late made them better acquainted with us. As it is, this article may be counted
*-"* njTfssion of those Northern Methodists who entertain the '"kindest feelings

VwanJ us of the Southern Church; and therefore it should be read. It is proper
'•" •.\v. loo, that it is from an official editor; and he may, perhaps, rely upon 'us
''•''"'* being well received by many of his brethren. There is signidcanoe. too,

-i t-U' [act, tliat Dr. "Whedon has always been ranked with the ultra-abolitionists.

N'ow if any reader will please to glance over our Article, he
« ill perceive that it contains one of the most scathing denuucia-

tit'tjs of slavery that our "radical" pen ever produced; that it

*J.»Jks our Southern brethren up to the high mark of suffrage irre-

S-'^livc of color ; and that it tells its plain bold truth, not after

••-• ni:inner of blank-cartridge, but in a style that our Soiither.-i

trolher knows to mean every syllable it utters. Yet this article

t< t-i!tii]y accepts, and gives us full liberty to thunder antislavery-

»*"» and negro suffrage in the very heart of southerndom.* And
-•c docs all this, taking care himself to note, as a specially lavor-

*Wo jtoint, that the writer " has always been ranked with the ultra-

>J«<»liti,.nists." So that of this "ultra-abolitionist," one of thoso
*<rry "radicals" whom their venerable bishops denounce, he

• Vf. % writer in the Wtslern Chrv^tian Advocate (Rev. G. M. Steele, President
'' I«««Tcr.ce University,) says that though we have battled against slavery for

••»*»». »r "B^em to confess that after all there was nothing to fight fori" "^'o

•••'• »4;.i no Buch thing, Mr. President. That we have uttered one word to min
.•

ki« tKJtucutousncss of the issue of our great thirty years" war against American
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rejoices to ponr the utterances into the southern mind. And -why

has this Southerner thus done ? Simply because antislavery and
" radical " though we are, he recognizes, intuitively, that ours is

a brotherly utterance ; that, even in the very points of our abo-

litionism and our radicalism, our purpose and feeling are to the

very bottom so kindly and generous to the South and to Southern

Methodism, as perhaps even to raise the query in the Southern
mind whether our reasonings and proposals may not be as wise

and worthy of consideration as they are friendlv.

There are two courses then before us. One is, to hate and to

denounce, to threaten with " disintegration " and destruction,

and to proceed to put your menace into invasive action ; the result

of all which will be to harden the heart, to deafen the ear, and to

drive into antagonism : an antagonism which will solidify them
into an indestructible and impervious body, inspired with a tradi-

tional fanatical hatred, Avhich may last for ages, against everv-

thing Northern. T/te other is, to reveal yourself as a Christian

brother, who has no proposal which is not profoundly fair and
reasonable, and no purpose which is not for the ultimate common

/

slavery, is preposterously untrue. We only say, that after the issue is decided it

is unnecessary to figlit without issue, or at least without any issue that peacelui

means may not most elTectually decide. It is one thing to say<that it is needless

to fight after the issue is over, and quite another thing to say the issue v.-;i3 not

worth fi^htiu;? for. The same writer accuses us of a -'letting down of old, stern,

and lofty principles." Precisely the reverse is the fact. Instead of a "letting

down " there is a reining up. "-Before, wc only fought for emancipation, now we
contend for enfranchisement. All we are guilty of is so fighting this battle of

enfranchisement as to carry its cannonade into the heart of the enemy's territory.

And wo may here say, the first periodical in the country to advocate, editorially,

the doctrine of impartial suffrage was i\\Q Methodist Quarterlij Revinv ; and the

first ecclesiastical body to adopt it (in the report of the Committee on Slavery)

was the New York East Conference, by a rising and unanimous vote; and both

the editorial and the report were written by the same hand. Terrible as has been

the contest for freedom and nationality, we liold the results worth all they have

cost. And never have we been more earnest than now in the work, or more san-

guine in the hope of giving full triumph to the principles of freedom and eternal

justice over our nation and over our continent. And one of the best mode-^ by

which to attain this, i.«, we think, the winning, if possible. Southern Methodism to

stand by our side in supj:>ort of the.-te principles.

There may be slrait-lincd roasoners who hold it very inconsistent in General

Grant, who ten months ago was hurling all the thunders of war upon the South,

to be now reducing his army to a peace estaijlishnient, and seeking the nation's

prosperity tiirough the ways of concord and public economy. He ought to tight

on, and fight on, issue or no issue, foe or no foe; otherwise he is confessing that

there never was anything worth fighting for, and is letting down bis high,

etem, etc., etc. I
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i;ooJ. This niiay melt his hardness ; it may cause his soul to flow

furlh in sympathy ; and it is this, if anything, which will win hini

out of his present narrow-hearted insularity into a broader catholic

(.'hrislianity, into a full sympathy Avith the spirit of the age, into

Uie great evangel of freedom, purity, and righteousness.

.

He has greatly mistaken the nature of oxir individual antislave-

rvii^m who supposes that it was ever alloyed with any hatred

toward the South. We did hate the slave power and all its abet-

tors, as such ; but we loved the South, and sought to emancipate

HER from an incubus that was suppressing all her true life. She

IS EMANCIPATED. And now it is one of the most earnest prayers of

our heart to see her taking the straightest and shortest path, in the

direction of the purest freedom, to the highest possible prosperity.

We are gratified to note how firmly our positions are sustained

by our venerable Bishops, who say in their Centenary Address to

tlio Churches

:

Mnv we not at this auspicious period look for a closer union of nil vrho hold

c';r common Methodist faith ? We have already, at our meeting at Erie on the

lithof July last, expressed the conviction that "with the removal of slavery the

cau5e which separated us from one another has passed away," and we still trust

Uuit the day is not far distant when there shall be but one organization which
»'.a!l embrace the whole Methodist family in the United States. We would
^;Jice if in our approaching centenary there could be a general union of all

VlKhodists who agree in doctrine, and who are loyal to the Government and
tl'Posed to slavery. It behooves us to cultivate peace and charity toward all

:-'ti; as followers of Jesus we should do all in our power to soothe the asper-
•• ". « of feeling excited by the war. Let us, as we are exhorted in Scripture, " be
ti-ndor-hearted, forgiving one another, even as God for Christ's sake hath for-

Thc Methodkt Cmteiia/ry Almanac for 1866. 12mo., pp. 73. New York

:

Carlton & Port«r.

TJw Methodist Almanac for 1866. 12mo., pp. *48. Cincinnati : Pee &
Hitchcock.

Two Methodist Almanacs, we suppose, are among the evidences of

<j'>ir centennial growth. Both are well "got up," containing,

K-sides the usual calendar and programme of state and Church, a

<lue amount of miscellaneous matter. "We are gratified, however,
to learn, that by a very proper arrangement between the two Con-
cerns, the expense of a double issue will hereafter be avoided.

Juvenile.

OiJ'Urv-Uaired Gertrude : A Story for Children. By Theodore Tilton.
^\'ith Illustrations by II. L. Stephens. 42mo., pp. 40. New York

:

Tibhals & WTiiting. 18G5.
^*«; Fly. By Theodore Tixton. New York. Sheldon & Co.

•'r. Tilton here, takes a gay trip into the romance-land of the

j'lddle Ages, and imports thence a quaint little tale for our Yau-
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kee girldom. His heroine is very much a Cinderella minus the

slipper, who captivates the king's son, and is in turn captured as

his bride. Every little maiden who reads it will of course become

in fancy the king's daughter-in-law ; so that doubtless Mr. Tiltou

will create some -twenty thousand little American queens. We
. would not spoil the tale by disclosing its secret ; but girldom does

not read our Quarterly.

The Fly is a nursery primer, poetical and pictorial, giving

words to the musiugs of mother and baby over that volatile insect;

abounding in terse, vigorous, and sometimes brilliant lines, as

Spots of red /

'^

• Dot his head,

Rainbows on his wings are spread.

The description of Fly's antipodal teats,

How he crawls

Up the walls, •

Yet he never falls,

illustrates the metaphysic in our notice of M'Cosh's Intuitions.

Miscellaneoits.

The Heart and Voice ; or. Songs of Praise for the Sanctuary. ITymn and
Tunc Book, designed for Cfiuq:rc!:rational Sinewing in the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, and for Congregations Generally. 8vo., pp. 44. Philadel-

phia : I'erkenpine & Higgius, Lippincott & Co. New Ifork : E. Goode-
nough. 1865.

The Ekments of Moral Science. By Fka>'Cis "Watlakd, D.D. Revised

and Tm})rovcd Edition. •12mo.,pp. 39G. Boston : Gould ifc Lincoln. New
York : Sheldon & Co. Cincinnati : G. S. Blanchard & Co. 18G5.

Ri'^hvd Cobden. A Biography. By John M. Gillchkist. 24mo.,

pp. 304. New York : Harper & Brothers. 18G5.

Plain Talhi on Familiar Subjects. 12mo., pp. 335. New York : C.

Scribn.-r. 1SG6.

History of Freidrich the Second, called Frederick the Great. By Thomas
Caiiltle. In six volumes. Vol. V. 12mo.,- pp. 515. New York : Har-

per & Brothers. 1865.

Explanation.—The article in our July Quarterly entitled "The

Doctrine Concerning God," though containing nothing, as we

think, unsusceptible of an orthodox sense, has perhaps some

equivocal modes of statement. We will liow say that its insertion

in the Quarterly is not to be held as entitling it to be quoted as

a clear and authoritative exposition of Methodist Triiiitarianism.
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Af.-T. I.—THE CEXTENARY OF AMERICAN METHODISM.

Journals of the General Conference^ held in Philadelphia, ^ay-,
IbC*. New York : Carlton <fc Porter.

I'rxKcedings of the General Centenary Committee, held in Cleve-

Uvul, Ohio, Fehruary 22, 1865. Published by Authority, etc.

77.<r Centenary of American Methodism: A Sketch of its History,
Tl.ouloory, Practiciii System, and Success. Prepared by order of
tfie Centenary Committee of the General Conference of the
M*-thodist Episcopal Church. By Abel Stevens, LL.D. With
a Statement of the Plan of the Centenary Celebration of 1866.
Hy Joiix M'Clintock, D.D. 12mo., pp. 287. New York:
Carlton & Porter.

Mkasured by the duration of the mountain, the cedar, the oak,
••r the rock-pine, a hundred years is but a brief space. Ocea-
••••rially we find a man or -woman whose life has spanned a
'^lilury, who has seen the hoar-frost of a hundred winters, felt
»'•• heat of twice fifty summers, and tasted the autumnal fruits
^ftwenty lustrums. Yet such, though as yesterday compared
^*^'tl» nature, or with rock-built piles, are a wonder to us, for
!.*n-y have lived through three full lives, and generations, not
«-nt,ments, make history.

^

'lie of the most numerous of American Churches is just
'•••^.Dfr Its first century, and preparing for a proper commerao-
'itiun and thanksgiving. Its century has been a remarkable

•J;

>V ithin it was fought the battle for independence which
^oiRTH SraiEs, Vol. XVIII.—H
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placed the United States of America on the roll of nations.

As its excitements subsided came on the French Kevolution,

inaugurated with the meeting of the States-General, May 5,

1789, terminating its tirst stage with the overthrow of the

throne and the execution of the king. Its second began witli

the strife of the Girondists and Jacobins, and advanced through

the ghastly scenes of the " reign of terror," closing with the

ascendancy of organized military power in 1795. During this

was the campaign of 1793, the gallant struggle in La Yendee,

the ineffectual effort for Polish independence under Kosciusko,

the conquest of Flanders and Holland, and the scientific

maneuvers of the campaign of 1795.

The single word j^apoleon characterizes the next two epochs

of that period. The first includes his rise to eminence as the

great captain of his age, and terminates with the peace of

Amiens. It is like the brilliant stories of fiction to trace the

simple facts and names of those few years. There were the

Italian campaigns of Napoleon and the German marches of

the gallant Archduke Charles. The names of St. Yincent,

Camperdown, the Nile, and Eg}^t suggest wonderful bravery

and unsurpassed brilliancy in conducting war. Suwarrow
bathed his sword in blood in Italy, Massena won fame amid

the fastnesses of the Alps, while Marengo and Hohenlinden

are incapable of being forgotten. The iSTorthern coalition

was formed, to be melted like snow by the victory of Copen-

hagen. England was consummating her conquests in India,

and establishing there the new empire destined to sway ifc

millions. The triumphant career of the French army was

checked and it compelled to retire from Egypt,while in France

cruelty and imbecility had prepared the people to welcome the

return of their victorious chieftain and invest him with power.

The next was the era of Napoleon the ruler, and France arose

to such greatness as to alarm Europe and call for new coali-

tions. It embraced Austerlitz, Jena, and Friedland ; it saw

the overthrow of the French naval power by the genius and

bravery of Nelson at Trafalgar ;
" the rise of the desperate

struggle in Spain ; the gallant though abortive efibrts ui

Austria in 1809 ; the degradation and extinction of the Papal

:authority ; the slow but steady growth of the English military

power in the Peninsula, and the splendid career of Welling-
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l..u; the general suffering under the despotism of France ; the

U'.rmorable invasion of Russia ; the convulsive efforts of Ger-

tintiv in 1S13 ; the last campaign of Napoleon, the capture of

I'ari?, and his final overthrow at Waterloo." *

Timt, both in Europe and ximerica, was a period of conflict

U-twccn democratic ideas and old privileged, and the struggle

hi* lasted through the century.

(Vowding upon the drama of the French Revolution came
othtT historic events. The Bourbons restored, never forgetting

Afi'l never learning, are again overthrown, and a Napoleon

ft-turns to the throne of the empire. The battles of the Cri-

mea have agitated the world. The " Kingdom of Italy " has

cJiHiiged the political status of that beautiful portion of the

earth. England's sway in India has been disturbed by a

rvvolt widespread and dangerous, suppressed at great cost and
j'tinished witli extreme rigor. Russia has emancipated its serfs.

The American Republic has passed through a war for mag-
nitude and expensiveness before unknown, has maintained the

utiity of its government, vindicated its .paramount authority,

and closed the struggle by the constitutional emancipation of

four millions of slaves.

It has been characterized by remarkable physical progress.

Tilt' steam-engine, the telegraph, the railway, the photograph,

iruii-nrmored ships, throwing projectiles of astounding weight,
t}»o power-press, the sewing machine, agricultural machinery,
tJn.sc and other inventions mark the century in which Amer-
>'"^n Methodism has made its history.

It lias been an era of intellectual freedom, in which unbe-
h'f has been free to assail Christianity to its utmost content.
'5i tlie morning of the century, Voltaire and his school ; since
i''t'n assaults of all kinds have been made, terminating with
^^^ Zuluizcd arithmetic of Colenso, and the prettinesses of
»»' nan. Hence the century which began with such grand
*"^^ints, and goes to its grave amid the thunders of " Five
* "rks and music of breaking chains, has not been one of tor-
I«jr. Whatever Mctliodism may have done, has been wrought
*"«»d intense excitement and under lynx-eyed observation.

it^ completed century dates from a humble service conducted
'7 I'hilip Embury in the city of New York. It will chant its

Preface to Alison's History of Europe ; Thiers's Consulate and Empire, etc.
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commemoration songs in great states not then surveyed, in

cities then and for long after nnplanted, and will endow its

colleges where then stood the wigwam of the original " native

American." It has shared the unexampled physical growth

of the country, and much of that it has fostered if not

occasioned.

The commemoration of the centenary engaged the atten-

tion of the General Conference meeting in Philadelphia in

May, 1864- A committee of ministers of learning and experi-

ence was appointed. The report fixed October, 1866, as

marking the termination of the first century, and set forth the

fact that Methodism during that period has exercised a salu-

tary influence upon popular theology, and has been honored

with signal usefulness, and therefore it is deemed " right to

observe the closing period of this first centenary with special

solemnities and pious ofi'erings, which shall present before God
some humble expression of our devout gratitude, and lead to a

renewed consecration of ourselves, our services, and means to

the glory of our divine Master."

Fitly joined to the above were resolutions ordering the public

celebration of the occasion with special religious services and

devout thank-offerings, commencing on the first Tuesday in

October, 1866, and continuing through the month ; that '' the

primary object shall be the spiritual improvement of the mem-

bership, especially by reviewing the great things God has

wrought for us, the cultivating of feelings of gratitude for the

blessings received through the agency of Methodism."

From their importance, as well as for convenience of refer-

ence, we reproduce the remaining resolutions :

4. As the gratitude of the heart ever seeks expression in out-

ward acts^ we invite as a spontaneous offering to Almighty God
on this occasion jiecuniary contributious from each " according as

God hath prospered In'm," to be so appropriated as to render

more efticient in the century to come those institutions and agen-

cies to M'hich the Church has been so deeply indebted in the cen-

tury past.

5. Two departments of Christian enterprise shall be placed

before our people, one conncctional, central, and monumental, the

other local and distributive, and all shall be urged to make liberal

appropriations to both accordincr to their own discretion.

6. The Board of Jiisliops shall appoint twelve traveling preach-^

ers and twelve laymen, who, in connection with the members of

their own Board, shall be a committee to determine to what
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ctlii(^^ts and in what proportions the moneys raised as connectional

fun.ls shall be appropriated, and have power to take all steps

ut-cessiiry to their proper distribution.
_

7. The local funds shall be appropriated to the cause of educa-

tion and church extension under the direction, of a oommittee, con-

»i>ting of an equal number of ministers and laymen, appointed by
the several Annual Conferences within the bounds of which they

»ro raised.

e. Kach Annual Conference shall provide for the delivery of a

r.n morial sermon before its own body at the session next preced-

inij the centennial celebration, and also appoint a committee of an

e<{iinl number of ministers and laymen to give advice and direction

f.-r the appropriate celebration of the centennial in .our principal

churches.

Tlie second step was the appointment of the committee ; and

the judgment of the bishops represented in it all sections of the

C"untrj, and the various Church interests, leaving room for the

fingle regret that, from inadvertence, no direct representative

of the great German element of American Methodism was

K'lected. The constitution of the committee was approved by

the Church as eminently fitting, and there was a general feel-

ing that it was safe to repose with ministers so distinguished,

Po eminent for learning, so venerable from past service, and so

tiioroughly versed in the practical details of Methodism, and
vitii laymen of such financial ability, practical sense, and
Motliodist devotion, the management of the entire interest.

The third stage was the meeting of the General Committee,

convened by the bishops in Cleveland, Ohio, February 22,

l^Co. The venerable senior bishop, T. A. Morris, D.D., was
fleeted president, and Hon. J. M. Bishop vice-president. Rev.
•J- F. Chalfant, of Ohio, was made secretary. The proceed-

ings were fully reported by the denominational press, and
*tTe subsequently published in pamphlet. Thus came the

I^'licy of the General Committee before the Church, and was
'^ully discussed, the general tone of sentiment being appro-
l^atory.

liefure adjourning, a Central Committee, with head-quarters
»n New York, Mas appointed, of which Dr. M'Clintock is chair-

'nan, and Eev. W. C. lloyt secretary. Branch committees in

"'<' principal cities were appointed at Cleveland, and district

c-»nmiittees by the Central Committee, and thus as general and
lh«»rougU an organization as possible was effected.
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The fourth stage in the great movement was the second

meeting of the General Committee, held in New York, Novem-

ber 8, in the library of Daniel Drew, Esq. The Bench of

Bishops was present, one recently returned from India, and

another from the Pacific Coast, from the new conferences

organized by the General Conference of 1S64, as well as the

older portion of the work in California and Oregon. Another

was fresh from England and from the missions of Gei-mauy

and Sweden! "The world is my parish," said John Wesley;

and as the writer looked upon that group of men, it did seem

as though Wesley's sons were giving proof that tlie parish

should all be cultivated. There was a careful revision of the

action at Cleveland, in view of the discussion of the intervening

months, the action of annual conferences, etc. Scarcely in tlie

General Conference itself was the whole Church more fully

represented. Its findings will engage attention further on.

The committee at Cleveland requested Rev. Abel Stevens,

LL.D., to prepare a Centenary volume. He possessed peculiar

fitness for the work. For many years he has been the student

of ecclesiastical history, and has made Methodist history a

specialty. Nearly twenty years ago he produced two volumes

entitled " Memorials of Methodism in New England." Later

came his " History of the Religious Movement of tlie Eight-

eenth Century, called Methodism," followed by the "History

of the Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States

of America." The preparation of these works had familiar-

ized him with its impelling causes, its early chivalry,

its European and American persecutions, and its unpar-

alleled success, and into all these he entered con arnore. He
lived them over, participated in the conflicts, fought over the

battles, and exulted in the victories which had been won.

Reading those volumes, Methodism is seen to have been the

most remarkable ecclesiastical movement of this country. In

Great Britain it broke the deadly slumber of the "Establish-

ment," and brought back rectors and congregations to the

primitive fiiith of the New Testament and the personal expe-

rience promised believers. In this country it had, on the

Atlantic, a hard struggle with rigid ecclesiasticism in order to

break its power, intrenched behind barbarous prerogatives.

In this struggle it helped to win the good fight of freedom
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jnJ equality. It assailed in its strongholds a rigid Xecessita-

riani.-m, and exploded it, thus aiding intellectual emancipa-

tion, and, by developing the idea of personal moral account-

ahilitv, complementing the Eeformation doctrine of the right

of private judgment. It shook the domination of the English

Establishment, -v^'hich, refusing adequate provision of ministe-

rial ordination, virtually placed the American Churches under

interdict, barring them from the sacraments, from Chiirch-

lle^sed marriage, and compelling them to lay away their dead

without the rites of Christian burial. It comprehended in that

emergency the doctrine of the Apostolic Church, confirmed

by councils and the testimony of the Fathers, that the right of

ordination resides -with presbyters. At the same time it

believed that episcopacy was scriptural and expedient. And
thus it established the first, the real, the legitimate Episco-

jtal Church of the United States of America. It gave, by
itfl itinerancy and circuit system, the people a pastorate in

rural as well as urban populations. It became the patron of

popular education, the founder of schools, the projector of col-

leges. It established a system of book and periodical publi-

cation to this day unequaled. It moved in the advance of the

great Sunday-school work, and, by systematic efforts to save the

childreu, gave another proof of being in the valid succession

from Ilim who said " Feed my lambs."

Into all this Dr. Stevens (as he has concisely stated in his

dedication to Oliver Hoyt, Esq., his personal friend) entered

fully ; and, with an admiration sufficiently near hero-worship,

lie sketches the active lives and abundant labors of the pioneer

ministers of the Church.

He divides his work into three parts :
" I. "What is Method-

i^ni ? The Question Historically Answered." In this he treats

t'f its origin, founder, and early progress in England, as " a

Kovival Church in its spirit, a Missionary Church in its organ-
ization," " a resuscitation of the spiritual life and practical
aims of Christianity." . He sketches the two A7esleys and their

remarkable mother. "We are glad to find reproduced in this

I*<^^'pular volume the portion of Luther's Commentary John was
J^'ading when his " heart was strangely warmed." Of first his-

toric interest to Methodists, it has heretofore been read by few.
ll»c beginning of Methodist preaching, the organization of
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societies, the character of persecutions endured, the results

attained, the mission to America of Wliitefield, the unrivaled

preacher, complete the sixty-two pages of chapter first.

American ]y^ethodism engrosses the next chapter, its " Origin,

Founders, and Progress." The chronology of the author is

that adopted by the General Conference. He says :
" Though

Wesley sent no missionaries to America until 1769, the true

epoch of American Methodism dates three years earlier."

It is written, "Despise not the day of small things," and the

event-s recorded in this chapter give emphasis to the charge.

In 175S John Wesley visited county Limerick in Ireland, and

found settled in Court Mattress, in Killiheen, Balligarrane, and

Pallas, neighboring villages, a strange people. They were

neither Celts. nor Celtic, but come of the rugged Teutonic stock

which dwelt in the Palatinate on the Rhine, from whence they

were driven by the papal troops of Louis XIY. These "Pala-

tines" lived alone, orderly and industriously. They spoke the

language of their fathers, and with Germanic thrift made the

soil teem with vegetation and mottled it with flowers. They

were without pastors, but sustained their schools. Mr. Wesley

had much success in preaching the Gospel of present, witnessed

salvation ; but even his almost i:>rophetic ken did not discern

that the germ of American Methodism was there and then

planted I He did not, even in the visions of his clearest faith,

see that " the handful of corn " he there cast into the earth

"should shake like Lebanon." This chapter should be read

once and again. Eloquently is told the story of the embarka-

tion of the precious freight, the voyage, the landing at New
York, and the circumstances under which godly Barbara Heck
fairly compelled Philip Embury to proclaim the Gospel which

had saved him. The " rigging-loft," and then the chapel on

the site of the old John-street Church, became the centers

of the " movement." Then camQ Captain Webb in his royal

uniform, to " confirm the faith of the disciples." The preach-

ing captain " traveled at large," carrying ^lethodism into Long
Island and Xew Jersey ; in 17G7 or 17GS he organized, in a sail-

loft, the first class in Philadelphia ; and in 1770 secured the

purchase of St. George's Church. In 1769 he planted the

cause in Delaware. Visiting Baltimore, he comprehended the

necessity of more laborers for the whitening harvest, and first
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wrote and then ^vent to Mr. Wesley, and returned in 1773,

bringing with hira Eankin and Shadford. Embury continued

the laborious, unsalaried pastor of John-street until the arrival

of the " assistants " in 1769.

Tiiere was a fire burning toward the one kindled in ISTew

York. Another Irishman, Kobert Strawbridge, was busy in

Maryland. Some time between 17C0-1T65 he went to reside

on Sam's Creek, in Frederick County, and after using his own
cabin as a chapel, he secured the erection of a rude log build-

ing twenty-two feet square. It was never completed, but

beneath its primitive pulpit the brave Strawbridge buried two

of his children. Kestless, though "resigned," he traverse'd

the country as a flame of fire. Methodism was soon rooted in

Baltimore, which for many years was a great denominational

center. In the good days of peace and freedom may it become

fo once again ! "\Ye urge the reading of this chapter until it is

written upon the memory.

Reluctantly we pass the brilliant record of early Methodist

evangelists presented in the succeeding chapter, j^ext is traced

the rapid growth of Methodism, stretching westward, south-

ward, and northward, crystalizing in the formation of Annual
and General Conferences, the first of which convened in Phila-

delphia in 1773 with ten preachers, who reported one thousand

one hundred and sixty members. The first General- Confer-

ence gathered in Baltimore in 17S1 for the formal organization

of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Thus, with its well-com-

I'acted system of government, its articles, its liturgy, its hymn-
ology, with the first Protestant bishops of the Western hemi-

fpliere, Methodism entered upon its second stage of American
development. The statistical facts of this chapter are of much
value to those designing either to write or speak on the topics

«'f the Centenary Year.

The fifth chapter sketches the " Practical System " of Meth-
odism. It is matter of regret that the peculiarities of our sys-

t"-in are so seldom presented to our people by tlieir pastors, and
*'iat 60 many comnmnicants are in ignorance of its checks and
hulances, of its remarkable adaptation, of its popular character,

and the yet latent elements of its efficiency. In this chapter

^ a hne resume, which may be studied with much profit. In

^Q succeeding chapter the "Doctrinal System" which has
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been the staple of Methodist preaching, is considered. It is

matter for thankfulness that in the various separations which

have occurred, there has been none caused by contrary theo-

logical views, and the healthy Arminianism of Wesley and

Fletcher is held, for " substance of doctrine," by all branches

of Methodism. Our author says Wesley's

Arminianism was far from being that mongrel system of semi-

Pelagianisra and semi-Socinianism which for generations was

denounced by New England theologians as Arminianism, until the

most erudite Calviuistic authority of the Eastern States, (Professor

Stuart of Andover) rebuked the baseless charge, and bade his

Ijrethren no longer be guilty of it. Wesley taught original sin in

the language of the ninth Anglican Article; though he taught also

that both the justice and mercy of the Creator require that the

human race should not have been continued, under this law of

hereditary depravation, unless adequate provision were made for

it by the atonement; he preached, therefore, universal redemp-

tion.—Page 127.

It is well that the occasion comes for presenting anew the

Bymmetrical harmonious type of Wesleyan Arminianism. It

recognizes divine sovereignty, it recognizes human freedom,

and teaches

That the salvation or non-salvation of each human being depends
on his own free action in respect to the enlightening, renewing,

and sanptifying inworkings of the Holy Spirit. If, in respect

to these inworkings, he hold himself receptively, then will he

become holy both here and hereafter ; but if he closes his heart

against the same, he Avill continue in death both here and in

eternity. With this ground-view, all the other peculiarities of

Methodism, such as its peculiar dogma of freedom, its emphasis of

the working of the Holy Spirit, its doctrines of Christian perfec-

tion, etc., are intimately connected. In respect to its inmost spirit

and essence it is a viewing of Christianity from the stand-point of

Christian perfection or perfect love.

Such is the stand-point, such the doctrinal and historical sig-

nificance, of the Methodistic system. It presents Christian theology
" high as the love of God, deep as the want of man," It is the

ripe final result of the millennial-long spiritual study and search-

ing of the Church of Christ into the truths of the divine revelation.

And as soon as this view of the soteriological relation of God and
man shall find universal prevalence and acceptance, so soon
will tlie salvation or non-salvation of the soul cease to be made
dependent either on human conduct in regard to a particular

priesthood or an eternal decree of God, or on the mysterious

working of Church ceremonies, but will be regarded as depending
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on man's own action in regard to the enlightening, renewing, and

nanotitying influences of the Holy Spirit. Let us venture to hope

\vr ;ui early dawn of that day, so much anticipated and so anxiously

*iished for by so many and such earnest spirits of our time, in

wliich a new and rich outgushing of the Holy Ghost will put an

end to the intolerable disagreements of the old Churches and

creeds, and reveal the kingdom of God in power and great

majesty.

Part Second presents an answer to the question, " What

has Methodism achieved entitling it to the proposed commemo-

ration f^^ Not to boast, or to stretch ourselves beyond our

measure, but in simple justice to our fathers and brethren, do

we say that it is time to answer this question. Among public

mou and in sister Churches there is an amount of ignorance,

real or affected, for wliich there is no apology. Nay, during

tins era of fraternization and good feeling it has become too

much the style to keep them out of sight, in our own pulpits,

from our own children. Time, that proves all things, has been

busy with Methodism for a century. Is it a success or a fail-

tire? If successful, has its strength been spiritual or worldly?

^Vhat fruit has it borne? Let the facts be arrayed; let

llic scroll of history be unrolled. Thankful are we that this

;:rand epoch furnishes the occasion. The author treats its

Special Adaptation and Usefulness to the Country ; its Labors

in the Diffusion of Literature ; its Sunday-School Enterprises;

\\& Loyal and Patriotic Services ; and closes with an interesting

Summary Eeview. We venture these, and other facts to be

brought out during the centenary year, will come to not a few

Methodists with the freshness of a new revelation.

The chapter on the Loyalty and Patriotic Services of Method-
i-m claims brief but honorable mention. It shows the real

pucition of our Church during the Eevolution. Our English

ministers, like those of other denominations, mostly returned

to England. Mr. Wesley sought to prevent war and, what he

••''iw would follow, separation and independence, hence he wa-ote

Jiii "Calm Address to the American Colonies." England was
"lii^, and with cruelly systematic madness compelled war, and

^lis beaten. Then he demanded justice for the colonists. We
<^ut from the volume before us an extract from his letter to

I^)rd Xorth and tlie Earl of Dartmouth, written the day after
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I am a High-Churchman, the sou of a High-Churchman, bred up
from my childhood in the higliest notions of passive obedience and
non-resistance, and yet, in spite of all my long-rooted prejudices, I

cannot avoid tJdnk'aig these, an ojrpressed people., askedfor nothing

more than their legal rights, and that in the mosC modest and inof-

fensive manner that the nature of the thing mould allow. But
waiving this, I ask, Is it common sense to use force toward the

Americans? Whatever has been affirmed, these men "svill not be
frightened, and they will not be conquered easily. Some of our

valiant oflScers say that " two thousand men will clear America of

these rebels." A^o, nor ticentg thousand, be they rebels or not, nor
perhaps treble that number. They are strong ; they are valiant

;

they are one and all enthusiasts, enthusiasts for liberty, calm, delib-

erate enthusiasts. In a short time they will understand discipline

as well as their assailants. But you are informed "they are

divided among themselves." So was poor Rehoboam informed
concerning the ten tribes ; so was Philip informed concerning the

people of the Xetherlands. No ; they are terribly united ; they
think they are contending for their wives, children, and liberty.

Their supplies are at hand, ours are three thousand miles off.

Are we able to conquer the Americans suppose they are left to

themselves ? We are not sure of this, nor are we sure that aU our

neighbors will stand stock still.

Bishop Asbury's British birth caused him to be suspected,

but he was the staunch friend of independence. Dr. Stevens

gives an interesting statement, well worthy insertion did our

space permit, which shows how our young Church, with the

clear vision of spiritual patriotism, saw the danger of state-

rights heresies, and in its creed, among its Articles of Faith,

wrote the majestic authority of the new nation.

IS'ot alone to the Eevolution does our Church make its

appeal for full proof of its loyalty and patriotic devotion. Its

centenary year presses hard upon the stupendous war for the

Union, for the doctrijie of its creed, the record of its pulpit and

press, the patriotic devotion of its sons—all this is passing into

history. What the late President said in answer to the depu-

tation of the General Conference—and the words were spoken

while tlie terrible battles of the AVilderness were being fought

—

is known. It is not well that this page of our Church history

should either be torn out or folded down.

He retraces the well-known genesis of American Methodism,

and want of space alone prevents our dwelling upon this part,

and obliges us to hasten to those parts in which he furnishes

new topics, and traces fresh lines of thought.
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From the Past and its Achievements, the author passes to

consider the " Capabilities and Responsibilities [of Methodism]

for the Future:'

Tlic author's finding is, that to-day it stands strong, with its

K)lid scriptural theology, its system compact and vigorous, and

"with more diffused wealth than any sister denomination."

If tills be so, it should ask solemnly what are its responsibili-

tiw I The author classifies them thus : First, the better con-

M>cration of its wealth to the public good. The population of

the country is increasing with unequaled rapidity, and the

country is daily growing richer. All is active. The Church
is Burnmoned to such high duties as never before demanded
her activities. As one of the first duties is the " more vigorous

|irosecution of its educational work, and that it shall crown
it5 present jubilee by endowing, in accordance with the plan

of its Centenary Committee, a monumental fund for educa-

tion which shall worthily commemorate the great occasion."

Secondly, " It should especially enlarge its means of ministerial

education." Thirdly, "Methodism should feel itself responsi-

I'le to minister hereafter, more than heretofore, to the public

culture by the improvement of church architecture." He files

fc pj)ccial plea for "religions art," which, "unlike painting and
^<^ulpture, [he might have added music,] will not lend itself to

vice; its severe and stately beauty disdains eflemiuate or

voluptuous tastes. It is the most sublime, the most religious

t'f the works of art." He pleads for it, further on, on the

>corc of economy, and the point is well taken. Deformity in

church building is frightfully expensive.

In this plea for " religious art," let it be understood that

'^uilding committees are henceforth expected to provide for all

lJ«c peculiarities of Methodism. The elevation may- be perfect

Gothic, Byzantine, ]^onnan, or Romanesque ; but if there are

^o accommodations for the Sunday-school, the prayer and class-

njceting, the edifice is a costly failure. Give it these, provide
"»c best possible conveniences for preaching, for the adminis-
tration of the sacraments, for sacred song, and let it liave an
tilerior of churchly beauty which shall not require a sign-

^->ard to distinguish it from a boarding-house or tactory.

fourthly, "It should be one of its most earnest aims to con-

*<'Udato its forces by the union of its American branches."
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The autlior sees no reason for the continued separation of the

Southern from the Methodist Episcopal Church. Slavery, the

"middle wall," is hroken do\\Ti ; one in doctrine, one in econ-

omy, and substantially one in discipline, there should be an

early union. Time will show. Such a consummation cannot

be hurried. But surely the other branches of Methodism can-

not see cause for further division. Are we not one in the

glorious memories of our heroic past ? Are we not one in our

Bible Arminianism ? Have we not one grand aim ? Let the

richly-colored leaves of October, our grand centennial month,

fall upon the grave of our divisions

!

We commend the discussion of his fifth topic to our minis-

try aud Church officei-s :
" Methodism should earnestly seek to

solve that now most important of its practical problems, how
to secure its children in its own pale."

The last topic is thus stated :
" Finally, and above all things,

Methodism is reminded of its responsibility to maintain vital

apostolic piety in the land, and to spread it over the world."

For Methodism to ignore the supernatural, and no longer

to rely upon divine energy, is to be Methodism no more. It

must not be borne away by fanaticism, neither must it be

water-logged by formalism. Eminently, truly churchly^ let it

not strike the guidons of its battle-marchings to a cold church-

ism. Its vocation is to spread a revival of God's work until

the world is saved. Let it bestir itself, for other denomina-
tions are striving mightily for the salvation of the lost, and
Methodism should hear that apocalyptic voice: "Let none
take thy crown." In this regard special obligation rests upon
the strong and wealthy Churches of our cities. They give

tone to others. Let them show by their intensified earnestness

that all is consecrated upon the altar of Christian service.

The chapters thus noticed have all the peculiarities of the

author. Full of life, sparkling, burning, energizing the reader

with the same animus. We smile to meet the familiar "in

fine" and "upshot," almost as inseparable from the doctor's

style as the meerschaum from the study of the German.
To his chapters Dr. M'Clintock has added a valuable supple-

ment. Without a detailed statement of the exact condition of

the centennial celebration, the volume would be a disappoint-

ment. This Dr. M'Clintock has given clearly and concisely,
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in A " Statement of the Connectional Arrangements for the Cele-

tmtion of the Centenary of American Methodism, 1SG6, as

fttsthorized by the General Conference and the Committees

Ri.jK'iiited by its Order." As chairman of the Central Com-

rlittec, the doctor is familiar with the whole subject. This

»pj)ciulix gives the action of the General Conference, of the

(u-neral Committee, names of the members of the committees,

etc. It will be observed the grand design of the pecuniary

»i<le of the celebration is educational. To the relief and

t-ndowment of colleges and academies most of the local

finids will be appropriated. In the connectional funds there

will be two exceptions : the Centenary Mission Buildings

in New York, and the Irish Connectional Fund. The first

appeals to the whole Church. There is at present no suitable

tuis^ion hall in New Tork, no place worthy the dignity of the

annual meetings, no proper museum for missionary curiosities,

i:<<r suitable accommodations for missionaries who, with their

families, await transportation. The Irish Fund rests on other

p-ounds. The past tells how much American Methodism has

r.ceivcd from Ireland—Barbara Heck, Embury, Strawbridge.

Iri.-h Methodism is in the forefront of the contest with popery,

:uid yet loses annually by emigration to ximerica more than

i?.- aggregate increase of membership. There are more Irish

.Methodists in America than in Ireland.

Prominent among connectional objects is the cause of min-

i^^terial education ; and it is remarkable that this is the first

tall made upon the whole Church by its chief authorities for

tills purpose. The statement will excite surprise ; let its sig-

riitieance be pondered. Appeals have been made for colleges,

academies, and seminaries, but none for ministerial education

distinctively. Its two biblical schools were planted, the one
'n New England, by New England contributions, the other in

tlio Northwest, by the beneficence of that elect lady, Mrs. Gar-
't'tt

; and in the centennial year the third starts into life from
tl'C princely liberality of Daxiel Drew. Thus it appears

^•ley have cost the Church literally nothing.

-« Vr contra, there is a loud and persistent demand from the

^ 'lurches for a ministry of culture. Now let our laymen know
•jL-'tinctly that the bishops appoint the pastors from the men
^^•lected h}/ the laity, /rom the laity. Such as they furnish,
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and no others, can be sent. They, can have such as they arc

willing to provide, and can have no others. For the iii-st time

there is a conneetional call made by authority, and the response

of the brethren who so loudly demand the " ministry of cul-

ture " is to be seen. For the first time the laymen of the

Church are to go upon the record on this question. "With full

faith we await the result.

The wisdom of the Church is accepting as suflScient fur its

present wants, and perhaps for years to come, those now in

operation with the one proposed by the munificence of Mr.

Drew, and recognized by the General Committee. The Gen-

eral Conference has advised against their rapid multiplication,

and with good reason. Each of these schools can be made, by

wise liberality, to furnish instruction to as many students as

throng the halls of any of the higher collegiate institutions.

Those at present established are accessible to young men from

all parts of the Church. Prudence demands that they be

amply endowed, and made competent to the instruction of all

comers. To make them second to none, these institutes

demand the concentrated patronage of the Church. Their

chairs should be filled by its most competent men, and when
filled given so large a number of students as to inspire them
with enthusiasm. The buildings should be spacious, and

adapted to every want. The libraries should include all that

is valuable in the theological lore of the past and present.

These essentials can be secured only by concentration. In

due time one must be planted upon the Pacific, and possibly

others may be needed ; but at present let the Church make
the existing trio worthy of the conneetional liberality of

Methodism.

Dr. M'Clintock pertinently sets forth the claims of the Bib-

lical School in Bremen in paragraphs below

:

The Biblical School at liremen affords instruction to young men
preparing for the ministry in Germany, as well as in America. Its

support appeals to no single locality of ^lethodism, but to the
whole Church. Let us remember that the Palatine Irish, among
whom Embury and his associates were trained, wore not Koman-
ists, but the children of German Protestants. Let us remember,
too, that our Methodist theology, and especially our Methodist
view of practical and experimental religion, were originally derived
by Wesley from German sources. It was the reading of Luther
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<fl (Jalatians that led "Wesley to true faith in Christ. It was the

r.:1iK'iice of the suggestions of Bohler and the Moravians that gave

l.u iniiul the first bias toward the full evangelical view of faith

xv.A its effects. (See pp. 29-32.) And with this sense of gratitude

r-r the past, let us consult our security for the future by doing all

*c can to evangelize, in their oxon home^ the Germans who are to

cvako up 80 large a part of the future American people.—Pp.
:fll,2C2.

Thus far in these educational centenary movements there

xre local interests commending tliem especially to the favor of

•..mc portions of the Church. But what shall be the com-

tti'juiorative educational monument of the centennial ? Not a

j;!u'antic university, as some have suggested. It is useless to

fcr^'uc for th« impossible. It is easy to paint such a central

university, equal to Yale and Harvard, and it appeals strongly

!.. denominational pride ; but such a project would not com-

:ri:ind the support of New England, committed to the "Wes-

Ivvan at Middletown ; it would excite the opposition of the

friends of Ohio "Wesleyan, Asbury, Northwestern, etc. It is a

line picture, and only a picture. It is equally impossible to

r^'Ht-entrate the benevolence of the whole Church upon either

of the bibhcal schools, or upon a new one, which should be

the colossal center, of which the Boston and Evanston schools

>li<-uld be modest, unpretentious wings. Still more visionary

:» the proposition to make the erection of a gigantic Book
•C<.>neern and Mission House in New York the connectional

»»oi\ument of the centennial. There is a Western Book Con-

<^ni, which will never consent to be thus overshadowed and
** made of none efl'ect." It is to be regretted that a scheme so

'"'practicable has been thrown upon public attention at so late

J-'* hour.

The centenary monument is not to be a massive pile of

»^arble; not a sculptured obelisk, not a cloud-piercing spire,

J'Ut an institution, a great connectional fund, consecrated for

*'l time to the work of Christian education. Into this we
''u.«t every contributor will direct a portion of his gifts.

*'r. Stevens this raouument as to be,

»^ itnessed by the eyes of our posterity, when on the anni-
y-rsary morning of October, 19G6, they shall throng in re-

*'"!ibled hosts to their temples, and respond back over our
fTavcs to this anniversary epoch, and send forward to the next
*^<-' anthems of our jubilee. God grant that the hymns of that

I-'ouimi Series, Vol. XVni.—12
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morning may resound not only over this, but over both American
continents, from Labrador to Terra del Fuego, and that the mis-

eions of Methodism may respond to them from all the ends of tlic

earth ! Our chief memorial of the epoch, as has been stated, is not

to be a building but an institution—a Fund for Education ; tlie

interest of which alone is to be expended, the principal to he

handed down as our salutation to the Methodists who shall

assemble on that tar-off morning. A more practicable or more
sublime design is hardly possible to the denomination. Its otiier

leading interests, like missions, Sunday-schools, etc., have the

habitual sympathy and support of its people, but education can

hardly, expect such support, and yet can it be pronounced a

less important, though it may be a less direct, interest of the

Church ? Were its centenary contributions to be given to these

more immediate interests, they would soon be absorbed or ex-

pended, profitably indeed, but in such manner as to lose their

monumental character. The Church can confide these interests to

its current sympathy and help, but education needs permanent en-

dowment, and a great educational fund, like that proposed, is of all

Church interests the best fitted to be monumental. It can continu-

ally assist our existing seminaries and erect new ones, and yet its

undiminished principal be transmitted as our benediction to the

future. Let ns then establish it on a scale worthy not only of the

last, but of the next hundred years of our history.—Pp. 242, 243.

Dr. M'Clintock tlius rouses the attention of the Church:

It is the one object to which every member of the Church, it i<

hoped, will contribute something, inasmuch as it is, of all the objects

named, the most thoroughly Connectional and the most clearly

monumental. A permanent fund of a million of dollars, or more;
will be a monumental institution, more lasting than brass, to carry
down to posterity the gratitude of the Methodists of 1S6G, a's

testified by their Centenary gifts. It will form at the same time
our most beneficent legacy of the Centenary year to the century
that is to follow. The rapid march of the census of American
population outstrips all calculation. By the year 1900 there will

be teeming millions in regions now just opened to settlement and
to enterprise. Moreover, the whole South is just reopened by the

extinction of the great rebellion. For all this vast population our

Permanent Fund will afford a steady assistance and stimulus to

effort for the great work of Christian education. Let us make thi-J

fund a grand and worthy Centenary monument. If there be

failure in any part of our plan, let there be none in this.—P. 259.

We see in this a strong connectional bond, fastening the

extremes to the center. If we shall found a benefaction for

the generations coining after us, a benefaction which cannot

be wielded with sectional partiality, will they, for any trivial
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oniw», cut loose from it ? It is wise to strengthen tlie centrip-

ful force of our Church where that will dispense centrifugal

Uncnecuce. "We trust the good sense of our people will suffer

r...'hing to defeat this connectional movement. At the risk of

-.nrurring tlie charge of tautology we repeat, Let every donor

Jind into this fund a portion of his gifts. Let the rich cast

ui'.u this treasury of their abundance, let the widow give it one

cf her two mites, and the poor dispense it a portion from their

»>.'verty. It will be short-sighted policy which shall refuse aid

lu this fund to concentrate upon local objects. Especially let

Ujc above sentence be pondered by the newer portions of our

o>nnection. They may concentrate all in their immediate cir-

cle upon local objects, but to do so will contract the liberality

of donors, lessen the grand churchly character of the move-
nu'iit, and becloud a brilliant future for a half successful present.

Somdhingfrovi every Methodist for the Centenary EduGational

Fund! Let that be everywhere spoken, whispered, shouted !

Ix-t it ring from every Methodist pulpit, and be Advocated by
the entire Methodist press ! The Church will do right if it

l.V'i the uifurmation.

The Central Committee takes it for granted that the confer-

tticc committees and special agents will take care of the local

pi'iscs, and puts forth its efforts for the general. It appoints
tranch and district committees to supervise the general inter-

t>tp, receive and forward connectional funds, etc. The pastors

iri- representatives of the authority of the General Conference
*hon they represent those funds.

There is no conflict between the connectional and local.

Tlioy supplement, not antagonize each other. There is care for

-'-i;;!iborhood and conference interests while there is hearty
J>»nd-shaking with the whole Church. Let there be the
utmost care in avoiding all collision and in securing all har-
oiony.

U was a grave inadvertence which caused some conferences
^* a-ssume the dictation of the disposition of local funds. The
'^•neral Conference guarded that carefully, so that the laymen,

•*"jfn whom the lar<>;e pGrccnta<]:e of contributions must come,
•-'iU t>c as potential in their distribution as the ministry. Many
<*' iho conferences acted in advance of the last meeting of the

^^•ucral Committee, and so in ignorance of the facts. The
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responsibility is with tlie mixed committees, and the confercncu

action can only be regarded as advisory.

Dr. M'Clintock has collated information as to the manner

of the collections, and we commend the sections found betwecii

pages 260 and 269 to the carefid consideration of committec-o

and pastors.

And now the great occasion is upon us. Xot in strife or

vainglory let the whole army of Methodism in all its divisior.-;

move to its observance. It ought to bind anew the cords ul"

connectional sympathy and love. In the preparation for our

denominational jubilee, let us not be men of a section, but of

the Church. Let us walk about our Zion, count all its towers,

and tell all its bulwarks. Minnesota shall send greeting to

!Mississippi, Maine to California, Vermont to Oregon ! The

centennial song of the Atlantic shall be sung to the accompani-

ment of the Pacific. O that in sacred oneness, the oneness of

doctrine symboled by that glorious utterance, God is love, all

the children born to Methodism may meet at their thanks-

giving festival ! There have been strifes and divisions ; there

have been dissensions and separations—alas that it has been

60 ! Kow, in the name of our Master, who said, " I pray . . .

that they may all be one,"

"Let the dead past bury its dead,"

and let us again strike fraternal hands, and, by-gone divisions

forgotten, let the whole household sing,

* "Servants of one common Lord,

Sweetly of one heart and mind,

"Who can break a threefold cord.

Or part whom God bath joined?

" Partakers of the Saviour's grace,

The same in mind and heart.

Nor joy, nor grief, nor time, nor place.

Nor life, nor death can part."

Let the whole family of Methodism aspire after such a

spiritual baptism as shall make its centennial never to be for-

gotten. As our pulpit and press shall review the doctrinal

system which hath wrought so mightily, shall there not be also

proclaimed in stirring appeals the privilege of all to enjoy that

depth of Christian experience, that partnership of Christian

power, which made our fathers invincible ?
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We reproduce, as pertinent to this line of thought, one or

two paragraphs from the eloquent address of the deceased Mr.

Thornton to the last General Conference :

Tlie great matter is, we need the baptism of the Holy Ghost.

!Io«' often have we said, in the language of the Xicene divines,

"I believe in the Holy Ghost, the Lord and giver of life, who
jTooecdeth from the Father and the Son." How often have we
protested that our sei'vices without Him are clouds without water,

clouds which (as Richard "Watson said) may be gay with all the

hurs of light, but which mock the husbandman as they pass in

V.rilliant career over his parched fields. The clouds we long to see

ire charged with the vapors of spring, tremble to the impulse of

the breeze, and impatient to pour the vital shower on the dry and
thirsty earth. We want the Holy Ghost.

We want the constant baptism, not merely a fruitful rain here,

and sterility there and then ; not excitement to-day and miserable
cAldncss to-morrow; but zeal fed from the celestial altar, a fire

that will not go out. "We want a constant revival, one continual

intriithering of souls. Then he that reapeth shall receive wages,
ind gather fruit to life everlasting. But while we desire a con-

it.int baptism of grace, we value the extraordinary effusions also,

wlicn God shall send them, and when the living waters cut their

own channels. Then all hail to the lifo-giviug floods ! May they
come on Europe and on America !

" Awake, awake, O north
wind, and blow! thou south wind, awake! Then shall the spices
<-'!' the garden of the Lord flow out, and Zion will be the joy of the
••arth." Had I the voice of thunder, I would lift it up in affirming

lli:it what the Church wants more than everything else is the
power from on high, the glory of the Holy Ghost, the pentecostal
datne. Pentecost is not an obsolete word. It does not belong to
old history only. The Spirit is coming.

Vhat ought the Church to do as a thank-offering in the con-se-

(ration of her substance to the Lord? Let it be first of all

Mnembered thaf this oflering is in addition to the regular col-

K-ctions, not substituted for either of them. They must be

-'-ncstly and faithfully presented and the usual response given.

Then, after they are provided for, is to come the thank-offer-

^^'^ of the century.

How much shall it be? The General Conference said:

As the highest authority of the Methodist Episcopal Church, we
<^'rnracnd this whole subject to the prayerful consideration of every
^••nister, traveling and local, and every official and private nieni-

^T of the Church, calHng for the most systematic and energetic
flT'jrts everywhere to carry out in their true spirit these noble

J'Uns ; ^,,j jjfjg^ ^jjg consideration, we deem it right to ask for
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and to expect not less than two railHons of dollars for achieve-

ments which will be worthy of our great and honored Church, and

which shall show to our descendants to the latest generations

the oratitude we feel for the M'onderful Providence which origina-

ted and has so largely blessed and prospered our beloved Church.

" Not less than two millions "—that sum is the minimum.

Our personal views of the ability of the Church might be

deemed extravagant. We give, instead, the sober estimate of

Bishop Morris, the venerable senior of the Episcopal college.

He lias seen the Church growing. Fifty yeai^s has he spent in

its ministry, and during that time he has traversed its length

and breadth. In a recent communication to one of the Chm-ch

papers he said :

The figures below have reference to the final aggregate of cen-

tenary contributions to botli funds, connectional and local. Our
communicants, omitting small fractions, are 929,000. These I

divide into sections of 100,000 each, and note down what those of

each section can probably give, on an average, per member, pro-

ceeding upon the Bible scale, " from the least to the greatest," or

from the poorest to the most wealthy. The estimate is moderate.

If there be any failure in filling the bill it will not be for want of

will or ability on the part of our people, but because of neglect

on the part of pastors to secure universal attention of all our

friends in all the charges to this glorious enterprise.

1. 100,000, average 25 cents $25,000
2. 100,000, average 50 cents 50,000

3. 100,000, average 75 cents 15,000

. 4. 100,000, average $1 100,000
6. 100,000, average $2 200,000
6. 100,000, average $3 300,000
1. 100,000, average $5 500,000
8. 100,000, average $10 1,000,000
9. 100,000, average $20 2,000,000

Fraction of 29,000, good for 750,000

Total $5,000,000

So far as I can understand the matter, there is nothing imprac-

ticable or extravagant in this estimate of $5,000,000. If we realize

that sum in 1866, and secure a net increase of seventy-one thou-

sand members to make up an even million, I shall be content.

"Who can pronounce his estimate extravagant ? Is there one

of his specifications which a thoroughly organized effort cannot

accomplish ? If not, and if there are those who purpose

princely offerings, why may we not confidently expect the five

millions wliich the practical bishop pronounces a moderate

estimate ? It is within the easy reach of the Church.
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But the time for argument is passed by and the time for

action comes. It is doubted if 1966 will bring so glorious an

opportunity. Methodism comes now with a nation's blessing

ni>on her head, amid the thanksgivings of peace, and the grate-

ful shouts of four millions of liberated sons of bondage ; comes

after a century of unexampled progress and of unmeasured

prosperity to answer the question of her own heart

:

'< "What shall I render unto the Lord for all his benefits

toward me ?

"

History shall record in what manner the question was

answered.

Art. II.—the LATEST x\TTEMPTS TO HARMONIZE THE
MOSAIC HISTORY OF CREATION AND GEOLOGY.

Giovanni Batt. Pianciaxi, (S. J.) Cosmogonia naturalc com-

parata col Genesi. Roma: 1865.

J. n. KuEZ, Jjihel zoid Astronomie yiehst Zugahen vermandten

Inhalts. Eine Darstellung derBiblischen Ivosmologie und ihrev

Beziehungen zn den Natuvwissenscbaften. Fiinfte Auflage.

Berlin: 1864.

Atiianasius Bosizio, (S. J.,) Hexacmeron und die Geologic.

Briefe iiber die Anwendung der geologischen Forschnngen bei

der xVusIegung der heiligen Schopfinigsgeschichte. Mainz : 1 865.

F. "W". ScnuxTZ,Z>J6 SchopfimgsgescJiichtenach Natuncissenschafl,

und Bihel. Beitrag zur Verstandigung, Gotha : 1865.

The apologetical exposition of the first chapter of Genesis, or,

in other words, the establishment of a harmony between Bib-

NoTE BY THE Tran'SLATOR.—The article here presented in an English dress ap-

r^'ars in the first number of a new German monthly entitled " Der Bevseus rfc-5 Glan-

*«J." As its title indicates, the new periodical is devoted to tlie defense of Chrisli-

•nitv, particularly against naturalistic science, pantheistic philosophy, and ultraraontane

T^^'Selytism. It enrolls very strong men in its list of editorial and other contrib-

*-^'r8, and, judging from the first two numbers, promises to become one of the

Rost wide-awake and valuable of the periodicals of Germany. We take pleasure

»n rwommending it—without solicitation—to all readers of German interested in

IJ.'.' discussion of apologetical questions. It may bo ordered through any German

^<«k seller, the subscription price being for the present 1>< thaler, Prussian cur-

'ncy, with a prospect of reduction as soon as the enterprise shall have becomo

financially paying. Each number contains 48 pages.
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Heal Revelation and Geological Science in the realm of Cos-

mogony, is one of the most interesting and at the same time

one of the most difficult problems in the entire domain of

Christian Apology. The manifestly not inconsiderable dif-

ference which exists between the succession of creative acts

in the Hexaemeron and the succession of geological forma-

tions, together with their organic remains, has called forth

in the progress of modern geological and paleeontological

research a whole series of attempts at reconciliation, the

latest of which are especially marked by learned ingenuity,

and by the greatest possible avoidance of that harshness

and capriciousness of exegesis which not unfrequently char-

acterized former works. There are particularly four ways

in which the reconciliation of these differences has Been

attempted : 1. By running a strict parallel between the six

days of creation and the main epochs of the geological devel-

opment, (liypothesis of Literal Agreement.) 2. By making the

geological epochs and catastrophes anterior to the six days

of creation, (the Restltutionary Hypothesis) 3. By referring

the pahTontological phenomena to geological revolutions and

cataclysms posterior to the Hexaemeron, particularly to the

universal deluge described in Genesis vi-ix, (the Hiluvian
Hypothesis.) 4. By abandoning the effort to establish a strict

agreement between Geology and Genesis, in consequence of

apprehending the Mosaic account of creation as indeed true,

but not literally and scientifically accurate, (hypothesis of Ldml
or Substantial Agreement.)*

In the following pages we will subject each of the above-

mentioned methods of reconciliation to a careful examination,
glancing occasionally at that which has thus far been done
toward their scientific elaboration and proof, but preserving a

special reference to the four new works mentioned at the

head of this article, each one of which advocates one of the

above h^'potheses with warmth and decision.

I. Tlie most natural attempt to explain the origin of the geo-

logical formations, and of the petrifactions contained in them,
was, for the simple Scripture faith of the elder theologians, the

The first of tliese hypotheses is styled by our author " Die Concordanz

hypothese" tlie last " Die Idecd-concordistische Ei/i)othese."—Tr.
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mpposition that these organic remains date from the Noachian

dduge, or if not exclusively from this, at least from similar

iit7>c>l:iting catastrophes subsequent to the Hexaemeron. Al-

ready the Church Father TertulUan attributed diluviau origin

to the petrified shells and animals which are found in and on

the mountains.* At the end of the seventeenth century

Ixihnitz pursued (in his '" Protogaea ") essentially the same

course for the genetic explanation of the new facts which geol-

ojry already in his day was rapidly bringing to light. In his

fiK)tsteps followed the Englishmen Thomas Burnet, (Telluris

Theoria Sacra, 1698 ;) John Woodward, (an Essay toward a Natu-

ral History of the Earth, 1696, 1733 ;) and others, as also the

celebrated Zurich naturalist and physician Scheitchzer, who
believed to have found in the anthropomorphous skeleton of a

gigantic salamander the bones of a human being who had

perished in the deluge, and accordingly a strong proof for the

truth of Bible History, {Homo diluvil testis ; Herharium dihi-

viamim ; Physica saci'a, 1T27, ss.) More recently the Eussian

geologist Stephan Kutorga, ('' Einige Worte gegen die Theorie

der stufenweise Entwickelung der organischen Wesen der

Erde,'- 1839,) the Frenchman Sorignet, ("La Cosmogonie de la

T'ible devant les Sciences Perfectionnoes," 185-i ;) the well-

known Lutheran theologian and Old Testament commentator,
Keil, (in Dieckhoff and Kliefoth's " Zcitschrift," 1860, p. 479, ss.

;

as also in his '•' Commentary on Genesis," 1862 ;) and latest of
all the distinguished Roman Catholic preacher and devotional

author, E.Veith, (in his Apologetical Lectures on Genesis i-xi,

deHvered in Yienna, "Die Anfange der Menschenwelt," 1865,)
'lave attempted to defend, in substance, this diluvian hypoth-
esis. Among the authors of the four works 'here to be re-

viewed, the Jesuit Bosizio also declares himself in favor of this

method of reconciliation.

At the very beginning of his work, our author emphasizes
the great uncertainty, vacillation, and disagreement of the
current geological investigations and opinions, and argues
tlierofrom, that it is the duty of the defender of Genesis to

pruceed vdth the greatest caution. He thence proceeds to

*i»''joct the attempts thus for made to reconcile Genesis and
f-»eo!ugy (that is, the main forms of the first two hypotheses

TcTtidUan, de Pallio, chap. ii. Compare also Ilippolyius, Refutat. haeres, I, 14
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above enumerated) to a searching criticism, and then seeks to

show that the geogenic tlieories of modern geology are wholly

unreliable. How little one can trust to these theories is seen,

he says, 1, From the fact that, as yet, only an extremely thin

stratum of the earth has been scientifically investigated, and

that one can as little pretend to a correct knowledge of the

interior of our planet as a man who has made scratches here

and there in the skin of his hand can pretend to the posses-

sion of an exact anatomical knowledge of his whole body,

(p. 227 ;) 2. From the fact that the millions of years which

the geologists require for the formation of the sedimentary

rocks have been deduced solely from hypotheses of the most

baseless and, in part, most contradictory character, (p. 236
;)

3. From the observations of such physicists as Ehrenberg, Y.
Leonhard, Goppert, and Daubrde, who, especially the two lat-

ter, have demonstrated by reliable experiments that the forma-

ation of the crystalline rocks, and their petrifactions under other

conditions of air and heat, not only could, but also must have

proceeded much more rapidly than is now the case, (p. 240, ss.;)

4. From the fact, now universally conceded as an established

geological result, and insisted upon by such palaeontologists as

H. von Meyer, O. Yolger, and H. G. Bronn, that the suc-

cession of strata and petrifactions does not appear to be regu-

lar, nor such as to prove the favorite geological axiom of a

gradual development, organically rising from lower to higher
forms of life, (p. 256, ss.) We have therefore to abandon^and
decidedly to reject the cosmogenic theories of modern geoloey
in general, and particularly this through and through panthe-
istic idea of a systematically proceeding development of the

primeval organic inhabitants of the earth, and this the more
from the fact that all these ideas owe their origin to an
excessive opposition of the natural science of the present day,

to the " Semetic influences " which formerly obtained a footing

in geology, and are, for this very reason, of an unscientific

character. The only probable theory of the origin of the

petrifactions is, on the contrary, according to Pater Bosizio, the

following

:

That all those fossiliferous sedimentary deposits upon the sur-
face of our earth, wliich modern geology Las only artificially
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divided into periods and formations, were not formed during the

progress of creation, but subsequent to its completion, in the

course of ages, by the universal deluge of history, and other sim-

ilar catastrophes, (numberless and undeniable proofs of which are

presented in the entire composition and structure of the present

surface of our earth ;) in which a great multitude of the then
existing animals and plants perished, the remains of which we
now find inclosed and covered up in sedimentary, clastic, and lim-

matic strata, in their former geographical habitat ; or buried and
bedded in hollows and pits, on rocky heights, in rents and gorc^es

of mountains, whitlier they were swept by slimy floods ; or, finally,

as fossils in the different sedimentary chalk and sandstone forma-
tions, in coal veins, in deposits of slate, of marl and clay. This
opinion rightfully seems the more probable, inasmuch as innumer-
able geological facts furnish proofs equally numberless, that the
surface of our earth has actually, in the course of ages, been the
theater of such mighty convulsions, inundations, volcanic erup-
tions, and other similar events, by which entire districts of country
have been laid waste, and enormous sedimentary and lava-like

deposits have been formed. It may rightfully be claimed to be
the best established, since the actual facts, both of geology and
palaeontology, not only do not contradict, but much rather fully

confirm it.-^Pages 328, 329.

Although Bosizio in reality can only cite Leibnitz, Scheweh-

zer, and Kutorga as vouchers for his opinion, he nevertheless

declares it, at least according to its negative side—that is, so

far as it nnconditionally protests against every application of

the theories and doctrines of modern geology to the interpret-

ation of the Hexaenieron—to be the only correct standpoint

of the Catholic exegete in this matter. He demands, there-

fore, that we " quietly wait until geology shall have returned

from her wanderings in the domain of untenable theories, and,

freed from all her blunders, shall have penetrated to the exact

troth." (Pages 336, 337.) This demand is in substance a very

jnst one, inasmuch as in point of fact manifold scientific fan-

cies are still mixed up with the geological treatment of the

history of creation, particularly in all determinations relating

to time. But that the result of this certainly needed retro-

version of geological science must consist in a complete or

nearly complete reproduction of the old diluvian hypothesis,

no one who is even tolerably well acquainted with the actu-

'Jly attained results of geological investigation will be likely

to grant. The petrifactions of the so-called diluvial forma-

tions, as also those of the uppermost tertiary strata, might
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donbtless, -witli some show of scientific truth, be referred to

the Noachian deluge, and to other great inundations and rev-

olutions subsequent to the completion of the work of creation.

But this supposition can never be extended to the petrifac-

tions contained in the lower mountain strata, or to the forma-

tion and position of these elder strata themselves. The coal

formation alonej this unmistakable product of the gradual

sinking of enormous layers of plants, shows the absolute inad-

missibility of a theory according to which the present consti-

tution of the earth-crust owes its origin to the few thousand

years which have elapsed since the consummation of the work
of creation. The representatives of geological science will

not be able either at present, nor indeed at any future time, to

concur in such an opinion ; on the contrary, they will always

see in it an unfair ignoring of that which is real, and to a

certain extent well established, in their investigations. They
will therefore, at best, repay like with like ; that is, oppose to

the thoroughly repellant attitude which they see theologians

assume in reference to their scientific labors, a no less haughty

ignoration of the theological treatment of the history of crea-

tion. But even theologically viewed, the diluvian theory is

not free from grave, doubts and objections. For even the

biblical account of the primeval history of the earth and of

mankind bears witness against it, at least so far forth as the first

chapter of Genesis plainly describes the origin not of a former

but of the present surface of the earth with its organisms

;

and the animal races, whose creation Moses places on the

fifth and sixth days, are clearly races not destined to extinc-

tion, but to " fruitfulness and multiplication." He also men-
tions but the one great flood of Noah's time, observing a per-

fect silence as to any other geological revolutions or catastro-

phes, of which one certainly needs a considerable number, in

order to the satisfactory explanation of all the geological and
palaiontological facts. We are persuaded that, even on account

of these exegetical difiiculties, the diluvian hypothesis of Keil,

Yeith, and Bosizio will find, and retain, but few adherents,

even though the just-mentioned thinkers, or others after them,

should apply far greater diligence, learning, and ingenuity to

its elaboration than they hitherto have applied, or rather

wasted upon it.
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11. In our o\\Ti day, that is, since tlie beginning of the pres-

ent century, that interpretation of tlie Mosaic Hexaemeron
hiifi found iiir wider acceptation, which conceives of the six

days as periods of indefinite duration, and thus endeavors to

render their immediate identification with the geological epochs
})racticable. Already several Church Fathers, as, for instance,

Chment of Alexandria, Athanasws, Augustine, have been
quoted as advocates of the substance of this theory. But their

expressions have been decidedly misconstrued; and as for those

of Augustine, in the work " de Genesi ad literam^'' in partic-

ular, they do not contemplate the extension of the days to

periods, but merely in general a spiritualistic interpretation

of the six days' work as a procedure-'in the intellectual cogni-

zance of the angels, (in der geistigen Erk enntniss der Engel.)*

The days are not prolonged to periods of greater duration, but
rather transformed into speculative ideas without the slightest

reference to geological theories of any kind.

George Cuvier, the real creator of the entire palaeontological

and comparative anatomical science of our day, must be re-

garded as the proper father of the Hypothesis of Literal

Agreement, or the theory which collates with scientific rigor

the Mosaic days and the geological periods. His " Theorie de
la Terre," and his " Recherches sur les ossemens fossils," have
served all later advocates of this method as a pattern : not only
the theologians, such ase/! P. Lange, (Positive Dogmatik, 1851,
S. 260 ss. ;) Ehrard, (" I)ie Weltanschauung der Bibel und die

Naturwissenschaft," in the periodical " Die Zukunft der
Kirche" for 1847 ; also separately published 1861 ;) Belitssch,
(Comm. uber die Genesis, 1853 ;) Ph. Fr. Kecrl, ('' Der Mensch
das Ebenbild Gottes," etc., 1861; also "Dei-Einheit der bi-

blischen Urgeschichte," 1863 ;) and F. 11. Bemch, (" Bibel und
v^'atur

; Yorlesungen iiber die mosaische Urgeschichte, und ihr

Verhiiltniss zu den Ergebnissen der Naturforsehung," 1862,)
but also the representatives of natural science, such as Pe Luc,
Bendantj Mar-eel d^ Series, (La Cosmogonie de Moise com-

That this is tho real drift of the passages alluded to iu the writings of Augus-
"no (do Gen. ad lit. I. 17; IV. 34; Y. 4, 5; and do Gen. ad lit. Op. imporf. c. 6,

'"'i «tc.) has been shown witli sufQcicnt clearness by Bosizio in tlio above work,

(p- 3i9 fis.^ comp. p. 195 ss.,) in opposition to his brother Jesuit Pianciani, who had
•ppt-alcd in support of his theory of Literal Agreement to several Church Fathers,

P«riicularly to Augustine.
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paree aux faits geologiques), Hugh Miller^ (The Testimony of

the Rocks, or Geology in its Bearings on the two Theologies,

natural and revealed, 1857), de Boufjemont, (" Geschichte der

Erde," translated from the French by Fabarius, 1856), Pfaf.
(Schopfungcgescliichte, 1S55), and Nath. B'dhner^ (Xaturfor-

schung uud Culturleben," 1859 ; 2d edition, 1863 ; also

"Kosmos; Bibel des Natm-," Bd. I, 1864.) To illustrate the

method which these authors pursue in harmonizing the Mosaic

history of creation with geology^, we will here give a general

view of the six primeval periods of the world, as set forth by

the distinguished Scotch geologist, Hugh Miller, in the work

just mentioned, being the result of his combination of the six

days with the most important geological epochs. He assumes :

1. An Azoic 'period^ the time of the formation of the primi-

tive rocks, (gneiss, granite, mica slate and original clay slate,)

with whose fearful revolutions, partly of a neptunian, partly of

a plutonian character, the first establishment of a more direct

relation between the as yet unorganic life of the earth and

cosmical light coincides, (Comp. Gen. i, 1-5.)

2. A Silurian-Devonian period, in which the origin of the

transition rocks, the formation of an atmosphere, at first low-

ering and cloud laden, and finally the first appearance of an

organic life of the lowest character, (ferns, polyps, snails, crus-

taceoe and certain fishes,) are to be located. (Gen. i, 6-10.)

3. A higher Paleozoic period, the epoch of the coal forma-

tion, during which the youthful earth w^as covered with a

luxuriant though tolerably uniform Flora, whose tall, juicy,

dense-leaved, and for the most part very fantastically shaped

growths, could only grow as in a hot-house, since they lacked

as yet the powerful and unintercepted influence of sunlight.

(Gen. i, 11-13.)

4. An older Secondary period, the epoch of the so-called

Permean and Triassic formations, characterized by a compar-

ative poverty as regards new forms of vegetable and animal

life and organic remains generally, but probably coinciding

witli the first visible appearance of the light and life-giving

constellations of the now cloudless sky. (Gen. i, 14-19.)

5. A Mesozoic, or later Secoiidary period, the period of the

liassic, oolite, and chalk formations, distinguished for its numer-

ous and in part colossal and monstrous shaped winged, finned,
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aiid creeping animals, and designated on account of tlie preva-

lence of the latter class as the " Age of Keptiles." (Gen. i,

:i0-23.)

6. A Cainozoic or tertiary epoch, the period of the " beasts

of the field" immediately preceding the human race; in other

words, those now partially extict and partially remaining rep-

retontiitives of the huge mammals, particularly of the class of

tlie pachyderms and ruminants ; as, for instance, mastodons,

dinotheria, elephants, mammoth deer, etc. (Gen. i, 24, 25.)

Similar to this are the adjustments proposed by the other

advocates of this hypothesis, except that the latter almost

without exception place the origin of the \Qvy lowest organisms

in the third instead of the second day of creation, (Gen. i, 11,)

tlius locating the Silurian-Devonian group in the third period,

and uniting it with the group of coal formations. This is the

course adopted by Heusch and Pianciayii, the latest defenders

of tlie theory of Literal Agreement, both of whom belong to

the Komish Church, but both of whom are well read in the

entire domain of scientific literature pertaining to this subject,

and display no small ingenuity, spirit, and taste in the treat-

ment of their theme.

JReusch (Professor of Theology in Bonn) assumes in his lec-

tures, entitled "Bible and jSTature," two grand geogenic periods,

of whicli the fii-st, or prc-organic one, embraces the formation

of the primitive and the oldest sedimentary rocks, and of the

M?a, and reaches down to the first half of the third day of cre-

ation, or to Gen. i, 10 ; while the second, or organic one,

begins with the formation of the lowest vegetable (and animal)

organisms, that is, with Gen. i, 11, and includes an indefinite

number of successive creations of this kind, together with

numerous evolutions and revolutions of which, however. Gen-
esis gives no account. On the contrary, according to him,

Moses only suggests in his third, fourth, fifth, and sixth days,

the grand characteristic advances in this organically rising

process of creation. lie represents therein the individual cre-

ative epochs as six different acts, or, as it were, tableaux of one
niajcstic drama which had been revealed to him by means of

* Wirics of prophetic visions from God.*

This view, according to -which the Hexaemerou is conceived of as a prophetic

Tiaion of the drama of creation, was borrowed by Reusch from KurU, (" Bibel und
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The Jesuit Pianciani, President of Philosophical Faculty

of the University at Home, (died 1S62,) defended as long ago

as the year 1S51, in his " Commentatio in historiana Creationis

Mosaicam," the hypothesis of Literal Agreement, and repre-

sented the same as demanded by the results of modern scientific

investigation, and even as at least partially supported by the

authority of the Church Fathers. (See above.) In the treatise

'' Cos7nogo7iia naturaU comparata col Genesi,^^ published, shortly

before his death, he holds fast in substance to the same opinion,

and endeavors, by a more detailed investigation of the geolo-

gical facts thus far established, to demonstrate its truth; in

doing which he likewise exhibits a thorough acquaintance -with

natural science, and a theological attitude and method, not only,

as a general thing, very candid, but even comparatively liberal.

Here he no longer attempts, as in the former treatise, to explain

the dubious fact that the oldest fossiliferous strata contain far

more remains of animal than of vegetable organisms—a phenom-

enon which seems to conflict with the Mosaic description of the

commencement of organic creations on the third day—by tlie

supposition, that perhaps the multitudinous zoophytes and

echinoderma of these oldest formations were classed by the

author of Genesis with the grasses and herbs, but by referring

to the traces and remains of a perished Flora, which already

existed in the transition rocks, especially in that plainly phyto-

genous rock, the anthracite of the Silurian-Devonian group.

In connection with these and similar somewhat too refined

attempts to solve the difhculties appertaining to this theory,

he also calls attention with suitable emphasis to the fact,

that the narrator in the numeration of particulars proceeds

necessafily in a summary manner, and accordingly not with

exact scientific completeness ; and that his plain intention is to

describe in each case only the beginning and the especially

characteristic features of the individual divine acts of creation,

not their entire progress and full extent.

That which is usually particularly objected to the theory of

Literal Agreement, that is, the exegetical difhculty or impossi-

bility of conceiving of the days of the Mosaic record as lengthy

Astronomie," S. 73, S3; 531, ss.) It has in like maaner been appropriated by

Hugh Miller, (seo above work, p. 157,) and other adherents of tlie hypothesis under

consideration.
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periods, does not seem to us so weighty and significant as is

(n-nerally represented. For that the biblical historian of crea-

tion can have meant no ordinary days with his days of creation

Kcms sufficiently clear from various facts : (1) that he reports

the creation of sun, moon, and stars, these chronometers of the

earth as not having taken place until the fourth day
; (2) that

the separate works of creation are very unequally distributed

»mong the six days
; (3) that the seventh day, in which God

rested from his labors, cannot possibly be understood in the

K'nse of an ordinary day of twenty-four hours, (comp. John

V, 17 ; Heb. iv, 10 ;) in general, from the fact, that the entire

description is manifestly arranged with intentional and there-

fore idealizing reference to the institution of the sacred sabbatic

fvclns. If one furthermore takes into consideration the circum-

stance already noticed by Origenes, (Comm. in Eccl. xviii, 1,) that

the expression " day " is used immediately at the close of the

account of the six days' work, (Gen. ii, 4), as a comprehensive

designation of this whole series of times, there can no longer

be any doubt as to the tropical signification and elasticity of

tliis term, and there is no further necessity, in order to its proof,

to quote the familiar words of Moses in the nineteenth Psalm :

".V thousand years in thy sight are as a day," etc.

A far better founded objection to the hypothesis of Literal

Agreement, and one far more difficult to refute, seems to us to

lie in the nature of the geological facts thus far ascertained,

and in the fundamental peculiarity of the theory of creation

t^hich geologists have deduced from them. According to this

theory, the stages of organic development did not proceed, as in

tfn\iirst chapter of Genesis, from plants to the aquatic animals

and birds, and then to land animaU, hut animals andplants

*eere called, into being contentporaneously, and proceeded in regu-

l<3r stepsfrom lower arid more imperfect to higher and more

f^^fectforms of life. In fact, in the oldest geological epochs,

the 80-called palieozoic period, the remains of animal organisms

appear in much greater numbers and variety than those of

vegetable ones. To the seven to eight hundred species of

^^>!=*il plants which have thus far been discovered in the strata

*^f this epoch, there are at least five thousand corresponding

'It'cles of animals. To these belong, furthermore, not only the

^t-'iy lowest classes and orders, but also many vertebrates,

yovKTu Series, Vol. XYIII.—13
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particularly fishes, of an organization by no means so very

imperfect. Not less difficult is it to reconcile the character-

istic peculiarities of the later geological epochs with the bibli-

cal account of the last three days of creation. In the mesozoic

period, for instance, the reptile races are by no means so pro-

dominant as to really seem to justify Miller's above quoted desig-

nation of the epoch as the " Age of Reptiles ;" while on the other

hand the petrifactions of birds are in this epoch so extremely rare

as to cause the co-ordination or rather identification of this

period with the fifth day of creation to appear very precarious.

In addition to all this, there still remains in conclusion this great

difiiculty, that the geological epochs can only, with great diffi-

culty : and not without much violent and capricious wresting,

be reduced to six great periods ; and that precisely the latest

and most learned representatives of geological science, par-

ticularly Lyell and his school, afiirm a far greater number of

etages and epoclis in the history of the formation of the earth.

With this is connected another dubious circumstance, namely

:

that for the " evenings" or nights, which, according to Genesis,

preceded the different creative days, correspondences in the

process of the geological development can be found only with

difficulty and by means of rather artificial hypotheses.* As a

matter of fact, no advocate of the theory of Literal Agreement

Las as yet succeeded in establishing a harmony between the

Hexaoraeron and the ascertained results of geological investi-

gation, so complete and satisfactory in detail as to raise his

theory above the worth of a mere hypothesis, and to cause it

to appear adapted to win over such as had been till that time

of another opinion.

III.* Our last remark is equally applicable to the third of

the theories here to be considered, the so-called Kestitutionai'y

Hypothesis. According to this theory the developments and

revolutions of the surface of the earth which caused the present

geological strata, together with their petrifactions, are neither

* To tliese belong those " twilight periods of morning dawn and evening dedino
"

whicli Hagh Miller, in his above-mentioned construction of the Hexaemeron, has

Attempted to trace in tho lower new red series, ("Rothen Todtliegenden,") tho

eocene formation of Lyell, and in other similar formations, which, through lying

between strata rich in fossil remains, are nevertheless distinguished for their com-

parative destitution of petrifactions of every kind, eepecially those of new and

characteristic structural forms.
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to l>c located in the six days of creation nor subsequent to

thoin ; they belong rather to an anterior time. They fall

within that indefinite primeval period of the history of our

phiuct which is indicated by the words, " And the earth was

without form and void," (Gen. i, 2.) The six days' work is

nAthinp; but a final restoration of the earth's surface, which

had fallen into chaotic confusion and disorder in consequence

<^f ever-recurring subversions of successive organic creations

—

»n orderly, organically progressing fitting up of the earth for

l!io occupancy of man, accomplished in six days of twenty-

fntir hours' duration. This hypothesis, which plainly affords

the twofold advantage, first, of allowing us to interpret the

fii^t chapter of Genesis in the most literal manner possible,

and secondly, of enabling us at the same time to grant the

most extravagant demands of the geologist in respect to the

itninensely long duration of the formation of the earth, was
originally proposed by Thomas Chalmers in his " Eeview of

Cuvier's Theory of the Earth," written in the year 1814,

From him it was afterward adopted by the English geologist

Auckland, in his Yindicice, Geologiccp^ (IS-*^?) l^is Jieligio&CB

J>iluvian(e, {lS2d,) us also in his "BridgewaterTreatise,"(1836,)

tnuislated into German by Werner, (1S37,) a work known far

k'yond the bounds of England, and influential in the widest

ciix'les. In like manner, by the recently deceased Cardinal

Wiseman, Archbishop of Westminster, in the fifth and sixth

of his " Twelve Lectures on the Connection of Science with

Hc-velation," (1835,) fifth edition, (1861 ;) by the learned natural

theologian of London, J, Pye Smith, (" Relations between the

H'.Iy Scriptures and some parts of Geological Science," 1839,
fourth edition, 1848 ;) the North American, Edward Hitch-

<^lv', ("The Religion of Geology," 1851 ;) the Frenchman,
Victor de Bonald, {Ifo'lse et les Geologices Modernes ;) and
*niong the Germans by G. H. von Schubert, " Geschichte der

Katur," second edition, part first ;) Andreas "Wagner, (" Ges-

chichte der Urwell," second edition, 1858 ;) and J. H. Kurtz, the

^*fll-known Church historian and commentator in Dorpat.
The last named has defended this theory with especial warmth,
*od »io small ingenuity, in the different editions of his much-
^?ad work entitled, " The Bible and Astronomy," particularly

»n the lately issued fifth edition mentioned at the head of this
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article. From the fact that Dr. Kurtz found at the very outset

an ally in Hengstenberg, (see Evang. Kircheuzeitung, ISlC,

1^0. 37 Bs.,) and later, also, succeeded in winning over to the

substance of the theory Delitzsch, (Comm. zur Genesis, third

edition, I860,) as also several other Lutheran theologians of

reputation, this hj'pothesis has attained, at least on German

soil, to a certain extent, the name of being the only orthodox

conception of the process of creation, authoritative above all

others for the interpretation of the first chapter of Genesis,

Still even this theory does not afibrd an entirely satisfactory

solution of the existing difficulties, either the exegetical or the

geological ones. Opposed to it, when viewed exegetically,

stands the simple manner in which the author of the Hex-

aemeron describes the origin of light, of the clouds, of water

and land,- of the growths and animals, not as repeated, but as

original creations, as also his complete silence respecting

that series of successive creative and destructive processes

which, according to the Restitutionists, must fall in the period

designated in Genesis i, 2. Of an interference of Satan and

his demons with this assumed succession of primeval creations

and catastrophes during tlie Tohu va BoJiu epoch ; of a cre-

ative co-operation of these fallen spirits in the origination of

the deformed, monstrous, and horrid forms of the animal and

vegetable world in this period ; of a continued struggling and

striving of God's creative agency, aiming at a paradisaically

beautiful and glorious form of the earth, with those dark

powers from the abyss—of all these and similar antecedents

of the six days' work conceived of as a restoration, the Mosaic

text reports not a solitary syllable. Its simple language can-

not possibly be harmonized with this hypothesis borrowed

from the school of the Theosophists, (Bohner, Oetinger, St.

Martin, F. von Meyer, etc.,) without ascribing to it a signifi-

cance which it does not in reality possess.

Viewing, furthermore, the Restitutionary Hypothesis from

the geological standpoint, one must raise against it, at least in

its customary and absolute form, the weighty objection that

that succession of primeval processes of destruction whicli, by

assumption, was the pre-supposition and occasion of the restitu-

tionary work of the six days, cannot possibly, according to the

well-ascertained results of the most recent geological investi-
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.itiori, have had an all-comprehendirig character, affecting

>Ji,i' whole earth ; but, on the contrary, must have ever extended,

. niv to particular portions of the earth's surface of greater or

l.is-< extent, so that according to this the Tohii va Bohu con-

dition, with its primeval malformations, would have continued

in many places in its full measure and force down into the

o'nduding and perfecting development of the six days' work.

Tlic supposition of a local limitation of the restitutionary work,

»rcording to which only a certain portion of the earth, namely,

llic surroundings of Paradise, (southwestern Asia,) was affected

bv the restorative agency of God in the Hexaemeron—this

particular (non-universal) restitutionary hypothesis, elaborated

«;j>ccially by J. Pye Smith and Hitchcock, is not only liable to

ihc same exegetical objections as the absolute or universal one,

but has furthermore to contend with special physical difficulties

wliich lie in the geological character of that portion of the

earth's surface. In addition to all this, it strikes one as

rttnarkable, unaccountable, we might almost say an offense

»;;ain5t good taste, to assume for the closing up restitutionary

wurk a net duration of six times twenty-four hours, while on the

f'ther hand the preceding processes of revolution are assumed

\" have occupied millions of years ; a contrast M^hich does not

wholly lose its harshness and singularity even when one gives

«1> the strict, literal understanding of the six days and extends

lliem to periods of many years', or even many centuries' dura-

tion, as several of the above-mentioned Restitutionists have

done.

rS'". The difficulties which thus accompany each of the

i^K->vo three methods of procedure have induced several of

t^'io very latest apologetical interpretators of Genesis to try a

f'^urth, which in many respects may be regarded as the indif-

f«Tcnce, in another as the higher unity and harmony, of the

t)iree already considered. According to the Theory of Ideal

'^QTccment, the author of the first chapter of Genesis describes

^'«-* course of creation in a manner perfectly true and answer-

'^^'i to the reality, but not in a manner literally accurate
;
so

^•at the agreement of his account with the course of the

•Arth's formation as ascertained from geological facts, can

Bt-vor extend to all particulars, but must, on the contrary, ever

''•inain only an ideal and general one. Following in the wake
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of Buckland, Delitzsch, Keerl, and others, who, starting eitlier

with the Restitutionary or Literal Agreement hypothesis, have

endeavored to combine the fundamental principle of tlio=o

two theories, the Catholic Michelis, and the Protestant Francia

W. Schultz, have lately elaborated and defended this theory of

Ideal Agreement ; the former in difi'erent numbers of his apolo-

getical periodical, " ISTature and Revelation;" the latter in the

work named at the head of this article, " The History of Crea-

tion, according to Xatuxal Science and. Holy Scripture."

According to Michelis^ the design of the Mosaic record is

merely, in general, to communicate the fact of the actualiza-

tion of the divine idea of creation and the creature, not

especially the how of its actualization. The narration is there-

fore to be conceived of as decidedly ideal, and not to be taken

in a strict literal sense ; especially as it does not rise above the

immediate sense-surroundings of man, and employs anthro-

pomorphic expressions in relation to God. The parallel

accounts of creation given by Genesis and geology are related

to each other somewhat as two biographical representations

of Charlemagne would be, of which the one enumerates in

etrictly chronological order the fortunes of the man and the

events of his reign, while the other contemplates him in his

action according to particular points of view, and portrays him,

for example, successively as conqueror, statesman, father,

Christian, etc., without in any way infringing upon the truth

of history by this ideal arrangement of the material. Such a

representation, arranged according to the material^ and not

according to the chronological principle of division, is the

biblical record of creation. Its days are not designations of

duration, but of creative acts. They are points of view de-

signed to make plain the casual connection, not the genetic

succession, of the phenomena of the shaping of the earth, and

only in condescension to the powers of human conception are

they represented as a succession of creative acts. In defense

of this opinion, Michelis appeals to Augustine's attempt at an

exj)ositio mysiica of the six days' work, (de Gen. ad lit. lY, 34,)

and to Thomas Aquinas, who, in the train of that great Chuch
Father, was inclined to reduce the six days to '' sex rerum gen-

* " Natur und Offeubarung," Vol. 1, 102 ss. ; II, 61 ss. ; III, 238 83. ; IV, 498 sa.

;

Vni, 38, 91 BS., etc.
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fra SIM distinctione temporise In so doing he manifestly for-

gt-U that both of these Fathei-s certainly regarded the succession

of tlic llexaemeron as the actual order in which God not only

conceived of the creation, but actually called it into being

;

while he attributes to the Mosaic six days' work, in chronolog-

ic:«l respect, a purely ideal signification, and substitutes, as

titrcriptive of the actual history of the earth's formation, the

llicory of modern geologists, which essentially differs from

(nncsis, particularly in the point of declaring the creation

of plants and animals to have been contemporaneous. (See

above, II.)

Quite similar to Michelis's method of procedure is that of

Professor Schultz, in Breslau, in the fourth and last of the

works which stand at the head of this paper ; a work distin-

puished above most similar issues of the present day, not only

by its great wealth of information, but also particularly by the

exhaustive thoroughness and keenness of its exegetical por-

tions. After a preliminary establishment of the decidedly

inspired {offenhariingsyndssigen) character of the first chap-

ter of Genesis, as a document containing "not human opinions

but divine and eternal truths,'' and after subjecting the cus-

tomary attempts at reconciliation, particularly the Hestitu-

lionary and the Literal Agreeement hypothesis, to an acute,

{^•rhaps here and there too acute, criticism, he proceeds to an-

swer the question " whether the customary [orthodox] opinion

is really" correct, that a divinely revealed representation ex-

cludes every non-agreement with reality, even in reference to

temporal duration and similar externalities ? " He answers

this question with a decided negative, and accordingly main-

t:iins M'ith emphasis that the llexaemeron has only an ideal

descriptive character, that is, that it relates what is true, but

^ot immediately real. He regards it as in this respect anal-

ogous to many descriptions in the Old Testament prophecies,

and finds the explanation of its peculiar form in the primeval

JHi^titution of the Sabbath. According to him the biblical

record of creation is a product, on the one hand, of the knowl-
edge of certain fundamental truths of religion intimately con-

Jiccted with the belief in God, (particularly a knowledge of

'»od as creator, of the necessity of an orderly progression iu

this creative agency, and of a final closing up of the same,
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that is, a rest, a transition from the work of creation to that of

.preservation ; see § xi, pp. 94-102,) on the other hand " of a

diviner's glance penetrating deep into the world and its varied

relations." The main thought and essential contents of this

record is, according to him, that there were " six great works

which God accomplished, three by which he established and

Bet off the different domains of nature, and three by which he

filled them with occupants ; and that, though he commenced
them in a certain sense contemporaneously, he nevertheless

carried on their formation, placed them in relation to each

other, and completed them, in a certain order of succession,

after which he passed from the work of creation to that of

preservation, or, according to the Old Testament expression,

rested." (Pages 331, 332.) By reason of this free interpreta-

tion, which allows him to regard merely these facts as the ker-

nel and substance of the record, he sees himself in a position

to make with ease and unconstrainedly those concessions to

modern natural science which the Eestitutionists and the

ordinary partisans of the theory of Literal Agreement often

effect only by means of very artificial hypotheses. He does

not, for instance, think himself "by any means bound to

regard that time of preparation described in Genesis i, 2, as

BO short as an ordinary night, though it is plainly enough
treated as a mere night," in which he manifestly approaches

the fundamental thought of the Restitutionary Hypothesis

;

and again he declares that "the fact that the author of the

record has described the creation of light, the fixing of the

firmament, the separation of dry land from the water, etc., as

works each of a single day, can neither occasion nor justify

the limitations of the perrods spoken of to the space of twelve

hours," in which he lends his concurrence to the fundamental
principle of the advocates of Literal Agreement, His con-

ception of the biblical record does not preclude him from the

supposition that the preparatory work described in verse 3

may have reached far into the period of the creation of light

;

and the creation of light, the fixing of the firmament, the

separation of dry land, and the creation of vegetation far into

the period of the creation of animals
; siuce, if this record has

once compressed these works into much shorter periods of

time than they in reality occcupied, it may also easily have
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represented processes actually contemporaneous as having taken

place in succession. In short, he claims, by virtue of his ideal

apprehension of the Hexaemeron, to have precisely the same

freedom as those reconcilers who conceive of the days as

extended periods ; and particularly, by reason of his hypoth-

esis of a mainly contemporaneous progress of the different crea-

tive act's, to be free from all embarrassment " in reference to

nuch points also as the contemporaneousness of the rock forma-

tions, the vegetable and animal creations, demonstrated by

geology." Page 330.

We see from the above that Dr. Schultz, in point of fact,

occupies the same standpoint, and proceeds according to the

pame principles, as most modern advocates of the theory of

Literal Agreement, particularly Delitzsch, Keerl, Reusch,

Bdhner ; only that in his estimate of the rhetorical character

and theological significance of the Mosaic record of creation,

he proceeds in a somewhat more refined manner than these,

and understands better than they, by means of a more careful

discrimination between the biblical narration and the geolog-

ical account of the process of creation, to preserve the pecul-

iarly delicate and poetic aroma with which this oldest record

of divine revelation is surrounded. That he rejects the inter-

pretation of the days in the sense of periods, as decidedly

unjustifiable in an exegetical point of view, and in general

jTonounces a somewhat harsh judgment upon the hypothesis

of Literal Agreement, with which after all his own stands in

fuch close relationship, we can only regard as inconsistent and

insutiiciently sustained. For, in truth, he also regards the six

<lays as periods of unequal and indeterminable duration, and
that the general biblical usus loquendi in reference to the

word fi"! affords a certain exegetical right to this tropical

f'>nception of the term, he certainly cannot earnestly think of

<juestioning, much less regard as refuted by that advanced on
I'J'ges 316 and 317 against Delitzsch. We are of the opinion,

hijwever, that Dr. Schultz will be inclined to acknowledge the

fylationship of his method of procedure with that of the par-

li^ans of the Literal Agreement theory, and to approach the

latter etill more nearly just in proportion as the progress of

P'^ological science, by sifting, reconstructing, and better estab-

'ithing the now current theories of geogony, shall cause both
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the candid representatives of natural science and theoloo-iaus

acquainted with this realm of knowledge to generally adopt
riper and better supported views respecting the actual process
of the formation of the earth, and thus prepare the way for

the removal of so many real or apparent difficulties now
existing in this department of Christian apology. For, in one
point, Keil, Bosizio, and the other adherents of the above-

considered Diluvian hypothesis, are, after all, unquestionably
right, and that is in maintaining that the so-called "results"
of geological and palseontological science consist as yet to a

great extent in empty fancies and fruitless hypotheses, and
that it is therefore the prime duty of the defender of the Bible
to quietly wait until that transformation of these hypotheses
into tenable opinions, which we are certainly justified in

expecting, shall have been successfully accomplished.

Art. III.—our ITINERANCY.
[article SECONT).]

1. Our system secures to each Church a pastor at all times.

We do not wish to deal in uuneighborly comparisons, yet we
point to the fact that there are in our own land large and influ-

ential bodies of Christians who leave the congregations and
the ministers individually to manage for themselves ; who agree
that a "settled pastorate" is better than any itinerant system,
and yet their annual reports show that from year to year nearly
one half of their Churches are without settled pastors, and de-

pendent on temporary supplies. For this state of things there

must be a cause ; and what is it ? Is it because they find it so

difficult to make permanent arrangements ? Or is it because
there is little desire for permanence ? One, or both, of these rea-

sons must lie at the foundation of the evil. The fatal fact cited

is itself sufiicient to ofi'set all the defects of the itinerancy.

Our Churches, on the other hand, all have pastors. The
weakest society is provided for as certainly as the strongest.

And all have pastors all the while. There are no exceptions,

save under circumstances for which no system can provide, as

in the case of the death of the pastor. When a minister is
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assigned to a Churcli, he remains its pastor till the appointed

ullk-cr rises at the close of the session of conference and

announces a new distribution of labor ; and then the same

hour tliat ends his pastorate installs his successor.

2. The itinerancy secures for the pastor a fair degree of

independence, enabling him to " speak boldly, as he ouglit to

^peak."

Entire independence on either side is not good. This is one

of the evils of State Churches. Where the government seeks to

control the Church, the object sought is not the good of the

Church. It is rather a politic move on the part of the " powers

that be," who seek to prop their thrones by enlisting the

religion of the country in their favor. The religious leaders

even of idolaters are recognized as wielding great influence

among the people. Tyrants and timid rulers, apprehensive of

revolt and revolution, aim to fortify themselves by making the

ministry creatures of their own, bound to the throne by the prin-

ciple that " the ox knoweth his owner, and the ass his master's

crib." Consequently, the conditions on which the state pastore

liold their places refer to the head of the state, rather than the

Great Head of the Church, and loyalty is of more importance

to them than piety and correct doctrine. Having a legal

claim on the people for their salary, and at the same time not

amenable to the people for the manner in which they do their

duty, there is a dangerous tendency to ease and worldliness,

and to be satisfied with a cold performance of the services pre-

Bcribcd by the law. The pastor is not only sufficiently inde-

pendent of his people to preach the whole truth boldly if he

^"ill, but to tempt him to be indifferent whether he preaches

it at all.

Turning to the congregational plan of Church government,

we find that the pastor is too much in the power of the people.

If indeed he is a man of uncommon acceptability, he may feel

at his ease. But take an average man. Suppose that he is well

pleased with his position, and hopes to retain it, (^letermines to

retain it as long as possible. We will also imagine him a lit-

tle past his prime, and beginning to suspect that the younger

portions of his flock regard him as an old man. There is an

'nflucutial man in his Church who has a large circle of rela-

tives and friends, and around whom a strong party can easily
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be gathered ; this man is pursuing a course detrimental to

religion and will not be reproved. Half a score of worldly

pew-holders take offense at the pastor's plain-dealing sermons,

and threaten to secede if he will not cease from his rebukes,

and content himself with " preaching the Gospel." The pastor

may be poor, and have a dependent family, and a loss of his

present position will be well-nigh fatal to him. His years,

his moderate abilities, will render it a hard thing for him to

find a new charge ; and so he is in a strait between duty to

Bouls and duty to those dependent upon him ; and there is

danger that in the conflict, conscience will suffer. If he

already knows that his hold upon the affections of a part of

his people is slender, the temptation is stronger, and the peril

to conscience greater.

On the itinerant plan things are more equal. To be

removed at the end of one year is not of necessity embarrass-

ing to the pastor. In the process of disciplining the imruly,

he may provoke an opposition which will render his longer

stay unpleasant to him ; but if he has done his work wisely

and well, he goes his way unharmed, and leaves a clear field

for his successor. If those who are provoked by his faithful-

ness hold the purse, and cut off his supplies, the temporary

lack may be made up by future abundance. Thus the unfair and

unsafe dependence of the congregational plan is avoided, as well

as the equally unsafe independence of the State Church system.

Tested by practical results, in outspoken boldness of reproof of

popular sins and vices, as slavery and the use of intoxicating

drinksjwe are not ashamed to compare the itinerants of the Meth-

odist Episcopal Church with the ministry of any other denom-
ination in the land. And if it is evident that in these things

we have excelled others, it may be candid as well as modest

in us to say that the difference is more due to our better sys-

tem of ministerial labor than to clearer reason and deeper

piety. Entire independence of the people, and entire depend-

ence upon them, are both evils. The itinerant system is free

from both extremes, and therefore works to the advantage of

the pastor, who is bound to declare all the counsel of God, and

of the people, who need all that counsel.

3. The itinerancy furnishes the means of securing a change of

pastors without inflicting dishonor or injustice.
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From a want of adaptation, or from circumstances which

neither the pastor nor people can control, it may be expedient

that he should leave his present field of labor. Where the

congregational plan obtains, it is difficult to effect the change.

To canvass the Church, inquiring who would like to have the

minister resign, is an ungracious business, very apt to damage
those engaged in it. To oust the pastor often destroys the

unity of the Church, and " separates chief friends." Even where
tlicre is a clear and strong conviction among the people that a

cliange is demanded for the good of the cause, there is often

a resolute minority who resist to the last, and make the process

disastrous. A quarrel over the removal of the old pastor is

a sure precursor of numberless others in securing a new one.

For these reasons, and more, the considerate members of the

Cliurch seek a change only when it becomes evident, not only

that their best exertions put forth steadily, year after year,

liave failed to achieve success under the present arrangement,

but also that present evils are so great as to warrant incurring

tlie risks involved in the attempt to secure a change.

If the pastor is a popular man, and he seeks the change,

I>cople are prone to talk it over, and try to learn his motives.

They wonder whether he is becoming mercenary, and is aim-

ing at a higher salary elsewhere ; or whether he is justified in

leaving his people by some lack of cordiality, harmony, or

liberality on their part. If the people seek the change, it can

hardly fail to be construed as a reflection on the minister, his

talents, his piety, his fitness, or something else.

The process may be conducted with all delicacy and kind-

ness of speech. They may declare that they respect the good
brother, and will always continue to do so ; that they hope and
fervently pray that he may be very useful and happy in some
new field. Nevertheless, after all these soft words, there

remains the palpable fact, that for some reason, good or bad,

through some fiiult or some misfortune, he has failed to secure

the affections of his people, and to render his ministrations

gonerally acceptable. Consequently he goes forth to the

t^clesiastical market-place with a suspicious mark upon him.

'» hen the congregation of a Church seeking a pastor see in

the pulpit a candidate who has evidently been some time in

»l>e ministry, they instinctively ask, *' Who is he? Where has
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he been settled ? Why does he not stay there ? " There is a

prejudice against men who cannot keep their places. "When

the congregation seek a new pastor, therefore, tliey generally

prefer a young man who has never been settled, or one who is

now settled over some little Church who would gladly keep

him if they could, but who cannot bid very high for his

services. This is not because age and experience are nut

respected, but because there is a fear that the man who has

lost his Church is not the right man, a fear that the causes

which effected past changes may continue to operate.

Now, under all modes of distributing ministerial labor, there

will be cases of failure. If a man lacks the elements of accept-

ability and usefulness, there is nothing but failure for him.

One system may keep him afloat a little longer than another,

but sooner or later he will go to the bottom. Still, circum-

stances may render a change of location expedient where there

is no fault in the minister. He may unconsciously come in

collision with inveterate local prejudices, or be made, against

his will, a bone of contention between warring factions in the

Church. He may find cases of unfaithfulness and inconsist-

ency among his people, and set himself resolutely to the work

of reforming abuses. He may succeed, and render the Church

far purer and stronger than before, aiid yet, in the process of

applying discipline, incur in certain quarters the charge of

harshness. Perhaps even those whom he saves from ruinous

error may feel cool toward him, just as convalescent lunatics

for a time indulge unkind feelings toward the skillful phy-

sician who has brought them to their senses.

But whether it be through misfortune or fault, removals and

changes do sometimes become necessary. On the congrega-

tional plan there must be a debate and a canvassing of

opinions ; reasons are urged on this side and on that, and when
the discussion is once fairly inaugurated . evil is inevitable.

The pastor may be thrust out of his place under circum-

Btances which hinder him in securing another, and send him

away wounded in heart and in reputation, or he may stave off

the crisis for the time, and remain in his Church ; but in either

case there is a minority who are sore and dissatisfied. The

change, however desirable, can hardly be secured without loss

of reputation and of friendship.
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Here, then, is one of the advantages of our itinerant system

:

9, change, where expedient, can be effected qnietly, and without

inflifting needless injury on minister or people. If there he a

n^al fault in the pastor, the authorities may administer due

n-l)iikc, and then, by placing him in a new location, give him

a new trial, and prevent his one error from proving fatal to

\i\i usefulness and happiness. If the people are in the wrong,

tlicv too can be admonished and begin again, wiser by sad

cxjx;nence,

4. The itinerant system gives each Church the benefit of

the varied endowments of many ministers.

Very few men combine in themselves all the qualifications

desirable in a minister. Most men are one-sided in native

cliixracter, one-sided in acquirement, one-sided by habit. The

learning which demands the attention of him who would be
*' thoroughly furnished unto all good works," spreads out into

t field of infinite extent ; and no man is likely to cultivate the

vhole of it with the same care and success. Thus there is

really a virtual division of labor. Some become powerful in

ftirring the conscience of the sinner, and the good which they

do 15 chiefly of this kind. The power of othei-s is felt most in

the Church, leading believers on to a higher spirituality and a

deeper experience. Others still train the zeal of the Church,

and rouse all around them to active labors in the cause of

Ciod. One man is by nature and by habit a reasoner, another

a poet, a third an impassioned declaimer. One is sure to con-

vince the intellect ; another is equally sure to touch the heart.

One is a "son of thunder," another is a "son of consolation."

And because of these varied gifts, acquirements, temperaments,

tvery minister is peculiarly fitted to reach a certain class of

mind and heart among the people. The rude strength of one

^>ll gain the attention of some who are neither attracted nor

impressed by the gentle modes of approach which win others.

The gravity and solemnity which secure the confidence of the

*pcd may frighten children, and be less attractive to hopeful

^inds of all ages than would a more cheerful type of charac-

ter and manners.
la it asked which of these is good and desirable? We

'iifiwer, ail. All these varieties of mental structure and

^nirement are good each in the place and for the purpose
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for which God intended it. They are like the planes, tlio

chisels, the saws, in a complete chest of tools, no two alike,

because there are so many kinds of work to be done. Tliev

are like the multiplied pipes of an organ, all different, yet aU

needed for the perfection of tlie harmony. The itinerant sys-

tem gives each congregation the use of the whole set of instru-

ments. Every class of mind is addressed, in its turn, by the

one most likely to reach it. Thus the logical and the poetic,

the sensitive, the grave, and the gay, the sad and the hopeful,

are appealed to appropriately and powerfully. Thus the gray-

haired servant of God, the heedless youth, the mature man,

and the laughing cliild recognize the messenger sent especially

to them. Thus the minister who is strong in one part of the-

ology gives way to a successor equally strong in another, and

in time the Church receives the whole. Thus the Churcli

hears doctrine, history, prophecy, the Gospel and the law, the

whole circle of divine truth, and learns to be hopeful and fear-

ful, active and meditative, spiritual and practical, devotional

and conscientious, and is rounded into completeness of Chris-

tian knowledge and character.

5. The itinerancy keeps ministers and people in vigorous

action. There is no place for dull monotony to drag its slow

length along year after year. Our rapid changes rouse the

Churches and keep them awake. Every new distribution of

ministerial labor inaugurates new campaigns against sin and

error, and summons the sacramental host to the battle. "With

a new leader, fresh courage and hope spring up, and the sin-

ews of eflFort are strung anew. The pastor, too, feels the quick-

ening impulse. Every change of his field of action puts him
again on trial. AVhatever the past may have been, however
solid his reputation and acceptable his ministry, he feels,

when he begins his labors in his new charge, that here he has

a weighty responsibility to meet, a work to do, and a name to

win. He looks upon new faces, and feels that to these new
hearers his sermons, his exhortations, all the varied mental
accumulations of the years that are gone, are fresh, have the

charm of novelty, and are therefore doubly interesting and
impressive. He is brought into communion with immortal

Bouls who a little while ago were strangers to him, and from

whom the recurring changes of the system will soon remove
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Mm, perhaps forever. What he does must be done quickly.

The memory of former successes remains to cheer him to effort.

He is away from the scene of any former defeat which he may
Jiave Buffered, and remembers only that he may be warned.

He is extricated from any diffiulties into which be may have

hocn hastily or heedlessly drawn elsewhere, and is free to put

forth his best energies for the sake of his divine Master and

the souls committed to his hands. Thus his removal to a new
field of labor is as the renewing of his divine call to the min-

'iftry, his commission to preach the blessed Gospel of peace.

Moreover, the itinerant system renders available the whole

Ptrength of the ministry. The appointing power looks over

the entire field, sees what needs to be done, and knows where

to find the man to do it. This gives the operations of the

Cliurch a unity, a celerity, and a force attainable under no

other plan of organization.

The itinerancy, in many important respects, benefits the

minister.

]. It secures for him a pastorate so long as he is able to

work effectively in the Gospel field.

Under other systems, when the young man who believes that

he is called of God to preach his word, has completed his pre-

paratory studies, the next thing is to secure a place in which

to begin the good work. This gives rise to what is called

" candidating," that is, traveling in search of a call, and preach-

ing specimen sermons in vacant Churches. We are aware that

rnen of extraordinary power have little to fear under any system

;

but to diflident young men, trembling under a sense of their

inexperience, and deeply impressed with a view of the solemn

nature of their mission, this candidating must be a painful, if not

» humiliating process. Each aspirant knows that just in pro-

iHjrtion to the desirableness of the place will be the numbers and

eagerness of rivals, and the danger that, whoever wins, there will

^ a minority \vho favor some other candidate, and who are dis-

appointed, if not irritated and embittered, by the rejection of

their favorite. Every system, as we have said, must be judged
by the way it works under ordinary circumstances ; and young
*"en of average ability are very uneasy, if not unhappy, while

iMdergoing this advertising process in reference to their first

•<^ttlenient.

Fourth Series, Vol. XYIIL—14
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But these difEculties, so annoying to a sensitive young man,

become really distressing in the case of a minister of only

average attractiveness, with a dependent family, and a little

past middle life, who finds himself under the necessity of

securing a new pastoral charge. His years are not in his

favor. The great majority of any ordinary congregation are

younger than he, and naturally prefer a pastor nearer their

own age. The fact that he has left his former Church, ex-

plain it as he will, creates the suspicion that there has been a

fault or a failure somewhere ; and thus while he is preaching

his trial discourse his hearers are coldly criticising the man
and his sermon, the matter and the manner, and trying to dis-

cover something which will account for his leaving his people.

He knows all this, and prays, and trembles, and perspires

under the weight. The dread of this keeps many a man from

leaving a Church where he is conscious that his acceptability

is on the w^me, and where he sees little hope of usefulness or

of happiness. He fears that if he cannot stay where he is he

will not easily find another place. And if he does find another

Church, it may be after an interval of many months ; and in

the mean time he has neither home, nor salary, nor employment,

and debt is accumulating at a fearful rate. These things lead

many a minister to hold on where he is, though he knows that

his stay is as annoying to the people as it is painful to him.

Thus cruel as they are, he bears the ills he has, rather than
" fly to those he knows not of."

Our system, on the contrary, secures a field for every laborer

as long as life and health to labor are given him of God. Our
young men have indeed a term of probation assigned them at

the beginning; and all through life there is constant inquiry

in regard the minister's acceptability and usefulness, and he

must take a higher or lower level, as he proves to be. Never-

theless, if the preacher be able to perform acceptable labor at

all, the Church places him, without anxiety or loss on his part,

in.that portion of the field where, in the judgment of those on

whom devolves this responsibility, he may best serve the cause

of God. This feature of our economy is certainly worth some-

thing both to ministers and people, as it saves them both from

some unpleasant and unprofitable things.

2. The itinerancy makes the minister not wholly dependent
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on tlic favor of the people. Complete independence and

entire dependence are equally undesirable, and apt to be

detrimental, as we have shown in another place. We contend

'

that in this the itinerancy attains the just n\iddle ground,

'

making the minister in a degree amenable to his people, yet

not compelling hira to flatter their weakness and touch gently '

their sins, or be set adrift upon a stream which has swept many
a one out of the active ministry.

3. The itinerancy permits the minister to give his time and

mental force to the preparation of a comparatively small num-

'

l)cr of sermons, and is therefore favorable to thorough prepa- i

ration for the pulpit.
'

This may seem to some a small matter, but let us look at it.

The idea of the unthinking hearer is that he who preaches

ex tempore, as it is called, stands up before his audience, and
'

utters what occurs to him at the moment just as it occurs
;

that he who uses notes, more or less voluminous, sits down at
'

some odd hour, when he happens to have nothing else to do, •

and writes at his ease all he wants without care or effort, !

We know that able sermons have been preached at very short
'

notice ; but we are also persuaded that it is presumption in '

any man to expect to be uniformly acceptable and useful

without much prayer, much reading and thinking, much hard

work. He who relies upon his ready utterance may do well

when wind and tide are in his favor; but the student and the

thinker alone is reliable at all times. To prepare good ser-

mons which really " feed the flock of God," to do this month
after month ably, acceptably, with no signs of flagging either

in tlie speaker or the hearers, is no small thing. A sermon

that is uttered in thirty minutes may contain the condensed

results of days of earnest, prayerful research. If the preacher

addresses the same people from year to year, how great the

labor of keeping up the supply of new material. If he re-

'

Juains many years, how much strong argument, beautiful illus-

'

tration, and fervent appeal, become useless after a single utter-

ance. The itinerancy, by rendering it possible to use the same

preparations more than once, gives time for thorough study.

^Ic who must prepare his two sermons a week has more than •

he ought to do. He will work in haste, and seldom produce

a discourse that seems to his own mind complete. He knows
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tliat no man can retain in his memory, in available shape, the

mass of ideas, arguments, illustrations sufficient for a ten years'

ministry, and so he employs notes in his pulpit labors. This

necessitates a ceaseless use of the pen. And a written ser-

mon hastily prepared is apt to be less eifective than an extem-

pore discourse. Each mode has its advantages. The extempore

sermon will have more vivacity, more emotional force ; the

written sermon ought to have more thought, expressed in bet-

ter language. One has more powder, and the other more ball

;

whereas powder and ball are both needed. If, then, the

preacher be so afraid of repeating himself, of falling into the

use of stereotyped expressions, on all occasions, that he is

compelled to write his sermons, and is compelled to write

hastily, he has the peculiar advantages of neither mode. His

notes are hurried up without that weighing, sifting process

which alone makes written sermons tolerable
;
yet they hinder

mental and emotional freedom more than if they were care-

fully studied. His sermon has all the defects to which extem-

pore discourse is liable, imfinished thought, clumsy expression,

bad arrangement, without the vivacity and freedom which
redeem those defects. To enable a man to do his best in the

construction of a sermon, he must have time to study his sub-

ject carefully, lay his plans deliberately, and work until he

feels that it is done. The itinerancy gives time to do this,

and therefore has an advantage over the other system.

We know that, under every plan of ministerial labor, the

hireling who caretli not for the sheep will do his work with

a Black hand. In the settled ministry, as it is called, he will

put new texts at the head of old manuscripts, or preach as his

own the sermons of better men. In the itinerancy he will

repeat the same sermons, without addition or improvement, in

each place, as the street musician grinds over before each

house all the tunes that his organ can play. Still it is a

positive excellence of our system that it permits the minister

to spend much labor on a comparatively small number of

discourses.

And yet, when we look at it, there is enough to be done to

rouse the holy ambition and task the power of any man, how-
ever gifted. To preach to the same congregation three y^ars,

creditably and usefully, requires three hundred sermons. Tlie
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strength of most men's ministry, however learned and able,

could be given in a much smaller number. Few men take a

wider range of topics, or treat them more successfully, than

did John Wesley ; and his published discourses give, doubtless,

not merely an idea of the style in which he preached, but the

substance, the very pith and marrow of his ministry. Yet his

two volumes contain only one hundred and forty sermons,

Tlic published sermons of Richard Watson, one of the might-

iest men of the present century, number only one hundred and

twenty-three. The volumes of Dr. Edward Payson, a very

prince in Israel, contain ninety-six discourses only, selected

from the manuscripts which accumulated during twenty

years' labor in the same congregation. When Dr. J. A. Alex-

ander, of Princeton, died, it was deemed expedient to pub-

lish but forty-three of his sermons. Dr. Dwight, a man of

learning and ability, labored for years preparing a series of

discourses that should discuss the whole system of theology

with a good degree of minuteness and thoroughness, yet one

hundred and seventy-three sermons complete the work. Some
men of transcendent power seem to have done their work with

a very small number of sermons. George "Whitefield was the

wonder of the last century, and the discourses upon which

lie relied were twenty-seven in number, some of which he

repeated on as many as sixty different occasions. Dr. Bascom
was a marvel of pulpit eloquence and power, yet his principal

ecrmons, as selected by himself, are twelve in number ; and

those, he assures us, he had been elaborating and preaching

twenty-five years. Where is the minister whose literary exec-

utors deemed worthy of publication a sufficient number of his

«irmons to supply a modern pulpit three years? We know
that ministers who lived long and wrought hard with their

f>ens, have left behind them whole bales of manuscripts ; but

a comparatively small number of these embody the substance

of the entire mass. The same themes are of necessity dis-

cussed over and over again ; every idea of importance i3

repeatedly set forth in its appi=opriate place, and favorite

expressions constantly recur. Where a minister has written

* thousand sermons, it is safe to say that two thirds of them
w-e mere repetitions and dilutions of the rest ; and could the

Vi'hole time spent in penning the thousand have been devoted
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to the preparation of one third the number, the work would
have been done infinitely better. We count it one of the

excellencies of our system that it gives time for thorouo-U

preparation for the pulpit. Assigning the minister a new
field of labor at stated intervals, it makes all his strength

available, puts back into the quiver every arrow that he has

shot, and bids him slioot it again with new skill and force.

By rendering one department of his duty less burdensome, it

ileaves him more time and energy for others. It gives more
opportunity for geueral reading and for ptistoral visiting, and
enables him to look after all the interests of the Church. If

any lover of ease takes advantage of the itinerancy to live an
idle, careless life, belittling mind and soul where he should

be growing daily, the woe belongs to him, not to the system

•which he abuses to his own undoing. Surely no ministers

have a better opportunity than ours to gather the materials of

effective service.

4. The itinerancy is conducive to health and long life.

The vital forces of a minister settled for many years over

.the same congregation are subjected to a fearful strain. He
must write, write, write. The demand for the weekly ser-

.mon is as peremptory and as remorseless as the cry of the

horse-leech's daughters. To write one thoroughly studied

sermon a week for a series of years tries the strongest consti-

tution, as facts, numerous and indisputable, attest. Many
!*' sigh by reason of the bondage," like Israel under the task-

masters of Pharaoh, and not a few break down under. the

burden. And the very man whose sensitive nature best fits

him to attract and interest the multitude, the man whose
pulses leap, and whose mind and soul glow with fervor as the

argument or the appeal proceeds, lighting the same flame in

the heart of the hearer, is the one to whom this strain of never-

ending preparation is most painful and most dangerous. The
country pastors are safest. They have fewer excitements;
Church rivalries are not so pressing; the demands made upon
them in the pulpit and out of it are not so numerous. They
•enjoy purer air, more sunsliine, and have better habits of liv-

ling. But look at the pastors settled over large city congrega-

tions. Every third man is a habitual invalid. The weekly
•Bennon, which must be prepared at all hazards, is the incubus
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tliat rests upon them, the vamp^Te which is draining their

veins.

Many a good and able man, gifted with every element of

ministerial efficiency in the various denominations around us,

would be more useful, more happy, and live longer, if he
could be quietly and honorably transferred to a new field of

lalx>r. The change would renew his youth like the eagle's.

It would remove the weight which now presses upon brain,

and heart. It would render available once more the labors

of the past—the sermons wrought out with great care and
fervent supplication for divine aid, which he has preached
with acceptance and efi^ect, but which are useless to him now,
because he stands in terror of the accusation of having given
up study and ceased to write. So he toils on at his desk,

witli feeble pulse and weary, leaden brain, while he knows
that among his papers are the notes of scores of sermons far

more likely to impress and move his people than any which,
in his jaded condition, he can now produce. Give him a new
field, honorably, pleasantly, without the shame of a rupture
with the Church which he now serves, or the agonies of can-

didating for another, and he becomes a new man in soul,

body,. and spirit. He feels the stimulus of a new auditory

when his eye falls upon strange faces, where he is to win new
friends and, by the grace of God, new stars for his cro^^'n. His
body feels the relief; and with his returning physical vigor he
prepares, like a well-instructed scribe, to " bring forth out of
his treasure things new and old." The Church, too, will feel

the stirring power of new ideas, new argument and illnstra-

tnm, new appeals to reason and conscience, new modes of

address, and both minister and people go forth to spiritual

hattle \vith fresh courage and strength.

5. The itinerancy has advantages -over other modes of dis-

tributing ministerial labor, in that it provides the means of
cflecting necessary changes quietly and without doing injury

^ either minister or people.

These changes are sometimes expedient on the score of
health

; sometimes because of a want of adaptation ; sonie-

tiines because of outward circumstances, which get awry and
tannot be straightened. As we have seen, it is a great advant-
^ge to the people to be able to secure new arrangements
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without open rupture and public debate. "We need not oc-

cupy space in showing that it also works to the advantage of

the minister.

Such are some of the excellencies and defects of the itiner-

ant system, as they seem to us. "We have tried to discuss the

subject fairly, extenuating nothing which weighs against our

eystem, nor setting down aught in malice against othei-s.

There remains as yet unnoticed one point of vital importance,

in reference to which we cannot well in this paper do more

than state our convictions and hint our reasons. Holding

firmly to the itinerant principle, believing it to be good, wise,

and efficient, we doubt whether in our case two important

elements of strength are adjusted to each other in due pro-

poi-tion, as the laws of the Church now stand. Slowness and

deadness on the one hand, and instability on the other, are the

dangers that beset the Church of God, the Scylla and Cha-

rybdis of the waters which we navigate. The coming of a

new pastor rouses the Church and community, and attracts

new hearers. His personal acquaintance with the people, his

knowledge of their spiritual state, and their respect and friend-

ship for him, arc among the instrumentalities which consol-

idate the Church, and bind men to their duty. The coming

of the new messenger tends to attract ; his remaining for

a time tends to make permanent the results of his min-

istry. The Church whose forces are rightly adjusted will

possess in a good degree both elements of strength. The
Methodist Episcopal Church has the elements which give force

and effect in rousing the community and attracting hearers

;

but has she in an equal degree the elements of solid strength

and stability ? Is she as powerful to hold as she is to reach ?

"We think not. AVe appeal to our statistics for evidence.

In the year 1S56 there were 800,327 souls, members and
probationers, in our fold. Since that date nearly 1,000,000

of probatiuners have been reported. About 90,000 deaths

liave also been reported. Had there been no losses except by
death, we would this day have numbered about 1,700,000

members and probationers, whereas the numbers reported in

1804 are only 928,320. In eight years tliree quarters of a

million of names strangely disappear from our Church records.

At the General Conference of 1864 the bishops reported a
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decrease of 50,951 during the previous four years, and ac-

counted for it on the ground tliat the war had broken up
Churches and scattered societies over all the area -where raged
liic battle. Yet during those same years more than 100,000
artcssions were annually reported. How shall we explain this

fearful depletion ? Some other denominations, the Congrega-
lionalists for instance, in publishing their statistics report in

a separate column the members who have removed their resi-

dence, and yet have not formally transferred their meniber-
phip. These form a considerable item in the aggregate, and
6o they would in our Church were we to number them ; still,

after due allowance thus made for non-resident members, there

remains avast multitude not accounted for, save on the ground
that they are cases of religious failure. The fact is appalling.

It calls for the deep and prayerful scrutiny of every lover of

Zion. It is only too apparent that instability is the weakness,
tlie sin, the shame of our Church. Yet we do not believe

tliat the grace of God is any less powerful with us, or human
nature any worse than with others,

We cannot resist the conviction that oiir forces are not well

adjusted. We are powerful to attract and weak to hold. We
ca«t the net on the right side of the ship and inclose a mul-
titude of fishes, but the net breaks. We believe that the recent
lengthening of the pastoral term will tend to give us stability,

and that this tendency would have been stronger if the term
hud been extended to five years instead of three.

The great problem to which the most accurate observers
»nd the closest thinkers of our Church should apply them-
selves, is to find some remedy for this mighty evil, if there be
any remedy within the reach of human hands. • Divine power
>5 indeed the source of all true religious life, both in its begin-
ning and its continuance

; nevertheless we are bound so to
adjust our plans of action to the divine methods that we
toay not " frustrate the grace of God."
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Abt. IV.—life and MARTYPvDOM of STEPHEN.

It is very natural that our attention, while seldom dwelling

upon the martyrdom of the other disciples and early Chris-

tians, except for a specific purpose, should be fixed especially

upon that of Stephen, succeeding so soon the death of Christ,

so early in his Christian ministry, and being with the attend-

ing circumstances the only prominent event recorded -of his

life. Usually, therefore, we speak of Stephen as the first mar-

tyr and leave his story there, without pausing to note the sig-

nificant importance of his earnest Christian life with its sad

and sudden termination. But such a life cannot be so short

nor closed so suddenly as not to enthrone itself among the

active and eternal moral forces of the world. The seed

dropped from the hand of a faithful servant of truth in the

space of an hour will be springing up and bearing fruit ages

hence, while he is slumbering in the tomb. It may be a little

leaven, but it shall add its force in leavening the whole lump.

THE APPOINTMENT OF STEPHEN AS ARCHDEACON OF JERUSALEM.

The first notice we have of Stephen is his appointment as

chief steward or deacon in the distribution of food and money
to the destitute Christians of Jerusalem. The establishment

of this board of stewards was an outgrowth, we may say a

necessary outgrowth, of the circumstances of the times and the

genius of Christianity. For many of the Jews of Palestine

were extremely poor, and of this class very maoy became
Christians. The cry then was, as now, " The poor ye have
always with you." In other cases the odium of bearing the

Christian name undermined the livelihood of those dependent
upon their labor for support, and thus extensive almsgiving
on the part of the wealthy became necessary. It is a fact

recorded of the apostolic Church, that one of its chief charac-

teristics was its bountiful charities. The work of making
these distributions seems to have been left at first, under a gen-

eral supervision of the disciples, to Jews of Hebrew descent

who were either careless, or purposely less attentive to those

who spake the Greek language than to those of their own dialect.
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This led to the following complaint :
" And in those days, when

the number of the disciples was multiplied, there arose a mur-

muring of the Grecians against the Hebrews, because their

widows were neglected in the daily ministration." The term

widows is here put by a figure of speech for all poor and needy

persons. The apostles listened attentively to the statement of

llH^e grievances, and, though willing to do everything in their

power, deemed it expedient to inform the complainants that

ihey themselves could not attend to such w-ork, for the minis-

tration of the word and prayer was their peculiar mission.

The apostles did not build church edifices ; they were not

universal business agents, neither voluntarily, nor did they

allow such offices to be forced upon them. They preached to

the poor as well as the rich, to the rich as well as the poor,

and for this they prepared themselves ; few public teachers

Ijave been better prepared. They preached at home and
abroad ; at Athens and at Rome ; in Britain and in Spain

;

everywhere healing the sick that were brouglit unto them ; but

the charitable ministrations to the poor and the business ajffairs

of the Church were placed in other hands.

Complaint is sometimes made that the ministry of the pres-

ent time is not apostolic, because a careful pulpit preparation,

in many instances, is made the first business of the preacher.

Possibly, in other respects, the modern ministry falls short

of the primitive standard, but in this respect it is thoroughly

apostolic, if space were allowed in this article it would be
easy to show, on the other hand, that a Church modeled after

the apostolic plan would relieve the ministry, instead of impos-
ing duties upon it that could be performed equally well by the

luity. It would not call upon a minister to superintend the

erection of its edifices, make him chairman of all business

committees, nor leave to him almost exclusively the care of the

poor and the sick. Relisrion and relio-ious duties, in such a

'church, would not be paid for with money ; Christians would
»'ot live by proxy, nor go to heaven by proxy, but live as they
^ught and go there themselves. The apostles, to relieve them-
•^•Ives entirely from these duties, which properly belonged to

others, that they might give themselves continually to prayer
i^rid the ministry of the word, and to make a proper division

<jf labor, and also to proNide carefully against future partiality,
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recommend the appointment of seven men to take the entire

charge of this business, from the defective performance of which
complaints had arisen. Their first choice was Stephen who
was thus constituted president or chairman of the board. The
qualifications required for this ofiice were of a high order, and
Stephen is especially commended and singled out from amon«T

the seven. There is a reiteration of emphatic and almost

superlative phrases used respecting him. His name and ap-

pointment would indicate that he was a Hellenistic Jew, speak-

ing the Greek language, and familiar also with the Hebrew.
He was very likely a convert of St. Peter's on the day of Pen-
tecost ;

and his character, as set before us in the Acts, is the

happiest evidence of the soundness of his conversion. The
Fathers speak of him as a man of extensive learning ; which
is also indicated in his speech before the Sanhedrim, and in

the skill and power with which he met and overthrew his

opponents in the synagogues of the city. " In fact," says How-
Bon, " by his peculiar power he shot far ahead of his six com-
panions and far above his peculiar office." He was a leading

man among the disciples even, and in some respects superior

to any of them. And had he lived he would undoubtedly soon

have been appointed a regular preacher, relieved of his duties

as local deacon, and have been numbered among the apostles.

STEPHEN BEFORE THE HELLENISTIC SYNAGOGUE.

There was in Jerusalem at this time a synagogue of learned

foreigners, called the synagogue of "The Libertines, and
Cyrenians, and Alexandrians, and of them of Cilicia and of

Asia." Stephen by his education and nationality was a prom-
inent member of this body, and retained his connection with

it even after his conversion. Synagogues in Jerusalem were
then numerous, distinguished, like difierent sects of modern
Christians, by the peculiar views held. The early Christian

Church, therefore, might, without impropriety, have been

called the Galilean synagogue; for the disciples at first, fol-

lowing the example of Christ, did not separate themselves

from the Jewish nation, the public festivals, nor from the tem-

ple worship. The separation and development were gradual,

and find illustration in the formation of our own Church.

Wesley and his followers, while organizing Methodism, very
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iirutH'rly, for a time, retained their connection with the estab-

I^Jied Cliurch of England. The great changes and develop-

tr.onts that are ever taking place under the providence of God

in the natural and moral world are gradual, never violent.

•^ First the blade, then the ear, after that the full corn in the

car." But the leaders and defenders of such progressive

movements invariably find that persecution or martyrdom

lie in their pathway. The emblem of truth and progress is

A hero under arms, and their voice is Christ's—" I come

not to send peace on earth, but a sword." The devotion

wid zeal of Stephen would not allow him to remain silent

tiA he met from time to time with these learned men of

Alexandria. He took a position which cost him his repose;

Oic sword, not the pruning-knife, had been chosen. Before

llicso men he fearlessly stated his peculiar views, and un-

doubtedly urged their observance upon his opponents. There

VTRS at this time a young man in the city bearing the

name " Saul of Tarsus." He was between twenty-five and

thirty years of age, and by his birth and education was a

member, with Stephen, of the Hellenistic synagogue. From
ilia thorough education, earnest zeal, and the prominent part

he took in the martyrdom of Stephen, we must infer that

he was one of the first and most noted among the opponents

of this bold advocate of Christianity, and newly appointed

«4;ent of the Church. We can easily imagine the scene in the

ynagogue as these two young rnen of nearly the same age, of

apparently equal zeal and erudition, met, the one contending

^•ith all his devotion for the new faith, the other with all his

energy for the faith of the fathers ; the one just from the col-

lege of Gamaliel, the other inspired by the Holy Ghost. But

Stephen on the side of truth was more than a match for Saul

*nd his companions. Their ingenuity was exhausted in vain

Mtcmpts to overthrow him. They stood abashed and silent

•n the presence of this single-handed preacher of truth. One,

•f on the side of truth, can conquer a thousand; and two

put ten thousand to flight, if they are on the side of error.

Strength is not with the majority unless the majority are

•ight. The inspired writer says of Stephen, " And they were

^o\. able to resist the wisdom and the spirit by which bo

•pake." As is not unusual, failing in fair debate, his enemies
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determined to destroy by violent means where they could not

vanquish by ari^ument. They were urged to this course hotli

from mortification at the results of the contest, upon whicli

they had entered with full confidence of victory, and from a

blind zeal in supporting the law and rights of Moses, whicli

they thought had been invaded. To accomplish their purpo?c

they suborned men, as the Pharisees had done in their pert^c-

cutions of Christ, to falsify what had been said in order to

bring Stephen before the Jewish Sanhedrim. He is charged

with speaking blasphemous words against the holy place and

the law. There were apparent grounds for this charge ;
at lea?t,

what Stephen had said might be so construed as to furnish

the ground of the accusations brought against him. -Witnesses

for this purpose were easily found.

Many will misconstrue, but few have the courage to fabri-

cate an absolute falsehood. He is a bold man who will make

a direct charge in daylight ; a cow^ard may dare to make a

side thrust at midnight. Stephen had said that the worship

of God was not local, but universal. This was enough to

create the charge of blasphemy. For, if worship is universal,

it is not confined to the temple. The temple is thus brought

into disrepute; he has therefore spoken against it, and is a

blasphemer and must be condemned. How easily the truth

can be warped, till it is as pernicious as direct falsehood.

STEPHEN BEFORE THE JEWISH SAJSTHEDRIM.

. The steps by which Stephen is brought before the Sanhedrim

are natural. His learning and connection with the Hellenistic

synagogue rendered him conspicuous ; the advocacy of his

peculiar views rendered him obnoxious. His enemies, unable

to answer him in fair debate, and in order to crush his influ-

ence, bring him before the Sanhedrim, which, like the Areop-

agus at Athens, is represented " as the highest and most awful

court of adjudication, especially in matters pertaining to re-

ligion." This council were assembled in solemn and formal

Btate
;

partly within and partly without the temple court.

The president sat in the less sacred portion, and around him

in a semicircle were the rest of the seventy judges. Before

this judicial body, and confronted by his accusers, Stephen was

arraigned to answer for his life on charge of blasphemy. He
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vfts calm and collected ; there were no symptoms of perturba-

tion, no trembling for his life, no recourse to tears, no sullen

»ul»mission to his fate. Their white beards, their robes of office,

and their sentence of death cannot alarm this moral hero. They
Inspire him. The eyes of all were fixed upon his countenance,

which plowed under their gaze with a radiance that was super-

natural. In the beautiful Jewish expression of Scripture,

•* They saw his face as it had been the face of an angel," As
Oiey look upon this sign of God's approval, his judges ought

to liave remembered the glowing face of him who had given

tlie law, and have trembled. But their thoughts were so occu-

pied M'ith the fading glories of their theocracy, and -vWth the

lapposed insult uttered against their temple, that they did not

recognize in the spectacle before them the evidence that hence-

forth the Christian soul is to be the living sanctuary of God, and
tlio temple of the Holy Ghost, whose worship is dedicated to

Jehovah, not in this mountain or that, but throughout the

vurth. Eyes they have, but they see not, and proceed with the

trial. The charges were preferred, and the judicial question to

which the accused was required to plead was put by the pres-

ident : "Are these things so?" In his reply, Stephen is ex-

Ji-cted to deny the charges or to make satisfactory explanations

knd confessions. His speech, however, answers to this only

in part and indirectly. He traveled historically in his argu-

ment through all the important events of the Jewish economy

;

frv>in Abraham to Joseph, from Joseph to Moses, from Moses
to David and Solomon, He declared that God's blessing

rested upon the faith of Abraham, though a stranger in the
hnd of promise ; upon the piety of Joseph, though an exile

*^»d slave in Egypt ; on the devotion of Moses, though in
the desert of Sinai : and these were all without a temple.
As he reaches this point in his argument his soul seems to

^e fire with his subject. He forgets himself and the charges

^\^n which is to follow his condemnation ; he appears more
nxious to save his audience than to procure his own pardon

;

*'>d aa he raises his heroic voice in the defense of truth it

**^hocs through the council-hall, reathrming the neglected theory
w the universal worship of God, the very ground of his pre-
vious offense, and for which he is now on trial. " Ilowbeit
"^c Most High dwelleth not in temples made with hands ; as
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saith the prophet. Heaven is my throne, and eartli is my
footstool: what house will ye build me? saith the Lord: or
what is the place of my rest ? Hath not my hand made all

these things ?

"

At this point there is an abrupt turn in his speech. It is possi-

ble that he had followed the argument as far as he intended,
or it is possible that he intended to carry it to greater lencrth,

but was interrupted by some disturbance among the audience.
The character of the argument will allow of either supposition.

Whatever was his motive, it is clearly evident that he saw his

doom was already sealed. And his innocence, his faith, his

hope of immortality gave him power to seize upon the feu-

remaining moments to tell his audience some of the most
wholesome though the most unwelcome truths that could be
uttered. Is his situation critical? Down he flings another
and heavier sword into the £cale already trembling against
him. " God oifers to every mind its choice," says Emerson,
"between truth and repose. Take which you please; you
cannot have botji ; between these, as a pendulum, man oscil-

lates." The goal of Stephen's march was not to save his life,

nor to gain the fovor of his judges and the repose of this

life, but to reach an infinite heaven, an indubitable goal for

every such spirit. Death he welcomed, since it must come,
but welcomes it in the defense of truth, sword in hand.
Life is nothing, death is nothing, to such men. They have
already entered upon another life. The conduct of Stephen
before the Sanhedrim is so like that of Jerome of Prague
before the Bohemian Council in 1416 that we may pause
to institute a comparison. Before his execution Jerome was
allowed a public defense. From long conHnement he was
enfeebled, which was especially apparent in the introduction
of his speech

; but as he warmed with his subject, " He fell

into a strain of the most dazzling eloquence," says Neander.
He brought up, ono, after another, those men who, among
Pagans, Jews, and Christians, had fallen victims to false

accusations. Socrates, Seneca, John the Baptist, Stephen, and
John Huss, were enumerated in the catalogue. Jerome knew
that the mention of that last name would infuriate his judges,
because, for following Huss, he was now on trial. But to him
life was nothing. To defend that man whom his judges had
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cvt-cuted, was his mission, and dearer to him than life. At
point he was interrupted, and turning to his judges he

reclaimed, " I trust in God, my Creator, that one day, after

lliis hfe, ye shall see Jerome preceding you to judgment
wiiere you must answer for your conduct." " This last sen-

tence," says the historian, " was Jerome's death-warrant."

What Arminian, even, does not love the ring and scope of

t!uh5c majestic words " ordained of God" when witnessing such
displays of fierceless daring in the defense of truth ? They
liave a meaning that rises far above the ordinary Calvinistic idea,

Mending the awful will-power of man with the omnipotence
of God. ^'- 1 move, but under God's direction," seems to be
iJie language of the great martyrs, prophets, and defenders of
tnitli throughout history. Duty was theirs; the risk belonged
to Cod. Listen to their language: "If you call me impious
Uraiise of my hostility to your gods," said Ignatius to the
Emperor Trajan, "I own the charge;" and for this he was
thrown to the wild beasts of the amphitheater. When Cyprian
was brought before the pro-consul of Carthage he was asked,
*• A re you Thascius Cyprian ? " "I am." " Are you he whom
tlic Christians call their bishop?" "I am." "Our princes
li.ivo ordered you to worship the gods." "That I shall not
do." And for this he was beheaded. When Polycarp was
hn.ught to Eome the pro-consul said, "Curse Christ and I
ri'lejise you." " For six and eighty years have I served him,"
^l»e old man replied, "and he has done me nothing but good,
^'au I curse him? I tell you frank!}-, I am a Christian."
A lid for this he was led to the stake. Zwingle, before the
^Toat Council at Zurich, on charges of being a "heretic,

K\lucer, and a rebellious man," exclaimed : " Here, then, I
*taijd in God's name ; I acknowledge no authority but that of
*lio Gospel." Followed by Luther, before the Diet of "Worms,
'*lien he exclaimed, " Here I stand ; I cannot do otherwise."

^ cannot do otherwise ! How sublime is snch language in the
''!'• of such men ! This was the sentiment M-hich was stamped
'•l-"> every act and word of Stephen as he stood before the
• ^'^visli Sanhedrim. And how had it been otherwise with the
^orhj if these great heroes and martyrs had moved as if they

"""iKht they could have done otherwise than stand by the
*f»th nt all hazards { Chains would have been where free-

I'ouuTii Sekies, Vol. XVIII.—15
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dom now is, and darkness where there is light. Thank Goi
that some men are bold enough to answer to their nam.-

•when called ! Sublime election ! Many are called, but few

are worthy of being chosen for this high service of God on

earth. Stephen fearlessly told the council and the Jews what

he thought of them. This is his cutting languajje :
" Ye stiff-

necked and uncircumcised in heart and ears, ye do alwavs

resist the Holy Ghost ; as your fathers did, so do ye. Which
of the prophets have not your fathers persecuted ? And tliey

have slain them which showed before of the coming of the Just

One, of whom ye have been now the betrayers and murderers."

At this announcement " they were cut to the heart and

gnashed on him with their teeth." But Stephen is unmoved

by this expression of rage. He stood like a rock in the midst

of the ocean, upon which the tempests blew and the waves

dashed in vain. His was the composure of the evening sky,

toward which a thousand rockets are hurled, but burst before

they reach their mark. In his eye there was the gleaming of

the rarest genius and the Holy Ghost, which like the liirht-

ning of God, glancing athwart the clouds, mocks the feeble

fireworks of mortals beneath. And thus Stephen calinlv

faces his infuriated and haughty judges. Xothing on earth

surpasses the moral grandeur of those scenes in which one

man alone, for the sake of truth, stands opposed to the many.

Sublimer than the march of the grandest army beneath whoso

tread the earth has trembled. Such was Elijah as he con-

fronted nine hundred priests of Baal and an enraged king on

Mount Carmel. Such was John Huss as he stood before the

Bohemian Council, alone. Such, Luther before the Diet oi

"Worms. Such the defender of our own" faith, EpisQppius

before the Synod of Dort. And such was another martyr

whose name will live when oui-s are forgotten. The scene

was under a clear December Virginian sky : on the one side

a gallo%vs and a thousand bayonets, on the other the serene

brow of that calm old man, John Brown, as he stoops to ki>-

the sable forehead of the child of a forlorn race. But he wa>

illegal ! Yes, and so were Elijah, and Stephen, and Huss, and

Luther illegal ; and so is every hero who dares in God's service

to take a step in advance of his age.

Stephen, while awaiting the issue of his illegality, calmly
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liltrf Ills eyes to heaven, and the scene presented is no longer
in the council-hall at Jerusalem, for he is a citizen of another
world. " And he saw the glory of God, and Jesus standing on
t!ic right hand of God." Standing ! Elsewhere if Christ is

fjM.ken of in his glorified state, he is said to be not standing,
l.ut seated at the right hand of the Father. Here, alone, he
in rcju-esented as standing. As Chrysostom beautifully clothes
the thought, the Sanour could no longer sit, but had risen
from liis throne and was watching anxiously the faith and
endurance of his disciple, and waiting to welcome hira to the
rrnirts of heaven, as a judge rises in an earthly court, but only
to welcome the most distinguished visitors. Could an angel
ix'ccive greater honor? But, in the court-room, a scene of t1ie

wildest confusion followed this announcement. The passions
of the Sanhedrim were wound up to the highest pitch. Gama-
liel, if he had been disposed, could not now restrain their fury.
Tiicy forbear no longer ; they stop not to take the vote. That
Christ is exalted was false, and in Stephen's lips was found a
double blasphemy. They cry out with a loud voice, which
breaks into a confused yell of madnesa ; they clap their hands
to their ears to shut out the blasphemy

; they spring upon him
with the fury of hungry wolves impatfent for blood, and would
have torn him to pieces on the spot had it not been that the
law forbade execution to take place within the city walls. They
must not forget themselves and become illegal, and they bore
nim without the gates of the city.

THE DEATH OF STEPHEN.

It eeeras singular that the world has punished alike its
noblest benefactors and its bitterest foes. Disinterested devo-
lJ<^»n to the public good seems ever to have been regarded as-
^"'0 of the capital crimes of society. Eelease Barabbas and
^nu-ify the benefactor is the cry of history. Was not Socrates
ihe friend of Athens ? But Athens murdered Socrates. Did
J'^t

Cicero live for and love Rome as he did his own life ?

J5ut Rome murdered Cicero. Were not Huss and Jerome
jnends to the Bohemians? But the Bohemians murdered
Jluss and Jerome. Who were truer friends to England than
Utnner and Ridley? But England murdered Latimer and
'^'ey. And he whose heart could feel and lips express
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the noble sentiment, "With malice toward none, with charitv

toward all," in our own day, pays the same penalty fur his

philanthropy. ""What one of the prophets have not yuur

fathers persecuted ? " was the siguihcant question of Stephen.

If we have not already, we shall learn that to be a signal friend

to mankind is almost, if not quite, as dangerous as to he a

signal enemy. He that will save others cannot save himself.

Was Stephen a criminal, guilty of some appalling crime, thai

he was thus hurried out of the city, contrary to justice ? Wa.s

he an enemy to Jerusalem and a traitor to its interests, that the

thoughtless crowd were clapping their hands and crying,

"good ! " as they heard of his condemnation ? He had dis-

tributed food to the poor, he had labored for them with untir-

ing zeal, he had visited sick people and healed them, he had

warned his countrymen and the Jews of danger, and urged

upon them the higher and spiritual worship of Jehovah. It"

these are crimes, he is guilty ; if this is treason, he was a trai-

tor. For no other crimes than these is he to die. ungrate-

ful city ! O misguided people !

There were two routes from the hall to the place designated

for the execution. The crowd part in order to facilitate their

egress, for there was great and general excitement in Jerusahz-ni.

" The people and the eldei-s and the scribes " had been stirred

up by the members of the influential Hellenistic synagogue,

A portion pass out at the northern and a portion at the ea^i:-

em gate. The party having the prisoner in charge leave by

the northern, since called St. Stephen's gate ; then, turning to

the right, pass round the northeast angle of the wall, where

they were joined again by those who had left the city from the

eastern gate, and together they descend somewhere about the

rocky edges of the Valley of Jehoshaphat, where the Mount of

Olives quietly looked down upon the scene of death, and here

the pure and noble-minded martyr was murdered.

Those who took the lead in this wild and terrible transaction

were the witnesses who had misreported or misintei-preted the

words of the prisoner. According to an eastern custom, before

any violent exercise, and on this occasion for the sake of

facility in the dreadful task of stoning, they stripped them-

selves of their garments. One of the prominent leaders t.n

such occasions was deputed, by custom, to signify liis assent to
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ihc net bj taking tlie clothes of tlie witnesses into his custody

and standing over them while the bloody work went on. The

o!ioicc in the present instance was Saul of Tarsus, the zealous

c.pjv)iient of Stephen in the Alexandrian synagogue. The pre-

liminaries of the execution were thus arranged and completed
;

ilie witnesses had taken their stations ; Stephen is nerved, or

r;itlicr inspired for the shock ; the people were in position, and

waiting in breathless silence, and we suppose there was silence

nlso in heaven. The signal is given, and the first volley of

>-toncs glide instantly from perha|>s a score of hands, crashing

against the martyr, who lifts his voice in prayer to heaven,
' Lord Jesus, receive my spirit

!

" which has since been the

repeated cry of those who for the same cause have perished at

the stake or fallen by the sword.

The second and third volleys are hurled in quick succession

against his already agonized body, and fell him to the earth,

and one long, piercing cry escaped his dying lips, " Lay not

this sin to their charge !
" A fitting conclusion to such a life

;

and in spirit it was the same prayer that fell only a few months

before from divine lips for the same murderers. The inspired

narrator closes the scene in the brief but touching languaire,

'' lie fell asleep I " The exi^ression is happily chosen ; tired and

exhausted nature seeks repose ; that is all, and that is enough.

THE RESULTS OF STEPHEN'S MARTYRDOM AXD ITS LESSOX.

The crowd now gather about the corpse. "Women and

children steal a hasty glance and hurry back to the city.

Enemies are exultant, friends are sad, and many in the throng

look thoughtfully upon the scene and retire to think or to talk

of the events of the day, feeling, indeed, that they had fallen on

troublous times. And revelation closes its history of Stephen
in the brief but suggestive language, "Devout men carried

Stephen to his burial, and made great lamentation over him."

The evening shadows fell upon the Yalley of Jehoshaphat and

^rcw their mantle over the scene of that day's tragedy. But
there were other and darker shadows gathering about the

infant Church in Jerusalem, now struggling for its life. To
the disciples this nicrht was scarcelv less foreboding of evil thanto •/ o
the night that had succeeded the death of their divine Master.

Tlic ditic'iples felt that they had lost a friend that could not be
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spared. One of the ablest, perhaps at that time the ablest leader

in the Church had fallen. Less entangled in the prejudices of

the Hebrew nationality, on account of his foreign birth and
grasp of mind, he had a clearer view of the genius of Christi-

anity and its freedom from local restraints than any other dis-

ciple of the Saviour. In erudition, fervent zeal, moral hero-

ism ; as an orator, rhetorician, and advocate, he cannot be

regarded inferior even to the Apostle Paul, who in reality,

in the apostleship of the Gentiles, became the successor of

Stephen. For this he was nobly fitted, but the very last who
could be expected to succeed the martyr, being his bitterest

enemy, and one of the principal actors amid the scenes of the

martyrdom. " The Church," as St. Augustine affirms, " owes

Paul to the prayer and death of Stephen." Such are the lessons

and results of Stephen's martyrdom, teaching us that bright

spots may be found even upon the darkest page of the world's

history, and that the Church will be provided for against any

and all exigencies. The importance of Stephen's career, and the

marked characteristics that appear in the brief account given

of him, may be summed up under the following heads:

1. He was the first great Christian polemic and ecclesiastic,

displaying remarkable ability before the synagogue and San-
hedrim, and also possessing great executive ability in the

management of the finances and other business of the Church.
2. He was the first Christian martyr—the proto-martyr. That
is, the first, after the establishment of the . Christian Church,
who witnessed to the truth by a painful and violent death.
3. There was a striking similarity between Stephen and the
apostle Paul. They were more alike than any other two
members of the early Christian Church of which we have any
account. This may be seen in their common nationality, their
learning, and in the striking resemblance of their polemics,
their faith, their zeal, their heroism, and their devotion to the
truth. 4. And lastly, he was the forerunner of Paul, and in a

higher sense than merely being before him in point of time.
While Paul was contending with Stephen, as he listened to

him before the synagogue, and to his speech before the San-
hedrim, he learned some of the mightiest arguments that he
afterward employed with convincing power before strangers and
kings. The denunciation against local worship, the importance
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fctluclicd to the spiritual side of Jewish history, the emptiness

of fv>rinal ceremonies, were thoughts not originated by Paul,

but lieard from the lips of Steplien on the day of his trial.

When Paul was before the synagogue at Antioch, he secured

ihc attention of the Jews by adopting the historical method,

t.rociscly as Stephen had done before the Sanhedrim. Stephen,

la his speech, asserted his attachment to the principles of the

ilosaic religion. Paul saw the truthfulness and advantages

(..f this, and adopted the same course with great effect before

King Agrippa. Stephen spoke plainly of the temple and the

nature of the true worship of Jehovah. Paul saw the strength

and beauty of this thought and followed it in his speech at

Athens. "We would not argue from these facts that Paul was

a mere copyist, but that Stephen was strictly his predecessor

and one of his ablest instructors.

Art. Y.—the 1260 YEARS OF ANTICHRIST.

TuE chronology of the Apocalypse is the vexed question of

unfulfilled prophecy. The chief diiSculty of ex})laining and

aj)plying prophetic symbols would be removed if we could

identify their archetypes in the facts of history ; and this

again would be more easily accomplished if we could settle

tlie dates and periods of the Apocalypse in their true order.

An important step is gained by settling the true scope and

s<.rheme of the book itself. Indeed, till this be done we may
say of the writer, " he walks on in darkness." TTe have not

Bpuce here even to enumerate the various theories, but must

Content oui-selves by simply stating our own, which is, that

the design of the book of Revelation is to sketch an outline

t>f the history of the Church from the time of John down to

the final judgment day—giving her struggles, her sufferings, her

triumphs, her final success and glorious reward, together with

the bloody type and the everlasting doom of her enemies.

As one object of prophecy is to '" forewarn and forearm

the Church," it has ever been the method of Divine Wisdom
to keep before the eye of faith and " the mind that hath wis-
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dom" some intimations of tlie providential future relating to

the holy seed, including with greater or less clearness, a

description, not only of the more important facts which were

to transpire, but some hints also as to time. Thus the

bondage of the Hebrews in Egypt and Babylon, the first

advent of Christ, the destruction of Jerusalem, with numerous

other events, are examples of this kind. Inquiry, therefore,

into the providential future of the Church is both relevant

and important when reverently and discreetly made by the

light of prophecy and the facts of history. As to time, dif-

ferent methods of notation are adopted in Scripture. .The

simplest is to put down the period in solar years. But,

except in a few instances, chiefly the '"four hundred yeai^s'"

captivity of the Hebrews in Egypt, (Gen. xv, 13,) and their

" seventy years'" captivity in Babylon, (Jer. xx\', 11, 12,) there

is scarcely a mention made of solar time for the measurement

of prophetic cycles. Another mode, of greater frequency, is

by symbolic time, or where a lesser period is put for a greater,

as a day for a year, a week for seven years, a month for tliirty

years, or a year of three hundred and sixty days for three hund-

red and sixty years. Thus, the " seventy weeks " of Daniel

(chap, ix, 24) are TO weeks X 7=490 years. The " forty-two

months" of John (Rev. xi, 2) are 42X30=1260 years—always

reckoning in symbolic time 30 days to a month. So, also,

the " time, times, and a half time," or " time, times, and the

dividing of time," (Dan. vii, 25 ; Rev, xii, 14,) are a year, two

years, and a half year, which, reckoning 360 days to a year, and

counting each day as the symbol of a year, (as in Ezek. iv, 6.)

make 1260 years. The " thousand two hundred and three-

score days" (Rev. xi, 3) are, in like manner, 1260 years.

Two other methods are resorted to, and are by far the more
common, whereby to give a clue to the question of time,

namely : the order of eyexts, and the nature and descrip-

tive CIRCUMSTANCES of cvcnts. These are brought out with

great prominence in the Apocalypse ; the former only givinga

general idea of time prior to the event, but both being of

indispensable value in connection with other methods. For

instance : where events are described serially, it is obvious that

if the first, or any subsequent link of the series, can be iden-

tified in history, it is easy to trace the connection progress-
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ir»«lv or regi-essively, as tlie case may be
;

particularly if,

niidwav of this chain, an important chronological link

N^romcs indisputably recognizable, a large gain is made

toward the unfolding of the subsequent periods. ^N'ow, such

B roco'^nizable link is found in the 1260 years of Antichrist.

\Vc arc guided in our searchings after this important date by

llic frequent notations of symbolic time, by the general law of

jwrial order and relation, and by the light of descriptive cir-

cumstances. To fix the date of this period has been a focal

]M>int to which criticism and investigation have been directed

with no common zeal and diligence. If this can be done, the

Jlre^ent status of the Church can be clearly defined, and its

more immediate future forestalled.

The period of the reign of Antichrist, including an account

of his do'wnfall, has received greater formality and fullness of

dcgcription, and a bolder outline of chronological limitation,

than any period of the Apocalyptic visions, filling on& third

the entire book of Eevelation. The struggles of the Church

with pagan Rome, with the northern barbarians who disrupted

tlio A\''estern empire, together with the overflowing scourge of

tlie Mohammedans, embracing the periods of the entire first

nx peals, and six of the trumpet periods nnder the seventh

wal, were dismissed, in less than half the space, in the four

preceding chapters. The tenth chapter of Eevelation marks

»n interval in the prophecy, and must be regarded as a formal

prelude to the grand and terrific cycle which was to follow.

It was the moment of a solemn announcement. The most

tt-rrible enemy the Church would ever be called to grapple

^Ith now presented himself. When Daniel had beheld him
iu the remote distance, " he was grieved in his spirit, the

^i.«ions of his head troubled him," and " his countenance was
•hanged." (Dan. vii, 15, 28.) The period was to be long,

*»>tl the conflicts of the Church mighty ; and now, lest it

»honkl be inferred that because the seventh seal had been

'•[K.'ncd, and six of the trumpet periods under that seal already

j'\-jiO(l, the end of the Clmrch's warfare had come and the

'"no of her sutferings over, a " mighty angel" descended from
'f'iivcn, and with one foot upon the sea and the other upon
^^•e earth, and with his hand lifted toward heaven, "swore by
'-ini that liveth for ever and ever, ()tl xpo'^o^ ovk ian tri, that
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the time is iwt yet^ but in the days of tlie voice of tLe seventh

angel, when he shall sou7id," the mystery of God should bo

finished." Immediately after this prologue contained in

the tenth chapter, follow various independent representations

of this antichristian power, its nature, its enormous expansion,

its malignant pei'secntions of the faithful, its corruptions and

blasphemy, and its everlasting downfall. From the beginnin:^

of' the tenth chapter to the eleventh verse of the nineteenth

chapter, the descriptions are entirely engrossed with the his-

tory and doom of Antichrist, and events connected therewith.

After the downfall of Antichrist the thread of the prophetic

narrative is resumed only at chapter xix, 11.

As the principal object of this article is to determine the

date of this antichristian period, as nearly as may be by solar

measurement, we hasten to this point. In seven different

places, by the varied computation of " days," "months," and

" times," the years of the reign of Antichrist are put down

at just 1260. (Daniel vii, 25 ; xii, 7 ; Kevelation xi, 2, 3

;

xii, 6, 14 ; xiii, 5.) Is there no moral significance in this

fact ? Is the question of tiTne a matter of simple curio?-

ity? TVe think not. If, then, Antichrist is to reign 12G0

years, and is then, according to the explicit statements of proph-

ecy seven times recorded, to fall to rise no more, it is apparent

that to fix the date of this period, to determine where the 12t>o

years begin, is to supply new matter of consolation and

hope to an afilicted and struggling Church, and new motives

for patient activity and perseverance.

"Where, then, do the 1260 years begin ? This question can

be answered only by a careful attention to descriptive circum-

stances involving the character, form, and pr6portions of Anti-

christ. "We arrive at the solution by a sort of inductive

process. For instance, when all the characteristics of Anti-

christ, as laid down in prophecy, are brought together and

submitted, then the historic power, or agency, which is found

* This is certainly the true rendering. It is well known that fiE/.?.u is oflcn

used to express simple fuhirity, as in Matthew xi, 14; Luke ix, 31; Jolm xi, 51,

ei al. The angel evidently intended only to declare the time yet future when

"the mystery of Ood should be finished," that is, God's mysterious providenco

toward the Cluirch, in allowiug her thus to be persecuted. The suquel show.^

that this "mystery of God" was not finished till late in the period of the seventh

trumpet.
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\o embody in itself all these, and to fall within the historic

t.rder and relation of time and sequence indicated, must be

a*.-.uined to be tlie real and historic prototype and impersona-

tion of these prophetic symbols and delineations. In no other

way could the question be solved from the nature of the case.

We have not space for the details of the argument, but must

•'vMoralize our statements under two heads : the moral char-

acter and the external form of Antichrist. It is only by its

outgrowth, or external form, that we are able to trace and fix

tlie true chronos of its existence.

1. The Antichrist of prophecy is an apostate Christian Church.

Taul says, " The day of the Lord shall not come except there

come r] arroaraoia, THE APOSTACY first, and that man of sin be

rwealed, the son of perdition, who opposeih and exalteih him-

silfahove all that is called God or that is worshiped^

*So also John describes the same power under the image of

a " harlot," the standing symbol of an apostate, idolatrous

Church. (Eev. xvii. See Ezek. xvi, xxviii.) The merchand-

ise of mystic Babylon was in the oofiarcov km t/n;%ac avOpiorzuv^

''bodies and souls of men^ (Eev. xvii, 13.) She trafiicked

in the temporal and eternal interests of mankind.

2. Antichrist was to be the great persecutor of the saints,

the terror of the Church. " He shall wear out the saints of

the Most High," says Daniel, and shall '' make war with the

wints and prevail against them," " and shall destroy the

mighty and the holy people." (Dan. vii, 21, 25 ;
viii, 24.)

John saw the "harlot" " drunken with the blood of the saints

and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus," and in " Baby-

lon " was found " the blood of the prophets and of saints."

Kov. xvii, 6; xviii, 2-4. John abounds in the descriptions of

Antichrist as a persecuting power.

3. Antichrist is a temporal and spiritual autocracy. Daniel

lays " he shall think to change times and laws," (chap. vii, 25,)

• phrase which exactly denotes the absolute prerogative of

^»o<i as the supreme ruler of human affairs, as the same

l-rophet himself teaches, (chap, ii, 21:) "And he [God]

<*hangeth the times and the seasons ; he removeth kings and

*« ttfth up kings." Paul says that " he [the man of sin, Anti-

<^hri.st,] as God, sitteth in the temple of God, showing himself

^Jmt be is God." (2 Thess. ii, 4.) These and such hke passages
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show an assumption of supremacy over human affairs, Lotli

in spiritual and temporal things, which rightfully belongs to

God only,

4. Antichrist is a Eoman power of a new and peculiar type,

not of civic Rome, bilt a power Roman in its character.

5. Antichrist is a Roman power of the later period, to arise

after the extinction of the empire in the West.

6. Antichrist is a political sovereignty. Daniel represents

it under the symbol of a " Aor;i," the established symbol of a

kingdom. (Dan. vii, 8 ; xx, 24.) John speaks of it under the

image of a " beast," and as one of the " heads'^ of the " beast,"'

which expressly denote a kingdom or form of government.
(Rev. xvii, 8-11.) It is not necessary to carry our specifica-

tions further.

Kow the point of the argument lies here : at whatever period

the Church is found to have taken on these several character-

istics, at that period we are to look for the date of the rise of

Ajitichrist. It is a simple search into the history of the

Church for the embodied and historic prototype of the sym-

bolic descriptions of prophecy.

1. The order of our inquiry leads us first to determine tlie

period of the Church's apostacy. We do not ask. At what

age did the Church depart from the simplicity of the apostle.^ \

but. At what period did she become so corrupt as to answer

to the descriptions of prophecy relating to Antichrist, the " man
of sin," the *' great harlot," mystic "Babylon," the "little

horn," the eighth head of the beast, (Rev. xvii, 11,) the remorse-

less persecutor of the samts ? Three gradational stages mark
the downward progress of the Church to her grand aposta-y.

These we shall denominate the hierarchal '2)eriod, the State

Church period, and the jpenod of the 'revolt of the popes from
the dominimi of the Eastern emperors. During the fii-st three

centuries the Church had grown up a separate establishment

from the State, and had, from various causes, developed the

idea and form of a spiritual hierarchy, culminating in tlic

Bishop of Rome. The doctrine of the absolute unity of the

Church, holding guardianship of the spiritual efficacy of all

the sacraments and of all channels of grace, made the doctrine

of a spiritual autocracy or headship necessary, and the Bishop

of Rome was designated as that head. The maxim, as old as
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(.'vpri.in, " extra ecclesiam nulla salus," was a most natural

ri'iiclusion. Here, then, the foundations of a spiritual den-

uxAUm were laid. The outlines of the character of the "man
vi sin," " sitting in the temple of God, and showing himself

that he is God," were fonned. It took form in the blasphe-

mous exaltation of the spiritual office, and the merging first

tlic Church into the hierarchy and then the hierarchy into the

pHj^nfy, assuming the absolute vicegerency of Chnst" upon

tlio earth, and dooming with anathema all schism, dissent, or

j.rote^t. Such was the form and fashion which the Churcli

iK'gan to take on prior to the fourth century. Innocent I., in

tiic beginning of the fifth century, and Leo the Great, forty

Years later, consolidated the foundations of this new monar-

cliy, and Gregory the Great, at the close of the sixth century,

carried forward the structure to completion in all essential

features. The spiritual hierarchy thus erected was the first

grand step in the apostasy.

Another step was taken, in the fourth and subsequent cen-

turies, by erecting this hierarchal establishment into a State

Church. Under the Christian emperors, from the time of

CoHstantine, the Church became a branch of the civil polity.

Tlie Church had grown up a separate establishment hitherto,

aiid as it operated from the force and genius of the Cliristian

life and doctrine, it antagonized directly not only with pagan-

ism as a religious institution, but with the genius of the

Koman polity as an ofispring of pagan intellect and super-

stition. It became obvious, therefore, that either the empire
must overcome Christianity or Christianity would revolutionize

the empire, or they must unite upon some middle ground of

compromise. This last device was adopted by Coustantiue,

and a State Church arose. But by exalting the Church in her

>^c:ilth and external power and privilege, through this union,

slie became, in an inverse proportion, debased and corrupted

spiritually, and the unholy alliance became the second grand
fctop ill her great apostasy. As the spiritual hierarchy had been

developed and advocated by Cyprian, so the State Ciiurch the-

*^Jy became the beau ideal of Church perfection with Augus-
tine

; and the idea and model which her writers and learned

men supplied, her secularized clergy reduced to form and
hardened into law, and enforced as dogma, as fast as the prog-
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ress of events would allow. During the period of this Stato \

Church existence, however, the Bishop of Rome and the whulo

Cliurch were overshadowed by the authority of the Romano-

Byzantine emperors, and never reached, and in the nature of

the case never could reach, the full height and proportions

of that antichristian prototype which filled the eye and gave

birth to the symbolism of pro])]iecy. While Rome remaine<l

subject to the Eastern emperors, their ecclesiastical as well a.s

temporal supremacy was never openly opposed by the popes

and clergy. Justinian, in his revision of Roman law, legis-

lates for the Church as well, as the State, and settles every-

thing by imperial authority, from the creed on the Trinity to

the number of blows of the scourge to be inflicted, or pious

ejaculations to be uttered, for each offense under the peniten-

tial code. It is true that Pope Gregory II,, writing to the

emperor Leo, pleads that princes should not intermeddle with

the affairs of the Church ; but this was only in abatement of

the alarming and unprecedented reach of power assumed by

that most incorrigible iconoclast, and was also the date of the

final revolt of the popes from the tyranny of the emperors.

The emperors were always a check upon the popes, and

restrained and baffled their ambition, and often humbled
them, as well by their own as by the petty tyranny of tlic

exarchs. It was only after the popes had shaken off their

connection with and de}>endence on the emperors, and become a

separate power, the assumed representatives and defenders of

the Italian cause, standing unawed and isolated in their

gigantic usurpations, that the Church rapidly reached the full

dimensions of her predicted apostasy. This was about the

middle of the eighth century^. Gregory II. came in collision

with and openly revolted from the dominion of the emperors,

and their jx)wcr practically died in the "West with Leo,

A. D. 741. " With Gregory," says Milman, with liis eye

on this very point, " we enter upon a new epoch of Latin

Christianity."

Here, then, are three stages in the historic development of

Antichrist, as an apostate Church, which we have denominated

the hierarchal period, the State Church period, and tlie epocli

of the revolt of the popes from the dominion of the eastern

emperors, and their assumption of control of the powers of
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?;iininn j^overnments. This last epoch alone was marked by

iliat well-defined trait of Antichrist, already mentioned, when

ho 'Should think to change times and laws"—an assumption

vf the absolute prerogative of God. This was the crowning act

v\ Church apostasy ; and nothing is better attested in history

tliiin that the popes did not assume it until the period of their

rwolt from the dominion of the emperors, and that they did

fcjyunie it then.

The moral status of the Church was now clearly anti-

cliristian, and its relative attitude toward the civil p:)wer3

of the world, brings it forth in distinct individuality. Its

rli;uacter and its acts are no longer complicated with state

fupremacy, but are strictly its own. The doctrine of one

Catholic Church, the repository of all ecclesiastical power, and

(»f all spiritual power for temporal absolution, and the chan-

nol of all sacramental grace for eternal salvation, had become
a dogma. The primacy of St. Peter, and the lineal descent

of the popes from him, had been an accredited tenet from tho

Ixr-ginning of tlie fifth century. The doctrine of a Theocratic

Church had drawn after it the inference that all seeming vaii-

ntions of opinion, being opposed to the unity of the Church,

fliould be prohibited under anathema and suppressed by
anthority. The prohibition of the use and reading of such

h<.»oks as were supposed to contain heretical or injurious doc-

trine, had been enforced under anathema since the fifth cen-

tury. Image worship, which had become only a compromise
with heathenism and a substitute for idol worship, had become
BO thoroughly rooted and so universally popular, that not even
tho whole civil authority of the Eoman government under
two successive emperors, enforced by a sanguinary civil war,
could displace or even check it in the West. The Teutonic
and other barbarian conquerors of the West could easily trans-

fer their adoration of the old divinities to the Virgin Mary
wid the saints. The penitential system had practically sup-

• planted the evangelical doctrines of repentance and faith, and
placed in the hands of the clergy the temporal punishment of

^>iK Monasticism, celibacy of the clergy, priestly absolution,

auricular confession, the superstitious veneration of the sacra-

nients, the denial of the Scriptures (particularly any transla-

tion but the Vulgate) to the common people, the right of the
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Churcli to enforce uniformity of faith by civil and corpora!

penalties, tLe authority of tradition in fixing the sense ot*

Scripture and the rights of the Church, these and otlicr

features of the "man of sin" had developed to antichristlan

proportions. Indeed, the student in Chiu-ch history will not

dispute the antichristian character of the Chui-ch at this tLmc,

but will object rather that we have not placed it earlier. Tu

this, however, we repeat the answer, that the archetypal idea

of prophecy, concerning the Church's apostasy, could not bo

historically developed and realized while the Church remained

as a subordinate power of the Roman civil polity. Iler

assuming to " change times and laws " could never, from the

nature of the case, coexist with her subordination to civil

powers. The bond between the Eoman Church and the im-

perial Eoman State must be severed, the State Church period

of her historv' terminated ; and she thus individualized, stand-

ing isolated and apart, must be contemplated as acting out the

genius of her own character unawed and unrestrained. The

force of the argument under this head is to date the Church's

apostasy, in her full antichristian proportions, at the middle

of the eighth century, or A. D. 756.

2. TVe are to consider the Antichrist of prophecy was to be a

Uoman power. "\Ve mean not simply that it Avas to grow up

within the limits of the old lioman empire, or that it was to

have its seat in the ancient city of Eome, (both which are true,)

much less that it was to be the civic empire restored ;
but

that it was to be Eoman in its character, the reproduction,

in a form altogether new and peculiar, of the essential features

of the old Eoman dominion. Daniel saw this power as a '" lit-

tle horn" rising out of the head of the " beast,-'' which symbol-

ized tlie Eoman empire, and John saw it as an " eighth " head

of this same Eoman beast. (Dan. vii, V, 8 ; Eev. XA-ii, 11.) Tiic

government of the emperors would pass away, but Antichrist,

like a phoenix, would rise fiom its ashes. Imperial Eome
would perish, but, like the chrysalis, it was to inclose the ele-

ments of a new organization, which, after being warmed by

the milder influences of Christianity, would become partially

transfurmed and evolved into life. If it could be said of John

the Baptist, coming in " the spirit and power of Elijah,'' that

he ^'^ was Elijah," by the same law of language, and a slightci
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nii-toin'my, could the Antichrist of Daniel and the Apocalypse

U.' called Eoman. The civil empire of Kome was demolished

in the "West by the barbarous nations of northern Europe, in

the East by the Saracens and Turks ;
but in the West the

Kotnan character long survived, as in the East the Greek and

Asiatic traits still remained. The civil subjugation, or even

the Christianization, of a people does not annihilate the idio-

pvncrasies of national character, but will give them a new

tlirection.

Three principal traits distinguish the Eoman type of char-

acter: law, submission, dominion. The Roman mind was not

jpeculative or inquisitive, like the Greek, but legislative and

jiractical. Philosophy was not indigenous to Italy, but was

dways cultivated there as an exotic. But history and juria-

j<rudcnce suited their genius ; and of the latter it may be said,

in the language of Frederic Schlegel, " it is the only original

intellectual possession of great value to which the Romans
can lay undisputed claim." In jurisprudence was represented

the true bent and greatness of the Roman mind. The con-

<iue?ts of their victorious legions supplied new materials for

l!»e deliberations of the senate, and the application of that

juridical polity which enwrapped in its iron folds the world,

ns known to the ancients, west of the Euphrates. The
ilotniiiion of the world was the dream of the emperor, and the

inl)orn conceit and passion of the subject. Age after age had
h-fl its distinct impression of nationality, and generation after

jTcneration had inherited the spirit of that *' compact unity,

'hat lofty pride, that grasping dominion, that sublime patri-

^•tir^m," which had at last erected the colossal proportions of a

'h-spotism such as the world had never seen. Daniel calls it

" dreadful and terrible, and strong exceedingly," (Dan. vii, 7,)

*nd all allusions to it in the Apocalypse are of the same char-

^ter. AYhat form of Christianity could be expected to rise

among such a people ? After the civil empire had become
t'Xtlnct, and the spiritual life of the Church had declined into

the mere chivalry of nominal proselytism, the genius of the

}K'..ple would erect an absolutism in the Church by the laws
'f moral affinity and the force of national tendencies, and it

^* tluis the Roman hierarchy became a most natural result. It

^:w Biinply the outgrowth of the mental habits and sentiments

I-'ouRTH Series, Vol. XVIIL—16
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of the people, when the higher life of Christianity ceased to

become the law of action, and when the framework of civil

government was demolished Lj the barbarians, leaving the

Church as the ruling force and hope of society.

At an early period of Christianity the decline of spiritual

life gave prominence to national and provincial tendencies in

the Church. The Greek mind, ever given to speculation, its

philosophy " insatiably inquisitive," early betrayed the Church

into disputations upon profitless and impracticable abstrac-

tions. For centuries, almost all the controversies which

agitated the Church arose from those portions of the world

pervaded by the Greek mind and genius. Less anxious for

the exterior form of tflie Church than for the metaphysical

basis and the setiological history of her doctrines, the Greek

mind became prolific of questions which engendered factions,

disturbed the general quiet, and quenched the living flame

of piety. The tendency of the Western or Latin portion of

the Church was exactly the reverse. The Roman mind, averse

to philosophy, accustomed to submission, and satisfied with

the plain, authoritative statements of truth, rested in the moro

quiet element of unquestioning faith ; and, impelled by its own

genius to the outwardness and juridical character of religion.

devoted itself to the consolidation of the Christian body under

one compact, digested code of discipline, administered by a

hierarchy of which the Bishop of Rome was the culminating

head. The tendency of the Roman mind, says Milman, was

to " harden into inflexible statute that which before had been

left to usage; opinion, and feeling. The East enacted creeds,

the West discipline." It is easy to perceive, also, how, in such

a condition of things, the habit of appealing controversies to

the umpirage of the Bishop of Rome should have grown up

almost insensibly among the Churches. In the fourth century

(A. D. 347) the right of appeal to the Bishop of Rome wa'*

established by the orthodox Council of Laodicea, and sanc-

tioned in A. D. 379 by the emperors Gratian and Yalentinian.

and in A. D. 421 the same was further confirmed by imperial

authority by Yalentinian IIL
IIoAv could it be otherwise than that power should concen-

trate at Rome? The " eternal city" had been for cent uricr!

the political center of the world. Trade, travel, politics, art,
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new.'*, fashion, all had a central relation to Rome. The re-

moval of the Beat of empire to Constantinople could not

deprive Rome of all her ancient greatness. Besides, by

n-tiioving at such a distance the presence of the emperor, it

Iffl the Bishop of Rome the most influential person in Europe,

nnd for four centuries the events of the Church and the empire

tended to confirm and exalt the primacy of the see of St.

Peter with a constant, though generally insensible, advance .

of power in political aflairs. The Latin language, the natural

l>oiid of the Roman family, continued long to preserve both the

unity and pre-eminence of the Roman character. It was the

language of the Yulgate Scriptures, of the liturgy, of the litera-

ture and learning of the Romans ; and after the irruptions of

llie barbarous nations, when a babel of tongues threatened to

('c'hige Europe, the Latin became more than ever not only a bond

of Roman unity, but an instrument of priestly craft and ascend-

ency. For a long time Romans only were intrusted with

episcopal dignity. It was late in the sixth century (A. D. 566)

l-cfure any but a Roman by birth appeared among the lists of

ihe Frankish bishops. Popes Leo and Gregory the Great,

both Romans by birth, and proudly inheriting the spirit of

their ancestry, were scarcely less ambitious for the grandeur

?.nd perpetuity of Rome than for the defense and extension of

tlie Christian faith. They were good representatives of the

prevalent genius of the papacy. They both marked epochs in

t!ie Papacy and in the history of Christianity, and both devel-

oped the Roman ij^Q of mind in a new phase. " With Leo,
Paul and Peter were the Romulus and Remus of Christian

i*"mc;" and with Gregory, Church extension was but a new
form of Roman conquest. Such was the spirit of the papacy
and of the hierarchy. All missionary conquest abroad was
consolidated under the absolute rule of the Roman See, not
»}• the voluntary choice of the nominally converted nations,
hut by virtue of the divine right of the successors of St. Peter
to universal dominion. Heresy, hence, became treason, and
'npubordination was punished* as a crime. The penitential

*)>tem was not less rigid than, the Roman military discipline,

*'>d its penalties far more terrible to superstition than fines,

••"'•urges, imprisonments, or even death. The whole Papal
"»eory of Church government and spiritual authority is but
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the reproduction, in a new form, of the Koman idea of domin-

ion. Poperj could have arisen to complete success nowhere

but in Eome ; and the Church, having once lost its divine

life, could take on no other form but Popery in Kome, and

among native Romans. So far as these suggestions have any

bearing upon the question of the date of Antichrist, it may he

observed that though the argument naturally connects itself

with the paragraph which follows, without which it is incom-

plete, yet it is obvious that, as a Roman power. Antichrist

could not arise until Christianity had first conquered pagan

Rome; nor until afterward when the Church, having lost its

spiritual life and apostolic simplicity, had become in its turn

interpenetrated by the reactive force of the Roman genius and

character ; nor until, finally, the convulsions of Europe had

opened the arena for the ambitious aspirations of the papacy.

3. But Antichrist is not only a Roman power, but a Roman
power of the later prophetic period—the last development of

the old Roman dominion, which was to arise after the final

extinction of the civil power of the emperors in Italy. The

argument under this head is more conclusive as to date, be-

cause relating more exclusively to political events. Our space

will admit of only a brief summary of the argument.

In Revelation xvii, 3, the " great whore," Antichrist, is

represented as sitting upon a " scarlet-colored beast,*' whicb

had " seven heads and ten horns." That this "beast" is a

representation of the Roman power is so obvious and so gener-

ally admitted we shall assume it without discussion. -The

present argument relates to the " seven heads," their order and

continuance, and the succession of the " eighth head," men-

tioned verse 11. These heads are thus explained by the angel

intei-preter, verses 9, 10 :
" The seven heads are seven mount-

ains on which the woman sitteth. And there are seven

kings ; five are fallen, and one is, and the other is not yet

come, and when he cometh he must continue a short space."

K we take the word " mountains " here literally, it is most

natural to understand it of the " seven hills" on which the

city of Rome stood. Rut it seems more in accordance with

the style of the prophet to understand it symbolically to

denote forms of sovereignty^ as in Isa. ii, 2, and xi, 9 ;
Jer.

li, 25; Dan. ii, 35; Zcch. iv, 7. Thus the " seven heads"
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aiid tlie "seven mountains" are explained in verse 10 to be

•* Fcvcii kings," which, in prophetic idiom, are seven forms of

government. This exactly corresponds to historic truth.

Tacitus, their own historian, writing about the same time

ihat John wrote the Apocalypse, in his enumeration of the

diflerent forms of Roman government says, " Rome was gov-

erned by kings, by consuls, by dictators, by decemvirs, and

by military tribunes with consular authority." The trium-

virates rather marked periods of disturbances, and were tem-

porary and transitional. Tacitus mentions five, not includ-

ing the imperial, which existed at the time of WTiting.

John says "five are fallen, and one is, [the imperial,] and

tlie other is not yet come." The coincidence is complete.

There was but one other form of Roman civil government in

Italy after the imperial, and that was the lieutenancy, or exar-

chate, which, says John, " is not yet come, and when he com-

cth he must continue a short space." It existed in Italy from

A. D. 554 to A. D, 752. The Roman power was commonly sym-

bolized by a beast with seven heads. (Rev, xii, 3 ; xiii, 10.)

Kow, our argument lies here. It was after these seven forms

of Roman government should have passed away that the

" eighth " form should arise. It is to this eighth form that

the attention is specially called by the angel nuncio. It is this

eighth power that is to be the great persecuting power, the

terror of the world, the reproduction of the entire beast. Anti-

christ :
" And the beast that was and is not, even he is the

eighth, and is of the seven, and goeth into perdition." (Verse

11.) In verse 8 it is called " the beast that was, and is not,

and yet is;" that is, "the beast that existed, then ceased to

exifet, and then reappeared." The Roman government existed

under its " seventh head " (the exarchate) till A. D. T52. It

then ceased to exist. It afterward reappeared under its " eighth"

head, the papacy, in its full antichristian proportions. The
dominion of this eighth head was indeed peculiar, a form sui

generis^ but so universal, so absolute, and so intensely Roman,
(it was " of the seven,") both in the persons who swayed it and
in its genius and character, that it might be well said the

entire beast reappeared in this head. It was the last develop-

incnt of the Roman type of sovereignty. We claim, then,

tJiat this description of the prophet proves that Antichrist was
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to be the last development of Koman power, and that it was
j

to appear after the civil government of the emperors had
J

become extinct in Italy, after the last form of the old civil I

dominion had passed away ; that is, as history settles the

date, after A. D. 752.

4. A further argument on the date of antichrist, corrob-

orative of the foregoing, is found in Daniel vii, 8, 20, 24.

After mentioning the " ten horns" of the beast, as represent-

ing ten kingdoms which were to arise out of the ruins of the

Roman empire, the prophet speaks of another " little horn

"

that arose, " before whom there were three of the first horns

plucked up by the roots ; " " before whom three fell
;

" and

again, "he [the little horn] shall subdue three kings.'''' Here,

then, it is specifically stated, in three different places, that

three of the ten horns, or kingdoms, should fall before, or be

plucked up by the little horn. That this " little horn " is a

representative of the identical antichristian power of which

John speaks under the symbols of the " harlot," the " beast,"

" Babylon," the " eighth head " of the beast, etc., and that

the fall of the three kingdoms was a necessary preliminary to

its full power and triumph, are too obvious to admit of dis-

pute. The point, then, which concerns our present argument

is, At what time did three of the ten kingdoms fall before the

little horn, or papacy? In determining this point it is obnous

we must first go back a step and identify the ten kingdoms.

In this we shall follow Dr. Hales, who, after Machiavel and

Bishop Lloyd, gives the following list : The Huns in Hungary

;

the Ostrogoths in Mcesia and Italy ; the Yisigoths in Pannonia

[and Spain ;] the Franks in Gaul ; the Vandals in Africa ; the

Suevi and Alans in Spain ; the Eurgundians in Burgundy

;

the Heruli, in Italy ; the Saxons in Briton ; and the Lombards

in Lombardy. As this list is from Machiavel, himself a papist;

and has received the sanction of the celebrated chronologers,

Bishop Lloyd and Dr. Hales, with other great names we
need not mention, we shall assume it without discussion. We
regard it as the only defensible hypothesis, substantially, which

has been offered. Another point it is needful to premise,

which is of still more importance to our argument. As the

three horns which were plucked up seemed evidently, from all

the descriptions, to have been directly and fatally in the way
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of the " little horn," as obstacles to its ambition, so that their

utter extinction became necessary to the success of its schemes,

\to seem directed to Italy as the seat of their empire and

the scene of their catastrophe. Nowhere else could they

fatally obstruct the ambitious schemes of the papacy. The

question therefore simplifies itself into the following : At what

time did three of the ten kingdoms, having their seat in Italy,

fill? "Wonderful are the coincidences of history ! Just three,

no more, no less, of these ten barbarian kingdoms had their

goat in Italy, and fell. The lieruli, under their king and

leader Odoacer, enter Italy, and by their conquest of Rome
terminate the western Eoman empire, A. D. 476. ' The Ostro-

goths, Tinder their king Theodoric, conquer the Heruli, sub-

vert their kingdom, and establish the Gothic sovereignty,

A. D. 493. Their kingdom continues till A. D. 554, when it is

in turn subverted by jSTai-ses, and Eome once more becomes

eubject to the eastern emperors. In A. D. 726 Rome revolt*

from the Greek emperors, and in A. D. 752 the exarchate^ and

with it the Roman civil power, is forever extinguished in Italy

by the Lombards, whose rising fortunes now overshadow Rome
and eclipse the ambition of the papacy. The severest struggle

that ever occurred between the popes and the barbaric king-

doms now ensued ; but by the sword of the Franks, in obedi-

ence to the call of the popes, the Lombards were expelled from

central Italy, and Rome forever delivered from their power,

A. IX 756. Their kingdom is finally extinguished by Charle-

mage, the great champion and supporter of the Papal Church,

A. D. 774. Thus the Heruli, the Ostrogoths, and the Lom-
bards came in direct collision with the papacy, and were
" plucked up by the roots" and destroyed.

The argument, therefore, under this head is conclusive, and

stands thus : The rise of the '• little horn " to tlie full propor-

tions of Antichrist is to follow immediately upon the fall of

tliree of the "ten kingdoms" which stood directly "before"
it

; the prophetic descriptions lead us to look to Italy as the

theater of the rise and fall of these " three kingdoms ;" the

last of the three Italian horns or kingdoms fell A. D. 7 50

:

therefore this is the proper date of the establishment of the

" little horn " in its full proportions as Antichrist.

5. Among the characteristics of Antichrist, as given by Dan-
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iel and John, is the oft-repeated one of a political sovereirjnty.

The hierarchy enslaved the souls and tyrannized over tlie con-

Bcieuoes of men ; but no less definite and indelible, as the mark
and test of Antichrist, -was the assumption of political sov-

ereignty. Daniel repeatedly represents this power under the

symbol of a " horn," (Dan. vii, 8, 20, 21, 24, 25,) which the

angel interpreter decides to bo the symbol of a " kingdom."
•*.' The ten horns out of this kingdom are ten kings that shall

:arise, and another shall arise after them, and he shall be

diverse from the first, and he shall subdue three kings." Just

as true as the " ten horns" denoted ten political sovereignties,

BO true did the eleventh, or "little horn" which "arose after

them," denote a political sovereignty. So also in Eevelation

xvii, 9-11, just as true as the "seven heads" denoted seven

forms of civil government, so truly did the "eighth" denote

an eighth form of civil government. Mr. Faber argues, that

because the " little horn " is represented as rising among and

behind the " ten horns," and prior to the fall of the " three

horns," therefore it must have existed as a horn while it was

yet rising as an ecclesiastical power, and anterior to the date

of the temporal sovereignty of the popes. And this would be

conclusive if the positive reasons above assigned did not forbid.

We cannot set aside the authoritative and inspired interpreta-

tion of Scripture itself, which decides that the " horn " in this

place denotes " kingdom." "We are therefore required to con-

eider the prophet here as using the prolepsis, a figure of speech

entirely admissible and common. He applies the title of

" horn " to the papacy by way of anticipation, before it

became possessed of temporal sovereignty, and while it was

aspiring to that power. This could be done, according to a

very natural and common law of language, without altering

the symbolic meaning of the word which he himself had fixed.

Bat to make the " ten horns" denote " ten kingdoms," and the

eleventh, or "little horn," denote a priesthood, or ecclesiastical

power, would be a violation of the laws of symbolic interpret-

ation. So also, to make the " seven heads," (Rev. xvii, 9-11.)

denote seven forms of civil government, and the " eighth " head

to denote a Church power as such, is an equal violence done to

right interpretation.

Thcquestion then to be here settled simply relates to the time
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xv-hcii the pope became a temporal prince. There is no fact of

histxirj better settled than this. Down to near the middle of

tlic eighth century the popes laid no claim to civil supremacy,

(irc^^ory II., A. D. 729, in his letter to the Emperor Leo, says,

•' The doctrines of the Church are in the hands of the bishops,

not of the emperor ; as the prelates should abstain from the

afairs of State, so princes from those of the Church.'''' The

Kjvcreignty of the emperors down to this date, says Milman,
*' comprehended religious as well as temporal autocracy, and

of this the clergy, though they had often resisted it, and vir-

tually, perhaps, held it to be abrogated, had never formally,

publicly, or deliberately declined the jurisdiction." But now
Leo inaugurates the war upon images, and brings the imperial

&iid papal power in direct and fierce collision. Hitherto the

papacy had been submissive and loyal to the civil power, but

in Gregory it came to an open issue and revolted. The
emperor commanded the destruction of images in all the

churches, and Gregory, in retaliation, absolved the subjects

from their allegiance to the throne, and their duty to support

a heretical prince, and sounded the tocsin of war. This was

late in his pontificate, A. D. 730. and led to the final extinction

of the power of the emperors in Italy. It marks an epoch in

the history of the papacy. Henceforward a career of political

ambition and usurpation opened before the boasted successors

of St. Peter. Gregory appeals to the Franks for aid, and his

negotiations are important indices of the times. " They
mark," says Milman, " the transition from the old to the new
I>oUtical system of Europe. Tliey proclaim the severance of

fill political connection with the East. The pope, as an inde-

pendent potentate, is forming an alliance with a transalpine

6':>vereign for the liberation of Italy, and thus taking the lead

>n that total revolution in the great social system of Europe,
t">e influence of which still survives in the relations between
the transalpine nations and Italy. The step to papal aggran-

'iizement, though unpremeditated, is immense. Latin Chris-

t'-ndom is forming into a separate realm, of which the pope is

tl»e head. Henceforth the pope, if not yet a temporal sov-

^''''-gn, is a temporal potentate.^'' The events which followed

«»iring the next twenty-five years are spread out upon the page
of history, and it is not important to our argument to trace
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them. Suffice it to say. that when the step had once been

taken, the Kubicon once passed, the assumption of tlie rii^^lit

of tlie pope to annul tlie obligations of civil government

once openly made, and the East and West in actual -war upon
the issue of papal against imperial supremacy, it was neither

in the temper of the pontificate nor in the possibilities of

things to recede. By the aid of the Lombards the popes

destroyed forever the civil power of the Eoman emperors in

Italy, and then, by the aid of the Franks, they exterminated

the kingdom and power of the Lombards. Pending tliese

events, Pope Zacharias had the address to hold at bay, for ten

years, the arms of the Lombards, and without assuming the

title, exercised the power and functions of a sovereign of

Pome. Pepin, mayor of the palace, is crowned king of the

Franks by Pope Zacharias, in opposition to the lawful cL^inis

of Chilperic, and the allegiance of the subjects transferred

from the rightful to the usurping sovereign. By this act it

was asserted and conceded that the power of the pope was

above that of the throne. The allegiance of the subject,

therefore, became dependent on the will and sanction of the

spiritual authority of the successors of St. Peter. France now
rapidly became the leading monarchy of Europe, and by her

concurrent aid and powerful patronage the foundations of the

tempoi-al power of Antichrist were firmly settled. A few years

later, under the pontificate of Stephen IIL, the arms of Pepin

are again invoked. That prince is the second time anointed

king of the Franks, re-enters Italy, subjugates the Lombards,

takes from them the exarchate, and bestows it upon the pope

as his patrimony and kingdom for ever.*

This event dates A. D. 756. It is the date of the final dis-

memberment of Italy from the rule of the eastern emperors;

the date of the intimate and permanent union of the Roman
see with the French throne

; the date of transalpine inter-

ference with Italian politics ; the date of the assumption and

admission of the power of the popes, as the successors of St.

* The territory conquered and ceded for ever to the Roman See comprehended
" Ravenna, Riinini, Pesaro, Faro, Cesena, Sinigaglia, Jesi, ForlLnpopoli, Forli,

with the Castle of Lussibio, ifontrefetro, Acerra, Monte di Lucano, Senro, San

Marino, Robbio, Urbino, Gag-li, Luciolo, Gubbio, Comachio, and Narni, which waa

severed from the dukedom of Spoleto."
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IV'tcr and the vicegerents of God, to dissolve the bonds of civil

p)viTiunent whenever and wherever government clashes with

tlio j)lans or doctrines of the Church ; the date of the tera-

|H.ral sovereignty of the Bishop of Rome, and hence a new
fra both in the form and genius of the great apostasy ; the

date when Antichrist became not only a " harlot," a " Baby-

lon," but the "little horn" and the " beast." Not that Anti-

christ had even now attained its largest growth of iniquity, or

in its secular aspirations its greatest insolence of power : but

that liere and at this date it fairly puts on that historic out-

growth and form which answer to the descriptions of prophecy

»!k1 the intimations given of the date of the 1260 years. From
this period the rivalry between the miter and the crown openly

raged, wherein the former, firmly seated in the superstitions of

llie masses, became thenceforward ascendant. Two hundred
Years afterward Gregory YIII. completed the structure which

was laid in Gregory II. and in Stephen III.

We have not space for other branches of the argument lead-

ing to the same result, and must submit it upon the grounds

herein already set forth. What, then, may be claimed as

proven ? 1. The Antichrist which struck the eye and en-

grossed the symbolism of prophecy was an arrogant, corrupt,

jxTsecuting, spiritual autocracy, the arch enemy and grand

terror of the true saints, the leading obstacle to the advance
and triumphs of the Gospel. 2. This Antichrist is clearly set

forth as combining the distinct and heterogeneous charac-

teristics of spiritual and political sovereignty. By the one it

»&sumed to sway and decide the spiritual, and by the other the

toniporal and civil destinies of mankind. It is an apostate

Church, organized into a spiritual theocracy, and a political

*wnrpation corrupting the kings of the earth. 3. This

nuirnmoth power, the terror of the saints and the scourge of

lJ»e earth, is to continue 1260 natural or solar years. It is

then to fall to rise no more. But as, from the nature of the

subject, as above shown, the event of its falling, as that of its

riMng, involves the revolutions of opinion and great moral
•"hangos of society, and must therefore be more or less gi'adual,

't Js not to be supposed that the power of Antichrist will con-

tinue in full force till the end of this period and then fall in

^'Ho golar day or year, but that it shall wane, and the tritimphiuit
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cause of truth advance, till at the end of the 1260 years it will

become an observable, recognizable fact of history—perhaps

marked by positive dates in the constitutions and laws of

nations, and in the extension, acts, and attitude of the visible

Church—that " Babylon is fallen," for " strong is the Lord God
who judgeth her." '• Rejoice over her thou heaven, and ye

holy apostles and prophets, for God hath avenged you on her."

4. That the date of this period of 1260 years can be de-

termined in no other way than by comparing the descrip-

tions of prophecy as to the character and form of Antichrist,

and the intimations of the time of its appearance, with the

established facts of history ; and just where, in the progress of

history, the Church is clearly seen to take on this predicted

form and character, just there we are to fix the date of the

period in question. 5. As the date of the prevalence and

reign of Antichrist must, according to the principles here laid

down, be fixed at A. D. T56, therefore the end of the predicted

period of his reign must be 756+1260=2016—the year of the

Christian era set by Infinite Wisdom for this long-prayed-for

event. Amen, and amen.

The events which are to follow the downfall of Antichrist, or

the period of the 1200 years, are topics to be separately con-

sidered, not belonging to the plan of this article.

Art. VL—LIBERALISM IN EUROPE.

The difficulties in writing contemporary history are as great

to-day as they ever have been. iSTor have the improvements

in communication, and in the diflfusion of information by rail-

roads, the telegraph, and the press, made it easier to judge

accurately of particular events, and of leading public characters,

or of the single elements of current history, than it was in the

times of our revolutionary forefathers, or in the age of Colum-

bus or Pericles. Opinions are now formed more rapidly, but

probably not more correctly. True as this is of the great mass

even of critical thinkers, it is to a greater degree so of the

general public. The diversity of opinions about the char-

acters of measures and of men in their own land is greatly
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increased when we pass within the confines of another nation,

with another tongue, and with prejudices based upon ancient

antipathies of race and radically different social order.

Tliat honest journalists, looking necessarily from their

tK>culiar standpoints, should give a certain coloring to their

writings and see significance in events not admitted by their

uppunents, is but what may be justly expected. But, as a rule,

the journalism of the day is coirupted to a fearful degree by

j>oreonal passion, party spirit, national prejudices, or pecuniary

interest. And, again, no class of writers have done more to

8I)rcad and confirm party divisions and the prevailing misap-

prehensions of each other by neighboring lands, than those

travelers who pass rapidly through them, whose observations

tlius must be of the most hasty and superficial kind, but

whose correspondence is written in a graceful or brilliant

popular style, and is all the more valued because it claims to be

impartial. Most readers have neither the capacity, time, nor

inclination to examine these conflicting statements and sift out

from them the truth concerning the events transpiring in other

lands.

The history of our late rebellion furnished a most striking

example of the difliculties a public in a foreign land labors

under, in forming a correct opinion of great movements in

otlier nations. Young countries always know more of the

old lands, from which they have been colonized, than the old

countries do of the new. But yet an extraordinary ignorance

has been displayed by the writings and conversation of even the

niOBt learned men of the most learned nations of Europe con-

cerning the antecedent American history, the merits of ques-

tions at issue in the contest, or the relative strength of the

parties engaged. To this ignorance was added the confusion

introduced by an active body of Southerners, who made gigantic

efforts to mould European public opinion by their private inter-

course in society and the publication of books and pamphlets.
Disloyal Xortherners wrote for the European press.* Corre-

spondents were sent from Europe to America, to write down the

* During the last Presidential election we met, in London, a Mr. N , of Ne^
1 oric, who was employed by the Standard and Herald to write editorials upon
American affairs, and also the "Letters from Richmond" and other parts of the
^»'Jlh that graced the pages of those journals.
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North and write up the South.* To give their correspondence

a more insinuating character, it often contained " pictures of

American social life." These were, at times, pul)lished in

religious and family papers, and made Americans abroad

burn with indignation, even more than the perverted presenta-

tions of our political life. The result was that the most culti-

vated classes of the most cultivated lands of Europe had very

confused and erroneous views of American politics or society.

On the other hand, many of the most entertaining letters

and books of European travel published in America excite the

greatest indignation when reread or republished in Europe.

And the letters of the " Paris Correspondents" upon the state

of Europe often excite surprise and laughter, and would excite

indignation had thej any bearing on critical diplomatic

relations.

It is thus, with a full knowledge of the difficulties of the task,

that we attempt to present in our short article a view of the

principles, divisions, present condition, and apparent tendencies

of the liberal party in Europe, We expect in some, perhaps

in many parts, to fall short of a true picture. But we shall,

in all modesty, attempt to present the parties so true to the life,

from their oicn statements and those of their enemies^ that all

Iioncst-minded and well-informed partisans will recognize the

portraits. Without adhering rigidly to any system, we will

first approach the subject geographically, and then treat of

some of the most marked characteristics of the general party

divisions.

We will go first to the land where an Asiatic civilization

has crowded upon European soil, and whose social and political

institutions were crystalized during the latter parts of the mid-

dle ages, and have remained fixed during the changes that

have swept over Western Europe. The Sultan of Turkey, his

cabinet and foreign ministers, and a few other persons of rank,

earnestly desire to see the modern sciences and arts introduced

throughout the Ottoman empire. They are making especial

efforts in Constantinople to establish popular scientific and

artistic journals, and to introduce into the schools modern text-

books. They believe modern science and culture as compati-

* The "New York Correspondent" of one of the leading conservative papers ia

Berlin wag a retired major who lived in Potsdam, sixteen miles from Berlin.
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l.lo with the Mohammedan religion, as was the brilliant Arabic

rtiiture from the seventh to the seventeenth centuries. The

rroat mass of the Mohammedan priests and people as yet

resist this movement, as an insidious but effectual undermin-

ing? of the religion of the Prophet.

The other nationalities in the Ottoman empire—which, by

llic way, are treated by the government with a liberality not

found in any non-Mohararaedan country—are in a condition

with reference to progress very similar to that of the Turks.

A few leading spirits are endeavoring to introduce reforms

and new life. But the masses are wedded to the traditions

And the ways of their fathers. The spirit of enterprise that per-

vades the faculty of the Armenian College at Smyrna is wor-

thy of imitation in any land. Among the Greeks of Asiatic

and European Turkey, a few merchants support by their

money and influence the institutions of the nucleus of their

future political hopes at Athens. But the great mass of Ar-

menians, Greeks, Bulgarians, and Albanians are as stationary

as they were four hundred years ago. In Asia Minor the true

party of progress is the Catholic Church—this enemy of prog-

rc-ss in AVestern Europe.

In AVallachia, which the believers in the near approach of the

reign of Antichrist think will form the fifth toe of the right foot

of the great image to be formed from the restored Roman empire,

there is at present a most active political life. Prince Couza,

by a coup d^ etdt d la JVajioleon, has broken the power of the

^Valiachian feudal aristocracy, but apparently only to increase

his own, and to establish a dynasty on the throne. He is try-

ing to lead a national movetnent, and to persuade the eleven

millions of Wallachians who inhabit Wallachia, Moldavia,

Transylvania, Bessarabia, and a few adjoining lands, that he is

to be their Victor Emmanuel, and Wallachia is to be their

Piedmont. A similar position exists in Scrvia, except that the

prince there has no constitutional assembly to oppose him.

In that other and vaster empire to the north, that unites

Europe and Asia, covering nearly half of both, and whose gov-

ernment is also more Asiatic than European, political life can

hardly be said to exist. The ancient and powerful aristocracy

navo for a long time brought pressure upon the emperor for a con-

etitution similar to the "Majjcna Charta'' that king John granted
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to his barons. An anti-aristocratic liberal party can hardly be

said to exist in Eussia. However, the emperor, by the eman-

cipation of the serfs, and inaugurating a system directly the

opposite of the English, has flanked the aristocracy, and com-

menced to elevate the peasants and not the nobles.

This project of freeing the serfs, and thus weakening the

power of the nobility, was one of the immediate causes of the

late revolution in Poland. That movement was essentially

aristocratic, and the aristocracy of Poland retains yet some of

the offensive features of feudalism that have been long since

laid aside in "Western Europe. And yet, to gain strength in

the late revolution, the leaders offered most liberal conditions

to all who would join them. But the movement was never a

popular one with the peasants. In Hungary the feeling of

nationality pervades more deeply all classes of society. Feudal-

ism is, however, as deeply rooted there as in Poland, and more

deeply than in the rest of Europe, except England. The

leaders of the opposition in Hungary desire the restoration of

their separate constitution, and do not look for immediate inde-

pendence from the Austrian crown.

Passing thence to the other stronghold of conservatism, in

the southwest corner of Europe, we find that Spain is barely

commencing to awake to the fact that we are in the nineteenth

century. The introduction of railroads, and thus, by communi-

cation with the rest of Europe, of foreign manners and idea?,

unitod with the excitable character of the Spaniards and the

stinging rule of the present queen, are all preparing a power-

erful party, who will act with the very small but very active

nucleus of Spanish liberals when another year of earthquakes

shakes the nations of Europe. But at present-'' most Catholte

Spain" is one of the most faithful adherents of the traditional

conservative policy of the Pomish Church.

Trimming off these lands, in which liberalism as an active

agent in the wol-ld's politics cannot be said to exist, we come

to several nations where liberalism completely controls the

local politics, but where the small size of the countries, or other

causes, prevent them from exerting a very powerful, or at least

a direct influence on the destinies of Europe.

Greece, that land of ancient democratic traditions, after two

thousand years of suflering from the oppressions of the Ilomans,
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tlio still more '"opressive corruptions of the Byzantine empire,

Mill the later hard rule of the Turks, has been true to the spirit

i.f liberty that drove the ancient " rvpawot " from their thrones,

:.nd lias but lately sent her incapable, perjured, and feebly

.itspotic king back to his father's house beyond the Alps. The
jpsicnt boy-king is of very liberal feelings, but is in danger of

Icing surrounded and controlled by the " copperheads,''' as

•Jicir papers call the conservatives, and of thus sufiering the

f.ime fate as his predecessors. Almost the entire Greek popu-

lation are extreme republicans in principles. A king was only

.nccej)ted, because, from a lack of a genuine political life, from

u want of true self-sacrifice among the leaders, and from the

iiitluonce of foreign intrigue, they felt compelled to accept

icinporarily a ruler of royal blood. The Greeks desire absolute

liberty and equality before the law in all except matters of

religion. They are almost unanimous in supporting a State

Cliurehj and in giving other religious persuasions but little

liberty, and none at all in proselyting. The Greeks have,

without exception, been most enthusiastic friends of the Union
during the whole history of the late rebellion.

The resistance of little Switzerland to foreign oppression
liiii become a proverb in history. Within her own borders,

however, her jarring cantons, by their long feuds and contin-

ual strifes, have presented a picture of Europe in miniature.

And until these feuds were allayed, by the adoption of her

I'rc>ent federal constitution, (modeled after that of the United
'^tates,*) the government of these cantons was as aristocratic

»•' that of the Yenitian republic. And even now the ancient

' tinilics look with an evil eye on those who took the power
'r-Jin their hands. iSov has the reformation of the statute-

'•ooks been complete. The Jews suffer yet under many legal

•Pliabilities, and full religious liberty is not yet obtained. A
••"ge part of the Swiss press and people were against the aS'orth
I'll the very close of the rebellion !

i assing down the Rhine to where it enters sluggishly into
**'t' North Sea, we come to neat, sluggish, mercantile Holland,
^hidi is never mentioned in European politics. Its govern-
"^ent is good and liberal. The radical party never gets

Adopted by the personal sutrgestion and under the personal influence of our
•te distinguished embassador, Hon. Theodore S. Fay.
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out of eight of tlie last end of the political movements of tlie

day.

The stirring little semi-Gaulic neighbor to the west is about

evenly divided between the conservative, or ultramontane

Catholic party, and the liberal, almost radical, republican

party. This last is in the van on all the political questions of

the day. By constant activity they keep a majority in tlio

Parliament. As the late king rather sympathizes with thcui,

they have only to keep a sharp eye on the intrigues of the

opposing party, and on the wily leopard in Paris. They have

been the firmest and most outspoken friends of the Union

during the whole of the war.

All Scandinavia is so liberal that there is there but little

more than the form of monarchical government. Most espe-

cially is this true of Norway. The late war has given the small

aristocratic party in Denmark a temporary lease of power, but

they can do nothing against the deep-seated political feelinji:'

of the country. All hereditary titles of nobility have lately

been abolished in Denmark. In Sweden there is more class

distinction in the population than in the other sister land?.

In all three there is a lack of due religious tolerance. Lasi

year full religions liberty was granted to the Methodist Epis-

copal Church in Denmark—a privilege not yielded to any

foreign Church since 1748.

We come now to Italy, Prance, Germany, and England, the

four great lands of modern European culture, learning, and

refinement, and the battle-grounds of liberalism against con-

servatism, of aristocracy against democracy, and of despotism

and class-distinction against liberty and equality.

Italy has needed to look but little beyond her own history

to guide her in the late great movement for independence,

national unity, and civil liberty. The wrongs and oppressions

of ages of misrule by foreign nations had stung her to exas-

peration. The monuments of the glory of Etruria, of ancient

Rome, and of the medieval republics, stood daily before th*'

eyes of her humiliated citizens. The contests of these turbulent

republics, whereby the foreign enemy was enabled to enter

and drain for centuries the riches of her cities and fertile

plains, stood as a warning that was never forgotten during all

of the late struggle. And Italy stands to-day a powerful,
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united, armed, free state ; with more of trae political and

rvliirious liberty and equality than exist in any other import-

n'lt etate in Europe. Happily the aristocracy mostly sided

willi the deposed governments and were swept away with

llicm. And at present the government party in Italy would

!-o called radical in England. It is united against privileged

classes in society, but is composed largely of those who con-

KJer a limited constitutional monarchy to be the ideal of

human governments. To these are added a large number of

republicans, who support the present government as the best

to be had under the circumstances, and who see in divisions

only the return of the foreign oppressor. A small ^'' codino"
(" copperhead '') party oppose the government on all questions,

and favor a return of the old regime. Another and far more
powerful opposition is made up of uncompromising .repub-

licans. Probably, if the present royal family were all dead,

and tlie question were submitted to the people without outside

pressure, a large majority would go for the establishing of a

republic in Italy to-morrow^ and would sustain it too. The
dangers at present menacing " free Italy" are the enormous
expenses incurred to keep the army on its present " peace "

(!)

fwting, and above all the Napoleonic system of official cor-

ruption, that is creeping into the administration, is rapidly

alienating the republicans, who are mostly self-sacrificing, in-

corruptible men—like their leaders, Garibaldi and Mazzini.

In France, the restless pioneer in all political movements of

Kurope, the spirit of liberty that has been active since the end
of the last century, has never had more zealous champions
tlian at the present time. By the first revolution, feudal aris-

tocracy was swept away beyond the hope of recovery. The
succeeding upheavals of the last fifty years have not given
lime for new divisions of classes in society to be formed. Per-
sons of all grades have equal rights in the letter of the law.
I lie forty-five per cent, of the whole population who cannot
^'ad or write are almost wholly under the controlling influ-

ence of the Ultramontane or conservative party of the Cath-
olic Church, as are perhaps another five per cent, of the

educated classes. Another portion of the faithful Catholics
*coept the dogmas as infallible, but disregard as much as they

cliooBe the personal authority of the priesthood. Without
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the support of a strong and ancient feudal aristocracy, and

representing no great popular principles, the emperor, havin;:;

risen to power by perjury, maintains his place only by offioiai

corruption. His warmest supporters (friends he has none) will

desert him as soon as they see the star of his power declininrr.

The history of modern civilized nations gives no parallel to

the corruption that he has introduced into the government

of France to-day. And the whole array of civil and military

officials will do everything to check inquiry into their official

conduct, or eject them from their positions, nntil they see a

new movement is sweeping the emperor from power, and then

thej will swing their hats the highest of all for the new move-

ment, be it Orleanist, legitimist, or republican. But, besides

the Catholic and governmental parties, there remains a stroiifj

party, of unknown force, who are in principles the most ad-

vanced liberals of Europe ; at least they number in their

ranks two thirds of the learned, thinking minds of France—of

those master-spirits who move public opinion. Burning with

rage at the brilliant despotism that holds their beloved

France in chains, they are awaiting quietly the next turn in

events, which will enable them to do wisely and permanently

what they have tried thrice to accomplish—to give France a

liberal government. The- hope of the liberals lies in their

intellectual strength, their moral purity, and their aggregation

in the Capital and those ganglionic centers of the national

life, the provincial cities. With these in their hands, the rural

districts will fall into the line by their very vis ineriice.

Passing from France to the land of her jealous neighbors

across the Khine and in the center of Europe, where action i^

as sluggish as thought is rapid and talking is profuse, we

find liberalism and conservatism distributed in very uneven

proportions in the thirty-four different states of Germany.

The defeat of Solferino was the new birth of the liberal party

in Austria. In no part of Europe has absolutism been more

encroached upon during the last five years than in that prince

of despotic states. The same is, to an extent, true of Aus-

tria's- pet poodle, Bavaria. With less of direct despotism,

that paradise of beer-drinkers has many more medieval

feudal restrictions upon trade and enterprise than its more

powerful eastern neighbor. In Wirtemberg, and especially in
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I'.mlen, the government is more generous, and the liberal

iiarty is stronger and more active. But in all south Ger-

many the liberals are in the minority. The peasants are less

rJiicatcd and more under the power of the clergy, Catholic

fciid Protestant, (both of which are arrayed on the conserv-

»(ive Bide on all political questions throughout Germany,)

iIkiu they are in the states north of the Main. Of the

»rn;iller states of north, or rather central Germany, Saxe-

(\iburg is almost the only one in which the government gives

Uic liberal party any active influence in the politics of the

<lny. Most of the others are virtually as absolute as Eussia.

In several, as ISTassau, the Hesses, and the Mecklenburgs,

many of the offensive features of feudalism remain. In Meck-
lenburg the nobles have the right to flog their peasants, and
they use it too. The natural result is a great emigration

from these small states to America, or to those neighboring

lands that are more generously governed. Hanover and
Hrunswick are as retrograde as most of the smaller states.

Saxony, during the late war with Denmark, has played the

liberal, but only to head off Prussia in its schemes to absorb

Svhleswig-Holstein. The free cities were known in medieval
limes as aristocratic republics, in distinction from the petty

nionarchical despotisms of the three hundred and more other

<jcrman States. This character they retain to a great extent
to this day. They are neither in form nor spirit pure democ-
rjw-'ics. The ancient families form social circles as aristocratic

^nd exclusive as the nobility at Berlin or London,
Prussia is to-day the representative land of Germany. Here

Jn<lustry, learning, culture, religion, rationalism, benevolence,
prutligacy, liberalism, aristocracy, despotism, and military

t»rganization, reach their highest German development. On
t«^t-questions, the Church, (Protestant and Catholic,) the nobil-
'ty, and the government otHcials are on the conservative side.

The liberals claim four-fifths of the learning—the master-
tninds—and a majority of the voters. They claim also, as in

^ ranee, to control the capital and the great provincial towns.
» uould another contagion of revolution sweep over Europe, it

'^ould break out first in Paris and next in Berlin. But the

organization of the Prussian army is such that, almost with-
t'ut exception, the officers, being nobles, would be on the side
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of the government. And the government trusts in its reallj

extraordinary discipline, and in exciting an antagonism be-

tween the army and its citizens, to suppress any outbreak.

The liberals assent to the aggrandizement of Prussia, " with

the hope of some day sending off their king and raising the

standard of Gennan unity." Other liberals hope to see the

future king of Prussia the emperor of Germany, with a lib-

eral and effective constitution and parliament.

Leaving for the present Great Britain, where the conditions

of political life are essentially different from those on the con-

tinent, we will proceed to look at the divisions, principles,

and prospects of the liberals in Germany, France, and Italy.

There is so much soUdariU between them that a single

classification will hold good, indeed, for all continental coun-

tries. With a thousand minor divisions, they fall into three

grand classes : the constitutional monarchists, the republicans,

and the socialists.

The first class, composed of the more cautious or timid por-

tion, who fear sudden irruptions and violent changes, and are

bound by ties of tradition and antiquity, consider the highest

ideal of human government to be a constitutional monarchy,

in which the reigning monarch is a zero, only occupying the

place of sovereign but divested of his power. The English

monarchy is their ideal. But, unlike England, this party will

have no aristocratic privileged classes, but would give equal

political rights to all, and open the gates of official appoint-

ment and promotion to all persons of talent. They would

have a parliament elected at short intervals and the govern-

ment conducted by a ministry nominated by the sovereign,

but to be confirmed by the Parliament and answerable to them

for its acts, and subject 'to removal by them. In this way

they think would be gained all the advantages of a heredi-

tary monarchy and an elective republic. There will be a set-

tled, irremovable line of sovereigns, with no turbulent changes

of rulers ; there will be all the social dignity of an ancient

dynasty and a brilliant court ; and the voice of the people will

really control the government. The constitutional monarchists

include, in Italy, the governmental party, and nearly one half

of the whole population ; in Prance, the legitimists and Or-

leanists, (who liave both learned wisdom by adversity,) and a
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small portion of the government party
;
and in Germany a

^mall part of the government party, with a numerical major-

ity of the liberal opposition.

The second division of constitutional liberals includes those

who consider the republican form of government, essentially

as embodied in the Constitution of the United States, to be

the most just and the best form. With them are numbered,

almost without exception, those liberals who have been in

America, and that very small number who, at home, have care-

folly studied and understood the contents and practical work-

ings of our Constitution. A much larger number argue philo-

Bophically that such must be the true form of government.

In Italy, that land of so brilliant republican traditions, this,

party includes two thirds of the opposition, and some who

support the government against their theoretical views. They

number on the whole not far from one half of the whole popu-

lation. In France, this party retains great vital power, in spite

of the failures that have as yet attended its struggles. It

would be impossible to estimate with any accuracy its num-

bers, but it is supposed by many well-informed to include

more than half of the French liberals, and a large share of the

thinkers of the country. Its real influence would be greater

in a crisis than its present avowed numbers would indicate. In

German}", nearly the same is the case. Many of the leading

thinkers and writers in history, philosophy, and criticism, and

some prominent deputies, are thorough-going republicans. But

among the masses their adherents are few in number. The
peasant is loyal to his king.

The number of socialists is small ; but they include some
of the most acute, active, and brilliant minds of the age. They
are looked upon by most classes as harmless theorizers, and

they have really but few followers among the^masses. They
consider themselves as much in advance of the mere repub-

licans, as the republicans consider themselves in advance of

the constitutional monarchists, or as these do of the absolutistd.

They consider an absolute monarchy, with a feudal order of

society, as embodying all the evils possible to human govern-

ment
; and their socialism to avoid all the evils and to embody

all the good possible for the human race to realize in govern-

ment. And they foresee the time, in the dim future, when the
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system will be universally adopted. Their representative

leaders were the late Prudhon in France, and Lasalle in Ger-

many. To understand well their position, we must transfer

ourselves to the conthient of Europe, where the offices as well

as the powers of the government are much more extended

than ^v^th us. There the state not only controls the dipli^

matic relations with foreign nations, the maintenance of pub-

lic order and security at home, the army and navy, the sup-

port of the poor and unfortunate, the collection of the public

revenue and the direction of the post, as in America ; but all

these interests are controlled in a more direct way than with us,

and with a feeling of more central authority ; the theory being

that the rights of government originate with the rulers, not with

the ruled. But also, in Europe, the state retains to itself many
other powers. It holds and cultivates as a source of revenue

large national (or royal) domains, especially of forests and

mines. It reserves to itself certain monopolies, as the pro-

duction of salt and tobacco. The whole educational system,

from the most elementary school to the universities and the

academies of science, are under its control. It supplies the

funds for their support, names their officers, and nominates,

removes, and promotes the instructors, at pleasure. It enters

into the religious education of the people ; requires all to be

baptized and confirmed before they can be married, enter any

.business, or take any office. It supports at least a State Church,

and nominates its pastors. It appoints and promotes all

lawyers, judges, and physicians. It controls industry, and

reserves to itself the right to interfere whenever and to what-

ever extent it may choose. It restricts the press when it wills.

The socialists hold that the state^—not the monarch, but the

embodied will of the people—shotild have all these rights, and

should also absorb within itself all the remaining rights of

property ; that the individual can no more possess or inherit

property than a monarch can claim or inherit a throne,

{la jpropnete c'est U vol;) for all are born into the world

with equal natural rights with respect to property as well as to

government. The individual is thus to be swallowed up in the

state, and is to receive from the state such a position as his

talents most fit him for. They argue, also, on the mere

ground of success, that if the post is better conducted by the
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tiUte than by the individual, 60 would merchandise and manu-

facturing be. They say that the principles of the American

republic could not be carried out in the days of the Magna

Cimrta; and that their principles, though just, cannot be

ciirried out to-day; but that the world progresses rapidly

now, and they will soon be appreciated and applied. One

ihin"" at least that they say is true—that they are not

appreciated now. For beyond the circle of the brilliant

writers who hold and advocate these views, there are very

few, in the ranks of active business men, or in the lower

classes, who will listen to any such a reorganization of society.

They are attempting by unions and journals to familiarize the

minds of the laborers with their views. Their present prac-

tical proposition is to get the laborers who wish to enter busi-

ness, or to expand business already established, to ask loans

from the state as their right, since the government gives loans

and subsidies to railroads and other" enterprises of rich men."

This is their present way to solve the critical " social problem "

in Europe of the " contest between labor and capital."

(It may be well to allude here in passing to another attempt

to solve this social problem, to release labor from the tyranny

of capital in Europe, (this expression sounds strange to us

here where the laborers command the position and get what

wages and conditions they like, and the capitalist cannot help

himself,) under the leadership of the distinguished Herr

Sohulze-Delitzsch. This active man has organized throughout

Germany hundreds of these " trades unions," the purpose of

which has been, not merely to assist each other in trouble,

hut also to gather funds, to be loaned to such of their own
number as have good credit and need to make loans for ex-

panding their business. The effect of this has been so bene-

ficial upon the German laborers that a year or two ago the

members of the unions, by small contributions, raised a mag-

niticent testimonial to present to their benefactor.)

All the classes of continental liberals have made it a lead-

ing principle to break away from all political authority which

i'^ merely traditional. They carry the same principles into

'inotlier tield, or, as they say, into another branch of the same
field. They recognize in Luther a great reformer, who
attacked and crippled the authority of the Romish Church—
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a traditional authority. But they consider Luther as only the

John the Baptist of the great reformation which is to come,

which shall dethrone not only the Catliolic, but also the Prot-

estant Church, and all forms of Christianity. They see in the

history of Christianity only a long and dark array of traditions

based upon superstition and prejudice, of bloody religious

wars, of social and political feuds, of imposition by an

ignorant or hypocritical priesthood upon the consciences and

property of the deluded and defrauded masses, and of a clergy

used by despotic governments for spies and for a spiritual

police, With every shade of difference of philosophic view

—

from theists and advocates of a " beantifnl religion of reason

and nature alone," to Materialists, who consider the " spirit

only a chemical product of the brain, which will perish with

it"—the liberals, almost without exception, agree in opposing

evangelical Christianity. From this enmity to Christianity

are excepted, of course, the strong catholic element of the

present government party in Italy, and a very small fraction

of the liberals of France and Germany, It is but just to say

also that the public moral character of the leaders of the

liberals is, as a rule, as free from reproach as that of most

professing Christians,* while for generous open-hearted benev-

olence they often surpass far the European Christian. This is

indeed their religion. Americans who were abroad during the

war will bear testimony how, as a rule, they were so much more

warmly and sympathetically treated, during the hours of dark-

ness of our national misfortune, by the unchristian liberals

than by Christians, either Protestant or Catholic, The few

marked exceptions to this on the part of the Christians were

all the more marked because so rare.

In the eyes of these antichristian liberals, America inher-

ited from bigoted, puritan England a great curse to her

progress in civilization, in the deep religious sentiment that

has hitherto marked her history. But " in a free comitry free

views will ultimately prevail," and they look forward with

hope to the future. From the vast tide of emigration from

Europe to America, they sec it to be only a question of time

when at the polls they will control the elections, mould the

* The unfortunate end of Lasalle by a duel two years ago was one of tbe few

exceptions to this. «
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legislation, and, by the importation of their literature and the

iiiiniigration of their men of science and art, they will remould

the whole social feeling and national character. Some of

them think that Prussia will share the fate of Florence under

the Medici, and that her most brilliant period of culture will

goon pass ; that it is useless to resist the bayonets, and that

"in the interest of liberty" it is better to go to America

and there build up a great free nation, that by the veiy

might and majesty of its presence will overawe the despot-

isms of Europe. To avoid present troubles, and not seeing

indeed any cause for anxiety in the future, the governments

of the German states are very glad to have the troublesome

spirits get out of the way. The influence of this great and
increasing immigration upon the future of our country is a

subject worthy the deep attention of all American patriots.

The views and feelings of a portion of even these German
liberals toward America is very difierent, since victory has

rested on the baimers of the Union, from what it was during

the weary years of our suspense and disaster. America had
the sympathy, undivided, deep, and sincere, of the liberals of

France and Italy during the whole of our contest. But in

Germany that pride, if not arrogance, of opinion which
unfortunately so often characterizes really great and learned

men, led many of the cultivated liberals to think that they

understood America much better than did the Americana
themselves. These saw in the war a legitimate result of the

possession of individual property when not restrained by
armed force as in Europe, (" the JSTorth was making the war
to rob the planters of their rich estates

!
'") or an example of

the inability of Christianity to restrain the passions of its

followers ; or another of the sad examples of histoiy where
two peoples, blinded by hate and by antipathies of race and
climate, rush madly to each other's destruction. Some said

that both parties equally sinned against the principles of free

government, the South by keeping slaves, and the North by
forcing a people against its w^ll. Again, others said—with

reference to the proposition propounded by a few most noble

northern patriots, to take away the state government from
the states and reduce them to territories, or " to conquered
provincea," and which proposition was presented as the bour
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policy of the government—" If in a free government a rebel-

lious pro^-ince loses all its constitutional rights, what can we
liberals oppose to the course of Austria and Russia in taking

away the constitutions of Hungary and Poland ? " Thus
many liberals were very lukewarm in their sympathy for

America. But the noble virtues developed by the war; the

incredible philanthropy shown by the people for the army

;

the mighty military prowess of the young republic, culmin-

ating in its victory over the gigantic rebellion
; the magna-

nimity shown to a fallen foe, unparalleled in European his-

tory; the rapid return of civil law; and the quiet return of

the vast army to the pursuits of peace, have not only drawn
the wavering liberals back to their admiration of America,

but have sent a feeling of uneasiness and dark foreboding

for their own future through all the aristocratic classes and

despotic governments of Europe.

Differing as they do in the foundations and principles of

their faiths, the Catholics and Protestants of the continent

occupy essentially the same ground on all political issues.

Their whole influence is conservative, and they join hands
against their common enemy, the infidel liberals. The major-

ity of the German Protestants see in liberals, in any country,

only a pack of chained hyenas, who, as soon as set loose, will

rush upon society, repeat the scenes of 1792 and 1848, and
keep up a perpetual anarchy, for very love of it. They thus

keep the liberals from ever attending their churches, (they

would as soon make a social call upon a leper as upon a

German republican ;) they delight the liberals for the food they

furnish them for their hostility to Christianity ; and they drive

Christians with liberal politics over to the enemy. They
consider the late civil war in America a fearful but logical

example of the necessary result of democratic institutions.

Some of the evangelical writers in Germany, most read and
most loved in America, were outspoken in their opposition

to the Union. The republicanism of the old Puritans is a

mystery to thcm.'^ Of true religion in America they think

there is but little.

Last winter an English Independent preacher, who had lived many years in

Germany, sent an article to a leading religious paper, advocating republicanism

from the Christian standpoint. Such firebrands of the devil were not admitted to

the columns of a Christian paper.
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That this should be, to a great extent, the position held

by the Catholics, is but in accordance with their usual history.

But throughout all Italy the majority of the Catholic popu-

lation are liberals. The lower priesthood are about equally

divided. The higher orders are mostly conservative. But
flinong the higher orders there is an important number,

headed by such as Father Passaglia and Cardinal d'Andrea,

(with still others secretly sympathizing with them, but who
dure not show themselves,) who are clamorous for the pope
to lay aside his temporal power, and who are conscientious

liberals. In France the same feeling is making great head-

way among the clergy. Count Montalembert and x^chbishop

Dupanloup are the most powerful and active advocates of

it, (The Xorth has had no more steadfast and able defenders

in Europe than these two most worthy men.) The party who
are advocating full religious liberty and separation of the

Clmrch from the State, are gaining powerful adherents even

under the very shadow of the Vatican. They say :
" The

Clmrch suffers from its connection ^vith the State. She is

made its servant, spy, and police. She is placed by the state

under restrictions, especially with reference to the education

of the clergy, and then is blamed because her clergy are

inefficient and uncultivated. The holy Catholic Church rose,

through three centuries of persecution from the state, to be the

religion of the ruling nation of the world. She has risen in

fipite of the state, and now she does not ask the favor of the

Rtate," And among the surprising changes that appear in

the kaleidoscope of history, may be the spectacle of this party

i"i^ing to power in the Catholic Church, and this be the first

of all the Christian Churches in Em-ope which shall demand
separation from the state. This party further say that " in

the interest of our holy religion we must insist on full re-

ligious liberty. Where there is liberty the Church of God
must prevail," The rapid progress the Catholic Church has

made within the last thirty years in England and America,
and the magnificent plans the Church has laid for the future

'n both these countries, gives them reason to believe that by
adopting a similar course they will flank the liberals in

Kurope also.*

A remarkable passage occurs in a work which lately appeared in Berlin, entiiled

" dit Deulschen in Amaika," Speaking of the religious future of America, tho au'.hor
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In England the relations of the political parties and of the

divisions of society upon religious questions are altogether

different from those od the continent. That boasted cradle

and home of constitutional liberty is, in all the elements of

political progress, far behind Italy or Belgium. It may
indeed be doubted whether it is ahead of France or Prussia.

Certain it is that if the military rule, the restriction of the

press, or the trampling upon the rights of the Parliament,

that are practiced in Prussia, were attempted in England,

there would be a revolution to-morrow On the other hand, if

in Prussia only members of the national Church could be

professors or students in the universities or gymnasiums ; if

the electoral privileges were so limited and so unjustly distrib-

uted; were the taxes so unevenly divided as in England, the

cool, patient Germans would have also a revolution to-morrow.

In no other enlightened country is the feeling of class-

distinction, the respect to high birth, so profound and so

widely extended through all grades of society as in England.

Among the non-noble, middle classes, who are spurned and

kicked from the social circles of the aristocracy as much as

the ]X)or white trasli are from the parlors of the planter, there

is not one in a thousand who would not consider it the hap-

piest circumstance of his life to receive a title of nobility, or

to have a sister or a daughter married to a lord. It is thus

that the nobility is constantly replenishing and enlarging its

ranks. A poor, penniless second son of a noble marries the

daughter of a rich merchant. He gains wealth, and she social

position. The moral and intellectual character of the nobil-

ity is thus kept to a very high standard, for an aristocracy,

by constantly drawing on the best materials of society. The
Church of England draws from tlie dissenting Churches in the

same way. It is more " respectable " (and that means some-

thing in England) to belong to the Established Church ; and

as the constant accessions from the pious ranks of the dis-

senters have kept it pure in doctrine and practice, consci-

Bays it will lie ia the bauds of the Catholics or tlio Methodists. These two bodies

are the largest in numbers, are growing tlie most rapidly, are tlie most zealous,

and have the most organic power, and they will eventually be the contestants for

religious supremacy in the United States. The views of the author certainly are

deserving of careful attention by those who are considering at present a union of

all the Methodistic bodies in the United States.
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futlous scruples against joining it disappear. Especially is

tlii.-? the ca?e where the father was a non-conformist from prin-

ciple, but the children Lave grown up subject to the social

inlbienccs around them. In England, too, it is "respectable"

to belong to and to attend Church, especially the Established

(,'hurch. Thus with more open and brutal vice than can per-

haps be found in any country on the continent, there is in

England more vital piety than in any continental land, and a

In'gh moral and religious sentiment exists and must be bo\ved

to in all public movements.

The influence of England in its restless, meddling foreign

]H)licy has been as often, perhaps more so, in favor of wrong
and oppression as for humanity and liberty. In speaking of the

internal politics, one has to use quite different terms, or the

fame terms with quite different meaning from those we give

them when speaking of the continent. The radicals, repre-

sented by John Bright and Kichard Cobden, hold essentially

or practically the ground of the constitutional monarchists on
tlie continent. The present whig government is called liberal.

I»ut in the elections for Parliament last year it was impossible

to tell wherein they were more liberal in principle than the

tories. The tories charged the government with weakness,

time-serving, and double-dealing in its foreign policy, and
R'cmed very anxious to get into power. But on all practical

questions of reforms, and progress in civil liberty, and of the

diminution of the enormous privileges, there was as much una-
nimity as there was lately with us, between the Kepublicans and
Democrats, in " supporting President Johnson." Not having
suffered the temporary (but merely tem}-»orary) horrors of a
revolution since the days of Cromwell, this England, which
three quarters of a century ago was in the advance guard, a
pioneer among the nations of Europe in civil liberty, has
already been overtaken by most, surpassed by many, conti-

nental states. In the contest of aristocracy and rank in soci-
ety against practical democracy, she has fallen behind most
states

; and there is every 'prospect that she will be left far
»n the background by her bolder neighbors.
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Art. VIL—the TWO METHODISMS, NORTH AND SOUTH.

The General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South.
is to meet during the spring at New Orleans, and many changes
it is expected will there be made in the ecclesiastical organization.
On which we may note,

1. Most of the changes are grounded upon the assumption that
the Methodist Episcopal Church is hostile, refuses all union or
recognition, and menaces destruction to the Church South. That
Church makes no ofter of fraternity ; its press, especially the "great
official " at New York, puts forth only hostile utterances ; and
apparently nine in ten of the northern membership ignore all claims
of the Church South to the Christian name ; and the whole northern
Church is straining its energies to prosecute a system of " aggres-
sion" aiming at the disintegration of the Church South.

2. To prevent this consummation, it is proposed to change the

narae'^of their Church, dropping the affix "South," .nnd an-

nouncing their Church as a candidate for practical universality.
The name most prominently popular is " The Episcopal Meth-
odist Church." Dropping their sectional name seems to our
sanguine Southern friends removing the great obstacle to their

over-spreading our hemisphere. We 6hall soon have the new-
named Church overshadowing us as the big bird Roc did Siubad
the Sailor, covering us with sudden night.

3. In order to prevent all fusion, they propose to make changes for

the purpose of different iatioii. If the two Churches remain similar,
they will,^ so it is argued, assimilate, and like kindred drops be
mingled into one. To prevent our swallowing and assimilating
them, they will transform themselves into something utterly indi-

gestible. They will remove all restriction upon the appointing
power as to the length of pastorates. They will adopt Lay-delega-
tion. They will inaugurate a more staid, settled ministry, compe-
tent to keep as well as to make converts.

4. Their special antagonistic doctrinal platform is to be the utter
banishment of politics from the Church ; and, if we mistake not, all

political topics from the pulpit. Hereby they are at issue with the
Church North, which by its political action (on the slavery ques-
tion) has demoralized itself They can then deny that they are
a proslavery Church just as they are not an antislavery Church;
for slavery being a political tonic the Church takes no sides. In-

dividually, indeed, every man ' the Church might be a slaveholder
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Jxith in principle and practice, but the Church is neither pro nor

^u\(i. We note per contra,

1. While it may be that the tone of our Northern press has been

unsympathizing and square toward the Southern Church, that fact

may have arisen from its being supposed that the Southern Church

was still truly disloyal, and utterly flouted any proposition of re-

tinion or recognition. The more exact truth has been slowly ap-

fK-uring ; but the impatient South seems to be now making up her

mind for permanent hostility. Thus a perpetual feud is the result

of misunderstanding. Did but the South stand firm and self-pos-

K^ssed, truth and a better feeling might come with time.

2. The arguments for the organic changes appear contradictory.

If the Northern Church is so menacing, what danger is there of

aisiuiilation ? Hostility is a sure enough separator, and if it be

not effective, then the assimilation is a peaceful and happy one.

If the Church South fully fuses into the Alethodist Episcopal

Church, it becomes the Methodist Episcopal Church, and pos-

K»ses all its prestige of weAlth, power, greatness, and univer-

alily. If a lake fuses into the ocean it becomes the ocean ; and

when the ocean says I, the drops that formed the lake are included

.i!i(l may say I, as being so much ocean. Our Southern friends make
»i^ think of the old aboriginal New York Dutch race, with whom,
••vi with the South, " damnedyankee" was "agglutinated" into a

inrjle word. They hated the incursions of the Yankees as they

hated pestilence. But the Yankees would come in multitudinous

fwarras, bringing industry, opulence, morality, schools and churches

;

»'k1 the acres and square inches of soil beneath the Dutchmen's feet

frrew golden, and the Dutchmen became, in spite of themselves,

princely Knickerbockers and millionaires

!

3. Changes made for the very purpose of Churchly division, and
*'» l>rcvent Christian assimilation, are immoral and irreligious.

1 hey are in the worst degree schismatic. The blessing of the

preat head of the Church cannot rest upon them. And they are

'•• the Church South at the present time, in our view, most deeply

ilanijerous and destructive. We have entertained no great respect

^'•r the pet notion of " disintegration ;" but for the first time wo
'Ic'U'ct its omen in these profound radical changes. Great num-
hfrs of Southem ]Methodists, attached to their old institutions, will

come to find them in our Church, Others, if they must have staid

I'ulj.it performance, will seek it in other Churches. Others, if there

'» to be diocesan episcopacy, will prefer the regular old article,

•"f^aiitime their rural sections will fiill into the hands of our elastic

^'olKTH Skries, Vol. XVIII.—18
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itinerancy ; and as for the permanent stations of large toAvns, our

ministry, thanks to our colleges and institutes, have a far bettor

training for settled conservative purposes. By every change

made it will be found that they incur a disadvantage.

4. But that non-political platform, forsooth, is to work wonders

in opening to them an incursion into the North ! Let them come.

We have already, in a former Quarterly, maintained the right of

each Church to cover the whole nation, if it can. It is no " ag-

gression." Let then "The Episcopal Methodist Church" come

and convert our Copperheads, or anybody else, into the best

sort of Christians they can. But, coming with any prestige of

copperhcadism and rebeldom. Southern Methodism, under what-

ever name, is not likely for the present generation to find a very

alluring prospect in the North. Throughout our North the non-

political platform will be held as cowardly, false, and treasoc-

smelling ; cowardly because it is evidently framed to avoid the

maintenance of ethical right which is often involved in political

questions
;
false^ because the pulpits, periodicals, and books of that

same non-political Church are often the most political extant;

treason-synelling because it was in disunion and rebellion that that

platform will be thought to have come into existence.

The Church South needs none of these differentiating efforts;

whether the change of organism or the adoption of a special plat-

form. Could she but stand firm, unchanging, calm, and hopeful in

her tracks, a few short years would, as the nation blends into one,

bring mutual understanding and ultimate union. And how benign

our influence might be to restore that national oneness ! It must

take time, and forgetfulness of many a past irritation ; it would

require au effort of fiiith, and love, and prayer. That the two

Churches should divide was necessary while slavery lasted. That

they should not afiiliate and ultimately become harmonious, can he

the result of only some great wickedness.

Literal slavery is indeed a past question. The humane dealing

with the negro, (upon which the fivorable action of Southern Con-

ferences has been very explicit,) is a question of degrees and shad-

ings. There is at the present hour no wider practical dift'erence

between our two great American Methodisms than between the

English and American Methodisms. And if the latter admits the

heartiest interchange of churchly courtesy, why should the fornior

wholly exclude it?

Our own Church does not know (as the fact has been somewhat

overlooked by our Northern press) that repeated propositions have
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U-on made from high sonrces in the Southern Methodist papers,

f.r fonie steps looking toward conciliation. "We have not pro-

.rrved them and cannot precisely restate them. One made by

t!.o cx-cditor of the Southern Quarterly Review, Dr. Summers,

WIS, as we recollect, something more decisive than the following:

U't the northern board of bishops select three bishops, three elders,

aihl tlirce laymen, and offer to consult with an equal commission of

the Church South. Let them hold an interview, and discuss with

prayerful solemnity and sincerity this question : What can be done

to harmonize the two great Methodist Churches in feeling and ao
tioii ? Let them then publish to the two Churches, either conjointly

or separately, by report or address, the conclusions at which they

have arrived. "While these proceedings are in process, we M^ould

ourselves add, Let the prayers of both Churches be offered to

Almighty God, in which, with full repentance for all that is wrong
in his sight, individual and organic, we may implore the divine

j,'uidance to all that is holy and right, especially to such measures

as will purify and unite us in love to a common Saviour, and make
onr harmony a rich blessing to our common country. And as we
are, in the providence of God, destined to be citizens of one great

nation, so let both Churches unitedly pray that all separating and

<li.«iuiiting causes may be removed; that the spirit of repentance for

ill past sin, of love and concord with each other, and of justice

and cqxdty to all men^ may fill our hearts, that we may rejoice

totjcther in the greatness ancl glory of our one united nation, and

clicrish loyalty to its government as founded upon the principles

of truth, righteousness, and freedom. Such a measure could make
no near approach to reunion ; it could exert no organic, only a
moral, power. But would it not be a most Christian procedure, and
pro(liice a most salutary moral influence ? "Would it not be a spec-

i-volo on which the nation and its Churches, and the great Head
^^ the Church himself, would look with approving interest?

"'.i^lit it not prevent years of heart-burning and mutual hostilities?

•Miv^ht it not save thousands of souls lost by our ecclesiastical wars
»!id discords? Might it not do much toward restoring our couo-
^•y* purified by fire and blood from its greatest organic sin, to a
^iriity of heart ? Might it not hasten the renunciation of the spirit

«'"</ doctrine of slavery from the hearts of Southern Methodists,
""J incline them to harmonize with the best Christianity of the age ?

A'J'i we believe that precisely as prayer shall prevail througliout
our Church in the spirit of the Saviour's prayer that all might be
0"^ fio will such measures come into existence and move toward
• blessed success.
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Art. Vm.—foreign RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

PEOTESTANTISM.
GREAT BRITAIN.

CoLENSO— J7w Return to Xatal— .4

New Aspect of the Controversy.
—"We have

traced in former numbers of the Meth-
odist Quarterly Review the histop}- of

the Colenso controversy-from its begin-

ning until the return of the bishop to

hi3 diocese. Tlie arrival of Colenso in

Natal,which occurred November 6, 18G5,

produced, zs was to be e.tpected, an im-

mense excitement. The clergy of the

diocese, with one solitary exception, were
determined to disown Colenso as their

bishop, and to accept a new bi.^hop whom
the Metropolitan of Capetown, with the

consent of the other bishops of the

Church of Africa, has declared himself

determined to appoint for Xatal. 'The

attitude of both the Metropolitan and
the clergy of Natal were approved by
the Archbishop of Canterbury, as ap-
pears from the following letter of tlje

Archbishop to the Dean of Natal

:

AddDi-otox Park, Cp.oydok, »

October 8th, 18o5.
)

Mr Deap. Dea.v : On my return from a
short tour on the continent, I found your
letter of tbe l3t August, acec^ijij'aniod by
the resolutions agreed upon at the meet-
ing of the clergy and representatives and
lav communicants of the diocese of Na-
tal, in the cathedral, on .St. Peter's day.
The ELshop of Capetown has sent me his
answers to tbe questions put to him by
the assembled clergy and laity at Maritz-
burg, and I consider them to be judicious.
I do not see how you can accept Dr. Co-
lenso as your bishop without iJfi-.tifying

jourselves with his errors. The bisfiops
of the Church of England, I believe, with
•carcely an exception, have either public-
ly prohibited Dr. Colenso from preaching
in their dioceses, or have intimated their
unwillingness to permit him to do so.
At any rate, he has not, so far as I am
aware, preached in any diocete, except
on one ocouMon, so that the great major-
itj of the bishops have withdrawn from
all communication with him. As to tlie

appointment of a Bi.-shop of Natal, the
Church in South Africa has been pro-
nounced bv the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council to be just as independ-
ent as any of the Nonconlbrmist com-
munit'.os ; and under this view is I con-
oludo, conipetant to elect its own oishop,
without reference to the authorities m
England, either civil or ecclesiastical.

Nor, as I conceive, will snch an act ticpi-

rate you from communion with u.t
Church of England. The Scotch Epis-
copal Church is in communion witli"t.<.

but elects its own bishops, and is iml (.».

liged to submit to appeals to the Judicii'.

Committee of Privy Council. May the
Lord bless and ^uide yourself anil xt-
Church of Natal imder your pres'T.t

trials. Believe me, dear Mr. Dean, yours
very faithfully, C. T. Caktcab.

As regards the dispositions of the laity,

the accounts from Natal greatly diiTer

The bishop, in a letter to a friend in Eu-

gland, claims to have met with quite y

sympathetic reception. When he lande'i

at D'Urban, he says a large deputatii n

waited on him to present a very frierniiy

address, signed by one hundred a:i'l

forty-eight persons, after which they

begged him to stay over Sunday aui

preach. The clergyman and his two

churchwardens protested; but tlie churcl.

was crammed, both morning and evenir.L*,

and ''all went pleasantly." The Chureii

people protested against the church-w.ir-

dens' protest, on the ground that they ha

!

made it without ha\ing called a vc.itry

meeting, and in distinct opposition to

the wish of tlie congregation. At S:.

Addiugton the bishop received anotli'T

warm address, signed by the t%vo churc;;-

wardens and tliirty others, and preacli-
'.

to the people. At Peter Maritzburg l.e

was met within a mile of the town by ^

troop of fifty cavalry. In the town :*

large body of people greeted the bishop

with cheers, and a kindly address b'vi:-

ing one liundred and seventy-one s.-

natures. At Bishopstown tlio nativv^

welcomed the bishop in the most dcmtn-

strativo way. The Natal corres^wod-

enccs of the English Church papers, o.i

tiie other hand, represented the attitu'i'

of tlie laity as quite different, and \<~'^

no doubt tliat the great majority of t!i<:

active church-members would disown,

together with the clergy, the jurisdictie>»

of tlie bishop.

On November 30 Bishop C-olenso B'I-

dressed a long letter to the Arclibislii'!'

of Canterbury, entering fully into l'
•-'

circumstances of the decrees of Na!-il

and the proceedings of the clergy. Th"

bishop declares that a sense of duty t'J

the Cluiroh, of which ho is a miui-st'-'', ^
the sovereign whose appointment ha
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•
'J. and to the cause of truth and jus- '

In answer to this charge I have no hesi-

.'^ ^-owires him to protest respectfully tation in avowing that according to my

.;n?e course which Che archbishop behef you have been duly and canon-
i.-i ui-c uie cciur.e «ii.v.u

j^ ically deposed from your spintual oflice,
..^ ihouirht It right, as the primate ot

^^^o^^jin^ j^ ^^^ common law of the
, . Church of England, to pursue in his church of Christ, as set forth in the con-

.^*.\ Artcr complaining that he had eluding paragraph of the 20th Article of

•y-wr yet been heard in his own defense, the Church of KLghmd, and I must de-
cline to hold my.-elf responsible to you for

entertainin? such a belief. I have never
obtruded this opinion upon others in mv
capacity as Primate of the United Church
of England and Ireland, but I have not
hesitated to avow mv private opinion

. , -,
, , when it ha.s been sou^Lt for. Nor, when

•nr inch have been already condemned ^^ counsel was asked by those who
t.; the existing laws cf the Church ot ^-^j.^ -^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ dilficuJtv, did I shrink
Ko^'Und. Or should vour grace not be

\ ^^^^^ imparting it. I never expected tliat

»t.;e, as I venture to b^heve vou wiU not,
; ^^ ^^^^^ vcoxAA have been given to the

V. produce any p.assages ot my works, public, nor am I responsible for the fact;
r..r which the humbles: pne^st could have

; '^^^ as' those to whom I addressed it have
Ucn ejected from his cure by any one ot

; thought fit to publish a portion of it, I
lh« bishops in England, upon the nnnci- i jo not disavow the sentiment therein ex-
flc« by which the Church ol Eusland is

rjTcrned, as laid down in a

L.iherto given, then I feel tnat i nave a f^om any apprehe
r.,-hi to demand, in the name of common ^ j^g '^^^(^^ ^^ ^^t ^^^ ^ j^j ^ in vour
ju-.i.ce, that your grace should present a ^^^ because I have high le^al authority
t^:aiiou to the Queen, specitymg those

f^j. ^^^- ^-^x^^ ^-^^^^ appears to be no
f*rts of my writings which you deem^to j^ode of proceedin>r bv wliich I could be

liK.hop Colenso says, in conclusion .

••
I feci, my lord archbishop, that I

L»-. e now a right to ask your grace before

rr.T fcUow-coautrymeu to point out as pub-
; 'ly iitid distinctly what those "errors"

of mine to which your grace refers

1 01 England is
^

pressed. At anv rate, I could not have
anvjud-ments objected to the" course thev thus took

1 that 1 have a f^om any apprehension that'l miirht one

of such a kind as to justify... , .
°J"'^\'v legally called upon to act in that capacity.

depoMtion, and praymg that_ her^g^ censure therefore which vou would
Ma;c.ty would be pleased to appomt a

;
^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^ on this eround proves to

co:^m,s.Mon to examine imo the jusiice
, be enth-ely without foundation. As you

of this charge I am a bishop o '• the
; ^^j. ^^ ^^ .^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^„^^3 ^^ ^^^^^ i

I mted Church 01 England and Ireland ''
;

j^^^^.^ ^^^^^^ j ^^^.^ ^,^,j j, refer you
Y^J no one ot-the Church ot bouth I

^^ ^j,g ^^„^J^, ^^^^ ^.^„j. deposition, as
Afncu," with which, m common with thej^ . ^ j„dc:mont of deprivation
irr>iit body ot the laity of >atul, 1 neither ^„,,, „^„„ ^ J, - j ,„ ,f.„p i^,. w.ii„f

i
passed upon you, and to stale my beliefodyot the laity .

_
i
passea uuou

t..c nor wish to have at the present ime
i

^h,,t for such errors in doctrine anEn.-lish

tl ,V
^' ^^Tlt 'y^-^f^^t

^"""^ ^ ^ i^ 1
clergvman would have been ejected from

for them and their children, as well as L^ -
I ^^ ^^^ ^^^r, ti^^t ^ have

f^rrmsei^^ the right to enjov the liberties
indorsed with my approval every

t^will''>-'^^-''^'^M'''°^'^'''^^'''',^'=ict of Bishop Grav's' connected witt

L. r t„ "^""a P"^t^^^^.^^"<i our pride
, deposition, up to the time at which

"^^^^oJl^^lZ^f^^-^^^^^'o. wro^tcas you' seem to assert. No
i\ i-">copal Church," as yoi
IT'-''*, so as to be merely " in communion
•••h tile Church of England; we des

c „r ,ii
yoti wrote, as you

^coccu
I ^^^ ^^^ ^^j.g deeply deplore than 1 do

f .r°'''^ ^t^"" '"^;
' the present unhafpy condition of the

dioccse of Natal ; but let God be the

great advantag
,

t-^ac-S by the decisions of her supreme
t --urt of appeal, and t^) be saved there-

To this letter the archbishop, on Feb-
^^'7 10, 1866, made the following
r-ply:

Li.icBETn Pal.vce, February 10.
"T I.oKi. : I have duly received your

•*«»««• of the 3"th of November, contain-

the way of truth all such as have erred

and are deceived, and to restore peace

where there is now, to our great sorrow.

your faithful and obedient servant,
0. T. Ca>-toab.

The Bishop of Capetown, in a letter

to Colenso, offers to the latter to have

the sentence of deposition (recently dis-

allowed by the Judicial Committee of the

Privy Council, wliich Bishop Gray cn-

>"< » complaint of" a" wron"-" which'vou tirely ignores) revised by the Arclibishop

|"'M.niie I Lave done you by a Utter that of Canterbury or by the Bishops of the

•rote to the Dean of Maritzburgh. United Church, but by no lay authority.
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In the event of Bishop Colenso refusing
j

Romanizing movement m the Churd,
to accept the above ofler. the Bisi,op of En^rland ha's recentlv once more m"

'
.Capetown ha3 declared h,s intention to ed itself with a power astonishinir to . ,

pronounce sentence of excommunication friends and foes. It is found that ll„. r ^
upon Co.enso. as approved by a diocesan parative quiet wiu-ch has for several v.Arsynod^ and to nominate and consecrate a been observed by the leaders of the nu.wnew Bishop for Natal. Uent did not mean retreat, but p ••

Bishop Colenso is aware that the pub-
1 tions for takin? new and bolder <t,

'

he opm.on in the Anglican Churches
I The movement, in its new stage isa'^V,throughout t!ie world ,s almost unan- led bv Dr. Pusov, from wl?om v-'"

"'

imous m demamling lus exclusion from' first started, it derived its na
' "

the Church. Tiie only protection whicl "I'usey lias recently come forward as .-.:;

avowed champion' of a nnion bLtwcrii
the Churches of Rome and of Engl.in'l
laying down his views in a work en-
titled "Eireuikon,"' and a number r.f

newspaper articles. The mo.n on:-
spoken of these letters is the followin-
addressed to tlie editor of a Rom.'Tn
Catholic paper in London, which we
give entire, as a document of lasting im-

he discovers for his anomalous position
19 the spiritual supremacy of tlie Queen
in the Churcli of Englarid. He there-
fore takes extreme ground in favof of
State Churchism. In reply to an address
presented to him by some of the prom-
inent lay members of the diocese, he
makes four points:

1. That the Church of the colonies has
Tolantarily made choice of the Church !

portance:
of England as her authority. 2. That

'

thfi Queen's !

that of the bi

lltJ^'^tlTfV.^LV^^^''''^^^^ namely, bv the Romishent state of the law to say and teach Church itseltf n^t bv individual thoo-what he conBcientiously believes to be
;

logians only. 'This Wvesttc^^^^^^^^^^

To the FR. C.l " "Weeklv Rpcktor

"

I .uprcm^cy as opposed to
;

Christ Church, 0.4rd, No?2fdin'l
^^.\^;?I^', '^A.^'-'^-^^^hop^'^^JSir: I thank you with' all mv heart f-gieat toundat.ou prmciplc of i your kind-hearted and annrPoi^-f,- v. rol.^

tion on my side that there is nothing
onr Articles which cannot be exphuiu

i

rightfully as not contradicting anvtLir.j
lield to be bona fide in the Roman (iiuroii.
The great body of the faith is held nl;l:e

by both ; on tii 5uhjects referred :•

The subscription to the Colenso Fund,
intended partly to help the bishop in his
Chancery suit to recover his salary from
the Colonial Bishoprics' Fund, and partlv
to testify to '• the great services rendered : ourAVt.'xXH, I* btlieve (to use the lui.
oy tno bishop for the cause of free ex- i guagc of a very eminent Italian noWc-
prcssion of opinion within the Church," i™!!'!) your [our] maximum and <>;ir

amounted at the close of last year to
'

f-^^"''] rninimum might be found t" har-

about £3,700. On the list is the Kif'ht i

".^°"'^.*^- I" regard to details of exphmn-
Rev. Samuel Hinds. D.D., late Bishop^f

; !.'°u'./iJ','''
•"°' "Y °^''^' "^^ ^""r'

"

£i^ .T !
f''"rch of England

; two cate their possibility. You are rclatnelv
peer.-. (Lord Belpor and the Earl of Love- under the same circumstances. But I

lace;) thirieou members of Parliament; ;

believe that thn hope which you huve
and a great number of men eminent in :

^'^''^ °"t, that ''tho authorities in il
'

science or letters.
i

Koman communion mieht hold tluit »

reunion on the principles of B.is.-iii'.
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would accept. May I add that nothing
«jut further from my wish than to write

ir.yihirijf which sl>ould be painful to

•hi'BC in your communion ? A defense,

tn Iced, ot'necesbitv involves some blame,

» nic in a quarrel the blame must be
wholly on one side or on the other, or

oiviJeJ; and a defense implies that it is

I.e. wholly on the side defended. But
..vitikT smoothed down, as I believe,

: fi. sily, every dillioulty I could to my
c-*n people, I thought that it would not
' < n;:ht toward them not to state where
I conceive the real difficulty to lie. Nor
could your authorities meet our diffi-

cnlties "unless they knew them. You
»ill think it snpeAuous that I desired

that none of this system, which is now
matter of " pious opinion," should, like

t!ie doctrine of th° Immaculate Concep-
tion, be made .de fide. But, in the view
of a hoped-for reunion, everything which
Ton do affects us. Let me say, too, that

1 did not write as a reformer, but on the
defensive. It is not for us to prescribe
to Italians or Spaniards what they shall

h.'ld, or how they shall express their

rious opinions. All which we wish is to

bave it made certain by authority that we
should not, in any case of reunion, bd
obtifjed to hold them ourselves. Least
of all did I think of imputing to any of
the writers whom I quoted that they
'• took from our Lord any of the love
vhich they gave to his mother.'* I was
intent only on describing the system,
•al.ich I believe is the great obstacle to
reunion. I had not the least thought of
criiicising holy men who held it. As it

is of moinenti should not be misunder-
stood by my own people, let me add that
I have not intended to express any
opinion about a visible head of the
t hurch. We readily recognize the pri-
Hiacy of the Bishop of Eome ; the bearings
^' that primacy upon tlie other local
Churches we believe to be matter of eccle-
siastical, not of divine law ; but neither
w there any supremacy in itself to which
*f should object. Our otdy fear is that it

»hoald,_ through the appointment of one
buhop^involve the reception of that quasi-
*uthoritative system which is, I believe,
^ikc the cause and (forgive me) the
justification in our eves of our remaining
»;art.

But althonr^h I intended to be on the
deiensive, I thank j-ou ujost warmly for
'hat tenderness which enabled you to
pe my aim and object.s throughout a
'•ng and necessarily miscollaneoiTs work.
•^lid I believe that the way in which you
t:ave treated this our bonajid^ •' endeavor
t' f.nd a ba-sis for reunion on the prin-
ciple debated between An.-hbi.shop Wake
^'^'i the Galilean divines two centuries
•tfo-will, bv rekindling hope, give a
•tronp impulse toward that reunion.
A^tapoir id BtUl. If hope ia revived in

the English mind that Christendom mar
again be united, rekindled hope will
ascend in the more fervent prayer to Ilim
who " maketh men to be of one miad in
a house," and our prayers will not re-

turn unheard for want of love. Your
obedient servant, E. B. Pusby.

This letter, of course, produced a sen-
sation. The High Church party, as a
whole, are by no means prepared to go
so far as Dr. Pusey. Many prominent
men of this party deemed it their duty
to express strongly their dissent from it

Rev. A. Giirney, the Anglican minister

in Paris, and a very active partisan of

High Church ritualism, (though on the
subject of future punishment he thinks

pretty much as Mr. Maurice,) not only
strongly protested against the opinions

of Dr Pusey, but declared a readiness

to unite even with the dissenters for the

purpose of arresting tins Romanizing
movement. In the opinion of Mr. Gur-
ney, he is no longer the leader of the

Anglo-Catholic party, but stands virtual-

ly almost alone in thought, and repre-

sents scarcely anybody but himself."

Says ilr. Gurney

:

The movement has gone long past him,
and has left him stranded, obstinately

looking backward. He belongs to a gen-
eration of the pa.st, the Church leaders of
thirty years a?o, who had to feel their

way slowly and painfully into " Catholic
truths," and most of them learned to

associate them, almost inevitably, with
a great foreign working system, and to

gravitate swiftly or leisurely toward
Rome. Most, not all ; not the Hooks,
Palmers, Gresleys ; not Isaac Williams,
perhaps a greater name.

In reply to this and similar remon-
strances Dr. Pusey wrote several more
letters, explaining what he considered aa

misapprehensions of Ins views, but re- .

affirming the main point, namely, that he

admits the superiority of the Pope, and
believes the decrees of the Council of

Trent capable of an interpretation which
would harmonize them willi the teach-

ings of the Churcli of England. Dr.

Pusey has since been on a visit to sev-

eral Roman Catholic bishops of France,

and was reported to have stayed one

night in a Dominican monastery. The
High Ciuirch papers of both England and

the United Stales are mostly very re-

served in their comments on Dr. Pu.-^oy's

new position. But few dare openly to

express concurrence with his tiews;

but many retVain from any dissent, and

even shield him from the attacks of thtj
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Eow Church party, thus suggesting the

opinion that there is, in general, more
Byinpathj with him than it is deemed
safe to admit at tliis present time.

It is a remarkable fact that the Con-

vocation of Canterbury, which met on
February 2d, and was in session several

days, adjourned to May without taking

any notice of Dr. Pusey's remarkable
letter. Another manifestation of the

Romanizing party, however, called forth

a protracted discussion : the Romanizing
innovations in the ritual. These innova-

tions have been carried by some clergy-

men to an extent which has abolished

almost all differences which distinguished

Anglican from the Roman Catholic wor-
ship. Imitations of the Mass Book, the

Breviary, and all the liturgical works of

the Roman Catholic Church, have been
published for the use of the clergy of the

Church of England. The Book of Com-
mon Prayer has been translated into

Latin, with the scriptural passages taken

from the Vulgate, and other adaptations to

the Church of Rome. To arrest this ten-

dency, two different methods have been
tried by the opponents of the movement.
The "Association for Promoting a Revi-

sion of the Prayer Book, and for securing

purity and simplicity in the public wor-
ship of the Cimrch of England," was of

opinion that the most successful agency
for this purpose would be found in a

Royal Commission, constituted hke tliat

which, two years ago, had to consider

the terms of clerical subscription. To
this new commission, in their opinion,

should be referred not only the leclionary

and the rubrics, but also the canons, and
constitutions, and occasional services. A
deputation of the association, headed by
its president, Lord Eburj-, had an inter-

view with both Earl Russell and the

Archbishop of Canterbury; neither of

whom, however, held out to them any
hope of support. Earl Russell stated
that the Government would not act iu

this matter without previously consult-

ing the Archbishop of Canterbury. The
latter expressed a conviction that in ac-

ceding to the wishes of the Association,

he would affront the coavictious and dis-

appoint the expectations of an over-

whelming majority of botli the clergy

and the lay members of the Church.
A hirger number of clergymen and

laymen was represented by a deputation,

headed by Dr. Wordsworth, which pre-

sented to the Archbi.-hop of Canterbury
a memorial "in reference to the recent

introduction into the celebration of divine

service of practices which, by their di-

versity and by tlieir deviation from law
and long estabhshed usage, are disturb-

ing the peace and impairing the efficicuoy

of the Church." " Without venturing to

suggest any remedy for tlio evils," ol

which they complained, the memorialists

asked the archbishop to "devise, iu

concert with his suffragans, the best

calculated measures to repress illetral

practices, and secure uniformity in the

celebration of the divine service in the

national Church." The archbisliop, in

reply to this deputation, declared himself

to be "deeply impressed with tlie gravity

of tlie circumstances in which the Church
was placed by the ritualistic iunovationa

recently introduced in sonie few quar-

ters." He expressed an "anxious desire

to promote uniformity in public service,"

and the belief that the first step taken

by the bisiiops would be "to ascertain

distinctly what the law allows and what
it does not allow."

In opposition to both these memorials,

another was presented to the archbishop

on February 3d, signed by 2,970 clergy

and 36,008 lay communicants, -respect-

fully objecting to any alteration being

made in the Book of Common Prayer

respecting the ' ornaments of the Church,

and of the ministers thereof," and the

mode and manner of performing diviuo

service according to the use of the Church

of England." The archbishop iu reply,

repeated, in substance, the views he had

expressed on former occasions ; especial-

ly bis determination "never to consent

to any alteration in the Book of Common
Prayer without the full concurrence of

Convocation."

At the session of the Convocation of

Canterbury, in February, both Houses
had an earnest discussion of the Ritual-

istic question. The Lower House adopted

a resolution recognizing "the evils which

may ari.se from an e-xcess of ritualism,"

but, nevertheless, deprecating "any at-

tempt to avert those possible evils by the

introduction of changes in the prayer

book," and requesting the bishops to

adopt proper measures. The bishops, in

reply, directed the Lower House to in-

quire, by a committee, as to such meas-

ures as to them might seem tit for the

desired object.

THE GREEK CHURCH.

Review of the Ye.^r 18G5.

—

Inter-

communion with the AiujlUan ChurclM-
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— >fo important change occurred during ;
ernment in the Holy Governing Synod,

;'io vonr 1.SG5 in the mutual relation of !
and author of a work on the Latin

li.j 'ditforeut branches of the Greek
|

Church, together with the Russian cliap-

(•'•lurch (in Russia, Turkey, Greece, Aus- ,
lain in London, the Rev. Mr. Popoff.

triO to each otlier. In Austria, tlie
j

Prince Orloflf, in a letter to the Moscow

lireek Church, which, in accordance with
|

Gazette, one of the leading political papers

an imperial rescript of N'ov. 26, 1864, is :
of Russia, gives the following account of

h'<nccf()rth to be officially designated as
|

the attitude of the Russian members of

v.-.'y "Greek-Oriental," instead, as hero- 1
the meeting:

ti.fore the "Greek Non-Uuiced Cliurcli."
j

i« now fullv separated into two independ- 1
Having premised that I was speakmg

ru; archbishoprics, one for the Greek
I

i? ^ P^^'^te capacity I said that tlie Kus-
", "'^"'^'-'' t'

' .; sian clergy, pravm;? dailv for the estab-
<.bvi and the other for the ^oumanic ^.^j^^^^^^-^^^;^^^^-^^,^^^ ^j^^.^^i^^ Church,
nation. For the latter, Andrew Baron

, .^.q^^^ ^^ always inclined to promote it.

do Scliaguna was appointed, in 186u, i in proof of this I alleged that the study
til? tlrst archbishop.

|
of the English language had been intro-

Tlie Moldo-Wallachian Church has I duoed into our ecclesiastical academies,

en declared, by Prince Couza, to be
j

an^d that our clert'y would-be prepared toK-cn

l-.i'ticc-fortli wholly independent of and

disconnected from the Greek Patriarch of

I sift privately all disputed points. I add-
ed, however, that the most holy Philaret,

«isconnecieuiroLuui^vj.^-cr.xaw,a...xv..i^j^^ Archbishop of Moscow, and lofty
ton-stautmople. Ecciesiastieal commun-

1 p^^riarch of our Church, was of opinion
i'.a remains perfect as betore; just as

|
^hat this was a grave and diflicult ques-

Utw-een the Church of England and the
\

tion, which ought to be slowly matured.

Protestant Episcopal Church of the
,
and above all, investigated closely and

L'Qitcd States. This declaration of ecclo- 1 minutely, in conclusion I moved: 1.

;.i.istical independence by tiie Church of. That works should be published m En-

.:o PrincipalSies did not please the Sul-
j g^T'presenT crditSin ofth{' S'cTn

I m. and at his instance the Patnarch ot
, cimrch, with a view to proving that it is

• '.justantinople tried the old plan to re- i ^ot a Protestant but a Catholic Church,
tain his former subordinates. He dis-

j
and, accordingly, related to the Eastern

jatchcd a bishop to Bucharest to declare ' Church. I also remarked that the sub-

tNat the law of civil marriasre, the secu-
j

ject being altogether unknown to the

l.niz.,tion of convent propertv. and the ,

Russian pubhp, it ought to be e.\-plamed

-^' " national Clnlrch, lately !

^^^l^ »'^^f copiou. y.
_

2. That Anglican
' clergymen sympatliizing with the cause

should be stationed at^.Moscow and St.

institution of

d'--creed by Prince Couza, were contrary

lo ilie dogmas of the Greek Church, and
involved the penalty of excommunication.
I'riuce Couza, in reply, ordered the said

Petersburg. 3. That the matter should not

be precipitated, or urged with too much
easrerness or violence, but that we should

hi.sliop to be reconducted to the frontier trust in the divine assistance rather than

by peadarmes. The reorganization of in the success of our human and short-

since been completed bv I

^^g^ited endeavors. W hat we had to do
- - - - ' now was to prepare the ground by eluci-

it»o Church ha
t^e establishment of a National Synod
find on the whole, the Church of the

I'riufipalities seems to be the most pro-

^''essive of the branches of the Greek
Ci lurch.

The movement toward a union be-
l''\'c-..n the Anglican and the Eastern
*'hurches has many influential friends in

H-.issia. The most important step which
his yet been taken on the part of Riis-

^'^as ill favor of this movement, was the

1 -Tticiputiou of several men of high posi-
' '!! in a meeting held in London on Deo.
I-;,

dating the question. The seed would
grow up, and future generations, per-

liaps, would reap the harvest if God
illed it. Father Popotf, who delivered

an eloquent speech, breathing the spirit

of Christianity, expressed himself to the

same etruct. 'Aftt- r him some clergymen
spoke on dogmatical points. 1 omit quot-
ing their opluioud ; they will be probably
communicated by Father Popi:>tf in his

report to the Chief Procurator of the Holy
S'ynod. They had no immediate refer-

ence to the mattur in hand.
Before the close of the debutes I rose

IS65, at which about eighty of the 1
again to declare that the Russian Church,

'•ps and clergy of the Church of En- '

''*^'"!-' "^""^ "^"^ "'' ^'''-' ^^''^ branches ot the

Eastern Catholic Church, the mattereland were present. Russia on this occa-
, ^Yf the more complicated, and that the

ua.s represented by Prince OrlotT,
^,,,,.,,ji„^t^ members of our clergy were

i«t/?r
^

of Public Instruction in the
, not at liberty to decide any ecclesiastical

[KTor'.s Cabinet, and Count A. Tolstoi, questions, being entirely guided by the
iho reproseatativo of the Russian gov- i rules and directions of their Church.
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The daj' after I paid a visit to the Arch-
j

bishop ot Canterbury at his country »oat.
i

He would have liked to dispatch two
bishops to Russia, but, hearing what I

had to say a>raiust his plan, put it off.

The Bisliop of Exeter, the nonagenarian
patriarch of the Anglican Churcii, also

speaks with great interest of the work of
reunion. The matter has nothing what-

|

ever to do with polities, though if a re-
|

union were effected the Russian and
|

English interests in the East might pos-
aibly become identical.

The Church Journal, of New York, a

devoted advocate of the Union move-
ment, regards the part taken at this

meeting by Russia as " a stop more im-

portant and significant than anything
that has been placed on record since the

time of tiie Council of Florence."

The indications increase tiiat this

movement may become one of import-

'

ance. Our literary intercourse with '

Eastern Europe is, liowever, still so re- !

stricted that we are but imperfectly
j

informed about the progress it lias made
j

in the Russian and tlie otlier Eastern

Churches. The London Pall Mall Gazette

has the following remarks on the recent

history of the movement

:

The project of union, or rather inter-
communion, between the Russo-Greek
and Anglican Churches is no new thing.
The true author of tiic scheme wiis Peter
the Great, at whose suggestion the
English and Russian bishops entered in-

to correspondence on the subject. The
negotiations were protracted, through the
inability of the Russian bishops to give
satisfuctory explanations in reference to
the national practice of image worship,
and on the death of Peter wure discon-

!

tiuued, a result, or want of result, which
jhas often been deplored by orthodox
'

Russians, and amon^ them by Mouravieff, i

thehistorian of the Russian Church. The '

revival of the project of intercoiuniunion
IS due, in a great measure, to the journal '

which distinguished itself during the
|

Polish insurrection by its enthusiastic '

support of the historian's brother, the
'

"hanging Mouravieff," of "VVilna noto-

|

riety. Five years ago the present editor
;

of the Moscow Gazette published in the 1

Conttmporary Leaits (one of several jour-
nals directed by him ) a remarkable cor-

!

respondfuce between the Rev. Mr. Will-
i

Lims, Fellow of a college at Cambridge, '

and Admiral Putiatin, who had then re- i

cently arrived fn.m Japan to take the
|command of t!ie .Ministry of Public In-

struction. The admiral sent to the Mos- i

coui Gazette u lettir he iiad received from
|

Mr. Williams, pointing out the facility i

with which Russians might send tlieir

Bona to study at the University of Cam- I

bridge, and recommending the erection
of a Russian church there, and the ap-
pointment of a Russian chaplain. SIh.m
then the Moscow Gazette iias on many
occasions urged the desirability of brin j'-

iiig about a good understanding bctwi't-n

the Kusjian and English Churches ; and
it was this journal that first puhlisliuj

the account of the meeting held receu-.ly

in London, at which Prince Orlotf, Fatht-

r

Popoff, and a number of Etiglish pr.jl.it -i,

were present. Admiral Putiatin was well

known in the Russian navy for his liahiti

of devotion ; but it is no calumny on
Peter the Great to say that, in endeavor-
ing to establish intimate relations between
the two Churches, he was actuated k ^.h

by religious than political motives. He
wished to counterbalance, as much us

possible, the influence of the Roman
Catholic Church in Europe, and especial-

ly in Poland. The Russians attach much
more importance to the London meeting
than really belongs to it ; and a writer i;i

a St. Petersburg journal has come to the

conclusion that the English tourists who
visit St. Isaac's Cathedral do so from a

pious wish to make themselves acquaint-

ed with the ceremonies of the Russhin
Church.

The English Church papers which are

in favor of the union movement assert

that the advances toward a union, made

by the Anglicans, have met with a par-

ticularly favorable reception on the part

of the Greek Bishops of Servia. Tlic

London Churchman expressed its joy at

being able to

Record another instance of the dispo-

sition of the Servian Church to resume
that Christian intercourse which is pav-

ing the way for cornplete recognition and
intercommunion. Three clergymen from

London, passing through Belsrade re-

cently, were detained in that city on the

Sunday. When the Archbishop !".ne«'

this, he placed at their disposal the ante-

chapel in his own palace for the purposes

of holy communion, and supplied them
with the necessary elements, altar li_'ht.'<

and other requisites. "The .Metropolit:ui

expressed at the same time his great re-

gret at not being able to be present in

person at the celebration, in consequence
of being obliged to go to Racovitza, it

being, it would seem, a high festival ;
i'"t

he intrusted the carrying out of the mal-

ter to one of the Archimandrites, ^*ho

remained with us throughout the orfice."

The Levant Herald, an English paper

in Constantiuoplo, having stated that the

Archbishop of Servia had degnidetl tho

Archimandrite of Studenitza for atlmin-

istering tho Holy Communion to an

English clergyman, the Churchman, ol
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October 5, contradicted this report hj

Uio following statement:

We are requested by the Kev. W, Den-
ton, toBtate that the report of the censure

•till ilci^radation of the Archimandrite of

titudcnitza for administering the holy
coinuuinion to a member of the EuLflish

t'li'.iroh is wholly unfounded. The Areh-
linhop of BL-L'rade has replied to Mr.
JJeiiton'd inquiries as to the truth of the

»Mcrtions in the Levant Herald, and he
slates that the thought of degrading or of

ccaauring the Archimandrito had never
tntorod into his miud. \Ve are in posses-

sion of information which leads us to

believe that before long the Servian
Church will take a more formal step

toward intercommunion with the Angli-

can Chnrch. At present we forbear to
say more.

As regards the Chnrch of the kingdom
of Greece, a correspondent of the Lon-
don Churchman stated that the Holy
Synod was " ready to acknowledge as
valid the baptism of the Anglican
Church when intercommunion shall be

I

reaUzed." The " Hemera," (the Day,) a

j

journal which has a wide circulation in

I Greece, the Ionian Islands, Turkey, and

I

Egypt, published, in 1SG5, a series of

i

letters from Dr. Frazer on the Constitu-

tion of the English Church, and on her
Synods and Liturgy, which seemed to

I awaken considerable interest in the

j

question among the Greek people.

Art. IX.—FOREIGX LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

GERMANY.
Germany continues from month to

month to make contributions to the litera-

ture on the Life ofClirist. Among the latest

works of this class is the ninth vohime
of Bunseu's Bible-work. (Bun^in's Bibd-
vtrk. Leipsic. 1866.) This volume con-
cludes the Bible-work, and consists of a
Life of Christ, compiled from the Gospels,
and is so arranged as to be read through on
the Sundays and other days consecrated
to public worship. To this is added, ac-

cording to the usual manner of Bunsen's
works, a great number of dissertations,

partly critical, partly philosophical. The
BUndpoint of Bunsen with regard to the
nature of Christ agrees, in the main, with
that of Schonkol and his school, being
"irongly tinctured with rationalism.

Professor Ewald, well known as one
of the greatest Orientalists now living,

ha.i published a second edition of his

work ou Hebrew poetry. [All'jenieincs

u^>«T die Il-ibr.iische Dicht'ung. Gottingen.
iStJG.) It has undergone such alterations
»a to be almost a new work.

-V new edition of the New Testament
Apocrypha has been begun by Professor
Hilii:eii!'eld. (.Vui7/)7i Tcstanteniuvi extra
*^-^nr,n.nn.rcc-^ptum. Fax. 1. Leipsic. 1.SG6.)
The f\r< part, which has been published,
*> 'I' la ins tiie Epistle of Barnabas, the
"^:^'lnal text of which is now for the first
time published in a complete state from
Mw binaitic manuscript. Prof. Hilgeu-

feld's edition contains, besides the orig-

inal, the ancient Latin version. The
origin of the Epistle is placed by Hilgen-

feld at the end of the first century.

The Xeue Euawjdische Kirchen Zeltwng,

of Berlin, one of the leading religious

weekhes of Germany, notices the appear-

ance of Hurst's History of Ratiouahsm,

which it calls an instructive and carefully

compiled work. It mentions tlie circum-

stance that the author for some time pur-

sued his theological studies in Germany,
and deems his work worthy of a German
translation.

Of Professor Tischendorf 's great workj
Monuraenta Sacra inedita. Nova Colkctio,

a new volume, has recently been pub-

lished. (I.eipsic. 1866.) It contains a

hitherto unknown palimpsest, containing

all the Epistles of the New Testament,

(the Revelation, embraced in the same
palimpsest, will be published in the next

number of the Mvnumenta.) Tischendorf

found this palimpsest in 1862. in the li-

brary of the Russian Bi.^hop Porphyrins,

and ho obtained permission from this

learned bishop to make the manuscript

more legible by the application of chen)-

ical means, to decipiier and publish it.

According to the specimen which tho

author gives in the preface, tho manu-

script gives the sacred text in a most

antique manner, and is in tiiis respect

surpassed only by live of tho ancient

manuscripts. Tho prospectus of the
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continuation of the Manumenta announces
the. appearance of five more vohimes.
The workjias a large number of patrons
amonf; the princes and liigh ecclesiasti-

cal dipnitaries of Euroj)e. Among the
latter the names of Roman Cardinals ap-
pear side by side \vith Anglican bishops.

Another new work br Prof. Tischendorf
is entitled Apocalypses Apocrypha;. (Leip-
sic. 18GG.) It contains five apocryphal
" Revelations," which have not hereto-
fore been published. One of them is the
" Revelation of the Apostle Paul," which
has been supposed to be lost. It corre-
sponds entirely with the references to it

in the works of Augustin and Sozomen.
Tischendorf found the Greek text in the
libraries of Milan and Munich. A Syriac
enlarged translation of it lias recently
been found by English missionaries at
Ooroomiah.

A new work on the Apostle Paul (Der
Apostle Paiikcs. Heidelberg. 1865) has
been published by A. Hausrath, a mem-
ber of the Supreme Ecclesiastical Council
of the Grand Duchy of Baden, and i

prominent representative of the theologi
cal school of which Dr. Schenkel is re
garded as the chief His work differs
from that of Dr. F. C. Eaur, as it does
not treat prominently of the doctrinal
system of the Apostle' but aims at giving
a portrait of his life, (a "Ciiarakterbild,^
aRer the plan of Schenkel's "Charakter-
bild Je.su.") The autlior denies the au-
thenticity of the Epistles to Titus and
the first Epistle to Timotheus. The Epis-
tle to the P^phesians is, according to his
opinion, an Epistle to the Laodiceans,
which has been revised by another hand'.
The second Epistle to Timotheus he re-
gards an enlarged edition of a Pauline
epistle.

The Christology of the New Testament,
{ChrUtolo'jle das Xtuen Ttstaiaeats, Berlin,
186G,) by Prof Beyschlag, of Halle, is a
new attempt to explain the character and
mission of Christ in a manner dilTering
from the established doctrines of the
Christian Church. The author repudiates
any sympathy with Strauss, Schenkel,
and other representatives of heterodo.t
theology; but his own attempt has been
by no means satisfaotory to the orthodox
schools.

FRANCE.
A valuable contribution to the history

of metaphysical speculation is furnished
in the work of M. do Margerie, entitled,

I

Theodicy
: Essays on God, Creation!

and Providence, (Tkeodicee. Etudes mr
Dieu, la Creation, et la Providence. Paris

:

18GG.) The author declares himself to be
a Christian philosopher; his aim is to
reconcile reason with faith, and he seeks
to attack error under its various forms, in
the name of the intellect and the heart
combined.

A new work against modem "Spirit-
ualism " has been published by J. B.
Dissandier, {Des Sciences Occultes et du
Spiridsme. Paris. 18GG.) After a short
preface on the occult sciences in general,
the author gives an interesting account
of the origin and progress of magnetism,
traces the rise of spiritualism from the
extraordinary impulse given to physical
science, and, in conclusion, contests the
claims of spiritualism either as a religion
or a system of philosophy.

The " Philosophy of Thomas Brown "

is the subject of a work by F. Rithore',
{Critique de la Philosophie de Thomas
Brou-n. Paris. 1SG6.) Rithore especi-
ally commends the Scotch metaphysician
for having thoroughly understood what
he considers to be the true fundamental
proposition of metaphysics, namely, first,

that the study of tho human" mind
is a separate, distinct, and well-defined
science

; and, secondly, that our ideas
and sentiments are nothing else but the
thinking substance itself, variously mod-
ified.

ifr. Charles Charpentier has begun
the publication of a series of twelve
brochures, which are intended to form,
when complete, a course of studies on
comparative legislation. The first one,
which has recently made its appearance,
discusses the right of property claimed
by man over man ; or, in other words,
the question of slavery. The author
traces the history of this assumed right
in pagan antiquity and among the He-
brews, and finally, vindicates to Chris-
ianity the glory of having restored to
man his real dignity.

The great work of M. Albert de
Broglie, of the French Academy, on The
Church and the Empire in the Fourth
Century, {L'Ejlise et VEinpire au qua-
trieme skcle.) has just been completed by
the appearance of the fifth and sixlli

volumes. M. A. de Broglie is, with his
friend Count Montalembert, one of the
chiefs of that school of French Roman
Catholics who, while firmly adhering to

tho doctrines of their Church, yet believe

in and labor for a full reconciliation be-
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two^n their Church and modern civiliza-

'

tion. Like all the prominent men of I

this scliooL M. de Broglie is an admirer
\

U iho institutions of the United States,
I

•Dd ono of the most active members of
|

ll.e French Society for the aid of the freed-
j

men. The work on the Church and the
|

Umpire in the Fourth Century has.from tlie
j

publication of the first volume, secured a
'

j.hico among tlje master works of the his-

toric literature ofFrance, and the tirst four
i

volumes have already gouo through four ,

editions. The two last volumes. (lifch

and sixtli.) just published, embrace the I

. - c -..-I .„ or.:; 1, ,„.•„,.,„„ ,,.:.u I

lime from 364 to 395. begrinuing witl;

the reign of Valens and ending with the

death of Theodosius. Among the great

names whose history is given in these

two volumes are Basil, Augustine, and
Theodosius ; and among the most notable

KX'lesiasLical events of the period is the

Council of Constantinople.

The literature on ihe Life of Jesus has

received a new and very valuable addi-

tion by a new work from E. de Pres-

Bonse, (./e-sus Christ, son Temps, La Vie,

f-m (Euvre. Paris.' 1S66.) The author

Ilis long had the reputation of being one

of the foremost representatives of the

efangelical school in the province of the i

theological science, not only iu France,
]

but in all Europe; and his new work, we
|

doubt not, will rank among the most im-

portant works of the almost innumerable i

litoraiure on this important subject.

The Roman Catholic literature ofFrance,

on the restoration of monastic orders on

French soil since the beginning of the

nineteenth century, is very numerous,
•nd furnishes, on the whole, the best ma-
terial for a knowledge of these institu-

tions that can be derived from Roman
Catholic sources. The latest contribution

to this class of literature is a History of

the Oratory, well known as one of the

most literary organizations of French
monks, by the Oratorian. A. Perraud.

{L Oratoire (h France. Paris. 18G6.) The
work is divided into three parts, of which
the first traces the history of the Oratory

up to the French Revolution ; the second

is composed of the biographies of the

most celebrated Oratoriuns ; and the third

is occupied with the re-establishment of

the Order in 1352, and its canonical ap-

probation in 1SG4.

Of the Collection of Christian Inscrip-

tions in Gaul, prior to the eighth century,

by E. Leblaud, [Inscriptions Chritiennes.

Paris. 1866,) vol. 2, has recently been
published.

The History of the Catholic Doctrine

during the first three centuries of the

Church, and until the Council of Nice, by
Bishop Ginoulhiac, of Grenoble, [Histoire

duDugmeCatliolique. Paris. 1865,3 vols.,)

has appeared in a second edition.

Abbe Freppel has an undisputed claim

to be classed among the ablest Roman
Catholic writers on ancient church his-

tory. In addition to his former valuable

works on Les Peres Aposloliques. (1 voL,)

Les Apoloqiii'^s Chretiens, (2 vols..) Saint-

Irenee. (1 vol..) Terhdlien, (2 vols.,) he ban

recently published two more installments

of his "Lectures of Sacred Eloquence;"
namely, a work on St. Cyprian and the

African Church of the third century, {St.

Cyprien, 1 vol. Paris. 1866,) and another

on Clement of Alexandria, {Cleinent d'AU
exandrie, 1 vol. Paris. 1866.)

Aet. X.—SYNOPSIS OF TPIE QUARTERLIES, AND
OTHERS OF THE HIGHER PERIODICALS.

American Quarterly Bevieios.

BiBLiCAt Repertory and Pkincetox PwEview, January, 1866. (Philadel-

phia.) 1. Sustentation Fund. 2. Common Scliools. 3. The Patristic

Doctrine on the Eucharist. 4. Horace Mann. 5. Imperfect Riglits and

Obligations as Related to Cimrcli Discipline. 6. Strauss and Schlcier-

niaolier. 7. Renan, Strauss, and Sclikiermacher,

BiBLiOTiiECA Sacra, January, 1866. (Andover, Mass.) 1. Intuitive Ideas,

&nd tlieir Relation to Knowledge. 2. Conversion. Its Nature. S. Polit-

ical Economy and the Christian Ministry. 4. The Catholic Apo.stoUo

Church.
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Fkekwill Baptist Quarterly, January, 1866. (Dover, N. H.) 1. Tho
Relation of the Gospel to Man's Intellectual and Practical Life. 2. Unity
in Doctrine. 3. Encouragements to Faith. 4. Tlie Religious Enjoy-
ments of Thomas Walsh. 5. Sketch of the Late Rev, A. W. AverV.
6. Rationalism and Revelation.

New Exglakder, January, 1S6G. (Sew Haven, Conn.) 1. Country Life

in England. 2. Review of Dr. Draper's New Book, "Thoughts on the
. Future Civil Policy <jf America." 3. Lord Derby and Professor Arnold

on Homer. 4. Expository Preaching. 5. Samuel Fisk. 6. Sabbatli

School Instruction. 7. Government in the United States. 8. Sheol;
Hades; The Invisible State. 9. The Late President Wayland, 10. The
Reformation of the South.

English Reviews.

Bbitish ant> Foreign Evangelical Review, January, 1866. (London.)

1. Rome and the Romans. 2. Development of the Ancient Catholic

Hierarchy. 3. Arithmetical Criticism. 4. Historiography, Ancient and
Modern. 5. Unitarian Annals. 6. The Incarnation : Was it Necessary
apart from the Existence of Sin? 7. Isaac Taylor. 8. The Culdean
Church. 9- The Rev. C. H. Spurgeon.

British Quaeteely Review, January, T&66. (London.) 1. Richard Cob-
den. 2. Epidemics, 3. Miss Berry, her Friends and her Times. 4. Sinai.

b. Ix)rd Paliiior.-«ton. 6. Religion in London, 7. Inductive Theology.
8. The New Parliament.

Christian Remembrancer, January, 18G6. (London.) 1. Mr. Babbage.
2. Female Education. 3. Free Worship and Free Offering. 4. Friend-
isra ; its Rise, Prugrcs.s, and Decline, o. Miss Berry's Journals and
Correspondence. 6. Dr. Pusey's Eirenicon. 7. English Hexameters.
8. Leckey's History of Rationalism.

Edinburgh Rf.view. January, 1866. (New York: reprint.) 1. Modern
Fresco Painting. 2. Tiie Youth of Cardinal Mazarin. 3. Public Gal-
leries and Irre^p^onsible Boards, 4. An Economist of the Fourteenth Cen-
tury. 5. Recent Changes in the Art of War. 6. Boner's Transylvania.

V. Was Shakspeare a Roman Catholic? 8. Corn and Cattle. 9. The
Erckmann Chatrian Novels. 10. Mary Tudor, and Brandon, Duke of

Suliblk. 11. Extension of the Franchise,

Lont>onQcarti£RltReview. January', 18G6. (New York: reprint.) 1. Liv-

ingstone's Zambesi and it> Tributaries. 3. Simon de Montfort, Earl of

Ixjice.'^ter. 3. Tennison's Enoch Ardcn. 4. M. Saint-Beuve. 5. Grote's

Plato. 6. Miss Berry's Memoirs. 7. Palgrave's Arabia. 8. Cai'icature

and Grotesque in Literature and Art^ 9. Tiie Coming Session.

West-minster Review, January, 1865. (New York: reprint.) 1. John
Stuart Mill on the Philosophy of Sir William Hamilton. 2. Precursors

of the French Revolution. Saint-Pierre and D'Argenson. 3. Lord Pal-

merston. 4. Coloridjre's Writings. 5. Physiological Experiments. Vivi-

section. 6. The Polish Insurrection of 1863. 7. Dr. Livingstone's Re-
cent Travels
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German Reviews.

Stcdien TiND KRiTiKEJf. fE^savs and Reviews.) Second Number, 1866.

—

1. DiESTEL, Bible and Natural Science in the Times of OrtJiodoxy.

2. Weiss, The Petrine Questit)ii. 3. Moller, Juan Vakles's Divine Medi-
tutions. 4. KosTLiN, The Marburjr Articles and the Relation of Baf.tism

and Faith. 6. Paiil, The Time of the Lord's Supper according to John.
Reviews. 1. RnscnL, MoUer's History of Cosmology in tiie Greek
Church until Origen. 2. Sack, Auberlen's Divine Revelation. 3. Beck,
Loiblirand's Prayer for the Dead in the Evangelical Church. 4. Krttm-
MER, Newiy-discovered Sources of Hussite History. 5. Weiss, Reply to
Schenkel.

The history of Italian Protestantism in the sixteenth century has

recently derived a new interest from the revival of Protestantism

since the establishment of the kingdom of Italy, in 1859. A nura-

l>er of works from and on the leaders of this Protestant movement
in Italy at th«G time of the Reformation have been published. Of
the former class the little book on "The Benefit of Christ," which
had long been regarded as lost, but was rediscovered in Cambridge,

Kngland, in 1 855, is best known. It has been published in English,

both in England and in the United States, in a German translation

byTischendorf, in a French translation by Bonnet. It is generally

nscribed to Aonio Paleario, whose life has been made the subject

of a special work by M. Young, {The Life and Times of Aonio
Paleario^ or a History of the Italian Reformers in the JSix-

t^enth Century, 2 vols. London. 1860.) The substance of

another prominent Protestant work of that time is given in

the third article of the above number of the StudieJi. The
author, Juan Valdes, was a twin brother of Alonzo Valdes,

who, at the court of the Emperor Charles V., defended Erasmus
against the wrath of the monks ; and, in 1530, accompanied
the emperor to Augsburg as "Private Secretary." Juan Valdes,

during the time from 1530 to 1540, exercised a pov»erful

influence on a circle of men and women of the highest social

position at Naples. His chief work is entitled " One Hundred
and Ten Divine Meditations." The Spanish original is lost. An
Italian translation, by Vergerio, was published, in 1550, at Basil,

by Curione, and has recently been republished at Halle, Germany,
by E. Bohmer, {Le Cento e dieci divine co?isiderazio7ii, Halle,

I860,) who added to it critical notes, and a biographical notice of

the two brothers Valdes. Bohmer also ascribes to Juan Valdes a

work recently found in the Wolfenbuttel Library, and entitled

^c Spiritualc, (published by F, Koldewerg at Brunswick, 1864.)

The Wolfenbuttel manuscript gives it as a work of Vergerio.
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ZEiTScnRrFT FTJR DIE HisTORiscHE Theologie. (Journal of Ilistori.-

Theology.) Second Number, 1806.—1. Preface by Dr. Kahnis. 2. I)r.

GOLDHOUX, AbelarJ's principal dogmatic works, " Tractatus de UniUte
et Trinitate'''' and '' ThcoJogiay ?,. The Suabiun Confession, {Lih,r

Tuhingensh.) Published for the first time from a Wolfenbiittel manu-
script by H. Haciifeld. 4. Extracts from the Letters of Balthas;ir

Schuppius.

Since the sudden death of Professor Niedner, of Berlin, the Historio-

Theological Society of Leipsic has elected Professor Kabnis it.s

president, and editor of its organ, the Journal for Historical TIic-

ology. In the preface to the above number. Professor Kahnis

informs the members of the Society that their organ is far from

being pelf-supporting, and is every year a loss to the publisher.

He hopes for a more active co-operation of the Society to establish

their organ on a safe basis.

French R&vlews.

Revue des Deux Mondes.— October 15, ISGo.—2. Caro, The Philosophy

of Goethe. Goethe and Spinoza. 3. E. Duvergier de Haurakne,
Eight Months in America. 6. Bertrand, D'Alembert, His Life and

His Works. 7. Quinet, The Republic and the Convention.

Nonanberl.—3. D'Avril, The Arabic Peninsula during the last Hundred
Years. The Wahabites, Tlie Turks, The Eg\-ptian3 in the Peninsula,

The Dangers of Arabic Society, o. Caro, The Philosophy of Gotthn.

His Scientific La]>ors, Goethe and Geoffroy St. Hilaire. 6. E. DuvERGir.u

DE Hauranne, Eight ^lonths in America. 7. Renan, The Religious

E.xege:}is and the French 3Iind.

Junember 15.—1. E. de Lavejlete, Popular Instruction in the Nineteenth

Century. Popular Instruction in American Schools. 2. Caro, The

Philosophy of Goethe. His Views of God, Xature, and Human Destiny.

4. J. DE 'LastEYRIE, Ireland in the Fifth Century, The Origin of

Fenianism. 11. J. de Cazaux, The Affaira of La Plata in 1865.

December 1.—2. Taine, Italy and Italian Life. 3. E. Duvergier dk

Hauranse. The Presidential Election at Chicago. 4. St. Makc
GiRARDiN, The Origin of the Eastern Question. 5. E. Bctrnouf, An
E-ssay on Religious History, The Origin of Christianity according to

Ernest de Bunsen.

Deceviber 15.— 1. Esquiros, England and English Life. Religious Lifi^'

in the Cities. 3. E. Duvergier de Hauranne, Eight Months in

America. 6. L. de Voel Castel, Modem Mind in History, with special

regard to the work of M. Rosueew St. Hilaire.

Janvary 1, 186G.—4. E. Dutergier de H.vuranne, Eight Months in

England, 5. Jules Simon, Co-operative Societies in France and En-

gland. 7. E. de IvAveleye, Popular Instruction in the Nineteenth

Century. England and the English Colonies.

January 15.—1. Taine, Italy and' Italian Life. 2. E. Pelletau, Proud-

hon and his Complete "Works. 6. E. DuvEuorER de Haurannk,
Eight Months in America. 7. Janet, History of Philosophy ^nd

Eclecticism.
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Jieligion, Theology^ and Biblical Literature.

Btninning Life. Chapters for our Young Men on Religion, Study, and

ikisiness. By John Tullooh, D.D., Principal and Primarius Professor

of St. Mary's College, St. Andrews, Anfhor of " The Leaders of the

Koformation," etc. 12mo., pp. 296. Cincinnati: Poe & Hitchcock.

1866.

One of the greatest moral achievements for the Church of the

present day is to provide a pure Christian literature for our young

men, and then to induce them to read it. Dr. Wiley has in the

present volume supplied a noble contribution to this great work.

Principal TuUoch is one of the purest and most eloquent religious

writers of Britain at the present hour, and the present work

exhibits some of the best traits of his lucid pen. It is an excellent

guide for the young man in attaining a happy Christian character

and life. Let every young man under the influence of our Church

obtain this work, or his parent for him, and let him read and re-

read a portion of it every Sabbath, until it has become a part

of his own mind, and he will have possessed himself of a large

element of the truest Christian manhood. The work is fur-

nished by our Western Concern with a most attractive material

embodiment.
•--•

Foreign Theological Publications.

yom Zustande nacTi dem Tode. Biblische Untersuchungen mit Berucksich-
tigung der einschlagigen alten und neuen I.iteratur. Von Heinkich Wilh.
PviNCK, Pastor zu Eberfeld. Ludvvigsburg und Basil. 8vo., pp. 382.

2 Auflage, 1866. n

The above eschatological work was first issued in 1861, and as it

bas now been called for in a new edition, it seems to have some
claim upon a notice in these pages. It treats in different chapters,

>*ilh various subordinate divisions, of Death and the Intermediate

^tate, of the Resurrection of the Flesh, of the Final Judgment, of

Heaven and the State of the Perfected, of Hell and the State of

the Damned, and, finally, of the Heavenly Jerusalem. As regards

the Intermediate State our author denies the purgatorial view of

•t which several of the Lutheran theologians of our day teach, pre-

ft'rring the view according to which the regenerate rij^en for heaven,

^d the unregenerate for hell, until the day of judgment, at which
tune the souls of the righteous will have become morally fitted for

the glorified state, while those of the wicked will, by continued

Fourth Series, Vol. XVIIL—19
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obstinacy and rebellion, have made themselves guilty of the "sin

against the Holy Ghost," and therefore liable to the just retribu-

tion of eternal punishment. As a natural consequence he does not

agree with Richard Rothe, Kern^ Kling, Rudloff, Frantz^ Stirm,

JLeibrand, and the Silesian Consistorium of the JEoangelical

Church of Prussia, in recommending prayers for the dead. On
the other hand he holds, with most German divines, that Christ

preached to the antediluvians in Hades, and provided for a con-

tinued proclamation of his Gospel there to all who should go thither

from the heathen world down to the end of time. He also agrees

with the Wirtemberg theosophers in ascribing to the dead in the

intermediate state the possession of a temporary body. Apart

from the "first" and the "general" resurrection he believes in a

continually progressing resurrection of individuals, in proof of

which be brings us two " authenticated facts." The first is drawn

from the life of Oetinger. It seems that Oetinger had a pious

friend whose strong faith and power in prayer were very remark-

able. More than once his prayers lifted a burden from Oetinger's

soul when everything else had failed to bring relief. His name was

Rieger, and he was commander of the little military post on the

Hohenasbcrg, at present a state prison, " Now it came to pass,"

eays our author, " that this hero of the Asberg died and was

buried in or near the church. About a year later it became neces-

sary to set a pillar exactly where the grave was located. Already

they had opened a new grave, to which the remains of the Asber-

ger were to be transferred. The grave-diggers proceed to raise

the well-preserved coffin, but find it so remarkably light that from

curiosity they open it. Not a trace of the body of the large man

!

No sooner, however, did Father Oetinger hear of it than he

exclaimed :
" What ? Does that excite your wonder ? Have

ye never read of the first resurrection ? Very well, to this first

resurrection our commandant has attained, for his spirit, soul,

and body were sanctified wholly and filled with the spirit of

grace !

"

The other instance occurred in the parish of the pious old Father

Spleiss at Buch. One Saturday evening, just as the old gentle-

man was going to church, the sexton, in digging a new grave,

lighted upon an old coftin, whose decayed lid was cut through by

his spade. " The man bends down to treat it as carefully as pos-

sible, and to remove the inclosed remains ; not a bone, not a trace

of a corpse is there ! Nothing but a milk basin, such as it is the

custom to place over the bouquet laid upon the coffins of the unmar-

ried, and this had just fallen through the decayed lid 1" Our naivo
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tnthor assures ns that Mrs, Spleiss was among the witnesses whom
iho pcxton called together to attest the astonishing fact ; that

Katlior Spleiss would have been another had he not been obliged

to hold the evening service; that the whole matter was " accu-

rafclv investigated" by an " official," and that the assertion of the

noxton was " perfectly confirmed." It was finally ascertained that

a very pious girl had been interred just here some years before,

and the conclusion to which the good people came was, that here

was a case of one who had attained the first resurrection. With
this conclusion our sage author agrees, and gives us the instance,

a.s a "proof from experience," of the reality of an ever-progressing

rvfiurrectiou. Who cannot appreciate the gusto with which his

medical readers will pencil upon the margin a wicked Q. E. D. I

After the above specimen of our author's charming simplicity,

vre fear our readers will have little relish for further particulars.

We will therefore only remark in general, that the book betrays

foni«iderable familiarity with the later eschatological literature of

Germany, and contains many well-selected citations from esteemed

authors. As to the author's own contribution, it is shallow, fan-

tastic, often theosophical, betraying neither a thorough acquaint-

fince with the Scriptures, nor even sound common sense. Perhaps

no department'of Protestant theology stands in greater need of a

thorough revision, in the light of Holy Scripture and of modem
anthropology, than just this ; but such works as the above can only

indirectly serve the good cause by calling forth others of a more
truly scientific character.

Erlduterungen des Evangeliums St. Johannii. 12mo., pp. 405. Berlin:
"Wiegandt. 18GG.

A delectable little commentary on the Gospel of St. John. The
author, who withholds his name, assures us iu the preface that the

work was written solely for personal edification, and that it is

pven to the public only in compliance with the urgent solicitation

of friends to whom its existence had become known. The excuse
lor publication is an old one, but doubtless for once accordant with
f^ct. The book bears strong internal evidence of such an origin

0" that assigned it, and on the whole inclines us to the opinion,

that it would be well if all commentators would write a little more
f^r themselves and a little less for the dear reader. There is a

ireshness of thought, an insight in spiritual things, a familiarity

^ith the so-called "Johannean" phase of Christian doctrine and
hfe, a penetration into the subtilest " association of ideas," which
btlray more than a mere study of the beloved disciple—namely, a
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natural affinity of soul and experience. The author evidentl)-

•wrote con amore, and not for filthy lucre. The dogmatic under-

tone of the book is decidedly Lutheran, but it seldom if ever

becomes offensively audible. Text and observations are woven
into one typographical texture, the former being distinguished

from the latter only by quotation marks. In the foot-notes one

finds a choice anthology selected from Luther, Quesnel, Anton,

and other favorites of the author. Notwithstanding the purely

practical and edificatory design of the writer, he does not hesitate

to quietly correct the authorized Lutheran version where it fails

to bring out the full sense of the evangelist, and even to omit the

first eleven verses of the eighth chapter as ungenuine. Unpre-

tending as the little work is, it will refresh and quicken many.

It is one of the few books which will be read by high and

low, learned and unlearned, with equal pleasure and with equal

profit.

It occurs to us just here to remind our readers that the house

which issues this commentary published about four years ago a

large collection of the Sermons of F. W. Knimmacher^ (three

volumes.) Brought out thus just after the outbreak of our war

but few copies found their way to the United States, and indeed

few learned of their publication at all. Whoevef is acquainted

with the eloquent court preacher's "Elijah the Tishbite" (and in

America who is not?) will need no further introduction to his col-

lected Fredigten.

Philosophy, Metaphysics, and General Science.

JSpirituclism Identical with Ancient Sorcery, New Testament DemoTwlogy,
and Modem Witchcraft, with the Testimony of God and Man against

it. By W. McDonald. ISmo., pp. 212. Now York : Carlton &
Porter.

It cannot be doubted that a great change has been forced upon the

public mind during the last thirty years in regard to the reality

of apparent supernatural phenomena. So numerous are the well-

attested statements of sensible facts, that no skeptic, no savan

who has attempted to take them in hand, has been able to so

manage them -v^-ith creditable success as to place them to the

public mind in clear consistency with the old Saddusaic skepticism

of the days of the Locke and Hobbes philosophy. Shall we

deny, it is asked, the truth of the statements of the sensible facts?

Most person* will have no respect for the judgment that demos

the truth of the narrative of the phenomena occurring in the "Wesley
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f vniily ; of the clairvoyant perceptions related by the philosopher

KaJit in regard to Swedenborg; of the appearance of the deceased

father of the Duke of Buckingham, as narrated by Lord Clarendon

;

tif the phenomena occnrring in the house of Rev. Mr. Perreaud, to

which the philosopher Robert Boyle gave his credence, and of

which Mr. "Wesley says, "I do not think any unprejudiced men
can doubt of the truth of this narrative." The cheap philosophers

who cither with a broad grin would sneer at these facts, or with a

("oicmn scientific " gravity would make you split," would ignore

without explaining them, may be safely reckoned as ciphers in the

equation against Wesley, Kant, Clarendon, and Boyle. And when
we have admitted even these instances, the doctrine of Hume,
Baden Powell, M. Comte, M. Renan, and the whole school, that

no supernatural phenomena ever crosses our human experience, is

at once at an end. Their pretended negative law of experience is

contradicted by the positive facts of experience. It follows, also,

if these particular instances are admitted, that while we are still

justified in rejecting all other narratives not based on the most

irrefragable evidence, yet numerous instances of the kind do truly

occur, and when well attested, it is a skepticism running into cre-

dulity that rejects them. It then follows that a •spirit-world does

exist; the soul 'survives the body; the demoniacs of the New
Testament are a reality, and we are not shut in to fruitless meta-

physics, unsustained by actual facts, to prove the truth of our

higher nature to the mind that doubts the Scriptures.* No sharp

criterion line can indeed be drawn between the credible and

incredible, just as no such division line exists in the ordinary

events of life. And so in the mass of modern spiritualistic phe-

* Mr. "Wesley expresses very decided, perhaps extreme, opinions upon this point

:

" It is true, likewise, that the English in general, and indeed most of the men of learn-

i'^r? in Europe, have givai up all accounts of witches and apparitions as mere old

vivea' fables. I am sorry for it; and I wiOingly take this opporiunity of entering

«ny solemn protest against this violent compliment, which so many that believe

tiio Bible pay to those who do not believe it. I owe them no such service. I

lake knowledge that these are at the bottom of the outcry which has been raised,

»nd with such insolence spreaii throughout the nation, in direct opposition, not

only to the Bible, but to the suffrages of the wisest and best of men in all ages

•nd nations. They well know (whether Christians know it or not) that the giv-

ing up of witchcraft (the operation of malignant or infernal influence) is, in effect,

T'^^ing up the Bible ; and they know, on the other hand, that if but one account

*/ fu: intercourse of men with separate spirits be admitted, their whole castle in the air

llkifTn, Athfiwv, Ifatei'ialiA-m) falls to the ground I know no reason, therefore,

*^l)y wo should suffer even this weapon to bo wrested out of our hands. Indeed,

t^^ro are numerous arguments besides which abundantly confute their vain

iaiAginntionB."
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nomena, while a fraction of actually supernatural or rather subter-

natural facts may be admitted, it is easily seen that that class of

facts may be used as a nucleus upon which a set of profligate jug-

glers may superimpose an indefinite amount of trickery. For us,

on account of such jugglery, to reject the clearest facts attested by

unimpeachable witnesses where no deception can exist, is, in fact,

to make ourselves the victim of that jugglery.

Our biblical thinkers, perhaps, as Wesley thinks, make a mistake

in not recognizing the illustration which this modern spiritism, or

rather demonism, sheds upon the demonology, sorcery, and witch-

craft of both the Old and New Testaments. Mr. M'Donald has shown

how striking is the accordance. And it thus appears that in all our

human history the powers above and the powers below have ever i

been manifesting themselves to human perceptions. There is a whole

system of divine manifestation, appearing in the angels, the seers, the

prophets, and the sacred writers, culminating in the incarnation, as

recorded in the Holy Records retained by the true Church. And

by the light of these same records we descry-a lower antithetical

order of manifested beings, the sorcerers, the dealers with familiar

spirits, the demoniacs, culminating in the visible appearance of

Satan at the temptation. Thus earth is the battle-ground of the

supernal and the infernal, disclosing themselves -by glimpses, yet

disclosing themselves too palpably and too perpetually to be

ignored or reasonably denied.

*Though a sharp line cannot, as we have said, be infallibly

drawn, dividing the truth from fiction, yet a constant line may be

drawn to regulate our credence, separating the credible from the

incredible, and in fact shutting off the large mass of narratives

into the incredible. \Ye are not then liable to the objection that

if you admit anything you must admit the whole, and are thus

precipitated into a boundless credulity. If, for instance, a man,

however sensible, shall tell us he had seen a ghost, we should ques-

tion the soundness of his health and advise him to consult his

physician ; for nothing is more settled than the occurrence of such

hallucinations from a disordered system. If a sensible man should

tell us that the ghost not only appeared but conversed with him,

the case would be stronger, being sustained by two bodily senses.

But if the apparition discloses to one man an important fact,

unknown to the living world, but found on investigation to be

true, there could be no solution which does not admit of com-

munication from a mind disconnected with a material body.

When in addition, as in the case related by Clarendon, the ap-

parition appears repeatedly in the same manner, communicates the
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unknown fact to authenticate his reality, and furnishes as the main

object of his appearing a prediction of a future fact, incalculable

by the human intellect, yet strangely verified in an immediate future,

there can be no rational doubting that the apparition was actual,

and that a genuine revelation Avas received from a disembodied

fpirit. There are, indeed, very few cases thus amply authenti-

cated ; and therefore the great mass of such narratives may be

wisely rejected, not as always being certainly lodrue, but as being

most certainly }iot proved. Diflerent minds will draw the lino

with diflerent degrees of stringency.

But if we admit demoniac manifestation, how shall we distin-

guish the supernal from the infernal, the miracle from the lying

wonder ? Just as you distinguish the firmament above from the

black earth beneath. Just as you distinguish a good, holy man
from a lying, profligate debauchee. Just as you distinguish the

holy Church of all ages with its Holy Scriptures from the fol-

lowers of sin, death, and hell in the world. Adhere by faith,

prayer, and holiness to the good, to truth, to God, and you belong

to the Supernal. Consort with the sorcerer, the necromancer, the

medium, the leaguer with demons, and you go with the Inferna?.

And here the Holy Scriptures are our chart and guide. The
Church of God with its central Son of God is the one great

organic miracle ; all antithetical to that belongs to the demoniac.

How tmly the modern spiritism terminates in clear, unmistaka-

ble demonism, this work of Mr. M'Donald, and the volume by
Dr. Hatch, elsewhere noticed, most amply demonstrate. Mr.

M'Donald narrates the first appearance of the developments of our

day in the Fox family, in 1848. He enumerates the twelve difler-

ent kinds of mediums, with some of their evidences and claims.

He then traces the same phenomena, essentially, through history,

eacred and secular, ancient and modern. Pie shows the identity

of the so-called "Spiritualism" of our day with the various forms

of sorcery and diabolism of past ages. He exhibits the clear

accordance of this identification with the Bible view, and the striking

illustration thence derived of Scripture truth. He furnishes some
of th^ most decisive instances in modern times of supernatural man-

ifestation. Finally, he traces the awful demoralization to which
this modern sorcery tends, to doctrines the most detestable, to

devil-worship, to all lasciviousness and uncleanness. For an illus-

tration of both the reality and the depravity of the system the

hook is very efiective. Some of our Churches have, we believe,

>n former times, been infested with these damnable nuisances ;

oiul to their pastors we recommend an examination of these pages.
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The Constitution of Man, Physi(ally, Morally, and Spiritually Consid-

ered ; or, The Christian Philosopher. By B. F. Hatch, M.D. 8vo.,

pp.654. New York: 1866.

Dr. Hatch was originally a Universalist minister ; but being con-

verted to Spiritualism became an active propagator of that istn

until, revolted by its moral abominations, he forsook that dark con-

federacy, lie seems to conclude that he brings from the things

be there learned the means of attaining and revealing to men

higher truths. With him the infernal is spiritualism, the true

supernal is a sort of Swedenborgianism. By the lights he has

possessed he draws out what he esteems a discovery surpassing

that of the Xewtonian law of gravitation, a science of the cosmos.

The central element of this science is not merely duality, but a uni-

versal sexiiality. The sexual distinction reigns not only in the

human, the animal and vegetable worlds, but through the min-

eral, the imponderable, the spiritual ; having its basis in the dual-

ity of goodness and wisdom in Jehovah. By this are explained

God, creation, man, and nature ; and from these are deduced those

great laws of true monogamy, by which man may attain purity,

holiness, and true blessedness of existence.

The book itself is rather a. duality. It singularly blends vigor of

thought with unwisdom of opinions. It has many passages attain-

ing eloquence ; while violations of grammar, and misuse and mis-

shape of words, betray defective training in elementary English.

It is written in the interests of virtue, and yet a pure mind expe-

riences a sense of demoralization in studying its pages. In his

great discovery of a new fundamental law of things, Dr. Hatch

sustains about the same relation to Xewton as Captain Symmes
does to Columbus. The great value of his work consists in its

thorough exposureof the depths of iniquity of the modem sorcery.

A most ample reason is shown, in the downward tendency to the

deepest possibilities of depravity of the whole system, doctrine,

and practice, for the imprecation of God's word against the sorce-

ries of old. Here is indeed revealed the great moral duality, the

intense and awful antithesis between the celestial and the infernal,

between the glorious firmament above and the boundless quag-

mire below. It was, we may safely conclude, upon such au

accursed brood as Dr. Hatch describes that Jude, in his day,

sent his fiery thunderbolt of an inspired epistle. Dr. Hatch, like

St. Jude, tasks the powers of language to describe the utterly

abominable ; and the traits of the two descriptions attest the

identity of the common object. We give a few statements of

Tacts

:
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There ore four hundred public mediums and spiritual lecturers in the Iforthem

footion of tlie United States. Not less than tliree hundred of these have been mar-

r.nj; tsvo hundred of which have been legally divorced in consequence of their

.iwn pomicious conduct; all of whom, so far as I have been able to learn, are liv-

isc in promiscuous commerce. Tliose who continue to cohabit as husband and wife,

i; IS usually with the tacit or verbal understanding that they are to have their afiBn-

ifr with whom there shall bo no restraint of association. This latter condition

) ri'vails more generally where both parties are mediums. Such as have not been
t..:irricd, are living in tl.e exercise of the broadest freedom with both married and
• ..-i^'lc. I have not been able to learn of more than two exceptions to this horrid

•tate of tilings, and of these I have too little knowledge of the facts to justify me
i.-i expressing any opinion in their favor. . . .

Men and women who are lost to all shame, and of whom it is well known that

they have repeatedly been guilty, Bot merely of prostitutional and other vicious

l.abits, but of such crimes as would have justly incarcerated them in the peniten-

ti.iry, are put forward as the leading men and women among them. At all their

ptherings we find them elected as chairmen of their meetings, appointed commit-
tees, and most lauded speakers. The more intensely wicked they become, as they
irt? thus freed from the conventionalisms of the age, the better qualified they are

deemed to be for these positions. And it is a fact which they have confessedly

lenrned by experience, that the more their mediums give themselves up to the

iDilulpence of every lustful desire, the more completely are they controlled by their

fa-'iiiliar spirits, and the more fluent, sophistical, and interesting they become to

Ibeir hearers.—P. 645.

Others have freely offered their own daughters to become the mistresses of

mr-n, averring that marriage should not precede, but follow, that intimate relation

l--roaging to husband and wife ; that after they have lived together sufficiently

lon^ to ascertain whether each can fully respond to all the desires of the other, is

liica the proper time to decide on marriage.—P. 643.

We have elsewhere expressed the belief that Swedenborg pos-

sessed, during some part of his life, a preternatural clairvoyant

faculty. It was simply a physiological peculiarity, of the nature

of disease, tending, even in his great brain, to insanity. By it he

was able to discern actual material realities through distant space,

and, perhaps, actual realities in the region of bodiless spirits. By this

last endowment he was a necromancer, that is, a converser with the

dead. It is very possible that some of the statements he makes
toudiing the departure of soul from body, and its subsequent con-

ditions in the intermediate state, possess some traits of truth. It

>8 equally true that a large body of his supernatural details and
dogmas are contradicted by established science, by common sense,

<-'r by Scripture. In his healthy condition he was a great philoso-

I'Ikt, and much of his philosophy was true beyond his age. In
':i« preternatural condition he was a mystic, peering into the invis-

>ljle, where his perceptions, sometimes true, wandered and were
»ost in twilight and vagary. He had no real revelation, for a

'«?vc'lation is from above to man ; whereas Swedenborg's clair-

voyance was from man below, upward, " intruding into things
lot seen." It was earthly in origin and illegitimate in direction.

'-I'lically he was a virtuous man, but spiritually he seems not a pious
Di.in. Prayer but slightly belonged either to his theory or prac-
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tice. He authenticated his mission by no miracles of power.

Hence his whole system is not so much a religion as a philosopliy

and a pneumatology, or doctrine of spiritual existences. Tiio

virtue and mental elevation of Swedenborg, like those of Judge

Edmonds, were too high to be dragged down to the dark depths

of the modern sorcery ; but, even in Swedenborg, there are somo

tainted streaks of sensual sexual tendency, showing the natural

direction in which these preternatural excitements run. They

become successively " earthly, sensual, devilish."

History, Biography, and Topography.

Th« Pilgrim's Wallet; Or, Scraps of Travel Gathered in England, France,

and Gerraanv. Bv Gilbeet Hatex. 12rao., pp. 492. I^ew York

:

Carlton & Porter. "1666.

Mr. Haven made the tour of Europe and Palestine at what date is

not said, except that he commenced " on board steamer Canada, five

o'clock A. M.," and ends somewhere in Holland under the "shadow

of the Cross" at an o'clock unmentioned. Between these two

aiiibiguous standpoints he narrates his visits to England, France,

Germany, and Holland, in the present volume ; reseiwing Switzer-

land and Palestine for a possible future book, whose publication

mainly depends upon the success of his first effort, a condition

which we are gratified to say is no longer a contingency.

Mr. Haven made his first conspicuous debut before the public in

the pages of our Quarterly, called out by the invitation of its

present editor soon after his assumption of office, and very soon

attracted the attention of our denominational public. His successive

articles, by their strong individualism, have ever attracted very

decided favorable or adverse notice. In the periodicals of our own

and other denominations he has been a copious writer. Called

out by his intense interest in the great leading humanitarian move-

ments of the day, lie has written several unbound volumes of racy

and sometimes brilliant production. From haste, and sometimes

from peculiarity of taste and judgment, his productions have been

.commingled streaks of success and failure, of forced rhetoric and

of genuine eloquence and power. But we are happy to say that

in the present volume such have been the time, care, and judg-

ment expended upon the work, that its true power and brilliancy

are sustained with unfaltering success from end to end. So clearly

is this the case, that with rare and explicable exceptions without

our Church, and with a single equally explicable exception within
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our Church, it has been received with a unanimity of applause by

our critical periodicals of all sects and classes.

This volume, so far as mastery of language, wide range of liter-

ature, vivid allusive fancy, and graphic topographical and histor-

ical description are concerned, places the author at the head of

llic writers of our Church. Books there are in our denominational

library of more pennanent status, from their theological or historical

value, but none that have called into play or have so clearly demon-

Ptrated the existence of so varied powers of thought and style.

And yet from the very transient nature of the subject of the book

it can possess no lasting life. It is momentary in its quality. We
read it with a regret pervading our pleasure that such powers of

insight and combination of thought, and such vividness and accu-

racy of language, should be wasted in fringing an ephemeron with

splendor. If the author should pass away he would at present

have left a vivid impress upon the memory of contemporaries who
appreciate his powers and character ; but no memento with life

in itself, imaging in itself the powers and character of the author,

to prove that mentis forma est etema. The very enthusiasm of

bis nature which has prompted his pen has absorbed his attention

to the immediate present. He has yet to produce his gift to the

future.

Mr. Haven's pages bear honorable traces of his inflexible true-

ncss to his convictions. Both in Europe and before the literary

vorld at home, he is unshrinkingly Christian, Protestant, Amer-
ican,"Wesleyan. Those who doubt whether, with all his uniqueness,

Mr. Haven is to be trusted with the high responsibilities of the

Church to which his talents entitle him, have amplest assurance

that to all her principles she has no truer son. He has a faith

which he is ready to brave the world in asserting, in her doctrines,

her historic past, her grand future. "SVe trust that still maturer

experience will soften those over-salient points in his character,

*nd induce the Church that loves his pure, genial, and noble nature
to repose full trust in his conservative wisdonx. We make some
specimen extracts from his pages.

P<n Sketches of Lcmdon Preachers.—
^

Trench, then Dean of Westminster, frequently preached at the Abbey. This
*'':(frtnt scholar h;\.s but little appearance of elegance in hi3 address. He is a larcre-
'farned man, above the middle licipht, with largo features, and a coarse bu-shy head
of Lair. His voice is harsli and his manners boisterous; the very opposite of what
OLo would have expected from his writings. But he was intensely in earnest. Ha
*<-'«mod tied down by his notes, and struggled as a lion in a net between his parch-
ni<nt and his jjown. His subject was Ezekiel's vision, having reference to Whit-
fcuuday, or the day of Pentecost. His language had his usual force, finish, and
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sincerity. He impressed me as being greatly burdened for souls. He is said to be

an indefatigable worker, and the crowds drawn to the Abbey could not have been
more faitlifuUy dealt with.

By rare fortune I heard Dr. Gumming that same evening on the same text: there

the similitude ended. In matter, manner, everything except the unity of the Spirit,

they are totally unlike. The Doctor is tallish, slim, very genteel, nice to softness

in voice and manner, pronouncing e.xquisite "exsqueeseete," and such-like Mis.'*

Nancy-isms. Yet the dandy glove hides a grip of steel. He, more than any one

I have heard, discussed doctrinal questions. This was probably owing to his Scotch

training and auditory. He referred to the "Essays and Reviews," denouncing

them for their laxity on the question of inspiration. His subject was the universal

triumph of Christ. His millenarian views were dwelt upon, and prophecies re-

peated.—Pp. no, 171.

After all, London fame settles on two men, Punshon and Spurgeon. Arthur

would divide the honors with Punshon were he well. I have heard no sermon

more tender and fervent in spirit, more neat, concise, yet rich in thought, than one

I had the pleasure of hearing from him on " I beheld, and lo, a Lamb in the midst

of the throne, as it had been slain." From these words, with great skill, he led us

step by step along the highway of the Gospel. He seemed feeble, but showed
what power was his in his better days.

Punshon and Spurgeon are very different sort of men. Punshon reminded me of

Bascom and Chapin. He reads fast, has but few gestures, is no orator, at least in

the pulpit, and carries his crowds by the splendor of his language more than by all

other gifts. He ruslies with such impetuosity that you are swept along as in an

express train. His subject was Jeremiah's complaint against the Jews for aban-

doning the living fouutaius and liewing out to themselves cisterns, broken cisterns.

that can hold no water. Like the others, it -wns textual, seizing each word and

ehowing its force and application ; addressed to the unconverted persons of a Chris-

tian nation. He enlarged on the difference between the work Jeremiah and Paul

had to do—one to warn, entreat, and lament a falling Church, the other to build up

the Church out of the ruins of heathendom. His description of the Jews was

masterly. So was his portrayal of the labor of man to save himself: hewing out

to himself cisterns, broken cistern.?, that can hold no water. His sermons are

exegetical orations. His house was full, and were it kno'wn where he preached,

the crowds would be enoruious. Ho ought to be advertised, unless he could have

a stated place, which the Wesleyan polity forbids. He is a large, full-faced man
of about forty. His voice is pleasant, but not extraordinary. His forte is in these

rushing tides of gorgeous rhetoric, not overflowing, but full to the brim. Reading

his sermon spoils it for oratory, but does not seem to conflict with bis style, whicli

might not be helped but marred by abandoning the manuscript. He may break

away from these inky letters on the platform; if so, his sweep must be grand.

—

Pp. 173, 174.

English and American Preaching.—
I cannot call this style superior or equal to the American. Ours recognizes m-

tellectual activities in the minds of our auditors; skepticisms, discussions, difficul-

ties, which their spiritual guides must discourse upon. This preaching does not

Beem to know that there is any conflict of mind in England. It is evident from its

character that the mass of hearers are orthodo.x, and their aim is almost entirely to

make them reduce their faith to practice. The skeptical fever lias reached the

upper classes here. It will reach the masses when they shall become intelligent

and thoughtful. Meantime the preachers and preaching in both Flngland and

America are wisely adapted to the peculiar needs of each region. Each shall bring

forth their appointed work with shoutings, and Christ be all in all.—P. 176.

An Adventure with a John Bull.—
A herd of matronly-looking kino were grazing near by. Out of their company

a thick-necked gentleman walks slowly toward mc. Ho is the vcrj- model m
looks and airs of his masters, and I see at a glance, in the mid.st of my terror, how
appropriate is the name of Bull to a Briton. He turns not to tlie right hand nor
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Ui llic Icfl. It 13 my turn to turn. For once, to my mortification I confess it, a

Yftukce had to fleo from a Jobn Bull. Tbo Yankee had no revolver, stone, nor

Kliok. Hi3 legs wero his only weapon, and he properly put tlicra to their proper

«i«o. A little copse was near, shut from the Sultau and his seraglio by a low and
movable iron fence. He was within forty feet of mo before I suspected his nature

or designs, so quiet and cow-like were his movemcnis: in tliis, too, strikingly con-

forming to the national character. I saw by his steady and slightly increasing

|woc, and by the directness of his aim at me, that he was not, as Hawthorn says

of the bipedic British animal, "the Female Bull," but the masculine counterpart.

I therefore put on his airs, tlip best way always to subdue a Briton, and with like

outward coolness and calmness, though with a somewhat fleeter step, moved
toward the low fence and protecting copse. He does not get sutliciently aroused to

pcale the powerless protection, and the Trent aftair ou the Edinburgh Grange closes,

like its prototype in the "still vexed Bennoothes," with no hann to either side.

IVince John returns to his dames, and I, passing through the woods, come out on
the other side, cross in safety tjie long meadows, through a flock of noble-blooded

Fhcep, whose lords eye me with scorn but refrain from assault, and crawling igno-

bly out of the hole wliere an hour before I had crawled in, retrace my weary steps

in the evening dark, back to my quarters. I learned a lesson that proved useful

in all my subsequent wanderings through the island, and that was, to keep in the

old paths. Such a patli, if through the grandest estates, is as old, as public, and
ns much protected as the highway; but a single step to the right or left is sure to

bring one suddenly to grief.—Pp. 93, 94.

W"e hope Mr. Haven did not leave the influence of this valuable

monition "to keep in the old paths" behind him in "the island."

It i.s not out of latitude or longitude on our own continent.

Mr. Haven tells in very sprightly style how he endeavored,

regardless of etiquette, to obtain an interview with Tennyson. Of
course that would-be aristocrat of a poet would accept no such

abdication of red tape. And sorae of our American critics have

elevated their contemptuous probosces at this Vandal procedure

of our Yankee " evangelical democrat." Such criticism, of course,

evinces their own high culture. But there are gentlemen on both

Fides of the Atlantic, as well as snobs like Tennyson and these

iliss Nancyish critics. Witness the reception given Mr. Haven
upon a precisely similar frank self-introduction to the English

favorite of American essay readers, the "Country Parson," A. K. H.
r,oyd :

Being lion-himtiug, like the Nirarods in Africa, I go to tlio hunting-grounds.
Armed only with a card and a little Yankee brass, I present myself at Iiis door.
Ho was living in a quiet and deliglitful part of the now city, in a comfortable, spa-
cons stone house. It was long the residence of Prof Aytoun. I send in ray
card, with "Boston, U. S. A.," upon it, and am imraediatoly ushered into his pres-

tnce. Ho very cordially v.-eleomes me, aud we forget in five minutes that we were
ever strangers ; at kasl I did. He was carefully, yet not clerically dressed. Ho
fpeaks more rapidly than is usual in this country-, as though ho had caught our
''pirit with our approval. His face lights up with smiles, and his lijw run over
>^'ith humor.—P. 69.

N"ced we say which of these Englishmen was the true gentleman,

fcnnyson or Boyd? Or need we say which is tlie more genuine

'nan, Mr. Haven or his American critic?
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War of the Rebellion; or, Scylla and Charybdis. Consisting of Ob'-orva-

tions npon the Causes, Course, and Consequences of the late Civil Wur in

the United States. By H. S. Footk. 12mo.

Mr. Foote writes, as he ever had the reputation of speaking, with

a fluency running into volubility. Yet his book discloses an amia-

bility and patriotism which we had hardly attributed hitherto to

the man whom public reprobation had adorned with the prenominal

title of "hangman." In the present volume he assures us that the

violent language by which he attained that title was by himself

immediately condemned, and such reparations made to Senator

Hale as more than satisfied his feelings, though they never soothed

the " unforgiving public." Of course Mi'. Foote omits to mention

that his menace was but one of a series of personal threats and

assaults, both verbal and corporeal, (of which the attempted assas-

sination of Sumner was but a specimen,) by which Southern Con-
gressmen systematically endeavored to suppress the freedom of

debate, and intimidate the North into submission. That system of

violences was the actual prelude to the war. The uniformity of

the southern origin of these assaults, united with the quiet firmness

of northern antislavery men and the servile sycophancy of the

northern servites, inspired the minds of the southern leaders with

that notion of northern cowardice which prompted the rebellion

that has so retributively swept them with the besom of destruction.

Mr^ Foote's narrative carries us through the interesting but

humiliating epoch of the compromises, especially of 1850, the era of

great statesmen and small statesmanship; when a few at the head

of the-sonthern slavelioldershlp manipulated the northern leaders,

headed by Webster, like so many pieces on the chess-board. Of all

this northern humiliation the true secret was this : The Xorth idol-

ized the Union and the South despised it. For the Union the

North was ready for any sacrifice, and accordingly the South pre-

scribed to the North every possible disgrace, and then gave a blow

intended to smite her idolized Union to fragments. The gun of

Sumter restored to the North her manhood, but, alas ! sealed the

ruin of the South. At this hour the North is exuberant before the

nations of the world in the pride of victorious wealth, and the

South sits like a widow amid the desolation of a home st.aincd

with the blood of her bravest sons.

The leaders by whom the South was partly seduced and partly

"precipitated" into her assault upon our nationality have gone

forever under. "We do not so much blame our Southern friends at

the present hour for a grateful feeling of sympathy with the gen-

erals who led their arms, and were the immediate defenders of
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their homes ; but as to the men who headed the old slaveholding

b<Hlv and pushed the claims of the slave power to national dominion,

»nd then inaugurated the civil war, no one has less reason to bless

llu'ir niemories than the misled and ruined South. It was their

personal and corporate ambition, their dictatorial arrogance over

S<Mith and North, and their wild miscalculations of the results, that

*» precipitated " the war. Such, in fact, was the infatuation of these

men that they intentionally divided the Democratic party for the

purpose of electing Lincoln, iu order to "fire the Southern heart"

to a war sure to fire the southern homes to desolation. The

North has r^ reason to honor those men ; but every reprobation the

Korth pronounces upon them, the South has reason with tenfold

emphasis to repeat.

The Life of John Brainerd, the Brother of David Brainerd, and his Suc-
cessor as Missionary to the Indians of Xew Jersey. Par Nobile Fratrnm.
By Rev. Thomas Braixekd, D.D., Pastor of "Old Pine-street Cliurch,"

Philadelphia. 12mo., pp. 492. Philadelphia: Presbyterian Publicatiou

Committee. New York : A. D. F. Randolph.

In 1649 there came to America a little boy of eight years of age,

attached, but not apparently related, to an aflluent family of imnii-

prants, who was as destitute of a known pedigree as ancient Mel-

chisedec in his day, but who has become the progenitor, thus far, of

Tuore than thirty thousand ascertained American descendants- His

original Norman name, Braidwood, corrupted to Brainerd, has been

ennobled by the excellence and talent of a large number of inher-

itors, and rendered pre-eminent in the annals of modern saintship

by the apostolic sanctity of one. From the present volume we
learn that of that memorable one there was nearly as memorable
a duplicate. As there were two Edwardses, father and son, of a

v*'onderfully similar type, so of the Brainerds there were a fraternal

two, David and John, brothers in spirit as well as brothers iu the

flesh. Hitherto John has been without his fame. Or rather we
"light say fame has been without him ; for such men can better

•fford to spare the remembrance of the world, than the world can

afford to lose the power of their example. But, very fittingly, he
nas found a biographer in one who well sustains the honors of the

name. We confess some perso?ial interest in the volume, from the

^ct that we remember a school-boy intimacy with the respected

•uthor ; that it reveals to us unexpectedly our own marital conuec-

^on with the same great Brainerd clan ; and that it explains to us

preci^tly who was owner of the title " old Father Brainerd," dimly

commemorated in some of our home traditions.
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John Brainerd, younger brother of David, was bora in 1720;

graduated at Yale, and labored most of his life either as pastor,

evangelist, or Indian missionary, in Xew Jersey, and died in 1781.

His tomb is in Deerfield, N. J. ; the record of his will in Trenton.

His itinerant labors have rendered the names of Crosswicks, Bethtl,

and Brotherton memorable. " When he died," says the bio^.

rapher, " his labors were not followed up by the Presbyterians

The churches he built fell into decay, or passed into the hands of

the Methodists, who began to occupy the ground by their circuits

and traveling preachers." Tradition in his native town says " he

was as holy a man as his brother David." Though stfch men may

not technically " profess sanctificatiou," they so " live it " as that

the world professes it for them.

Dr. Brainerd abstains from extensive authorship from no want

of ability for ample success. He is master of an easy, graceful,

full, flowing style. Though hereditarily Puritan in principle, In-

is genial and liberal in spirit ; amply able to distinguish the

essentials of religious rectitude from overstrained asceticism. lie

has added a new permanent contribution to the rich library of

modern religious biography.

The Women of Methodism : its Three Foundresses, Susanna "Weslev, thti

Countess of Huntingdon, and I5arbara Ileck; witji Sketches of tla-lr

Female Associates and Successors in tlie Early History of tlie Denomi-
nation. By Abel Stevexs, LL.D. A Centenary Ofieringto the Wonun
of American Metliodisra, from tlie American Methodist Ladies' Centenary'

Association. 12mo., pp. 304. New York : Carlton & Porter, 18G6.

In giving the feminine side of the history of Methodism Dr. Ste-

vens has furnished a readable book. He travels over the well-

beaten track, and gleans a few additional names and particular?.

"TVe have some doubt whether in a centenary of specifically Arniii!.

ian Methodism, in which Calvinism bears no share and affords no

co-operation, the Countess of Huntingdon should be held a co-or-

dinate with Mrs. Wesley and Barbara Heck. We acknowledge

ber eminent piety and great good works ; but scarce less were the

piety and works of Augustus Toplady and Rowland Hill. Lady

Huntingdon ejected the sainted Fletcher from his professorship at^

Trevecca, and was a prime mover of ^he ridiculous onslaught ot

Shirley upon Wesley and his Conference for their Arraiuianisni.

Her proper commemorators arc the bigoted Calvinistic Methodists

of Wales, who are Methodist only in name. If they or their

foundress were now in om* country they would affiliate with tiK'

high predestiuarians ofPrinceton and Windsor, and would acknowl-
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eJge no share in us, or concede us any specific share in them.

Lady Huntingdon is on our catalogue of eminent saints, but not on

our catalogue of Methodist saints.

Social Life among the Chinese: with some Account of their Religious, Gov-
ernmental, Educational, and Business Customs and Opinions. "VV'ith special

but not exclusive reference to Fuhchau. By Rev. Jcsxcs Doolittle,
fourteen years Member of the Fuhchau Mi.-sion of the American Board.
With over one hundred and fifty illustrations. In two volumes. 12mo.
18G5.

A full and interesting detail of the peculiarities of this quaint old

race. It is well calculated to quicken the missionary interest for

the millions of this vast empire, dwelling in the ghastly twilight of

a godless semi-civilization, " sitting in the valley of the shadow of

death."

Periodicals.

Th^ Christian Advocate. New York, January 25, 1866.

In our last Quarterly we published an article by the editor on the
" Spirit of the Southern Methodist Press," in which we selected

the three great leading points of " Peaceful Loyalty," " Negro
Treatment," and " Church Conciliation," and furnished extracts

from alt the then existing Southern papers, stating their positions

on those three points. 'We might have confirmed the strength of

those positions by still further extracts in possession, and, as we
stated, some still stronger extracts were mislaid by us and lost.

But these "positions" on these three points we declared to be

^^uncontradicted" by any other passages. Not a single passage

had we found varying from their standpoint. The article was
necessarily brief, and did not claim to furnish all the underbrush of

l>otuIances exchanged between North and South. It expressly

affirmed that, as represented by its periodical press, " each Church
lias its own set of ideas, its own hostilities and charges against

the other, its own self-justifications and self-glorifications." But
it selected, what our readers would pronounce to be the three
OUEAT POINTS vpou which, if the tico Churches coidd come
to a good tinderstanding, the underbrush 7night easily be swept

uicag. The editor gave no opinion whether the positions as

expressed were satisfactory or not ; he only furnished the mat-

ter, which seemed to him unknown to the Church, for forming

it.s own opinion. The fiets, tchoever chose to conceal them, or

whoever unconsciously overlooked ihern as they lay in mass, he

Fourth Series, Vol. XVIII.—20
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thought ought to be revealed ; otherwise our beloved Church rai'^ht

act unwisely because acting in the dark.

Whether the editor of the Christian Advocate consciously

belonged to the class who overlooked, or the class who, for rea-

sons he thought sufficient, concealed the truth, we presume not

to Bay ; but the disclosure seemed to disturb him as much as if

he belonged to the latter, and as if the revelation was a rebuke

upon his omission ; or as if somebody were very presumptuous for

revealing what he thought should be left unknown.

In his notice of that article, among many things to which we

might object we note the following sentences upon this particular

point ; sentences which impeach the fair dealing of the editor of

the Quarterly with his readers, and if the ideas conveyed were true

would prove him unworthy of the place he occupied :

The selections given from Southern Metliodist papers are just those that, as

there given, go to favor tlie views of the writer. They are each and all of thorn

real extracts, and so far true ; but they do not present a complete view of ihe

whole case, for we could match them with equally extensive and quite as nerv-

ously expressed extracts from the same papers of a very different tone. "Were the

writer the professional Advocate of the Southern Church his method would bo

good, only a little too one-sided to be judicious; as it is, it is sc&xcq\j judicial.

If the first of the above sentences means that the views of the

"writer" were in some degree consequent upon and adjusted to

the positions taken in the selections, the statement is true, but

lacks the slightest element of significance ; if it means that tho

selections were culled by the " writer" from passages expressint,'

different positions on those points equally entitled to be quoted,

80 as to suit antecedent opinions or purposes of his own, the

8tatement is significant, but lacks the first element of ti-uth.

The second of the above sentences is also so framed as to convey

an idea which it does not unequivocally express. It does not aver

that the editor of the Advocate can match the Quarterly selections

with other " extracts " contradicting the positioiis^ but with

extracts in a diff*erent ^^tone" Now however right the positions,

the tone of some of those extracts was not the very best. But the

editor of the Advocate may be safely challenged to produce a

single extract from the Southern Methodist press up to the publi-

cation of that article contradicting the positions there quoted.'

* The editor of the (Richmond) Episcopal Mtthodist thus replies to tho abovo

extract from the Advocate

:

" What purpose the editor of the Review has to subserve by the " selections
"

referred to, apart from truth and fairness, we are not capable of divining. "^^'^

know, however, that ho has uttered the truth, and have not delayed to acknowl-

edge our obligations. Nor could any equally autlientic and respectable eviiience

be produced pec contra to invahdato the testimony advanced. Wo challcuge it*

production as a contribution to truth."
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And finally our extracts were neither " one-elded," nor attorney-

like, nor judicial. They were not "one-sided," for they were the

only sided, there being no other side. They were neither advo-

citory, nor judicial, but evidential. They were simply facts for

ll;e public judgment. Their only sin is this, that they show that

the real positions of the Church South were such as the editor of

ihc Advocate had omitted to state to the M. E. Church. And we

may note that the suggestion of our being " the professional advo-

cate of the South," and in that character more extreme than

"judicious," (which is both ad captandum and ad invidiam in its

obvious purpose,) is true only so far as that we believe that the

truth ought to be known, even though it should be favorable to

the Church South ; and that it belongs to us as Christians, as

Methodists, and as citizens, to so understand and deal with the

South as to attain the greatest amount of peace and unity with-

out compromise of principle.

The New Orleans Advocate. A Weekly Journal devoted to Christianity,

our Countrv, and Literature. John P. Newman, D. D., Editor. Nos.
1-6, 18G6.

"

The banner is at last unfurled. A free press is for the first time

established in the very extreme point of ancient Cottondora, to pro-

claim the principles of Wesley's pure Arminianism and bold anti-

elaveryism, of an unforced anti-secession loyalty to our nationality,

and of the immutable rights of our universal humanity. Of these

great principles Dr. Newman is, to a rare degree, an able, fearless,

courteous champion, and we believe that the cause is safe and
will be triumphant in his hands. The courtesy and conservative

spirit of Dr. Newman entitle him to the confidence of the Southern

people. He courts no hostilities ; but, in the spirit of his mission

of peace and mercy, he is ready not to antagonize but"to co-operate

with every existing agency for good. His paper is the signal of

a revolution that, in spite of the dark omens at Washington, we
trust will never go back. It is lifted up in the name of Him who
will not cease until he hath sent judgment unto victory.

The paper is a small, neat aftair, done up in excellent style, and
we like everything about it but the name. Under the slavery

regimen a "New Orleans Christian Advocate" has for years existed,

»ud is now revived ; and the name of this new paper trenches

upon that with an interference and liability to confusion hardly

obviated by the not very approvable omission of the word Christian.

The name indicates a barrenness of invention, suggests an irksome
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connection with a dead past, an4 subjects the editor to the pre-

posterous yet effective charge of intending to secure the advant-

ages of a counterfeit. Let us propose the fresher, more compre-

hensive, more religious and far more euphonious title, Tlie Louis-

iana Christian Advocate.

The work of educating, elevating, and Christianizing the South-

ern colored population calls a new power, a new South, into

efficient existence. With his eagerness for education, his aspira-

tion for a position in the nation and in the world, and his habits

of patient industry, the negro is starting on the high road even to

a superiority to the effete old Southern' nrass, at least, of "mean
whites," high or low. His intelligence will soon form a new body
of readers and payers for periodicals. Thenew "Thomson Theolog-

ical Seminary" and similar institutions- will, in due time, give them

an educated ministry. And the tawny South will, in time, assert by

his own due qualifications and his own firm demands, aided by the

moral voice of Christendom, his right to all the franchises of citi-

lenship. We think it very idle for an abstract philanthropy to stand

and cavil because this process is not performed upon an a priori

theory. Whether there be separate schools and churches and

seminaries for separate colors or not, is but a subsidiary question,

not worth debating at the expense of working. Let the negro be

trained by the rapidest route to his highest attainable quality, and

we may leave the question of social and ecclesiastical equality to

take care of itself in the future. We have no fears but that time

will set those matters right.

We recommend Dr. Newman's paper to the patronage of the

North ; not merely in order to sustain it throngh its first experi-

mental period—though that is an important reason—but because

its columns give us the most vivid attainable picture of the par-

ticular South from which it hails. The sermons of ministers, white

and colored, the editorials illuminating the moral battle-field over

which they are issued, the journals of the ministers on their vari-

ous routes, giving unique descriptions of southern sceneries and

narratives of illustrative adventure, form a new phase of our

denominational history, and render these columns to us the most

interesting newspaper reading of the passing month. The New
York "Preachers' Meeting" took the matter in hand to furnish a

number of subscribers, and we trust that the kindred bodies in all

our large towns will adopt similar measures. Thereby the noble

editor will be cheered with assurances of success in bis most

important work.
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Pamphlets.

Ko. 1. Resolutions of the General Conference on the Centenary of American
jfethodism. Adopted at the Session of 1864.

Ko. 2. Address of the Central Centenary Committee.

No. 8. Address of the Bishops to the Churches.

Ko. 4. Branch Committ-ees. Appointed by the Authority of the General
Conference for the Celebration of the Centenary of American Methodism.

Ko. 5. Address to Sunday-School Superintendents. New York : Printed
for the Committee, 200 Mulberry-street. 1866.

This pile of documents evinces that the stately Committee of bish-

ops, elders, and laymen, with their indefatigable secretary, ave a

live body. They began their work In season, (near two years be-

fore the consummating month,) 'have constructed an abundant

machinery, and have set it in full play, scattering documents, and in-

augurating movements with liberal expense and inventive ingenu-

ity; and we hope that, whatever drawbacks critical spectators may
suggest, the results will entitle the Committee to the thanks of the

Church.

That they have indeed overstepped the literal construction of

their commission is, we think, unquestionable. "What they were
appointed for by the General Conference was " to determine to

what objects and in what proportions the moneys raised as con-

nectional funds shall be appropriated, and have power to take all

steps to their distribution."

1. By these words, plainly, it is funds already "raised" upon
which the Committee is to act. The "raised" is antecedent to the
** determine." The donor, by the law, was at liberty, within the law,

to fix his own object, by which of course the " determinatio7i " of the

Committee would be regulated. But the Committee, before the

"raised," lays down a programme which forestalls and controls

the donor's choice.

2. The authority of this Committee is exclusively limited to the'

"moneys raised as connectional funds." But the Committee has

proceeded to enact that " all the unspecified funds " shall be given
to the " Connectional Educational Fund." Where is their author-
ity for assuming control over " unspecified " funds ? As the Gen-
eral Conference had left the application of " unspecified funds

"

ontouched, the Annual Conferences alone possess any legislative

authority over them, and are competent to apply them according
to their own wisdom.

3. The Committee not only overrules the donors in regard to the

objects they may select ; but when a given object has received a

certain amount of donation, all surplus, contrary to the will of the
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donor, is to be taken and applied to Bome other object, an object
to which the donor may be opposed. Thus it may become ilio

interest of the donors that the amount given to a particular object
shall be carefully limited.

4. The Committee have power to "determine" and superintend
the distribution of the funds " raised," but have no commission to
establish a system beforehand for the raising the funds. Uut
what they have done is, with liberal draughts on the purse of tho
Church to construct a machinery and set it in active operation /(/r
raising the funds. This is beyond all doubt a large over-interpret-
ation of their powers. Every movement made, every penny ex-
pended, every document printed, every agent salaried, for raisinrr

funds, is outside their commission. It involves movements for
months and -expenses of thousands of dollars. And it is equally
clear that over-construing powers is a very dangerous procedure,
and a very dangerous precedent. And yet, in this present casei

we imagine that the Committee will be ultimately justified 'in

"taking the responsibility." A previous programme, energol-
ically prosecuted, was important to the success of the whole
enterprise. We anticipate, therefore, that the Church will

ultimately ratify, and the General^ Conference legitimate, the

assumption. Still it irresistibly follows, so far, that tfie Contr

mittee's programme is not mandatory but advisory* There is

* The Central Centenary Committee, at their meeting held March S, adopted the
following preamble and resolutions:

Whereas it appears from the proceedings of one of the conferences which haa
lately held its session, that the directions of the General Committee in relation to
tho appropriation of unspecified contributions have been set aside; and whereas il

is made the duty of this committee to protect the connectional interests of the
Centenary commemoration ; therefore.

_
JieMlved, 1. That wo declare it to be the purpose of the Committee to insi'^t upon

Its claim to the portion of the Centenary funds assigned to it by the authority of
the General Committee, and to euforco its claim by all proper moans.

,
2. That we request the Centenary Commitiees "appointed bv the annual coiKIt-

©nces to revise the action taken wherein it violates the plan of the General Confer-
ence, and to make it conform thereto.

The Committee here is wrong and the Conference right. For, 1. Xo existing
committee, general, central, or local, is vested with any authority over unsi^'ci-

fied funds. There is here a blank spot in the General Conference legislation,

which can truly bo filled only by supplementary legislation, for which the Annual
Conference alone has power. When either committee assumes to control tho

"unspecified funds," and the question comes, Where is your authority? it has no
answer. Ask tho Annual Conference that question, and it may reply': So long ad

I contravene no legislation of the General Conference, I have tho same authority to

legislate that it has. 2. The whole programme prescribing to what objects donors

Bhall contribute is merely advisory. A careful recognition of this fact will save much
hazardous friction. Nothing more endangers our whole movement than tho dictato-

rial tone of utterances, coming mainly, wo are glad lo say, from one little Vatican.
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no illcgality-in discussing or questioning their acts. Nor, wero

they exercising a power strictly expressed, would their exercise

be above discussion. Neither political nor ecclesiastical powers,

however absolute, are exempt from criticism. It is therefore as

illegal, as it is in bad taste and against the spirit of the age, to

enjoin silence, under charge of " disloyalty, " in this particular

case.* We do not, however, propose any full discussion of the

wisdom of the programme with which we are furnished.

We accept all its objects presented ; not only because, since

it is adopted, harmony is important to success, but because it is

a much better programme than could have been attained with-

out some organized furnishing. We have already approved, and do-

Btill most heartily approve, the predominance which has been givea

to the interests of education ; interests which are at present behind

every other interest of the Church. We have been building

churches, and paying church debts, and sustaining missions through

every year of our past history. It is about time to make one-

unanimous self-regenerating effort in behalf of that one as yet un-

Euccessful department of the Church's work, our colleges and

theological institutes. And we believe that this efibrt will not

only reinstaurate our educational institutions, but will create a new

* The following specimen of these "plantation manners" occurs in the "Meth-
odist," of Feb. 24, 1S66:

" Carlton k Porter have set themselves to overturn the well considered work of
the Bishops and General Committee, and with it the work of all the Annual Con-
ference Committees. They incur a fearful responsibility, and will be hdd by the

Church to a strict account for their conduct."

The following threats of legal prosecution, besides being unbasod, exhibit an

imperious style new to the Church

:

It will be indispensable for the Annual Conferences to have an exact regard for

the connectional part of the Centenary plan, or otherwise their proceedings maj
l>e liable to become null aud void in law. . . . The legal title to as viurh of the

^jv.pecified funds as is above desa'ibed will be in the " Centeriary Connectiiyiial Educa-
tumal Board." As faithful trustees, they will be bound to see that u-hatever is due to

their fund will be properly secured.—Methodist, March 10 !

!

The following mandate to the bishops is issued in the " Methodist" of the 17th

of March:

"The bishops, who appointed the General Committees, and were also members
t>f it, have, in presiding over the Annual Conferences, a duty to perform which
they caa not, with a good conscience, neglect. It is their business to give notice
to the Conferences where they are clearly violating the directions of the General
Conference. Tlie bishops aided in enacting the order in relation to unspecified

<^ntribution.s, and they are tlierefore doubly bound, as members of the General
Committee and as bishops, to see that it is not infringed."

Whether any legal suasion is to be milicted upon the bishops tlie mandate oniita

tOBtate.
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interest for the future in the hearts of our people in favor of th:\t

great department.

But there is one point of assumption on which our Committee

is not KO easily cleared, though we trust it may clear itself.

It has exhibited a strong tendency to infringe upon the rights of

the General Conference. It has proceeded to create a fund of un-

told millions, to be held by an independent and irresponsiblo

board of trustees, legally incorporated, with powers of discretion-

ary disbursement of a patronage of hundreds of thousands a year

forever.* By the first plan, as adopted at Cleveland, the trustees

were to be elected solely by the bishops in perpetuo. When
numbers of persons were so " disloyal " as to protest against

that extraordinary arrangement, it was so amended as that

the bishops elect the first board and the General Conference

have a half nomination to future vacancies ; in all other respects

it is to be a close corporation. In the meeting of the editors,

this independence in the Board of Trustees over the General

Conference was objected to, and the understanding was, that

a clause prescribing that "it should be amenable to the Gen-

eral Conference" should be adopted; yet this clause, inefficient

as it was, from its providing no method of enforcing that amena-

bihty, appears, so far as we can discover, in none of the docu-

ments published. All this, when in fact the General Conference has

an incorporated board of trustees into whose hands this fund might

""and should have been provisionally placed. All this chariness of the

control of the General Conference was perhaps unconscious, and it

will appear so in precise proportion to the readiness to change

when the clear view is taken of the full measure of the usurpation.

We do not wonder that mistakes of this kind should be incurred

by the full Committee, when we consider that a complex system

had to be formed, without precedent to guide, in a few brief hours,

which would have occupied Congress as many weeks. We think,

however, the Committee will, upon full review, feel it due to itself

to refer so formidable a creation back to its own fountain of power.

We doubt whether, otherwise, any General Conference will relish

such an elephant upon its hands. But this incorporated board ot

trustees could, if it chose, shake its charter defiantly in the face of

• "We had understood from a variety of sources that the application for incor-

poration would bo postponed ; but the following authoritative announcement from

the ostensible spokesman for the Committee (Methodist, March 10) indicates tho

contrary: "This board will of course be incorporated, and will possess full legal

powers (sic) over the trust committed to its keeping."

It would bo worth while to count how many legal allusions are contained in the

various quotations wo have had occasion to make.
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the General Conference The creature would be too much for its

creator. And overmastering the General Conference, it may over-

master the Church. We all know how the overwhelming wealth

i.f Trinity Church has been able to overslaugh the Episcopal com-

munion with a despotic High Churchism. Let this whole matter

of ft connectional fund be handed over to the General Conference

trustees provisionally, and then let the fund be placed absolutely

at the disposal of the wisdom of that body ; whether to be boxed
up and its interest doled' out, or to be distributed to immediate

use, thereby giving new life to our feeble educational insti-

tutions.

We acknowledge our preference for its immediate distribution

by the General Conference. A fund is only by an accommodated
meaning entitled to the name of monument / which properly be-

longs to a visible^ material reminder of some great personage, fact,

or truth ; such in fact as a centenary building would be, like that

proposed by Dr. Lore. And since we have failed of attaining a

monument, the best possible application of the funds, yielding

the most result, would be their immediate reductioji to ttse. We
know how much richer we are than we were thirty years ago ; and

how foolish would it have been thirty years ago to have funded and

«?cd only the interest of our means ! Just as unwise is it to lock

up a large principal now, for thirty years hence, when our educa-

tional department hourly demands all we can furnish.

We say all this in full approval of the fund itself, wishing it to

roll up into well-rounded millions ; provided it be placed in the

hands of the body whose real agent this Committee is, or at

least should be. But we loyally staxd for the rights

OP THE General Conperexce. We can " trust posterity,"

but we cannot intrust posterity to the safe keeping of a

close corporation. We can " trust the Church," but we cannot

trust an independent, irresponsible millionary organization in-

st.nlled within the Church. We entertain the hope that the Com-
niittee vnW see that in honesty and in decency the whole matter

should be referred back to its own creating power. We can all

agree to " trust " the great representative body of the Methodist

Episcopal Church.

When the empire of India with its boundless wealth became
an appendage of Great Britain, the great genius of Charles James
^'ox, then prime minister of George IIL, was called into requisition

to frame a plan for holding it in subjection. By Mr. Fox's famous
*' Kast India bill " seven trustees were to be appointed, and nom-
inated by the prime minister, in whom was vested the manage-
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ment of the golden realm. The nation was at once in alarm at

the prospect of the inauguration of a moneyed oligarchy with iho

premier at its head. George III. threatened if the bill passed u»

abdicate his throne and return to Hanover. He promptly dis-

•missed Mr. Fox and called in young William Pitt to the ministry,

who dissolved the Parliament and appealed to the country for a

new election. The country responded by the complete overthrow

of Mr. Fox and his party. For nearly the entire remainder of liLs

life Mr. Pitt retained the confidence and government of the nation,

and Mr. Fox during that time struggled in a hopeless minority

until Pitt's death left a vacancy he alone could fill.

Manual of Information Respecting the American Methodist Ladies' Cen-

tenary Association. 1866. '' Our Golden Opportunity." 48mo., pp. ao.

Chicago: Dunlop, Sewell, & Spalding. 1866.

It was, we believe, some months after the General Centenary

Committee at Cleveland had fixed the programme by which the

apportionment for all sections of the Church was fairly assigned,

that Heck Hall was projected as an allowable after-thought, which

should by a happy coincidence both honor " the foundress of Amer-

ican Methodism" and secure to Evanston an additional item of" our

golden opportunity." By a neat special arrangement the authori-

tative programme of the Church was thus overlaid by another pro-

gramme, claiming by " private interpretation" to be " connectional."

Spontaneously, and without being recognized by the dull forms of

law, the American Methodist Ladies' Association recognized itself

as part and substance of the Centenary movement ; and assuming,

without any hesitation or imputable immodesty, a national name,

overspread the whole Northern states, dividing the entire Church

into branches. All this, we are further happy to add, was kindly

and fraternally received by Eastern Methodism. It was editorially

welcomed, its movements Avcre favorably noticed, its documents

spread out in our newspaper columns, and Heck Hall was for a

while the principal centennial figure. No illegitimacy was imputed,

no disloyalty for breaking in upon the settled programme of the

General Committee, no presumption for assuming that a special

building in rural little Evanston was a connectional object. And,

finally, here in New York the association was at last legitimated,

with a proviso admitting Concord into co-ordinate association.

And then, inasmuch as New York made no additional claim, the

Mission Rooms, which were her item in the Cleveland programme,

were placed in co-ordination with Heck Hall and Concord, thus

leaving a debitum in favor of cordially consenting New York.
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"We rejoice in and admire the spirit, however clever and rapid,

that prompted this movement in our Northwest ; and bid a hearty

God-speed to Heck and Evanston. We trust that the Association

even inaugurates a new thought rich in future results ; a permanent

institution, a lasting organization of the benevolent and enterprising

ladies of our entire Church in the Church's great future work. Nor
ought the ladies of this or any other section to grudge the historic

honor due to the Northwest in originating and energetically putting

the movement into complete existence. Classic Evanston has origin-

ated the idea, and has displayed the power to pervade the Church

with such energetic ubiquity as renders her worthy to be the head-

quarters of the possible permanent organization of the ladies of

the Church.

But now for a varying view. "When Dr. Lore proposed his grand

conception—all honor to its noT^le-minded, noble-hearted author

—

of blending a Mission House, a Seminary, and a Book Concern into

one noble monumental pile, on some sightly area in the city of New
York, to stand conspicuous before the eye of the world as an-

honor to Methodism for ages, what a lively flare-up was aroused !

It was pronounced a " vision," an illegitimacy, a breaking in

upon the authoritative programme, a peril to the whole Cente-

nary movement, " savoring of disloyalty." Shafts of keen point

were played ofl" upon the proposer for his noble utterance. And
when our New York Agents seconded the magniiicent proposal,

they were treated with brilliant hits for uttering the absurdity

that the ancient Mother of all our Book Concerns (save that the

Chicago is her beautiful pra?? f?-daughter) should presume to be,

like Heck Hall, a connectional interest ! And to place a complete

estopment upon the suggestion, it was intimated that if New York
presented any such proposition, Cincinnati and Chicago would in-

augurate counter demands, and claim each a " pile " as tall as New
York's. They would do this, not because they were dissatisfied,

or had any reason to be, with their present establishments. The
idea is, not that they want a new one, but they icill want a new one

»/"New Y'ork is to have one. All which is not quite saying that they

^'ould fling in a counter claim as a block-wheel and a checkmate.

There was one argument, however, the Agents could not answer.

They were slow—too late. The thing was already fastened with
the stoutest and reddest of tape. It was true. Heck Hall was
alert, young and nimble, anticipating the "golden opportunity" afar,

^>d springing upon it with antelope agility. The old Mother had
"o long indulged the fogy habit of taking care of others that she

bad forgotten herself! But, then, the second meeting oi the Com-
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mittee tied things no tigbter than the first, and the after-thought of

the slow Mother was no more illegitimate than that of her sprightly

great-great-grand-daughter which was afterward legitimated. Ami
however slow, the Mother may yet prove sure. "We would disturb

no present platform. But we would still hope that the time may
yet come when New York will find a way, in full accordance witii

authorized arrangements, to attain such a combination of enter-

prises as to harmonize results into one monumental block that may
refer its honorary origin to our Centenary year.

And now to our Western brethren New York might make some

fraternal suggestions. K Cincinnati or Chicago were not well con-

ditioned in their book rooms the East is ready to aid in sustaining

or renovating them, as she aided in planting them, as connectional

interests. We had hitherto rejoiced in the thought that both

Western C/oncerns were, as they stand, an honor to their cities and

to Methodism. But ours, the Mother of all, is, in position, associ-

ation, construction, and aspect, a discredit to the entire Eastern and

Western Church. The street upon which she stands is obscure,

filthy, and central amid disreputable surroundings. When a Euro-

pean Methodist visits America, the New York Concern first meets

him u'ith a tale of meanness and depreciation. When an American

Methodist visits the Concern, he must be slightly imbued with the

" connectional " spirit if he does not recognize that he is little hon-

ored by its metropolitan position or style. The dark and dingy

old Mother, however, if she could speak, might utter some apology

for her plight. She has been so occupied with founding Western,

Southern, and Pacific Concerns that she is herself behind the age.

She might ask. Is there to be no pre-eminence conceded to* her

primordial origin, or to her past noble history ? Is there no vener-

ation for the burdens she has borne and the service she has

rendered? Pagan Carthage was the daughter of pagan Tyre,

and the afiection of the daughter for the mother was one of the

prides of classic antiquity, and should be a lesson to our modern
Christianity and our American Methodism.*

* Our patriarchal Christian Advocate, published in New Tork, lately flung off

a clumsy and unmeaning addendum to her name, and became simply " The Chris-

tian Advocate." One would have supposed that tliis cliange, restoring the primi-

tive simplicity of the name, would have called out from brother editors some pleas-

ant reminiscences of veneration for the Mother of Advocates in thus becoming in

name herself again. Her daughters might have referred generously to the time

when she was alone
;
preparing the way for their existence. In this Centennial

year, filial thought might have gone back to the days when the fathers, amid pray-

ers and tears and trembling faith and self-sacriQcing work here laid the feeble

foundations of our common strength and glory. One would hardly have expected
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Cue of the ablest treatises upon the success of Methodism which

we ever read, furnished from an outside writer, specifies as pre-

eminent among its causes our wise policy of placing our central

machineries in the central places of power. London, and the other

preat towns, were the centers of Wesley's apparatus. New York,

Philadelphia, and Baltimore were the similar great fulcra in

America. And now, in view of such a policy, is not New York
out of sight of all competition, the great center of American
power ? New York is the unquestioned metropolis of our nation,

our continent, our hemisphere. Finish the Pacific Railroad, and
ehc is the fairest candidate to be the commercial metropolis of our

plobe. She is directly in connection with and under the eye of

Europe, spreading her radii over the ocean and over the earth.

Place a magnificent monument to Methodism, proudly prominent

in this metropolis, and it tells our story to Europe and America.

Our standard is then nailed to the loftiest summit of the nation,

and flares its folds in the eye of the whole world. When the

Enroi>ean lands in our country, there is our strong Tower, telling

bim that Methodism is a national power in America. The whole

Church would feel the elevating impulse. Not a Methodist in

Cincinnati, in Chicago, or at any point of our nation's map, but

ibat would experience its influence more powerfully than if placed

upon his own street. Place such a monumental pile in Cincin-

nati, and what world-wide significance could it possess ? No
one certainly can see all this more clearly, or state it more
forcibly, than our noble-minded editors in Cincinnati and

Chicago. And yet, (indulge our frankness) in some strange

Mioment of sectional narrowness, unlike themselves, they seem
to speak as if just so far as New York is the seat of an ecumen-
ical institution, just so far is the West dishonored and diminished.

Now -vve in the East claim to be strong in the strength of our

glorious West and North-west. Their strength and glory are our
strength and glory, and our strength and glory are far more abund-
antly theirs. We become great, not by pulling each other down,
l^ut by building each other up. We are one ! If placing any insti-

tution or structure, sole in its kind for the whole Church, shall most
honor and benefit the Church if placed in Cincinnati, we lift our

^' the change would be repeatedly flouted—with ingenious puns upon the name3
w cJiior, publishers, and street of publication—as being an immodesty, an arrogant

•nd illiigal assumption. "We suppose t!ie name of " Tho Wesleyan University " is

M tnily an immodesty. Dr. Upliam, in his Mental Philosophy, says, that parental

'T'-'ciion ia a much stronger passion than filial. So thinks our dear old mother
Coacem.
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hand, voice, and vote for Cincinnati. On the other hand, were oi.t

home now, as once it was, in the West, we would, we trust, h.-

able to forget section and locality, and realize that a natinnnl

ecamenical monumental pile should be placed in a national metro-

politan position.

The entire sins of Dr. Lore's proposition are, 1. That thrte

institutions ichich are to e^rist should exist together in one noK!,-

monumental block ; 2. That the block should be allowed to honor

our Centenary year; and 3. That those throughout the Church (or,

perhaps, through the eastern section) who vsish to contribute .-\

mite to its erection, might have permission. Now, though the

means and sources for the respective structures in the block shouM

be other than Dr. Lore suggests,we still submit that this pi-oposition

honors the man who framed it, and would honor the Church, by its

adoption, more cokspicuouslt, though, no doubt, less beneficially,

than all the rest of the centenary scheme. And so great the honor

and benefit that, while it might justly distance all other supple-

mentary propositions, it would, were harmony in the movement

practicable, amply pay for a half dozen meetings of our noble

Centenary Committee before next October to adopt it into the pro-

gramme. At any rate the initiatory steps might be so taken liy

those who shall have in hand the selection of site and the orderini;

of material aiTangements of the Mission Rooms, as that the " vision
"

may in time be realized into solid and harmonized result.

We fully agree that our liberal donors should be well " let alone"

by officious advisers. Upon such public-spirited men we have never

obtruded our opinions. But if New York herself were about to be

the founder, and it were in order for us to contribute our little quot.a

of counsel, we would modestly suggest that sixty miles of distance

between an Institute and this City,would be—more than a drawback

—a disaster! That Listitute would be both out of the tray and in

the way: out of the way, because it is not in the right place; in

the way, because it would for a long time forestall the establishment

of one in New York city. For a college, the proper place is ^^

rural town far from a great city ; for a theological seminary, the

true position is a Metropolis. For the young minister, and es|H.'-

cially for the live young Methodist, the great city is not only an

outside educator, furnishing models and means for improvenioiit

unknown to rural life; but it furnishes a great field for action

blended with study, through which he is trained to the higlu^^t

practical power, and by which the institution makes an impression

upon the population. Place a great Methodist seminary here, au'i

it will be not only such an honor to its founding as it can nowhere
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flw be, but it will bo a power in the great metropolis, to be felt by
tlie nntion and the world. Place it on the same ground with our

Mission Rooms and our Book Rooms and its impression will

be world-wide. Let New York herself, for instance, place a

seminary sixty miles distant and it would be a monumental mis-

take. A whole half century would sufler for the error, and 1966

would wonder at the unwisdom that committed it. Let New En-
gland place her theological seminary in Boston and it will be the

commanding success. New York would show the grounds and
buildings; New England would show the students, and Boston
would take religious character from their perpetual presence and
labors.

The foreign connections of New York render her the unques-

tioned position for our Mission Rooms. That for a theological

seminary a metropolis is the proper place wc hope to have shown.

Now in unity with these place our Publishing house and Bookstore

before the city's full view, fling off all unwise restriction limiting

her sales, and this house could ride triumphantly the religious and

literary book market of America, spreading a literature not only

denominational, but pure and Christian even in its secular range,

throughout the land. So doing she would beyond all past preced-

ent honor and enrich the Church, and bless the country and the

world. As it is we first hamper with restrictions, load down with

burdens, fasten in a background locality, our venerable mother Con-

cern, and then turn round and flout her for the little she accom-

plishes! Yet it is not 2^ little she accomplishes. The systematic

croakers in this as in most other cases are systematic liars. Up to

a very late period she has carried the whole Episcopacy upon her

back. She has triumphantly divided with the Church South. She
has carried the Church through all her incidental expenses. She
has given origin and aid to the most splendid system of periodical

publications of any one existing purely voluntary Church. She is

unsurpassed in her Sunday-school library. She has furnished a de-

nomiuational literature mighty in power, never so influential over

the public mind as now, never so increasing in power as now. But
»n order that she may take her place as a national literary power
»n the broad market, she needs a diflbrent position .and prestige.

luring into one noble metropolitan block the three churchly build-

ings, and the whole have a value that separation will destroy. We
prescribe no method, we would derange no existing plan ; but were

there the strong united icill the matter demands, there would bo

the xcay to accomplish at least the initiation of this monumental
^ork, and that in connection with this centenary. This, as we
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trust, most memorable year, honored by God with gloriom

revivals^ signalized by the free offering of our unanimous hearii

and hands, and auspicious with tokens of a hopeful future, wouM
be fitly commemorated by such a structural emblem of Unity.

Notices of the following works are postponed from want of room :

Martin's History of France. The Decline of the French Monarcliy. V,r

Henri Martin. Translated from the fourth Paris edition. By Mai-.y I..

Booxn. 3 vols. 8vo., pp. 546, 6a;3. Boston: "Walker, Fuller, &'Co. IS*".-:.

MansachmetU EccUsiaatical. By Edward Buck, of the Suifolk Bar. 12in<.i.,

pp.310. Boston: Gould & Lincoln ; New York: Sheldoa «Si Co. ; Cin-

cinnati : Geo. S. Blanchard k. Co. 1866.

The Temporal Mission of the Holy Ghost ; Or, Eeason and Revelation. Bj
Hknry Edward, Archbishop of Westminster. 12mo., pp. 274. New
York: D. Appleton & Co. 1866.

Miscellaneous.

The Shadow of Christianity ; Or, The Genesis of the Christian State, a

Treatise for the Times. By the author of the Apocatastasis. ICmo.,

pp. 1C7. New York: Ilurd & Houghton; Boston: E. P. Button & Cc
A Manual of Devotion and Uynim for the House of Refuge, City (.'f

New York. ISmo., pp. 289. New York: Published for the House uf

Refuge. New York : Carlton & Porter. 1865.

Herman; Or, Young Knighthood. By E. Foxton. 2 vols. 12rao., pp. 416,

391. Boston: Lee & Shepard. 1866.

li'otes fro7n Plymouth Pulpit. A Collection of Memorable Passages fiV'::i

the Discourses of Henry Ward Beecher. With a Sketch of Mr. Beeclu-r

and the Lecture Room. By Augusta Moore. A new edition ami

greatly enlarged. 12ino., pp. 374. New York: Harper & Brothers. 180G.

Jieminiscences, Historical and Biographical., of Sixty-four Years in the Mi:--

istry. By Rev. Henry Boeixm, Bishop Asbury's Travehng Companii^:!

and Executor of his last Will and Testament. Edited by Rev. Joseph H.

Wakeley. 12mo., pp. 493. New York : Carlton & Porter. 1866.

The Elements of Moral Science. By Francis Wayland, D.D., LL.D., L.->i

President of Brown University and Professor of Moral Philo^"l'I•?'

Revised and improved edition. 12mo., pp. 396. Boston : Gould «S: L'"-

coln ; New York : Sheldon & Co. ; Cincinnati : Geo. S. Blanchard & C«->.

Plain Talks on Familiar Subjects : A Series of Popular Lectures by J. <-'•

Holland. r2mo., pp. 335. New York : Charles Scribner «fc Co.

The Living Forces of the Universe. By George W. Tno.MP80N. 12mi'.,

pp.358. Philadelphia: Howard Challen ; New York : Sheldon & Co.

;

Boston : Lee & Sbepard ; London : Trubner & Co. 1866.

An Introduction to the Devotional Study of the Holy Scriptures. By Ed-

ward Meyrick Goulburn, D.D. First American from seventh Londou

edition. ICmo., pp. 193. New York : D. Appleton & Co. 1866.

Manual of Bihlicul Interpretation. By Josepu Muen'scher, D.D. 16nio.,

pp. 318. Gambler, O: Printed for tlie Author. 1865.

Stories Told to a Child. By Jean Isgelow. 24rao., pp. 424. Boston:

BoberU Brothers. 1866.
'
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Art. L—the SECOXD GENERAL CONFERENCE:

WHEN WAS IT HELD A^fD WHAT DID IT DO ?

Short History of the 3Iethodists, etc. By Jesse Lee. 1810.

Asbrmfs Journals. 3 vols. 1852.

General Conference Journals^ etc. Edited by Rev. Dr. M'Clin-

TOCK. 3 vols. 1855.

Articles in the Christian Advocate, etc., January and February,

1859. By Rev. F. S. De Hass and Rev. Dr. Coggeshall.

The importance which Methodism has attained in America

bv, at least, its numerical growth, has rendered everything

related to its early history interesting to the present gen-

eration of its people. Something like a bibliomania for

its primitive documents has prevailed among us for the

la-st twenty years, and new books, biographies', "reminis-

c-cnces," " memorials," historical essays, relics, have multiplied

^o greatly, that perhaps no leading denomination in the

republic has now more abundant materials for the illustration

t'f its early annals. There may be a providential significance

i» tliis fact, for the history of the development of a Church
<^"" a State must, above all things, include its infancy

;
and

s^iich a genetic history, rightly prepared, so as to exhibit the

iiitimate or interior life of the body, must be among the

iiiost effective means of conserving its original spirit and

directing its prospective mission—the type and model of its

Fourth Series, Vol. XVIIL—21
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destiny. "What a hiatus would there be in the records of tlio

original Church had not Luke -written the "Acts of tlio

Apostles !

" And what an advantage to the ecclesiastical

world would be the discovery of a manuscript history of tlio

immediate post-apostolic Church, wTitten by Polycarp or

Irenoeus ! How much more precious would it be than tlie

Constantiuian production of Eusebius !

It cannot bo denied that our early Church documents have

needed thorough revision. The "fathers" were too intent on

work to care much about their records ; and, perhaps, they never

anticipated the historical importance which time was to give

to almost every trace of those records. The early Minutci

abound in inaccuracies, not only of orthography in name?,

but of figures in their returns of members. The date of the

first Xew England Conference, as given by them, is incorrect;

and Lee, who was in Xew England at the time, reproduces

the error in his history, though we have conclusive evidence

that the session did not occur at the time appointed, but a

year later; that the honor belongs to Massachusetts, not t'>

" Connecticut ;
" and that Lee, in cutting the list of conferences

from the old Minutes, inadvertently transferred it without cor-

rection to his pages. Most of our books have given the honor of

the first ultramontane conference toUniontown, Pennsylvania:

but it is now decisively proved (from Asbury himself) thai

it was held among the heights of the Ilolston country, and the

distinction belongs to that region, where the Church has again

organized its first conference, beyond "Mason and Dixuu ?

Line," after the restoration of the Union. Following the ^li--

utes, it was long supposed that Losee, the first regular ^Ictli-

odist preacher to Canada, entered that great field in ITOI;

and should the Canadian Church propose to celebrate the Con-

tenary of that memorable event, it would, were it to follo^v

the Minutes and our sanctioned histories, make an unfortunate

blunder, for it is conclusively ascertained that Losee entered Can-

ada in 1790. Of the very first American Conference we havo

three dates; and a casual passage from Kankin, in the old Ar-

minian ^Lagazine, has alone, and in our day, determined the

question. The more important General Conference of ITSl. tlic

most important in our history, as the session at which the " ^Meth-

odist Episcopal Church" was organized, is reported ofiicially, i^
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its ''Minutes" or "Disciplme," to have been held "on Monday
the 2Tth of December;" whereas we all know that it was

U'lrun on the 24th of December, 1784, and ended on the 2d

(.f January, 1TS5. And our standard historian, for years,

pive, as the Discipline adopted on this great occasion, a copy

..t* a later Discipline, modified and recast in its entire form,

;iiid also gave (from Lee's report) tlie important enactments on

slavery (the most extended and most honorable ever enacted

hy the Church down to 186-4) as the supposed '-'substance of

what this conference did in reference to this snbject," " though,"

he says, he " could not find them in the printed Minutes or

in the Discipline," from which he quotes the other doings of

the session ; whereas it is indisputable that these glorious pro-

hibitions were not the mere "substance," but the exact statutes

of the first General Conference, and were actually printed in

tlie " Minutes " or " Discipline " a few mouths after its session,

but were suspended and expunged before the edition from

wliich the historian quotes. Such are but examples of the

})crplexities that beset the student of our early records.

There is another example which has occasioned no small

controversy in our papers, and which has hitherto remained

undecided, though it involves no less a question than that

with which we head this article.

"We have, by order of the General Conference of 1852, a

well edited collection of the Journals of that body from the

«ssion of 1796 ; but we all know that there was a session in

1792, and that the great Christmas Conference of 1784 was
also a general session. Xo Journal, however, of either of

those sessions remains among the manuscripts of the General

Conference archives, and the editor of the ordered work did

not feel at liberty to insert in it nnofficial accounts of their

|>roceedings. But was the session of 1792 the first held after

the Christmas Conference of 1784? Was not the Conference
t>t 1787 (Iield in Baltimore) a General Conference, and the

»ic.\t held there, in 1788, an adjourned session of the same
Ixjdy? Such is the question which many of our readers will

f'-'Ciill, as stoutly debated in the Christian Advocate, ^STewTork,
»n January and February, 1859, by Kev. Mr. De Hass and
J^-'v. Dr. Coggeshall, respectively affirmative and negative

m the dispute. The debate was without a satisfactory
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issue.* It is singular how plausible the argument for tin:-

affirmative appears, and yet how decisive that of the negative
really is. Wc can give here but a summary of the evidciuv,
-pro and con^ not confining ourselves, however, to the two
able disputants named, but presenting additional data on
both sides.

1. An important fact in favor of 1787 (but not cited ve
believe, though alluded to, by either disputant) is a letter ^a

Wesley requesting Coke to hold a General Conference at tliat

time. The letter is dated September 6th, 1786, and says, "
I

desire that you would appoint a General Conference of all

our preachers in the United States, to meet at Baltimore on
May 1st, 1787, and that Mr. Richard 'Wliatcoat may be

appointed superintendent with Mr. Francis Asburv." (Sec

Lee's Life, etc., of Jesse Lee, p. 196, Note.) This is certainly

a plausible initiative for the affirmative. Moreover,
2. Coke did, by correspondence, (from the West Indies, we

suppose,) invite the preachers to such a meeting.
3. The session of the Baltimore Conference^ which had in

1786 been appointed for Abingdon, Maryland, on the 24th of

July, 1787, was actually changed, and the body did, in fact,

meet in Baltimore on the 1st of May, the day proposed by

Wesley. (Lee's History, p. 12L)
4. There was much important business done at this session

which properly belongs to a General Conference, according t^-

all our modern ideas of the relations of General and Annual
Conferences. Mr. De Hass presents this argument strongly.

Ho says :

A glance at the proceedings of tliis confej-once will convuu-.-
anyone that it was something more than a mere district iratlierincr.

It was at this conference the Discipline was first arranged undor
proper heads, divisions, and sections. They introduced several
new rules and regulations, binding on the whole Church, chancrcl
the title of superintendent to bishop, created the office of recording!
steward, fixed the allowance of traveling preachers with faniilic-,

* Even our senior bishop supposed, in 1858, that there was a General C^:-

ferenco between the sessions of 1784 and 1792. He saya: "If any regular sv*-

sions were held in 1788 and 1792 the Minutes were not printed—probably isvt

recorded—and are lost. It is presumable, however, that they were held, and th.il

they were held in the autumn." {Cliristian Advocate, Dec. 22, 1858.) There cia

be no question about the session of 1792, and I shall presently give its doingj;

but the question is about 1783, or rather 1787-8.
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proviJed to have the marriages and baptisms properly registered,

with other regulations in regard to the instruction and admission

of children and colored persons into the Societies. Most of these

fjiiostions had never been submitted to the district conferences,

uiul were here acted on decisively, and at once became the law
of the Church. It was also at this conference that Dr. Coke was
nrraigned and censured for his abuse of episcopal authority, and
tliiit Mr. Wesley's name was dropped from the jMinutcs after being
j'l.ioed there by the General Conference of 1784, and after that

Unly had solemnly declared that during his lifetime they would
" obey his commands in matters belonging to the Church." They
a'.so elected Freeborn Garrettson superintendent of the work in

Nova Scotia and the West Indies, and would have ordained him
liad he not objected ; and they discussed the question of electing

nnd ordaining Richard Whatcoat to the office of bishop in the

Methodist Episcopal Church, with other grave questions of this

character, which certainly would appear ridiculous in a small dis-

trict conference composed of a dozen members.*

Mr. De Hass adds similar evidence to show that the session

of 178S was an adjourned meeting of the supposed General

Ctinference of 1787.

These are certainly strong proofs ; they would seem almost,

if not quite, conclusive of the question, and they show how
liable we are, in the obscurity or ambiguity of our Church
ducimients, to fall into mistakes respecting some of our most

i!n})ortant ecclesiastical events. But let us look at the other

fide of the question.

1. Taking together the first three of these arguments, it may
l-c replied that the facts of Wesley's requesting a General Con-
ference, and of Coke's correspondence calling it, and changing
tlie date of the Baltimore Annual Conference for the purpose,

^Te undenied and undeniable. But it must be further replied,

"lat though Coke did these things, presuming on the authority
<-•* liis episcopal office, and by the sanction of Wesley, yet

Asbury and the preachers generally dissented from his pro-

feedings. Coke, on reaching the country in March, 1787, to

'»Uend the Conference, says that he was " very coolly "f received

^•y Asbury ; and when they arrived at the Conference he was
'funked severely by tlie preachers for his change of the time

Mr. De Hasg gives further examples ; we omit them, liowcver, because the

•"'^e will suffice, and because tlie remainder are historically inaccurate, and we
'^'i'A now spare space to show their inaccuracy.

t Coke's " Joumal3." London, 1793.
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of the session, his con-espondenee, etc. He had to give, ovir

his sign manual, a pledge to do so no more ; and AYcsU-y's

uarae was omitted from the Minutes, and the old recogniti.in

of his authority in the American Church was erased. Evi.

dently the preachers dissented from Wesley's vnsh and Coke's

measures.

2. The session of 17S7 did not do the business for wliic-li

AVesley had proposed a General Conference. Pachard Whatou;it

was not elected a bishop, nor was Freel^orn Garrettson, thouuli

Wesley requested both appointments. Bangs * says that tlic

suggestion of the latter by Wesley was " unanimously sanc-

tioned " by his brethren, but he shows that there was no elec-

tion. Lee's account of Garrettson's case is quite inaccurate,

(according to Garrettson's own statements;) but Lee himself

shows that there was no election nor ballot on either case.f

3. That many of the measures of the sessions of 1787-5"^

were of a general character, appropriate only to the general

action of the ministry, cannot be denied, but this fact can be

readily explained. The first General Conference (of 1781) assem-

bled for the organization of the Church, and having accom-

plished its business, adjourned without providing for any sub-

sequent session. General as well as local business went on iis

before. Measures of a general character were submitted t)

tlie successive Annual Conferences, and, at the final session ot^

the year, were considered to be determined by the majority ut

votes in all ; the Minutes of all appeared still, in print, as the

records of but one conference ; and their enactments were from

time to time inserted in the Discipline without reference t"

where or how they were enacted. ]S^ow it so happened that

the Baltimore session fur 1787 was the last session for tlut

year, % and therefore its reported doings were given as the

results of all the sessions of the year ; that is to say, not ot a

General Conference, but of the Conferences generally. "^^ ^'

are also of the opinion, from scattered allusions in contem-

porary books, that not a few important measures, applying t"

the whole Church, were decided sometimes by one or two «'l

the principal conferences, (like that of Baltimore, Philadelpl":''

or Kew York,) without reference to the remoter sessions. !'»

fact the Church was yet in its forming process, and like an

* Life of Garretlson. f Ilistor}- of tlic Methodists, p. 126. % Ibid., p.
12i.
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arinv on tlie march or in tlie field, \ras not very fastidious

ulKjut questions of law. If the Baltimore sessions of 1YS7

and 1 TSS should be considered General Conferences, because of

tlieir iniportant or general enactments, so then should that of

Charleston, South Carolina, of 1789 (then on the southern

frontier of the Church) for its doings about the Book Concern,

•' ihe College," the famous " Council," Sunday Schools, etc.,*

and also that of 1TS5, which suspended the antislavery law of

the Church.

4. Jesse Lee, the contemporary historian of the denomina-

tion, was at the sessions of 1787 and 1788, and was stationed in

Baltimore in the interval of these sessions, and yet he

nowhere speaks of them as General Conferences, but numbers

them and reports them among the other annual sessions. This

was an unpardonable oversight in the first historian of the

Church if they were General, not Annual Conferences.

5. But Lee, on the other hand, distinctly names the session

of 1792 as " the first regular General Conference:' If it be

replied that he meant by the " first 'regular " session only that

It was the first of the series which, from 1792, met regularly

every four years, but that the session in question was an irreg-

vJar one, the rejoinder niiglit properly be that there was no

reason for any such discrimination, for the session in question

(especially as'adjourned to 1788) was held at the same distance

of time before 1792 as the session of 1796 was after it.

6. " Straws show which way the wind blows," says the familiar

maxim; and sometimes, when the air is too still for any

more conspicuous indicator to show its course, a feather, by its

very liiijhtness, can decide the question. There is a brief

clause in Asbury's Journals which we think has a similar sig-

nificance in the present case. We have seen that when Coke

arrived in Charleston, South Carolina, from the West Indies,

on his way to the supposed General Conference at Baltimore,

he was " very coolly " received by Asbury. ^N'ow it so hap-

pened that when James O'Kelly withdrew from the Church,

five years later, he published a pamphlet against Asbury,

accur-hig him of all sorts of maladministration, etc., and among

other charges says that he treated Coke at his arrival with

excessive "^sharpness." About fourteen years after the alleged

* See Asbury's Journals, ii, G5
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General Conference, Ar-bury, in noticing this pamplilet, savs
" There was no sharpness at all upon my side with Dr. Coke'
at Charleston, respecting the proposed General Conference,

(which was afterward held in 1792.) I M'as fully convinced
that nothing else would finish the unhappy business -with

O'Kelly, and that did finish it."
*

Evidently, then, Coke's •' proposed General Conference " was
not held in 1787 or 17SS, but "afterward, in 1792."

The session of 1792 was therefore not only " the first rcf^u-

lar," but 'also the second General Conference ; there havin*-

been none before it since the first or Christmas session of 17S4.

If this question is thus concluded, we are preparisd to ascer-

tain, as far as possible, the doings and results of the session of

1792, for, as already intimated, not only has its place in the

series of General Conferences been hitherto undetermined, but

its ptoceedings have no place in the standard publication of

the Journals of the General Conferences, nor indeed in any
of our oflicial records.

The difiiculties between Coke and his American brethren,

occasioned by the events of 17S7, had subsided, and he left

England, in 1792, to greet them in their first regular General
Conference with no little eagerness, but was detained sixty

days on the sea, and despaired of reaching the country in

time for the session. On the 2Sth of October he writes, '*A

pilot is just come on board, and in all probability I shall be

in Baltimore in time! The Lord does all things* well; glory

and honor be ascribed to him forever 1 " Two days later lie

landed at ^N'ewcastle, Delaware. He had " seventy miles to

ride in the space of a day and a few hours, in order to

be in time " for the session ; he flew over the distance,

wearing out one chaise-horse and breaking down another.

"About nine o'clock Wednesday night, October Slst, I

arrived," he says, " at the house of my friend, Philip Eogers,

of Baltimore; just in time enough to take some refresh-

ment and a little sleep before the General Conference

commenced. Mr. Asbury and the preachers who were

at Mr. Rogers's were surprised to see me at that critical

moment. They had almost given me up, but intended to spend

* Journals, iii, 8. The italics are our own, except with the word " else."
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ten days in debating matters of the smallest importance, in

j.niver, and in declaring their experiences before they entered

on the weightier business, if I did not sooner arrive." Asbury

and his brethren had not heard of his return ; with thankful

Burprise, as we have seen, they " embraced him in great love."

The General Conference began on the 1st of November,

1792. Lee, who was present, sketches, only in outline, its

most important measures. He represents the gatliering of

preachers as numerous " from all parts of the United States

where we had any circuits formed." They came with " the

expectation that something of great importance would take

place in the connection" in consequence of the session; they

supposed that "in all probability there would never be

another conference of that kind;" but that, owing to the

rapid extension of the ecclesiastical field, it would adopt

some permanent regulations " which would prevent the

preachers fi-om coming together in a General Conference." If

they anticipated any regular quadrennial session, it is proba-

ble that they supposed it would be a delegated body, for Lee

himself had advocated this modification, and is entitled to the

credit of being the author of the change,* which, though

resisted for sixteen years, Avas at last forced upon the body in

ISOS by iiTcsistible necessity.

A " Council " had been devised by Asbury for the transac-

tion of the general business of the Church, a sort of oligarch-

ical General Conference. It had proved itself a failure
;
yet at

its last session, in 1790, it had adjourned to meet in Baltimore,

or at Cokesbury College, in December 1792, probably sup-

posing that it would be recognized and empowered by the

General Conference. But Lee, who had stoutly opposed it

from the beginning, reports that " the bishops and preachers

in general showed a disposition to drop it, and all things

belonging thereto." Asbury even requested that its name
niight not again be mentioned in the conference, " and no one

attempted to bring forward that business afterward." It was

tacitly abolished ;
" it was dead," says Lee's biographer, " and

Mr. Lee was present at its burial." It had threatened to dis-

own him as a preacher because of his opposition to it ; but

• Dr. Lee's Life of Lee, p. 270. Asbury also gives him credit for it somewhere

io his Journals.
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" his triumph had come, and it was complete. He enjoyed it

in silence."

On tlie first day rules for the fjovernment of the body were

enacted, k. committee was appointed to prepare and report

to it all its business. As, however, the debates in the com-

mittee had to be reported in the full assembly, it was found

not to expedite but ratlier retard business. It was enlarged,

but at last dismissed. The chief restrictive regulation that

was adopted provided that two thirds of all the mem])ers

voting could abolish an old law or make a new one, but that

a majority might alter or amend any existing law.

The first day was spent in considering the rules of the

house. On the second - O'Kelly introduced a motion affecting

radically the form of the episcopate, and indirectly reflecting

on the administration of Asbury. It absorbed all attention for

nearly a week, so that the revision of the Discipline, and the

most needed legislation of the session, did not begin till Tues-

day the 6th. The excited debates were relieved by extraor-

dinary religious services on Sunday, when Coke preached

" a delightful sermon " on Romans viii, 16, the Witness of the

Spirit, which was printed by order of the conference. O'Kelly,

who was one of the most commanding men of the itinerancy,

preached in the afternoon on Luke xvii, 5 :
" The apostles said

unto the Lord, Increase our faith." " The power of the Lord

attended the word," says a hearer, f At night Henry Willis,

the best beloved, by Asbury, of all the itinerants of that day,

preached on Psalm xcv, 10, 11, probably with reference to

the strifes of the period against the bishop, for Willis defended

him and opposed O'Kelly in the conference debates. Mean-

while there was daily preaching in the city and vicinity, and

a general "revival" was kindled, for there were many of the

preachers who cared more for the prosperity of the Churches

than for the controversies of the conference.

On Tuesday of the second week began the revision ot

the Discipline. Regular General Conferences were ordaindl,

and the Annual Conferences were distinguished from these

quadrennial assemblies by the title of "District Confer-

* For the order of the proceedings durinj; about half the session, I am indebted to

an account by William Colbert, a member, g-iven in Peck's "Early Metliodism,"

etc., p. 39. t Ibid.
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dices," as it was determined to hold one of the latter for

each presiding elder's district,* their limits to be defined

by the bishops, "yet so as not to include more than twelve,

nor less than three circuits in each district." The bishops

had also power to appoint the times of their sessions. The
character of a " supernumerary preacher" was for the first time
stated ; he is " one who is so worn out in the itinerant service

as to be rendered incapable of preaching constantly, but is

willing to do any work in the ministry which the conference

may direct and his strength enable him to perform." Pro-

vision was made for the election, ordination, and trial of

bishops. The office of Presiding Elder took, for the first time,

a definitive form, and the title appears for the first time in the

Discipline.f The Order of Elders was provided in the organ-

ization of the Church of 17S4; as Wesley, however, had
requested that as few candidates as were absolutely necessary

for the administration of the sacraments should be appointed,

only twelve were then ordained,:}: "With Wesley's approval the

number was afterward increased. They traveled over given

sections of the Church, administering the sacraments and
maintaining a general supervision of the circuits. Their

appointment to their respective sections had hitherto been
without limitation in respect to time. James O'Kelly, for

example, had traveled the same district in southern Virginia

ever since his ordination in 1TS4, and had been stationed

there several years before. It is supposed that disadvantao-es,

resulting from his case, led to the present modifications of the

office. The new law provided that the bishops should appoint

the presiding elders to their districts, not allowing them a

longer term than four years on any one district; that it

should be the duty of the elder to travel through his

appointed district ; in the absence of a bishop, to take charge

of all the elders, deacons, traveling and local preachers,

and exhorters in his district ; to change, receive, or sus-

pend preachers during the intervals of the conferences, and

* The Annual Conferences are thus called throughout the Discipline of 1792, but

never afterward. From 1820 to 183G the title reappears in the Discipline as the name
of certain Local Preachers' Conferences. (Emory's History of Discipline, p. 110.)

\ The title does not appear in the Annual Minutes, however, till 1797, tliough it

had been used' in 1789 in the scheme of the " Council" and in the Minutes.

\ The Bishops' Notes to the Discipline of 1796.
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in tlie absence of the bishop
; in the absence of a bishop

to preside in the conference of his district ; to be present.

as far as practicable, at all its quarterly meetings; and to

call together, at each quarterly meeting, all the traveling

and local preachers, exhorters, stewards, and leaders of

the circuit, to hear complaints, and to receive appeals ; to

oversee the spiritual and temporal business of the societies

;

to take care that every part of the Discipline be enforced

;

to attend the bishop when present in his district, and to

give him when absent all necessary information, by letter, of

the state of his district. lie was to be supported by any sur-

plus of the contributions for the ministry on the circuits of his

charge, and if there should be no surplus, he was to share

equally with his corps of preachers.

The office as thus developed has been of momentous import-

ance in the progress of the Chm-ch. If the episcopate has been

• the right arm, the presiding eldership has been the left arm of

its disciplinary administration, a virtual though subordinate

episcopacy, without the right to ordain. By the present confer-

ence the presiding elder was virtually made a diocesan bishop
;

he had charge of a whole conference, for each district was a

conference. The services of the office in the early history of

the denomination, and its later importance in the new fields of

the ministry, can hardly be exaggerated. Preachers' wives

had been allowed pecuniary assistance from the Church ; they

were now made claimants upon its funds to an amount equal to

that of their husbands', sixty-four dollars per annum. Besides

the preachers salary or allowance, his "traveling expense"

were to be paid by the circuit ; these, in the language of the

contemporary historian, were for " ferriage, horse-shoeing, and

provisions for himself and horse on the road when he neces-

sarily rode a distance." The interdiction of fees for marriages

was taken off; the preacher was now permitted to receive but

" not to charge " them. Should there, however, be a deficiency

in the circuit contributions for the ministry, all such gifts were

to be placed in the hands of the stewards, and be equally divided

among the circuit preachers. They were required also, in order

to receive any aid from the conference funds, to report " all

moneys, clothes, and other presents of any kind," a rule charac-

teristic not only of the simplicity of the times but also of the
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intimate brotherhood of the ministry ;
" intended," says the

historian, " to keep all the preachers as nearly on an equal

footing as possible in their money matters, that there might
be no jealousies or envyings among us; but that we, like

brethren of the same family, might all labor together in the

Gospel of Jesus Christ." They were not allowed to " receive

a present" for baptism or the burial of the dead. A rule was
adopted for the settlement of disputes between brethren " con-

cerning the payment of debts ;

" it underwent various modifi-

cations, from time to time, till 1812, when it received the

form it still beare in the Discipline. The form of public wor-

ship was prescribed, without an allusion to "Wesley's abridged

liturgy ; and the use of fugue tunes was disapproved. Meth-
odists removing from one Church to another were required to

bear with them a certificate stating that " A, B., the bearer,

has been an acceptable member in C," still an indispensable

requirement throughout the Church. Provision was made
for the trial of preachers for immorality, or improper conduct,

and also for heresy. " The latter," says Lee, "was to prevent the

spreading of the erroneous doctrines which had been imbibed

and propagated in public and in private by Mr. J. O'Kelly, who,

previous to that time, had taken much pains to draw ofi" some

of our preachers into his way of thinking, and had so far

succeeded in his endeavors as to get some of the * preachers

confused and bewildered in their minds about the doctrine of

the Trinity. At this conference we made the following rule,

in addition to the former one, respecting the trial of private

members : 'If a member of our Church shall be clearly con-

victed of endeavoring to sow dissensions in any of our Soci-

eties, by inveighing against either our doctrine or discipline,

such person so ofi'ending shall be first reproved by the senior

preacher of his circuit ; and if he afterward persist in such

pernicious practices he shall be expelled the Society.'

"

Such were the principal amendments of the Discipline made
at this session of the General Conference. In their preface to

the next edition the bishops say :

We have made some little alterations in the present edition, yet

such as aifect not in any degree the essentials of our doctrines and
discipHne. -We think ourselves obliged frequently to vicn- and
review the whole order of our Church, always aiming at {)crfection,
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standing on the shoulders of those who have lived before us, and
taking the advantage of our former selves.*

But the cliief subject of its deliberations was the proposition

of James O'Kelly to so abridge the episcopal prerogative that
'*' after the bishop appoints the preachers, at conference, to

their several circuits, if any one thinks himself injured by the

appointment he sliall have liberty to appeal to the conference

and state his objections ; and if the conference approve his

objections, the bishop shall appoint him to another circuit."

O'Kelly doubtless had prepared the way, among the preachers,

for the agitation of this radical innovation, and Asbury evi-

dently anticipated it ; for he writes, " I felt awful at the Gen-

eral Conference." f The motion was obviously a reflection on

his administration, but he bore it with admirable magnanimity.

He adds

:

At my desire they ajipointod a moderator, and preparatory com-
mittee, to keep order and bring forward the business with regu-

larity. "We had heavy debates on the first, second, and third sec-

tions of our form of discipline. My power to station the preachers
without an appeal was much debated, but finally carried by a very
large majority. Perhnjis a new bishop, new conference, and new
laws would have bettor pleased some. I have been much grieved
for others, and distressed with the burden I bear, and must
hereafter bear. O my soul, enter into rest! Ah, who am I, that

the biu-dei4 of the work should lie on my heart, hands, and head ?

Having secured the organization of the body, with Coke for

moderator, he retired anxious and sick, but his " soul breathing

unto God, and exceedingly happy in his love." He addressed

the following characteristic letter to the Conference

:

Let my absence give you no pain ; Dr. Coke presides. I am
happily excused from assisting to make laws by which myself am
to be governed : I have only to obey and execute. I am happy in

the consideration that I never stationed a i)reacher through enmity,

or as a punishment. I have acted for the glory of God, tlie good
of the people, and to promote the usefulness of the preachers.

Are you sure that if you please yourselves the people will be as

fully satisfied ? They often say, '' Let us have such a preacher
;

"

* In 1792, the Discipline of the Church was revised and somewhat altered.

The sections were distributed into three cliaptcrs, of which the first, containint;

Irwcnty-six sections, related to tlio ministry; the second, containing eight sec-

tion.", to the membership; and the third, containing ten sections, embraced the

temporal economy of the Church, the Doctrinal Tracts, and the Forms.

\ Asbury's Journals, 1792.
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and sometimes "TVe will not have such a preacher, we will sooner

pay him to stay at home." Perhaps I must say, "His appeal

Ibrccd him upon you," I am one, ye are many. I am as willing

to serve you as ever. I want not to sit in any man's Avay. I scorn

to solicit votes. I am a very trembling, poor creature to hear

praise or dispraise. Speak your minds freely ; but remember, you
are only making laws for the present time. It may be that, as in

f-onie other things, so in this, a future day may give you further

light.

" I am not fond of altercations," he writes in liis journal

;

"we cannot please everybody, and sometimes not ourselves.

I am resigned."

The discussion, as we have seen, occupied nearly a week

;

it was the first of those great parliamentary debates which

have given pre-eminence to the deliberative talent of the body.

It was led chiefly by O'Kelly, Ivey, Hull, Garrettson, and

Swift for the affirmative, and by Willis, Lee, Morrell, Everett,

and Eeed for the negative, all chieftains of the itinerancy

and eloquent preachers.* The mere intimations respecting it,

found in the writings of contemporary [Methodists, show that

it was an occasion of extraordinary interest. Lee says " the

arguments, for and against, Avere weighty, and handled in a

masterly manner. There never had been a subject before us

that so fully called forth all the strength of the preachers."

Coke, however anxious for the issue of the controversy, sat

in the chair rapt in admiration of the talent it elicited.

Lee records a brief outline of the proceedings. He says

:

A large majority appeared at first to be in favor of the motion.
But at last John Dickins moved to divide the question thus:
1. Shall the bishop appoint the preachers to the circuits? 2. Shall

a preacher be allowed an aj)peal ? After some debate the divid-

ing of the question was carried. The lirst question being put, it

was carried without a dissenting voice. But when we came to

the second question, " Shall a preacher be allowed an appeal ?
"

there was a difficulty started, whether this was to be considered
a new rule, or only an amendment of an old one. If it was a new
rule, it would take two thirds of the votes to carry it. After a

considerable debate it Avas agreed by vote that it was only an
amendment of an old rule. Of course after all those lengthy
debates Ave Avere just Avhere Ave began, and had to take up the

question as it was proposed at first. One rule for our del)ates

was, "That each person if he choose shall have liberty to speak
three times on each motion." By dividing the question, and then

Peck's Earlj Methodism, p. 39.
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coming back to where we were at first, we were kept on that sul).

ject, called the Appeal^ for two or three days. On Monday we
began the debate afresh, and continued it through the day

; and
at night we went to Mr. Ottcrbein's church, and again contin-

ued it till near bedtime, when the vote was taken, and the motion
was lost by a large majority.

The good and thoughtful Thomas "Ware was a member of

the conference, and has left us a further glimpse of the great

discussion. He says

:

It was allowed on all hands that no sacrifice could be too o-roat

to accomplish the object we had in view, namely, the salvation
of souls: but the question was, whether the means were the most
perfectly adapted to the accomplishment of that object ; whether
for this purpose so large a body of men should hold themselves
ready to go wherever the general superintendent should deem it

best in his judgment to send them. The number of traveling
preachers was at this time two hundred and sixty-six. Had Mr.
O'Kelly's proposition been differently managed it might possibly
have been carried. For myself, at first I "did not see anything
very objectionable in it. But when it came to be debated, I very
much disliked the spirit of those who advocated it, and wondered
at the severity in which the movers and others who spoke in favor
of it indulged in the course of their remarks. Some of tlieni

said that it was a shame for a man to accept of such a lordship,
much more to claim it ; and that they who would submit to this

absolute dominion must forfeit all claims to freedom, and ouirht
to have their ears bored through with an awl, and to be fi^stened

to their master's door and become slaves for life. One said that to

be denied such an appeal was an insult to his understandinir, and
a species of tyranny to which others might submit if they chose,
but for his part he must be excused for saying he could not. The
advocates of the opposite side were more dispassionate and argu-
mentative. They urged that Mr. Wesley, the father of the 3Icth-

odist family, had devised the plan, and deemed it- essential for the
preservation of the itinerancy. They said that, according to the

showing of [Mr. OTvelly, Mr. Wesley, if he were alive, ought to

blush, for he claimed the right to station the preachers to the
day of his death. The appeal, it was argued, was rendered im-
practicable on account of the many serious difficulties with which
It was encumbered. Should one preacher appeal, and the confer-

ence say his appointment should be altered, the bishop must
remove some other one to make him room ; in which case the

other might complain and appeal in his turn ; and then again the

first miglit appeal from the new appointment, or others whose
appointments these successive alterations might interrupt. Hear-
ing all that was said on both sides, I was finally convinced that

the motion for such an appeal ought not to carry.
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The next morning, after the decision of the question, tlie

conference was startled by a letter from O'Kellj and " a few

otlicr preachers," declaring that they could no longer retain

their seats in the body, " because the appeal was not allowed."

A committee of preachers was immediately appointed to wait

upon them and persuade them to resume their seats. Gar-

rcttson, who had taken sides with them in the controversy, was
on this committee. He says

:

/

Mr. O'Kelly's distress was so great on account of the late

decision that he informed us by letter that he no longer consid-

ered himself one of us. This gave great gi'ief to the whole con-
forence. Two persons were appointed with me as a committee to
treat with him. Many tears were shed, but we were not able to
reconcile him to the decision of the conference. His wound was
deep, and apparently incurable.

Before the week closed O'Kelly had an interview with Coke,,

but availed himself of it to criminate the doctor and the con-

ference. Finally, says Lee in his naive style

:

He and the preachers that were particularly influenced by him
set off for Virginia, taking their saddle-bags, great coats,, and
other bundles ou tlieir shoulders or arms, walking on foot to the

place where they left their horses, which was about twelve' miles

from town. I stood and looked after them as they went oft', and
observed to one of the preachers that I was sorry to see the old

man go oft' in that way, for I was persuaded he would not be-

quiet long, but would try to be head of some party. The preacher
then informed me that Mr. O'Kelly denied the doctrine of the
Trinity, and preached against it, by saying that Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost were characters, and not persons ; and that these char-

acters all belonged to Jesus Christ. That Jesus Christ was the
J'ather, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. The preacher furtlier said,

that it was his intention to have had O'Kelly tried at tliat con-

ference for the false doctrines which he had been preaching; and
he believed that his leaving the conference was more out of fear
of being brought to trial than on account of the appeaL But
^o it was, Mr. James O'Kelly never more united with the
Methodists.

Asbury had triumphed by his wise silence ; his supporters

in the debate had prevailed not so much by the abstract

luerits of their side of the question, as by the practical good
Bcnse, and loyalty to the Church, with which they drew their

arguments from its peculiar circumstances and necessities.

Abstractly considered, O'Kelly's proposition seemed not unrea-

FouRTu Series, Vol. XVIII.—22 '
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sonable, for it must be remembered that the bisliop tlms

far had absolute power over the distribution of all the

preachers, from Boston to Savannah, there having been yet iiu

" cabinet " of presiding elders to assist in his appointments.

We are not surprised, therefore, that, on the first appearance

of the question, such men as Garrettson, Ware, Hull, Ivev,

and Reed sustained O'Kellj.- It should not be forgotten, al^u,

that at tliis very time had commenced those debates in tlic

British Conference, occasioned by the recent death of Wesley,

which resulted in the reorganization of Wesleyan Methodism,

vdth precisely the " appeal," advocated by O'Kelly, recognized

as a constitutional right of every itinerant preacher, a right

still maintained by Wesleyan Methodism throughout the

world. But the Wesleyan ministry deemed no such right

expedient while Wesley remained at their head; and Asbury

was now, to xVmerican, what Wesley had been to Britisli

Methodism. The ecclesiastical system of the American

Church had hitherto been, by common consent, a sort of miU-

tary regime / only as such could it meet the peculiar wants of

its vast, its new and ever-opening field. Its ministry was a

volunteer corps; no one was constrained to remain in the

ranks; they wisely chose to have an effective commandant,

invested with decisive authority, and willing, as well as able,

to throw them to any point of the great field, into any deadly

breach ; they demanded of him only that the \-ictory be won.

If they had an abstract right to O'Kelly's "appeal," they

believed that they had also the right to waive that right, for

the general good. Their vote, therefore, was not an act of

eer\'ility ; it was heroism. And then they knew also that the

legislative power of the Church was in their own hands ; they

could qualify the episcopal prerogative whenever they should

see it expedient to do so ; their choice not to do so now was

voluntary and admirable.

After the withdrawal of O'Kelly peace and the old brotherly

spirit again pervaded the conference. Asbury, by request ot

his brethren, preached to them on the appropriate text ot

1 Peter iii, 8 :
" Finally, be yc all of one mind, having com-

passion one of another; love as brethren, be pitiful, be cour-

teous." He had preached liis text during the session, by hi:^

example, and could now effectually .preach it from the pulpit.
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A solemn ordination of James Thomas and "William Colbert,

two itinerant pioneers, took place the day after O'Kelly's

secession. On Thursday, the fifteenth and last day, the business

being through, Coke preached before the conference on

Jiuaes i, 27, (" Pure religion,'- etc.) It was the befitting

climax of the occasion ; a profound feeling pervaded the assem-

bly, " a solemn awe rested upon them." " The meeting was

continued till about midnight," he says, " and twelve persons,

we have reason to believe, were then adopted into the family

of God. This was a glorious conclusion ; a gracious seal from

Heaven to our proceedings," *

He left the city with a higher estimate of the American
itinerants than he had ever formed before. " "We continued

our conference," he says, " for fifteen days. I had always

entertained very high ideas of the piety and zeal of the Amer-
ican preachers, and of the considerable abilities of many

; but

I had no expectation, I confess, that the debates would be

carried on in so very masterly a manner ; so that on every ques-

tion of importance the subject seemed to be considered in

every possible light. Throughout the whole of the debates

they considered themselves as the servants of the people, and

therefore never lost sight of them on any question. Indeed,

the single eye, and the spirit of humility, which were mani-

fested by the preachers throughout the whole of the confer-

ence, were extremely pleasing, and afforded a comfortable

prospect of the increase of the work of God throughout the

continent."

Asbury resumed his labors and travels, recording that " the

conference ended in peace ; my mind was kept in peace, and

niy soul enjoyed rest in the Stronghold." Lee says that *' not-

"withstanding we had some close debates, and some distressing

hours, and withal, some of our preachers were so olFended as

to leave the conference before the business was half finished,

yet it was a comfortable time to most of us, and we were

highly favored of the Lord with his presence and love in the

last of our sitting. Our hearts were closely united together,

and we parted in great union, love, and fellowship. Some of

the preachers who came to the conference were quite dis-

f'atisfied ; but at the close of the meeting they were perfectly

• Journals, p. 264.
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reconciled, and returned to their circuits fully determined to

spend and be spent in the work of the ministry, and in the

fellowship of the Church."

The generous heart of Garrettson was deeply affected by

the final spectacle of peace and brotherly love. At the close

of the session he wrote :
" O what a wonder to see so large a

body of preachers gathered from all parts of the country, and

like little children sitting at each others' feet, united as the

heart of one man, and all engaged in one common cause,

namely, to demolish the kingdom of Satan, and to build up

that of the Eedeemer! I retired to my room, not indeed

alone, for I trust my blessed Saviour was with me. O my
God, let me rather die than cease to love thee." * "Ware

has left a favorable testimony of the session, though he says,

probably in allusion to some personal treatment in the debates,

that "some of the painful sensations I felt, during it, have

caused me at times to wish I could forget there had been such

a meeting ; " but he adds, " we went through our business

amicably ; and there was a gracious work of retival in the

congregations throughout the city. As to the conference,

I was pleased with the spirit in which its business was

transacted." f

Some serious consequences were, however, to follow these

transactions. Lee's prophecy that O'Kelly would not remain

quiet, but would become the head of a party, was to be veri-

fied. He had long lived on the borders between Virginia and

North Carolina. His influence swayed the ministry and peo-

ple, on both sides, all along that line. He had been a devout

and zealous man ; an eloquent preacher ; a strenuous Meth-

odist; a tireless laborer as presiding elder; a heroic opposer

of slavery, enforcing the antislavery :j: law of the Church. Tet

his restless temper had led him into conflict with Asbur}' some

time before the conference of 1T92.§

He was now a veteran^ broken with age. He was an

* Bangs'B GarrettsoD, p. 207. f Life, etc., p. 222.

X Ho not odIv preached against slavery, but published " An Essay on Negro

Slavery," Philadelphia, HSO, the first American Methodist publication of the kind

that I can recall.

§ Asbury's Journals, ii, p. G9. Ho had professed perfect reconciliation, however,

with the bishop a year before the conference. (See p. 134.)
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Iriphman ; his temperament ^vas fierj, and, as usual with

6uch temperaments, his conscience was weak, easily swayed

by his prejudices, weak to yield to them, though strong

to defend them. He returned to Virginia prepared to

upturn the foundations he had helped to lay. Asbury hast-

ened thither also, and held a conference in Manchester.

Already O'Kelly had begun his pernicious work ; some of the

most devoted people and preachers had been disafiected ; and,

in this day, we are startled to read that TVilliam M'Kendree,

afterward one of the saintliest bishops of the Church, and
Ivice Haggard, sent to Asbury " their resignations in writing."

The conference knew the infirmities of O'Kelly, and was
inclined to forbearance ; it resolved to permit the disafiected

itinerants still to preach in its pulpits. It compassionated

Uie veteran leader, and, says Asbury, " as he is almost worn
out, the conference acceded to my proposal of giving him forty

pounds per annum, as when he traveled in the connection,

provided he would be peaceable and forbear to excite divisions."

He accepted the ofier ; used the money for some time ; but at

last relinquished his claim, and devoted himself, with his char-

acteristic zeal, to the promotion of schism. The refusal of the

conference to qualify the episcopal power to appoint the

preachers was his ostensible argument. It was plausible, but

not logical, in the peculiar circumstances of the Church. It

was quite irrelevant to himself personally. " For himself,"

writes Asbury, " the conference well knew he could not com-

plain of the regulation. He had been located to the south

district of Virginia for about ten successive years ; and upon

his plan might have located himself, and any preacher, or set

of preachers, to the district, whether the people wished to have

them or not."

It was a period of general excitement in Virginia by the

political contests of the Eepublicans and Federalists, the former

being the dominant party. O'Kelly adroitly availed himself

of these party agitations, and formed his associates into a Church

^^'ith the title of '' Republican Methodists." Their organization

gave them a temporary power, and disastrous results followed.

Tliey held " conference after conference," devising a system of

church government ; but insubordination reigned among
them. In 1793 they had a number of societies, but, says the
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historian of the times,* they were "formed on a leveling

plan."

All \rere to be on an equal footing. One preacher -sras not to
be above another, nor higher in office or in power than another.
No superiority or subordination was to be "known amon^'
them.^ They promised to the lay members of the Church greater
liberties

^
than they had formerly enjoyed among us, and jiro-

vailed with a good many of our people to leave us and join
them. In some places they took off from us whole societies to-
gether,_ and in many places they drew off a part. Others tliey

threw into confusion; and in some places they scattered the flock
and separated the people one from the other, without securing
them to their own party. They took a few meeting-houses from
us, and preached in them themselves; and some houses we left and
would not preach in them, in order to avoid contentious. The
disaffected party then began to pour out a tlood of abuse against
us, to ridicule us, and to say all manner of evil against us; and
withal, they took unjustifiable steps in order to set our members
against the preachers. The divisive spirit prevailed more in the
south parts of Virginia than in any other place. There were some
of our_ societies in the northeast part of North Carolina who felt

the painful effects of the division, and were considerably scattered
and greatly injured. Several of our local preachers and many of
our private members were drawn off from us, and turned against
us. The societies were brought into such troubles and difficiilties

that they knew not what to do. Many that were drawn off from
us would not join with the other party. Brother was turned
against brother, and one Christian friend against another. The
main contention was about the government of the Church ; who
should govern it, or in what manner it ought to be governed. In
this mist of darkness and confusion, man"}^ religious people, who
had been warm advocates for the life and power of religion, began
to contend about Church government, and neglect the duties of
religion, till they were tunfed back to the world, and gave up re-

ligion altogether. It was enough to make the saints of God woep
between the porch and the altar, and that both- day and night, to

see how "the Lord's flock was carried away captive'" by that divi-

sion. These preachers Avho turned aside from the truth did
abundance of mischief among the people that were not religious,
many of whom became so deeply i)rcjudiced against religion and
religious professors that they would hardly attend on preaching
at all. It might well be said, " Without were fightings, and with-
in were fears."

In 1793 they held a conference in Mannakin Town, Va.,

the scene of a former dissentient Methodist assembly, in the

famous " sacramental controversy." They there framed a con-

Lee, p. 203.
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ftitution, and O'Kelly, as their leader, ordained their preachers.

In ISOl they discarded their laws and title and assumed the

name of ^^The Cliristian Church," renouncing all rules of

Church government but the jSTew Testament, as interpreted by
every man for himself. O'Kelly had published a pamphlet

attacking Asbury and the Methodist Episcopal Church.*

Asbury collected documents for a reply and presented them to

the conference, which appointed one of its ablest members,
Nicholas Snethen, to prepare them for publication. He issued

''A Reply to an Apology," etc., to which O'Kelly responded in

"A Yindication of an Apology." Snethen rejoined in "An
Answer to James O'Kelly's Vindication of his Apology."

Asbury's administration appears unimpeachable in Snethen's

pages. In referring to his accusers the bishop says: "I bid

Euch adieu, and appeal to the bar of God. I have no time

to contend, having better work to do. If we have lost some

children, God will give us more. Ah ! this is the mercy, the

justice of some, who, under God, owe their all to me and my
tyrants^ so called. The Lord judge between them and me."

The war of pamphlets ended, though Lee also prepared, in

part, a manuscript reply to O'Kelly ;f but the internecine war
went on disastrously for some years. It occasioned " a great

fulling away from the Church." " In the years of its greatest

influence, lT93-4:-5, there was a clear loss in the membership
of 7,352. But, although this loss was so great, there is no
enfticient reason to believe ' The Eepublican Methodists,' as

they were then called, had met with corresponding success.

It has been the aim of some writers to show that there were
numerous accessions to Methodism during this period, and
that the loss of the Church was so much greater in proportion

to the amount of these accessions; and that therefore the gain
of O'Kelly was proportionally great. But this argument is

unsupported by any facts we have been able to discover.:}:

It was impossible, however, that a schism so badly managed
could long succeed. It broke into parties ; several of its

preachers fell away from it and formed a new " plan of their

o^vn in Charlotte County, Ya. ;" many individual members

* "The author's Apology for Prote?ting against the Methodist Episcopal Church

Government."—iee'5 Life of Lee, p. 276. Dr. Lee gives a full account of the schism,

f It ia able and conclusive. Dr. Lee inserts it at p. 278. $ Ibid.
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and preachers, tired of the conflict, sou2:lit peace again in tlio

parent Chnrch ; and Lee, -writing in 1S09, says: " They liavo

been divided and subdivided, till at present it is hard to find

two of them that are of one opinion. There are now bnt few

of them in that part of Virginia where they were formerly

the most numerous ; and in most places they are declining."

Ten years after. O'Kelly's revolt Asbury met him again in

Winchester, Ya. The bishop notes in his Journal, August 20,

1802, that, '• Mr. O'Kelly having been taken ill in town, I sent

two of our brethren, Reed and AVells, to see him, by whom I

signified to him that if he wished to see me I would wait on

him : he desired a visit, which I made him on Monday,
August 23. "We met in peace, asked of each other's welfare,

talked of persons and things indifferently, prayed and parted in

peace. Xot a word was said of the troubles of the former times.

Perhaps this is the last interview we shall have upon earth."

Bangs'^ supposes this interview was "near the close of

O'Kelly's life," and expresses the hope that he died reconciled

and " forgiven." Asbury's Journals, however, show that for years

later the energetic seceder still fought his hopeless battle. In

1805 the bishop, passing through Yirgiuia, writes :
" Mr. O'Kelly

has come down with great zeal, and preaches three hours at a

time upon government, monarchy, and episcopacy; occasionally

varying the subject by abuse of the Methodists, calling them aris-

tocrats and Tories ; a people who, if they had the power, would
^

force the government at the sword's point. Poor man !

"

He survived till the IGth of October, 1S2G, when he died in

his ninety-second year, retaining " to the latest period of his

life unabated confidence in the purity and power of his sys-

tem, in age and feebleness his hope in the work of his

hands did not desert him. He went down to the grave,

according to one of his followers, satisfied with the .past, and

peaceful and trustful with respect to the future." f

Singularly devoted, romantically chivalric as were these

primitive itinerants, still they were but men. Their human
infirmities were oftener revealed in their personal or private

relations, than in their public connections with the great cause

* Hist. iL E. Church, vol i, 355.

f Lee's Life of Lee, p. 287, and also an obituary by Rev. John P. Lcmay,

attached to an edi;ion of the Apology, published in Hillsborough, N. C, in 1829.
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for which they labored, and therefore came but seldorn within

the purview of the historian. It seems indeed providential

that, uneducated, enthusiastic, not to say superstitious, as not a

few of them were, their individual weaknesses and eccentrici-

ties so rarely touched their public work. The extraordinary

rojime of their ministerial system doubtless held them in check,

and exliausted their superabundant energy in systematized and

beneficent labors. The first and purest of men fell in Para-

dise ; David fell at the head of God's elect people ; Judas and

Peter in the apostolic band. Some of these good men also

fell. Our Church history records examples of their downfall

into fanatic insanity, schism, intemperance, and, in one instance,

even into murder. Sucb cases were indeed sui-prisingly few,

and quite exceptional to their general fidelity and sanctity

;

but to omit them from our ecclesiastical memorials would be

to write romance, not history, and to suppress the important

lesson, taught not only in Holy Scripture, but in all ecclesias-

tical history, that " all these things happened unto them for

examples ; and they are written for our admonition, upon whom
the ends of the world have come. Wherefore let him that

standeth take heed lest he fall."

We have thus endeavored, with what success the reader

must judge, to ascertain the true chronological position of the

second General Conference, and to restore, in a somewhat
definite form, its doings. It has already been remarked that

we have a standard publication of the journals of this supreme

body of the Church. They form a substantial collection of

indispensable records—indispensable for our history and law

—

in five stout octavos. But they have an inadmissible defect

;

they begin with the session of 1796, and therefore omit the two
most important sessions of the series—the original or Cliristmas

session, at which we began our formal Church existence, and
the "first regular General Conference," from which all the

subsequent sessions date. The editors are not responsible for

this deficiency ; they followed instructions, and confined them-

^Ives to the manuscripts in the General Conference chest.

13ut our " Book Concern " should provide for the supply of this

l^ck. AH the essential records of the great Christmas Confcr-

f^»ce can be had from its oflicial publications, and, with little

<^iting, could be made a fitting opening portion of this
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important series of volumes. "With somewhat more editorial

attention the doings of the second session could be sub-

stantially restored. The two should make the introductory

volume of the series, and would thus perfect it. Some of

our General Conference editors should be chai-ged with this

important ser^ace to the Church.

Abt. n.—bushnell's vicarious sacrifice.

TJie Vicarious Sacrifice, Grounded in Principles of Universal

Obligation. By Horace Bushxell. New York: Charles

Scribner & Co. 1866.

There are some undertakings too difficult for the clearest intel-

lect ; some, impossible to the sturdiest logic. To so construct a

sujpematural religion that it shall be only natural ; to main-

tain a vicarious sacrifice which shall be void of all vicariousness ;

an atonement which is not an atonement, and a redemption

which does not redeem, is an undertaking which Dr. Bushnell

lias carried on to a success that lacks only the succeeding. His

argument is limited to the peculiar foi'ce and personality of

his style. For five hundred and fifty pages he stoutly main-

tains both sides of the tenet of expiation, or satisfaction of

jtistice, by retaining as sacred all the terms of Scripture and

orthodoxy, and by taking out of them all the meaning of Scrip-

ture and orthodoxy, so that he ends where he begins. But he

leaves the careful reader in possession of two advantages : first,

the inherent uniqueness and strength of the orthodox view of

the atonement, illustrated by the shifts and weakness of its

ablest adversaries; for the theory of Dr. Bushnell is mani-

festly too weak to carry him and too heavy to be carried by

him ; and, second, a clear view of the moral power of the

atonement, which is by no means excluded by the recogni-

tion of the claims and satisfaction of justice. Without

making a direct assault, or laying a systematic siege for cap-

turing the strongholds of Christian doctrine, he causes the

spiteful guerrillas of figure and innuendo to so swarm about

the garrisons as to convince the careless observer that all

the country is possessed by his forces, though, in fact, the
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^vrt*, tlie strategy, the bases of supply, are unassailed and

unjui.-ailable.

It is difficult to determine -which he hates most cordially,

infidelity or orthodoxy. He says on the vary Jirst page of the

lK>dy of his work : "And ^Yhich of the two is the greater wrojig

and most to be deplored, that by which the fact itself" (Christ's

work) " is rejected, or that by which it is made fit to be rejected,

I M-ill not stay to discuss." And our author could see the

Church fall rather than believe Luther's statement of justifica-

tion by faith. (P. 439.) This is his animus.

The Introduction is the presentation of a XEW ecclesiastical

father under an old name. BiishiieWs Anselm is not the Church's

Anselra, nor yet Ansehn's Anselm, Bushnell's Anselm has to

do only with " consequences turning on the consideration of what

is ' becoming,' ' due to God's honor,' necessary to save Him from

magisterial ' weakness.' "—P. IS. But the real Anselm insists

on the punishment of the sinner as the condition of " God's

being just to himself.''''- Again, our author''s Anselm rejects

in toto any satisfaction to justice, " Indeed, the idea of a

penal suffering in Christ, and a satisfaction made thereby to

retributive justice, is expressly rejected as a thing too revoUing

to he thought of.^^—P. 19, And the passage from the Cui Deus
UomOy is quoted as proof of this remarkable statement :

" Where
is the justice of delivering to death for a sinner a man most

just of all men ? What man would not be condemned himself

who should condemn the innocent to free the guilty ?" p. 19.

I)r, Eushnell ought to have noticed that this is not the senti-

ment of Anselm, but of his objecting, seeking pupil, Baso, and
that the master answers it in the context. Xo wonder that

our author^s Anselm, " at points further on, appears to be a

little clouded or obscure, where satisfaction turns more on the

death and less on the ohedience of Christ."—P. 21, Once more,

Bushnell's Anselm makes the death of Christ no essential part

of his work, only an incident. (P. 22.) But tl>e real Anselm
Jield, not only to the obedience, but also to the d^iath of Christ.

Head his Cui Deus Homo, or his "direction" for the \-isitation

of the sick, {Opera i, GS3. Ed. Migne,) where he says to the

Bick, " Go to, then, and whilst thy soul abideth in thee put all

thy confidence in this death " (of Christ) " alone
;
place thy

trust in no other thing; commit thyself wholly to this death;
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cover thyself wholly with this alone ; cast thyself wholly on

this death; wrap thyself wholly in this deathf and much

more of the same. Had Bushnell charged his theory to Socl-

nus, instead of Anselm, it would have been less embarrassing

to the facts.

Dr. Bushnell divides his book into four parts. Part I,

^^N'othiiig sujKrlative in vicarious saciifice^ en' above the xLiiiversal

^inci-ples of right and duty.'''' By an adroitly loose and am-

biguous deiinition he includes the internal Father, the Jloly

Spiiit, the good angels, and all souls redeemed in the same

vicarious saci^Jice. Part II. "77t6 life and sacrifice of Christ

is what he does to hecojne a renovating and saving jpowerP

Part III. '''The relatione of God's Ictvj and justice to his saving

work in Christ^ Part IV. ^'Sacrificial symbols and their uses.'^

The aim of the book is to show that Christ's work was simply

and solely to renew humanity, to work a new life, and had 710

reference^ in any vjay, to the satisfaction of justice ; simply

" to bring us out of our sins themselves, and so out of their

penalties."—P. 41. There is no incurred penalty requiring

attention. Justice has no claims to be met. The sinner needs

only to throw down his arms, and he is, in that fact, fully re-

constructed. Justice does not enter into the case at all, save

that, 60 far as the sinner refuses to be reconstructed, so far jus-

tice does not reconstruct him. Any satisfaction to justice is

denounced as the greatest outrage upon " every strongest senti-

ment of our nature," (p. 41;) '^ would satisfy nothing hut the

very icorst injustice.''-—P. 46. To maintain the Socinian view,

it is necessary to deny the substitution of Christ in the place

of the sinner; to bring Christ under obligations to do and

sufier what he did ; to identify God and man as " fellow-

natures ;" to make justice the creature of the divine will; to

deny any reconciliation on the part of God, and the necessity

of Christ's death ; to give new and arbitrary renderings of all

tJie Scriptures on the work of Christ ; to take the meaning out

of such terms as redemption, atonement, propitiation, recon-

ciliation, bought with a price, and the like, and to give another

system of sacrifice as a substitute for the system given to the

Jews. This is the work before our author, and he enters upon

it with a courage worthy of a better cause.

Let us consider his underlying principles.
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I. CO>'CERXIN'G THE DEFINITION A^^) TSE OF THE TERM
VICARIOUS,

Our author undertakes an explanation of the word vicarious

tliat promises results in harmony with the meaning it has with

all other writers. " It is the same word in the root as the word

vice in vicegerent, vicar, vice-general, vice-president, and the

h'ke. It is a word that carries always a face of substitu-

tion. . . . Thus a vice-president is one who is to act, in cer-

tain contingencies, as and for the president. . . . Any person

acts vicariously, in this view, just so far as he comes in place

of another."—P. 39. All this drives steadily forward the

orthodox view that Christ's vicarious suffering is in our stead,

for us, as we were under sentence of death. He died for us,

that we might live. This will not suit Dr. Bushnell, so he

concludes from all this definition, that *' Christ, in what is

called his vicarious sacrifice, simply engages, at the expense

of great suffering, and even of death, to bring us out of our

Eins, and so out of their penalties."—P. 41. Yicarious suf-

fering is nothing more than sympathy. God takes us on his

burdened feeling, as the mother carries her child on her feel-

ing, (P, 47.) That is, in brief, vicarious means, " in the place of

another," "in the stead of another/" therefore vicarious sac-

rifice does not mean sacrifice in the place of another, sacrifice

in the stead of another : a non sequitur. The argument in

support of this use of " vicarious " is more adroit than satis-

factory. It is based on Matthew viii, 17 :
" Himself took our

infirmities and bare our sicknesses." Bushnell says Matthew
fiuotes a verse " from the stoch chapter, Isaiah liii, whence all

the vicarious language of the jS'ew Testament is drawn," (p, 43,)

and applies it to Christ casting out devils and healing the

eick. Christ's relation to our diseases, therefore, determines

his relation to our sins, "We are asked, " Does it mean that

he had our sicknesses transferred to him, and so taken off from

^3? . . . that he became blind for the blind, and the like.

^s'o one had ever such a thought. How, then, did he bear

our sicknesses, or in what sense? In the sense that he took

them on his feeling."—Pp. 43, 44. This is the way he bore

our sins, namely, on his feeling, by way of sympathy. Does
this strike bottom ? Is it exhaustive ?
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All sickness and suffering is the fruit, the consequence of
sin

; 60 that Christ bearing our sins bears our sicknesses and suf-

fei-ings, in their cause^ and thus, in the truest sense, fulfills the
prophecy. As our substitute he lias taken our diseases upon
him, in that he has taken their cause^ our sin^ upon him.
Thus it was fitting that he should manifest his relation to

the cause by removing the effects, diseases. He did not
take our diseases upon him in any surface sense, as bavin"-

them as results of a deeper cause put upon him. But in the

deeper and scriptural sense of taking upon him their cause he

did " take our infirmities and bear our sicknesses." To desig-

nate the 53d of Isaiah as a '"'stock chapter "is not sufiicient

to turn away the force of its clear, explicit statements of

Christ's substitution in our place. Our author might better

reject this 53d chapter of Isaiah and the word '''• mcariou^sf his

theory would then be less embarrassed. Why not reject the

•word instead of assassinating it ? It has become so radically

essential to Christian doctrine as taught in Scripture, and as

demanded in the conscious want of guilty humanity, that to

abandon it and the idea it contains would be to insure rejection.

But which is the more to be distrusted, a v:olf, or a wolf in

sheep's clothing^ Holding to our author's exposition (p, 30)

and rejecting his use (p. -il) of the word \ncarious, his Part I

falls helpless in spite of his shifts and stout show of affirma-

tions. And his view of the Eternal Father, the Holy Spirit,

the good angels, and all souls redeemed in vicarious sacrifice,

goes by the board.

II. CONCERNING GOD AND if-^N AS FELLOW-NATUEES.

Another radical error underlying our author's theory^ and

cropping out here and there, is the assumption that the

Creator and the creature are of one nature, under the same

law, under the same obligaticms. This is gratuitously assumed.

No attempt is made to prove this dogma. We are continu-

ally met with such declarations as these :

We must bring everything back io common staridards of eternal

virtue, and wo must find Christ doing and suffering just what be

ought.—P. 38. What Ave call the vicarious sacritice of Christ in

nothing strange as regards the princi])le of it, no superlative, unex-

ampled, and therefore unintelligible grace. . . . Nothing is -want-
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inc: to resolve tHe vicarious sacrifice of Jesus but the commonly
known and always familiar principle of love.—P. 48. It is very
true that we are not to set ourselves up as redeemers of the
world. Our petty measures of quantity and character forbid such
a thought, J«.N-< as any feeble and low man would be only absurd
in attempting what is given to some most qualified and strongest
man of his oxen species.—P. 124. [God and man in 0)ie species.,

ctilv God is the greater.] They are fellow-natures Avith him-
seli:—P. 244.

These citations might be extended indefinitely, for his theory-

rests on this principle. But enough have been cited to sliow

that the theory vaults to the Infinite, and handles his char-

acter as if he were an equal or a menial. A theory that is

compelled to moimt so high for a footing is in danger of not
securing a footing. Is it true that there is no difference,

except in degree, between the Creator and the being created ?

Does not a nature that is self-cxlstent, containing all tilings in

itself, differ from a nature absolutely dependent and derived?

Is there no gulf between the finite and the Infinite ? To state

Euch a theory is to refute it.

Suppose we revert to the famous point of "right" in "obli-

gation" to which the oneness of the Creator and the creature
is most frequently asserted. Is the "obligation" the same for

each? Is the " righV the same ? Man's obligation and whole
duty is to love his Maker supremely and his neighbor as him-
Belf. Is this God's duty and obligation \ Man must serve his

Maker, must God ? When Clirist sums up man's duty he does
not mention any abstract law of right. All he recognizes,

though in harmony with the law of right, is contained in

nian's relations as a creature, and does not even liint at any
obligation tliat might rest upon an independent -being. AVhen
man has done all, he is an unprofitable servant. Is this true
of God ? The cardinal law of Bushnell's book must be aban-
doned, because it is as unscriptural as it is revolting. And
with this disappears again his famous dogma of " all good
beings in vicarious sacrifice."

ni. CONCERNLN-G CHRIST'S MEETING STANDARD OBLIGATION.

Anotlier peculiar view of our author, growing out of tho
last mentioned, is, that Christ, in all he did and Bufiered, was
only meeting standard obligations. He says :
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"We must fincl Christ doing and suffering just what he ought, or

felt that he ought, neither more nor less. . . . Do we then assume
that Christ in his vicarious sacrifice was xinder ohliqation to do
and suffer just what he did? Ex.actly this.—P. 58. When Jesu<,

in his saciifice, takes our lot upon his feeling, and goes even to

the cross for us, we need also to conceive that he does this lor

the right., and heccmse the everlasting icord of righteousness com-
mands him.—P. 171.

He says of Christ's work to save sinners, his sorrow?,

sufferings, and sacrifices

:

All this in eternal obligation.—P. 308. There is nothing optional,

as many conceive, in his sacrifice. ... In it he is just as good as

he is in ohligatio7i to be.—P. 311. Christ came just because the

law he had been in from eternity sent him, and his incarnate aji-

pearing was but the necessary outcoming in time of God's eternal

love.—P. 315.

Exactly -what is meant by this " obligation " that neces-

sitated an outcoming in time, is not very clear. The asser-

tion that " it is not an obligation to another, but to himself,"

(p. 58,) does not relieve it. This is certain, that in Dr. Bush-

nell's view this obligation to himself %vas so absolute that

"there was nothing optional in his sacrifice;" that his incar-

nation and suffering were " necessary

P

1. We object to this xdew that it mahes God a. mere machine.

If language means anything, this establishes a sublime fatalism

over the divine administration. God is bowed under a name-

less fate or necessity ; man only is free.

2. We object to it that it docs not cover all the facts in the

case. If God is obligated, by his nature, to redeem man as

a fallen race, the same obligation " commands " him to redeem

fallen angels as a fallen race. But Inspiration declares that

" the angels which kept not their first estate. . . . He hath

reserved in everlasting chains under darkness unto the jiulg-

ment of the great day."

3. We object to it that it contradicts the teachings of

Scripture. When man has done all, he is an unprofitable

servant ; when Christ has done all, is he an unprofitable serv-

ant ? And by what " common standard " can it be right for

all redeemed souls to sing, " Thou art worthy. ... for thou

wast slain and hast redeemed us to God by thy hlood. . •

Worthy is the lamb that was slain to receive power, and riclies,

and wisdom, and strength, and honor, and glory, and blessing 1
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4. "We object to it that it is opposed to the same authority

vpon which it rests, namely, Dr. Bushnell's word. "We have

this dogma on the sole authority of Dr. Bushnell, and he says,

" Perhaps it is better not to say that he is under law, lest we

associate some constraint or limitation, but that he is in it."

—

—P. 308. Again, " There was no constraint in the obligation,

it is true.—P. 310. Which is true: that "there ica-s no con-

straint,^^ or that there is ^'nothing optional in his sacrifice,"

and that it " was the necessary ontcoming " of his love ?

Either one position or the other, or both, or neither is true.

If the fatalism is true, why not the freedom ? Both rest on

the same authority, namely, Dr. Bushnell's word, and vice

versa. If both are true, what, then, is the character of God's

action in redemption ? It is neither constrained, nor optional,

that is not constrained. But every action is either constrained

or not constrained, that is, optional, as every thing is, logically,

either Caesar or not Caesar. Therefore this action is simply

nothing. If neither are true, then we are just where we were

before this theory came to light. And, in any case, the ortho-

dox view is unaffected so far as this theory is concerned.

This dogma of " Christ's meeting standard obligation," so

necessary to Dr. Bushnell's theory for disposing of the merit of

Clirist's death, mnst be rejected, because it makes God a mere

machine ; because it does not cover all the facts in the case

;

because it contradicts the teachings of Scripture ; and because

it commits suicide in the author's brain and is born dead.

IV. CONCERNI>'G THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN " LAW BEFORE
Tm '>GOVERNMENT" AND LAW IN "INSTITUTED GOVERNMENT,

The work to be done, without which our author's theory

cannot stand a moment, is to get rid of justice. This dis-

posed of, there is no more need of satisfying it, and his theory

is inaugurated in power. To accomplish the work of making

justice a variahU thing, the creature of the divine will, a

matter which God is at liberty to exercise or not, as he sees

fit, our author is forced to an invention, the only merit of

which is its originality. It is the arbitrary distinction between

^Haw Irfore government,^'' and '"'laiu in instituted government.''''

This law before government is the eternal law of right, to

^vhich God and all creatures are in everlasting obligation.

Fourth Seuies, Vol. XVIII.—23
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" God's own nature was in law, or crystalizing in eternal obli-

gation. . . . The law was ideal, not governmental, a simple

thought, . . . and this allegiance to an idea, namely, W^A ?", was

his righteousness, the sum of all his perfections."—P. 235.

All creatures are under this law, and if they keep it they will

never come under instituted government. This law before

government contains no dement of retrihutive action. For he

says, " nothing is contrimd in them (creatures) or the loorld to

have a retrihutive action.^^—P. 241. Of course this must be

denied, or justice will not relax its hold upon the throat of

his theory.

If any race breaks through this law of right " it will suffer

a treviendous shock of recoil. . . . TVe do not know that it

Buffers anything in the scale of desert, which is the common

notion of justice ; we only know that it receives a shock of

necessary pai?i.^'—P. 242. This is the teaching under the

idea of law before government. Our author thus proceeds to

fix all retributions, and retributive justice, in his "instituted

government." This is " contrived " ^"ith penalties, and threats,

and all devices, to drive men out of their sins. (P. 253.)

Justice being contrived in instituted government, God is at

liberty to use them or not. lie is under no obligation to set

in operation any positive forces. So he says "justice and penal

sanctions are inaugurated with instituted government."

—

P. 255. " God must be righteous ; God loill be just."—P. 250.

This brings Dr. Bushnell to the desire of his book, namely,

that "justice is only a reason of polity by which God rules."—

P. 259. Such is the invented distinction, and such its fruit.

To state clearly such a distinction is to refute it. And there

are many reasons why it is not true. We will cite only a few.

1. It allows thefact ofretribution to remain, and bases a theory

on the rnere denial of a name or loord. We are told that a race

breaking through the law of right " will suffer a tremendous

shock of recoil.' There will bc^a terrible disjunction of order

in their parts and powers, so that what they call their soul

will be scarcely better than a wrangle of contrarieties, or
j^

cage of growling antipathies. ... It receives a shock ot

necessary pain."—P. 242.

What is all this in fact but retributive action upon m
Binner, on account of his sin ? What more could retribution do (
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AVe liave the stubborn fact, and the mere change of the name
is too insignificant for a basis of theology.

2. It conceals the penalty till after the offense, or commits

the hlitnder of an ex post facto law / or, holding to tJte fact

if retribution and coxcealixg- it, the dogma adds the Uun-

dcr of an ex post facto, to the crime of deception. If there is

a hell of ^' necessary pain,'''' it is monstrous to conceal it till after

the ofiender is engulfed. But on the denial of the word
retribution, the fact remaining, our author insists that the

*' contrivance," " invention," " inauguration of justice," " retrib-

utive sanctions," penalties and the like, are not instituted till

after the offense. Keeping the law of right, the creature

never comes under instituted government. And " a law with

a penalty to a realm in perfect holiness would even be an

impropriety, or llamalle offense."—P. 322. That is, God's

command to Adam, created in his own image and likeness,

not to eat of the fruit of the tree of knowledge, '' for in the

day thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die," was a crime

in God, 60 that Adam was under no obligation to obey.

Stupendous results for a new theology

!

3. The distinction confounds law with mere advice. The
universal conception of law is, that it carries with it a

penalty for the offender ; otherwise it is only advice, to be

followed or not, according to the convenience of the one

advised.

4. The distinction, if possible, is not in point. It does not

cover the case. As soon as any creature is created he is, in

virtue of his existence as a creature, under relations and obli-

gations to his Creator. These Christ makes his whole duty.

These constitute government. Being in the divine character,

it comes into exercise on occasion of the relation of Creator

and creature. And we cannot think creature, without also

thinking this relation, which involves government. Thus,

the distinction of our author fails by the very conditions of

its existence. "We therefore reject this distinction between

hiw before government, and law in instituted government,

because it allows the fact of retribution to remain, denying

only the name ; because it conceals the penalty till after the

offense ; because it makes God the author of an ex post facto

law; because it confounds law with advice; and because it
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cannot apply to the case. Either of these is sufficient to

destroy the dogma. How can it carry them all ?

V. CONCERXIXG THE DOCTRINE OF JUSTICE.

On this subject onr author carries on his deception of usinj^

old standard terms, with new and antagonistic meanings, witli

a perfection tliat is almost an art. The art consists in gradu-

ally working off the standard meaning of terms, and insinu-

ating Ms cnim, by informal and incidental movements toward

his Tiew, till he has established his own definitions by his

own previous use ; then he ventures on a statement assumed

to be proven, and from this dashes on to results the most

astounding. He undertakes to impugn justice, and bring the

orthodox view of the atonement into ill repute. He says

:

If the total import of his cross is, that God's wrath is satisfied

and the books made square, there is much to revolt the soul . . .

and raise a chill of revulsion.—P. 30. Tlie substitution of Christ

for us offends every strongest sentiment of our nature.—P. 41.

It would satisfy nothing but the very worst injustice.—P. 40. I

do not undertake to show that Christ came to till out any scheme
of satisfaction or coni|iensation.—P. 315. Not that he indorsed so

much of suffering as havimn^ it penally upon him, lie has no such
thovyht.—P. 3S9. lie suffers the curse they are justly under, . . .

not to satisfy God's justice, but in a way of coming at their con-

sciences and hearts,—P. 395.

To make room for these views our author invents the dis-

tinction between law before government and law in instituted

government, which we considered in the last previous section,

and deduces from it statements like the following: "Justice

is only a co-factor with mercy."—P. 271. " God mv^t be right-

eous ; God will be just. . . . Justice is the reason of polity

by which God rules."—P. 259. From this view of justice as

the creature of the divine vnll, it is not difficult to put it

aside when it is in the Way of a theory. It follows quite

easily that " there is no such thing in God, or any other being,

as a kind oi justice which goes hy the laio of desert.''"'—P. 27'^.

Such justice need not be satisfied or compensated, could have

Xo claims to be met, for it can be set aside and make large

loom for their Socinian theory. This view is absolutely

essential to Dr. Bushnell's theory. It is the heart of the
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wliole matter. It is the whole matter. Therefore let us con-

gider it.

1. "We object to it because it is not all that follows from
his premises. The argument of the book depends upon the

statement that " God will be just, as distinguished from the

formula that God must be just. AYhile it is true that " God
will be just," if it is also true that God must be just, all

the deductions from the basis that God merely lo'dl be just

are void. Bushnell says " God must be righteous," and " be-

cause he must be righteous he undertakes to be the vindicator

of his violated law." Eighteousness is an absolute term.

Justice is a relative term. In or out of relations, God must

be righteous. But justice being a relative term, depends upon

the presence of the relation, so that we cannot say with tech-

nical accuracy, God must be just. Because he may exist out

of relations, that is, when there is no other being, it will not be

proper to say that he is then either just or unjust. But it

does not follow that his justice is only voluntary^ when the

relation exists calling for justice or injustice. Justice is the

acting out of GocVs righteousness^ or more properly his holi-

ness. Dr. Bushnell prefers the term righteousness ; we will

not demur. Therefore the same obligation that binds him to

be righteous in or out of relations, binds him to be just in

relations. Dr. Bushnell's conclusion should be, God must he

just in relations, not, " God toill be just." Further, the occa-

non of relations adds nothing to the divine character, there-

fore that which comes out as justice, on occasion of relations,

call it righteousness or what we may, is eternally in God's

character. In fact, God must be just. Technically speaking,

God miLst be just in relations.

Dr. Bushnell's fallacy is like concluding tbat, because there

can be only one shortest distance between two given points

in space, tlierefore it is impossible for two lines to be parallel.

2. We object to this view of justice because it removes the

need of pardon. If justice has no claims against us, then

either there is nothing for which we need pardon, or something
else has the claims against us denied to justice. If the latter,

thc/«c^ of claims remains, only the name is changed, and we
need a substitute as before. If tlie former, then Christ's

command or instruction to pray " forgive us our debts,"
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subject of pardon, are opposedand all the Scripture on this

to this theory of our autlior.

3. We object to this view of justice because the distinc-

tion between '' law before government " and " law in institute" 1

government," upon which it rests, is utterly worthless and

impossible, as shown above.

4. We object to this view of justice because it is opposed

to the very same authority upon which it depends, namely,

Dr. Bushn ell's word.

BUSHXELL AGAIifST JUSTICE verSVS BUSHXELL FOR JUSTICE.

There is no such thing in God, or any

other being, as a kind of justice which

goes by the law of desert. . . . There is

no principle which any human being can

state or even think, that obliges him, on

pain of losing character, to do by the dis-

obedient exactly as they deserve. The

rule taken as a measure has no moral

Eignification.—P. 270.

We conceive it to bo a matter a great

deal more definite than it is, to say that

justice is the making the transgressor

suffer what he deserves. Is it the divine

justice to fly at evil doing and make it

feel just as much evil as it practices.

—

P. 2C3.

[Such Scriptures as " Render to every

man according to his deeds," and the

"fex talkmis," "For with what measure

ye meet it shall be measured to you

again," are toned down to suit the case

by the convenient commonplace,] ''In a

certain pcpular sense this language is

good."—P. 263.

Exactly what sense, " popular" or otherwise, Dr. BushnoU

gives to lan^'iiagc is not clear. And it is still more doubttul

which side of the question of justice he is on. "We infer that

he is on loth, or rather that he is on one side and his thiory

on the other. At least it is fair to conclude that he is lil^e

HIS Luther, '^not one hut two men, a Christiafi and a tho

logiany—P. 437. And, further, we conclude, that if hi=

authority is good it is a sufficient answer to his th^oi^y.

Justice being, in the administration, a

due infliction of such evil [evil in redre5.s

of wrong] according to the ill-desert of

the wrong.—P. 3S0.

Justice moves on in the positive vigor

of the wrath principle, girded with inC'.-x-

ible majesty for the doing upon wrong of

what wrong deserves.—P. 367.

Christ begins with the declaration that

no jot or tittle of the law shall fail, . . .

and cannot close his first sermon without

promulgating several times over the ap-

palling doctrine of future punishment.

This doctrine is as distinctively Christian

as the forgiveness of sins. I do not of

course imagine that the fact is new, but

the doctrine is. The fact was in the law of

natural retribution from the first, just as

gravity was in the world before it was

declared by science.—P. 342. Justice

is a fixed principle of order, as truly as

the laws of the heavenly bodies.—

P. 282.
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VI. CONCERNING RECONCILIATION.

After what has been shown concerning our author's view of

justice, it is but natural that he should be sorely and fatally

at fault concerning reconciliation. The ground of his \aew

being removed, it hardly seems necessary to enter upon any
elaborate argument. "We will only mention a few points.

1. " Keconciliation is a word of transformation wholly inap-

plicable to God, and, what is more, it is here even formally

applied to us. . . . It is one thing to reconcile the world and

a very different tiling to reconcile God."—P. 165. Wliat is

the Scripture idea of reconciliation ? Clearly that the offender

does somewhat to reconcile him whom he has offended. Thus
the Philistines say af David, " Whereunto should he reconcile

himself to his master ?"—1 Sam. xxix, 4. He had ofiended

Saul and needed to pacify him, yet he is said "^o rcconciU

himself to his master.'''' Christ says, "If thou bring thy gift

to the altar and there rememberest that thy hrother hath aught

against thee. . . . first be reconciled to thy Irother and then

come."—Matt, v, 23, 24. The person addressed is the offender

and can have nothing against his brother. But his hrother

had somethiyxg against him ; yet he is exhorted TO be recon-

ciled TO HIS brother. Has God offended man, or has

man offended God ? We leave the question of the use of lan-

guage between our author and his Master.

2. The suffering of the innocent for the guilty is denounced

as unjust and imposs'ible. " It would revolt the soul."—P. 30.

"It would satisfy nothing but the very worst injustice."

—

P. 46. "He is going, in fact, to overturn all relations of'

desert, by taking pains not desei^ed to release pains that are."

—

P. 492. " A punishment sticks immovably to the wrong-

doer, and no commutation, expiation, or transfer of places can

remove it."—P. 493.

To this view, as old as Basilides, (A. D, 125,) we need hardly

answer. It has been so often refuted that it seems almost a

shame to drag it out of its grave again. Put since it is out,

and its skeleton clatters at us from the pages of this new
hook^ let us give it another decent burial.

That we inherit disabilities, evils, burdens, woes, from our
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parents, is an admitted fact. If it is unjust, or against the

divine plan, that any other being should take away from us

any of the consequences of our guilt, it must also be unjust,

and against the divine plan, that any other being should have
brought upon us any of the consequences of his guilt. Surelv

God would rather take away consequences of guilt, of whicli

we are sick, by the voluntary intervention of another, than

burden us with consequences of another's guilt, involuntarilv

aimed at us, which we do not wish to inherit. Thus we read :

"Therefore, as by the offense of one, judgment came upon all

men to condemnation, EVEX so by the righteousness of one,

the free gift came upon all men unto justification of life."

Kom. V, 18.

Again, as a matter of fact, the question of justice, in reference

to the suflering of Christ, is not one of degree, but one oi fact,
not how viuch he suffered, but, did he sufi'cr at all P A soli-

tary insult offered him by any sinner, a single look of scorn

from any proud Jew. involves the whole question of justice.

The whole plan of our author is under the same objection. If

the just suffered for the unjust, we are plunged into this diffi-

culty, if it be one. The change of najne does not change the

fact. In both the Old and Xew Testaments every suffering is

regarded a punishment. It is the "wages of sin" from the

very dawn of revelation. Cfcrist suffered: therefore, either he
suffered vicarioushj, that is, in the jplace of others or another,

or he suffered as Icing himself a sinner. Choose ye.

Cornj)elling Christ to suffer, by an eternal necessity, does not

commend itself to the " moral sense " of " any right-thinking

mind," any more tlian his volunteering to suffer. The new
theory must carry all the old burdens, augiuented -by many
new ones. Again. As to the transfer of guilt, so as to treat

an iimocent person as if he were guilty, for no one makes
Christ guilty, in fact, as Dr. Bushnell insinuates, is it with-

out example in the divine action ? If so, how came Canaan
under the burden of Ham's transgression ? Why were seventy
thousand of Israel slain for David's sin ? How fared it with

the children of Achan ? God approved of the execution uf

seven eons of Saul f..r Saul's guilt ? This is old ground. The
path is beaten hard and rutted deep. If one cannot follow

it as it is, he is too blind to see any foot-prints we may make.
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3. Let us consider at this point onr author's view of Christ's

death. He maintains that Christ died incidentally. Doing a

right work, he so persisted in it that he died just as any mis-

sionary dies in his M'ork. " The conception is, that he comes

into the world, not simply to be murdered, or as being com-

manded of the Father to die, but that having a specially right

work laid upon him by the Father, he is able rather to die for

it than to renounce it."—P. 20. •' He expected that dying

for his work would give eloquence and power to his mission,

just because, not coming here to die, he would have it put

upon him as the cost of his fidelity."—P. 131.

The statement of such a dogma immediately suggests much
Scripture to the contrary. " I lay down my life for the sheep."
"' Christ was once offe^xd to bear the sins of many." " "While

we were yet sinners Christ died for us." " In whom we have

redemption through his hlood.'"' " Christ died for the ungodly."
" If one died for all." After the resurrection, " Ought not

Christ to have suffered these things." Ovxl edei, was it not

necessary. Surely Christ^s death was no incidental matter in

the view" of Insj)iration.

VII. CONCERXIXG INTERPRETATION.

The theory of our author is not more out of harmony with

the faith of the Church, than his interpretation is opposed to

the general judgment, both of evangelical and of rationalizing

exegetes. "We have no disposition to go into a detailed exam-

ination of passages, and we have not space to produce a com-

mentary, nor to collect the opinions of exegetes. It will be

sufficient to give Dr. Bushnell's principles of interpretation as

illustrated in his own style

:

Suppose some state has contrived a prison for the punishment
of public maletactors on the plan of an ordeal by Providence.

The prison is placed in the region of some deadly miasma, the

design being to let every convict go free after some given numbers
of years are passed. . . . Finally, it comes to the knoM'ledge of a

certain good monk, . . . that a notable prisoner, who, a long
time ago, was his bitter private enemy, begins to show the work-
ing of the poison, . . . wlicrenpon the godly servant says, " This
ynan was my enemy, and for Christ's sake I must go to him, trying,

if I can, to save him." Becoming thus tlie prisoner's faithfd nurse

and atteudant, he is recovered and goes free, aud the benefactor

takes the infection and dies. And now the rescued man throws
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out his soul on words, trying vainly to express the incxpressihle

tenderness of his obligation. He writes, and talks, and sini^s

nothing but gratitude all his life long, telling how the christly

man saved him, by Avhat poor figures he can raise. " O, he bore

my punishment," "became the criminal for me," "gave his life for

mine," " died that I might live," " stood in my lot of guilt," " suf-

fered all my suftering." . . . Then after a time, when he and his

benefactor are gone, some one undertakes to write their story, and

the dull, biind-hc.arted literalizer takes up all i\ic%Q forms of ei'prts:-

sion in the letters and reported words of the recovered felon,

showing most conclusively from them that the good monk actually

got the other's crime imputed to him, took the guilt of it, . . .

died in his place. . . . The honors won for Christian theology by

this kind of interpretation put upon the free words of Scripture

make a very sad figure, and are better to be lost than preserved.

I do not, to speak "frankly, know a passage of Scripture that can,

•with any fairness, be turned to signify a legal or judicial substitu-

tion of Christ in the place of the transgressor ; none that, taken

with only a proper Christia?i intelltyence, can be understood as

affirming either the fact or the necessity of a compensation made
to God's justice for the release of sin.—Pp. 399, 398.

Comment is hardly necessary. Passing over in silence the

almost blasphemy of calling the Son of God a monk, and

intimating that he takes the infection and dies, let us attend

to the point in hand, his style of interpretation. A theory

must be sorely pressed, to base its defense upon the affirma-

tion that the clear, scholarly, accurate, logical statements of

doctrine by such a mind as St. Paul's, and that, too, under tlie

guidance of the Holy Ghost, are only
^^
fervors of expression,^^

only ^^free words,''^ gushings of a gratitude in direct antag-

onism to the trutli, saying " Christ died for us," when, in fact,

he did not die for us. Strange inspiration, teaching tluit

" Christ bore our sins in his ovm. body upon the tree," -when

he did no such thing.

The weight of learning and sanctified research that has

accumulated for eighteen centuries in support of the orthodox

view of the atonement, would seem to be sufficient to pre-

vent any "right-thinking man" from affirming that no ''fair-

ness," no "proper Christian intelligence," can find a single

passage to support the orthodox view of the atonement.

Surely here is another speaking " with authority.
''"' To such

clever assumption nothing is impossible. The above is the

key to our author's style of interpretation, not let slip ti'om

his pen without having been weighed, but carefully oon-
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ftructed and approvingly referred to later in the work.

(P. 479.) It is on this key that he disposes of Isaiah liii. He
admits that " these are all figures that refer more or less

clearly to judicial and penal processes, as if Christ, the sub-

ject, were somehow positively handled in our place."—P. 47S.

But he tries to parry its force by saying that "the whole

chapter is from the point of gratitude. ... It is the witness

of a tender confession, not a prophecy save in that form."

—

P. 479. Nothing but " a figure to express tender acknowledg-

ment."—P. 479. This disposition of Isaiah lii and liii cer-

tainly must brand Dr. Buslmeirs argument with absolute

worthlessness, when we remember that Christ and his apos-

tles refer to this section more frequently and more emphatic-

ally than to any other part of the Old Testament. They
everywhere regarded it as a prophecy that must be fulfilled.

If by prophecy we understand the declaration of an event

before the event, or " the foretelling of an event^'^ this " stock

chapter" is a prophecy. From the analogy of the new mean-

ings of such words as " vicarious," " propitiation," " atone-

ment," " redemption " " reconciliation," and the like, no man
can tell what is meant by prophecy. So that in this new
lexicon, this "stock chapter" may not be a prophecy. It may
be a conundrum, or a pun, or a prayer.

Enough has been said to show the style of interpretation to

which our author is driven. To see this in its strain and press-

ure is to reject it. If the Scriptures had designed to teach the

substitution and penal suffering of the Messiah, they could not

have selected stronger and clearer words for that purpose than

the words used concerning him. Either Dr. Bushnell has been

mistaken in his conception of the use of language, or the

prophets, and the Master, and the apostles, were the most

bungling linguists and teachers that ever tried to state a

proposition or declare a truth. The words used in the He-
brew are even stronger than the words by which they are

translated. 533 is to plague, a word having direct reference

to suffering on account of guilt. Compare Psalm Ixxiii, 14

;

2 Kings XV, 5. In this last place Azariali is smitten with a

plague, leprosy, which in the laxo is distinctly designated as a

punishment of sin. So, also, the idea of 'guilt is almost crys-

talized in the word "iSi^a, chastisement. This is very often the
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punishment of the incorrigibly wicked, simple strokes of retrib-

utive justice, for example, Proverbs xv, 10 ; Jeremiah ii, 10.

Surely the many strong terms of Isaiah cannot be vapored

away into mere sympathy.

VIII. CONCERNING SACRIFICE.

Dr. Bushncirs views on this subject are also fitted to his

theory. He has the old iron bedstead, and the Old Testa-

ment sacrifices must lie thereon. The head and feet refuse

to come within the limits. But that is a slight embarrass-

ment. A few strokes with the ax and they drop ofi". The
brain and the understanding are gone, but the dead remnant

fits the place. , He endeavoi-s to so prepare the way for this

slaughter that it may be the least sacrilegious possible, and

still be a slaughter. This commences by giving the Jewish

sacrifices an equivocal or ambiguous origin. " They were

instituted, doubtless, just as language, namely, by a divine

instigation acting through human instincts and voices."

—

P. 453. Even this is toned down, or reduced to a point, by

"man had in his nature a language /a«^^^?/." So we are to

receive sacrifices as the invention of a sacrifice faculty.

Man felt a want and longed for communion with God.
" Observing how it was the way of smoke to rise up heaven-

ward," he took the " hint," (p. 453,) and proceeded to sacrifice.

The sacrifices were only intended to create a language in

which to handle Christ. But it does not appear why any

otlier system of sacrifices might not have done this as well,

nor why any other people might not have handled Christ as

well as the chosen people. He denies all idea of exjnation

in the Jeiclsh sacrifices. " I am able, after a most thorough

and complete examination of the Scriptures, to affirm with

confidence that they exhibit no trace of expiation.
^''—P. 49C.

"Expiation is o. pagan cm^ruptlon of the Jewish cultus."—P. 4S7.

If this view is vital, in spite of the clear teaching of the Old

Testament, where, in virtue of the oflerings in making atone-

ment^ the guilty oftcnse was
^'-
forgiven^"* and has survived the

many fields in which it has been worsted and killed, it is

immortal. It cannot be killed. It is as vain to strike through

it with the sword of logic as it was to strike through Milton's

fallen angels. Scholarly and honest rationalizing excgctes
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have been unable to separate the orthodox, evangelical view

of the sacrifices from the Old Testament, and have been com-

pelled to reject such portions of the Scriptures. Surely such

men as Gesenius, with as great a desire to be rid of this

idea as Dr. Bushnell can have, are as good authority as he

is. For it is only a question of authority concerning Bush-

neirs view. He' gives us only his dictum, and we bury it

beneath the dictum of scholars.

IX. CONCERNING OTHER STATEMENTS.

Some other statements and views of our author are worthy

of notice as involutions of his theory, and as rare specimens.

1. He assumes and insinuates continually, that orthodox the-

ology limits the work of Jesus to " squaring the books."

It is not his simply to forgive, or obtain the forgiveness of sin

in the lowest and most nearly negative sense of remission.—P. 153.

They sigh after him with Thomas a Kenipis, or rest in him with
Brainerd, or sing him as the mighty power with "Wesley, even
though they know him in their doctrine only as a sacrifice' before
God's justice.—-P. 161. According to the common conception, his

declaration of the righteousness of God prepares a ground of
remission, or a ^ror/wc? of justification. . . . Perhaps we shall find

reason to believe that Christ is a great deal more to us than a
ground.—V. 423.

This is a twin to his vieia of Anselm.

2. Christian justification has no reference whatever to justice
under the political analogies, or to any compensation of justice.

—

P. 427. When we are justified by faith we are carried directly
back into the recesses, so to speak, of God's eternity, back of all

instituted government, back of tlie creation^ back of the statutes
and penalties, and the coming wrath of guiltiness, and all the con-
tinued machineries and means of grace, including, in a sense, the
Bible itself.—P. 428.

That is, justification puts us into the same relations to God
tt'hich we sustained to him hefore we existed. A new theory
of annihilation.

3. He talks about "retributive frenzy," as if orthodox Chris-

tians held that God's purpose to punish sin were a passion.

4. We must understand the grace of Christ or reject it. He
talks about Christ's work, saying that "it is no superlative^

linexampled, and there/ore unintelligible grace."—P. 48. "If
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Christ was consenting, optionally, to what he might as -vvell

have declined, . . . then the surplus over is anything or

nothing ; we may call it merit, but we do not know what it

is ; we may balance it against the sins of the world, but we
cannot be sure of a grain's weight in it."—P. 57. A sad doc-

trine for our poor, M'eak-minded humanity. "Who, then, can be

saved if we must understand Christ's grace before we can tru^t

it, if we must comprehend the love that passeth knowlc(]:j;c

before we apprehend it \ Though it may be too deep for our

faculties, may we not believe that Jesus was " God manifest in

the flesh ? " and that he is " the end of the law for righteous-

ness to every one that believeth?" Who can understand how
Christ's life can regenerate the heart, any better than how his

death can satisfy justice ?

These are only specimens of the principles and statements

that meet us on almost every page. Our author has succeeded

in collecting more errors, and viore false doctrine, than we
have ever met in the same space. But these ai-e so adroitly

put, so shrewdly advanced, that it requires some attention to

detect the point of departure from the truth.

The spirit of the book is far beneath the author of

"j!sature and the Supernatural," or of the "Sermons of the

XewLife." But we trust the work may be used for some good

in turning thought more steadily to the moral power of the

atonement, if, despite the book, the Church still hold the

redemptive character of Christ's death with a firm grasp.

"We came to this book with the memory of our author's

former works strongly biasing us in its favor. Our disap-

pointment was the greater because they gave us high hopt-s

that the errors then advocated by the author might be uhi-

mately abandoned. We are sorry that Horace Bushndl lias

brought himself to write this book and believe its teachings;

sorry that one having the rare gift of such an attractive style

should lend that gift to the enemies of the Saviour whom he

loves; and sorry, above all, that any man, in any way, should

count " the blood of the covenant an unholy thing."
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Art. m.—HERilENEUnCS ANB HO^IILETICS;

OK, THE STUDY OF THE OKIGIXAL SCRIPTtJEES AXD PREACniN'G.

[ABnCLE SECOJTD.]

§ 8. Objectioxs.

Two or three objections we think it proper to consider,

which are ti-equentlj brought against the study of Greek and

Hebrew.

1. It taJies so many years that one cannot possibly spare the

time to study these languages. "We remark, that while we take

it as a ruU that ministers should study the original Scriptures,

we at the same time admit of exceptions. Some men are not

converted and called to the work of the ministry till late in

life. In general such persons are excepted. Others, again,

may be excepted on the ground of feeble health, having a con-

stitution unable to bear the long-continued study implied in

learning two languages. Others, again, are in such strait-

ened pecuniary circumstances, embarrassed with many and
severe family cares ; these too must be allowed to stand in the

list of exceptions. For these and for other reasons it is often

reudered inexpedient for some to enter upon the study of the

original Scriptures, and yet no true minister of Jesus Christ,

having the spirit of his Master, and of the great apostle, " cov-

eting earnestly the best gifts," whatever be his circumstances,

will regard it anything less than a misfortune that he cannot

read God's word in the orio-inal tongues.

As to the objection that much time and labor are requisite

to acquire a tolerable knowledge of Greek and. Hebrew, we
frankly say it is ordinarily so. This is especially true of

Greek. Its forms are numerous, both of the noun and of the

verb. Ana years of practice are necessary to translate and
interpret it with facility. As to the Hebrew the case is very

different. The forms of the language, both of the noun and
the verb, are, compared with other languages, few in number
and simple. We have known some students to become familiar

with its regular forms in three months. Others, again, will

scarcely accomplish this in as many years. There is a great

difference in men. But this we will say for the encourage-
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ment of our divinity students, that, -with good instruction, a

man Vith good abilities can master the Hebre^v, so as to be quite

at home in it, in less than six months, provided his attention

be thoroughly and exclusively devoted to it.

The proper order of these studies is, first the Greek then the

Hebrew. But they may be pursued at the same time without

disadvantage, or independently and at different times, as the

learner may find it convenient. But it is a waste of time to

attempt to gain a knowledge of these languages without access

to a good teacher. Hebrew also may be studied to advantage

without a previous knowledge of Greek, though a previous

knowledge of both Greek and Latin is a very great help,

especially in understanding the meaning of grammatical terms

and the general principles of syntax. But there is no great

difficulty at this point if the student has a good knowledge of

English grammar. An ability to read the Hebrew is possible

to all, and is certainly worth the toil of a few months, or even

years. A good Hebrew grammar for students beginning the

study is still a desideratum. Our writers of Hebrew gram-

mars have aimed to write for scholars rather than for students.

They have been ambitious on most points to say all that could

be said", without studying to say only that which is needful to

be said. Such are the grammars of Stuart, Gesenius, ^"ord-

heimer, and Green.

The poor student opens these grammars and finds in the

first place a book of three, four, or five hundred pages. Ue
finds a train of outlandish terms and often unexplained, and

of queer spellings also. Why, for example, should Kamets and

Kal be spelled with a Q in the place of Iv, as Qamets, Qal ?

Everything which keeps up a show of mystery and difficulty

should be banished out of the grammar. It is true that some

of the granmiars undertake to accommodate the beginner by

putting in large print the rules deemed specially important

But for the most part it is done without the requisite skill.

In our best Hebrew grammars the student gets bewildered,

and the things he most needs to know he fails to find, espe-

cially without the aid of a skillful teacher.

The rules and principles should always be expressed in the

most lucid terms, and in the most comprehensive manner con-

sistent with perspicuity. The intricacies of the vowel changes
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and the offices of the accents, except accents of emphasis and

pause, may be ignored in rudimental study.

Let these principles be committed to memory, and let them

be applied constantly in the translation till the student is

familiar with. them. Let this course be rigidly continued till

the grammar is finished, and then let it be reviewed and re-

reviewed until it Jjccomes a part of himself^ and lie will soon

acquire such a mastery of the language that he will soon be
able to make a grammar of his own. He will readily distin-

guisli that which is anomalous from that which is regular, and
he will then read a philosophical grammar, like that of Dr»
Nordheimer, with the keenest relish.

The late Prof. Stuart of Andover has left on record his

reply to the above objection in the following forcible words

:

The fact is, that when men complain of want of time for study
and a want of means, they only show that after all they are either

attached to some other object of pursuit, or have no part or lot in
the spirit of a student. They will applaud others, it may be, who
do study, and look with some degree of satisfaction, or a kind of
wonder, upon their acquisitions ; but for themselves they cannot
spare the time or expense necessary to make such acquisitions,
or they put it to the account of their humility, and bless them-
selves that they are not aiyihitious. In most of all these cases,
however, either the love of the world or genuine laziness lies at
the bottom. Had they more energy and decision of character,
and did they redeem the precious moments which they now lose
in laboriously doing nothing, or nothing to the purpose of the
Church, they might open all the treasures of the East and of the
West and have them at their disposal.

I might safely promise a good knowledge of Greek and
Hebrew to most men of this sort, if they would\liligently improve
the time that they now absolutely throw away, in the course of
three or four years. While one man is deliberating whether he
had better study a langunge, another man has obtained it. . . .

And what is worst of all in this temporizing class of students is,

that if you reason with them and convince them that they are
pursuing a wrong course, the conviction operates no longer than
iintil the next paroxysm of indolence or of a worldly spirit comes
on. These syren charmers lull every energetic power of the
ipind to sleep. The mistaken man who listens to their voice
nn<ls himself at the age of forty just where he was at thirty ; at
"Hy liis decline has already begun ; at sixty he is imiversally
regarded with iuditrerence, which he usually repays with misau-
tliropy

; and if he has the misfortune to live till seventy, everybody
w Uneasy because he is not transferred to a better icorld.

Fourth Series, Vol. XVIIL—24
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2. It is sometimes said that Greek and IZehreio cannot le

used in the pulpit^ on account of the popular prejiulic^:.

A minister -who quotes Greek and Hebrew in the pulpit is

looked upon as showing himself off, and will offend and dis-

gust the more sensible part of his hearers.

This objection is superficial, and not well taken to the ex-

tent implied. jSTo true candidate for the ministry studies the

Greek or Hebrew, or indeed any other study, for the puq^ose

of showing himself off, but rather to see more clearly and

fully the mind of the Spirit. A coxcomb or mere exquisite

in the pulpit is always unsuitable, and all will admit that he

is altogether intolerable when he begins to spout Latin, Greek,

or Hebrew.

Eyen in the case of a man of sense and sound learning,

whose weight of character will command respect, philological

disquisition can be only sparingly used in the pulpit. In the

case of a mere pretender it is simply ridiculous. But in the

case of a truly learned and modest man it may often be used,

when there is a real call for it, with the finest effect ; but eyen

he will ayoid it as far as he can, and will seek to give his

hearers the true sense of Scripture, which by the assistance of

philology he has obtained, and he will state it in a perspicuous,

candid way ; and as he knows what he is saying, the people

will perceiye it, will be edified by it, and will thank God that

they haye such a minister, who is able to break the bones

which conceal the golden marrow of the truth ; or, as Jahn

well expresses it, " It is not the shell of erudition but the nut

of doctrine which is to be giyen to the people. A minister

ought to be a learned man that he may break the shell and

come at the nut."

It is the truly learned, modest, and pious man alone that

can carry philology, or eyen the legitimate results of philology,

into the pulpit. Sometimes it is necessary to quote Greek

and Hebrew in the pulpit. For example, how can a minister

preach on the subject of baptism, on the mode and subject <

thereof, without quoting the original terms? How could a

minister prove the divinity of Christ, as presented in the

Scriptures, without demonstrating it from the Greek and He-

brew titles by which he is called ? This at least is one of the

modes by which this fundamental doctrine is to be established.
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"With this and like exceptions we heartily indorse the follow-

in or view of Prof. Stuart

:

The interpreter should not exhibit the process of exesjesis in his

public discourses, but the results of it. This very simple and
intelligible rule will save a man from the appearance of being

pedantic in the pulpit, -while it communicates to his hearers the

LcneTit of all his private studies.

Perhaps we should say that Prof Stuart needs a still fur-

ther qualification. In respect to sermons or addj-esses deliv-

ered on set occasions before cultivated audiences, it is often

allowable to illustrate a doctrine or sentiment by quotations

from the original, either from the Scriptures or from the

classics. This is no more than the Apostle Paul did some-

times, both in his letters and in his discourses. It was done

also by the most distinguished preachers of the early Church,

as Origen, Chrysostom, Augustine, and Jerome ; and by the

Reformers, as Luther, Melancthon, and Calvin ; and very often

by John Wesley, and even by Prof Stuart himself In an

audience where nobody understands Latin, Greek, or Hebrew,
it would not seem wise to introduce them, unless from ob\'iou3

necessity. It may be by so doing some bright mind in the

congregation may be moved and set upon a course of study

and investigation which will result in great good. There is

not a congregation in the land where the young minister will

not be likely to find sorne educated persons. He cannot im-

pose upon them by superficial attainments. They Avill not

fail to see the ass under the lion's skin. Unless his scholar-

ship be thorough and genuine, he will ere long wish the itin-

erant wheel to move him to another place.

The ancient Father, Jerome, has well described the pre-

tenders of his day, and the description fits so many of these

times also, that I beg leave to quote 'it. It is found in his

epistle to Paulinus:

What belongs to medicine, physicians teach ; artificers instruct
in the knowledge of the .nrts. The art of explaining the Scriptures
[however] is the only thing everybody understands. '' Scribimus
tndocti doctique pocmcta pasi<i)ny The garrulous old woman,
^he prating old man, the wordy sophist, all engage in this business.
Tlipy mangle the Scriptures, and teach before tlioy have learned,

^onie, with their eyebrows knit together, spout forth great swell-

"ig words, and philosophize among old women about sacred liter-
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atnre. Others, O sliame ! lerirn of women what they are to teach

to men ; and as if this were but a small matter, they descant with \

bold flippancy in public upon things which they do not under-
\

stand. I say nothing of those who hold the same office as myself,

and who, after the acquisition of a little secular knowledge, come
to the Scriptures and in a set- discourse soothe the ears of the

populace. Whatever they utter they think is the law of God.

5for do they deign to inquire what the prophets or apostles thought,

but heap together incongruous testimony to make out the meuuing

which they^ivc; as if it were some great affair, and not a ninst

Ticious mode of teaching, to pervert the meaning of Scripture, and

to make it spe^k as they wish, contrary to its true sense.

The truth is, the objection we are combating, that a know-

ledge of Greek and Hebrew does not afford pabulum for the

pulpit, or that it ministers to the pride and love of display

in the truly pious and learned preacher, is an immense mis-

take in either view. It may be true of Greek and Hebrew

learning, as it may be of other departments of knowledge, that

" Shallow draughts intoxicate the brain,

While drinking largely sobers us again."

This IS the most that can be said ; none but the superficial or

the coxcomb will show himself off. "We would therefore in-

vite our youTig brethren to no superficial study of the orig-

inals of God's word. Let it be thorough, let it be constaut.

Let it be done as early as may be ; always, if possible, before

entering upou the full responsibilities of the pastorate. It

should be done to the extent of reading the entire Scriptures.

Two chapters and a psalm out of the Old Testament, and one

chapter out of the New Testament daily, Sundays excepted,

will stiflice to accomplish this great work in a single year.

§ 9. The Preachls-g of Methodism highly Biblical.

"We regard it as the. crowning glory of Methodism, that its

teaching and preaching have been pre-eminently biblical.

John Wesley says, in the Preface to his Sermons

:

I design plain truth for plain people, therefore of set purpo>e

I abstain from all nice and philosophical speculations, from all

perplexed and intricate reasonings, and as far as possible troiu

even the show of learning, unless in sometimes citing the original

Scriptures. ... I want to know one thing, the way to heaven ;

how to land on that happy shore. God himself has condescended

to teach the way: for this very end he came from heaven. H^-"
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hath written it down in a book ! O give me that book, at any

price give me the book of God ! I have it. Here is knowledge

enough for me. Let me be homo tinins libri. Here then I am,

fur from the busy ways of men. I sit down alone, only God is

here. In his presence I open, I read this book, for this end, to

find the way to heaven. Is there a doubt concerning the mean-

ing of what I read? Does any thing appear dark and intricate?

I [ift my heart to the Father of lights. Lord, is it not thy word,
*' If any man lack wisdom let him ask of God ? " Thou givest

liberally and upbraidest not. Thou hast said, if any be willing to

do thy will he shall know. I am willing to do, let me knoio

thy will. I then search after and consider parallel passages of

Scripture, comparing spintual things with spiritual, I meditate

thereon with all the attention and earnestness of which my mind
is capable. If any doubt still remains I consult those who are

experienced in the things of God, and then their writings whei'eby

being dead they yet speak, and what I thus learn that I teach.

These earnest words should stir our liearts, who are Wes-

ley's sons in the Gospel, like a voice from the other world.

" give me thai hook ! at any p^nce give me the hook of God I

I have it. Here is Tcnowledge enough for me I Let me he

HOMO UNius LIBRI." These are words worthy to be wi'itten

iu letters of gold 1 O that we all might be men of one look !

*

Thus it was that John Wesley became " mighty in the

Scnpturesy He was " a man of one hook.'''' Pre-eminently

60 were many of his sons in the Gospel, as Clarke and Wat-

son, Benson and Coke, and many others whom God is yet

epariug to us, whose names will sliine with increasing luster.

Let us keep up the sacred succession. We should be anxious

especially that our schools of the prophets should be famous

for their culture of biblical study and biblical learning. We
must guard ourselves, and guard one anotlier, against the too

common tendency to avoid the hard study requisite to learn

two difficult languages. If it be for the divdne glory and

our soul's good, we ought not to, and will not, reluctate at

tlie toil.

§ 10. Biblical Learning needful for the Missionary

Work.
It would not be proper to leave this subject without ad-

verting to the fact that a good knowledge of the original

Scriptures is necessary, highly necessary, to our ministers who

* This maxim, we suggest, needs eomo guarding against fanatical construc-

tion.—Ed.
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go out on our foreign missionary icorJ^. Xo joung man is

entitled to aspire to this highly honorable part of the Gospel
-work -vrho has not or \dll not qualify himself for it by a

thorough study of the original Scriptures.

The most responsible and important work of the mission-

ary, in this age of the Church, is to give the word of God to

the heathen in their own tongues ; that eveiy man mav
hear as in the apostolic times, each in his own tongue, the

wondrous works of God.

In a work on " Ministerial Education," published twelve

years ago, we used the following language

:

No great permanence can be anticipated in heathen converts
without the written word. Like tlie early converts at Berea, they
must be able to search the Scriptures daily to see whether these
things be so. They must be braced and fortified by the written
word. This of course cannot be done without reducing their lan-

guages to writing, and rendering the Scriptures into them.
Hence, in order that the heathen may learn to read, arises the

necessity of schools and of school books. And when organized into

Churches, digests of Christian doctrine, Church formularies and
discij)line, hymns and psalmody for sacred worship, all become
necessary. See, then, the extraordinary qualifications required of
the Christian missionary. To translate the Scriptures, he must he
a profound scholar in the original languages and literature, of the
Bible. And to lay the foundations of a nation's literature, he
must also be versed in general learning.

The great missionary boards of the Christian world are

generally acting on this principle, and are sending out only

men of solid attainments in biblical learning. The mission-

aries of the American Board have translated the Bible into

more than thirty different languages; the English and Amer-
ican Baptists into more than forty, and the English and

American Methodists into about twenty. Our own mission-

aries in China, India, and Bulgaria are now busy at this work.

One of the last acts of the late beloved C. R. Martin, of the

China mission, was the instruction of a brother missionary' in

the rudiments of Hebrew. The great work of rendering the

Scriptures into the myriad tongues of this babbling earth has

only just begun. The students of our biblical schools will^

have enough to do, in this most pious and heavenly work, for

generations yet to come. O that we might have some ade-

quate conception of our responsibility in this matter ! Our
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Cliurches are not yet half awake to the importance of this

particular part of the missionary work. The establishment

of our oldest biblical school had this matter specially in view,

as will . appear from the twelfth article of its by-laws: "The
preparation of young men for foreign missions shall be a

special object of the institution, and students contemplating

the missionary work shall receive such special classification

and training as the seminary may be able to afibrd."

Alas ! though this is the nineteenth year of its existence, it

has never yet been able to do more than to afibrd the ordinary

instniction in biblical and theological learning. But we hope

for better days, and that God will speedily put it into the

hearts of his people to devise more liberal things for this

great department of the Gospel work.

§ 11. CoNCLUSio:^-.

In conclusion, we would offer a few practical remarks. And
first, Is it advisablef01' a young man entering upon a course of
hiblical study, to undertake at the same time the charge of a

small congregation ? Our impression is that it is altogether

more than any young man ought to attempt for the first two

years of biblical study. Biblical learning is jealous, and re-

quires the whole man, as an old Greek said of painting. We
would not say that occasional preaching is inexpedient. But

to undertake a charge is, in onr judgment, too much. It

will certainly result in disaster to any young man's scholarship.

Greek and Hebrew cannot be acquired with a divided mind.

The student should not allow himself to be diverted, for one

or two years at least, by any other pursuit. I repeat, without

the devout use of his time and attention to this work, he will

not be likely to make such attainments as will make the read-

ing and study of Greek and Ilebrew a pleasure to him. Un-
less the student covenants with himself that, with the help of

God, this attainment shall he made, he will be likely, to fail.

For the same reason it is inexpedient for the biblical student

to try to take a course, or even a partial course, of scientific

or secular study at the same time with that of divinity. He
vnll come to the study of the Bible and its languages with a

divided mind, and the result will be quite certain to be a

failure. College students, therefore, and seminary students
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likewise, should not attempt a divinity course till they have
finished their college or seminary course.

Secondly. Nothing is so honorable, in our estimation, in a
minister's library as a well worn Hebrew Eible and Greek Testa-
ment. As the body lives by material bread, so the soul nnist
live upon the bread of the Word. Let the young minister
never fail, as he eats of the bread M-hich perishes, to eat also of
that bread which endures to everlasting life. In other words
let him read and study the original Scriptures daily. Let him
not fail thus to feed his soul with the word of God and prayer,
as often and as diligently as he feeds his body. Let him read at

least one chapter out of the Old Testament, and another out of

the Is ew, critically, thoroughly, and with prayer, every day Sun-
days excepted. Let him not allow the shameful dust to gather
upon the lids of an unused Bible,which will by and by be a swift

witness against him both in this world and in the world to come.
Thirdly. After a good facility is attained in the reading of

Hebrew, the student can proceed at once to the study of

Chaldee, Syriac, Arabic, Eabbinic, Samaritan, Persic, and
Ethiopic, if he chooses to go so far. Hebrew lies at the

foundation of all these languages. Its radices are found in

them all, and they arc derived from it, in the same manner as

the Italian, the Spanish, the German, the French, and English
are derived from the Latin and Greek.

An ability to read Chaldee, Arabic, Syriac, and Eabbinic, is

a great help to the critical study of the Hebrews The treasures
of oriental learning are contained in these languages; and
Hebrew words, the literal meaning of which is lost, and the
traditional meaning of which is obscure, and those of rare

occurrence, arc often presented in the more inodern dialects,

and hence their meaning, which would other\vise be doubtful,
receives illustration from the cognate usa^-e.

There is also a great mass of valuable knowledge of Scripture

deposited in the Targums, the Talmuds, and the commentaries
of the Eabbins. But it is the work of a lifetime to plow
through these vast and unfrequented fields. Time, and health,

and genius for this kind of study, as well as large pecuniary

means for the purchase of books, are essential to the prosecu-

tion of these studies.

Our present life is too short, and the Gospel work too im-
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portant, to allow the ordinary ministry to indulge to any great

extent in roaming these fields of learning. After we have

gathered enough from them to clear up those Scriptures which

are in doubt, we may cast them aside, and return to the Bible

itself as its own best interpreter.

Fourthly. If the general views expressed above be correct,

then it follows that a true system of homiletics must always

have its foundation laid in biblical hermeneutics. The Bible

must be the foundation and substratum of all Christian preach-

ing. Metaphysical or natural philosophy, except by way of

illustration or inference, as either may naturally and legiti-

mately grow out of the preacher's text or context, has no place

in the pulpit. Let these be left with the professor's chair in

the scientific and secular school, or the lecturer's desk.

The great work of the Christian minister is the cure of souls;

all matters strictly secular, as a minister, he has nothing to do
with. As a citizen, in these matters he may have an*interest

;

but he should use his rights as a secular citizen sparingly.

He is doing a great work and he cannot come down to mat-

ters merely worldly. In all concerns of social morals, and even

of political morals, he has a right to enter, and often is in

duty bound to do so, becaiise his Bible carries him there. Like

the prophet Jeremiah, he is set by the appointment of God
" over the nations and over the kingdoms to root out and to

pull down, to build and to plant."

The minister is divinely appointed to make nnremitted

applications of the divine law to men both in public life

and in private life. In the pulpit he is upon his throne,

and with his Bible before him he is the vicar of his Lord.

He is in such position a judge among the people and a
ruler over the nations. He is not to be afraid of the faces

of men, but with intrepidity he is to declare the whole
counsel of God. And then he has the more pleasing and
glorious work of leading the poor sinner to " tlie Lamb of God,
which taketh away the sins of the world ; " and more than
that, of rooting him and grounding him in the faith, and of

building him up in the hopes and triumphs of everlasting life

;

and more still, the divine afflatus, the living inspiration, the

holy triumph, which his own soul gathers as he reads the

prophets, as Isaiah, Daniel, Zachariah, and the Apocalypse, he
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breatlies from Sabbath to Sabbath upon his people. Tliey

catch the .living stream from the lips of the pastor, and aro

jSlled with like holy emotions, and soul triumphs, and antici-

pated victories over the world, the flesh, and the devil, nntil

at last, with Christ their living head, actual conquerors, tlicy

stand on Mount Zion with the long line of saints and propliets

who before have reached the blissful shores.

The young minister need not fear that in this grand and

wondrous field of thought and labor there will not be room
enough for tlie expansion of his genius and the use of his pow-

ers. "When he looks around upon a world lying in sin, and

then upon his own impotence, he Mall cry out with the apostle,

"Who is sufficient for these things?"

Fifthly. Such a study of the Scriptures would tend to break

down the walls of partition by which the Churches of Christ

are so much divided. The Churchman and the Dissenter, the

Calvinist* and the Arminian, the Quaker and the Baptist, all

alike receive the Bible as the book of God, and make it their

common standard of appeal for the settlement of doctrine and

practice. ISTow the science of hermcneutics prescribes rules

for the intei-pretation of the Scriptures, founded on the com-

mon sense and reason of all men, and independent of all party

and local views ; and just so far as they produce their proper

influence they bring men to unite in their views of the mean-

ing of Scripture. " In fact, I know of no means so power-

ful," says Prof. Stuart, " or at least which promises so much

in regard to the removing of opinion among Christians, as

such a common law, which is independent of all parties, and a

tribunal to which all must appeal, unless it be the spirit of

benevolence and kindness."

"We can plainly see that for the last thirty years the alti-

tude of these partition walls has steadily been diminishing.

The pastors and the sheep now pass over them with very slight

difficulty. A free interchange of pulpits is becoming more

and more common. The watchmen are beginning to see eye

to eye, Judah is ceasing to vex Ephraim and Ephraim to cnn'

Judah. The truth is, the more our Calvinistic brethren have

studied the Bible the less of Calvin's harrilile dcci^etuin they

have found in it; and finally, very many of them have found

that it is not there at all. Tliis happy state of things has
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come mainly from a more careful study of the divine word,

OA seen in the eases of those princes in biblical learning,

Moses Stuart, Edward Robinson, and Albert Barnes. Their

teachings, and the teachings of their many disciples, have had a

happy influence upon the Christianity of our times.

Sixthly. This leads us to say that the Bible is a book for the

people. It is to be taught diligently to our children. The
command to search the Scriptures applies to all classes. Its

momentous truths concern every responsible soul. Hence it is

easy to be understood, and yet not so easy as not to require

much labor and toil. This was to be expected. Labor is

Heaven's fii'st law. Two languages must he learned. And
ten or twelve more would greatly help in the work of exposi-

tion. In addition to this, one should be well versed in Jewish

and classical antiquities, including chronology, sacred geogra-

phy, civil and Church history. "Yet even this is but pre-

liminary," says Dr. M'Lelland. " Now comes the actual tug

:

the reading vei^e after verse -svith the accurate settling of every

philological question that arises, by the aid of the dictionary

and grammar ; the examining of scope, context, parallelism,

idiom, and typical diction
; the comparing of our own results

with those of some judicious commentator, and the careful

gathering up of the great truths, whether doctrinal or practical,

contained in every paragraph—these are the gymnastics by
which the young Christian athlete learns to endure hardness,

and becomes a skillful and gallant soldier in the service of his

Master."

After all that has been said, I am well aware that many an

indolent, ease-loving student will say. It is a hard saying—so

much work—who can receive it % It is too much, for me, I

must be satisfied with King James. And some who may start

ou the road to this Canaan wiU soon be, like Israel in the

desert, looking back to Egypt. We have been in the habit

of lauding the English version too much. The simple truth

is, that in comparison with other versions it stands high. It

is a noble monument of " English ^mre and xLudefiled. But
after all it is an exceedingly imperfect representation of the

original."* The scholarship of the venerable men who formed
It was necessarily very imperfect, since great light has been

* M'Lelland on Interpretation.
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thrown both upon Greek and Hebrew for the last three hund-

red years. Confessedly a much better translation could now
be made. But no translation can be perfect.

I would illustrate what I mean hj a few examples taken

from the first chapter of Genesis. This chapter is probably as

well rendered as any other in the Bible, and yet any one can

see, from the exam})lcs I shall give, how imperfect it is.

In verse 1 the verb sna is rendered simply "created,"

whereas the word here means created out of nothing. The
creation was not out of pre-existing materials. This is clear

from the third verse of the second chapter, where it is said

"the Lord rested from all his work which he created and
made ;

" that is, he first created, then fashioned, formed, which
idea is expressed by the verb nir:?. If the verb j<-i2 meant
merely to foitn or fashion, then it would have been simple

tautology to have used also the verb r-^v in the same sense.

We advance to verse 2: "And the earth was" sron ^rin-

Our version renders " without form and void," which does not

convey the full idea. It was " void." Void of what ? Can
any merely English reader tell ? He is silent. Let us look at

the Hebrew, ^ini-i ^.rin, ^rfn, probably from n?:n, tumult, confusion.

^nn, chaotic, atoms thro^\Tl to£:ether without order. irbT ^rfn

a shajyeh'ss, chaotic mass. Jeremiah uses the phrase (iv, 23,)

of Judea devastated by its enemies, leaving the land devas-

tated and ruined, ^'ri'z^ ^rin.

Now we have a more striking failure in the next clause,

"And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters."

ncn^)^, rendered " moved," is a Piel participle from Dn'n, which

in Piel means to hrood over, hover over, as a hen over her

chickens, or a bird over her young. Compare'Deut. xxxii, 11,

" As an eagle stirreth up her nest, fluttereth over her young."

?2n;:ii, rather broods over them by way of wai^ning and nouHsh-

ing them.

Thus we might go on from verse to verse and from word to

word, and constantly find instances in which our version fails

fully to represent the original, from the first verse in Genesis

to the last verse in the Apocalypse. It would, in fact, require

many volumes to make the more important corrections, and

yet thousands of indolent students and ministers will say,

"Never mind the Greek and the Hebrew. If you get the
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En'^lisli that will do." And so the young man stands up in

our pulpits shorn of all independence in interpretation, all his

lite trying to tread in some other man's tracks, in so far a mere

plagiarist, stealing the interpretations of other men, and retail-

ing them out to our congregations. Well may such a young

man say, in the language of "Wesley, " Ought not shame to

cover my face ?

"

We would, if possible, be heard by the three hundred young

brethren who in this year of our "Lord 1866, will knock at the

doors of our Annual Conferences for admission as probationers.

Probably not more than one in ten of these men are good

Greek and Hebrew scholars. Ought not a large proportion

of the remaining nine tenths to hasten to one of our biblical

schools ? Here Greek and Hebrew can be obtained without

money and without price. "We mourn for their prospects if

foolishly they rush into this war with only a small part of their

armor. The sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God,

they have not the requisite skill to handle. The enemies of

God and truth triumph, and the Church is weak and feeble

because her leaders are weak.

Allow us, then, still to insist that there is no other way—no
other royal road into this kingdom, than that of labor and toil

in disinterring thousands of Greek and Hebrew roots, in ana-

lyzing legions of Greek and Hebrew idioms, and in poring

over Latin, Greek, and oriental antiquities. It miist he done.

God by a miracle gave to the disciples on the day of Pentecost

the gift of tongues. But the day of miracles has passed <away,

and all deficiencies must now be made up by our perd^tent
labor. It depends entirely upon ourselves under God.
Our people are quite tired of those old texts and sermons.

They want something new out of the treasures of the Word;
fresh pastures, new pabulum, and these must come to the hun-
gry sheep from the pulpit, throxigh the preacher. In order to

give this pabulum we muat study the Scriptures ; we must climb
high up into its sacred mountains of vision ; we must become
the companions of the symbolical prophets ; mc must converse
often with Daniel and Zechariah, and \j-ith John look upon
the mighty wonders of the Apocalypse. Be not afraid, "' Bo-
hold I set before you an open door ! " " Come in ! " Sit down
with Moses and the prophets, with Christ and his apostles.
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Then when we come before our people we will not come
with some old skeleton from Fish, or Simeon, or TVatson, or
Wesley, with flesh ill put on. "U^e will come with our own
invigorated spirit; having drunk from the crj-stal fountain.-,

"which flow fast by the oracle of God," we will come witli a

full heart and a ready utterance, and will bring new thini^s out

of our treasures as well as old.

Systems and works of human devising, as commentaries and
bodies of divinity, are of secondary importance. As such wc
will view them. The Bible alone will be the substance of our
preaching. An undying love for the Holy Scriptures Mill

seize our souls ; we will sit right down by these divine fount-

ains as they issue from the heavenly throne. There we will

dwell—thence we will draw for our own souls and for the souls

of our people. " Blessed is that servant who when the Mas-
ter comes shall be found so doins:."

Art. IY.—REMIXISCEXCES OF REV. HEXRY BOEHM.

Reminiscences, Historical and Biographical, of Sixty-four Years
in the Jlinistry. By Rev. Hexey Boehm, Bisliop Asburv's
Traveling Companion, and Executor of his Last ^Yill and Testn-

ment. Edited by Rev. Joseph B. Wakeley. New York : Carl-

ton & Porter. 1865.

The resources of the American people seem only to be in the

commencement of their sublime development. "V7e are told

by a writer* of more than national celebrity, that intelligence
is the only guiding force that is able to sway this nation.

° We
have differences of climate and of scenery and a laro-e immi-
gration. AVhat force is to mould these diverse elements, to

transform American life into a still higher type ? What is to

make us one great, free, and happy nation ? The reply is,

science, art, intercommunication, the steam car and the steam
press—one language, one idea of liberty and humanity. The
above writer deals mostly with the principles of science. "We

hail this light, and receive with grateful acknowledgment wliat-

* " Tboughla on the Future Civil Policy of America, by John WUliam Draper,

M.D.,LL.D."
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ever it reveals to us of the good and the true. "We accept

tliat ike clergy should meet scientific men with candid reason-

ing and avail themselves of the aid science offers. "We even

take the admissions of the same writer with reference to the

value of the moral and religious idea represented by the Bible,

as an offset to what may appear contradictory in his own
statement elsewhere. Intelligence is mighty. Let us have

discussion. Let us have discovery and invention. Let us have

light. But is this all ? Is the public a great idol and the

individual soul a cypher?

Let us take up another volume, a record of facts : the history

of the life and labors of an itinerant preacher. What do we
learn from this ? Simply that another set of forces have been

operating in the world, and producing effects which are to-day

seen and going on to multiply their activity. We are told

force, in the physical world, is immortal. "Whether this be so

or not, it certainly is in the moral world. Eesults begun here

reach eternity. The early Methodist preachers have helped to

make this nation what it is. And they are only a part of the

great, all-pervading religious element. Under the ministry of

this one Church is a grand aggregate in the United States

and Canada of 8,000,000 of people. 1\\e religious idea is not

'•a fiiilure," but is destined to renovate and rule the world.

Society exists for the welfare of the individual.

Henry Boehm has contributed unconsciously, in the simple

annals of his life, one of the strongest arguments in favor of

the divine power and efficacy of Chistianity. His experience

and lifetime extended over the greater part of a century. He
thus defines his chronological relation to the stirring events of

our American history

:

I was born in the old homestead in the township of Conestocra,
Lancaster couuty, Pennsylvania, on the 8th of June, 1775. This
was immediately after the battle of Lexington, and one year before
the Declaration of Independence. Thus I saw the birth of our
nation, and hnve lived under the first President, George Wash-
ington, and sixteen of his successors, to Andrew Johnson. I was
born nine years before the Methodist Episcopal Church was orLrnn-
ized, and have known all its bishops, from Thomas Coke, the tirst,

to Calvin Kingsley, the last elected. ]My memory goes back. over
eighty years. I recollect when they traveled out west to Fort
Pitt, now Pittsburgli, on pack-horses ! The roads, if we may call

them roads, for they were mere paths through the wilderness, were
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so rongh that they could not be traveled anv other way. The old
school-house, and ray schoolmaster, Henry Rosman, I well renuMiilnr
He came from Ilesse-Cassel, and was one of the ITessian soldiers
taken prisoners at Trenton, Xew Jersey, when Washintrton an.l his
noble band crossed the frozen Delaware and surprised Colonel
Ralle and his troops, and took them prisoners, while their com.
mander was slain. Some of the German hymns which he tauHit
rae to smg, over eighty years ago, I still" remember well. To
him I am mdebted for my accurate knowledge of the German
language, which I learned before the English. ^In after years it
was a great benefit to me when I preached in German. I was one
of the first among the Methodists that preached in that langua^'c.
This I have done iu fourteen diflferent states.—Pp. 13, 14. ° "^

Thus we see the future companion of Asbury trained by an
acquaintance with the language of Martin Luther as well as

with-the English, and most of all by a pious home teaching,
for a career of impretending but extensive usefulness. But
let us see what was his early training at home. That great
man of the nation, Abraham Lincoln, said, " All that I am or

hope to be I owe to my angel mother." A pious parentage,
though not requisite to salvation, is important. The father"of
Henry Boehm was descended from the pious Mennonites, wlio
came from the land of the Ehine that they might enjoy undis-
turbed their religious freedom. He found him'self at length a

preacher of the United Brethren, and with the great OtterTjein,

the intimate friend of Bishop Asbury, was one of the founders
of that Society. At the time of his death he was connected
with^ the Methodist Church. Indeed there was constant com-
munion and interchange of pulpit labor at that day between
the Methodists and the United Brethren, and there was strong
talk of uniting the two bodies in one. Mr. Boehm thus

speaks of his early religious opportunities :

My early advantages for religious instruction were great. I was
*' brought up in the ntirturo and admonition of the Lord." Morn-
ing and evening the old family Bible was read and prayer was
oflered. My Father's voice still echoes in my ears. My mother,
too, had much to do in moulding my character and shaping mv
destiny. One evening as I returned home I heard a familiarVoice
engaged in prayer. I listened. It was mv mother. Among
other things she prayed for her children, and mentioned Henry,
her youngest son. Tlie mention of my name broke my heart, and
melted me into contrition. Tears rolfed down my cheeks, and I

felt the importance of complying Avith the command of God, "My
son, give me thine heart."—P. 16.
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In his eighteenth year, through the instrumentality of his

pious father, he was rescued from the wicked company into

which he had fallen, and was brought to God.

Among the early pioneers of Methodism who visited his

fathers house, Mr. Boehm mentions Benjamin Abbott. Along
the path of this wonderful man everywhere were displayed the

tokens of divine power. The impenitent fell like dead men,

and were restored to strength and consciousness, shouting and

praising God. The work swept on like an irresistible tornado.

Mr. Boehm the older said, "I never saw God work in this way
before." The meetings were sometimes held through the

whole night, for the people seemed imwilling to disperse,

Henry Boehm says

:

It was more like Pentecost tlian anything else I ever saw. The
influence of that meeting was tremendous, and for years it made a

great deal of talk in my father's neighborhood.—P. 24,

In 1801 Henry Boehm was admitted into full comiection in

th^ traveling ministry and ordained. He dates from the

same year as Dr. Bangs and Bishop Iledding. He also

has interesting reminiscences of Eobert Strawbridge. He
eays

:

I heard Strawbridge preach at my father's house in 1781, and
am tlie only man now living that has a personal recollection of him.

Tiiough I was then quite small, his image is still before me. He
was a stout, heavy man, and looked as if he was built for service.

My father was much pleased with him and his preaching. He
Mas agreeable company, full of interesting anecdotes. Many times

I have been to the old log meeting-house he erected in Maryland,
concerning which so much has been said and written, and around
which so many interests cluster. He died in August of the same
\tnr I heard him ; and his spiritual son, Richard Owings,
preached his funeral sermon, from Revelation xiv, 13. Xo monu-
ment marks the place where his dust is sleeping.—P. 20.

May we not hope that before the centenary of Methodism
ehall pass, this spot will be properly commemorated ? It is

not often history calls upon the stand a more important wit-

ness than Henry Boehm. He speaks mostly from personal

knowledge. His observation extends over a period which is

reckoned with the venerable past, and, without disparagement

of the present, has been called the heroic age of the Church.

The witness tells his story without embellishment or exaggera-

tion. The most pleasing conviction of those who peruse his

KouETH Sehies, Vol. XYHL—25
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testimony as given in tins book is, that the reader gets the sim-

ple facts and can rely upon them. The M-riter of this article

well remembers spending many delightful hours in the society

of this aged minister of Christ, in 1861. "When not en^-a'^'-cd

in conversation, our venerable friend is intensely employed in

perusing the Bible, of the meaning of which he seems to have

a most excellent understanding. It was while the writer was
stationed at lihinebeck, a spot sacred to ^Methodism, and wliore

now sleep the remains of Garrettson, that he saw "Father

Boehm," as he is commonly called, and heard him preach.

The Church has reason to rejoice that Providence has spared

60 interesting a representative of her early founders to see tlic

centenary year, and afford us at least one link by which wc
may connect the present with the glorious past.

The supervising hand of Eev. Joseph B. Wakeley, who
has given such valuable contributions to our denominational

literature in his " Lost Chapters," " Heroes of Methodism," etc.,

has afforded that aid in perfecting this volume which^he
advanced age of its venerable author required. Certainly

we have cause to receive with gratitude the residt. TTe do

not propose to give to the reader this book in detached por-

tions, for tlie greater pleasure is to be derived from tlie

perusal of the volume itself. We do not assume even to

give all the most important facts that bear on the present

interests of the Church, but we will attempt, briefly, and as

we can in such an article, to mark the salient points ai-ounJ

which the principal facts may be grouped.

I. Perhaps the first great peculiarity to be observed is the

Christian propagandism to which the Methodist Church owes

60 much of its power.

The itinerancy, whatever may be its disadvantages, a.^

recently set forth by a writer in the pages of this Pevicw,

undoubtedly has this advantage : that it reaches the greatest

number of people in a sparsely-settled country with its nics-

Eage. It is no disparagement of this system that Satan liim-

self has employed it. " Xow there was a day when the sons

of God came to present themselves before the Lord, and

Satan came also among them. And the Lord said unto S:it;ui,

"Whence comest thou? Then Satan answered the Lord and
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said, From going to and fro in the earth, and from walking

up and down in it." Job i, 6, 7. The same activity must

he employed by the servants of Christ in working out good

as the devil employs in working evil. The early iM^ethodist

preachers were stationed on horseback. This was, in their

day, the swiftest mode of traveling. It is true the itinerancy

must not be confined to this one mode. In some cases it

must call in the aid of steam, and travel thousands of miles

where it formerly did one. The apostles were itinerants.

Paul was greatly instrumental in diffusing Christianity by this

means. Christianity is light in motion, not a fixed but a

revolving sun which "«mc'5" "with healing in its wings."

The early Methodist preachers had a diffusive literature which

they carried in their saddle-bags to the cabins and log houses

of the wilderness. The indefatigable Eobert "Williams scat-

tered everywhere the first American tracts, consisting of Mr.

Wesley's Sermons in pamphlet form. Henry Boehm also cir-

culated the Methodist Discipline and tracts in German. Our

hymns too, thus spread, raised the devotional ardor of the

people. The preachers themselves were often flying couriers,

bearing the glad tidings of revivals from Georgia to Canada.

These travels were not without toil and hardship. Bishop

Asbury, feeble in body but blessed in mind, as he turned his

face to cross the Alleghanies on one of his great western

tours, thus says: "Although much afilicted, I felt wholly given

op to do or suffer the will of God ; to be sick or well, and to

live or die, at any time and in any place—the fields, the woods,

the house, or the wilderness
;
glory be to God for such resigna-

tion ! I have but little to leave except a journey of five thou-

sand miles a year, the care of more than a hundred thousand

Eouls, and the arrangement of about four hundred preachers

yearly, to which I may add the murmurs and discontent of

ministei-s and people. Who wants this legacy? Those who
do are welcome to it for me."—P. 103. So we see that in the

good old times human nature was much the same as now, and
under the plan by which such glorious results have been

accomplished there was occasionally friction from 'M:he mur-
murs and discontent of" both " ministers and people."

But tlte real commission of the itinerant is in the words of

Christ, " Go ye into all the world and preach the Gospel to
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every creature; he that believeth and is baptized shall be

saved, he that believeth not shall be damned." It was tlic

Gospel preached under these awful sanctions that wroujjht

such wonders. It was said by one of the hearers of WhiteficUl,

"He preached like a lion." The "woe is me" drove on tlie

herald, and the view of impending doom threatening \\\o

guilty soul gave strength to his warning cry ; free grace and

the Spirit's power proclaimed the SM-iftly conquering steps <.f

Him who is " mighty to save ; " the constraining love of Chri.-t

pictured him expiring on the cross for a lost world, while a

spirit-voice whispered from that agonizing scene, as it did to

Benjamin Abbott, in words of hope, " I died for you." Then,

too, chimed in the soul-ravishing doctrines of the "perfect

love " of God, and the dying testimonies of saints so clear and

oft-repeated as to lead Mr. Wesley to sav, " Our people die

well."

May we not then suppose that ,a system starting from such

a connnission, and embracing such principles, is not transitory

but destined to endure
; for Jesus said, " and lo, I am witli

yon alway even to the end of the world."

But before we leave this part of the subject let this fact be

noted
: the true itinerancy does not consist in mere change, but

in rerjiiJar^ systematic change, accomplished according to tlmt

law which is guided by the signs of providence, and is the

harmony of the world. In this sense the itinerancy is tlie

latest, purest, highest type of the Xew Testament evangelism.

To change fitfully is not itinerancy
; neither is it itinerancy to

interfere with the law for some temporal consideration, or to an-

ticipate too long beforehand the decision of the executive officer

who gives expression to the law. For providential reasons often

arise in a month, or even in a day, to change the direction of

the decision of the appointing power. The action of stations

or circuits and their committees to secure a pastor should be

cautious, reverent, and sincere. Above all, " let every soul be

subject unto the higher powers."
An important element of spiritual aggression and power \=>

lay preaching. The local preachers and exhorters do much
good, and till an important place under the Methodist economy.

The truth of this statement will at once be perceived Avhen

we consider that Methodism was planted on this western con-
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tincnt by local preachers. Philip Embury commenced preach-

ing in New York before the Revolution, and helped to build

tlie first chapel in John-street. About the same time Robert

Strawbridge, from Ireland, commenced preaching near Sam's

Creek, in Maryland, extended his labors to Baltimore, and

was successful in building up in those regions a flourishing

Church. Capt. "Webb, a local preacher from England, shortly

after came to ISTew York, and greatly encouraged the strug-

gling Church, and extended his journeys into -distant cities

and states. Without these labors of our faithful local preach-

ers, Methodism in many places to-day would undoubtedly have

been far weaker than it is, or perhaps have never existed at

all. The real spirit of lay preaching pervades our whole

economy. Our class-leaders are all exhorters in their sphere,

and our people, male and female, are taught in our class and

prayer meetings to be witnesses for Christ.

All this is perfectly agreeable to our Church polity and doc-

trines, for we are trammeled with no dogmas of High-Church

priestly succession. The love-feasts of the Methodists, (revived

from the ancient Church,) and our quarterly meetings, have

been centers of sympathy and of social and spiritual power.

Henry Boehm tells us of Gov. Bassett and his amiable wife

going forty miles to meet Bishop Asbury and attend quarterly

meeting. Such journeySj and even for a greater distance, were

frequent.

Another source of power over the masses which Methodism

possessed, and which caused its more rapid spread, was its

ringing. Charles Wesley gave soaring wings to its hymnology.

The devotional fervor of his wondrous hymns bore the be-

liever toward heaven, and charmed the sinner away from the

vanities of the world. One who well knew * has thus described

the singing of the former times

:

The old singing was not always harmonious, scarcely ever
artistic; but it was more generally devotional, sympathetic, melt-
ing. It was a moral force sometimes overwhelming. Of old,

masses would be sung down and then sung up again. Sinners
^^'ould be sung into tears, and the penitent's prayer, "God be
^lerciful to me a sinner," and then sung into shouting, " Glory to

God in the highest." There was converting, aud sanctifyiug

• George Peck, D.D., in his Senii-Centennial Sermon before the Oneida and
Wyoming Conferences.
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power in the old singing. It was the singing for the times, an.]

was full of Go<l. No tune book nor particular style of music will
bring back the glorious old singing. The old Methodists sung as
Mr. Wesley advises, " lustily, and Avith a good courage."

In old Middlefield, when a boy, I stood upon a hill on inv
father's place and heard the singing of the prayer-nieetino- on
another hill more than a mile acros^s a^deep dell. The old chorus,

" Glory, honor, praise, and power

Be unto the Lamb forever

;

Jesus Christ is my Redeemer;

Hallehiiah, praise the Lord !

"

came across the valley, particularly the " Halleluiah, praise the
Lord!" like what shall I say? Like distant thunder? Like the
roaring of the ocean ? More like the shout of a victorious army,
but not exactly like that. Indeed, not like anything earthly. Like
itself and nothing else. I would that I could hear it again, but I

never shall in this world. Ah! I hope to hear those '"stentorian

voices sing "Halleluiah" before the throne.—P. 16.

And what was the result of these spiritual forces thus

brought to bear upon the people ?
, Eevivals, mighty, glorious,

and overwhelnung revivals of religion, burst out and spread

in every direction. The camp-meeting, the conference, the

quarterly meeting, the social prayer-meeting, and the class

were frequently the occasion of the conversion and sanctifica-

tion of multitudes of souls. Indeed, this was the rule, and the

barren or unfruitful meeting was the sad and mournful excep-

tion. One thing particularly we are impressed with in these

jottings of our venerable author, and that is, the frequency of

revivals at conferences. Perhaps Methodist preachers have
more business now to transact at our conferences than for-

merly, but it may be doubted whether we pray enough, or

preach enough, at such times, with direct reference to the sal-

vation of souls. But let us refer directly to our author. AVc

are thus by him assured of the early date of the practice of

inviting mourners to the altar

:

During the revivals on the peninsula in 1801 and the two follow-

ing years, as avoII as at the camp-meeting in 1805, it was the invaria-

ble practice to invite mourners to come forward. The Rev. Richar-I

Sneath . . . has thrown light on this subject. In a letter to l)r.

Coke, dated Milford, Octobers, 1802, he s.ivs : "On January 25tlj

1801, at St. George's, Pliiladelphia, after Mr. Cooper had bo.Mi

preaching, I invited all the mourners to come to the commuuicu-
table that we might pray particularly for them. This I found to
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be useful, as it removed that shame which often hinders souls from
coming to Christ, and excited them to the exercise of foith. About
thirty professed to be converted, and twenty-six joined the Society."

Mr. Sneath says, also, "In ISOO and 1801 I added, on Milford

circuit, upward of three thousand members."—P. 136.

The following is descriptive of a quarterly meeting held on

Dover circuit. The meeting was held in a grove.

Dr. Chandler preached the opening sermon from Habbak-
kuk iii, 2 :

" O Lord, revive thy work," etc. Great success

attended the word. Brother Richard Lyon exhorted. I closed

with prayer, and then Brother Lyon invited the mourners to the

front of the preachers' stand. I preached in the afternoon from
1st Peter iii, 9 ; and at night James Bateman, from Acts iii, 19,

on the times of refreshing from the presence of the Lord. We
had not only the gentle dew, but the refreshing shower ; a number
of raoui'ners came to the altar ; sinners were pricked to the heart,

and some who came to mock remained to pray. During the meet-
ing one hundred and sixty were converted, and thirty-four pro-

fessed to be sanctified, and were witnesses that the blood of Jesus
Christ cleanseth from all sin. I do not wish to make any invid-

ious comparisons, and all my brethren know that I never belonged
to the fiimily of croakers, but I will ask this qustion : What
would we think if we could witness such a scene at a modem
quarterly meeting ? There was a power among the fothers, both
in the ministry and laity, that we do not possess. The ministers

moved the masses as the wind does a field of wheat, and they
mowed them down as the scythe does the grass.

The above, as worthy of reflection, and as showing at least

the opinion of our author, we let pass, for the present, without

comment.

A camp-meeting had begun nedr Dover. That " old war-

rior, John Chalmers, opened the campaign from ' Speak unto

the children of Israel that they go forward.'
"

The work of revival commenced in a powerful manner under
the first sermon, and continued through the night. There were
sixty-eight converted and twenty-nine sanctified. . . . Sabbath
was a high day in Zion. . . . One hundred and ninety-eight were
converted, and one hundred and sixty sanctified, Halleluiah ! This
was during the day. The work continued all night, and one
hundred and twenty-seven were converted, and one hundred sanc-

tified before the sun rose in the east. On Monday I preached
at night from Luke xiv, 22, 23, " And yet there is room." The
work went on gloriously all night. During the meeting there wero

reported one thousand three hundred and twenty conversions, and
Dine hundred and sixteen sanctifications.

This is wonderful. I give the figures just as I wrote them in
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my jonrnal in July 1806. Shall these eyes, before they'are closed
in death, ever witness such scenes again ? Shall these ears ever
hear such cries of distress, such shouts of joy, such songs of vic-
tory? Shall this aged heart ever feel such shocks of divine power
as I felt on that consecrated ground ?

Of another camp-meeting which was in Virginia he says

:

On Thursday morning our camp-meeting commenced, and the
work of God broke out in the several tents before a single sermon
was preached. The work went on nearly all night, and the next
morning they reported one hundred and twenty-two converted,
and eighty-four sanctified, , . . The number of conversions re-

ported in the course of the meeting was over nine hundred.

Mr. Boehm shortly after says, " I went to our quarterly

meeting, not far from Snow Hill." (The reader M'ill please

bear in mind this was also a grove meeting.) " There were
sixty souls converted, and fifty sanctified during the meeting.

My sonl, praise the Lord ! I have dwelt here to show tlie

reader what kind of times we had at our quarterly meetings

in those days. I returned to my circuit, and there was one

general, revival."

Mr. Boehm speaks also of revivals at the conferences. "ISOS.

The Philadelphia Conference met this year in the City of

Brotherly Love, on March 20th. It was like one great love-

feast from beginning to end. The preaching was of a high

order, and many were converted."

The General Conference began the 1st of May in Baltimore.

" During the session of the conference there was much
eloquent and powerful preaching. . On Sunday the 8th George

Pickering preached in the market-house, and three preachers

exhorted after him, Joseph Totten, Francis Ward, and S. Budd.

There was a mighty shaking among the people. This was

early in the morning. At half past ten I heard "William

M'Kendree from, ' Is there no balm in Gilead ?
' This was

the eloquent sermon that made him bishop." The General

Conference of 180S was almost one continuous revival. At

one time during the Virginia Conference a revival broke out

among the spectators in the gallery. Such were the scenes of

the Methodist olden time. And yet, in view of the revival power

of 1866, M-c cannot say that the Church or the preachers arc

without the Spirit of God, and the power that carries with it

revivals. Our aged Brother Boehm sees and acknowledges the
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pood there is in the Church now. There may be a few who

doubt the present progress. To such we submit the following

from the source already quoted :
*

The carping about the old-fashioned circuits aud districts, and
the old-fashioned preachers, in disparagement of the labor of our

charo-es of the present day, and of the character of the preachers

of these times, is not old-fashioned Methodism, but old-fashioned

nonsense. Doting old people often say, " Young people are good
for nothing nowadays. Just think what we had to endure in old

times ! Why what I passed through would kill a dozen of the young
frv!" To all this it may be answered, Look at what our brave

fellows have passed through in the war for the restoration of the

Union ! Look at what women, and even young girls, have dared

and suftered, and abate your folly. Be ashamed of ever having

dreamed that the race is degenerating.

Doubtless much can be said on both sides of the question,

of the comparative merits of ancient aud modem Methodism,

but with all the facts before us from this suggestive book, and

from other sources, must we not infer that revivals were cer-

tainly more frequent then than now, and may we not, wliile

holding fast to other advantages, approach nearer to, or even

surpass, the spiritual power of the fathers? TVe leave the

reader to follow Henry Boehm (who after ISll becomes the

traveling companion of Bishop Asbury) across the AUeghanies

and back, and from Xew England to Georgia, on his toilsome

some journeys through the wilderness.

n. Another fact we observe in this book is the growth of

episcopal power on this continent. At first Bishop Asbury
was sent out by Mr. Wesley as a circuit preacher. Wesley
sent the first regular traveling preachers as missionaries to

America. They were volunteers, yet sent. American Meth-
odism is the oflspring of missions. The authority to appoint

must reside somewhere, and we believe, according to the Xew
Testament order, in the ministry itself, which appoints its own
bishops. The fountain-head of Church authority is Christ.

We learn that the appointments were well prepared before-

hand by the bishop, but very silently. The character and
ability of each preacher was marked and known, and often-

times changes were efi:ected in favor of the health and higher

usefulness of the preachers then as now. Influential laymen

Dr. G. Peck : Semi-CeatemiLal Sermon.
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were sometimes closeted with the bishop then as now, but

very briefly, I imagine \ and tlie bishop, at the close of con-

ference, hurried away, leaving for the most part a band of

heroes, hopeful, earnest, believing, prepared to do and dare,

and some heavy hearts, then as now.

Could any man envy Bishop Asbury his laborious oflice,

unless for his apostolic reward : his five thousand miles of

travel on horseback, his long fastings, hard beds, exposure to

heat and. cold, swollen rivers, swamps, and mountains ? His

power grew with the growing work of God, and was provi-

dential. Let us study the^ picture here given of our great

bishop :
" Bishop Asbury had great administrative ability.

He was wise and far-seeing, and kept his work planned and

mapped out beforehand. The mass of the appointments were

arranged before conference, so that but few changes needed to

be made. lie often talked to me freely about the appoint-

ments of the preachers, and sometimes consulted me. I used

to transcribe them' for him before they were read out. The

preachers tormented me to know where they were going, but

I was silent, for secret' things belonged to the bishop, revealed

things to the preachers. . . . The bishop not only read men

for the sake of the Church, but for their own sakes. He
would say to me, ' Henry, Brother A. or B. has been too long

iu the rice plantation or on the peninsula ; he looks pale

;

health begins to decline; he must go up to the highlands.'

The preacher would be removed and know not the cause, and

the next year come to conference ^vith health improved, and

constitution invigorated, and not know to whom he was

indebted for the change ; for the bishop assigned few reasons,

and made but few explanations for his conduct."

Of the bishoi)'s ability in the pulpit Mr. Boehm says

:

It has been supposed that be was an inferior preacher thougli
superior as a governor. But this is a mistake. I have heard him
over fifteen huiulix-J times. His sermons were scripturally rich.

He was a well-instructed scribe, " bringing out of liis treasury
things new and old." Ho was a good expounder of the wor»l of

God, giving the meaning of the writer, the mind of the Spirit.

He was wise in his selection of texts. There was a rich variety

in his gemions ; no tedious sameness, no repeating old stale truths.

He could be a son of thunder or a son of consolation. There was
variety both in matter and manner. He was great at camp-
meetings, ou funeral occasions, and at ordinations. I have heard
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him preach fifty ordination sermons, and they were among the
most impressive I have ever heard.—P. 440.

Kev. J. B. Wakeley, in " Heroes of Methodism," quoting

Kev. Ilenrj Boehm, says of Asbury, " His sermons were grave,

clear, and deep,"

The episcopal office has changed, but the ancient laborious-

ness, missionary zeal, and extensive travel remain. Let us

take one more view of the good bishop as he travels with

M'lvendree in ISOS

:

My flesh sinks under labor. TVe are riding in a poor thirty
dollar chaise, in partnership, two bishops of us ; but it must be
confessed it tallies well with the weight of our purse. What bish-

ops ! Well, but we have great views, and we have great times, and
the Westeru, Southern, and Virginia Conferences will have one
thousand souls truly converted to. God, and is this not an equiva-
lent for a light purse ? And are we uot well naid for starving
and for toil ? Yes, glory to God !—P. 218.

This in 1808 ; while in 1865, in the space of a few months,

Bishop Thomson visits India, China, Egypt, Judea, Bulgaria,

Italy, the northern Mississippi, New Orleans, Texas, and Ore-

gon. How the vision enlarges and the wo'rk expands with time

!

III. The next point we have to mention is Church organi-

zation. And here we meet first the Methodist class. The
class-meeting is Christianity crystalizing. The perfect forma-

tion is the Church, against which the gates of hell shall not

prevail. We are carried back to tlie primitive apostolic times,

when the Church was embraced in families and met in private

houses. Then all was simplicity, unity, and love. If the

itinerancy is calculated to build up the Church outwardly, the

class-meeting promotes inward growtli. It makes. the Church
an organism, a growing tree of life, and not a mere machine.
If I take in my hand a watch I have a piece of mechanism
that is perfect, or can only be improved by art ; but if I take
in my hand a flower, I hold a living thing expanded by the

principle of life from the germ in the seed. So tl^e Church.
The Methodist Societies in America at first had no sacraments,
but were dependent upon the Protestant E])iscopal Church for

them. Strawbridge contended for the riglit to give the sacra-

ments to the people. Bishop Asbury opposed for a long time
that step, but at length yielded. The Methodist Episcopal
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Church was at length fully organized, and with the consent of

Wesley and Asbury proceeded on its way with all the instru-

mentalities of usefulness at its command. Perhaps it is well

that Asbury was cautious at the first not to overstep Church

order. His prudent, careful course has formed a strong and

steady Church.

Mr. \Yeslcy, afler reading Lord King's account of the Prim-

itive Church, was convinced that there are but two orders in

the ministry, elders and deacons. And may we not indeed

eay there is but one true apostolic order, that of elder or

bishop. There may be an elder appointed by consent of his

brethren to oversee the Church in general, but that is only

an office, not a separate m^der.

Then the providential growth of the class, the germ ha^nng

been perha})5 transferred froui the Moravian Societies, pro-

duced one simple and harrtionious whole, a Christian Church,

beautiful in its proportions, admirable in working, and a repro-

duction of the Church of the apostles.

lY. Let us consider as next in order the General Conference.

This, too, has been a providential growth. At first all the

preachers met in one conference, and even that was small.

Then separate conferences were required to accommodate dis

tant localities. The first Methodist Conference in America

was held in July, 1T73. From this beginning has grown up the

Delegated General Conference. The powers of this body are

defined in our Discipline. It has no power to change our

Articles of Religion, or do away with our itinerant general

superintendcncy. "On Friday, May 1st, 1812, in the city of

New York, there was a great gathering in Wesley Chapel,

John-street. The cradle of American Methodism was an

appropriate place in which to hold the first Delegated Gen-

eral Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Bishops

Asbury and M'Kendree were there, and ninety representatives

from eight Annual Conferences." A general council of the

Church had been proposed by some of the early Reformers,

the council to be composed of the bishops and presiding elders;

but our fathei-s wisely Bubstituted for this arrangement a Dele-

gated General Conference. The Church of Rome has had its

General Councils, but they were composed on the basis of
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ecclesiastical prerogative ;
our General Conferences, on the doc-

trine of fraternal equality, and the necessities of the Church.

These assemblages were generally opened with prayer and

fiusting, and the preaching of the word. The Spirit of God
was also present, and revivals at such times were common.

We may follow along the track of the Annual and General

Conferences till 1S16, when Bishop Asbury appears no more

among his living compeers and the multitudes of his spiritual

children. But his memory and his deeds, may we not say, his

spirit, hovered like a grand presence over M'Kendree, Emory,

Roberts, and George. His last few months of labor had been

a living martyrdom. He was carried into the house and out

again to his horse by his faithful Henry. And when another

traveling companion had succeeded to such a care, the loving

Henry, on hearing the tidings of his sickness, hastens to his

bedside, and assists, with his colleagues, in nursing day and
night the venerable bishop, until he partially recovers. He
mounts his horse again, gives his loving counsels to his beloved

eon in the Gospel, and then rides away to be seen no more.

Henry Boehm traveled longer with Bishop Asbury than any

other man, knew him most intimately, and gives us a life-

picture of him ; describing his dress, manner, preaching, con-

versation, and prayei^s. The influence of a great mind on an

infant Church is tremendous. But the true measure of Bishop

Asbury's giant will is the great men he controlled with such

ease, and whom he made to love him. Jesse Lee, Gatch,

Owen, Colbert, Tunnell, M'Kendree, Emory, such were the

men Bishop Asbury ruled with wisdom ; while O'Kelly and
Shinn were met and measured in a different way, but all suc-

cessfully for the Church. The work of Henry Boehm is inval-

uable to the Church for the light that it sheds on Asbury
alone. The death of Asbury gloomed over the General Con-

ference of 1816. From that point a new era opens. Hitherto

the influence, life, and genius of one man had risen serenely

above the Church to rule and guide it. In one sense he was
the Church. Xow the General Conference rises into import-

ance, and the influence of individual men, even of bishops,

dwindles. It is true, several superintendents instead of one, like

serene stars, soar above the horizon. M'Kendree and Emory
are stars of the first magnitude, but they soon pass from the
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field of vision, and the General Conference itself fills the view.
Its first great conflicts are with slavery. In 1S44 tlie Clmrch
itself is divided on this question by a plan of separation. It is

true, many supposed the General Conference here transcended

its powers. Its record on this subject shows an almost con-

tinued advance till, in 1S64, it sends a deputation of ven-

erable men to encourage Abraham Lincoln in the noble work
of proclaiming to four millions a full emancipation from the

dreadful curse of slavery. The General Conference has also

mapped out the great mission work, erected its great book
concerns, established depositories, started newspapers and
reviews, elected editors, books agents, missionary secretaries.

and bishops. It has appointed the bounds of conferences,

heard and decided appeals, made rules and regulations for the

Church, and sent its greetings to other councils and confer-

ences in distant parts of the earth. The General Conference

is the august senate of the Church, and no doubt has before

it arduous and glorious work in the future.

y. Let us gather up here from our author the scattered grains

of gold. How many names in this record can receive only a

passing notice, and yet will have most honorable mention in the

book of life ! In reading these pages one feels that he is tread-

ing, amid holy memories, along the sounding cobwebed corridors

of time. There was Phineas Eice of the old Xew York Confer-

ence. "NYe have one anecdote of him. "When first uniting

with conference, in 1809, and ordained deacon, "the confer-

ence voted that he was ' too funny,' and passed the resolution

that Bishop M'Kendree should reprove him. The bishop did

BO. Years after Mr. Eice said that as he had never been to

conference before, he supposed that this was the regular

process that all young ministers went through, and therefore

did not feel at ail unpleasant."—P. 236.

Many well remember how Phineas Eice could, almost in the

same breath, move a congregation to smiles, or melt them to

tears. But he is gone, with Martindale, Jewett, and otliei's.

Jesse Lee, too, was a man of great wit. At the Virginia

Conference of 1813, in Xewbern, North Carolina, he preached

from Acts xvii, 6, "These that have turned the world upside

down," etc. " His propositions were : 1. That originally the
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moral world was right side up. 2. Sin had turned it \n-ong

Bide up. 3. It was the design of the Gospel, and the business

of the ministry, to restore it to its original position. The
next morning nearly everj-thing about the town looked ridic-

ulous, being upside down. Wagons, boats, signs, gates, almost

everything, was bottom side upward. Some of the inhabitants

were vexed, and some laughed ; while the authors of the mis-

chief enjoyed the fun, and laid it to the preacher, wlio, they

said, had come to turn the town over, that it might be right

Bide up."—P. 412.

At another time there was a more real upturning. In Ver-

mont the Congregationalists were the standing order, and the

Methodists were taxed, with others, for their support. Having
to support their own ministry, they petitioned the legislature

to have the law repealed. "Their petitions were treatecf

with contempt, and the inquiry was sneeringly made, ' "WTio

are the Methodists?' affecting to be ignorant of such a people.

The ^Methodists in the state concluded if this was the kind of

treatment they were to receive it was time to show who they

were ; so they and their friends had an understanding, and at

the election the next year there was, to the astonishment of

many, a general turning over. The new governor and legis-

lature found out who the Methodists were, and the obnoxious

law was repealed." The reader of Henry Boehm's book is

struck with the frequent recurrence of names that have

become familiar during the war of the rebellion. AVashington,

Korfolk, iN'ewbern, Spottsylvania, Richmond, Charleston, and

other similar names, meet the eye, to remind us tliat our

fathers often marched over this ground which has since been

trampled by contending armies. A comparison of tlicse two

great conflicts may not be unprofitable, and the result in either

case is not doubtful. The truth is mighty, and it shall pre-

vail. In both conflicts there is often resisting unto blood

striving against sin. The father of John Cooper threw a

shovel of hot embers on him, and then expelled him from the

house. The saintly and heroic Gatch was mobbed, tarred and

feathered, but never quailed. Garrettson was assaulted with a

club, and left covered with blood. From the grated windows

of jails the imprisoned itinerant preached to the multitudes

without, ajid the word of God was not bound. Most of these
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pioneers lived to see the truth established, and flourishing

Churches cover the land. They were Christian heroes and

true patriots. Asbury, discouraged at the little fruit of his

ministry, (and what true itinerant is not?) glides unobserved

into a love-feast far out in the wilderness. He sits convers-

ing with his own troubled thoughts, until a sister rises to

speak, and tells the people that she was awakened under a

sermon preached by Bishop Asbury. The aged bishop springs

to his feet, and delares that he is ready to travel round the

continent if he can see even thus much fruit brought to God.

In ITSS Bishop Asbury, on his way to Charleston, finds an old

colored man, named Punch, fishing on the bank of a creek.

Punch's charcter had been bad. The bishop rides up to him,

and inquires, "Punch, did you ever pray?" The reply is,

" Is^o, sir." The bisliop talks to him ; Punch is alarmed. The

bishop sings for him, " Plunged in a gulf of dark despair we
MTctched sinners lay," and the tears roll down the swarthy

cheeks of his solitary auditor. The bishop rides away. Punch
throws down his fish-pole and starts for home. To use his

own language, " I been tink fore I got home Punch be gone

to hell." Punch became a converted man. He preached to

his own people. The overseer forbade him. Then the over-

seer became converted, and the word spread still more. Some
twenty or twenty-five years afterward, during Bishop Asbury's

last visit to Charleston, Punch traveled sixty or seventy miles

on foot to Charleston to see him. Years after that the South

Carolina Conference sent a missionary to the colored people,

in obedience to the request of some gentlemen of wealth.

The missionary came to the cabin where Punch lived. An
aged man with wrinkled and palsied limbs came to the door,

but there was glory in his face. He looked on the missionary

in silence, then raising his eyes to heaven said, "Kow Lord,

lettest thou thy servant depart in peace, for mine eyes have

seen thy salvation." The visitor was confused, but the old

man said, " I have many children in this place. I have felt

for some time past that my end was nigh. I have looked

around to see who might take my place when I am gone. I

could find none. I felt unwilling to die and leave them so,

and have been praying to God to send some one to take cnre

of them. The Lord has sent you, my child ; I am ready to
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o-o."* He died in a few days, and left two or three hundred

people, whom he had gathered together, to the care of the

nn>sionarj. The successors of Asbury have a duty which

they owe to the lowly. The colored man greatly exalted by

freedom, must be still more exalted by Christ.

Let us pause a moment over the testimonies of the dying

ministers of Christ. These are a few golden sands wrenched

from the grasp of death. The last words of " the great Otter-

bein," as Bishop Asbury calls him, were, " The conflict ia

over; lay me down upon the pillow and be still." Guet-

thing, who was taken sick on a visit to Father Otterbein,

and started for home but died before he reached it, suddenly

said, "Hark! hark! who spoke? whose voice is that I hear?

Light, light, what golden light ! IS'ow all is dark again.

Please help me out of bed." He said " Let us sing ' Come
thou long expected moment." He knelt and offered prayer.

He was helped into bed, folded his hands across his bosom,

and in fifteen minutes ^vas in Paradise. William Gill quietly

fell asleep in death, and closed his own eyes. William Jes-

sup said, when dying, " My work is done. Glory, glory !

"

Hope Hull, while dying, was asked concerning his spiritual

state, and replied, " God has laid me under marching orders,

and I am ready to obey." "While prayer was offered

at the dying bed of Jesse Lee, he broke out in ecstacies.

" Glory, glory, Jesus reigns ! heaven is just before me." He
also said the next day, " Give my respects to Bishop M'Ken-
dree ; tell him that I die in love with all the preachers, and
that he lives in my heart." He said, " Brother Boehm, when
I die I wish you to close my eyes." The aged Asbury as

he passed on his way proclaiming Chiist, cried out in rap-

ture, " Hail, all hail eternal glory ! " And the quiet words of

M'Kendree, " All is well," still linger like the words of a

parting benediction upon the Churches.

But we must hasten and take our leave of the volume that

has given us so much pleasure. The same field is traversed

by various honored writers, AVakeley, Strickland, Dr. G. Peck,

and our worthy historian. Dr. Abel Stevens. Let our vener-

able Father Boehm give his own parting word to the reader.

* "Heroes of Methodism," bj Rev. J. B. "Wakeloy, p. 29.

FouKTH Series, Vol. XVHL—26
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"In May, 1800, I was present at the General Conference in

Baltimore ; in May, ISGl, I attended the General Conference

in Union Church, Phihidelphia. With perhaps two excep-

tions, Drs. C. Elliott and G. Peck, all the delegates to the hit-

ter body were born during the intervening period ; and the

eenior bishop, Thomas A. Morris, was, in ISOO, a prattling

boy of five years. I rejoice that God had raised up so manv
strong men to be pillars in the Church. Some were from the

fartlier AVest, California, Oregon, ^nd regions which in my
early days were uninhal)ited, except by wandering tribes of

Indians. The bishop and members seemed to regard me as

an old Methodist patriarch, and honored me with a seat on the

platform."—P. 4S9.

Farewell dear old man ! May your age continue to its close

thus serenely bright; and may the mantle of the fathers fall

upon their sons. To you at least there is the prospect of soon

joining your compeers on the heavenly plains.

" There is a countrie,

Afar beyond the stars, .

Where stands a -w-inged sentrie,

All skillful in the wars.

There, above noise and danger,

Sweet Peace sits crowned %\-ith smiles,

And One, born in a manger.

Commands the beauteous tiles."

VI. We are brought in view of our centenary. American
Methodism completes its first hundred years in October. Dr.

G. Peck has reached, with the present spring, his semi-centen-

nial year, in the active ministry. Father Boehm has been

eixty-four years in the ministry, was personally acquainted with

the groat men m-Iio laid the foundations of our Methodism, has

looked on the days of the Declaration of Independence and

of WashiuL'ton, and has witnessed the dying struggles of the

great rebellion. Our centenary lias culminated in the year of

peace. The stirring events of these hundred years have crys-

talized into history under the pen of Abel Stevens. But most

of all do we pause to record, not the battles fought on fields

of blood, but the peaceful marches of the everlasting Gospel.

Between one fifth and one fourth of the whole population

are gathered under the ministry of this one great Chur(th and

its branches. A\''ell may we ascribe the glory to the great
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Saviour and Head of the Church, saying, " "What hath God
wrought !

" His work is honorable and glorious, and his

righteousness endureth for ever." Let us, with such a past

to commemorate, while we despise not architectural grandeur,

build our chief monument of redeemed hearts. Already has

much precious fruit been garnered in heaven. The moral

achievements of the present will be the best tribute to the glory

of the past.

Vn. The future ! How shall we meet it ? The population

of this country in 1900 will be about one hundred millions.

The centenary of Methodism is to be a preparation to meet

the wants, of this vast aggregate of humanity. We believe

that Methodism is to bear a prominent part in the redemption

of our world. She has the mission spirit and the missionary

organization. She has the machinery. She has the wealth.

She has the men. She has the prestige of success. And God
is with her. Therefore we look upon her grand preparations

as decisive. Our future must far transcend in results our most

sanguine thought. The Church is hovering around the open-

ing gates of the millennium. Let us be careful to preserve the

ancient fire that burned on our rude altars. Let not the

crown of glory fall from the brow of the sons of God. Other

Christian Churches will have their work to perform ; we
rejoice in their success. But in the last ages there will be

no denominational rivulets, but the Gospel tide, commingling
in one ocean of divine love, " like a sea of glory," " shall spread

from pole to pole."

Abt. v.—JOHN BRIGHT.

Speeches of John Bright on the American Question. "With an
Introduction. By Feank Mooke, Boston : Little, Brown, &
Co. 1865.

Jioston Atheficeum. Files of the London Times from 1843-

1865, etc. etc.

John Bright was born the 16th of November, 1811, at Green-
"f^nk, near Rochdale, in Lancashire, and is now, .therefore,

according to the English idea, just in the full strength of man-
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hood, and competent, if ever, to exert a powerful influence on
the national mind.

From the portrait which is given of him in the volume of
Speeches on The American Question, we should judge him to

he a fine specimen of a well-fed Englishman. His hair, wliicli

is not thick, but rather long and straight, is left without special
arrangement, except an irregular parting on the left side. His
whiskers give an appearance of exceeding broadness to the
lower part of his face, which causes the forehead to seem dispro-

portionately narrow, though high. His eyes are full and clear,

and have a true and honest look
; there is strength in the ex-

pression of the countenance, and a slumbering fire beneath the
exterior repose. The nose is prominent and clearly cut ; while
the mouth, not large, but firmly closed, with corners slightly

drawn down, in connection with tlie other features, gives an ex-

pression of determination and energy not to be mistaken. One
can see at a glance that he is a wan fearless of opposition from
whatever som-ce it may come; and possessing an honest convic-

tion of the justness of his cause, the heavens might as soon be
expected to fall as that he would yield a willing submission
to wrong.

The chief business of the section of country where he wa.-?

born is the manufacture of various febrics, especially cotton.

Mr. Bright's father was engaged in the manufacture of cotton.

The son was early placed in a position to acquire a practical

knowledge of the business. With only a limited education, lie

commenced his career under the immediate direction of his

father. Until 1S35 he diligently applied himself to the com-
plete mastery of his business, at tlie same time devoting him-
self to tlie study of various branches of knowledge indispensa-

ble to a correct understanding of social science.

After traveling extensively on the continent and in Egypt
and Palestine, he returned to England in 1838, and immedi-
ately commenced his public career, by taking an active interest

in the Anti-Corn Law League.

It is said that at an early day Cobdcn, Bright, and Thomj^
son formed a triumvirate to work in concert for the success of

the League ; Cobden taking the heavy work of bringing out

the statistics, Bright appealing to the political interests of the

people, and Thompson operating upon the religious feelings
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of the masses. "Well and faithfully did they perform their

•work, and it -would be a difficult task to say which merits the

most praise. At all events, Bright made himself felt through-

out England by the influence of both voice and pen.

In 1843, being then but thirtj-'two years of age, he was

defeated in a contest for the Parliamentary representation of

the city of Durham ; but his opponent having been rejected

on account of bribery, he was successful in a new canvass.

He continued to represent the city of Durham until the repeal

of the Corn Laws in 1846.

Mr. Bright's tirst speech in Parliament was made August 7,

1843, on a motion of Mr. Ewart, that the trade and industry

of the country require further and more effectual relief, by
the removal or reduction of duties which press on the raw
material of manufactures, and on articles of interchange with

foreign nations, as well as on the means of subsistence of the

people.

After the mover and others had spoken, "The Times'"

report of the debate informs us that " Mr. Bright, for whom
there were some few calls, next rose and proceeded to address

the House in a very rapid strain. The honorable member
seemed a little nervous at first, but gained confidence as he

went on." Xo one has ever read that plain, fearless speech

without feeling that it came direct from the heart.

In 1847 he was returned to Parliament from the city of

Manchester, by a coalition of the Free Trade and Ultra Liberal

parties, and was again elected in 1852. From 1847 to 1857
he was especially active, both in Parliament and out of it, in

devising' and aiding; reformatory measures. He was the svm-

pathizing friend of the Irish in the year of famine ; h6 foresaw

the difficulties and dangers before the East Indian Govern-

ment, and tried faithfully to avert or at least provide for them

;

he was personally interested in the welfare of that noble son

of Hungary, the immortal Kossuth, and assisted at his recep-

tion in Manchester in 1852.

At the election of 1857, being absent on account of ill-

health, he was brought forward by his friends as candidate

for re-election from the city of ]\ranchester, but owing to

his opposition to the Palmerston policy and the Chinese war,

Was defeated, but was elected in the fi\ll of the same year by
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the city of Birmingham. From that time to this he has con-

tinued in Parliament, and stands to-daj as one of the fore-

most men of the English nation.

During the four years of civil war through which we have

just been passing, we have had no more earnest and influ-

ential friend in Great Britain or the continent than honest

John Bright. "When, from the high places of power, we have

received only the haughty sneer, or the coolest contempt, hi.-i

heart has ever truly beat for us, and his faith in the ultimate

triumph of the Xorth has never wavered. Though an immense
sufferer in his business by the war, yet he has endured it

bravely, and by word and deed has done his .best to relieve

and encourage the distressed and almost starving population

of the manufacturing districts.

In a speech delivered January 15, 1SG3, at Birmingham, on

the subject of international law, he defends, in a masterly

manner, the policy of the United States, and administers a

scathing rebuke to " The Time3,"while he most clearly shows

np the falsity of all its prophecies in regard to American
affairs. He then goes on to say

:

"Within the last two years we have seen two events which pos-

terity will regard as very important. In Russia serfdom has boon
put in tlie way of extinction by the act of the emperor of Ru>si:\

and his governiuent ; in tlie United States, by the most wonderful
series of events, there is evidently coming to pass that which no
man dared to hope for three years ago as likely to be approached
durincc the lifetime of any one of us. I see from the East unto
the "West, from tlic rising of the sun to the going down thereof,

in spite of what misled, })rejudiced, unjust, and wicked men may
do, the cause of freedom still moving onward ; and it is not in

human power to arrest its progress,

" For God from evil still educes good,

And Freedom's seed still grows, though steeped in blood."

Again his appreciation of our condition and his fearless faitli

in our future is expressed in the following quotation from a

speech delivered at Birmingham December IS, 1862. Ho
doses by saying

:

I cannot believe that civilization in its journey with the sim will

sink into endless night to gratify the ambition of the leaders of

this revolt, who seek to

""VTade through slaughter to a throne
And shut the gates of mercy on mankind.

"
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I hnve a far other and brighter vision before my gaze. It may be
but a vision, but I will cherish it. I see one vast confederation
Ftretching from the frozen Xorth in imbroken line to the glowing
South, and from the wild billows of the Atlantic westward to the
calmer waters of the Pacific main ; and I see one people, and one
law, and one language, and one faitli, and over all that wide conti-

nent the home of freedom, and a refuge for the oppressed of every
cUme.

It is well known that President Lincoln declared this passage

to be one of the finest efi'orts of oratory he had ever read.

Surely the most enthusiastic American has never indulged in

a more exultant anticipation of the future of the Eepublic.

It is not surprising that Mr. Bright, with such a faith, has
has been one of our bravest champions.

jSTor has he rested with merely a defense of the Xorth and
its institutions; he has truthfully portrayed and justly de-

nounced the traitors and the treason of the South. In his

speech of December 18, 1862, he says of the rebellion that " it

is a great conspiracy against humanity ; that slavery is blas-

phemously set up to be its chief corner-stone
; that it has

been the huge foul blot upon the fame of the American
PiCpublic; that it is a hideous outrage against human right

and divine law." In the same speech he says, " I blame the

men M'ho are eager to admit to the family of nations a state

which offers itself to yon as based upon a principle, I will

undertake to say, more odious and blasphemous than was ever

heretofore dreamed of in Christian or pagan, in civilized or

savage time."

In the House of Commons, June 30, 1863, Mr. Bright, in

speaking on the motion of Mr. Roebuck to recognize the South-
ern Confederacy, said, " In the hands of God are alike the

breath of man and the life of states. I am willing to com-
mit to him the issues of the dreaded contest; but I implore
of him, and I beseech of this House, that my country may
lift nor hand nor voice in aid of the most stupendous act of

guilt that history has recorded in the annals of mankind."
(Quotations such as these might be largely multiplied ; but
these will suffice to show the justness of his appreciation of

the great questions at issue, and the character of the parties

engaged in the contest.

But aside from Mr. Bright's connection with American
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affairs, there are three interesting phases in which he proscnta

himself to our consideration : 1. As an orator. 2. As a

politician. 3. As a reformer.

I. As an orator, everything about him, as far as we can jud!:;o

from his portrait, marks him as one in earnest. We readily

perceive, from a perusal of his speeches, that he is sometimes

enthusiastic and impassioned in his style, and withal there is

an evident poetical vein about him which frequently reveals

itself, though usually he is severely plain in his use of language.

His forms of expression are terse and strong, and the hard-

working mechanic, the factory operative, and the tradesman

do not fail to understand his straightforward Saxon talk.

He goes directly to his point, leaving no chance, even to the

careless, to lose sight of the purpose of the speaker. He never

talks simply for the sake of talking. He can sit and hear the

debates in Parliament, verbose, dull, and dreary as they arc,

until a fitting occasion presents itself, and then with a single

dash brushing away the cobweb sophisms of his opponent?,

he meets their arguments fairly and squarely only to demolish

them, and then builds up his own argument with care and

fortifies it with skill. Each sentence fits its place like a well-

wrought block in a line of solid masonry. He can be sarcastic

to a degree which must cut to the quick, and the flashes of

his wit are sometimes brilliant in the extreme. With a pleasant

voice that has both volume and compass, with a distinct enun-

ciation, and a total freeness from all disagreeable peculiarities

or affected mannerisms, he possesses great advantages as a

public speaker.

It must suffice to give a single specimen of his style, taken

from a speech made before the Trades' Unions of London,

March 2G, 1S63. He says, speaking of the American civil war,

"Privilege" (referring to the aristocracy and upper classes)

"thinks it has great interest in it, and every morning,with bla-

tant voice, it comes into your streets and curses the American Pc-

public. Privilege has beheld an affecting sj^cctacle for many

yeai*3 past. It has beheld thirty millions of men happy and pros-

perous, without emperor, M'ithout king, without the surround-

ings of a court, without nobles, except such as are made by

eminence in intellect and virtue, without state bishops and

state priests, without great armies and great ua^•ies, without
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reat debt and without great taxes. Privilege has shuddered

It what might happen to old Europe if this grand experiment

hould succeed. But you, the workers— you, striving after

, better time— you, struggling upward toward the light

ivith slow and painful steps, you have no cause to look with

jealous eyes upon a country w-hich among all the great

nations of the globe is that one where labor has met with the

ighest honor, and where it has reaped its greatest reward. . . .

[n the United States there has been, as you know, an open

door for every man, and millions have entered into it and have

found rest. . . . Do not, then, give the hand of fellowsliip to

the worst foes of freedom that the world has ever seen, and do

not, I beseech you, bring down a curse upon your cause which

no after penitence can ever lift from it. You will not do this.

I have faith in you. Impartial history will tell that, when
your statesmen were hostile or coldly neutral, when many of

your rich men were cori'upt, when your press—w^hich ought to

have instructed and defended—was mainly written to betray,

the fate of a continent and its vast population being in peril,

you clung to freedom with unfaltering trust tliat God in his

infinite mercy will yet make it the heritage of all his children."

No candid and intelligent person who reads the above can

fail to perceive that for real eloquence it will compare favor-

ably with the finest passages of English or American orators.

j
IL "VYe come now to consider Mr, Bright as a politician.

[The traits of character which we have already seen manifesting

hemselves distinguish him in his political career. He seldom

ionsults the expedient ; what is right, is tlie question which most

ittracts his attention. There is a deirrce of inteirritv about

fiim,which is truly refreshing. It can never be said of him, as it

kas once said of one of our most distinguished politicians, that

"He wiggles in and wiggles out,

And leaves the people still in doubt

Whether the snake that made the track

"Was going south or coming back."

Conscience, and not greed of gain or fame, directs his coui-se.

Hence he is a man the people trust ; they look to him as the

champion of popular rights, and he has never failed them.

He is a man of foresight. His expectations in regard to

the ultimate success of our struggles, even in our darkest days,
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show not only his just perception of the case, but also liis

statesmanlike grasp of tlie future. His action to secure tlie

appointment of a parliamentary committee to investigate tlie

afiairs of India in 1849 and 1850, proves that he anticipated the

terrible nmtiny of 1857, and also that he foresaw the proba-

bility of a civil war in the United States, or some other

convulsion of political society, which would inevitably and
seriously disturb the currents of trade throughout the whole
civilized world. His course of reasoning was, that the products

of slave labor are subject to violent and extensive fluctuations,

and therefore it might be expected that the vast supply of

cotton from the United States might be partially or wholly

cut oflT at any hour. Hence, by the adoption of liberal meas-

ures toward the natives of India, he j^roposed at the same
time to elevate their condition and apply a healthy stimulus

to the cultivation of the important staple.

III. Viewed as a reformer, John Bright stands among the

pre-eminent men of his time.

There are five, principal topics which, at present, are under

discussion by the reformers of England :

1. Pauperism. This evil is known to be gigantic in its pro-

portions. One sixth of the people of the United Kingdom arc

the recipients of charity, more than one million being absolutely

and hopelessly paupers, while nearly two millions more are just

on the verge of the same condition. The problem is, whetlier,

by legislation, anything can be done to remove, or at least miti-

gate, the source of unspeakable misery. The wretched poverty

of this vast multitude, it is well known, is the fruitful occasion

of crime. "Wickedness of every kind prevails, and increases witli

frightful rapidity. Infanticide, the occasional conclusion of

wide-spread licentiousness, is only one form in which the deep

moral pollution of society reveals itself. Facts might he

adduced showing the relation of the upper classes to the

lowest which would rival the worst examples of lust ever

known on southern plantations. The reformers claim that

there is at least a j)artial remedy in a judicious modification

of existing laws, or the introduction of new enactments.

2. The second topic is the reduction of the public expend-

itures. The nation of thirty-one million inhabitants is bur-

dened with a yearly expenditure of £70,000,000, nearly equal
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to $500,000,000 of our legal currency. Most men know that at

]c:i^t the great proportion of all public expense comes from

the hard hands of honest toil. It must be seen at a glance,

that a sum so enormous can be raised, from such a limited

number of people, for a long series of years, only by the most

burdensome exactions and consequent deprivation of the

severest kind on the part of the laboring classes. Home
comforts, pleasant cottages, books, education, must all be fore-

gone ; the prime necessities of life can only be obtained as the

result of patient and ceaseless toil ; and happy is the man who
lives without the aid of charity, and thrice happy he who is

able to secure a decent Christian burial at last, and not fill

the grave of a pauper. The English reformers are resolved

that there shall be a reduction of this frightful drainage upon

the resources of the people.

3. The monopoly of the soil is another question of interest.

The fact that there are only thirty thousand landowners in the

whole kingdom, and that this number is rapidly diminishing

from year to year, betokens a phase of political economy which

promises little for the future security and happiness of the

the people. Here, again, it is proposed to invoke the aid of

legislation.

4. The oppression of Ireland is another subject of discussion.

The dumb wroncrs of ages are findini;' a voice at last, and if

Fenianism proves a political failure, there are still stout En-

glish hearts which will never cease to throb in sympathy until

deserved equality and freedom is enjoyed by the Irish people.

5. The question of sufirage, however, just now, commands
the most attention. It is a singular coincidence that while

the propriety of extending the elective franchise to the blacks

is one of the disturbing elements in American politics, the

extension of the same right is considered a fundamental reform

in the politics of England, for it is fondly hoped that if this

reform can be earned through successfully the others will fol-

low as a natural consequence.

• John Bright is evidently a believer in the theory of

Be Tocqueville, who says,* " When a nation begins to modify

the elective qualification, it may be easily foreseen that,

sooner or later, that qualification will be entirely abol-

* Democracy in America, vol. ii, p. 71.
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ished." There is no more invariable rule in the history of soci-

ety : the furtlier electoral rights are extended, the greater is tlie

need of extending them
;
for after eacli concession the Btren-^tli

of the democracy increases, and its demands increase with its

strength. The ambition of those who are below the appointed
rule is irritated in exact proportion to the great number of

those who are above it. The exception at last becomes tlie

rule, concession follows concession, and no stop can be made
sliort of universal sufirage.

Mr. Bright states the whole question of the franchise reform
in a single sentence in a speech delivered at Eochdale, Xoveni-
ber 24, 1SG3, where he says, " There are V,000,000 of men
upward of twenty years of age in Great Britain, and 6,000,000
have no more direct political power than if they lived in the

most despotic country of Europe." What he hopes to secure

as the result of his project of suffrage may be seen from two
other extracts from the same speech. lie says :

" I believe

if the people of this country were really represented, if the wis-

dom and justice of the English people, and not the prejudice and
selfishness of classes, directed the internal and external policy

of this land, we should find the great bulk of our people raised

in a few years to a much higher platform of comfort, intelli-

gence,morality,and independence than has ever yet been known
in the realm of England. I believe, for example, that if the peo-

ple were thoroughly represented, five years would not elapse

—

probably three years would not elapse—before there was estab-

lished a system of education, universal and complete, for all tlic

people, equal to that which now stands alone in the world, tliat

which is offered to the people of theXew England States of Xurtii

America." Again he says, speaking of the United States, " A nd
there there are no 6,000,000 of grown men—I speak of the free

States—excluded from the constitution' of the country and the

electoral franchise ; there there is a free Church, a free school,

free land, a free vote, and a free course for the child of the hum-
blest born in the land." These are the blessings he desired

to secure fur his own countrymen, and he has faith that if once

the ballot is put into their hands they will not be slow to rise

to the full height of manhood's privilege. ISTo man labors

more persistently and successfully to accomplish these great

reforms than Mr. Bright. He strikes hard blows at the aristoc-
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racy, the landed privileges, and the various time-honored

abuses with which England is so liberally cursed.

As a reformer, Mr. Bright is in hearty sympathy with the

common people. His life and early training have brought

hira into contact with them, and his great heart takes in their

needs and their distresses. There is no wonder that he car-

ries the people with him when we remember that he addresses

them in words such as we have already quoted, as well as the

following when he says, " I ask, shall we believe that it is an

unchangeable decree of the Most High that more than one

half of the population of this countr} shall live in houses of

not more than £5 yearly value, and that tlieir children shall

grow up, in comparison with those of the wealthy classes, to a

large extent nncared for and untaught? that life with them

Bhall be but one long struggle to live, and that the sunshine

which falls upon and athwart our path shall only to them be

the gilding of the land which they see afar off, but which they

can never hope to attain." One can scarcely imagine the

effect tliat words sacli as these must have upon the minds of

suffering, starving, downtrodden men.

Though " The Times," in its issue of November 25, 1863,

reviewing the speeches of Cobden and Bright, delivered at

Boehdale the day before, throws out the heartless taunt that

nothing had been accomplished by Bright and his fellow-

reformers, except to make bread cheaper and extend trade,

tliough the aristocrats and privileged classes may hate and

contemn him, he can well afibrd to endure the taunt of the

one and the hate of the others as long as he knows that

millions of the suiferiug poor, even the little hungry children,

bless his name as they eat with thankful hearts tiie larger loaf

his labor in their behalf has enabled them to procure. With

his sublime faith in God and humanity, he may yet live to see

the day when the desires of his heart will be realized, when

England, rid of tlie evils which afflict her people, shall start

forth on a new career of prosperity and power. God will be

his help in the future as in the past while he continues to

serve his fellow-men ; and though perhaps he may fall before

the work in which he is engaged is fully accQmplished, other

laborers will be raised up wlio will prosecute to ultimate and

complete success the glorious task commenced.
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Aet. yi.—relations of the colored people to
the methodist episcopal church, south.

It is a happy coincidence that the Centenary of American
Methodism is nshered in at the auspicious moment when
nearly thirty million people are rejoicinj^ in the peace and

security consequent upon the close of a protracted civil war,

and the restoration of a long-distracted and imperiled L^nion.

Scarcely have the echoes of the nation's pean died away

among the distant hills, when from the courts of the living

God there comes forth another joyous strain, celebrating

the amazing triumphs of the cross. Amid the blended notes

of patriotic and religious exultation there is heard still another

song of gladness. It is no discordant sound, but one which

chimes in beautiful consonance with the rest. It is the

negro's jubilee melody. With grateful heart he pours forth

his tender and pathetic strains, while the chains of more than

two centuries of hard servitude lie in broken fragments at his

feet. lie looks up to the serene sky above him, and thanks

God that wherever its blue concave spreads out over the

states and territories of the grand Republic, it looks not down

upon a single human being bound in the fetters of slavery.

He sees streaming from some lofty height the "star-spangled

banner," and hails it as the emblem of that mighty power

which, hurling the long dominant slave power from its throne,

proclaimed his perpetual emancipation. In the fervor of his

devout fancy he sees culminating above that victorious banner

the " Star of Bethlehem," emblazoned upon a celestial ensign,

bcanng the motto In ftoc signo vinccs, which bids him rejoii^c

in hope of a more blessed enfranchisement than any eartbly

government can bestow—liberty from sin, emancipation from

the chains of ignorance and vice.

At this momentous juncture let us review his relations to

the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, in connection with

the efforts which have been made for his evangelization.

The history of Southern Methodist evangelism in behalf of

the negro may be conveniently divided into three periods.

The first extends from the origin of American Mctluxli-ni

in 1766 to the establishment of the first missions among the
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slaves in 1829 ; the second from the origin of these missions

to the epoch of the ecclesiastic division, or secession, in 1S45;

the third extends to 1861, the epoch of political secession and

the civil war. Each of these chronological periods is marked

with distinctive data.

1T66-1S29. The !Methodists from the very beginning of

their labors on this continent, manifested a deep interest in

the spiritual welfare of the colored people. They regarded

them as their kindred, children of the same common Father,

made by the same Creator, redeemed by the same atoning sac-

rifice, and fellow-heirs of the same immortality. They felt

deeply for the black man as an opjn'essed member of the uni-

versal family, and were willing to encounter peril, to make
sacrifices, and to labor unceasingly for his salvation. Their

settled opposition to slavery intensified the interest which they

felt for him, and they often wept over his wrongs, and rejoiced

with him in his spiritual consolations. The first missionaries

whom Mr. Wesley sent to America were thoroughly imbued
with his own antislavery ideas. Eankin, Shadford, Asbury,

Coke, and Whatcoat were all as radically opposed to slavery

as was "Wesley or Wilberforce ; but they knew how to act

prudently, and to gain the good will of masters, while they

taught the slaves the unsearchable riches of the Gospel. Their

early native converts and itinerant coadjutors were also thor-

oughly Wesleyan in their views of slavery as well as of doc-

trine and discipline. Watters, Abbott, Gatch, Garrettson, all

were of one mind on this subject. Some of them, as Gatch

and Garrettson, becoming owners of slaves, either by inher-

itance or marriage, took the earliest opportunity to set them
free. Many, both among the preachers and people, followed

their example. In fact, that illustrious line of heroic evan-

gelists who for more than half a century adorned the annals

of American Methodism, with united voice, and in the most
emphatic manner that it is possible for men to express their

profoundest thoughts and emotions, declared their opposition

to slavery
; and their declaration has won from the lips of all

Christendom the conmis ndation of " a noble testimony."

Among these "bright and shining lights" not one could be

found who was at all tinctured with proslavery doctrines.

It is not strange that these men of God should entertain
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such ^'iew5, wlien, at that time, there were men of the world,

and among tliem not a few who were wealthy slaveholders,

who entertained the same opinions. There were, during tliis

period, in Virginia, Maryland, and other slaveliolding eolonios

or states, many eminent statesmen, none of whom seemed to

think that slavery was " the normal condition of the negro,''

nor that a state of slavery constituted the ne plus iiltra of social

and political perfection.

We cannot wonder, then, that the early itinerant preachers

took special pains to instruct the colored people, wherever

they could get access to them, in the fundamental principles

of the religion of Christ. They neither overlooked tl'.e

negroes in their daily ministrations, nor forgot them in the

record of their successes. In the diaries of their itinerancy

they frequently mention in their congregations the presence of

both whites and blacks, noting the fact that the Gospel had

the same influence upon them both.

These pious evangelists were not without fruit to reward

their toils. Philip Cox states that over one hundred blacks

were converted in one day during the great revival on the

Sussex circuit, Virginia, in 1TS7 ; and Asbury records that

during the same year, on the same circuit, there -were not

less than one thousand four hundred white and black per-

sons converted. The General Minutes of the same year set

down the whole number of colored members at one thousand

eight hundred and ninety. Good was not only accomplished

in this way, but the blacks, in their turn, did something to help

forward the good cause. Many a tempted, toil-worn, disheart-

ened itinerant has been cheered and encouraged in his heroic

career by colored Christians. Caleb B. Peddi'cord, when he

was laboring under great mental depression, and doubting

his call to preach, was greatly encouraged and strengthened

by a colored woman who had been converted under his n»in-

istry. There is also a tradition in the South that Bishop

M'Kendree, in the early years of his ministry, when he was

tempted to give up his circuit, was induced to resume his

labors by the earnest exhortations of a colored man.

During this period tlie colored people were served entirely

by the regular circuit and station preachers. They had few,

if any, houses of worship erected for their exclusive benefit.

\
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A i)ractice prevailed quite generally throughout the South of

allotting to them a certain portion of the meeting-houses. The
galleries, or a few seats in one end of the churches, were gener-

ally set apart for the blacks. Here they assembled at the same

liours of service with the whites, and listened to the same dis-

courses. But gradually a custom was adopted of extending

larger accommodations to them by giving them the exclusive

benefit of the afternoon services. When this was the case the

preachers endeavored to adapt their discourses to their under-

standings. The meetings were characterized by great religious

fervor, and were often accompanied with outbursts of excite-

ment in which no small degree of extravagance and '' wild-

fire" appeared. After the institution of camp-meetings the

negroes on such occasions enjoyed a spiritual feast., l^o mat-

ter whether the meetings were attended with much profit to

the whites or not, they seldom failed so faras the blacks were

concerned. A number of rude seats, commonly nothing, better

than unhewn logs, were arranged just in the rear of the

preachers' " stand," or pulpit, and, though not half the blacks

who usually attended these " feasts of tabernacles" could get a

seat, they gathered around as near to the preacher as they

could get, and often the tears they shed, their audible sobs

and groans, their hearty " aniens" and exultant shouts, attested

the power of the word upon their hearts. At night, long

after the whites had retired to their tents, the blacks would

remain at the stand, spending hours in singing, prayer,, and

exhortation. The writer in his day has often lingered near

them to witness their fervid exercises, and listen to exhorta-

tions often as eloquent and powerful .as any that fell from

the preachers of the more favored race. Words which, if

they could have been written down at the time, would have

been found worthy of a place in the permanent records of the

Church, have thrilled his heart, and brought tears of unspeak-

able emotion from his eyes. So powerful were the displays

of saving grace among these poor children of Ilam, that an

esteemed minister, while witnessing one of these enrapturing

scenes, once remarked, " Surely the Shekinah is about to

depart from the whites, and rests among these poor bUck
people."

From 1787 to 1790 there must have been extraordinary

FouuTH Series, Vol. XVII1.--27
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exertions on the part of .the preachers for the salvation of tlic

negroes, for the number of colored inetnbers increased during

these three years from 1,890 to 11,C52. For tlie succeeding

twenty years, 1790-lSlO, the proportion of colored members

was about one fifth of the whole membership of the Church
;

for the next twenty years, 1810-1830, the proportion was

about one sixth of the whole. This reduction of the rehitivc

proportion was in consequence of the " Allenite secession,"

which caused a decrease in ISIS of about -4,000 colored mem-

bers. Subsequently the rapid increase of population in the

free states, and the proportionate spread of Methodism, reduced

the relative proportion of colored members from one sixth to

one seventh of the whole membership of the Church. But

the following figures show that there was nevertheless a grad-

ual and constant increase of colored members: 1700, 11,682;

1800, 13,452 ; 1,810, 34,724 ; 1820, 38,753 ; 1830, G9,383. In

182S, just before the origin of the first missions among them,

there were 58,850 colored members.

It was during this period that the idea began to prevail

extensively throughout the South, that the negro is consti-

tutionally incapable of a high degree of mental or moral devel-

opment. The idea has been greatly strengthened of late years

by the plausible theories of scientific men. Dr. Morton's crani-

ological investigations, enlarging the sphere of anthropological

science, have tended to confirm many scientific men of the

South in this opinion.

To the investigations of Dr. Morton may be added those of

his learned friends and admirers. Dr. J. C. Nott, of Mobile,

and G. E. Gliddon, formerly U. S. Consul at Cairo, in Egypt.

In the " Types of Mankind " and " Indigenous Races," pre-

pared by their joint labors, they seem to explore the whole

field of philological, ethnological, archa?ological, and palcou-

tological research in support of their favorite idea—the diverse

origin of the various races of men. But while they have added

to our stock of knowledge concerning the physical history ot

man, they have, in the view of all who adopt their favuntc

theory, weakened the authority of divine revelation. This is

true of many highly cultivated southern minds. Some eminent

statesmen seem to have imbibed their sentiments, and they

have been defended by some leading secular journals. In
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phort, their works are well calculated to support the institn-

tion of slavery.

If the mean capacity of the Anglo-American's cranium

phould be fixed at ninety cubic inches, and that of the negro

in this country at eighty, or at most eighty-five, it might be

a?ked, if the circumstances of the two races were reversed, is

it not likely that these proportions of cranial capacity would

also be reversed? If the white man's education, physical,

moral, and intellectual, had been utterly neglected during the

period of nine or ten generations, and daring the same period

that of the negro should have been constantly promoted, is it

not likely tliat the brain of the latter would have been larger

than that of the former ? Be this as it may, God, in his

providence, sometimes sees fit to confound the wisdom of this

world by giving historical prominence to cases which set at

naught the pompous theories of " science falsely so called."

It was during this period that two remarkable historic char-

acters arose from among the colored converts. One was the

case of "Black Harry," so admirably portrayed in Stevens's

History of the ^lethodist Episcopal Church, and the other was
" Punch," a fine sketch of whom was written by Dr. Wight-

man in 1S4:T. Harry was Bishop Asbury's " traveling serv-

ant," Coke's " colleague " and Garrettson's companion in his

mission to Xova Scotia. Dr. Bush said lie was one of tlie

greatest orators in x\merica, and Coke pronounced him " the

best preacher in the world." He preached acceptably to the

whites in Philadelphia, sometimes filled the pulpit in place

of one of the bishops, and was accounted more popular than

Asbury himself. "When it was announced that he would

preach exclusively to the blacks, the whites would come to

hear him too. He could hardly have been more popular or

useful if, like his illustrious " colleague," he had been a grad-

uate of Oxford. But what excites our astonishment, in con-

templating such a character, is that he was perfectly illiterate,

quite unable to read. The history of neither Church nor

State can furnish an instance of such intellectual greatness in

epite of an utter want of education ; and certainly no unlet-

tered white man ever attained such distinction as a public

speaker, in America.

In 17S8 Bishop Asbury, in one of his tours through South
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Carolina, met •svith Punch, and after conversing with him on

some of the cardinal points of the Gospel, sung and prayed

with him. This interview led to the negro's conversion, and

he began immediately to exhort his fellow-servants. His

overseer, who at first persecuted him, was among his first

converts, and became a preacher. Punch succeeded in build-

ing up a large society on the plantation where he belonged,

and he continued to instruct and guide his people in the way

of righteousness for a period of near half a century. In 1S30

the first missionary was sent to the plantation. Punch, in

extreme old age, supporting his trembling form upon his staff,

met him at the door of his cabin, and received him with the

exclamation, " Now, Lord, lettest thou thy servant depart iu

peace, for mine eyes have seen thy salvation." He had for

many years been praying that, before he took his departure

from this world, the Lord would send some one to take charge

of his spiritual children, and when the missionary came he

felt that his prayer had been answered. Pesigning his charge

into the hands of the missionary, he took his departure, in

peace and triumph, to his heavenly rest. Such cases are wor-

thy of note, from the fact that God would teach ns not to

neglect either the intellectual or religious training of these

people, under the notion that they are incapable of improve-

ment in these respects.

1S29-1S45. The Missionary Society of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church had been in existence over nine years, and

$3G,STS had been collected and expended by it on the various

fields under its care. As yet not one dollar had been spent

in preaching the Gospel among the slaves of the South. "Why

did the Church so long neglect this inviting field ? The

answer is given, in part, by Dr. Capers as follows :

An inveterate prejudice ao^ainst haviii<T religions instruction im-

parted to the slaves by Methodist preachers, it is well known,
had excluded our ministry, almost without exception, from the

thousancls who are employed on the rice plantations, soa-islauii

cotton plantations, and indeed generally along the seaboard of this

state; so that, loner as we have labored in the Gospel ministry in

this country, we are now but just boginnini; to carry to the most

numerous and njost needy portions of our colored population the

blessings of the Gospel of Christ. Indeed, our present cmlcavors

amount to little more than an experiment, as we trust Go<l shall

open the way fully and completely, at no distant time, to the gen-
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cral dissemination of truth and righteousness among the negroes

of the larger estates of the low country, who, hitherto, have been

most emphatically " sitting in the region and sliadow of death."

As yet the Gospel had not beeu preached by the Meth-

odists to any great extent in the neighborhood of the large

plantations. IS'ot many of them were embraced in the regular

circuits, and even when they were embraced in them the dis-

cipHne of those plantations forbade the negroes leaving them,

or congregating on neighboring estates. It was in reference

to visiting these, with a view of instructing the blacks, that

there was " an inveterate prejudice." The special distrust of

Hetliodist preachers, alluded to by Dr. Capers, was owing to

the well-known antislavery Discipline of their Church. This

prejudice, however, began at length to subside, and a number

of concurrent events opened the way for the founding of mis-

sions among the slaves on the large estates of the low coun-

tiy. What Isaac Taylor says of Methodism, that it "had its

rise among a number of springs of equal volume," was true

of these missions.

In 1S2S the preachers on the Orangeburg circuit, South

Carolina, found their way to the plantation of a Mr. Bearing,

on the Combahee, where he had fitted up a chapel for the

accommodation of his slaves, and invited the preachei-s to

preach to them. In the following year this, with a number

of neighboring plantations, was included in the mission estab-

lished on the south of Ashley river. About the same time

Col. Lewis Morris invited Dr. Capers to attend his place on

the Edisto for the purpose of baptizing some of his black peo-

ple who had previously found means of attaching themselves

to the Church. In 182S, a pious and zealous local preacher

(Rev. J. E. Godfrey) was employed to oversee a rice planta-

tion in the neighborhood of Savannah, He forthwith began

to impart religious instruction to the slaves under his care.

In the fall of that year Hon. C. C. Pinckney, a friend of the

proprietor, visited the place, and noticed the salutary effects of

the overseer's instructions. Keturning home, he called on Dr.

Caj>ers to know if he could recommend to him a Methodist

exhorter as superintendent for his plantation on the Santee.

Dr. Capers told him that he would request the bishop to scud

him a preacher for whose character he would vouch. Accord-
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inglj, the next year Eev. ]\Ir. Massey was appointed to the

Santee Mission, and forthwith began his labors. The follow-

ing is the account Dr. Capers, who accompanied him, gives

of his first visit to the plantations

:

Apprised of the principal points of jealousy or distrust on the
part of the owners, we proposed to make each plantation a distinct

preaching place, confining our congregations to the negroes resi-

dent on the spot. The day was to be improved in the service of
the children and invalids, and the evening for teaching and preach-
ing among the laborers. Xine rice plantations on the Santee were
at once put under our instructions. We have reason to believe

that, thus far, we have been of sen-ice to the blacks at each one
of these places, particularly those of the Messrs. Piucknev, and
that the favorable opinion of the proprietors, both as to the unof-

fensiveness and usefulness of our labors, has not been diminished.
The whole time of the missionary has been devoted to the work,
with much patience, meekness, and self-denial.

Dr. Capers was emphatically the apostle and founder of the

•Southern Methodist missions among the blacks. Xo man in

the South was as well fitted as he to devise and set in motion

such a scheme. In Soiith Carolina he was universally respected

and beloved. After Calhoim he was the most popular man in

the state. He was allied to the " aristocracy," connected with

the first families, and had over all classes unbounded influence.

Himself a slaveholder, no one could for a moment question

his fidelity to Southern interests. Universally admired for his

talents, loved for his amiability, esteemed for his dignified

urbanity and ministerial integrity, as well as revered for his

piety, he was the man to begin and superintend, as he did for

a number of years, these interesting domestic missions. To
aid the missionaries as much as possible in their efi'orts to

im})art oral instruction to the negro children, he composed a

catechism, which for simplicity, comprehensiveness, and adapta-

tion, hardly admits of any improvement.

At first the field was a very contracted one, a mere experi-

ment on the plantations of a few individuals, who became sud-

denly impressed with the importance of the work. During

the following year (1830) two additional missions were estab-

lished, Savannah Eiver and Little Eiver. In 1831 Pon Pon,

in South Carolina, Avas added. In 1832 there were three in

South Carolina and four in Georgia. In 1833 there were six-

teen missions in those two States ; and the whole list of mis-
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Btons in 1834 numbered twenty, namely : ten in South Caro-

lina, nine in Georgia, and one in ^Nashville, Tennessee. In

1S35 the good work extended to Alabama, and Pickens' Mills

Mission was formed with twenty-three appointnjents. The
last Report of the Missionary Society prior to the division of

of the Church presents the following results : There were

embraced in the colored missions of the South Carolina Con-

ference, 7,929 members ; Georgia Conference, 3,000 ; Ten-

nessee, 368 ; Alabama, 1,267 ; Memphis, 1,910 ; Mississippi,

1,695 ; x^orth Carolina, 25 ; making an aggregate of 16,224.

These figures do not set forth all the good which resulted

from the negro missions. It must be remembered that these

sixteen thousand converts were gathered up by missionaries on

fields which were not reached by the regular circuit and station

preachers. The successful efforts of the . missionaries had

operated advantageously for the colored congregations through-

out the regular circuits and stations. The reports of the mis-

sionaries published every week in the religious papers, the

proceedings at the Annual Conferences, the thrilling speeches

made at the anniversaries of Conference Missionary Societies,

the narration of striking incidents, of remarkable conversions

and exemplifications of piety, and of death-bed experiences,

stimulated the zeal of the preachers, and intensified their love

for the souls of the colored people. Accordingly, we find the

Minutes at the end of this period report 150,120 colored mem-
bers in the Church. This was a net increase of 91,264 mem-
bei-s since the close of the last period ; an increase in the ratio

of a little over 2.55 to one.

Let us now follow these selfdenying missionaries as they

go forth upon their sublime but perilous enterprise. It seems,

indeed, as if the heroic age of Methodism has returned. Not
counting their lives dear unto themselves, they go where mala-

ria and sickness and death hold their carnival through the sum-

mer and autumnal months. Hard by the borders of miasmatic

swamps ; through the dense forests, draped in long pendent fes-

toons of moss, as if the very trees were in mourning ; along the

ways that lead to the great rice and cotton fields ; in spite of

burning heat, of pestilential vapors, shaking agues, and malig-

nant fevers, they wend their way from plantation to plantation

and from hut to hut. Now, in some low, close, well-smoked
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cabin, filled with infections air, a dying slave languishes upon lu's

pallet of straw. The self-forgetting man of God kneels by his

side, and points him to the sinner's Friend. Again we hear his

voice in accents of melting sweetness as he soothes the sorrows

of some wounded spirit who seeks his spiritual counsels. Out
on the green-sward, beneath the spreading branches of some

venerable live-oak, there comes a smiling, happy group of

sable juveniles. Their faces are all suffused with smiles, and

their teeth of ivory-white fairly glitter between the lips of jet.

They form a semicircle, with the missionary seated in their

midst, and begin their weekly or semi-monthly recitation.

They are happy now, for they have no care ; their limbs arc

supple, not stiffened by age, nor broke by toil, nor emaciated

by disease. "With clear, strong musical voices, they answer in

concert the questions from the catechism. They recite three

or four chapters, and show that they have good memories ; they

answer other questions, as they are suggested by the text to

the missionaries' mind, and show that they are apt scholars

;

leaving the questions they go on to the Ten Commandments,

» the Lord's Prayer, the Apostles' Creed, and correctly reciting

them all, they begin to sing. See how they delight in this

exercise I Xaturally endowed with the love of music, they

make the very welkin ring with their joyous melody. The

hymns finished, the missionary, after teaching them by his exam-

ple how to pray, shakes them tenderly by the hand, mount;

his horse and proceeds to the next plantation, where he follows

the same routine.

Kight at length closes in, and after partaking the hospitality

of the overseer's table he proceeds to the " quarter," wlicre,

- in one of the rude huts, he expounds the Gospel to as many

as can get near enough to hear him. Here he meets one ft

the peculiar difficulties of his mission—to keep them awal<e

while lie imparts his brief instructions. The toils of the day

are succeeded by the labor at the hand-mills, and the prepara-

tion of the supper, consisting only of corn bread or gnt:=,

potatoes or rice, with seldom a morsel of meat. It is nino

o'clock in summer evenings before they can be assembled lor

worship, and " tired nature " too wont to seek her " sweet

restorer," they can with great difticulty keep awake l<'Hg

enough to hear the preacher through.
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Now the holy Sabbath lias dawned upon the world, and all

nature seems at rest. In the overseer's house, or in a barn,

or out in the open air, beneath the evergreen foliage of those

magnificent oaks which abound on the plantations of the low

country, the people of the whole estate are assembled for pub-

lic worship. The overseer and his family are present, and

fometimes the preaching, which was intended only fur the

slaves, reaches their hearts, and they too are numbered with

the "heirs of salvation." It maybe the proprietor lives on

his estate, and has erected a chapel for his people. If so, he

and his family, with the overseer and his family, and some of

their white neighbors, all attend, occupying the front seats,

while all the remainder of the house is filled with blacks. It

may be in some neighborhood where there is a church attached

to some circuit ; if so, the circuit preacher probably preaches

in the week and the missionary on Sunday. The morning is

devoted to services on behalf of the whites, and the afternoon

to the blacks who assemble, to the number of several hundred,

from the adjacent plantations. Sometimes quarterly meetings

are held at these churches, and the sacraments are adminis-

tered. "Whenever a love-feast is held the black members are

admitted along with the whites, only they sit on the back seats

or in the galleries, and are served with the bread and water

after all the whites have partaken. They are allowed also to

relate their Christian experiences, and they sometimes do so to

the edification of all present. On one of these occasions, in a

village of Southern Georgia, a colored woman stood up in the

gallery and began to speak. The first tones of her voice

arrested the attention of all present, and every eye was turned

toward her. Her face was glowing with smiles, her .eyes

streaming with tears, and meekness and modesty were visi-

ble in her appearance. She said, " Brothers and sisters, I have

passed through many troubles, and it is of the Lord's mercy
that I have not been consumed. . Before tlie missionary came
here I was very wicked and very unhappy. It seemed to me
that everything was against me. Death came and robbed me
first of my parents, and then of my husband, and lastly of two
of my children. I had but one left, and I thought I was like

a tree whose branches, one after another, had been torn off by
Hide storms, until only one green bough was left. At last
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auother envious storm came passing by and tore even tliis one

away. I was then left like the naked trunk, stripped and

desolate. But just then the missionary came and told nic to

trust in Jesus. I gave God my heart, found rest for my soul,

and liave been happy ever since. Sometimes I ask, in doubt

and foar,Will God, the great God, whom the heaven of heavens

cannot contain, come down so low as to dwell in my p..ior

heart ? Brotliers and sisters, I feel that he will. Yes, God,

even my God, does now fill and bless my poor heart." The

effect of this brief speech was sublime and overwhelming.

The whole asseihbly burst into a flood of tears and rapturous

praise.

But the missionary, amid his toils and successes, was in peril

every hour. TTatched with a jealous eye, pursued in all his

movements by an uneasy restless suspicion, annoyed sometimes

by the foolish apprehensions of some of the whites of insurrec-

tionary plots among the slaves, and sometimes obliged to sus-

pend his labors for months on this account, he was much like

a person entering a powder magazine with a burning fagot in

bis hand. The slightest imprudence, an inadvertent remark,

a hint of anything wrong in the institution of slavery or tlie

conduct of either master or overseer, would have been the

spark to precipitate a fatal explosion. It was not that he

dreaded the pale, lank, tallow-faced " white trash," who inhalj-

ited the " wire grass " regions, or squatted among the sandhills,

and cordially hated the " nigger preachers," for these could

easily be quelled by a determined missionary ; but the indif-

ference of some masters, the obstacles thrown in his way some-

times by overseers, the ignorance and superstition of the blacks

themselves, and the prediction that met him 'at every turn

that the abolitionists would one day overturn the whole sys-

tem of negro missions, were well calculated to dishearten and

embarrass him. But, abating no jot of heart or hope, lie

toils on until it may be, he yields to the potent influence ut

climate, and falls a martyr to his work. At the next session

of the conference the bishop, unwilling to appoint on his own

responsibility, calls for volunteers. Heroic spirits arc there,

ready to follow in the steps of the beloved dead, and tlu^

come forth, each saying, " Ilere am I, send me." Thus it was

from the beginning a work of love, a field of martyrdom, and
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iiubly have Southern preachers borue themselves in this glo
ri<.>us work.

1S45-1SG1. This period, like tlie last, extended through
eixteeu years. The Church was now divided, and the missions

to slaves, no longer under the care of the Metliodist Episcopal

Church, fell under the jurisdiction of the Cliurch, South.

The Keport of the Missionary Society of the latter Church,

for 18G1, the last that was published, presents the follow-

ing summary of results: Missions, 2iO; missionaries, 207;
members in full connection, 65,413 ; on probation, 10,851

;

and 16,588 children under the instructions of the mis-

sionaries. These figures pertain exclusively to colored mis-

sions. The increase of members on the missions, includins:

jn-obati oners, was at the rate of 4-70 to one. If our inquiries

were to proceed no further, this would be a most flattering

exhibit, and one that would seem to prove that the division

of the Church had largely promoted the religious welfare of

the black population. The missionary contributions, too,

seem to have increased in like proportion. They had gro^vn

from about $SO,OuO in 1845, to 8236,000 in 1S61, and the

aggregate sum for sixteen years had not been far from three

million dollars. The missionary work had therefore prospered

abundantly during this period. It would seem from this stand-

point that the providential mission of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, South, had been to provide religiously for the colored

population, and so, we know, it has been regarded by many.
But M'hen we come to the general statistics of the Church we

read quite a different story. Xot having the General Minutes
of the Church, Soutli, for ISGl at hand, if indeed they were
ever published, we quote from the reports of Boards of Man-
agers of Conference Missionary Societies at their last sessions.

The highest number of colored Clmrch members, including

probationers, which we have seen stated, is 206,000. The
actual increase for this period was as 1*37 to one. During
the period 1829-1845, when the missions were under the care

ot the Methodist Episcopal Church, the increase of colored

members had been over 2*55 to one. Had the number in-

creased in like proportion during the period 1845-1861, there

ehould have been in the Methodist Episcopal Church, South,

in ISGl, over 380,000 colored members

!
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This is a startling development, if we view it in connectiuu
with tlie plea that was set up and argued so vehemently in

1844, that it was essential to the existence of the neoro mis-

sions, and to the religious welfare of the colored people ^'cn-

erally, that there should be a separate ecclesiastical organiza-

tion for the South.

Much, indeed, had been said about the antislavery move-
ments tending to destroy the missions among the slaves and
the North was warned from time to time that such would be
the result of continuing to agitate the question of abolition.

But let it be remembered, that the rise of these missions was
almost contemporaneous with the origin of the great anti-

slavery controversy, and that every planter in the South who
favored these missions was well aware of the antislavery Dis-

cipline of the Methodist Episcopal Church. As the abolition

controversy waxed fiercer, the zeal for negro missions waxed
warmer ; as abolition societies multiplied at the North,
missions among the slaves multiplied at the South ; as plans

and measures for the final extirpation of slavery were orowin"
into grander proportions at the Xorth, plans and measures
for the salvation of the slaves were rapidly enlaro-ino- at the

South. The truth is, the negro missions were never endan-
gered by the abolition controversy. The missionaries were
soutliern men; some of them slaveholders themselves, and
nearly all of them avowed defenders of the institution of

slavery. They were prudent in their intercourse with the

slaves, confining themselves strictly to their religious instruc-

tion, and not interfering ^^'\t\x their civil relations. Dr. Capers,
the apostle and founder of the missions, was too well known,
and stood too high in the confidence of slaveholders, for any
of them to suppose that a cause which he approved, and
whicli received his superintendence, could prove detrimental to

the country. More than all, the labors of the missionaries

were attended with the most beneficial results among the

slaves. They became sober, truthful, honest, industrious, ami

obedient to their owners. A mission on any plantation bccaluo

a source of clear pecuniary gain to the proprietor, and not-

withstanding the gasconade of slaveholdei-s, unfortunately too

often repeated even by the ministers of religion, they had no

idea of abandoning the missions, or expelhng tlie mi?sionarios
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bcK-ause there were abolitionists Xorth of ]y!ason and Dixon's

line.

The most furious "fire-eaters" of South Carolina never

dcniiinded a division of the Church as a sine qua non for the

continuance of the missionary work. The ecclesiastical " seces-

pion " was not therefore necessary for the religious welfare of

the colored population.

The results of sixteen years' experiment by the new organ-

ization show indeed a rapid increase of the missionary work;
but upon thB whole, taking the state of the Church at large

into view, a lamentable falling off. Had the unity of the

Church been maintained, and the work among the blacks pro-

ceeded at the same rate of progress as at the time of the

great schism, the number of colored members now in the

Church would doubtless have been little below 400,000. The
"great secession " was therefore alike disastrous to the inter-

ests of religion among blacks and white. A melancholy record

have the last twenty yeai'S made. Every interest of piety, of

patriotism, and material progress has suffered more or less in

consequence of the Church in the South seceding from the

high antislavery ground occupied by the illustrious fathers of

^[cthodism in America.

But the great change has come at last. Slavery is " extir-

pated," and the question is now, TThat will the Church, South,

do for the future welfare of the colored people? For their

religious welfare it will continue to do in future what it has

done in the past, according to its ability. But the ability is

wanting. The missionary secretary notifies the conferences

that there are large outstanding liabilities, and not a dollar

in the treasury to meet them. Missionaries on foreign stations

are suffering, and calling on the Church at home for aid. The
war has unsettled and disorganized all the eleemosynary inter-

ests of the Church. The country is in a large degree impov-

erished, and unable to replenish the exhausted treasuries of

benevolent associations. The slaveholders are complaining

that they have been unjustly deprived of all their right of

property in slaves, and will no longer feel it incumbent on

them to support negro missions. In this state of things, if

the colored people are left to depend upon the Southern

Church hereafter to supply them with the Gospel, it will take
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many years for that Church to come up to the measure of
ability which she had before the war began, and in the mean-
time many tens of thousands must be left destitute. This
destitution is already apparent ; for while there seems to be a

great efiort to meet the emergencies of the hour, and nearly

every conference shows, by its list of appointments, the con-

nection of colored charges with the regular stations and cir-

cuits, " colored missions" are rapidly disappearing from tlic

Minutes. Let no one be deceived or misled by this great

array of " colored charges " in the lists of appointments. They
are not, in fact, new^ " charges," but the very same that the

ministers on most of those circuits and stations have been
accustomed to serve, though formerly they were not named in

the lists of appointments. Missions were formerly established,

for the most part, in places that were not accessible to any of

the station and circuit pi-eachers. Where now are these two

hundred and forty missions ? Missionaries cannot live and

preach to the poor for nothing, and exhausted missionary

treasuries are not likely to furnish them with the means of

support. It is very natural, therefore, that there should be a

diminution of the " colored missions," notwithstanding the

sudden multiplication of " colored charges."

This may be regarded as revealing the true a?iimvs of the

Southern Church, not on the subject of slavery, nor as regards

the negro in his new relations, but as regards missionaries

from the iJs^orth. It in effect says plainly to them, " Stay

where you are, you are not needed here. TVe have always

taken care of the negroes, and we are still able to do it. See

how we are doing it, connecting with nearly every white

charge a colored charge also." But does this meet the neces-

sities of the case ? By no means. If the Southern Church,

if all the Southern Churches were twice as able as they were

before the war, if they were all to redouble their diligence

to elevate, educate, and Christianize the blacks, in their pres-

ent circumstances there would still be left something for

others to do ; unoccupied space that they might come in and

fill, waste places which they might come and build up, bar-

ren soil which tliey might cultivate and improve. Let them

not stand back because they are not welcome to those who

by their acts bid them stay away. There is a glorious work
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for all the Cbristian people of this eountry to do. As to

education, the Church, South, can do but little, and certainly

manifests but little concern about it. Some of the confer-

ences have ventured to pass resolutions recommending tlie

establishment of negro schools, others have said nothing on

the subject. TVhoever will now come forth, and devote his

time, talents, and energies to the task of elevating and

enlightening this .unfortunate people, in spite of the narrow

prejudices of Southern Christians, in spite of hard speeches,

Bour looks, repulsive acts, and social proscription, will do

more for the cause of truth and righteousness than those

ministers and Churches that try to frown them off, and more

for the real welfare of the South than those intensely South-

ern men, who, if they had it in their power, would blight it3

prospects by the restoration of slavery.

SUPPLEMENT BY THE EDITOR.

The present relations of the Southern Church to the colored

race may be illustrated by the following documents of the late

General Conference.

Of their Missions among the jSTegroes, Dr. Sehon, their

able Missionary Secretary, thus reports

:

Our missions among the people of color have to a great extent

been suddenly interrupted. But we can but hope, from the present

indications, the renewal of these missions, with the most gracious

results. At no period in the history of the Methodist Church,
South, has her position assumed a more commanding aspect in

the world than at this moment, from her action in regard to the
colored population of our country.

It is matter of just Christian pride that we witness the noble
conduct of our several Annual Conferences on this subject. By
resolutions adopted in every conference, they have dctfrmined to

labor in the future, as in the past, for the moral and religious

instruction of the colored people. This action is a noble defense
of the Church, robbing our opponents of an argument which they
were ready to wield a<;airist us, by asserting that our eftbrts in the
past were directed wholly by motives of self-interest. We confi-

dently believe that the course now being pursued will ultimately
win back to our Churches and altars many who, for a while, may
leave our communion. It will remain for this conference, with the

best information befoie them, to devise the best and niost etfective

Weans by wliich missionary labors may be secured to this people,
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eitber under the control of tlie Parent Missionary Society, or tljose of
the several Annual Conferences in whose bounds they may be found.

Of tlie Churchly Position assigned to the Colorkd
Eace, that mo5t liberal and progressive paper, the Southern
Christiau Advocate, Macon, Georgia, says :

Intelligence has reached this place of the action of the General
Conference, establishing the Church relations of our colored mom-
bcrship. Beyond all question, it is the greatest and best thin-'
that that body has yet accomplished. We are jrlad for the honor
of our Church that it was enacted by a unanimous vote. "\Vc
stand before the world with a Church constitution that accords to
blacks and whites equal Church privileges, while by a happy and
prudent separation it pays due respect "to those mysterious antip-
athies Avhich seem to be the indications of Heaven with regard to
the two races. What are the provisions of our Church polity as
now established? 1. Our colored members may be orcranized as
separate pastoral charges wherever they desire it and their number
may justify it ; each charge having its own official members, and
its own quarterly confcfcnce. 2. These quarterly conferences have
the power to recommend members to be licensed to preach,
to be ordained, etc., just as with the whites; the same examina-
tions bemg lield, and the same qualifications required in both cases.
3. These colored charges mav be united into districts, un.ler
colored presuling elders; and if of sufficient number, being con-
tiguous, or not too distant, may be slathered into annual confer-
ences, under the presidency of our^ bishops, iust as the white
preachers. Finally, wherever their conferences are sufficiently
numerous and organized, they may, if they shall desire it, have
their own General Conference, and of course elect their own bishops,
remainiiiir in fraternal relation Avith us. This is all admirable, and
proves that our Church and ministry are up with the times, and
ready to enter the doors that Providence may open before them.
Othat God may shed upon our people everywhere the ^race and
wisdom rightly to adjust the varied and beautiful macliincrv
herein provided for, and set it all agoing in harmonious action'!
Let our ministers throughout the length" and breadth of the land
take pains to explain it to our coloured members; let them ho
assisted, counseled, and encouraged to erect themselves, as last as
prudence would dictate, into a co-ordinate and healthy department
of our Cluirch.

Of Negro Education the same paper says

:

Nor has the action of our General Conference in reference to the
colored jteople been confined to the fruarantceini^ to them equal
Church membership and official privileijes. Their intellectual wants
came imder notice, an<l they say not^onlv that ''special nttenti(Hi
shall be given to Sunday-schools among the colored people,"
but they " rtcommend the establishment of day-schools, wukr
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j)r"j->er reffulations and trustioorthy teachers^ for the education of
colored children.'^ Here, then, is the official announceraent of our
ecclesijistical position on this subject. We not only permit, or

connive at, (God forcrive us for the past!) but we recommend
schools for colored children. This is the foirest quartering on our
escutcheon, and we proudly fling this banner to the breeze. Let
onr great-hearted people see to it that it is no empty boast, no
dead-letter on our statute book. True, we are all bankrupt, and
our white schools are nearly all disbanded or dismantled. "Well,

let them rise together, the white schools and the colored schools,

all over the land. Here is the field for Christian beneficence.

Enlightened patriots will cheer us on in a work that tends so

decidedly to a solid national prosperity. But, as Christians, we
have higher motives than patriotism or an enlightened self-love.

These colored children have souls for which Christ died, and
capacities for endless progress in knowledge and virtue. Some of
the whites are poor enough, but all the blacks are poor

;
poor in

property, poor in intelligence, poor in influence, poor in worldly
thrift. Education is just what they want. Let us help them to

it, and God Avill bless us in the deed.

P. S. Since the above was in type we learn that by subsequent
action the General Conference has established fraternal relations

with the African Methodist Episcopal Church, and has declared

their entire willingness for the several congregations of our colored

people to unite themselves unto that organization. Indeed it is

the aim of both organizations to unite so far as the colored people
are concerned. The very best of feeling prevails between them,
and on the labors directed by such a spirit we may look for the-

richest blessings of the Head of the Cliurch.

We may next furnish documents defining the present rela-

tions assumed by the Africax Methodist Episcopal Church
to the Southern Church. The bishops of said African Church

approach the General Conference with the following pro-

foundly reverent greeting:

To the Right Rev. the Bishops afid Rev. Clergy of the 'Methodist

Episcopal Church., South, in Session at Kew Orleans.^ Louisiana:
CiiKisTiAx Brethren*,—In the glorious name of the Lord Jesus
ve send you these presents, greeting. The business which wc
have now with you is to say

:

1. That during the civil war, and since that event, thousands of

persons, formerly members of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, have become members of the African Methodist Episcopal

Church in the United States of America, and still desire to reuKiiu

in our connection. 2. That in niany of the towns and cities of the

South are houses of worship, which were built, so we are informed,
in some cases, wholly by the means of the colored people, and for

their special use ; in others, ]>artly by the aid of the white mem-
bers of the Methodist Episcopaf Church, South, partly by tiiC

FouRTu Series, Vol. XVIIL—28
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aid of white friends of said Church, and partly by the means of

the colored members of said Church, but still for the special u<e

of said colored persons. But, be this true or not, 3. We earnestly

desire to know if arrangements can he made by which the said

properties can be peaceably and permanently transferred to the

authorities of the African ^lethodist Episcopal Church of the

United States of America for the use of the persons named. "VVe

desire such arrancremeiits for the following reasons

:

a. We believe that Divine Providence has cast our lots with

yours in the southern portion of the United States, that we are to

be neighbors, living side by side with you nnder the same state

laics and under the same national laics, b. That, therefore, it is

meet and right that we seek peace, and cultivate it by all honor-

able means, namely, such as are dictated by Christian charity and

Christian wisdom, c. Because we believe that we are providen-

tially called to labor in the same region of country for the salvation

of all men^ but especially for the enlightenment and Christianiza-

tion of the yieedy freedmen., in order that they may become good

citizens of this Jiepnblic, and be prepared for the citizenship of

heaven, d. Because we believe an arraugemeut of this kind would

prevent all contentions in the community, and litigations in the

civil courts.

To bring about and secure this oneness of spirit, this bond of

peace, we are Milling to accede to any proposition on your part

which will not fetter or jeopardize our ecclesiastical freedom, nor

conflict with the principles of right, equality, and truth. To
represent us in your reverend assembly, we have appointed three

of our ministers, namely, Rev. John Turner, Rev. Charles Burch,

and Rev. Henry M. Turner. That wisdom from on high may
direct your deliberations ; that love and unity may characterize all

of your doings, is the fervent prayer of your fellow-laborers in

the great vineyard of our common Lord and Master,
Daniel A. Payxe, Alexander W. Waymax, Jabez P. Campbell, Bishops of

African MtUiodist Episcopal Church.

Tlie following History of the African Methodist Epis-

copal Church is furnished to the Conference by the above-

named Delegates, and will interest our readers

:

I. Hie Jlistory and Progress of our Church.—In 1VS7,

seventy-nine years ago, the tirst move was made by the col-

ored people of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to establish an inde-

pendent Church, separate from the Methodist Episcopal Church.

In 18 IG the African Methodist Episcopal Church in the United

States of America was fully and permanently organized, with

Richard Allen its tirst bishop, who had been a slave of IJunjamin

Chew, by whom he, with his parents and three other children, was

eold to Mr. Stokely, in the state of Delaware, near Dover, the

capital town of that state. Tlie number of bishops of our Church

has been eight, three dead, five living. They were all slaves
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except one. The traveling preachers at this time number about
550; local preachers, about 1,500; membership, about 80,000.

Our Churches are located ia every state of the United States of
America. The value of our Church property, real and material,

is $4,000,000.

II. Educational Facilities.—Day-schools and Sabbath-schools
are organized in every episcopal district throughout the Union,
The number of scholars in both classes of schools, under our juris-

diction, is about fifty or sixty thousand. The teachers are the best

educated persons of our people, some thirty of them being regular

graduates of some college institution in this and other countries.

"We have one regularly constituted college, the Wilberforce
University, located sixty-two miles north of the city of Cincinnati,

in the state of Ohio, We also have in contemplation the estab-

lishment of a theological seminary at no distant period, as provided
for by the Annual Conference holden in this city last September.
Our Church organ is the Christian Recorder, published weekly in

the city of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, a pa])er which has been pub-
lished for thirty-five years. Our Book Concern is located in the

city of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and publishes our Disciplines

and other religious books and periodicals. All of this work, the

teaching of our schools and college, the editing of the paper and
the publication of our books, is done by our own people.

III. The Education of our Ministers and Bishops.—One of

the bishops is a collegiate and a doctor of divinity, made by
the faculty of the Wilberforce University. Two are good and
respectable English scholars, and the senior bishop, Pt. Rev. Will-

iam Paul Quinn, who labored more than they all, in laying out
the circuits, from Long Ishand to Missouri, establishing confer-

ences, forming Churches, etc., is or has been the strongest man
physically and mentally in our Church, and is usefully educated.
Among the ministers there are six regular graduates and one
doctor of divinity, made by the Heidelburg University in Ger-
many. One is a linguist, being familiarly acquainted with eight

languages, ancient and modern. The younger ministers are men
of close reading habits, and many of them are collegiates. Tlie

contemplated seminary is designed especially for training young
men for the ministry.

IV. Where themostofotir Church Members are Located.—^Frora

the beginning of our existence as a Church about seven-eighths

of the membership have lived south of Mason and Dixon's line,

and the same proportion of the ministers. Four of the bishops

now living, and the three who are dead, were born south of that

Jine. So that we are at home in the South, on our own native

soil, where our fathers and mothers liave lived and died. It is

therefore natural that our Church should desire to gather her chil-

dren in the South, " as a hen gathers her chickens under he<' wings."

V. Annual Conferences and Districts.—Our Annual Confer-

ences which embrace the territory South arc the following: 1. The
Baltimore Annual Couference embraces Maryland, District of
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Columbia, and East Virs^nia. 2. The Missouri Conference, TVcst
Kentucky, ^Missouri, West Tennessee, and Kansas. 3. Louis,

iana Conference includes Mississijipi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Ala-

bama, Texas, and Florida. 4. The South Carolina Conference
includes Xorth and South Carolina, and Georp:ia. This last con-

ference has been organized since the sitting of our last General
Conference, which accounts for its not appearing in our new
Discipline.

THE OBJECT OF THEIR MISSION.

The object of our mission to this General Conference is, to

respectfully and fraternally solicit your sacred body, if it may
please you, to make provision, by law or resolutions, for the transfer

of any and all those colored congregations, and their Church
property, who may at any time in the future voluntarily desire

to connect themselves with the African Methodist Episcopal

Church in the L^nited States of America, and who at present

hold their connection with the Methodist Episcopal Church,

South. And also, for the transfer to colored trustees of the deeds

of those congregations which have already united with the African

Methodist Episcopal Church, but have not yet obtained title deeds

for their property. A number of congregations in various local-

ities in the South have united with said African Methodist Epis-

copal Church, and in every instance have left their Church property

behind them. The white trustees who hold their deeds, as it is

very prudent in them, not to transfer the deeds to colored trust-

ees till this General Conference shall authorize them to do so.

Two things are natural to the colored Christians belonging to

the Church,"South :

1. It is very naturcd that they, having been converted to the

faith of the Gospel and brought into the Christian Church by the

ministry and agency of the preachers and people South, nurtur.d

up in the knowledge of Christ and his word, their property bought,

and secured to them by the same agency referred to, should have,

many of them, a strange desire to reinain in co7inection with the

Chun^h, South.

2. It is also equally natural that they, having a knowledge of

the existence of a colored denomination, with its colored bishop",

preachers, conferences annual and general, schools, colleges, Viho<>k

co7icern^ and religious papers, edited and published by colored

men, books made and printed, and possessing intelligence enough

to conduct a great Church government fifty years and more, should

desire to connect themselves icith sitch a body of their oxen rac'\

3. ]>ut, negatively, it is not natural that the colored Christians

South, in view of "the circumstances referred to above, should

desire to unite themselves with the Church, North, the main body

of which is in the northern states, while they themselves^ were

born and raised in the South, and especially so when the Xonni
Church seeks them only, to increase theik own NrjrnKi^-^

AND TO ADD TO THEIR FINANCIAL INTERESTS. This SeCMlS unuatural.
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"We would say in conclusion, that as our own labors here, in

the South, will be on the same territory, in the same towns and
cities, we pray that we may not " fall out by the way," but cul-

tivate at, all times and in all places that fraternal feeling which
will bring glory to God and good to his Church and his people.

Then the Church in this section of the country shalf blossom as

the rose, and the hill-tops and the valleys shall resound with the
praises of our common Lord and ^Master.

Joux TuRXEK, Chaeles Burgh, M. il. Claek:, M. D., Dekgates.

The final CoMPLiiiENTS to tlie Southern Church and their

FREE OPINION OF THE NORTHERN ChURCH :

"Whereas we, the delegates in attendance at the General
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, deem it of
vital importance to express to the said General Conference, in

behalf of our bishops, ministers, and people, our sincere thanks
and gratitude to the bishops and clergymen of the General Con.
ference for the very warm and Christian reception we have met
with in said conference ; therefore,

1. Resolved, That we do most cordially reciprocate the feelings

expressed to us by the bishops and brethren of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South.

2. Jiesolved, That it sliall ever be our most earnest endeavor to

perpetuate that reciprocity of Christian and fraternal feeling here
begun.

3. Itesolved, That ice believe it is the majiifest design of the

agents of the Methodist Episcopal Clarrch, JS^orth, to absorb the

African Methodist Ejyiscopal Church in the United States of
America, the, colored Churches under the jurisdiction of tJie

Methodist Episcopal Church, South, and ultimately to anni-
hilate the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, as to its distinctive

organizatio7i.

4. Hesolved, That it is vitally important that we unite in an
unbroken phalanx to oppose, by all Christian and prudent means,
the aggressions ncno being made upo7i us both by the accredited
agents of the Methodist Episcojxd Chicrc/i, North.

John Turxer, Charles Bckch, M. il. Clark, M. D., Delegates.

The "net result" of all the above may be thus stated

:

1. "With all our eloquent philanthropy toward the colored

race, by the testiraonj' of the African Methodist Episcopal

Church, our only object is the " disintegration " of others and
the increase of our own wealth and power by "numbers."
Our advocacy of negro eqiuility and promiscuous association

is held to be a " trap " wherewitli to catch Afric-Amcrica.
On the other hand, by the same testimony, the Church, South,

18 a venerable body whom they approach with heartfelt rev-
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erence, and under whose projection they safely confide without

need of a " Civil Eights Bill," unless it be to protect them
thcin from the Church, North. Christian candor obliges us to

say that this gives a very encouraging view, on the very best

testimony, sb far as it goes, of the non-necessity of any special

guardianship of Southern negro rights. These negro brethren

look south rather than north for protection. It is a peculiar

and somewhat unexpected certificate in behalf of the humanity

and trustworthiness of Southern white Methodism.

2. "We are furnished with a very unique testimony, that just

so far as the colored race advances in education, self-respect,

and independence, it ashs for a friendly distance hetween itself

and the white race ! Our negro brother then turns up what

nose he has at the declamations about caste, and turns his back

upon the dec! aimers, and his face toward his brother ebons.

He claims that his negro brethren, when sufiiciently numerous

and powerful, should be allowed to develop themselves, and to

act out of the presence, and independent of the control or

co-operation, of the superior race ; and he asks what, in our

opinion, may be often rightest and best. He says it is " natu-

ral ;
•' and we think he is correct, ifwe hold " natural " to signify

that a}sthetic taste superinduced upon our primitive nature by

the physiological variations of race. Beyond all reasonable

question there is in each race, we will not say " antipathy

"

to the other, but a spontaneous preference for its own color,

which is a rightful basis not for slavery or inequality, but for

a social separatencss which is not justly or truthfully called

caste. Each of the two colors, equally and alike, feels this natu-

ral self-preference. TVere both colors in this country absolutely

equal in numbers and in every point of power and respecta-

bility, and perfectly friendly to and on a level with each other,

yet each would by spontaneous affinity gravitate to its own,

and a perfectly Christian and amicable distinctness, without

caste^ would exist. The philosophy, or the religion, which

overlooks this truth will make a fool of itself.

3. Southern white IMcthodism is, or seems to think that it is,

going to the work of negro education with all its might. ^^ o

think the expression too general, too earnest, and too rcpeatcu,

to be insincere or merely competitive. And in spite of the anti-

educatioual laws that formed one of the damning disgraces of
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the accursed old slavery system, the record of the Southern

Church, as Mr. Caldwell shows, is iu keeping with its present

progressive position. Southern Methodism we have before

said, and we may safely repeat, is and has been the best southern

friend of the negro. Southern black Methodism, while repudi-

ating promiscuous association of the two races, claims the

Church, South, to be a better friend than Xorthern Meth-

odism. Now we think it would be becoming in us, instead

of ignoring or destroying such a Church, rather to aid its

poverty in its labors for negro education. If upon proper

examination these labors are based upon right principles and

prosecuted with probably best success, nortliern wealth ought,

even while pressing them with a quickening competition,

ratlier to endow their treasury and energize their work, than

to disintegrate, disparage, or grudgingly acknowledge them.

4. Some complications there appear to be touching Church

property, in regard to which we need further facts before we
make any remarks. The final words, and all the words,

between the parties appear to be amicable.

AuT. Vn.—THE NEW YORK EAST CONFERENCE AND
THE SOUTHERN GENERAL CONFERENCE.

The session of the New York East Conference at Brooklyn,

in 1866, will be marked in our history as furnishing the first

interchange of courtesies between our two ecclesiastical bodies

of Northern and Southern Methodism since the memorable
separation in 1844. Obliged to be absent the first day, the

writer of this article, in view of the distance of our next Gen-
eral Conference, from which alone any proper proposition of

churchly recognition should come, bethought himself whether
at least some Christian courtesy extended to the Southern

General Conference now in session might not be a happy
initiation. As the matter required instant action, and he had
no one of his conference with whom to advise, he drew up in his

own study, without consulting or having consulted on the sul>-

ject with any human being, the telegram which, without alter-

ation of a single syllable, was finally sent. On the second day
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of the Conference he presented tlie document, (seconded by Sec-

retary TVoodruff,) and when he presented it no one in the confer-

ence but the seconder and the copyist of the resolution knew
for what purpose he rose, any more than the members of the

Southern General Conference. In particular let us note that

no bishop was ever consulted by us ; nor did we know at the

moment whether our views in the Quarterly or the sentiment

of the telegram were approved or condemned by any or all

the bishops on the bench. And these details will, we trust,

disperse a thousand cobwebs from the brains of our Southern
friends about " traps," " policy," " duplicity," etc. If there

was any trap or policy about it, it is entirely of our own per-

sonal invention, and we, and we alone, know all or anything

about it. And if our assertion, made thus publicly at the risk

of exposure if untrue, is worth anything, the only trap was a pur-

pose to initiate mutual peace, by mutual prayer, between two
separate Churches and separate sections of country. Our own
humble consciousness before God is, that seldom or never was
a nobler or holier object prosecuted with purer or simpler aims.

Although confident of the support of a number of our old

antislavery brethren, (yclept "radicals" by our Southern

friends,) we had not the slightest conception in presenting the

resolutions whether we should be voted up or voted down.

For four Quarterlies past we had pressed our own views, little

cheered by the countenance of our editorial brethren, and

op^xjsed by the rare skill and ability of the editor of our New
York Advocate. On the other hand we had so lately as our

January Quarterly, published numerous extracts from southern

bishops and editors, affirming the sentiment of "Peace and

Loyalty ;" the southern editors had pronounced our representa-

tion " a fair thing" and reaffirmed the sentiment ; and although

our brother of the Advocate repudiated the genuineness ot

that " loyalty," yet we did not see how it could be questioned

without endangering the foundations of all social confidence.

We had not the slightest misgiving, therefore, but that the

proffer of concert-prayer for " peace " in the following overture

would be heartily accepted

:

Whereas^ The General Couference of the Methodist Ei)iscoy>al

Church, South, is now in session in the city of New Orleans

;

therefore.
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Bemlved^ That \re, the Xew York East Annual Conference of

the Methodist Episcopal Church, hereby present to that venerable
representative body our Christian salutations, and cordially invite

them, together with us, to make next Sabbath, April 8, 1806, a
day of special prayer, both in private and in the public congrega-
tions, for the peace and unity of heart of our common country,

and for the full restoration of Christian sympathy and love between
the Churches, and especially between "the dift'erent branche-s of
3lethodism within this nation ; and upon the reception of an
acceptable affirmative reply, this concert of prayer will be consid-

ered by this conference as adopted.

Itesolved^ That the Secretary of this conference be requested to
forthwith transmit by telegraph a copy of this resolution to the
Secretary of the General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South, at Xew Orleans.

The mover of the Eesolutions said, in a short speeeb, that

this was no motion for ecclesiastical rennion. "Were the

question whether both Churches should be immediately

reunited under one General Conference, he should prom^itly

give his vote in the negative. It was simply a call to united

prayer for divine pardon and direction.

The movement was opposed by Dr. Curry on the grounds

that we had neither quarrel nor fraternity with the Church
South, and that the General Conference had yeai-s ago wisely

and authoritatively rejected all such fraternity. To this Dr.

Crooks conclusively replied, by reading the invitation by the

General Conference to all the branches of Methodism to unite

in the great Centenaiy, and quoting the peaceful passage of the

bishops' late address to show that the position of our Clmrch
toward Southern Methodism was not quite unchanged by the

disappearance of slavery and the return of peace. "We
may add that our General Conference centennial invitation

was, in fact, the very thing our telegram proposed^ namely,
an offer for concert-prayer and thanksgiving. The result

^vas that the opposition was overthrown by a vote of eighty

to eight.

The telegram was sent, and the days of expectation passed

"Without a receipt of response. Xot until Saturday, after the

conference week's work was done and conference had dis-

persed, did Secretary "Woodruff receive at his home the return

telegram of acceptance from the Conference South. Taking
counsel with the bishop, that he might act with grave and
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due authority, lie sent on Sabbath morning the intell licence

(not a copy of the telegram itself) to the ditferent Methodist

Churches of Brooklyn and I^ew York. The concert of

PRAYER WAS HELD. The Church in which it is our individual

habit to worship did not have the announcement until the

evening service. Full and fervent was the supplication that

fulfilled this holy covenant of prayer. Ilefreshing to the

hearts of thousands was the thought, that upon this blessed

Sabbath concerted prayer was going up from the metropolis

of the Xorth and of the South, between the ministry and

the membership of a Church long estranged in feeling, with

an estrangement intensified by all the horrors of civil war.

O holy truce of God ! Why, we asked our own heart,

should the blessed unison thus beautifully initiated stop here I

Xot doubting that the southern acceptance of our propositioTi

was perfectly satisfactory, we took up a nev) thought. Since

these two conferences of ministers and these congregations

have thus harmonized and humbled their hearts before God

in prayer for peace and oneness, why may we not request

the lishoj)s of loth sections to inaugurate a new moyemext,

namely, a concert ofprayer on somefuture Sallath, in which

ALL the congregations and all the families of Methodism

throughout our land may unite ?

In accordance with this pui'pose, we di-ew up in the stillness

of our Sabbath night's study a second set of 3\esolutions, intend-

ing to ofier them immediately after the reading of the telegram

(which neither the conference nor we had seen or heard,

though we had obeyed) on the morrow, Monday morning.

Wlion, then, on Monday, at ten o'clock, in the conference, we

for the first time heard the telegram read, we were prepai-c«l

for the further movement. As we listened to the Secretary's

reading the response from the South to the conference, we

noted, as we heard, that the telegram, in re-stating our invita-

tion, narrowed its grounds to Churchly unity alo7ie. But to

our imperfect hearing the much later word of^ject appeared

to be objects, so tliat the gi-ound still seemed duly covered.

* It was in the follou-ing words : " Wftereas, A telegram has been receive!

from the Secretary of. the New York East Conference, now in possion in Brooklyn.

New York, and addressed to the Secretary of this GenernI Conferoiice, respectfiiH.v

inviting tiiis body to meet with tlie confercDce aforesaid, on to-morrow, Sunday,
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Accordinglj we instantlj presented the following reso-

lutions :

Whekeas, The interchange of Christian courtesies between the
rn'iieral Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South,
ami the New York East Conference of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, has demonstrated the attainability of harmonious Christian
action between our two Churches ; theretbre,

lie&olved, That this Xew York East Conference respectfully

requests the bishops of our two Churches concurrently to appoint
some future Sabbath as a day of concert of prayer, public and
j^rivatc, in which they shall specially invite all the congrepuions,
families, and individual members of both Churches, to unite, that

God would pour out upon the people of all the sections of our
country a more perfect spirit of love, confidence, mutual justice,

and national union, than ever existed even in the most tranquil and
united days of our great Republic ; that he would shed abroad in

tlic hearts of all Christians of all sections a spirit of harmony and
l>eace with each other; and most especially that he would, by the
blessed influence of his Holy Spirit upon all branches of American
^lethodism, lead us to a more pure and perfect unity than has
ever existed in our past history.

Resolved, That in the concert of prayer, all the jMethodist

Churches of every name, section, or color, throughout our coun-
try, be cordially invited to join.

Resolved, That we request our Secretary to transmit a copy
of these resolutions to the bishops of the Methodist Epis/:opal

Church, South, and to present a copy to the presiding bishop
of this conference, with the request of this conference, hereby
made, that he would lay them before our bishops at the earliest

period.

Note tlie difference, so confusing to our brethren South,

between i\xQJi}'st and this second proposition for concert-prayer.

The first was transacted by, and limited to, the two conferences

tlien in session. This second was suggested to the bishops of

both Churches ; it was to take place on some future Sabbath by
those bishops to be selected ; and it was designed to embrace

niinistr}' and people of all branches of Methodism. And

April 8tli, in prayer to God for the restoration of Christian svmpathr and love

between the Churches, and especially between the diCrerent branches of ifolhodism

in this country ; therefore, E'lsolved, That the General Conference of the Methodist

i-piscopal Church, South, always ready to enter into any proposals looking to the

P'lltivation of kind and brotherly relations witli other branches of the common
Methodism of the country, do hereby cordially aprce to unite on to-morrow with

the New York East Conference in special and solemn prayer, in private and public

^ntrrepations, for the very desirable object expressed in the fraternal message of

t^at conference.
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let our earnest antislavery brethren note that Ethiopia ica.3

epecijically included*

And now, could this additional movement have been inaufm.
rated without impediment, how beautiful might have been the
result. From the two Churches, covering the entire nation
the volume of united supplication would have ascended to

God. Both Churches are sinners, repentant before God of all

He sees to be sin
;
judged bj God alone is the degree of sin-

fulness in each. How benign the result of such a prayer upon
our national peace ! That prayer is for the return of more
than the happiest days of our Eepublic, of more than the
purest days of our one Church. How very much of unholy
feeling, of oppressive spirit, of factious strife, may have melted
away during the hours of such a prayer. What presidents,

and senates, and politicians cannot do—re-weld the nation's

heart—a prayer-born, prayer-consecrated union, might do.

But nothing of this was, alas ! to be.

It is said that while the heart of the Church would accord
with our views, the conscience of the Church is against

them. How so ? We find our views chording to the most
earnest spirit of prayer. We feel them in unison with our

highest moods of spirit. We can pray with heart and soul for

the results at which these movements aim, namely, public

repentance for the past, peace and purity for the future. Let
others pray for " disintegration," " isolation," strife, and dis-

cord if they can ; we pray for purity, peace, and unity. The
opposite \'iews appear to us not only hard, cold, and sullen,

but unconscientious, prayerless, and godless. They refuse not

only all mercy to the sinner before a formal display of his

repentance ; but, most un-Jesus-hke, they withliold all good-

ness that would lead him to repentance.

The ambiguity of the responsive telegram, M'hen publicly

read on Monday, was, immediately after our resolutions were

presented, readily noted by the shari)er ear of the conference.

The Resolutions, with the telegram, were consequently referred

to a committee, consisting of Roche, Crooks, Curry, Miley, and

* To the Resolutions waa subsequently appended, by way of amendment,

a somewhat unnccespary proviso, that no disregard of freedmon was intended in

the Resolutions! Unnecessary we call it; for wo do not see how any disregard to

ijreedmeu's rights could be imagined in a call of both black and while to prayer.
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"W'licdon. And as the committee were named by tlie chair,

Dr. Currj exclaimed, in a loud triumphant tone, "Let the

ooinraittee particularly report whether the Southern Confer-

ence consented to prav for the peace of the country !

"

The committee met in the afternoon and the telegram was
examined. It bore by all consent but one interpretation. All

reference to the " unity of heart of our country " was quietly

fcissored off! "Was it done inadvertently? Every one of the

committee (Dr. Curry being absent) would have been glad to

think so. But the document was too elaborately worded, it was
too complete in itself, to suppose that the omission was unin-

tentional, or that the telegraph was responsible for the hiatus.

And now, after the fullest reconsideration, we say that there

is not the slightest reason to believe that Dr. T^'ightman (by

whom the response telegram was prepared before our telegram

was presented to the Southern Conference) inadvertently over-

looked one co-ordinate half of our proposition lying before liis

eyes. Whether the long period intervening between our send-

ing the telegram and its presentation to the Southern Con-

ference was there spent in consultation, or not, we know not

;

but the natural conjecture, subject to any contradiction

from any authoritative source, is, that the hiatus was neces-

Bary in order to secure a unanimous response. Under the

pressures to which they have been subjected for years by
the dominant slave-power, our Southern brethren have felt it

necessary to adopt (theoretically at least) the principle of total

separation of religion from politics. Of this principle they

make a special exhibition. And to our best judgment, it was
tliought best in this solemn transaction to furnish to their

Korthern brethren a delicate silent reminder that, unlike the

Korthern Church, the Church, South, is no political Churcli

!

And so, by a very curious contradiction, in order to avoid

politics in religion, their very prayer is shaped by and to the

principle of political secessionism I

Our telegram had presented no political partisan clause ; no

clause requiring them to become " Eepublican '' or " IZadical
;

"

nothing more than the simplest and slightest expression of that

doctrine of" peace and loyalty" which our January Quarterly

hud quoted as proclaimed by the Southern bishojis and tlie

Southern periodicals, in an article which the Southern press,
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with a liberal and honorable unanimity, had pronomiced to
be a model of fairness in presenting their views.* Our tele-
gram simply proposed prayer for the unity of heart of our com-
mon country, namely

: that strifes and discords might cease,
that peace and mutual love might prevail, that civil war mi-dit
no more devastate, that future Bull Euns, Gettysburgs, Fort
Lafayette imprisonments, and Andersonville starvation-pens,
might never be. And that the Southern telegram ignored.f

'

^

Our committee plainly saw that it was out of^he ques-
tion upon a platform from which so essential a plank was
subtracted to go before the conference or the Church with
any proposition for the xe^ movement of concert-prayer. Dr.
Curry, at the head of his little phalanx of guerrillas, could sweep
ns with a besom. We were beaten. By what beaten ? By the
failure of ike Southern Conference franUy to sustain us at the
critical point. Had the men who framed that response but had
the magnanimity to have nobly answered, not bv long evasive
circumlocution, but with a brief" Yes, brethren," we will pray
with you for unity of heart both in Church and country," the
sublime watchword of Peace would have rung from conference
to conference along our Xorth, and our future history would
have felt the impulse of the movement. That sad falter of tLc
Southern hand let go the golden opportunitv which years mav
not restore. The shame of the defeat, the ^indignation at the
evasion on so solemn a subject, the reaction of public feclini:,

the gathering onset of opposition have all come in, and we
pretend not to measure the disastrous result.

* The " Soutliera Christian Advocate," one of the most candid of Southern
papers, i=avs: "If Southern Methodists are to be invited to respond to Chri.-tian

salutations, to have their political position criticised and misjudged from what they

do not say, they will be careful how thev respond to such calls hereafter." If. wo
reply, when a Northern Conference sends invitation to a Southern to unite in

prayer for unity of country and Church, such is the Southern fear of politics nt

to dexterously shear off the prayer for country from their response, they may K'

well assured they will receive few telegrams.

f The New Orleans " Christian Advocate " wishes to know if the fact that tiior

do pray for the President, the Government, and "all in authority," is not miIIi-

cient? Our reply is, that we had no proof to present to the New York L'aM C..:i-

fereuce that such prayer was offered. Nor does such information now hx-oIm-I

explain tho purpose or no-purpose of the omission in the telegram. Let tlio«<> who
shared in framing that telegram frankly explain the facts as we frankly do i-n

our side.
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Tlie Committee placed the matter in tlie hands of the pres-

ent writer, with instructions to modify the resolutions and

report them to a meeting of the Committee to be held next

(Tuesday) morning half an hour before their presentation to the

conference. On examination, accordingly, alone at evening, we
found the instructions to modify utterly impracticable. Entirely

on our own responsibility, therefore, we framed a new report^

and as but one of the Committee met the writer, according to

appointment, on the morrow, and he but reluctantly acqui-

esced in the report, the writer assumes all the credit or

discredit.

The real question for the Committee was this : Shall the new
movement for the second concert-prayer jyrocecdl The discus-

sion now had nothing to do with the Southern Conference

;

nor with our first action, any more than if it were at a subse-

quent conference. It was a discussion, now, s\athin our own
body. It was a discussion now as much in the presence of the

free antislavery Xorth, eyeing our movements with solicitude,

as of the South. It was amply competent for us, therefore, to

arrest our own further movement and assign the fundamental

PRIXGIPLE " on whicli we acted, without any proper discourtesy

to the Southern Church, That principle was this :
'* We will

join in any good prayer as far as it goes; but it is bootless to

inaugurate or propose any NEW public concert-prayer which is

liable to be responded to with a secession or disloyal reserve.

Yet on this principle will we afiirm ourselves to act with per-

fectly kindly feelings to the Southern Church, and with earnest

prayer that her views may come right."

The report was presented on Tuesday morning, (two days

after the Sabbath of prayer,) at ten o'clock, as follows

:

The Committee on our Relations with the Church, South, respect-

fully report:

On Thursday, the fifth of April, 1866, this conference telegraphed
an invitation to the Southern General Conference to join us in a

concert of prayer for unity of heart in our nation, and for harmony
in our general ^lethodisin. On Sunday the response arrived, and
prayer was accordingly oifered in such of our Churches as received
the announcement. On Monday, resolutions were oflered in con.

* And we might suppose that our assertion of this high principle at this critical

moment might silence some of the everlasting chatter about our "lowering tlio

standard of antislaveryism," etc., etc.
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ference, proposing that a similar concert of praver shoul.l l)c hol.I
by the entire ministry and laity of both Methodi'sms, bv wliidi w;is
indicated the length to which this conference was "inclined to
go, provided it was sustained by the proper response from tlio
South.

On examining the response received, however, we find by the
most obvious interpretation that the Southern General Conference
to our great regret, limits the extension of the proposed prayer to
religious harmony alone; thus tacitly declining any praver with us
for our national unity of heart. We suppose tha't most of us are
willing to unite in any sincere prayer for good, as far as it goes

;but we doubt whether this conference feels a very deep interest in'

elaborately establishing a concert of prayer with sister Churches who
dechne to pray for our national peace and concord. The net result
of Uie whole is, that we stand justified as having soufrht a religious
unity upon the common grounds of Church and country ; that wo
have ascertained what is the difference between our two Meth-
odisnis, and that we know in what mainly consists the obstacle to
our Churchly unity.

_
Your committee, nevertheless, would recommend that we cher-

ish great forbearance and consideration for the wounded feeliuirs
of even Christian men in what they consider a conquered and
humiliated condition. Tender dealing and generous advances,
which in the weaker party may be felt degrading, may in the vic-
tor be_ magnanimity. Your committee, therefore, recommend to
our editors, pastors, and people the cultivation of generous thoutriits
and forbearing language in regard to Southern ^Methodism. ^We
conclude with offering the following resolution

:

Jlesoh-ed, That it be earnestly recommended to our ministry and
membership, both in private and in our public congregatio'n, to
offer frequent and special prayer for the spiritual prosperity of our
brethren in the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, and for their
attainment of such a state of heart and mind, as that they can so
harmonize with us as that outspoken loyalty, impartial justice to
the oppressed, and equal rights for all our fellow-men, may become
constituent parts of their religion.

AYhen tliis report was presented Dr. Eoche objected tliat

the closing four lines would be offensiye to the Southern
Church. Dr. Currj-, then taking that cue, by a brilliant

transformation, suddenly reyealed himself in the character

of a guardian of the feelings of the Southern heart. He
executed a masterly flank movement by denouncing the re-

port as "conceived in an arrogant spirit," as "a taunt flung

in the face of a defeated and humiliated people." AVe ques-

tion not the momentary sincerity of this unprecedented throb

of sympathy ; but it much resembled
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The last, the first,

The only tear that ever burst

From Outilissi's soiil ;
*

and the readers of the Advocate know how immediate
and complete was their able editor's convalescence. As the

matter had now become too complicated to occupy the fur-

ther time of the conference, it was by a very unanimous vote

laid upon the table. The opponents of the whole movement
then made a small attempt at applause, not because the feelino-s

of the Southern heart had by this action been rescued from
insult, but because iiTcparable defeat and disaster had been
thrown upon the whole cause of churchly conciliation.

Xo arrogant or insulting spirit pervades a syllable of that

report ; but a manly assertion, in the temper of profoundest

kindness, of the only principles upon which courteous inter-

change can stand. The first paragraph simply recapitulates

the facts as they had taken place. The second states the

fatal omission, with the net result. The third asserts the duty
of persistent Christian kindness. The concluding resolution,

grounded on the refusal of the South to concur in prayer for

the national unity of heart, states the just conclusion. If such

prayer be by them banished and relegated to the sphere of

POLITICS, then do we most earnestly pray that not only " out-

spoken loyalty^'' but " impartial justice to the oppressed and
equal rightsfor oil ourfellow-men, may become constituentparts

of their religion." This conclusion does not charge that

they possess not those virtues in their politics ; it desiderates

that they may be infused into their higher feelings.f

* Campbell's Gertrude of Wyoming.

f Dr. Deems, iu the "Watchman," April 28, says, "Every possible obstrtiction

is put by Northern men in the way of union, and tliese measures are resoi-ied io in

order to create the impression that we are ugly and contumaciotts." To which we
reply : 1. The history we have given of our own origination of these measures
does, we hope, demonstrate the injustice of this gratuitous statement. 2. Tlie

North Church has never felt any sensitiveness upon the point of having rejected

the last overture. Our Churcli rightly held and holds that wiiilo the Southern Church
was maintiining the existence and powerof slavery with no sign of cessation or im-

provement, they de8er%-ed no recognition
;
just as all branches of catholic Methodism,

outside our country, hold. She publicly and proudly proclaims the fact. We have
not the slightest inducement therefore to throw upon the South the ontis of past or

present disunion. 3. Any pretense upon our part that tiie southern telegram inten-

tionally evaded the offer of prayer for the peace of the nation, if untrue, could be at

once destroyed by an explicit declaration from Dr Wightraan, or wiiocvcr framed

Fourth Series, Vol. XVIII.—29
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Our editorial brother of tlie Advocate (who in his previous

editorial issue with us on this subject seems to have supposed

himself to have everything his own way) was doubtless quite as

surprised as we to iind his position overthrown in his and our

conference by a majority of ten to one, and then overthrown in

the IS'ew York Conference with a unanimity and a doxology !

It would be overthrown, we doubt not, with not much less

momentum in every patronizing conference of the Advocate.

And if we could clearly place it before the laity of our entire

Church, (opposed as that laity is to slavery, secession, and every

form of treason,) it M'ould be overwhelmed with quite as hand-

some a proportion as in the iSTew Tork East Conference. So

little reality is there (since the cessation of slavei^y) in the hos-

tility cherished in certain quarters between the two Churches

!

The Advocate is, in our firm opinion, in the happy predic-

ament on this question that its editor is on one side and the

main body of its readers on the other; the majority (in

weight) being of course in such case on the side of the editor.

So far as the New Tork East Conference is concerned, by

Dr. Curry's own claim, the final report was laid on the table

in the interest of peace with the Southern Church, he himself

suicidally aiding to strike down his own plaffoi^m of stern-

ness. And we call the attention of both Churches to the fact,

that however individuals may have stood, every vote passed hy

the Xew York East Conference was in lehaJf of peace and

brotherly interchange.*

The action of the New York Conference more than sus-

tained the action of its predecessor, but by a surplusage

injudicious, perhaps, and premature. It proposed immediate

measures for reunion. For reasons amply assigned by us in

our very first treatment upon this subject (our notice of the New

the telegram, that the omissiou was uniDtentional ; but no authoritative denial has ever

yet appeared.

* The Richmond "Christian Advocate" thus fraternally and gladly greeted the

first telegram :
" It did, and does surprise us some, though very pleasantly, that a

conference of the Northern Methodist Church should, at this early day, receive

those resolutions so favorably, and pass them with so near au approach to unanim-

ity. Well done fur New York East Couference. We are delighted to find among

you so many licarts boating in union with Dr. Whedon's. We have no doubt yon

all felt better for it, and we will guarantee that multitudes of Southern Methodist

preachers will feel as nuich better on account of it as you do. It is bo much wiser

and more Christian to love than to curse and quarrel"
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Kngland Conference Eeport one year ago) we think absolute

reunion impracticable, or only supposable as a contingency in

ihc distant future.*

* Our article was thus far in type when the "New Orleans Advocate," Dr. New-
n.an's paper, brought us the following very welcome announcement from Dr. 'Wight-

wax and others: "Granting that the responsive telegram was susceptible of the

int«.Tpretatioa which Dr. Whedon and others gave it, yet we have aulhoniy for say-

tnj that the omission of the ' country ' was accidental rather than inteutiomd.

//r. W'ightman, who prepared the telegram, has since assured us that he sv2->posed

Oiat the "response covered the proposition," and he xow disclaims all design of
INTENTIONALLY OMITTING THE ' NATION.' And Bishops Paine and Pierce have

{riven us like assurances. They characterize the treatment their response received

as a determination to 'smell treason.'"

That is precisely the disclaimer we have desiderated, and it most happily set-

tles THE QUESTION. It disperses the clouds and gives the clear sky. We cancel

not our article thus far in type, but we mentally cancel all that assumes an inten-

tional reserve in the response telegram.

Yet the two venerable Bishops Pierce and Paine, both loyal and true con-

ciliation naen, will, we doubt not, upon fuller information, change their opinion as

lo any " determination to smell treason." Note the following points: 1. That
the telegram omitted all reference to the " country " is a matter not of inter-

pretation but of FACT. Dr. Newman says: '-Granting that the responsive tele-

gram was susceptible of the interpretation that Dr. Whedon and others gave
it . . ." But, Dr. Ne\\-man, it was susceptible of no other interpretation. It is, we
repeat, not a matter of interpretation but of fact. Our telegram made two propo-

sitions, namely, prayer for '-country " and prayer for Church. And that the

return telegram excluded all reference to " country " is, by any possible interpreta-

tion, ocularly, a. fixed fact. Back of the fact, indeed, there lies the question of Dr.

Wightman's intention. But our conference did not and could not have the inten-

tion before them. They only had the telegram, and that did exclude all reference

to "country." Our conference then had but one legitunate conclusion possible.

So much for the /ad; and now for our animus. 2. As for the animus of the con-

ference, we have already showni that however individuals stood, its every vote

was given with an invariable fraternal feeling to the Southern Conference. Our
coLll-rence could not know what was the nature of the non-political platform of

the Southern Church. It only knew that the Southern telegram omitted all ref-

erence to "country;" and feeling that such an omission took out all basis for

furtlier action, it simply took no further action, without assigning cause. Nothing,

certainly, could exhibit a clearer case of generous and unsuspicious temper.

3. As to Dr. Whedon, the hiatus in the -lelegram was evidently to him a most

disastrous fact. Upon the perfectly unsuspecting as-siunption (before the reading)

of the sati^factoriness of the Southern telegram, he had based advanced fraternal

action, and the hiatus compelled him to take an ignominious back track. It over-

wlielmed him with defeat, from which he would gladly have escaped by "inter-

preiation." Could he have had this " by authority " assurance from Dr. Wightnian

•t the conference, or wc might say at any time since conference, it would have

listed a mountain from his heart—as it docs even now. His otTensivo " Report "

was simply his modo of breasting the overwhelming fact with a firmness and a

frank announcement of •' principle " due to his own Ciiristian manhood. That
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We uo\v maj change the scene. How the Southern Gene-
ral Conference accepted the first telegram is thns narrated in
the " New Orleans Advocate :"

This beautiful message was received in a manner that evincod
the hiigenng of precious memories of a happier past, and of a '^in-
cere desire that brethren beloved, Ions: separated by misundor-
standmg and prejudice, might acrain dwell totrether in unitv The
Conterence had been eugnged during the moniing iu the discussion
of important questions, and at noon Bishop Kavanau-h informed
the Conference that an important telegram had been received and
requested the momliers to be seated. ^Dr. Summers, the secre'tarv
then read the message amid respectful silence. The blessed eftect
ot this fraternal greeting was well expressed bv the appropriate
response proposed by Dr. Winrhtman, and adopted bv a \\^m<-
vote. Such was the alacrity with which the Conference votod^
that scarcely had the bishop put the motion when the members
rose en masse to greet their brethren of the Xorth.

This was indeed a moment of sunshine amid Tears of darkness.
The speeches of the old warriors in the long battle, though con-
taining, as was natural, some references to past feuds, an°d some
tokens of sensibility to supposed recent injustices, were char-
acterized bj a genial warmth demonstrating that the hardest
of hearts have their soft side. Some sparks of the long years
of conflagration of course there were ; but we envy not tlie

diabolical spirit that, overlooking all else, selects these and tries

to blow them to a blaze. Could but the right approach reacli

that soft religious side, and warm it to a richer and still more
expanding glow ; could but the confidence be restored of pur-

Report, in tlie circumstances, was true and right; vre withhold aU apoIo?y
and stand by its every <=vUable. 4. Let the truth be frankly spoken. Tho
entire blame rests on Dr. Wightman for a most enormous and disastrous over-
aigbt. « ere we in his position we should think it due to ouf own magninimi-.y
to say to our feUow-bishops, "Exonerate aU others; let the whole responsibUlty
rest where it belongs, upon my shoulders."
But let that pa.«3. The painful misunderstanding, the clouds of mutual unjust dis-

trust, ihe loss of impulse to union feeling, the temporary triumph of a malign antag-
onism, are past matters of irreparable regret. But the shade resting, from tiicir

telegram, over the loyalty of the Southern Conference, is happily dissipated. Many
an unk-indly accusation and embittered feeling may now disappear. And a still

more tnily ultimate "net result " of ;he whole matter is the conclusion that each
side was better tlian the other's suspicions. Each was simple and sincere in his

action. The l^>-f>i ]>fr the fuixire is a heartier mutual faith. And nota ixnie, ue
virtuaRy now sUind trha-e ice did on the bri-jht morning when v.e would have of^red
our seco7id Re-tnluHon.i, iuvifing all American Afetliodi.sts to boK' in a unismi of prayer

for Gods ble-isiu'j tijmi our Jiepuhlic and upon our Jt/ethodisin ! HallelctaH I Let
THE PRAYER ASCEND I
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ix)sed rectitude on each part, bow might the angry spirit, the

deep fixed prejudice, the inveterate maintenance of past wrong

he melted away. "\Ye point to the eloquent periods of the finery

Marshall, to the softened tones of the great Southern leader of

18-1:4, Dr. "W". A. Smith, to the genial utterances of the large-

Iiearted Sehon, and we note the earnest desire of all the

t.peakers but one, that the vote should be prompt, rising, and

unanimous. Sad that that one should be the son of the founder

of !N'ew England Methodism, in whom even oSTew England would

gladly find, if possible, only causes for honor. Sad that he

should have felt and expressed those low "mousing sus-

picions " of " trap " and " policy " in a movement as guileless

and pure as human heart can be !
* TVe expect never to see

this class of men in a reunion Conference ; but no one can

read the discussion without feeling that there was in that body

a very hearty and unanimous desire for cordial and brotherly

relations with our Church, and an earnest purpose to show that

desire in action. Such is the position to which the great and

-terrible cycle of twenty-two years since the great separation

has brought us. May the two ensuing decades present scenes

of purer peace and richer prosperity.

Upon the feelings of the General Conference, unpleasantly

affected by the later " Eeport " in the Xew York East Confer-

ence, (utterly misstated in their Xew Orleans paper,) the tele-

gram from the !N"ew Tork Conference came very fortunately

as a soother. Dr. iS'ewman says

:

Already not a little good has resulted from the dispatch so care-

fully drawn by Dr. Foster. The effect upon the delegates was

* We were for some time at a loss to guess what was the " policy " here appre-

hendef]. But we finally infer that there were two parties in the Conference. Dr.

Lee's party said, " We dread these proffers of fraterniry. When Dr. Curry talks of

'disintegration' it consolidates and builds us up, and we like it; but when Dr.

W'hedou talks of ' conciliation ' it disintej^rates and destroys us, and we hate it.

Our true policy, therefore, is separation^ 'isolation;' do not pray or parley with

them." The other party said, "Let us act like Christian men, and we may safely

tru3t the event with God." The former party have indeed a de\-ilish path and a

devilish work before them; consisting of hate, discord, vilification, ending, perhaps,

in a pecond civil war. Before the otlier is the path of the just, that shincth more

and more unto tlie perfect day. If the motive on our side were mere "policy," Dr.

Loe's course is for the other side the worst kind of "policy," and the surest policy

tf> give our '• policy" success. May God deliver us from a Church or a churchman

full of " policy " but empty of love.
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salutary. A candid revie-vr of the acts of the General Conference
will prove how cautiously and judiciously that body moved. The
'' extremists''^ met with a strong and persistent opposition. There
was a disposition to avoid loords and acts offensive to orir Church.
Rev. Mr. Deitzler, a fraternal niessenger, was not allowed to pro-

ceed in his abusive harangue on our ministers, and Dr. ^Marshall

was called to order when he attempted to assail us for havincj

occupied the churclies of Xew Orleans. Dr. Curry and Dr. Eddv
convey a false impression when they hold up Smith and Lee of
Virginia, and Marshall of Mississippi, as the exponents of Southern
Methodist sentiments. With equal propriety they might hold up
Garrett Davis, of Kentucky, as the exponent of the sentiments of
the United States Congress.

"We think here is a moderation which onr Northern Confer-

ences, and especially our Northern editors,would do well to recip-

rocate. And this we firmly believe that a large share of the

conferences, and especially of the people of our Church, had
their dumbness but a voice, vjoidd reciprocate.* If the two
Churches have charges against each other, there is a better way
than a lawless bandying them in conferences or papers, with

mutual crimination and recrimination, each party ignoring its.

own misdoings and rejoicing in his opponents' assailable sin,

with all the low rancor of " politics." Could we commit all

our mutual complaints, criminations, and propositions to the

calm, prayerful council recommended in our Article in our

last Quarterly, we think the whole controversy might be

brought to at least a more intelligible position.

Let neither our Northern or Southern Methodism—not

arrogantly, we trust, but frankly we say it—for a moment
mistake us. No " conciliation " that we propose entitles either

* 'Eminently st.itc?manlike and Christianlike are the words of Pr. Reid (Western

Advocate, May 9 :)
" All thought of a very early union of the bodies must be dis-

missed, though every lover of Christ and our country must, nevertheless, desiro

the event as soon as may be, and labor to that end. Let there be no needle?^

criminations. Every man -who truly 'accepts the situation,' should be himself

accepted. For such the record of the past may be canceled. No Christian cour-

tesies must be omitted. Conciliatory words may often be spoken, and kindly

measures adopted. Never, however, can it be yielded that treason is other tlian a

great crime, or slavery less than a great evil which it was the duty of the Church

to aid in extirpacing. "Who admits that the appeal to arms has settled the perpe-

tuity of our government and annihilated human bondage, and will cheerfully scr^-a

his God and preach the Go.^pel under such a state of tilings, is our brother in tlio

ministry? He who waits to restore the old order must simply bo watched with

vigilance. The wrongs that from the beginning have been the nation's curse, c-u

not be revived in any form, and the Union is indissoluble now aud forever."
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party to fear or to expect the slightest bating of our breath in

the highest and most earnest maintenance of our old opinions.

Our deep wish above all things is to express the exactest and

most salutary truth, however unwelcome, or severe, in the

most perfect fairness of temper and guarded courtesy of lan-

guage- Our old opposition to slavery, as the enemy of both

South and Xorth ; our stern assertion of the justice of the

war that destroyed it; our claim that the negro, both Xorth
and South, should first be qualified by education and then

enfranchised, we reassert in strongest terms. Whatever excuse

honest sincerity may present as justification before God, we
earnestly and firmly believe, that before the Constitution and

the true laws of the laud, secessionism is treason in theory, and

secession is treason in act, liable, by legal judgment, to capital

penalty.* TTe sincerely and uncompromisingly hold, too,

that the Church is to the nation what the conscience is to

the man—its moral monitor and guide ; and that the true

mission of the Church is to overrule even the "politics" of

the country with the principles of Christianity and the laws

of eternal truth and justice. Xor do we, nor can we, relax

one particle of energy in pushing our own national Meth-

odism southward wherever it can go advantageously to the

cause of religion and without destroying a greater existing

good. This we would do not to demolish, but to build ; not

to kill, but to make alive. The Methodist Episcopal Church

will occupy the South, as surely as the South, white or black,

shall need her. And the South will need her unless the South

fully, unreservedly, and heartily accepts a free press, free dis-

cussion, free schools, a free pulpit, free soil, and free men.

* But we will hold no southerner a traitor who ex animo will address us with

(sentiments like the following: "It was not a war to overturn the system of gov-

ernment itself. It was a war of ideas ; a v;ar of construdion. ; a u-ar of inttrpreta-

tkm; not a war to destroy, but a war to vindicate. . . . You were but yesterday

our enemies; henceforth we must be friends. A warrior race ourselves, we can

but admire the valor with which you have defended the flag of our first love, and

vindicated, in the cannon's mouth, the integrity of the Union. Your interpretation

of the old chnrt'-.r has prevailed. We freely yield you the fruits of your triumph.

We sought not to destroy Constitutional liberty, but to maintain it, as wo under-

stood it. The questions at issue between us are now res judicata. Let them never

disturb our Union again." Address at Memphis by Gen. Sneed, (ex-confcderato,)

luoted approvingly by the Memphis Advocate. On the contrary, Alexander

H. Stephens still maintains the right, but mere inexpediency, of secession. That we

Jiold to be persistent doctrinal treason.
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On the other hand it is clear that the very question of literal

slavery has ceased to be a practical question.* Ten years hence

it will be a mere ethical abstraction
; a shadowy point muoted

only among our college classes in moral philosophy over their

books. About whatever else we quarrel and divide, that nm^t

disappear. ]SJ'orthern anathemas and unchurchings on that

ground arc already obsolescent, and \\\\\ soon be out of date.

Soutliern books in defense of slavery are already waste paper;

and their writer's grandson will never boast of his grandfathers

authorship. Who hwios hut in the day of that g^rand<>on''

s

manhood the Cotton States may he asserting idtra-unionism over

some other discontented section, and the Episcopal Methodist

Church he proclaiming trumpet-tongi(^ed her right of moral

control over the politics of the country? "What the South more

than the Xortli now needs \^ peace; the soothing of old strifes;

the dismissal of the false political guides that have ruined her;

and the adoption of those principles that may tranquilize. Eor
her highest interest it is to furnish to the North just grounds

of confidence that she renounces hoth reljeUion andfaction. For

the interest of all it is that the Xorth, in whose possession is the

control, should truly understand her, and equitably exercise the

power. The South needs the revival and creation of industrial

* Our tardy prohibitiou of " slavebolding " in our General Rules is of slender

value eitlier as an houorable record or a churchly test. 1. Had we made the change

in 1S5G, or even in ISGO, there would have been some honor in the record. But to

wait until slavery had received its death-blow and then cut it off, was simply

"shooting a dead duck." It looks sadly as if Our controlling power considered the

terms of the kingdom of grace and glory to bo changed by a political or military

event. It seems quite as sadly like cowering before slavery while it was strong and

menacing, and trampling upon it when it was weak and dead. The Xorch Ciiurcii

hung on to slavery about as long as the South Churcli, with not a quarter of the same

excuse. If " repentance " is called for by our Northern brethren, we think tliat both

Churches had better (as our telegram suggested) go on their knees togetlicr and

let God decide whicli is the greater sinner. Brethren of our Methodist Episcopal

Church, let us repent of our persistent proslaveryisra I 2. As a churchly tfst^ we

may say that with half as much inconsistency as our controlling power seems lo

have incurred, the whole Southern Church could come in under the General Rule.

The reason is this: Doctrines must be believed; Rules must be obeyed. The S<v.ith

Church heartily believes our doctrines; and she can obey our RuUs. Tlie Kulo

against " slavebolding " she not only will but must obey, for the national Constitu-

tion makes disolxdience to it impossible. For that matter tiien the South Cluiri-h

both believes our doctrines and keeps our rules. And she got rid of "slaveh"ld-

ing-' about as quickly, and hardly less reluctantly, than we. Suppose botl»

Churches join in a concert-prayer of repentance.
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enterprise ; the tranquillity that can invite the investment of

i.utaide capital and the incoming of a virtuous and industrious

itinnigratiou ; the extension of just and equal laws and impar-

tial enfranchisement to all her sons; the establishment of

educational and religious institutions, and the development,

under a policy of freedom and regulated justice, of those won-

derful resources which may put her on a new course of pros-

perity unknown and impossible to the old dynasty of slavery.

To that career of freedom and that result of prosperity, the

whole North, radical and conservative, would with one voice

cheer and welcome her. And toward these results, if we
rightly interpret the signs, the South is already slowly yet

encouragingly tending.

And here is our reply to those one-idead philanthropists who
tell us :

" If you harmonize with the Church, South, you forsake

the negro." ISTot so. "We harmonize with the Church, South,

for the benefit of the negro. They are 'virtually the worst

enemies to the negro, who proclaim with a voice that rings

through and maddens tlie South, that friendship for the negro

is hostility to the Christian white South. To assert the rights

of the negro, yet gain the hearts of the Church South, are two

ideas that should blend into one. Our main, though not sole,

remedy for our evils is conciliation—conciliation of both sec-

tions, and loth races j yet conciliation on the basis of that broad

Christianity, embodied in the Golden Rule, which seeks to

qualify every man for his rights and then gives his rights.

There is work enough for all, all working together. And
the truest, briefest, most effectual method to accomplish the

vast complex work is the heartiest possible harmonization of

all into a working nnit.

Happily significant is the excision of the old affix " South,"

and the adoption of the name " Episcopal Methodist Church."

It marks the wise abandonment of old sectionalism and an

enlargement into a broad nationalism. It is the virtual, half

unconscious renunciation of secessionism for the future, (liowever,

as matter of pride it will be defended for the past,) and a pledge

of perpetual unionism. As from their invasion of the Nortli

we fear no " disintegration," so if they will here gather a Church

from the raw material of the wicked world, we would cheer them

on, in no defiant spirit, to the shores of the great lakes. At
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every great, advance a narrowness, an insularity, or an isin would
slough off. Second, the adoption of Lay Delegation is similarly

a blessed advance from old exclusiveness toward individualism.

It announces the demise of the spirit of the oligarchy, and nol)lv

moves in the direction of that universal education and impartial

enfranchisement which constitute the true modern democracy.

Third comes the large concession of ecclesiastical rights to the

colored race. In this direction, impelled not only by the

awakened spirit of humanity, and by the spirit of the age, but

by a pressing competition, they must rapidly onward. Finally,

they commit themselves freely and boldly to negro education,

religious and secular, Sabbath and week-day. ISTegro education

will demand a periodical press, which will create a negro polit-

ical power, from which political rights cannot forever be with-

held. A7e could wish there had been frank loyalty enough to

give public thanks to our beneficent government, especially

our National Congress, for its care for the safety and the rights

as well as aids to the education of the freedmen. And we think

they might magnanimously have tendered their gratitude to

the Christian liberality of the Xorth in the much it has done

for that needy class. "We think they might well have uttered

some bold and ringing rebukes upon the spirit of oppressive

and murderous cruelty toward the colored race, exhibited,

not, indeed, we believe, by the Christian and cultivated

classes of the South, (however much it may result from the

neglect of those classes to protect,) but by the lower and

lowest strata of the Southern population. And, lastly, we
think, in view of the vastness of the field and of the work, and

of their own poverty by the terrible calamities of war, they

might have courteously invited the Christian people of the

North to aid in the education and the elevation of the colored

race, cheerfully proffering their sympathy, protection, and cor-

dial co-operation. Yet, without these doings, how wonderful

and how cheering is the advance since the educating of a negro

was a penal offense ! Let us applaud and rejoice in what the

Southern Conference has done, and patiently wait for its next

quadrennial session to sec how rightly and rapidly " the world

moves." And in order to this blessed "net result," be it, in

conclusion, hereby cordially and fraternally " I?esolved that it

be earnestly recommended to our ministry and membei-ship,
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hoth in private and in our public congregations, to ofier

frequent and special prayer for the spiritual prosperity of our
brethren in the Episcopal Methodist Church, and for their

attainment of such a state of heart and mind, as that ouUpoTxen

loyalty, impartial justice to the oppressed, and equal rights

Jar all our fellow-men, may lecome C07istituent parts of their

religion^

Art. Vni.—FOREIGX RELIGIOUS IXTELLIGEXCE.

PROTESTANTISM.
GREAT BRITATS*.

CoLENSO— Sentence op Excommc-
xic.vTioN-— LrrxERS from the Eisnop
OF Capetow>- to all the Axglicax
Bishops of the World— Pkocekd-
IXG3 of the CoyvocATiox or Caniee-
BfRY.—In the last number of the Meth-
odist Quarterly Review ive continued

the history of the Colenso case up to the

beginning of the present year. The
Metropolitan of Caj^etown had offered

to Colenso to have tlie sentence of depo-

sition rensed either by the Archbishop
of Canterbury, or by the Bishop of the

United Church. As Colenso refused to

avail himself of this offer, the metropol-

itan issued a formal sentence of excom-
munication, reading as follows:

In the name ofour Lord Je.sus Christ

—

VTe, Robert, by divine pennisiion, Me-
tropolitan of the Church in the province
of Capetown, in accordance with the de-
cision of the bishop.-> of the province, in
synod assembled, do hereby, it being our
otDce and our grief to do so, by the au-
thority of Chnst committed unto ns,
puss upon John William Coknso, D.D.,
tlic Sentence of the gre.iter excommuni-
cation, thereby separating him from the
communion o'f the Church of Christ so
lonir as he shall obstinate'.y and impeni-
tcutly persist in his heresyj and claim to
exercise the oihce of a bishop -svithin the
province "f Capetown. And we do
hereby make known to the faithful in
Christ, that, being thus excluded from uU
comiuunioii with the Church, he is, ac-
cr.rdinu' to our Lord's command, and in
conformitv with the provi.~ions of the
XXXII bi' of the Articles of Religion,
"to be taken of the whole multitude of
the faithful, as a heathen man and pub-
lican." Mi'.tt. xviii, 17-1>. Given un-
der our hawd and seal this I'Uh day of
l>ecember, in the year of our Lord lbo5.
—K. CAPtTowx.

The sentence was read on Sunday,
January 7, at the cathedral of the diocese
at Maritzburg, at the early service. In
the evening the dean of the cathedral
appeared in the chancel l^efore the bish-

op entered, and desired all Christians to
depart; but no notice was taken of it

by the adherents of Colenso. and the
service conducted by the latter was
continued as heretofore. The metropol-
itan communicated the sentence to the
bishops of Great Britain, of the British

Colonies, and of the Protestant Episco-
pal Church of the United States, all of
whom expressed a cordial approval of
the measure.
An important disci>ssion on the rela-

tion of Bishop Colenso to tlie Church of
f]ngland took place at the session of the
Convocation of Canterbnrv, which began
on May 1, and sat for four days. The
Archbishop of Canterbnrv- had received

letters from the Metropolitan of Cape-
town and the Dean of Maritzburg, ask-
ing in substance the following ques-
tions:

1. By the Metropolitan of Capetown:
Whether the Church of England holds

communion v.ith Dr. Colenso and the

hereticiil Cluirch which ho* is seeking to

establish in Natal or whether it is in

communion with the orthodox bishops

who in synod declared him to be iy^o

facto excommunicated?
2. By the Dean of Maritzburg:

Whether the acceptance of a new bishop

on t!ic part of the diocese of Natal, while

Bishop Colenso still retains the letters

patent of tho crown, would in any way
sever the dioc-ese from the mother
Church of flngland?

3. By tiie bean of Maritzburg: Sup-

posing the reply to the last question to

bo that they would not be in any way
severed, what are tho proper steps for
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the diocese to take to obtain a new '

bishop ?
I

The Bisiiop of Oxford was for answer- '

ing these questions, all three, in a manly
and hearty raauaer. So were the Bish-

ops of Salisbury aud Gloucester. But
,

the Bishop of St. Asapli doubted wheth-
;

er it would be wise for them as a couvo-
|

cation to decide a matter of that sort.

The Bishop of Llaiidart" found tliat all of

the questions involved most important

points of ecclesiastical law, which none
but lawyers could solve. He confessed

bis utter inability to say what the law
was, and any opinion he gave could not

b}' any possibility be satisfactory to

Liiuself or of advantage to others. The
Bishop of SL David's held exactly the

same views. The Bishop of Lincoln

thought an answer must be postponed
to some future time, and the Convoca-
tion of York must be consvdtod, for there

might be a diversity of opinion between
the two provinces. The Bishop of Ely
thought that haste in answering would
be "very disastrous," and " mi^ht
bring about the dissolution of the Church
in South Africa altogether." The Bish-

op of Peterborough thought tliat as to

whether Colouso was in communion with
the Church of P^ngland or not "he (the

Bishop of ret'.-rborough) did not think

there was anybody that was competent
to give an authoritative answer on the

subject." The Bishop of Oxford made
a stinging spcccli ou this astonishing
series of discordant speeches, and seeing
no probability of carryuig his original

motion, altered it to one requesting the
archbishop to appoint a time when their

lordships might more fully examine the
question. This motion was carried.

ROMEW.\.RD TEN-DEN'CtES — CoRRE-
SPOXPKNCE UETWEEN- .IXGLICiX CLERQY-
MEN- AND A Roman Cardin-al.— The
most curious and advanced step which
has ever yet been taken by the Roman-
izing party in the Church of England, is

a letter addri.-s.=od to Cardinal Patrizi, of

Rome, on tlie subject of a union between
the Anglican and the Roman Churches.

This corrc-pondfuce took place in 18G5,

but was not madt- public until the be-

ginning of the current year. The letter

(written in Latin) is signed by no less

than one hundred aud ninety-eight deans,

canons, parish priests, and otlier priests

»of the Church of ICnglaud, who call them-

selves "seekers alUr catliolic unity,"

and it is addressed to the " Most Emi-

nent and Reverend Father in Christ, the
Lord Cardinal Patrizi."

The most noted peculiarities, which
are an advance upon every thing that

has passed before, occur in the tirst para-

graph of the letter, which is as follows:

'Most eminent Lord: We, the under-
signed deans, canons, parish priests, and
other priests of the Anglo-Roman-Catli-
olic Church, vehemently longing for visi-

ble union between all parts of the Cliris-

tian family, according to the will of Christ,

have read with great sorrow your Emi-
nence's letter to all the bishops of Ewj-
land." Here is the startling statement

that these Anglicans call themselves

"The Anglo- /s'w/ta/i-Catholic Church,"

and not simplj', as formerly, the Anglo-
Catholic Church, and that they regard a

papal letter, addressed by its author only

to the bishops of the Roman communion,
as addressed to all the bishops of En-

gland, thus formally recognizing the au-

thority of the Papjd See over the Angh-
can bishops.

The Anglican priest reminds his " Ex-

celleucy," the Cardinal, of how much
they have done to make the Church of

England worthy of the communion with

Rome. "Whatever," they say, "may
have been less perfect in the faith of the

flock in Divine worship and in ecclesi-

astical discipline, we have improved be-

yond our hope; and, not to be torgetful

of other things, we have shown an

;miount of good-wdl towards the vener-

able Church of Rome which has rendered

us suspected in the eyes of some."

The Cardinal, and \\ith him the Roman
authorities, felt, of course, immensely

pleased with this unique address, al-

though they could not so far deviate from

the uniform rule of their Church as to

hold out any hope of compliance with the

request. In his reply, dated Nov. d,

1865, the Cardmal salutes the petitioucrs

as "worthy and very dear sirs," and he

assures them that their professed sin-

cerity of heart and honesty of words have

mspiredthe "Sacred Congregation'" with

a most pleasing hope. He expresses the

hope that they may at length arrive ut

true unity by understanding that thty

are divided and separated from the Chair

of St. Peter. Their pretensions to the

"Catholic" name he assures them uro

inadmissible. Their condition is do-

scribed to them as "an inherited sute of

separation." The Cardinal concludes

with the hope that they will "no longer

hesitate to throw themselves into "'O
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Jiosom of that Church which, by the con-

lV':'sion8 of the human race, froru the

Apo.-'tolic See through the succession of

its bishops, while heretics have barked

in vain, hath attained the pinnacle."

Xotwitlistandinp; this refusal of recog:ni-

tion. the Romanizing party will not cease

their efforts for bringing about a union,

but they are reported to continue their

ci'rrtspondencQ with Rome. It is even

rumored that one of the Anglican bishops

takes part in this correspondence.

The practical innovations which the

Romanizing party endeavors to intro-

duce into the service of the Church are

very numerous. One of their publica-

tions has for its avowed object to intro-

duce the prayers of the Roman Missal

into tlie communion service, accompanied

by their respective ceremonies. The
name of the book speaks for itself. It is

the " Ritual of' the Anglican Mass, with

the Ritual of Holy Baptism and Vespers,

•and the Unction of the Sick, with the

vestments and holy vessels," etc.

One of the most remarkable among
these innovations has, however, recently

proved an entire fl\iiure, the English

Order of St. Benedict. Father Ignatius

by his continuing sickness has been com-
pelled to seek refuge in his father's house,

and the Norwich monastery has been
temporarily closed.

UxiTARiAXiSii— Conflict betweex
THE Conservative axd the Puogres-
8IVE ElEMEN'TS—ASCEXDE.VCY OF THE
Latter.— The Unitarians of England,

like those of the United States, have for

some time been divided on the question,

whether their religious denomination

should continue as heretofore to demand
an e.vplicit belief in the divine mission of

Christ as a term of membersliip. The
Conservatives insist on it, while the

Progressives demand for every memlier
of the Union an unlimited freedom of be-

lief. Last year the Progressive party in

the British and Foreign Unitarian Asso-

ciation defeated a proposition, made by a

conservative member, for defming their

faith. At the annual meeting, held in

London on May 23, the subject cnme up
again. The Rev. Samuel Bache moved
that Rule 1 of the Association, which
atlirmed tliat the Association was formed

for the promotion of the principles of Uni-

tarian Christianity at home and abroad,

bo maintained in its original clearness

and distinctness by the following addi-

tion: "The principles including the re-

cognition of the God and Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ as the only God, and
the only proper object of religious wor-
ship, and also the recognition of the
special divine mission, and authority as a
religious teacher, of Jesus Christ him-
self." He said no difference of opinion
originally existed with regard to the

descriptive terms which designated Uni-
tarian Christianity, nor was there any
want of unanimity on the subject at the

present day, except in a small section of

the denomination, with which ho could

not conscientiously remain. If, as Mr.
Bache thinks, the "liberals" constitute

only a small section of the denomination,

they again had, as last year, control of

the annual meeting, whicli, upon motion
of Sir John Bowring, adopted by a large

majority the ' previous question."

FRANCE.
R.vTioN'ALisii— Steps against the

Rationalistic party by the Re-
formed Consistory of P.\ris. and by
the Annual Pastoral Conferences.
—The contest between Rationalism and
Orthodoxy, which for many years has

been dividing the Protestant State

Churches of France like those of every

other European country, seems to have

reached a crisis whicli may soon lead to

the total expulsion or withdrawal of the

Rationalistic party from the Church.

The restrictive measures against the

Rationalistic party began about a year

and a half ago, when the Reformed Con-

sistory- of Paris refused to renew the

license of M. Atlianasc Coquerel, jun.,

well known as one of the ablest writers

of the party. M. Coquerel had for some
time been the deputy of M. ifartiu

Paschoud, the Rationalistic pastor of

one of the churches in the city of Paris,

who had been in office since 183G, but

in consequence of ill iiealth had been

imable to perform his functions. The
Consistory called upon M. Paschoud to

appoint as his deputy aihither clergyman

wiiose views and preaching were more

in harmonv with those of the Reformeti

Church. This M. Paschoud refused to

do, and preferred to reassume the pas-

toral functions iiimself As. however,

old age and intirniity disabled him from

discharging all the 'pastoral duties, the

Consistory concluded to place him on the

retired list, with a prrnsion of si.x thou-

sand francs. M. Paschoud rejected this

arrangement, denying the riglit of the

! Consistory to remove iiim in tliis fashion.
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ar.d appealing from their decision to the

Minister of Public Worship. The min-

ister decided that the Consistory had
not a ri.u'lit to act as they did. The
latter therefore resulved to avail theai-

solves ofa riglit im(iiiostionably belongring

to them by the e."tistin<; law, and to dis-

miss M. Paschoud. In a memorandum
addressed to the minister tliey set forth

at length the reasons for these new
measures. iL Guizot. who is one of the

lay members of the Consistory, (and far

from having, as he has falsely been
charged, any intention of joining the

Church of Rome.) had a personal inter-

view with the emperor, in order to pre-

vail upon the latter to restore to the

Reformed Church the riglit of self-gov-

ernment, and in particular the right of

holding synod. It is understood that the

request has been favorably entertained by
the emperor, and that Guizot was prom-
ised that immediately alter the adjourn-

ment of the legislative body an imperial

decree, granting to the Keformed Church
the desired rights, would be issued.

Still more important than this action

of the Paris Consistory is that of the

annual Pastoral Conferences. These
conferences are meetings of Protestant
preachers, assembling in April of every
year, in Paris, for the discussion of theo-

logical and religious subjects. They are
iwofuM: one, the National Conference,
consisting e.x;clusively of ministers of the

two State Churches ; and tlie other the
General Conference, embracing the min-
isters of every Protestiint denomination.
Hitlierto the Rationalistic party of tlie

two State Churches has regularly been

represented in each of these conf.-r-

ences, and they continued their conm c-

tions with them, although for several

years tlie majority has passed re><'lii-

fions highly oftensive to them. This
year the Xational Conferences aduptd
the important resolution that "it rec<>s-

nizes as the basis of its deliberatioiw,

the supreme authority of the holy writ

in matters of faith, and the Apostl-s'

Creed as a resume oi Ihe miraculous facts

which are contained in it." As it is

common in the congregations of tlio

two State Churches to read the Apos-
tles' Creed every Sunday, the conference

thought that every sincere member of

the two Churches could subscribe to the

above resolutions. Tlie General Pas-

toral Conference, on the other hand,

which includes the representatives of

denominations which do not practice the

reading of the Apostles' Creed in the

:
public service, deemed it best to declare

their dissolution, and at once to recon-

I

stitute themselves on the basis above

mentioned. In both conferences the

resolutions were passed by a large ma-

jority, (in the National Conference by
112 against 36.) The Rationalists have

now organized conferences of their own.

The great significance of this separation

lies in the position into which it lurces

the Rationalistic party. Hitlierto tti-:-y

appeared as a school possessing in the

• Church equal rights with tlie Oriliodo.'C

' party ; henceforth they are made to feel

that they will only be tolerated as long

as the State government withliolds froia

the Church the right of enforcuig her

doctrinal standards.

Art. IX.—FOREIGX LITERARY IXTELLIGEXCE.

GERMANY.
A Roman Catholic work bv Dr. Yosen,

on Galilei, (Odlileo Galilei.' Frankfort,
186.1,) is one of the many literary at-

tempts which have recently been made
by Roman Catholic scholars to explain
away some of the blackest spots in the
history of the Roman Popes. A review
of the book in the Ynir.B'Mk of Genmin
Theology, ISGO. (ii. 27 s., p. 377 i>e,j.,) con-

clusively proves that the whole book is

a glaring distortion of historic truth, and
that the author was entirely ignor.'\nt of
the best recent bo<iks that have been
•written on the subject, and that establish

all the main points in the history of Gal-

ilei, in a manner which no honest Ins-

torian will ever be able to dispute. It

is, in particular, shown that the Roman
Inquisition did order Gahlei to be tor-

tured.

I In addition to the many popular a[K)l<>-

getical works which have recently boon

published in Gcrrnanv. we must add on-

by Held, (Profcs'^or at the Universitv "(

'[ Breslau, formerly at Zurich.) containing

si.xteen lectures on the historical de\il-

i opment and the lasting significano.' "f

1 the fundamental doctrines of Christianity.

Dr. Locher, in the " Year-Book of Cer-
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man Theology," recommends this book
OS oue of the best of its class. {Jesus der

Christ Zurich, 1865.)

From one of the leaders of the Ger-
man atheists, Ludwi? Feiierbach. a new
book has been published on '"God. Free-

dom, and Imraortaliry," from the stand-

point of anthropology. {Gottheit, etc.

Lcipsic, 1866.) The author, who rejects

religion as an illusion, is not on poivl

terms with the new materialistic school,

which rejects philosophy no less than
theology.

Tlie work of Keim (Professor in Zu-
rich, one of the leaders of the school called

by Strauss ''The Half Ones ^•) on '-The
Christ of History." (Der Geschichtlkhe

Christus. Zurich, 1866.) lias appeared in

a third edition. Other new works on the
same subject have been published by
Laurent {Der HistoHsche Christus, Ber-
lin, IS 66) and Beyschlag. {Christologie

des Keuen Testamente-s. Be'rlin 1S66.)

FRANCE.
Of the great work of E. de Pressense

on the Life of Christ (Jt.iws Christ, Paris,

1866) a second edition has been pub-
lished. The work has already been
translated into English, German, and
Dutch.

A. Rottscher, a Roman Catholic priest,

has recently publislied the tirst volume
of a work on the "Dogmatic System of
Martin Luther,'" {Dr. M. Luther's'Logmat-
iiches Lehrsystem, seine Entstthung und
WUrdigung. Berlin, 1S66.) It promises
to be the largest and ablest work on
tlie subject written from a Roman Cath-
olic point of view.

We are indebted to Count Gobineau
(formerly French Embassador at Tehe-
ran, and now at Atiieii?) for one of the
be.st works on the recent relitrious his-

tory of Asia. His work, which is en-
titled '-Les Hdigions et ks Philosophies
da^is FAsie Centraie." Paris. 1S66. treats
chietly of the sect of the Babis, which
from 1847 to 1852 spread throughout ,

Asia. Hitherto but litile had been pub- I

lished (particularly in Zeitschrift der
Deutschen Morje.iland Gtselschaft, vol. v,

p. 384, Petermann, Hei-'en in Orient, vol.

ii, p. IS'2, 5t^., etc.) of tliis interesting
sect, which threatened Persia witli a
political as well as a religious revolution.
An introduction treats of the religious

and moral character of tlie Asiatics, of
the Persian Mohammedanism, of the
origin and the subsuncs of the Sheah as

well as Sufism. The history of the
Bubis is followed by a work by Alphonse
Dantier on tlic Benedictine Monasteries
of Italy, {Les Monasth-es Bcnedictins d'lta-

lie. Paris, 1866, 2 vols..) treating of its

interesting subject more in the furm of
gossip than of history. One half of the
work is devoted to Monte-Cassiuo.

A valuable work on "The Mystical
Philosophy in France at the t-rd'of the
Eighteenth Century," {-Lo PhUnsophie
Mijstique en France, Paris, 1SG6.) lias

recently been published by Ad. Franck,
a Jewish writer of note. It forms part
of the Bihliotheque Philosophic, several
volumes of which have been noticed in
former numbers of the Methodist Quar-
terly Review. After treating, in a pre-
hminary chapter, of mysticism iu gen-
eral, and Its relation to philosophy and
religion, t!ie author devotes particular
attention to the mystical doctrines of
San Martin. In an appondi.x he gives
an extract from an unpublished work of
another mystical writer, Martinez de
Pasqualis, on the final restoration of all

things.

Count de Falloux has published a new
volume of Letters of Madame Swetchine,
{Leftres laedites de Aladarne Sv.etchine,

Paris, 1866.) The first volumes of the
collection were well received as an inter-

esting contribution to the history of
the neo-Catholic school iu Frencii liter-

ature. Among the correspondents of
Madame Swetchine, noticed in the new
volume, is M. de Tocqueville.

An interesting little book on the per-
secution of Protestants in France has
been published by A. Coquerel. fils. {Les
Forcais pour la Fui. Paris. 1S66.)

The number of works called forth by
Reuau's Life of Jesus continues to be im-
mense. During the first year following
the publication of the wori< (July 1863 to

July 1S64) no less llian two hundred and
fourteen were counted. Among the num-
erous additions which have since been
made to that list is one by the celebrated
Emir of Algeria, Abd-el-Kader. When
Renan was in the Ea.st, in 1864, he came
to Damascus, where he received tiie Iios-

pitality of Abd-el-Kader. The conversa-

tion, carried on iu Arabic, finally turned

on Renan"s work. "Have you read it?''

asked Rcuan, somewhat surprised. Abd-
el-Kader ordered the volume to bo
brought, and showed to his guest that ho
had not only read but anmiUited it. The
fact is an interesting counterpart to the
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work against Colenso. published some
time ago in East India bj a Moham-
medan chief.

Amonjr the new Roman CathoHc works
aprnin-t Kenan, one by Abbe Michan,

j

witli a new traii:^lation of the four Gos-
|

pels and a learned commentary, is espe- I

ciallv commended.

Guizot has published a new Tolume
|

of hi:i " Meditation.-v,'' relatins: to the ac- I

tiial state of the Christian reli?ion.
{SUdibillom s'lr l Et'it Adud de la Religion

\

CUrditiine. Paris, 1SG<3.) The rumors
j

circulated in the first month of the pres-
ent year about a secession of Guizot from

i

tiie Koformed Church to that of Rome,
prove to be entirely unfounded. He re-
mains, what he has been for many years,
one of the most active champions of
orthodo.x Protestantism.

I

A new life of Father Lacordaire, the '

most ceiel)rated of all modern monks, .

has been publislied by Chocarne. (Le
\

li. P. Lacordaire: sa Vie Intime et Be-
|

li'jifuse. Paris, 1S66.) i

An important literary movement in !

France is the formation of a "National
Society for a Xew Translation of the Holy
Scriptures into the French Languac'p.^'
The imperfection of all the present trans-
lations is sronerally admitted. The most
iwuhar feature of the new society is the
union of Roman Catholics, Protestants
and Jews for rendering the work as per-
iect as possil,le. Ic created general sur-
prise to find among the founders and
the leaders of ti-.e society a number of
well known Roman Catholics, such as
i-athor Gratry, Count Montalembert,
t^atichy. It was. of course, to be ex-
eiiK-c:ed that Rome would condemn
Uas aoi of association with Protestants
ii.e disapprobation s.oon pronounced
iiL-amst the .scheme by a number of
bis.,ops and tiie pope, induced manv of
the Caihohc members to withdraw;' but
Komo r.-mnin. and will co-operate witli
tne 1 rotcstauis and Jews for the accom-
plishment of the great work. At the
nrst me^-iingof the .society a remarkable
address was dehvered by Amedee
Jh.erry. w,,., presided. M. Thierry is
a nieml^-r ot the Cathohc Church, ono
of the ijreatest scholars of France, and a
eeuator of the empire. The origin of
the idea, we learn from this address
"belongs to a ProtesUnc clergvman'
PetaveL who has embraced it witli the
zeal and the ct^nvictiou ofau apobtlo He
liaa traveled thr^/ii-h the whole len-iii

of France and the countries of tho
French language. He has preach.-il
He has knocked at every door, and pJu-
erous hearts have responded and tl

-

doors have been opened l>ef..ro him'
Scholars of the higliest rank, Catholic'
Protestant, Jewish clerevmen. as learn-Mi
as devoted to their particular creed's,
cordially received encouraged, aid-d
mm." After the president, M. Pctav, I

himself made a most interesting report
upon the object of tho societv.and ti.o
means to carry it out. He referred to
the new translations which have been
undertaken in France duriug the last ten
years. Abbe Glaire has undertaken a
translation of the whole Bible with th.>
approbation of the Holv Congregation

,

of the Index. A society' of ministers of
I

the Reformed Churcii has embarked iu
,

the same enterprise. M. Wogue. pru-

^

fessor of the Jewish college of Paris,

:

zealously pursues his translation of tl;o

j

Pentateuch. A s.->ciety reprints tlio

! translation of the Old Testament by M.
j

Perret-Gentil, and that of tho Xew
j

Testament by M. Arnaud. The .Society
'[ of Pastors and Professors of Genev'a
have charged if. Second, D. D , with

I

translating the Old Testament. A
' learned canon, if. Bertrand, has un<ler.
taken the same task. The idea of if.
Petavel is to unite the efforts of all the
ablest biblical scholars, of the most
learned Orientalists and of tho most
triJliant writers of France, in order to
produce a translation as perfect as possi-

.

ble. The plan embraces tiie e--tabli.sh-

ment of a periodical bulletin to eive a
regular account of tho meetings, and of
another journal, {Revue Bihlique.) to pub-
lish the labors of the colaborer.*, with a
blank margin fur the notos of the re-

visers, if. Petavel refers to an inler.^:-

ing fact in tho Russian Churcii. U'lieu

the members of the Holy Synod, who
live scattered in all parts of the'einpire. re-

ceived by mail the printed bulletins of :::••

draft of a new translation, tliey tutored
on a margin their remarks and sent tli-.-

whole back to the central committee at

St. Petersburg!!. The adoption of a sim-

ilar plan might secure the co-opera: ion

of the ablest men not only throuehoii:

Franco and Switzerland, but also in

Italy, England, Holland, Prussia, Ger-
many.
The plan of if. Petavel is almost suro

not to tind that general panicipationwhiih
its enthusiastic autiiur has iiojo-d and

toiled lor. The Roman Catliolic Cliurch
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will never look favorably upon this en-

teri)ri!<e. and her disapprobatioa will pre-

vent the majority of Konian Catholic

.m-holars from taking a pnrt ia the work.

Nevertheless the labors of M.Petavel may
yut prove the most powerful impulse

^'iveu to the efforts for obtaining the

iM^st possible translation of the Bible

into modern languages. It may lead to

n combination of Iloman Catholic theo-

logians, of Protestant theologians, and of

Jewish theologians, to aim separately at

the accomplishment of the work; and

the comparison of the labors of the three

great associations may accomplish the ob-

ject of M. Petavel eve'n more successfully

than the method he proposes. At all

events, his plan—to unite and organize

all the best talent and scholarship of a

country for producing the best possi-

ble translation of the Bible—is worthy

of all praise.

The second book of Kenan's " History

of the Origin of Christianity," containing

the History of the Apostles, was pub-

lished in April. {Les Apotres. Paris,

1866.) It begins with the coming of

the mourning Jewish women to the

empty tomb in the garden by Golgotha.

and goes on to the moment when
Paul and Barnabas are setting out from

the numerous Church first called Chris-

tian at Antioch, to convert the world.

The principal themes of the first portion

of the work are the resurrection of Jesus,

his appearance to the disciples, the in-

fluence of the Holy Spirit, the gift of

tongues, and the power of the Church.

Ne.xt follows an account of the Church
at.Jerusalem, its tirst trial and conquests,

and its social constitution. This leads

the author to a study of the state of

society in that time and country, the

correlation of it to the Church, and the

influence of each upon the other. AVo
have seen it stated that the sale of this

volume has fallen far below that of the

first volume on the Life of Christ, and
indeed far below the expectations of the

publisher. Translations have, however,

already been announced into most of the

modern langunges. "With regard to the

contents of his third volume, Kenan says

:

In my third book I shall attempt to

follow the traces of these bearers of good
tidings by land and sea, in calm and
storm, throngh good and evil day.s. I

am eager to narrate this incomparable
epopee, to depict those interminable
routes, through Asia and Europe, along

wliieh they sowed the seeds of the Gos-
pel—those" ways they traversed so often

in such diversity of circumstances. The
grsat Christian Odyssey is about to

bejin. Already the apostolic bark
spreads its sails ; the wind is swellmg,

and only aspires to bear upon its wings
the words of Jesus.

Art. X.—synopsis OF THE QUARTERLIES, AND OTHERS OP

THE HIGHER PERIODICALS.

Amencan Quarterly Reviews.

American Presbtteuiak and Theological Review. April, 1866.

(New York.)—!. The I'.ible Idea of Tratli, as Inseparable from the

Divine Personality. 2, The Double Sense of Scripture. 3. The Ancient

Catholic Liturgie's. 4. Quatremere, the French Orientalist, 5, The
Relation of Intuitions to Thought and Theology. 6. James iv, 5, in

Connection with Genesis iv, 7. 7, The Political Situation.

Biblical Repertort and Princeton Review, April, 186G, (Phila-

delphia.)—1, Bushnell on Vicarious Sacritice. 2. The Samaritans. An-

cient and Modern. • 3. The Great Schools of England, 4. The Raising

of Lazarus. 5. Dr. Spring's Reminiscences of his Life and Times.

Bibliotheca Sacra, April, 18GG. (Bo.ston.)—1. History and Theology

of the Reformed Protestant Dutch Church. 2. Our Place in History.

3. The Study of En^^lish Literature. 4. The Catholic Apostolic Church.

5. Brucke's Physiology of Speech, 6. Regeneration the Work of GocL

7. Martyrdom, in the Apocalypse.

FouRTu Series, Vol. XVIII.—80
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Evangelical Quakterlt Review, April, 1866. (Gettysburg.)—!. Kc-

clesia Lutberana. 2. Tbe Human Elements Essential to a Successful

Ministry. 3. Hymns for the Use of the Evangelical Lutheran C luircli.

4. Pre-Atbimite" Man. 5. The Discovery of the Law of Gravit:ition.

6. Lutheran Home Missions. 7. Louis Harms, of Hermannsburg.

Fkeewill Baptist Quauterlt, April, 1860. (Dover, N. H.)—1. History

of the Erie Quarterly Meeting, New York. 2. Christian Citizenship.

3. An Open Door for the American Church. 4. The Ark of the Testi-

mony, and its Appendages. 5. Antinomiauism : the Germ, the Develop

ment, and the Fruit. 6. ^Missionarj- Enterprise. 7. Goodness and Sever-

ity ; or, God's Government Defended. 8. The late Rev. Sargeant Shaw.

9. The Supernatural in Christianity.

New Exglaxdku, April, 1866. (New Haven.)—!. The New Era.

2, Systematic Training for the Ministry. 3. A Biographer at Work.

4. Review of Dr. Buslincll on " The Vicarious Sacrifice." 5. Review of

Rev. Dr. Beardslev's '• History of the Episcopal Church in Connecticut."

6. Review of Mrs."L. H. Sigourney's " Letters of Life." 7. The Political

Situation.

. English JRevievJS.

Bsmsn ant) Foreign Evangelical Review, April, I860. (London.)

1. The Ecumenical Councils. 3. Kurtz and Stewart on Sacrifice. 3. The

Church and the French Revolution. 4. Political Economy and the

Christian iNIinistry. 5. Horace Mann. 6. Literature of the Sabbatli

Question. 7. Gcologv : its Progress and Limits as a Science. 8. Arch-

bishop Anders Sunesen : Schoolman, Statesman, and Ecclesiastic.

9. The Sensational Philosophy—:Mi-. J. S. MiH and Dr. M'Cosh.

British Qctahteult Review, April, 1866. (London.)—!. Anglicanism

and Romanism. 2. Praed and his Works. 3. Bradshaw. 4. Club Life

and Society in London, o. Peter the Great. 6. The Reformed Church

of France." 7. The Rinderpest in Great Britain.

CmusTiAN Remembrancer. April, 1806. (London.) 1. The Apocr>Tha.

2. State Papers of the Rci<;n of Henry VH. 3. Badliam's Two Diah^gues

of Plato. 4. Bcrenuar of' Tours. 5. The Sister of Henri IV. 6. jis-

chendorTs Latest Editions of the Greek New Testament. 7. Father

Ignatius, [Mr. George Spencer.] 8. The New Latin Prayer Book. 9. mc
late Mr. Robertson of Brighton.

^

EDi.NncuGii Review, April, 1800. (New York : Reprint.)—l.Grote >

Plato. 2. Mus£E Britannics. 3. Water Supply. 4. Correspondence ol

JIaria Antoinette. 5. The Irish Church. 6. Autobiography ot 1 rmcc

Charles of Hesse. 7. The Reconstruction of the American I ni""-

8. Diary of the Right Honorable W. Windham. 9. The Relonn

Debate.

Journal of Sacred Literature and Biblical Record. April. !8r,t.

(London.) 1. Mr. J. S. :Mill and the Inductive Origin ot First b rinci-

ples. 2. The Site of Sodom and Gomorrah. 3. The Historical C lianic-

ter of the Gospels tested bv an Examination of their Contents. •• /'''I .

ture Itevclations on the Intermediate State of the Dead. 5. Eusermi^ o

Cesarea on the Star. In Syriac Text. G. Exegesis of DiUicult icxuv

7. Protestantism in ScandinaWa. 8. Inspiration and Revelation.

London Quartkrly Review, April, 1806. (New York
:

K^'l'^/'V,.,,.

1 Life of Sir Josliuti Reynold^. 2. The Judges of England. J. i»«

CMldrcn's Employment Commission. 4. The Science of LunguaoC.
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5. Coal and Smoke. C. The Early Irish Church. 7. Female Education.
8. Ecce Homo. 9. The Reform Bill.

Xonrn British Review, March, 1806. (New York, Reprint.) 1. Pal-
^rr.ive's Central Arabia. 2. A Jacobite Family. 3. Austria. 4. Faust

:

A Dramatic Poem, by Goethe. 5. " Ecce Homo " and [Modem Skepti-
cism. 6. The Poems and Fables of Robert Henryson. 7. The Ecclesi-

astical Commission. 8. Reform and Political Parties.

Wkstminster Review, April, 1866. (New York: Reprint.) 1. Railway
Rrform. 2. The Royal Hospital of Bethlehem. 3. The Situation in

Austria. 4. French Opinions of the English. 5. The United Statt-s

Constitution and the Secessionists. 6. Paul Louis Cornier. 7. Com-
mons round London. 8. H. Tatne on Art and Italv.

German Reviews.

Jaiirbucher fur Deutsche THEOLOGn:, Year-Books for German The-
ology. 1866. I. 1. RuscH, The Birth-Year of Christ. 2. Pl-Cn-ks. The
Gods and the Religion of the Ancient Germans. 3. Croop, ^lonasticism
in the Roman Catholic Church. 4. Palmer, The Peculiar Character of
Evangelical Theology in Wurtemberg. 5. LAURE^-T, Philemon of
Laodlkeia.

n. 1. Steitz, The Doctrine of the Lord's Supper in the Greek Church.
2. BoBERTAO, The Idea of Religion. 3. Exgelhardt, On Symbols
and Figures. 4. ROsch, The Birth-Year of Christ, 5. Kluge, The
meaning of u/.TjxiLVjv.

Studikn uxd Kiutikex. Essays and Reviews. 1866. Third Number.'
1. Steitz, The New Testament Idea of the Ministry of the Keys.
2. DiEBTEL, Bible and Natural Science. 3. Riehm, Review of Schulz's

Schopflmgs Geschichte, (History of Creation.) 4. Weiss, Review of
Schlieiinacher's Leljeu Jesu. 5. Jaub, Jung Stilling and his Signifi-

cance for his Times.

ZErrscnuiFT fur Historische Theologee, (Journal of Historical The-
ology.) 18G6.—III. 1. Herzog, An important Document concerning
the Introduction of the Reformation among the Waldensians. 2. Walte,
Contribution to the Church History of Bremen at the time of the Ref-
ormation. 8. Biographical Remarks on Dr. Nieduer. 4. Gkote, Re-
view of Dr. Spiegel's Hermann Bonnas.

In the first article Dr. Herzog publishes, with a brief preface,

the reply from Martin Bucer to questions proposed to him by del-

eL;:ates of the Waldensians concerning the Reformation. Tho
Waldensians in the French provinces of the Provence and the

Dauphine, on hearing of the great religious Reformation in Ger-

many and Switzerland, sent in 1530 two ministers out of their

midst in order to confer -with some of the Reformers on their

atVairs. They visited in succession Xuremberg, Murten, Cerne,

Basel, Strasburg, and at the latter place handed to Bucer a Utter

of introduction from CEcolampadios. The conference with Bucer
has latterly been but very imperfectly known, and the reply iVora

Bucer is for the tirst time published in the above article. This
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reply of Bucer had a great influence upon the religions views of
the Waldensians. They divested themselves of the last remnant
of Roman Catholic views and practices, which were still connected
with their, on the whole, evangelical system.

ZEiTscmiiFT FUR WissENSCHAFTLiciiE Theologie. (Journal of Scien-
tific Tlieolg}-. ISGG. First Number.) 1. HrLGEXFELD, Cliristianitv
and Modem Civiliy.ation. 2. Lri-sius, The Pastor of Hermas and Moii"-
tanism m Rome. 3. HiLGEN-yELn, Miirk between Matthew and I.uke
4. Leuz, The Installation of Ticlman Hepsbus as Professor in Hchn-
stadt. 5. HiLGENFELD, Reply to Dr. Paul. 6. Lipsius, Reply to Dr.
Tiscbendorf. 7. IIilgenfeld, Reply to Dr. Keim.

The Journal of Scientific Theology, edited by Professor Hilgen-
feld of Jena, is by far the ablest organ of the critical school
which counts Strauss, T. C. Baur, and other well known opponents
of evangelical Protestantism among its members and co-workers.
Mo.st of the leaders of the school who continue to hold a position
as theological i)rofessors or clergymen in the Churches whose old
doctrinal standards they are trying to overthrow, can no longer
deny that the masses of the people who embrace their views become
outspoken enemies of even the name of Christianity, and fre-

quently of the very idea of religion. The question, therefore, begins
to be very seriously discussed among them, whether the accept-
ance of the fundamental views of Strauss and his friends may be
consistent with the continuance of Christianity as an established

religion. Professor Hilgenfold, in the first article of the above
number of his " Journal," advocates this view. lie reviews the

works of Rothe and Strauss, both of whom agree in believing the

educated classes of the German people to be mostly estranged from
the Christian Church. Hilgenfeld goes so far as to express his

opinion that the holding of all the views of Strauss, who not only

denies a superhuman nature of Christ, but even his absolute supe-

riority over other men, is by no means incompatible with mem-
bership in the Christian Church. He, on the contrary, already

believes to see the dawning of a new era, in which those who now
hate or attack the name of Christianity will fully reconcile them-
selves with the liberalized and thereby rejuvenated Christian

Church.

French Eevieics.

Revue CnRETrEir>-E.—i^'e^rt/ari/—I.Rosseeuw Sr.IIn.ArRE, Julius Ce^^ar.

2. Delaeokde, a New Work on the Wars of Calvijii<m aud of tlio

League.

March—\. JIehi.e D'Aubigxe, Francois I. and IMclancthon. 2. Krny.
A New Work on ^lontaigne and Pascal. 3. De Guekle, Ou the Ori-

gin of Language.
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j^pril—1. Secketax, Independent Ethics. 2. Fbossard, Father Lacor-

daire.

llEVUE DE8 Deux Mondes.—February 1.—2. DuvERorER de Haura>s>-e,

Eight Months in America. 3. Caeo, The Philosophy of Goethe.

February 15.—1. Dttv'ergier de Hattranne, Eight Months in America.

3. St. Reke Taillandier, Charles of Hesse and the Freethinkers.

March 1.—2. Taixe, Italy and Italian Life. 5. Ratmond, England in

1805 and the Seventh Parliament of Queen Victoria.

Art. XI.—quarterly BOOK-TABLE.

Religion, Theology, and Bihlical Literature.

An Eirenicon ; In a Letter to the Author of the Chrisrian Year. By E. B,

PtJSET, D. D. 12mo., pp. 395. New York : Appleton & Co. 18G6.

It will be remembered that a year or two back Dr. Pusey called

upon the " Evaugelicals " to unite with him in repelling the assaults

made upon the common faith by the infidel set which has risen up

in the Church of England. There was great rejoicing over this

movement of his, on the part of true Protestants, both in Europe

and America. It was thought that his heart, which had always

been true, had clarified his intellect from the Romish mists which

had darkened it for so many years, and that his old age would be

spent in the true work of a Protestant minister, to which he had

devoted himself in his youth by his ordination vows.

On the other hand, his Romanist friends were alarmed, if not

offended. Those who, like Newman and Manning, had been

taught by Dr. Pusey himself the principles which led them so

directly to Rome, were especially touched by his course ; and one

of them, the newly consecrated Roman Catholic Bishop of "NYest-

minster, (Dr. Manning,) wrote and printed a letter to him, com-

plaining of his course. Dr. Manning charged him with ' drift-

ing back from old moorings," and, in substance, with intellectual

inconsistency, if not with moral tergiversation. He added to

these personal accusations a series of charges against the Church of

England.

The Eirenicon begins with a vindication, as against Dr. Manning,

of Dr. Pusey's personal consistency. It effectually dissipates all delu-

sion as to his going back to genuine Protestant ground. He admits

his love for many of the Evangelicals, on the ground that "their faith

is, on some points of doctrine, much truer than their words ;" and ad-

mits fully that when occasion came, as in the recent O.xford struggles

with infidelity, he acted with them. But he declares that he never

united with them in any of those things which were not in accord-
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ance with his own principles, and that this union, simply to resist

inroads upon the common faith, involved no change whatever in

his views as to the nature of the Church, or any "shifting of his

ground" as to the Cliurch Catholic. "With Dissenters he says

that he was never "brought in contact;" but he fears that these

bodies "have lost much of the life which they originally carried

with them from the Church, and which God the Holy Ghost has

preserved in individuals among them." "Very patronizingly he

condescends to say tliat the body which has most life in it is the

Wesleyan, and that for the simple reason that the " "Wesleyan body

was that which last and very slowly parted from the Church !

"

Dr. Manning's charges against the Church of England are met

in a less manly and successful way by Dr. Pusey than are those

which concern his personal consistency. On some of the points

he endeavors to show that the Romish view is really reconcilable

with the standard of the Church of l^Qglaod ; fof instance, that

the English Church does not really deny that there are seven sacra-

ments in her XXYth Article, etc. One of the worst bits of

special pleading that Ave have ever seen to come from a good man

(as Dr. Pusey unquestionably is) is his reply to Dr. Manning's

charge that the Church of England "imposes on its people a dis-

belief in transubstantiation and the sacrifice of the altar," that is,

the Ifomish Mass. Any unsophisticated mind, knowing the history

of the Church of England, would admit this " charge " at once ;
and

all true IVotostants would glory in admitting it, just as they would

glory in admitting the " charge," if made by an infidel, that the

Church believes in God or in Christ. But Dr. Pusey, whose

mind is anything but unsophisticated, plays with the words ot

the Articles, talks of the Schoolmen, of " substance and of

accidents," in the change of the bread and wine in the sacra-

ment, and finds "a sense" in which the English Churchman can

admit transubstantiation ! As to the Mass, the case is worse still.

One could hardly imagine stronger words than those of the XXXIst

Article, namely, that "the sacrifices of Masses, in the which

it was commonly said that the priest did otfer Christ for the quick

and the dead, to have remission of pain and guilt, were blas-

phemous fables and dangerous deceits." But how easily can

strong words be explained away! "The very strength of the

expressions used of the ' sacrifice of the ^Masses,' " says Dr. Pusey,

" the use of the plural, and the clause ' in the which it was com-

monly said,' show that what the article speaks of is not 'the

Sacrifice of the 3Ia8s,' but the habit of trusting to tlie purchase

of masses when dying, etc." What could Cranmer and the rc>t
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of the Reformers have been at ? How did it ever happen that
' the Mass," went out of use in the Church of England ? Dr.

Pusey ends this singular piece of exegesis with the conclusion that,

as to the Eucharist, the Church of England might be reconciled

with the Church of Rome by explanation of the terms used. So,

then, the noble army of English martyrs went to the stake, not

for great principles, but simply for want of a doctor skilled in

interpretation, to " explain the use of words " to them

!

But the latter part of the book will be as unsatisfactory to

Romanists as the former part is to Protestants. It treats the doc-

trine of the personal infallibility of the pope, and the current and
apparently increasing Mariolatry of the Roman Church, with a

severity that will be all the more felt because the language in

which it is couched is that of warning and expostulation rather

than of violent rebuke. Altogether, this last effort at " peace-
making" on the part of Dr. Pusey will fare as badly as those of
Dury and Calixtus in theology, and of the so-called "com-
promises" in politics. Instead of pointing Protestants and
Romanists to the Church of England as " a means of restoring

visible unity," its tendency will be to satisfy both that the posi-

tion of that Church as a Church of "Compromise" is at bottom
false and untenable. M.

An Inquiry into the Ecclesiastical Constitution of the Church of Christ and
the Gospel Midstry. 'lu four parts. Being a Complete Refotation of all

Strange Notions and Sectarian Heresies on the Subject of the Church
and ilinistry. By Rev. R. Abbet, D. D. Edited bv Tho^ias O. Sum-
HERs, D. D. 12mo., pp. 432. NashWUe : Southern Methodist Publish-
ing House. 1860.

The Cliurdi and ^tfinisti-y : A Lecture on the Relations which the Church
and ilinistry sustain to the Christian Religion. Bv Rev. R. Abbey, D. D.
24mo., pp. 305. Nashville : Southern ""Methodist Publishinjr House.
18G0.

The End of the A}x)stolic Succession. A Debate l^etween Messrs. Yergeu
and Smedes, Editors of the Vicksburg Church Herald, and Rev. R
Abbey, in which the High-Church Doctrine of a Chain of Successive
Ordinations is clearly and specifically surrendered. Edited by Thomas
O. Summers, D. D.

These volumes, sent to us by the respected author, bear a date

and present an aspect which carry our mind, as it were, to " the

years beyond the flood." They treat a controversy which, with

us, has had a long slumber. They name a year when we stood on

the brink of the greatest of civil wars. And the external style of

the volumes attest that even then the blight of that institution

which convulsed the South with war was deejily withering uj>on

the arts of peace and the productions of intellect.
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Dr. Abbey's work first named above treats at full length the

subject of Churchly organization. His theory, in brief, is :
" God

established the Church in two general departments, namely, the

ministry and the laity, these two being essential, and their relation

answering generally to that of a shepherd and his flock ; but that

any orders, or offices, or division of duties in the ministry may
be varied by circumstances, times, and places, and are not essen-

tial." A Church is simply a spontaneous aggregation of Christian

believers, ordering themselves into such organic form as may best

attain the ends of their own salvation and the universal spread of

Christian holiness. This simple view dispenses with an immense

amount of artificiality in theory, but leaves the sacramental host

full freedom to marshal its forces to the highest advantage.

And this we personally think the true view. The grounds

maintained by Dr. Bangs—that there were two orders, funda-

mentally required by God in his word, necessary to the very

existence of a Church, and that the episcopal was distinctively a

mere office—made us all Presbyterians, at the same time that it

involved us in a helpless contradiction with our own disciplinary

form of episcopal ordination. Dr. Abbey has stated the true

ground, and elaborated it at greater length, and with more full-

ness, originality, and common sense, than any other author. His

work, we may say, without indorsing every statement, is well wor-

thy of consultation by all ministers or laymen whose minds are

called to the investigation of the subject. Dr. Abbey's style is

always clear, often forcible, and his style of investigation inde-

pendent and suggestive.

The two lesser works touch with tact and skill upon subordinate

parts of the subject. The " debate," though embarrassed with a

great number of irrelevant incidentals, finds a completely vulner-

able j)oint in the prelatic argumaut.

The TeiT>f>oral MU»ion of the Holy Ghost ; Or, Reason and Revelation.
By the Archbishop of Westminster, (Dr. Manning.) 12mo., pp. 274.

Kew York : Appleton & Co. 18GG.

Dr. INIanning is well known as one of the ablest and most thorough-

going of the Pu?eyite perverts from the Church of England to the

Church of I\ome. From the constitution of his mind he is a more

decided and extreme partisan than Dr. Newman, and his greater

obedience has secured him higher honors and rewards from the

See of Rome. Xcwman's English and Protestant trainincr will now

and then assert its rights, even amid his strongest pleas for Koine,

and he shows a manifest uneasiness in vindicating some of the
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most revolting Romisli usages, for example, Mariolatry. But

Dr. Manning seems to boggle at nothing: Mariolatry, infalli-

bility, and the temporal power of the pope, are as easily swal-

lowed by him as trausubstantiation. Not that he is more logical

than Newman, but that he has less imagination and less personal

vigor of character. But Manning's power as a writer, if not as a

thinker, is unquestionable. The object of this book is to point

out the relations of faith to knowledge. But faith, in Dr. Man-

ning's sense, means submission to the pope. For he holds that

the noly Ghost resides in the Church, and especially and chiefly

in the pope, the head of the Church, and that his decisions, there-

fore, constitute the infallible rule of faith. It is the old and ex-

ploded heresy of the spiritual supremacy of Rome, set forth in

luminous language, and in form and illustration adapted to mod-

ern thought. It will hurt none who are acquainted with the

Romish controversy and its history. m.

The Living Temple; or, Scriptiural Views of the Church. By Joh>- S.

Stone, D.D. GrLswold Lecture on the Divinity of the P. E. Church,

1 Philadelphia. 12mo., pp. 354. New York : Anson F. Randolph. 186G.

Dr. Stone's excellent volume is a very pleasing proof that Ameri-

can Protestant high churchery, the fantastic ape of Antichrist, docs

not quite absorb the entire body of the Episcopalian sect. It is

gratifying to peruse a work so catholic in spirit, so pure in style,

so scriptural in doctrine, so consonant with the principles of the

best standards of the English Church at the age of the Reforma-

tion. We heartily recommend its perusal to our ministry, as they

will find little in it to which they cannot subscribe, much which

will inform the mind and warm the heart, and nothing that would

very widely separate our two Churches were all the ministry of

that Church like Dr. Stone. We hope that the time is coming

when the balloony inflation which has filled the head of that

Church, and made it the laughing-stock of American Protestantism,

will at length subside, and allow it to stand on the level of com-

mon sense and common courtesy with its surrounding equals and

superiors. It has had a long interval of plapng fool. The pres-

ent volume is done up in Mr. Randolph's beautiful style of

workmanship.
,

C(fnung to the King. A book of Daily Devotions for Children. By Grace
AVebster HrKSDALE. 48mo., pp. 114, New York: X. D. F. Ran-

dolph. 1866.

Mrs. Hinsdale has furnished a month of devotions for children
;

a work suggested by her maternal experience in teaching her
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children the holj- art of prayer. They furnish her answers to licr

kneeling child's question, "Mother, what shall I say?" They are

beautiful answers ; couched in pure and simple language, yet

expressing a depth and fullness of devotion reacliing the needs of

every hiiman soul, and worthy the strongest and maturest mind

to utter.

For each day there are a hymn, a selection of Scripture passages,

and a morning and evening prayer. And this we believe to fur-

nish a true way of attractively training the child in the way of

prayer to a life of piety. Such a child may never know when it

was " convei'ted." It may never have been unconverted ; never

at any moment of its existence a child of hell. The arrival of its

probationary age may find it in the full-grown bloom of Christian

life.

'

^

Commentary on the Gospels. Designed for Popular Use. By D, D. TThe-

DON, D.D. Luke—John, 12mo., pp. 422. New York : Carlton «i' Por-

ter. 18G6.

The Gospels being completed in two volumes, we ht>pe in due

season to embrace the entire New Testament in two more. And
by the time that work is done we trust that, from arrangements

already made, a Comnientary on the Old Testament in uniform

style will be ready to stand upon the same shelf.

A concise yet full commentary on the Bible will then be fur-

nished from our Book liooms, in a very handsome and convenient

external form, equally suitable to the minister and the layman.

J^dJ, we say, for if any one should hereafter take the pains to com-

pare, he may find that in co'minentary proper., clear from homiletics

and other additional matter, these volumes will be found move full

than Lange's large but valuable work.

A QrF.sTioN'-BooK on the first volume is in press, and it is

hoped that Bible-classes will find a great help supplied.

Mcutachusctf.8 Ecclesiastical Law. By Edward Bcck, of the SufFolk Bar.

12rao., pp. 310. Boston: Gould & Lincoln. 18GG.

The design of the author of this volume, as stated in the Preface,

is " to collect and arrange in convenient form, for reference, the

ecclesiastical laws of ]\Lassachusetts which lie scattered among the

statistics and reports of the Commonwealth." It really docs fir

more than this statement would lead one to expect. The material

for a history of the connection of Church and State, and of tlic

dissolution of that unnatural marriage, in New England, is to bo

found in this small but Avell-stored book. While the book has

»
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special interest for Congregationalists, it will be not only interest-

ing but useful to all students of general history. m.

Jlerod Anti-pas : Sequel to Herod the Great ; with Passages from the Life of
Jesus of Nazareth, the Son of Joseph, Also Sketches of Contemporary
Historj-, including an Account of the Residence of Tiberias Csesar on the
island of Caprera. By "William M. Willett. 12mo., pp. 343. New-
York. ISGG.

Both the '• Herod the Great " and this " Herod Antipas " are very

unique and interesting illustrations of the Gospel History. They
are written in *a clear, attractive style, with perhaps too diffuse

dissertation, but with a very full statement of the facts of history

surrounding our Lord's earthly life. The work should have been

furnished with a map or two. Sunday-school libraries should be

furnished with the book, and all Sunday-school pupils should

read it.

A Commentary on the Holy Scriptures: Critical, Doctrinal, and Homilcti-
cal, with Special Reference to Ministers and Students. By John IV.teu
Lajjge, D.D., in connection with a Number of Eminent European
Divines. Translated from the German, and Edited, with Adelitions

Original and Selected, by Philip Schaff, D.D., in Connection ^-itli

American Divines of Various Evangelical Denominations. Yohime II

of the New Testament : containing the Gospel according to Mark, and
the Gospel according to Luke. "Svo., pp. 405. New "York: Charles
Scribner & Co. 18G6.

The present volume will be found, we think, to fully sustain the

reputation of its predecessor.

The Early Choice. A Book for Daughters. By the late Rev. "W. K,
TwEEDiE, D.D. 12mo., pp. 378. Cincinnati : Poe & Hitchcock. 18GC.

Beautiful thought in beautiful language ; well worthy to be a

manual of moral and religious study for every daughter in our

land. The volume is finished externally in Poe & Hitchcock's

fine style.

Philosophy, Metaphysics, and General Science.

The Princij/les of Biohgy. By Herbert Spekcer. Vol. L 12mo., pp.
475. AiJpleton. 18G6.

In a former number of our Quarterly we published an outline of Mr.

Spencer's scheme of a universe, to be delineated in a series of vol-

umes that would form in themselves a library. His first volume,

entitled First Principles, furnished us his Cosmogony, together with

the fundamental philosophy on which his whole system is based.
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The present furnishes his Biology, or Science of Life, Xext will

follow his Psychology, or Science of JMind, and last his Ethics, or

Science of Society and Morals. Mr. Spencer is a powerful thinker,

a bold, graphic, elaborate writer, and withal a very construct-

ive projector. For better or for worse, if life continue, he will

have raised to his own memory a gigantic monument, and in all

probability will leave his impress on a large share of the reflective

mind of the age.

"VVe have, in our previous notice, very concisely delineated his

philosophy. His Cosmogony develops a miiverse, grounded in an

Unknown Absolute which may or may not be an intelligent God,

from causes, or rather conditions and laws. In the present volume

(and the one to follow) he professes to show how existing forces

and laws wind substances through all the intricacies and develop

ments that mount up into what is called life. He professes to show

how blind necessities elaborate the whole complex labyrinth of

living existences. His psychology will show how physiology

mounts into the sphere of sensation, and how the phenomena of

thought and will naturally and necessarily arise. His ethics will

finally show how all the laws of just human morals are dcducible

from considerations of earthly good. His plan is to show how

the structure ofphilosophy is complete without admitting antecedent

plan, creation, or God, any thing divine or supernal. In spite of

his denials his is the philosophy of Comte, as well as the " natural

selection" of Darwin. He acknowledges the aid of Huxley and

Hooker, both disciples of Darwin, in his scientific elements. We
reserve fuller comments for the appearance of the second volume

on Biology.

The Structure of Animal Life. Sis Lectures Delivered at the Brooklvn

Acadcniv of !\ru.>ic, iu January and February, 1802, by Louis Agassiz,

ProtlWr of Zoology and Geology in the Lawrence Scientific School.

8vo., pp. 128. New' York : Charles Scribner & Co. 1866.

In the present volume Professor Agassiz unfolds for the popular

mind the latest developments of zoological science, and exhibits

their relations to religion. It has therefore to the general reader

both a high scientific and moral value.

lie gives first a clear view of the four great types upon which

all living beings are respectively formed. He demonstrates from

the coral formations the immense antiquity of life on earth. Ho

traces the ascending gradations of animal existences, and shows

how from the beginning man was the predestined ultimate. He

refutes the doctrine of development, by showing that all lour
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types existed at the beginning; and that the present immense
variety of forms could not be derived from a few primitives, inas-

much as the multiplicity of forms was as great in the earliest as

in the latest period. Finally, he demonstrates the existence of

mind in forming the structures of life, by showing with how math-

ematical a skill upon a few elemental principles a rich range of

varieties is attained. It is utterly inconceivable that any thing

but a geometrical intellect could have worked so profound a

problem. There is a rare charm in the style of Agassiz. It

possesses the peculiar simplicity of a great intellect, and you cannot

help feeling that it is one of the purest and most benevolent of

men that is dealing with you. How rich and wonderful is God's
divine romance of nature !

" Truth is strange, stranger than

fiction." ______
A Teoct-Bodk on Anatomy, Physiology, and Hygiene. For the Use of

Schools and Families. By Johx C. Draper, M. D., Professor of Natu-
ral History and Physiology in the New York Free Academy, and Pro-
fessor of Analytical Chemistry in the University of New York. With One
Hundred and Seventy Illustrations. 8vo., pp. 300. New York: Harpers.

Professor (not John TV.) Draper has here given us a work on the

subjects named hardly surpassed for school and popular purposes.

The plan of the work and the distribution of its parts are emi-

nently judicious. His language is perfectly perspicuous ; and aided

by the excellent illustrations, upon a page allowing them to be of

ample size, the subject is exhibited with a perfectly popular clear-

ness. For our readers who desire a practical amount of kuov/l-

edge in this department, upon the easiest terms and lightest labor,

"we can conceive nothing more suitable than this volume.

Histoi'y, Biography.^ and Topography.

Four Years in tTie Old World: Comprising tbe Travels, Incidents, and
Evangelistic Labors of Dr. and Mrs. Palmer, in England, Ireland, Scot-
land, and "Wales. By the Author of '• Wav of HolJbiess," etc. Pp. 700.

New York : Foster & Palmer, jun. ISfiG.
"

Dr. and Mrs. Palmer sailed from New York to Liverpool on Juno
4th, 1859, and reached their home again on October 19tli, 18G3.

The intervening period was spent in the British Islands, cliiclly in

special revival services. This visit was made at the repeated solic-

itation of many friends in England, Avith whom Mrs. Palmer had

been for some time in correspondence, among whom was the ven-

erable llobert Young, and under the conviction that tlioy were

divinely "called" to that part of the world. The volume before
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ns is a pleasant record of much that was seen and done, and, as

the preface truly says, " was written not with the studied care-

fulness calculated to commend it to even the justly critical." We
regret this. The successes of the great cause ought to have been

so recorded as to commend it to the " critical " and " fastidious
"

as well as to " indulgent friends." And Mrs. Palmer could have

done it.

Many places of historic faxue were visited, but none with more

delight than those which are Methodistically historic. Thorough

Methodist as she is, and well versed in early Methodist literature,

Wesley, Fletcher, Clarke, Bramwell, Mrs, Fletcher, and Mrs.

Rogers are for her heroic names. Wesley's chapels, pewter col-

lection plates, study-chair, and half-gallon teapot are of more

value in her eyes than a score of cathedrals. City Road graveyard

is more precious to her than Westminster Abbey. She rejoices

over " Wesley's vine," which creeps up by his window at Oxford
;

admires the neatness of Fletcher's records upon parchment leaves

during his long ministry at Madeley ; writes at the desk where the

Checks were written ; and talks with Greensmith, whose eyes were

suddenly healed while Bramwell prayed. Mrs. Fletcher's Testa-

ment she will part with only at death, Methodist relics are to

her not mere curiosities, but links connecting her with the grand

truths by which God has wrought.

In some threescore places where Dr. and Mrs. Palmer labored,

the power of God was wonderfully displayed in the conversion of

sinners and the entire sauctification of believers. For instance,

seven hundred professed conversion at Penrith, nine hundred were

added to Madeley Circuit, and a thousand at Liverpool. Their

theory is, that a great amount of power lies dormant in the Church,

which the baptism of lire quickens into life, and wherever a bo<ly

of Christians awakes to prayer and personal effort for tlie .salva-

tion of men the Holy Spirit gives success. They regarded theni-

pelves therefore as mere helpers to the societies which they visitcl,

and, j.rcssed with invitations, early resolved to visit only iho^e

where the ministry and laity were willing to make all other things

secondary to the work of God. The doctrines most con-iantly

insiste<l upon were the old Wesleyan doctrines of the " ^^ itiu""*

of the Sj.irit and Entire Sauctification." And God honorcil " the

.Methodist testimony," as Wesley styles it. In many town-^ all

denominations shared in the gracious work. Independent!',

Churchmen, Baptists, Methodists, ministers and laymen, bowed at

the same altar, and became witnesses of perfect love. "\^ hen

theaters are emptied, rumshops closed, policemen lett ulle, bias
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phemers taught to pray, defraudeis compelled to make restitution,

aud thousands of awakened souls made joyful in the Redeemer's

love, the work must be confessed to be of God. W.

Tlie History of Henrij fhe Fifth: King of England, Lord of Ireland, and
Heir of France. By George Makepeace Towle, Author of " Glimi)se3

of History." Svo." i)p. 473. New York : Daniel Appleton & Co.

1866.

All the qualities that romance loves to picture were combined in

Henry Fifth of England as completely
^
perhaps as in any other

human character; the perfection of manly grace and beauty,

heroism, religion, nobleness, a crown. His father was a heroic

usurper, his son lost the crown restored to its original line ; his

dynasty was a heroic episode, of which he was the culminating

point. Mr. ToM'le, by a natural sympathy, is in love with his

subject. He outlines the characters, colors the scenes, and nar-

rates the events with a rich and animated style. There is not a

book lately published over whose pages we have so pleasantly, for

a few rapid hours, lived the life of a past age.

Politics, Law, and General Morals.

The Body Politic. By William H. Barn-es. 12nio., pp. 309. Cincin-

nati and New York : Moore, Wilstach, & Bakl-^in. 18CG.

Mr. Barnes, like Hurst and Haven, is one of our contributors,

blooming and fruiting into authorship. The graceful essays which

he has furnished to our Quarterly upon some of the most classic

authors of English and American literature are themselves classic.

His intellect is reflective, blending a due degree of imagination

with a current of clear, calm, strong thought. His style is pure,

lucid, fresh, sunny, abounding in graceful allusions and cheery

imagery. He has no head (as page 1G5 shows) for abstruse meta-

physics ; but he is rich in a genial, practical philosophy, colored

with a gentle fancy and warmed with a tender and hopeful

humanity.

Mr. Barnes develops into full expansion the analogy between

the individual and the nation, the 7nan and the republic. He
carries the analogy into minute details without complexity or

tediousncss, and evolves many a lesson. Those who would study

political philosophy without overmuch weariness will tind these

pages at once attractive and instructive ; and those who are called

upon to discuss such topics before a popular audience will find
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Miscellaneous.

A Memorial Becord of the New Yorlc Branch of the United States Christian
~ Commission. Compiled under the direction of the Executive Committee.
Svc, pp. 103. New York : John A. Gray &, Green. 18(36.

A beautiful memento volume.

Narrathe ofan Expedition to the Zamlesi and its TrObutanes, and of the Dis-

covery of the Lakes Sliirwa and Xyass;\. 1858 and 1804. By David
and Charles Livingstone. Maps and Illustrations. Svo., 'pp. 039.

New York : Harper & Brothers. 1806.

An Introduction to the Decotional Study of the Holy Scriptures. Bv
Edward Meyrick Goui.burn, D.D., Author of " Thoutjht^ on Persoua'l

Religion." Fii-st American from the Seventh London Edition. IGmo.

pp. 193. New York : D. Appleton & Co.

Not^s from the Plyiwrnth Pulpit. A Collection of 3Iemorable Passages
from the Discourses of Henry Ward Beecher. With a Sketch of ^Ir.

Beecher and the Lecture Room. By Augcsta Moore. 12mo., pp. 374.
' New York : Harper & Brothers. 1866.

'iTie Lost Taks of Miletus. Bv the Rt. Hon. Edward Bulwer Lttton,
Bart., :\r. P. 12mo., pp. 183. New York : Harper &, Brothers. 1866.

Battle Echoes; or, Lessons from the "War. By George B. Ide, D.D.
12mo.. pp. 325. Boston : Gould & Lincoln. New York : Sheldon &,

Co. Cincinnati : Geo. S. Blanchard & Co. 1866.

History of Frederich the Second, called Frederic the Great. By Thomas
Carlyle. In six volumes. Vol. VI. 12mo., pp. 607. New York

:

Harper & Brothers. 1866.

A TiH-BooTc (f Phynohgy, for the Use of Schools and Colleges; being an

abridgment of the author's larger work on Human Physiology. By
John \V. Draper. 100 wood engravings. 12mo., pp. 376.

The Shadow of Christianity ; or, the Genesis of the Christian State.

A Treatise for the Times. 12mo., pp. 167. New York : Hurd &
Houghton.

Chrrry and Violet: A Tale of the Great Plague. By the author of "Mary
Pow.-ll." 12mo., pp. 239. New York : M. W. Dodd. 1866.

The Maidin and Married Life of Mary Powell, afterwa/rd Mistress Milton.

12mo., pp. 271. New York : M. W. Dodd.

The last two are part of a series of interesting historic fictions,

in course of publication, in beautiful style, by Mr. Dodd. The

"Ilouseliold of Sir Thomas More," and "Colloquies of Edward

Osborn," form part of the same series.

The Scriptural Law of Divorce. By Alvah Hotey, D.D., Professor of

Christian Theology in the Newton Theological Institution. 24mo..

pp. 82. Boston : Gould &, Lincoln. New York : Sheldon & Co.

18GC.

The LUe Word: Short Religious Essays upon the Gift of Speech and its

Employment in Conversation. Bv Edward Meyrick Gotji-bukn. D.D.,

Prebendary of St. Paul's, etc. 16mo., pp. 208. New York : Applctons.

1806.

A Tett-Booh of Chemistry. For the Use of Schools and Colleges. By

Henry DE-U-er. Professor in the University of New York. IJOO Illus-

trations. 12mo., pp. 507. New York: Harper & Brothers. IsOO.





METHODIST QUARTERLY REYIEW,

OCTOBER, 1866.

Art. L—the ORIGIN OF REVOLUTIONS IX PUBLIC
OPINION.

Social Statics ; or, The Conditions Essential to Human Happiness

Specified, and the First of them Developed, By Herbekt
Spexcee. New York: D. Appleton tfc Co. 1865.

A Ilistory of the Intellecival Development of Europe. By Johx
T^'^iixiAM Dkaper, ]M D., LL. D. New York : Harper «fc

Brothers. 1863.

jTAe Biographical History of Philosophy, from its Origin in

Greece down to the Present Day. By Geoege Hexet Lewes.

New York: D. Appleton ct Co. 1857.

JSssays and Hevieics. [Particularly, Essays on "The Education

of the World," by Dk, Zemple.]' London : John W. Parker &
Son. 1860.

"We have grouped these volumes together^ and might have

added the titles of other notable works, not to .criticise them

in detail, nor even to indicate their various sentiments, but

simply to call attention to one doctrine which under various

guises they all hold, namely, the bondage of man to circum-

stances, of matter to mind. With them souls, as bodies, are

simply and only effects. Ilistory is an exact science ; man is

only a machine. It has become a favorite generalization of a

class of thinkers, of late, to regard the whole world of man as.

an individufil passing through several successive periods of

development or character; from the ignorance and imbecility

FocExn Seeies, Vol. XVIII.—31
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of infancy, through the hopefulness and credulity of childhood,

the passion and poetry of youtli, to the sterner practical am-

bition of manhood, and the final positive convictions and well-

defined knowledge and contented despair of old age. "When-

ever an hypothesis similar to this is entertained and elaborated

by philosophers who disallow any information superior to the

deductions of the human reason, the final stage of human
development is depicted, not as an era of hopeful, joyous

anticipation, but as a cold passionless reign of science, in

%vhich men shall have learned the power of all material and

mental laws, and obeying them shall present what they deem

a perfected manhood, which, like a perfected vegetation, shall

pass through its appointed rounds and die away, without any

hope or fear not necessary to its complete development in thi;,

its only knowii existence.*
^

But Others, -who do not discard man's chief glory, liis religious

nature, and who accept the logical deduction that this nature

proves the existence of the supersensual and the eternal, still

adopt the generalization of the gradual growtli of the race,

but anticipate in the last era the co-reign of science and faitli,

both efiicient and harmonious, and each with its well-defined

powers, under whose joint domain man shall obey all the laws

of the present life, and thereby become qualified for gradua-

tion into a higher order of existence.

All who entertain the idea of development, common to both

of these parties, see in the history of man, already past, scv-

eral successive stages, in each of wliich some one race has

been dominant, and has gradually assumed the empire of the

world.

During its infancy all its parts were in common growing,

and a common credulousness appeared, like the blossoms o\

spring, beautiful, and often desired again when gone, but reallv

fruitless, and to maturer minds insipid. The hopefulnc-^s of

childhood too was universal in its reign, and spontaneous in

its inception. But in manhood the races diverge in natnri>.

The Ilcbrews, in the early manhood of the human race, tangal

"the sublime doctrine of the unity of the Supreme Being, to ail

the world ; the Greeks, in a maturer intellectual raanhood, car-

» See tho Fositivo Philosophy of Augusto Comte, last chapter.
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ried poetry and the love of the beautiful to a supreme place

in the affections of the world ; the RoAians enthroned order

;

Christianity initiated the empire of love ; while modern Europe

presents man emancipated from the follies of youth and the

ambition of early maturity, and has demonstrated the power

of science, which promises in its . reign to subject all other

powers to its control and limit theui to their just spheres;

while America in particular claims the attention of the Avorld

by demonstrating that even the masses of mankind, hitherto

regarded first as slaves, and next as lielpless immortals to be

protected, are really capable of self-government, self-purifica-

tion, and growth.

Now whether this theory be regarded simply as a convenient

hypothesis, by which the facts of history may be classified, or

as a genuine expression of an actual law, though false, it may
be convenient and useful to the honest student of history and

man.

The theory also presupposes what we may concede to be an

evident fact, that men' have been accustomed to move in

masses, not only literally and bodily, but mentally and mor-

ally. The history of the world is not the history of individ-

uals, but of classes and of epochs. "We are not dealing •with

imaginations, but with positive well-defined entities, when we
speak of the Egyptian civilization, Babylonian and Persian

despotism, the Grecian aesthetics and culture, the ^Macedonian

ambition, the Roman order and imperiousness, (each for its

time dominant in the civilized world,) the reconstruction of

society by Christianity after the disintegration of the Roman
empire, the gradual rising of the people into notice during the

middle ages of Europe, the severe conflicts of thought in our

own age : all these words express great, ponderous facts, and
presuppose our common conviction that men move in masses

—

that either special thoughts, or passions, or habits, or some kinds

of mental motive-power, obtain a supremacy for a time over a

race, and often, sooner or later, over a large portion of the

world. History is only instructive as it describes and accounts

for these facts.

It does not fall within our purpose now to inquire wlicthcr

any system can be detected in the succession of these great

moral motors, indicating improvement, or reactions, or simply
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repetitions in a stupendous cycle ; nor ^vhether we can detect

in them any^?rt«, or evidence of a control by an independent
and supreme intellect and M'ill. These inquiries, thougli, in

our opinion, the subliraest of which the mind is capable, and
not grasped in the conceptions of such men as Aurruste

Comte, and Lessing, and Herbert Spencer, are nevertlicless

too vast to be even fairly stated in a brief essay. We there-

fore select a single vein of thought, a central vein indeed in

the great vital system of the universe, a correct perception of

which would do much to prepare the mind for a proper view
of the whole. "We propose to inquire what causes special

independent waves of public opinion, that sweep over large

parts of the world, and give it character for successive epoclis ?

Are these caused by human instincts ?

The instincts of human beings are always the same. The
limitations of their ability are the same. Their native phys-

ical, mental, and moral capacities vary within narrow limits.

It is true that the character of one generation does modify

even the instincts of their successors, and some tendencies,

tastes, habits, and temperaments seem to be transmitted ; but

these influences are so irregular, capricious, and untraceable, as

to lead such a man as Buckle hastily to deny them altogether ;

*

and even if they be acknowledged, they could not account for

sudden waves of public opinion and character, which have a

distinctly marked genesis and exitus ; and moreover, if acknowl-

edged, an explanation of this origin is demanded, and the

difliculty is only crowded one step further back.

Are these great people-and-age-characteristics the result

mainly, or to any appreciable extent, of some newly created

or newly operative material power ? Does climate vary so as

to change the nature of man? Is the planet on which we
dwell growing smaller, or colder, or warmer, or more or le.-s

magnetic? Are the oceans and land displacing each other?

Are volcanoes disappearing ? Is the earth preparing for the

maturization and extinction of the present race, and the intro-

duction of a post-Adamic man ? Is the sun feeling the eflVctd

of the high price of fuel, or has man, by his rash and foi>li?h

interference with nature, irrecoverably spoiled the earth aa a

place for human habitation? If it was "good" wlien created,

* Civilization in England, voL i, p. 161.
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is it evil now? Man has exterminated sorae animals and
plants, and unduly increased the number and power of others

;

has he not destroyed the proper balance of things, and can it

be restored ?

Now that material powers do, to a certain extent, affect the

character of man, no observing person can deny. J3ut it is

certain that they are not the chief elements in the causes of

these successive epochs of peculiar public opinion, for these two

reasons : First, the causes themselves are either constant, or their

change is so slow as to be almost imperceptible. Second, the

material changes are often detected, unattended by changes of

opinion and character, which changes of opinion and character

often arise without any known change in material circumstances.*

Macaulay asks, in his peculiar apothegmatic style, IIow

can a people that eats potatoes contend with one that eats

bread ? To say nothing of the appeal to a vulgar prejudice

rather than to science in the preference exhibited for a pecul-

iar article of food, it would be impossible to trace any moral

or mental characteristic prevailing in precise proportion with

the growth and use of the potato ; nor can it be shown that

the introduction of this new esculent has affected the mental

or moral, or even physical character of man. TTe might with

as much propriety attribute the southern rebellion and the

extinction of slavery to the use of tomatoes, since the agitation

and discussion of slavery arose about the time men began to

eat the tomatOj and both practices have regularly increased

together

!

It is evident that rapidly, and in all parts of the world,

irrespective of meteorological influences or any other material

causes, there do spring up distinctly different faiths, impulses,

passions, that often develop into religions or institutions, and

organize men with more or less system into grand compound

powers affecting other men, contending with other like organ-

izations, modifying them, crushing them out, and stamping the

character of their age.

These waves are not confined to any zone, or continent, or

race of men. Dominancy is not the gift or characteristic of

any particular place. Would we find its cause or causes we

must look deeper than to configuration of the land, the char-

* Sec Grote's History of Greece, Part II, chapter i.
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ac^er of the soil, or air, or food. There are some traditional
notions on this subject that men have adopted without reflec-
tion, and often repeat, parrot-like, without thouglit. Much is

said about the love of liberty begotten bj mountain scenery,
by men who seem to forget that the greatest blows tyranny
has ever received in Europe were inflicted by the people who
lived on the flat lands of Germany and the marshes of Hol-
land, which were actually diked out from • the ocean. Eocks
and mountains are indeed natural defences against invasion

;

^=^ut the scattered people, who are compelled to be frugal M-lnle
dwelling among them, have certainly, as often as their1)rethren
ou the plains and mai-shes, sold themselves for bread, and sub-
jected tliemselves to the most degrading superstitions. It is

not mountain, or valley, or ocean, or rivers, or soil, or air, that
alone or together give origin to these changes in thought.
The matter element in epoch-opinion is small. Facts compel
US to recognize another agency, the original, mysterious, cre-

ative power of mind. Faiths, fears, hopes, imaginations,
thoughts, do characterize men and 'ages. The old pyramids
of Egypt are simply the dead remains of once vital science."

It was noble thought that the master builders endeavored to

embody, as in the case of Solomon's temple. It was also a
thought-power, that enabled the mastei-s to control the mus-
cles and minds of the tens of thousands of men who quarried
those immense masses from the mountains of rock, and piled

them up 60 skillfully as to resist time's ravages for thousands
of years. The 2sile still flows through the valley, and annually
rises into flood and leaves its sediment on the soil as when
those thousands of men toiled among the rocks. Xature is

the s;ime in all her powers, from the sun to the pebble, and
Dion still live there— but no new pyramids are rising.

Descendants of those old builders crowd around the pyramids
like vermin, and have not suflacient energy to clear away
the sands from their base. All is dull there. The great
mental and moral phenomena of our day, for some reason,

are working elsewhere. So Babylon, when it monopolized
the labor of the world, and grew up, a stupendous rectangle

of walls, with its hanging gardens, its Temple of Belus, and
its magnificent parks, was the embodification of the thougfd

* Sco Blackwood's Magazine, vol xciv, p. 347,
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of some one or many, and remained long as the material

exponent of a onc€ \'igorou3 and stupendous public opinion,

long since passed away, Genghis Khan and Tamerlane, ^vho

slauglitered men as the gardener slaughters noxious insects in

the spring, -were the exhibitors of great world-moving ideas

;

Alexander and his hosts were illustrating . a general race-

thought
;
the Grecian philosophei^s and poets and orators were

exhibiting the power of a national enthusiasm ; Eoman law is

the creation of a persistent, all-controlling passion for order

and supremacy. Christianity, Mohammedanism, tlie all-

dominant power of Gregory XYIII., the Eeformation of

Luther, the army of cultivated devotees marshaled and con-

trolled by the genius of Ignatius Loyola, the French Eevolution,

the modern missionary spirit, the great scientific 'and political

and educational undertakings of the nineteenth century, are

all outward expressions of inward vital and vitalizing general

thoughts. Many men imbibe these thoughts by imitation.

They fill the air. They spread from land to land, from race

to race. They rage like u storm. They furrow the earth with

marks that centuries cannot efiace. They assume new types

in difierent places. They pass over into other forms or die.

How do they arise? "What are the laws of their growtli?

Have they anything in common ? "Whither do they tend ?

Should they be resisted or obeyed? These are some of the

questions that confront the scientific inquirer of the present

day, and the answers to be given lie at the basis of philosoph-

ical history and of philosophical action, and demand the patient

attention of every earnest mind.

There are those in modern times who contend that these

mental and moral phenomena are as rigidly under the control

of mechanical causes as floods and storms. Such is the tlieory

of the Positive School of philosophers, of such men as Buckle

and Herbert Spencer, and the present W^estminster Tlenewers,

and a host of smaller imitators, resisted, however, by the ablest

minds in Germany, and more feebly resisted in England and

America by men who recoil from the inevitable disaster to

morals that, it seems to them, must follow from rigidly adopt-

ing the theory, but who either are not able or inclined to

grasp the theory manfully, and show where, if at all, its talsity

appears.
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All the arguments in favor of a blind un deviating necessity,

as the cause of all mental phenomena, may be generalized

into three, which really have nothing in common but the con-

clusion, and must be considered separately, each on its own
merits. These arguments represent the three leading methods

of logic—induction, analogy, deduction.

The inductive argument may be thus concisely stated

:

Facts show that many mental phenomena are simply and only

effects. "WTiat is acknowledged of the many is, on the prin-

cipe of induction, presumable of the whole.

The alleged facts relied upon to coniplete this induction

are numerous 'and various. Beginning with the most obvious,

it is stated that many drugs affect the mind and produce

emotions and thoughts according to the undeniable law of

cause and effect. Any man can buy courage or cheerfulness

for a few cents in the shape of alcohol. Opium begets reason
;

the Indian hemp can be transmuted by the stomach into poe-

try. Poverty and luxury both generate crime. "Variations in

the weather adjust the proportions of murders and suicides.

All human actions are compound chemical phenomena. Ad-

vancing to causes generally esteemed more moral, it is asserted

that .men may be educated into any desirable character.' The

power of religion, of education, could not be acknowl(?dgcd,

and cannot be conceived as resting on any other basis than an

unchangeably law of cause and effect. The causes may be

complicated, and sometimes occult, but nevertheless must

exist ; and therefore just as we believe that all iron is njag-

cetic, though it has actually been tested of but a small portion

of the iron in the world, so we must infer that all mental

actions are produced by direct causes, finally resolvable into

material agencies, because it is known to be true of many, and

cannot certainly be disproved of any. Such is the inductive

argument.

The argument from analogy is also plausibly presented,

being founded on the acknowledged analogy between mind

and matter. This analogy is one of the most wonderful and

Btriking facta iji the universe. Indeed it is claimed by some

that both are but diverse manifestations of a third common

substratum. This analogy is ingrained into language— all

metaphysical terras being primarily physical, and not only bo,
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but it 13 almost impossible to find a term that can be nsed to

denote a fact or phenomenon of matter that may not be nsed

also to denote a phenomenon or fact of mind. And the con-

trary is also true. ISTow language, so far as it is perfect, is a

transcript of what really exists. There must therefore be this

universal likeness. But matter, it is acknowledged, is univers-

ally, from the most ponderous masses to the minutest atoms,

under the chains of inexorable law. It has no self-control.

The same fact, therefore, by analogy, must be predicated of

mind. According to this theory public opinion cannot bo

accounted for except as you account for tides, volcanoes, or

any other material movement.

The deductive, or d prion argument, is equally forcible.

Without an acknowledgment of the inexorable succession of

mental actions it is impossible that there should be any prog-

nostication, any calculation of probabilities, any philosophy of

history. History is not a science, but a fortuitous jumble of

events. Chance is sovereign. Accident is normal. Each

mind is a god. The past and the present have no band of

connection. Granted, therefore, that order does exist or ought

to exist, and the theory of inevitableness in moral events must

be deduced.

These three branches of argumentation are adduced and

urged with great energy and variety of illustration, and, it

must be acknowledged, present a barrier to the doctrine of

freedom in mind that cannot be removed by simple assertion

or denial, and must be pronounced unanswerable, unless pro-

found thought is able to look beyond them, and find in the

soul a profounder basis of faith. If their conclusion bo

acknowledged, then our question, " What is the origin of pub-

lic opinion?" is to inquire for a simple fact, to be discovered,

like the source of the iSTilc, the cause of thunder-storms, the

origin of cholera or any other disease, or the material agency

which produces sterility or fertility of the soil. The question

might still be curious, but would be divested of its chief inter-

est, since whether we lenm its source or not we cannot afiect

it. We are all alike effects, and only effects. Nothing could

be dififerent from what it is, and a Plato, an Alexander, a

Jesus, or a Mohammed, are like an earthquake, or an aerolite,

a deluge, or a hot summer's day, but links in an endless chain,
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ever running on in this noisy and blind machinery %vhich we
call the nniverse, embracing both matter and mind.

But it cannot be denied that when we attempt to rccocrnizo

this hypothesis as fact, the mind instinctively recoils from

it. Even granting that the reasoning seems logical, the con-

clusion is repugnant, and therefore many deny it without seek-

ing to justify their conclusion by logic. Thus an able modern

medical writer says :
" If a person should contend that the

earth is over his head, and not beneath his feet, or that two

and two make five, of course we leave him hopelessly to his

folly : science and philosophy can never be expected to rid

him of the delusion. In like manner, when it is said, or

nrgned, that man is not free, that our volitions are necessitated,

we have the. primary facts of consciousness to rest upon in

maintaining that we ar^ free, and the universal consent of

unsophisticated humanity will concur.''* It need not be

denied that on this inexpugnable repugnance to the slavery

theory, the belief that the mind is itself a cause primarily

rests. Mind does exist whether matter exists or not, and the

edicts of mind must be accepte.d. It cannot and must not be

confounded with its tools. Every human mind has, or would

have if sufiiciently developed, innate and positively true con-

\actions, believed because felt to be trae, the prime of which

is that it is not itself the slave of antecedents.

All who recognize this, feel and see that they have a key to

unlock many mysteries, and can maintain the great funda-

mental truths necessary to self-respect and to religion. The log-

ical conclusion of the opposite theory is atheism, and if all who

believe it are not atheists, it is either because they are poor

logicians, or instinctively shrink back from the plunge into

darkness which their philosophy requires, Herbert Spencer

very accommodatingly allows a God to preside over that part

of the universe which man does not understand, and assigns

to religion that boundless territory which science has not yet

explored! He thinks religionists should be satisfied with that,

inasmuch as it is infinite in extent^ Auguste Comte has

logically and.practically run his theory to its legitimate results,

and feeling an instinctive desire for religion, is now worshiping

* Aq Introdnction to the Practical Study of lasanitj. By David Noble, F. B.

0. Sl, eta P. 22. London, 1853.
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the mental image of a woman, and calling upon all his follow-

ers to join in the prayer and praise ? * Yerily this is a won-

derful Xova Instauratio ! The whole world is invited to

become an insane hospital or an asylum for idiots.

In addition to the unsophisticated teachings of the human
mind, a profound analysis of the facts of history, whether

biographical or general, will show that the three main argu-

ments of the Xecessitarian are all vicious reasonings in a circle,

assuming what was to be proved.

The induction leading to the conclusion that mental acts are

a necessitated series of events, omits essential facts which

demand another conclusion. The necessary sequence does not

appear. Consciousness denies it. Observation confirms con-

sciousness. jJlaterial influences interfere with mental action,

but do not originate thought. Thoughts spring up utterly

independeut of them.

The analogy between matter and mind is only such as must

exist on the supposition that matter and finite mind are both

created, and one was designed to accommodate the other, while

in the end mind was to control matter.

The deduction from the supposed necessity for order fails,

if we allow, as facts teach us to allow, that order was never

intended, except with the possibility of disorder; and then an

order to be reached by experimentation, and through a volun-

tary subserviency to a higher law of mind alone, one essential

element of which forever must be, that it can be disobeyed,

and punished, and finally disorder become self-destructive and

involuntarily obedient. In a word, we must believe in God,

and in the Bible idea of the universe.

This theory simply enlarges the universe infinitely, greatly

multiplying its mysteries we allow, but as greatly multiplying

its beauties and glories ; and instead of enthroning matter it

enthrones mind ; and instead of a constant passive obedience,

immersed in acknowledged evil, substitutes a voluntary obedi-

ence or disobedience, the former of which we may hope will at

last fully and forever prevail.

On this theory the question becomes awful : TThat origin-

ates public opinion ? "\Vhat gives the chapters into which his-

tory divides itself their various colorings ? "What makes of

» See "Westminster Review, July, 1865, Article L
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one man a Bolingbroke, of another a "Wilberforce ; of one man
a Jonathan Edwards, of another an Aardn Burr ?

"Wc shall find and conclude that each man has a narrow
territory of independence, within which he may act from self-

originated and self-directed power, and, uniting himself with

otliers, contribute his share to produce the great swelling tor-

rents of thoughts and passions that bear down weaker souls.

We shall find that many have exerted this power uncon-

sciously, but that the most godlike of men have done it

consciously. "We shall find the philosophy of history more

complicated than the philosophy of nature, as it deals with

many finite minds instead of one all-controlling mind. "We

shall find that, over and beyond the narrow limits of human
freedom, there is a Divine Providence, who governs and yet

respects the freedom of mind ; and though the mysteries of

existence can never be comprehended, we shall have the bliss-

ful assurance that our vision, so far as it does extend, coincides

with that of the All-seeing One.

Art. IL—the GREEK CHURCH CONSIDERED PARTIC-

ULARLY IN ITS RELATION TO THE PROTESTANT.

In previous articles we have reviewed somewhat at length tho

relation of the Greek Church to the Latin, The comparison

could not fail to result favorably to the former ; while it ha3

disclosed several important particulars in which the Greek

Church must commend itself to the approbation of every true

Protestant. Indeed, iu the earliest days of the Reformation,

Protestants directed a sympathetic look toward the Oriental

Cluirch, which had already five hundred years before issued its

protest against Romanism, Repeatedly during the subsequent

interval, the Protestant Church iu some of its branches has

initiated friendly negotiations ; and up to the present time has

ever held itself accessible to the freest interconnnunicatiou

with tho orthodox Church of the East.

But we are not to be misled by sympathy or interest. "Wo

are to be just to the truth, and true to the infallible standanh

Trying ourselves by the divine word, we must subject all

otliers to the same unerring test, remembering the inspired
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admonition: "If they speak not according to this word, it is

because there is no light in them."

The comparison, then, is no longer between the Greek
Church and the Latin; but between Eastern orthodoxy and

Western evangelicity—the relation of the Greek Church to the

Protestant.

It is well understood that the first friendly proffer of negoti-

ation, made by Melancthon to the patriarch Joasaph II.,

elicited no response. This silence received various interpreta-

tions. But while it excited suspicion, it did not extinguish

hope. A subsequent attempt at negotiation was more success-

ful. The patriai'ch Jeremiah replied to the address of tho

Lutheran divines, but unfavorably ; and for many years Prot-

estant effort in this direction was discontinued.

Meanwhile a Greek priest, of remarkable ability and prom-
ise, educated at Venice and Padua, traveled over Italy and
Germany, and visited the famous Protestant city of Geneva,

where he studied for a time, forming an intimate acquaintance

with some of the leading Protestant divines, and acquiring " a

strong predilection for the doctrines of the Peformed Church,

which he retained till his death." His early promise was

fulfilled with rapid advancement and increasing influence.

Poland was domineering over Eussia. Sigismund III, was

ambitious of .uniting the Greek Church with the Church of

Eome. This priest, Cyrillus Lucaris, was commissioned by the

Patriarch of Alexandria, as his deputy to the Synod of Brezc,

to defeat this attempt. The imperial project failed, and Cyril

Lucar was compelled to fly for his life from the fury of Sigis-

mund. In 1602 Cyril became Patriarch of Alexandria. A
score of years later he was transferred to Constantinople, and

was recognized as the leading patriarch of the East. Still he

ardently cherished his liberal views. He corresponded with

distinguished Protestants in England, Holland, Sweden, and

Switzerland ; complained in his letters of the ambitious inter-

ference of itinerant emissaries of Rome ; indicated his desire

to make common cause with the Protestants agaiust the com-

mon enemy ; and in 1029 sent to Geneva his confession of

faith, which he had printed in Latin at Constantinople, and

which produced a marked impression upon the Greeks and

Catholics of the Orient. At the same time Greek jealousy
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and Roman liostiKty were aroused ; and in the space of seven-

teen years this worthy patriarch was four tin:ie3 deposed, and
as often restored. Each deposition was esteemed a triuinpli

by the Catholic instigators
; and each restoration was l;aiU'd

with pleasure by sympathizing Protestants. The strife termin-

ated in the violent death of the patriarch in 1638.

These circumstances had the effect to revive Prote>tant

hopes and interests in the Greek Church, and negotiations

were renewed. In the East and the West the subject •' en-

grossed much attention during the latter half of the seven-

teenth century," and as a consequence important questions

were raised and synods were convoked. An earnest rivalry

sprung up between the Papists and Protestants. The former,

under the name of Greek Uniats, striving to absorb the Eastern

Church, were invading it in the one direction from Poland, in

the other from Turkey; the latter were endeavoring to uiiito

with the Greek Church in a league offensive and defensive

against the encroachments of the Roman Church.

Bolchofsky, a candidate of theology in the Spiritual Academy
at St. Petersburgh, in an elaborate essay in which he character-

izes the existing state of things as a consequence of the fierce

struggle between the Calvinists and the Papists, says, " The
former sought to strengthen their cause by making out that

the Eastern Church was on their side ; while the latter, from

hatred to Cyril Lucar, with one voice re-echoed their assertions
"

tliat he was really in belief a Calvinist." (Blackmore's Doc-

trine of the Russian Church, p. 19.)

Evidently the specific views of the Greek Church upon the

questions at issue were not well defined. Restiug upon tlie

(lLcisi(.>n?, and content with the formulas, of the early General

Councils, especially of !N"ice and Constantinople, she had mani-

ft^te<l but little of doctrinal development. Indeed she gloried

in her primitive orthodoxy, and cheerfully accepted the title

of "immutable." For eight hundred years no* Ecumenical

Council had assembled. Her last great theologian, St. John

Damascene, had indeed arranged the doctrinal views of the

Christian Fathers in scientific and systematic form in his

treatise, " De Fide Orthodoxa," which the Greek Church rever-

entially accepted. But full eight centuries had passed away since

St. John Damascene had bequeathed to the Church this im-
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important legacy ; and there was some plausibility in the

charge preferred against the Eastern Church, cited and

answered by the distinguished Peter Mogila. " Enemies of

orthodoxy, that is, the papists, have composed and printed in

the Polish language certain railings against our Orthodox

Church, giving out everywhere that the Russian clergy are so

ignorant that they know not either their own faith or their

own ceremonies."

"With ambitious zeal the Papists proposed to supply this lack

by surreptitiously introducing Eomish books and Eomish
notions into the Eastern Church. And Bolchofsky, in the

essay just mentioned, concludes that Peter Mogila con^posed

his " Confession of the Catholic and Apostolic Church of the

East "more against the Papists than either the Lutherans or

Calvinists, inasmuch as he had more reason to apprehend

danger from them than from either of the two last named
sects.

But whatever may have been the prevailing motive with

Peter Mogila, it is difficult to believe that the Greek Synod

convoked at Constantinople in 1G3S and 1G42, at Jassy in

16i3, and at Bethlehem in 1672, were friendly toward Cal-

vinism. In 163S the Synod at Constantinople condemned'Cyril

Lucar as a heretic, and anathematized his memory. In 104:2

the Synod condemned the Confession and its author. The

Synod at Jassy condemned Calvinism, without including the

person of Cyril Lucar. And the Synod of Bethlehem excul-

pated and vindicated Cyril, but condemned the Confession

bearing his name, asserting that it had been forged by Calvin-

istic heretics. Indeed the Synod of Jassy, according to Bol-

chofsky, was convoked upon the request of the .Prince of Mol-

davia especially for this reason : he finding much scandal and

confusion to be caused in his provinces by the Calvinists, and

particularly by the Calvinistic Confessions thdn everywhere

circulated under the name of Cyril Lucar, had requesteil Par-

thenius, the Patriarch of Constantinople, and Peter M«>gila,

Metropolitan of Kiefi\ to assemble a Synod at Jassyagainst the

Calvinistic heresy. To this council Parthenius sent, as iVum

himself and his Synod at Constantinople, (1G42) a synodal h'tter

containing a formula of Eighteen Articles drawn up against tho

Calvinists, with, four important questions and their answers
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appended. These were subscribed by the Synod of Ju>sv,

and thirty years after they were approved by the Synod at

Bethlehem, and offered as an ultimatum to tlie Protestants,

tinqnestionably these synodical acts were begotten of the t-j-irit

of controversy, and nourished by the officious intermeddlin<^' of

Home. Smith, a priest of the Church of England, in his In.--

tory of the Greek Church, published in IGSO, says: ''The

Greeks have of late years been more than ever wrought upon

by the sly intrigues and insinuations and underhand dealing

of the subtle emissaries of Kome, who watch continually over

the poor Greeks, and take every advantage of their poverty and

distress to bring them to further compliance, and finally to a

downright subjection. I doubt not that time, which is the

great revealer of secrets, will discover the mystery of the last

gynod held by the Patriarch of Jerusalem."

Masson avers his strong suspicion that these synodical acts

" were prompted by popish influence, as there are few things

Home would dread more than an intimate connection between

the Protestant and Greek Churches." Blackmore admits that

they bear the suspicion of Latin influence. And John Mason

Xeale, who would be slow to discredit anything orthodox,

asserts that " they have a clear taint of Latinism ; " that before

and during this period some Greek communities were " torn

to pieces with the schism of thcUniats or Ilomanized Greeks ;"

and that " even in the Orthodox Churches Latin doctrine was

everywhere preached."

Historical justice demands that so' much at least be said of

tlie circumstances in which the Synods of Constantinople,

Jassy, and Bethlehem assembled and condemned Calvinism.

But these facts do not render nugatory these synodical act.-,

nor avert their bearing; for they have been received, so far as

respects their substance at least, throughout the whole Eastern

communion, and are repeatedly referred to as of authority in

the Bussian Catechisms. (Blackmore's Preface, p. 7.)

In the mean time Bussia was advancing to a position of

political and ecclesiastical prominence. She held a patri-

archate equal in authority with that of Constantinople. Her

emperor, Peter the Great, traveled through southern and

western Europe as far as England. AVhether influenced by

the example of England or not, upon his return to Bussia he
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dispensed with the patriarchate of the Orthodox Church in his

reahn, established a s\Tiod in its stead, and, placing himseli* at

its head, made the Church national. Throughout the empire

the Greek Church became the Russian, changed not in its doc-

trines, but in its administration. Henceforth Russia becomes by
far the most important portion of the Greek Church, whether

viewed ecclesiastically or politically. Of the four or five score

millions that compose the membership of the Greek Church,

five sixths of the number are found within the realm of the

czar ; while the Sclavonic is the Church language not only of

all the Russias, but also of "Wallachia, Bulgaria, Moldavia,

Servia, Bosnia, Montenegro, Slavonia, and Dalmatia. As has

been finely said, " This noble language is perhaps more com-

pletely a Church language than any other. Unlike its rivals

in this respect, Latin and Greek, it had, no previous liter-

ature ; it was adapted to ecclesiastical purposes in its full fresh-

ness and vigor, not in its decay ; and it has not, like the Latin,

served as the medium of works purely literary. The Church

gave it its letters; and its letters, obsolete in other respects,

now serve only for the use of the Church."

But politically no less than ecclesiastically does the Russian

Church hold a vast preponderance in the Greek Church. In

Turkey, in Egypt, in Syria, th& Greek Church is subject. In

Greece it has very recently become independent- "W"hile in

Russia, before the close of the seventeenth century, it became

grandly imperial ; and the empire of the czar took rank among
the great powers of the world. Though the local center of the

Greek Church is at Constantinople, yet its personal head is

and has been for four centuries^ says Dean Stanley, the great

czar. The Russian Church is the representative of the old

imperial Church of Constantinople.

After the visit of Peter the Great to western Europe, Prot-

estants turned their attention eastward with new interest.

Kegotiations were again proposed. The English divines

addressed to the Greek Church a book of questions, and

j^roffcrs of intercommunication. After considerable delay an

Ultimatum was returned, signed by the patriarchs, archbishops,

and bishops of the Eastern Church. Two years before it had

been sent to the Russian Synod for its concurrence, and

thence was forwarded to the English bishops. This Ulti-

FouETH Sebiils, Vol. XVIII.—32
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matum consisted of the Eighteen Articles, together -^ith the

questions and answers originated at the Synod of Jassy, 1G43
and approved by the Synod of Bethlehem, (or so-called Jeru-

salem Council,) 1672. The reply -was peremptory and final on
the part of the patriarchs. If received in substance and
detftil, well ; if rejected, it vras to foreclose negotiations. Tlie

Hnssian Synod, however, acting with an independence to which
which it was fairly entitled, modified somewhat two important

Articles, XYII and XYIII, and maintained a milder bearin<^

toward the English bishops, inclosing two most friendly epistles

with the Ultimatum of the patriarchs. The one epistle, besides

conveying the kindly feeling of the Paissian Synod, bears this

generous proposition from the emperor :
" He thinks it fit that

•you should send two persons from among yourselves to have a

friendly conference* in the name and spirit of Christ, with two

that shall be chosen of our brethren. Hereby the opinions,

arguments, and persuasions of each party may be more sin-

cerely produced and more clearly understood ; and it may be

more easily known what may be yielded and given up by one

to the other ; M'hat, on the other hand, may and ought for con-

science' sake to be absolutely denied. In the mean time no

prejudice will befall either your communion or ours by such

private conference, nor the hope of future union be lost or

compromised."

The other epistle, bearing date one year later, refers to the

Ultimatum of the patriarchs, and their letter declining fur-

ther conference, but declares that the emperor still continues

in the same mind, and closes in this independent and fiuendly

manner :
" "\Ve desire your charity to know that if in accord-

ance with the advice of our sovereign you will send two ot

your brethren .to a conference, which we again entreat you to

do, we may hope to bring our wishes to a more easy con-

clusion ; which that at length He, even the Lawgiver of love,

the God of peace, the Father of mercies may prosper, is oiu"

hearty desire and prayer."

Cut these flattering expectations were doomed to disap-

pointment. Xcgotiations were again discontinued, and for

more than a century were not repeated.

Eecently, however, as is well known, the question has been

'revived in England and America. In both countries rcsolu-
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tions have been passed upon the subject. Correspondence
has been opened with the Eussian Church. The Protestant
Episcopal Church of America, in 1SG2, appointed a committee
to consider the question of " establisliing intercommunication
\dth the Eusso-Greek Church." The Episcopal Convocation
of Canterbury, England, in 1S63, took especial notice oi this

proceeding of the Americiin Church, and by official action
called the attention of the Upper House to the subject. In
prosecution of this plan, an English clergyman visited Eussia
-with commendatory letters not only from the bishops of
England, but also from Bishop Potter of Pennsylvania, and
several of the colonial bishops. The Eussian reply, together
with some friendly suggestions, declared the opinion that " the-

present time is more favorable than those selected for former
attempts." The "Evangelical Herald" of Athens, Greece, at

one time expressed a hope that some amicable adjustment
might be made, but objected against the Protestant Church
its error of free investigation ; an4 at a later period stated

that the educated classes in Eussia lean tovrard the Protestants

rather than the Eomanists, and that t\\Q Protestant Churches
would probably receive many from the Greek Church when
entire religious liberty in Eus?ia is proclaimed. In England
an " Eastern Church Association," with a strong committee,
has been formed, whose objects are

:

1. To- inform the English public as to the state of the

Eastern Christians, in order gradually to better their

condition through the influence of public opinion in En-
gland.

2. To make known the doctrines and principles of the

Anglican Clmrch to our Christian brethren of the East.

3. To take advantage of all opportunities which the prov-

idence of God shall afford us for intercommunion with the

Orthodox Church, and also for friendly intercourse with the

other ancient Churches of the East.

4. To assist, so far as our pecuniary means ^vill permit, tlic

bishops of the Orthodox Church in their efforts to promote

the spiritual welfare of their flocks.

In JS'ew York " The Christian Union Society" was organized

in 1864 with this specfic object: The bringing about a union

of all Churches holding to the doctrine of the apostolical sue-
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cession of bishops. Similar societies have been formed in

other cities of the United States.

In France, two periodicals, ^^ Olservateur Catholique^'' and
" Union Chretien" advocate this same movement. Other
organizations have been established with a similar object.

The. representative of the American Episcopal Church was
favorably received by the Eusso-Greek Church, and encour-

aged to hope that a better relation might be secured between

the Churches; and the late Triennial Episcopal Convention

at Philadelphia (1SG5) adopted the following resolution

:

liesolved, That all those branches of the Apostolic Church
which accept the Holy Scriptures and the Xiceuo-Coustantinopol-

• itan Creed, and which reject the usur])ations and innovations of

the Bishop of Rome, be called by the course of events, and by
the indications of Divine Providence, to renew those primitive

relations which the Roman schism has interrupted.

The question of union or co-operation between the Greeks

and Protestants, it will be perceived, had not been lost sight

of since it was first proposed by Melancthon. On the con-

ti*ary, it has been repeatedly canvassed with great earnestness

and expectation. But this Cjuestion is by no means para-

mount. The vital inquiry is, rather. Is the Greek Church

orthodox as she claims, and evangelic? "What is her faith

and practice ? This question answered, we shall be prepared

intelligently to reply to another question : Is the regenera-

tion of the Greek Church compatible with the integrity of her

(Standards? And then, finally, to consider this practical

inquiry: "What policy should Protestants pursue toward the

Greek Church?

Some travelers, admiring the antiquity, order, and numer-

ical greatness of the Eastern Church, have promptly answered

tlie two former questions in the aflirmative. Others, repelled

by her manifest faults and follies, have as readily replied in

the negative. One writer openly asserts that " there is no

inherent virtue in the Greek religion ; " while another, at>er

an acquaintance of twenty-five years, declares that '*the prin-

ciples of the Protestant Reformation and Eastern Orthodoxy,

separated from practical abuse and fairly exhibited, are

identical."

One asserts that the system has been overburdened by sac-
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ramental extravagances till it has degenerated into " a

religion of sacramenta;" while another avers that "in refer-

ence to sacraments there is no occasion for dispute between
Protestants and Greeks."

A re\aewer, who has " consulted an enormous mass of

material," is confirmed in his opinion of the corruption of the

Greek Church in doctrine and in practice ; while a traveler,

whose first impression on entering Eussia induced a similar

conclusion, sajs: "On better information, however, I find this

a hasty conclusion as it regards doctrine, and not borne out

bj fact."

One author declares (with no reference to authority) that the

Greek Church never sold indulgences, and abominates the

doctrine of supererogation ; while a reviewer (with no refer-

ence to authority) declares that the Greek Church deals

largely in the sale of indulgences and dispensations. Tlie

same re\'iewer asserts (with the same omission of authority)

that the Greek Church believes in the existence of purgatory

with all its horrors ; while a long array of writei-s assert that

the Greek Church discards the doctrine of purgatory. One
book is written in the interests of Eoraanisra, like Schmitt's

Kritische Gerschichts der nengriecMschen und der Rus&ischcn

Kirche ; while another, like John Mason Xeale's. History of
the Holy Eastern Churchy is committed to sustain the English

High Church view. Xeale, and Pinkerton, and Masson, and

"Waddington are delighted with the toleration exercised by.

the Greek Church ; while Berry, and King, and Mosheim are

shocked by her intolerance. Variety of circumstance and

sympathy, in different individuals, will partially account for

this strange discrepancy. But in the judgment of charity

this cannot be the only reason. There is, indeed, a diffi-

culty in securing authorized and uniform data. The Eastern

Church has no Thirty-nine Articles like those subscribed in

England
; no symbolical books, strictly speaking, like tliose of

the Protestant and Reformed; no oath, like that of Pope

Pius IV. ; beyond the Creed itself (the Nicene Creed) she has

no general doctrinal tests. But all doctrine of faitli which

has been written by orthodox men, or by whole synods, so far

as it is kno^vn to have the sanction of the Church, is to be

received as authoritative; for instance: the doctrine written in
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St. Cjrirs CatecLetical Lectures, in St. John Damascene'^
treatise " On the Faith," in the Orthodox Confession, in the

Eighteen Articles of the Synod of Bethlehem, and in the

present Russian Catechisms, must be held by all members of

the Eastern Church to be one and the same thing, in sub-

stance with the Creed itself, so far as it is felt and known that

these different treatises and expressions have been approved

by the Church. (Blackmore's Preface, YIII and IX.)

In accordance with these principles the Eassian Synod in

1723, as already stated, modified somewhat the Ultimatum of

the patriarchs ; and again, in 1S3S, made additional modifica-

tions, even omitting one whole answer which it could not

approve. Hence Blackmore (Preface, IX) . maintains that

the Longer Catechism, though identical of course in the sul>

stance of doctrine \\-itli all the documents approved by the

Eastern Church, is yet in many points of detail, in method

and language, and even in some minor doctrinal respects,

of greater weight and value than the Orthodox Confession

of Peter Mogila, or the Eighteen Articles of the Synod

of Bethlehem.

Our remark then is, that whatever merit the simple asser-

tion of any reviewer may have, the reader will prefer to see

the assertion supported by authority ; and when references

are given, to have a guide to the comparative value of the

authorities. This guid6 is suggested hy the comparison just

made.

"We are now prepared for the question : Is the Greek Church

orthodox, as she claims, and evangelic ? This her o^vn records

must show. There are properly three lines of inquiry

:

I. What is her rule of faith and practice ? •

II. What is her faith ?

III. AYliat is her practice ?

1. What is the rule of faith and practice recognized by the

Greek Church? "The Duty of Parish Priests," a book- of

instructions to be studied by every candidate fur holy orders,

and translated by Blackmore, together with the Russian Cate-

chisms, answers, (section ix :)
" All the articles of the faith are

contained in the word of God. Hence it follows, (section xi,)

beyond dispute, that we hold the word of God as the source,

foundation, and perfect rule both of our holy taith, and of the
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good works of the law." The word of God is defined, (sections

ix, xi, and xii,) as the books of the Old and Kew Testaments.

The Longer Catechism, page 3S, gives the enumeration,

which accords precisely with the enumeration of the inspired

books in our Protestant Bibles ; and, to make this limitation

more exact, specifically excludes the apochryphal books. With
this accords the remark of Hageubach, I., p. 421 : " The Greek
Church allowed that the Apocr^-]>ha was useful and edifvinf?,

but definitely distinguished these from the canonical books."

With this regard for Holy Scripture agrees the statement of
Archbishop Platon, in his " System of Divinity," in explanation

of the second commandment: "We must hold to the divine

word alone, and rest assured that it only contains the true

rules by which we ought to please God ; and therefore Christ

said concerning the Holy Scripures, that in them is contained
eternal life."

Of the same tenor is the injunction of the Metropolitan
Michael, Sermon YI, translated by Pinkerton: "We must be
of a believing spirit with regard to all that the Holy Scriptures

reveal to us, not joining to them our own unfounded opinions

and erroneous explanations."

The formula drawn up by Philaret, Professor of Divinity
and Metropolitan of Moscow, is in harmony with this. Article

I. and onward :
" The only pure and all-sufficient source of the

doctrines of faith is the revealed word of God contained now
in the Holy Scriptures." 2 Tim.'iii, 16, 17.

But these comparatively individual views, however excellent

and respected, have not acquired the force of authority, cer-

tainly not of chief authority. Upon this point there is other

evidence, not only higher, but conclusive, which we are bound
to adduce.

In the IJltiraatum of the patriarchs to the English bishops

(1723) Article II declares :
" We ought to believe the sacred

Scriptures ^\-ithout doubt, not indeed otherwise than as the

Catholic Church has expounded and handed down. . . .

Therefore we believe also that the testimony of the Catholic

Church is not inferior to that of the Holy Scripture. For one
and the same Holy Ghost being the Creator of both, it is pre-

cisely the same to be instructed by the Holy Scripture or by
the Catholic Church. . . . Hence the Catholic Church is

"
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always as infallible as the Sacred Scripture, and Has perpet-

ual authority." (W. C. King's Translation, p. 35.)

And the Longer Catechism asserts, page 41 :
" "We must

take and understand Holy Scripture in such sense as agrees

with the interpretation of the Orthodox Church and tlic holy

fathers." And (page 36) St. Basil, referring to the doctrines

and injunctions receceived from the Holy Scripture and from

holy tradition, is quoted thus :
" Both the former and the latter

haye one and the same force for piety ; and this will be con-

tradicted by no one who has eyer so little knowledge in the

ordinances of the Church."

"Were it my proyince to argue this point, I might readily

show that these assumptions, put forth in behalf of tradition,

are innoyations hostile at once to the consistency and ortho-

doxy of the Greek Church, by referring to the account of the

First Ecumenical Council at Kicjea, giyen by Sozomen, and

Socrates, and other Church historians.

But although demonstrable that these are innovations of the

Greek Church, both inconsistent and heretical, still they exist

;

and thus the ride of faith and practice is \-itiated. This point is

of unquestionable importance. The rule of faith is dccisiye for

what may follow. Any defect here must be most dangerous in

its scope and tendency. Anything less than a diyine standard

opens the possibility for limitless errors. The primary prin-

ciple of the Reformers was, Scriptura sufficit The ultimate

test was the di\'ine word. On this ground the battle between

Romanism and the Reformation was fought and won. And
eyer since, this has been the first formula of Protestantism

:

The word of God is sufficient for salvation. The Holy

Scriptures are the perfect and only rule of faith and practice.

This is the formal principle of Protestant Christianity, origin-

ating the whole system, and limiting it by a divine rule ;
dis-

carding the pretentious claim of pope or council, and accepting

the supreme authority of the divine word.

Having ascertained, by impartial testimony, the rule of faith

and practice, we reach the question next in order, "What is the

faith of the Greek Church in its relation to Protestantism ?

The great first want of man is to know whence he is, and

to whom accountable. The Scriptures reveal God to us. The

task is to arrange a theology. This the Greeks did, with
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remarkable acumen, investigating and settling theology and
Christology for tliem and for all time. Their theology proper

is admirably stated in the Kiceno-Constantinopolitan Creed

:

" I believe in God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and
earth and of all things visible and invisible. And in one Lord,

Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the only begotten, begotten of the

Father before all worlds, Light of Light, very God of very

God, begotten, not made, of one substance with the Father, by
whom all things were made. I believe in one Holy Ghost,

the Lord, the Giver of life, who proceeded from the Father,

who with the Father and the Son is worshiped and glorified

;

who spake by the prophets." These simple formulas, express-

ing the divine trinity and unity, the divinity of Christ and the

personality of the Holy Ghost, have been accepted as articles

of faith by Protestants equally with Greeks and Latins. The
single point of divergence is the procession of the Holy Ghost,

which Protestants as well as Latins derive from the Father

and the Son. This question has been for centuries an occasion

of dispute between the Greeks and Latins. At the Council of

Florence, 1439, when a temporary but fruitless union was
effected, the Greeks made their most determined stand upon
this dogma, occupying in its discussion twenty-four entire ses-

sions of the council, and m6st of the twenty-fifth session. In

1S48, when Pope Pius IX. addressed au Encyclical Letter to

" the Christians of the East," urging them to unite with (that

is, submit to) the Koman hierarchy, the patriarchs in their

reply gave especial prominence to this doctrine. Fifteen dis-

tinct arguments, defensive and direct, were employed, cover-

ing ten pages of their Encyclical

!

The scriptural argument advanced by the Greek theologians

in support of this doctrine, is the declaration of Jesus recorded

in John xv, 26 :
" But when the Comforter is come, whom I

will send unto you from the Father, even the Spirit of truth,

which proccedeth from the Father, he shall testify of me."

The philosophic argument is, that the Father sustains the

primordial relation of ^'-fons divinitaiiSy'' of whom the Son is

begotten and from whom the Holy Spirit proceeds ; and honco

the Holy Spirit is not inferior to, nor dependent upon, the Son.

The traditional argument is the antiquity of the doctrine,

based upon the formula of the first Ecumenical Couucil.
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Whatever may be the relative merit of the arguments drawn
from Scriptm-e'and philosophy in support of either view, it

must be admitted that the argument from tradition is in favor
of the oriental theory, since the single procession of the Holv
Ghost is taught by the Xicene Creed, and the Filioque is the
interpolation, of aft€r generations. We wonder that a diller-

ence so slight and unessential should ever have assumed such
proportions, and exerted such a pervading and potent influence.

And we readily appreciate and approve the judicious estimate
of Archbishop Platon :

" We do not wish to pry into this, for it

is an unsearchable mystery ; and we ought not to eno-afe much
in dispute upon it."

The Nicene Symbol, accepted without question by the Greek
Church, also asserts the incarnation of Jesus Christ, his suf-

ferings and death, his resurrection and ascension, and his final

coming and judgment. In these doctrines Protestant and
Greek Christians agree. What is their relative importance in

the Christian system it is not necessary for us, if it were com-
petent, to determine. Luther claimed the first place for the

doctrine of justification by faith in Christ. Dean Stanley

asserts that, next to the moral doctrines of the Gospel, the

most vital, comprehensive, and fruitful has been and is, not

the power of the pope or of the council, not the supremacy
of the Bible or the authority of its several books, not the

sacraments, not original sin, not predestination, not justifica-

tion, but the doctrine of the incarnation. The Kicene Creed,

eays Dorner, showed to Christian theology the end at which

it was to aim, even if it did not perfectly realize that end.

Arianism had pressed back toward Ebionitism. . It had lost tho

idea of tho Incarnation, . . . and made a perfect revelation or

manifestation of God impossible. The Xieene Fathers met
tliis by proclaiming the real and proper divinity of the Son.

Ilowever we may regard this statement of Dorner, it is evi-

dent that in this creed is formally answered the fundamental

question propounded by the Saviour :
" What think yc of

Christ ? " Protestants as well as Greeks cordially adopt the

remaining articles of the Niceno Creed :
" I believe in ono

Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church. I acknowledge ono

baptism for the remission of sins. I look for the rcsurreetioa

of the dead, and the life of the world to come."
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Tliese general doctrines were somewhat expanded and care-

fully defined by subsequent councils. The speculations of the

Greek Fathei-s were directed chiefly toward theology, and their

VTitings based mainly upon the creed which they were

intended to illustrate and maintain. After these were com-

bined into systematic form by St. John Damascene, the Greek
Church for eight hundred years presents but little of doc-

trinal disquisition or development; while its external history

during the long interval is distinguished by its disputes with

the Eoman Church, and by the firmness with which it resisted

every overture of union. (Waddington on the Greek Church,

p. 7G.) Onward to the seventeenth century Bolchofsky asserts

that the Russian Church, in common with the rest of the

Eastern, found no need of any special doctrinal standards of

her own, but was content to refer for her faith to the writings

of the ancient Fathers, and especially to the treatise of St, John

Damascene. She received and self-complaccntly appropriated

to hei-self the epithet "immutable," claiming to represent the

primitive Chm-ch in her faith and forms. ^Vhierever, then, in

her formularies she has not given full expression upon any

specific point, the declarations of the Greek Fathers will

relieve the obscurity and safely guide us in our conclusions.

Though this research will not lighten our task, it will com-

pensate us by presenting both the modern and primitive in

one view. This will appear somewhat in the doctrine of

redemption, and particularly in the doctrine of sin, or Greek

anthropology and soteriology, which are of especial importance

in this discussion, and which, together with the Greek theory

of the Church and sacraments, we reserve for another article,

and in the order intimated. The present article we conclude

with a notice of the Greek Church view of predestination.

In regard to predestination, or divine decrees, it has been

eaid by a certain reviewer (with no reference to authority) that

of the Eastern Church the Russians, to a far greater extent

that the Greeks, recognize the doctrine of predestination. How
much this signifies it is extremely difiicult to conjecture, as ho

does not intorm us whether the Greeks accept or reject this

doctrine. The difilculty is not diminished when we are told,

but not by this reviewer, that a common text-book of high

authority in Greece is " The Orthodox Instructor, or Sum-
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mary of Christian Theology," by Platon, Archbishop of Mos-

cow, of like authority in Eussia. Another reviewer asserts

(with no mention of authority) that it has* been said that

many of the Itussian clergy are ardent admirers of Calvin,

but all the leading theologians, and indeed the ecclesiastical

acts that are read in their churches, denounce Calvinism as a

dangerous heresy.

The Synod of Jassy, it will be remembered, was summoned
at the instance of the Prince of Moldavia, because of scandal

and confusion occasioned in his provinces by the Calvinists,

and especially by the Calvinistic Confessions bearing the name
of Cyril Lucar. To this synod the Patriarch of Constantinople

eent a synodal letter containing eighteen articles drawn up

against the Calvinists, together with answers to four questions

appended. These articles the Synod of Jassy subscribed. In

1672, at the Synod of Bethlehem, these eighteen articles and

the questions and answers were considered and approved,

and in 1723 were sent by the patriarchs as an ultimatum to

the English bishops. Both these synods revised and ap]iroved

the book by Peter Mogila, styled "The Orthodox Confession,"

etc. This Confession therefore unquestionably harmonizes with

the Ultimatum in reference to the doctrine of .predestination.

Hence citations from the latter will suffice upon this point.

The Eighteen Articles of the Synods of Jassy and Beth-

lehem follow the order of the Articles of Cyril Lucar, which

they are designed to complete and condemn, Cyril says, in

Article III of his Confession, "We believe that the per-

fectly good God, before the fomidation of the world, pre-

destined to glory whom he had elected, in no respect regarding

their works, nor having any cause impelling him to tJi:3

election other than liis good will, divine mercy. In like uinn-

ner before time was, that he rejected whom he has rejecti'd
;

the cause of this rejection, if we look to the uncontrolled

mastery and dominion of God, we shall doubtless discover to

be the divine -w-ill ; if we turn to laws and rules of order

which Providence uses in the government of the world, wc

shall perceive it to be his justice ; for God is merciful and ju=t

also." Article III of the synods accordingly treats of
^

i>ro-

destination thus: "We believe that God, who is e.xceedinglv

good, from eternity ordained to glory those whom he ha«
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chosen, and gave up to condemnation those whom he rejected

;

but not that he thus willed to justify the former and give up
to condemnation the latter without cause. . . . But foresee-

ing those would use their free-will well, but these ill, he fore-

ordained or condemned. . , . But for execrable heretics to say

that God foreordains or condemns without reference to the

works of those foreordained or condemned, we know is im-

pious and profane. . . . But that the divine will should be

the cause of those who are condemned thus simply, and with-

out reason, what madness does it not show ! . . . For God
equally desires the salvation of all ; as we know that respect

of persons has no place with him, and we acknowledge as

right the giving up to condemnation those vessels who have

become profane by their own wicked choice and impenitent

heart." This article, of wliich we have quoted a part, con-

cludes with a solemn anathema pronounced against those who
believe and teach the opposite doctrine.

If it be said that there are other Kussian authorities, which

have appeared since the date of the synods, and which should

be summoned, we refer to Platon's " Orthodox Instructor,"

pp. 120, 122, quoted by Masson, p. 6 :
" We see in these times,

to the great scandal of Christianity, three principal heresies,

those, namely, of the Papists, the Lutherans, and the Calvinists.

And these three are different, each from the others. The
Lutherans and Calvinists were separated no long time ago

from the Papists by means of Luther and Calvin ; iu their

wish, however, to throw off the papistical superstitions, they

cast away in like manner the apostolic traditions also. They
hold in common the opinion of the TVestern Church concern-

I

ing the procession of the Holy Ghost ; but especially the

i Lutherans assign to the body of Christ the attribute of om-

nipresence, which is peculiar to the divinity alone; and the

Calvinists subject all human actions to a fixed and unavoida-

ble decree.

The Longer Catechism of the Russian Church, with theo-

logical precision, defines predestination thus :
" That will of

God by which man is designed for eternal happiness." It

then proceeds

:

Q. Does God's predestination remain unchanged, seeing that

now man is unliappy ?
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A. It remains unchanged
; inasmuch as God of his forcknowl

edge and infinite mercy hath predestined to open for ni-in even
after his departure from the Nvav of liappincss, a new wav of \v\u
pmess, through his only begotten Son, Jesus Christ. "'lie ),*iih
chosen us in liim before the foundation of the world " are iho
words of the Apostle Paul, Eph. i, 4.

'

Q. How are we to understand the predestination of God with
respect to men in general, and to each man severally ?
A. God has predestined to give to all men, and has actually

given them, preventing grace, and means sufficient for the attain-
ment ot happiness.

Q. What is said of this by the word of God ?

A. For whom he did foreknow he also did predestinate
Rom. viii, 29.

Q. How does the Orthodox Church speak on this point ?
A. In the Exposition of the Faith by the Eastern Patriarchs it is

said :
" As he foresaw that some would use well their free-will,

but others ill, ho accordin^rlv predestined the former to glorv'
while the latter he condemned." Art. III.

'

'

The very article, it will be remembered, which I have cited
from the Ultimatum of the patriarchs to the English bishops.
In this view foreknowledge is evidently the basis of fore-

ordination.

Withotit lingering to multiply illustrations from the Greek
Fathers, I conclude with the words of St. John Damascene,
{De Fide Orihodoxa II, c. 30): " Xp^ yiv^oKen', w Trdvra fih'

7:po\nu)OKei 6 Ofo^, ov navra 6e -poopii^er jap rd t'0' ijiuv, ov

Tpoopi^ec 61 aird "—intimating here, as elsewhere, that althougii

God foreknows, yet he does not foreordain our moral
character.

Akt. UL—worship of relics, and the MIRACLES
OF the ancient CHURCH.*

The worship of relies legitimately followed the worship of the

Virgin Mary, of martyrs and saints, and took its rise simul-

* For the most ample material on this whole subject, the reader is csiK-oiallj

referred to the famous ArUz Sanctorum quotqtwt totoorbe vo/unft/r, thus far finy-ci>rht

volumes ful., (1«4;5-1864,) com'ing down to October 22d, and now slowlr ajiproaching

completion. This rare and costly work of the Bollandists is arranpoJ alU-r tho

Roman Calendar, and is the richest source for the knowledge of religious lilV", tho

worship of martyr saints and relics in the Roman Catholic Ciiurch. A complct-J

copy of it may be found in the Astor Library, and another in the Union Thoologic*!

Seminary Library of New York.
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taneously in the Kicene and post-Xicene age, after the close of

the heroic martyr age of Christianity, and -uith the influx

of the entire heathen population of the Roman empire, with

all its idolatrous and superstitious traditions and habits, into

the Grseco-Eoman Catholic Church. We propose in this essay

to give a condensed account of the origin,and progress of this

worship, T\'ith some observations on the character and credi-

bility of the ancient Catholic miracles connected -with the

same.

Worship, in a limited sense and subordinate to the supreme

worship due to God, was accorded to the persons of departed

Baints in glory, and in a lower degree also to their earthly

remains and relics, {reliquice or reliqv.a, Xei^ava.) By tlicse

we are to understand, first, their bodies, or rather parts of them

—bones, blood, ashes ;
then all which was in any way closely

connected with their persons—clothes, staff, furniture, and

especially the instruments of their martyrdom. After the time

of Ambrose the cross of Christ also was included, and subse-

quently his crown of thorns and his coat, which are pre-

Ecrved, the former in Paris, the latter in Treves. The cross

of Christ, with the superscription and the nails, is said to

have been miraculously discovered by the Empress Helena in

326. The legend of the "invention of the cross," {invLntio

8. ci-u-cis,) which is celebrated in the Greek and Latin Church by

a special festival, is at best faintly imphed in Eusebius, in a

letter of Constantine to the Bishop Macarius of Jerusalem.

( Vita Const. Hi, 30, though in Hi, 25, where it should be

expected, it is entirely unnoticed, as Gieseler correctly ob-

serves,) and does not appear till several decennia later, first in

Cyril of Jerusalem, (whose Fjnst. ad Constayiiium of 351,

however, is considered by Gieseler and others, on critical and

theological grounds, a much later production,) then, with good

agreement as to the main fact, in Ambrose, Chrysostora,

Panlinus of Nola, Socrates, Sozomen, Theodoret, and other

Eathers. With all these witnesses the fact is still hardly credi-

ble, and has against it particularly the following considera-

tions : 1. The V'^'^'C of the crucifixion was desecrated under

the Emperor Hadrian by heathen temples and statues, besides

being filled up and defaced beyond recognition. 2. There is

no clear testimony of a ca}iii'7nj}orary. 3. The pilgrim from
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Bordeaux, who visited Jerusalem in 333, and in a still extant

itinerarium ( Vetera Bom. itbieraria^ ed. P. Wesseluig, p. 593)
enumerates all the sacred things of the holy city, knows
nothing of the holy cross, or its invention, (compare Gie.-eler,

Church History, German ed., vol. i, 2, p. 279, note 37; Edinb.

ed, vol. ii, p. 36.) This miracle contributed very much to

the increase of the superstitious use of crosses and crncijixcs.

Cyril of Jerusalem remarks, that about 3S0 the splinters of the

holy cross filled the whole world, and yet, according to the

account of the devout but credulous Paulinus, of Xola, (Epist.

31, al. 11,) the original remained in Jerusalem undiminished

—

a continual miracle ! Besides Gieseler, compare particularly

the minute investigation of this legend by Isaac Taylor : Tlie

Invention of the Cross, and the Miracles therewith connected,

in "Ancient Christianity," vol. ii, pp. 277-315.)

Relics of the body of Christ cannot be thought of, since he

arose without seeing corruption, ascended to heaven, where,

above the reach of idolatry and supei-stition, he is enthroned

at the right hand of the Father. His true relics are the holy

eupper and his living presence in the Church to the end of the

world.

The worship of relics, like the worship of Mary and the

eaints, began in a sound religious feeling of reverence, of love,

and of gratitude, but has swollen to an avalanche, and rushed

into all kinds of superstitious and idolatrous excess. " The

most glorious thing that the mind conceives," says Goethe,
*' is always set upon by a throng of more and more foreign

matter." As Israel could not sustain the pure elevation of its

divinely revealed religion, but lusted after the flesh-pots of

Egypt and coquetted with sensuous heathenism, so it fared

also with the ancient Church.

The worship of relics cannot be derived from Judaism

;

for the Levitical law strictly prohibited the contact of bodies

and hones of the dead as defiling.* Yet the isolated instance

of the bones of the prophet Elisha quickening by their con-

* Num. xir, 11 sqq. ; xrxi, 19. Tbe touching of a corpse, or a dead bone, or

a grave, made one unclean seven days, and was to be expiated by wasliinp, upon

pain of death. TIig tent, also, in which a j)er«on had died, and all open ve.'scU

ia it, were unclean. (Compare Joscphus c. Apion. ii. 26 ; Antiq., iii, i>. 3) Th«

Talmudlsta made the lawa still more stringent on tliis point.
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tact a dead man who was cast into his tomb,* was quoted in

behalf of the miraculous power of relics ; though it should be

observed that even this miracle did not lead the Israelites to

do homage to the bones of the prophet, nor abolish the law of

the uncleanness of a corpse.

The heathen abhorred corpses and burnt them to ashes,

except in Egypt, where embalming was the custom, and was
imitated by the Christians on the death of martyrs, though
St. Anthony of Egypt protested against it. There are exam-
ples, however, of the preservation of the bones of distinguished

heroes, like Theseus, and of the erection of temples over their

graves.f

The Christian relic worship was primarily a natural conse-

quence of the worship of the saints, and was closely connected

with the Christian doctrine of the resurrection of the lody^

which was an essential article of the apostolic tradition, and
is incorporated in almost all the ancient creeds. For, acccord-

ing to the Gospel, the body is not an evil substance, as the Pla-

tonists, Gnostics, and Manichaeans held, but a creature of God

;

it is redeemed by Christ ; it becomes by the regeneration an

organ and temple of the Holy Ghost ; and it rests as a lidng

seed in the grave, to be raised again at the last day and

changed into the likeness of the glorious body of Christ. The
bodies of the righteous " grow green " in their graves, to burst

forth in glorious bloom on the morning of the resurrection.

The first Christians from the beginning set great store by this

comforting doctrine, at which the heathen, like Celsus and
Julian, scofiied. Hence they abhorred also the heathen custom

of burning, and adopted the Jewish custom of burial with

solemn religious ceremonies, which, however, varied in difler-

ent times and countries.

But in the closer definition of the dogma of the resurrec-

tion two difierent tendencies appeared : one spiritualistic, rep-

resented by the Alexandrians, particularly by Origen, and still

later by tlie two Gregories ; the other more realistic, advocated

* Kings iLii, 21, (Sept. :) rjiparo tuv baruv 'Y.'/.iaaLi, koi l^rjat Kal lore i^'i ^ovf

noiac. Compare the apochryphal book Jesus Siracli, (Ecclesiaaticus) iriii. 13, 14;

ilix, 12.

f Plutarch, in his Life of Theseus, c. rrxvi.

Fourth Sebies, Vol. XVIIL—33 ^
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by Tertullian, favored by the Apostles' Creed,* but pressed by

gome Church teachers, like Epiphanius and Jerome, in a

grossly materialistic manner, withont regard to the au)^a rrvev-

^fiariKov of Paul, and the declaration that "flesh and blood

cannot inherit the kingdom of God." f The latter theory was

far the more consonant with the prevailing spirit of our period,

entirely supplanted the other, and gave the mortal remains of

the saints a higher value, and the worship of them a firmer

foundation.

Roman Catholic historians and apologists find a justification

of the worship and the healing virtue of relics in tliree facts

of the !New Testament : the healing of the woman with the

issue of blood by the touch of Jesus's garment, (Matt, ix, 20 ;)

the healing of the sick by the shadow of Peter, (Acts v, 14, 15 ;)

and the same by handkerchiefs from Paul, (Acts xix, 11, 12.)

These examples, as well as the miracle wrought by the

bones of Elisha, were cited by Origeu, Cyril of Jerusalem,

Ambrose, Chrysostom, and other Fathers, to vindicate similar

and greater miracles in their time. They certainly mark the

extreme limit of the miraculous, beyond which it passes into

the magical. But in all tliese cases the living and present

person was the vehicle of the healing power; in the second

case Luke records merely the popular belief, not the actual

healing ; and, finally, neither Christ, nor the apostles them-

eelves, chose tliat method, nor in any way sanctioned the super-

stitions on which it was based.:}: At all events the New
Testament and the literature of the apostolic Fathers know

* In the phrase avdaraai^ r^c oapKoc, instead of rov auftaror, resurrectio camis,

instead of corporis. The Niceae Creed uses the expression uvd'jTacir vcnp<ly. rcs-

turectio mc/rtuorum. In the German version of the Apostles' Creed the easily

mistaken term JUisch, flesh, is retained ; but the English Churches sav more cor-

rectly, resurrection of the body.

f Jerome, on the ground of his false translation of Job xii, 26, teaches even the

restoration of all bones, veins, nerves, teeth, and hair, (because the Bible speaks

of gnashing of teeth among the damned, and of the hairs of our heads being ail

numbered !)
" llabcnt denies," says he of the resurrection bodies, " vcntrem. gen-

italia, et tamen nee cibis nee uxoribus indigent." Augustine is more cautious, and

endeavors to avoid gross, carnal conceptions. (Compare the passages in Hagcn-

bach's PogmengeschiL-hte, I, § UO, EngL ed.. N. T., i, p. 370 sqq.)

X On the contrary, the account of the healing of sick by the handkerchiefs of

Paul is immediately foUowed by an account of the magical abuse of the name of

Jesus, as a warning. (Acts, xix, 13, etc.)
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nothing of an idolatrous veneration of the cross of Christ, or

the bones and chattels of the apostles. The living words and
acts of Christ and the apostles so completely absorbed atten-

tion that we have no authentic accounts of the bodily appear-

ance, the incidental externals, and transient possessions of the

founders of the Cliurch. Paul would know Christ after the

Spirit, not after the flesh. Even the burial places of most of

the apostles and evangelists are unknown. The traditions of

their mart}Tdom and their remains date from a much later

time, and can claim no historical credibility.

The first clear traces of the worsliip of relics appear in the

second century^, in the Church of Antioch, where the bones of

the bishop and martyr Ignatius (who died A. D. 107) were pre-

served as a priceless treasure," and in Smyrna, where the half-

burnt bones of Polycarp (who died A. D. 167) were considered

"more precious than the richest jewels and more tried than

gold." f We read similar things in the Acts of the martyrs

Perpetua and C}-prian. The author of the Apostolic Consti-

tutions X exhorts that the relics of the saints, who" are with the

God of the living and not the dead, be held in honor, and

appeals to the miracle of the bones of Elisha, to the venera-

tion which Joseph showed for the remains of Jacob, and to

the bringing of the bones of Joseph by Moses and Joshua into

the promised land.§ Eusebius states that the episcopal throne

of James of Jerusalem was preserved to his time, and was

held in great honor.
|

Such pious fondness for relics, however, if it is confined

within proper limits, is very natural and innocent, and

appears even in the Puritans of Xew England, where the

rock in Plymouth, the landing-place of the Pilgrim Fathers

in 1620, has the attraction of a place of pilgrimage ; and the

chair of the first governor of Massachusetts is scrupulously

Qriaavph^ irifiTjro^. Martyr. S. Ignat., cap. vii, (Patrum Apostolic. Opera. eJ.

Dressel, p. 214.) The genuineness of the ilartyr-Acts of Ignatius, however, is

disputed by many.

f Ta Tifiiurepa 7.L-5uv Ti-o/.DreXcJv Koi doKifiurepa vrrcp xp^^^ov hard avrov. Epist.

EccL Smyni. de Martyr. S. Polyc. a 18,(ed. Dressel, p. 404,) and iu Euseb. H. E. iy, 15.

X Const. Apost., lib. vi, c. 30. The siith book dates from the end of the tliiri

centxiry.

§ Compare Gen. 1, 1, 2, 25, 26; Eiod. xiii, 19; Josh, iiiv, 32 ;
Acts vii, 16.

1 Hist EccL, vii, 19 and 32.
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preserved, and is used at the inauguration of every new presi-

dent of Harvard University.

But tovrard the middle of the fourth century the veneration

of relics, simultaneously with the woi-ship of the saints

assumed a decidedly superstitious and idolatrous character.

The earthy remains of the martyrs were discovered commonly
by visions and revelations, often not till centuries after their

death, then borne in solemn processions to the churches and
chapels erected to their memory, and deposited under the

altar ;
* and this event was annually celebrated by a festival.f

The legend of the discovery of the holy cross gave rise to two

Church festivals : the Feast of the Invention of the Cross,-\ on

the 3d of May, which has been observed in the Latin Church

since the fifth or sixth century ; and the Feast of the Elcva-

ration of the Cross,% on the 14th of September, which has

been observed in the East and the "West, according to some,

since the consecration of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre

in 335 ; according to others, only since the reconquest of the

lioly cross by the Emperor Heraclius in 628. The relics were

from time to time displayed to the veneration of the believing

multitude, carried about in procession, preserved in golden

and silver boxes, worn on the neck as amulets against disease

and danger of every kind, and considered as possessing mirac-

ulous virtue, or more strictly, as instruments through which

the saints in heaven, in virtue of their connection with Christ,

wrought miracles of healing, and even of raising the dead.

Their number soon reached the incredible, even from one and

the same original. There were, for example, countless splintei-s

of the protended cross of Christ from Jerusalem, while the

cross itself is said to have remained, by a continual miracle,

whole and undiminished ! Yeneration of the cross and

crucifLX knew no boimds, but can by no means be taken as a-

true measure of the worship of the Crucified ;
on the contrary,

^vith the great mass, the outward form came into the place ot

the spiritual intent, and the wooden and silver Christ was very

« "^ith reference to Revelation vi, 9 : "I saw under the altar (iTo^drw rov

'&vamffTrjpiov) the so'.ils of tliem that were slain for the word of God," etc.

•( Festum translationis.

X Festum inventionis a. crucis. \

§ Festum exaltationia s. crucis OTavpo^avaa, *•
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often a poor substitute for the living Christ in the heart.

"What Luther sajs of the "juggleries and idolatries" of the

cross under the later Papacy, which " would rather bear the

cross of Christ in silver, than in heart and life," applies,

though of coui-se with many noble exceptions, even to the

Nicene age. Dr. Herzog, in his Theol. Encyclopogdia, vol.

viii, p. 60, sq., makes the not unjust remark :
" The more

the cross came into use in manifold forms and signs, the

more the truly evangelical faith in Chi-ist, the Crucified, disap-

peared. The more the cross of Christ was outwardly exhib-

ited, the more it became inwardly an offense and folly to men.

The Roman Catholic Church in this respect resembles those

Christians who talk so much of their spiritual experiences,

make so much ado about them, that they at last talk them-

selves out, and produce glittering nonsense."

Relics became a regular article of trade, but gave occasion

also for very many frauds, which even such credulous and

superstitious relic-worshipers as St. Martin of Tours* and

Gregory the Great f lamented. Theodosius I., as early as 3S6,

prohibited this trade, and so did many councils ; but without

success. On this account the bishops found themselves com-

pelled to prove the genuineness of the relics by historical

tradition, or visions, or miracles.

At first an opposition arose to this worship of dead men's

bones. St. Anthony, the father of monasticism, (A. D. 356,) put

in his dying protest against it, dii-ecting that his body should

be buried in an unknown place. Athanasius relates this with

approbation,:}: and he caused several relics which had been

given to him to be fastened up that they might be out of the

reach of idolatry.§ But the opposition soon ceased, or became

confined to inferior or. heretical authors like Yigilantius and

Eunomius, or to heathen opponents like Porphyry and Julian.

Julian charged the Christians on this point with apostasy

* Sulpit Severua, Vita beati Mart., c. 11.

f Epist lib. iv., ep. 30. Gregory here relates that some Greek monks came to

Rome to dig up bones near St. Paul's Church to sell as they themselves coufessed,

for holy reUcs, in the East, (coafessi sunt, quod ilia ossa ad Graciam esseut tarn-

quam Sanctorum reliquias portaturi.)

X In his Vita Antonii, Opera Athan. U, 602,

§ Bufinufl, HiBL EccL II, 28.
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from their own Master, and sarcastically reminds them of hi3
denunciation of the Pharisees, who were like whited sepn]-
chres, beautiful M'ithout, but within full of dead men's bones
and all uncleanness.* This opposition of course made no im-
pression, and was attributed to sheer impiety. Even heretics
and schismatics, with few exceptions, embrace this fonn of
superstition, though the Catholic Church denied the genuine-
ness of their relics and the miraculous virtue of them.
The most and the best of the later Church Fathers, such as

Hilary, the two Gregories, Basil, Chrysostom, Isidore of
Pelusium, Theodoret, Ambrose, Jerome, Augustine, and Leo,
even those who combated the worship of images, on this point
were carried along by the spirit of the time, and gave the
weight of their countenance to the worship of relics, which
thus became henceforth an essential constituent of the Eoman
Catholic rehgion. They went quite as far as the Council of
Trent,t which expresses itself mwe cautiously, on the worship
of relics as well as of saints, than the Church Fathers of the
Kicene age. "^ith tlie good intent to promote popular piety
by sensible stimulants and tangible supports, they became
promoters of dangerous eiTors and gross superstition. To cite

some of the most important testimony :

,
Gregory Xfuianzen thinks the bodies of the saints can as well

perform miracles as their spirits, and that the smallest parts
of the body or of the symbols of their passion, are as efficacious

as the whole body4 Chrysostom values the dust and ashes of
the martyrs more highly than gold or jewels, and ascribes to
them the power of healing diseases and putting death to

flight.§ In his festal discourse on the translation of the relics

of the Egyptian martyrs from Alexandria to Constantinople,
he extols the bodies of the saints in eloquent strains as tlie

best ramparts of the city against all visible enemies and invis-

ible demons, mightier than walls, moats, weapons, and armies.

5

" Let others," says Ambrose, " heap up silver and gold ; we
gather the nails wherewith the martyrs were pierced, and their

Cyrillug AJex^ Adv. Jid. lib. x, torn, vi, p. 356.

f Sessio XXV. De Invocat. Sanct, etc.
'

, X Adv. Julian, torn. L Orat. Ill, p. 76 sq.

g Opera, torn, ii., p. 823.

I
Horn, in MM. .^Egvpt, torn, ii., p. 834 sq.
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yictorions blood, and the wood of their cross." * He himself
relates at large, in a letter to his sister, the miraculons discov-

CFj of the bones of the twin brothers Gervasius and Protasius,

two otherwise wholly Tinkno\vn and long-forgotten martyrs of

the persecution under Xero or Domitian.f This is one of the

most notorious relic miracles of the early Church. It is

attested by the most weighty authorities, by Ambrose and his

younger contemporaries, his secretary and biographer Paulinus,

the Bishop Paulinus of Xola, and Augustine, who was then in

Milan ; it decided the victory of the Xicene orthodoxy over

the Arian opposition of the Empress Justina
;
yet is it very

difficult to be believed, and seems, at least in part, to rest on
pious frauds.:}: The story as to its principal features is this:

TVTien Ambrose, in 386, wished to consecrate the basilica at

Milan, he was led by a higher intimation in a vision to cause

the ground before the doors of Saints Felix and Xabor to be

dug up, and there he found two corpses of uncommon size, the

heads severed from the bodies, (for they died by the sword,)

the bones perfectly preserved, together with a great quantity

of fresh blood.§ These were the saints in question. They
were exposed for two days to the wondering multitude, then

borne in solemn procession to the basilica of Ambrose, per-

forming on the way the healing of a blind man, Severus by

* ExhorL Virgin. 1.

f Epist XXII, Sorori suse, Op. 11., 874-8. Comp. Paulinus, Vit. Ambroa^

p. 4; Paulinus Xol. Ep. XII., ad Severum; and Augustine in sundry places, (see

below.)
,

X Clericus, Mosheim, and Isaac Taylor (vol ii, p. 242 sqq.) do not hesitate to

charge St. Ambrose, the author of the Te Deum, with fraud in this story. The

latter, however, endeavors to save the character of Ambrose by di.stinguishing

between himseli' and the spirit of bis age. " Ambro«e,''sajs he, (il, 270,) "occu-

pies a high position among the fathers ; and there was a vigor and dignity in hia

character, as well as a vivid intelligence, which must command respect ; but in

proportion as we assign praise to the man iudividuallv, we condemn the system

which could so far vitiate a noble mind, and impel one so lofty in temper to act ft

part which heathen philosophers would utterly have abhorred."

§ Invenimus mirae magnitudinis viros duos, ut prisea aetas ferebat, ossa omnia

Integra, sanguinis plurimum ! Did Ambrose really believe that men in the first

century (prisea setas) were of greater bodily stature than his contemporaries in tbo

fourth ? But especially absurd is the mass of fresh blood, which then was ex-

ported throughout Cliristendom as a panacea. According to Catholic tradition the

blood of many saints, as of Januarius, in Naples, becarae liquid every year. Tay-

lor thinks the miraculously healed Severua, by trade a butcher, had something

to do with this blood.
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name, a butcher by trade, and afterward sexton of this church.
This, however, was not the only miracle which the bones per-

formed. " The age of miracles returned," says Ambrose.
" How many pieces of linen, how many portions of dress, were
cast upon the holy relics and were recovered with the power of
healing from that touch.* It is a source of joy to all to touch

but the extremest portion of the linen that covers them, and
whoso touches is healed. "We give thee thanks, O Lord Jesus,

that thou hast stin-ed up the energies of the holy martyrs at

this time, wherein thy Church has need of stronger defense.

Let all learn what combatants I seek, who are able to contend

for us, but who do not assail us ; who minister good to all, harm
to none." In his homily " De Inventione SS. Gervasii et Pro-

tasii," he vindicates the miracle of the healing of the blind

man against the doubts of the Arians, and speaks of it as a

universally acknowledged and ujideniable fact :
" The healed

man Severus is well known, and publicly testifies that he re-

ceived his sight by- the contact of the covering of the holy

relics."

Jerome calls Yigilantius, for his opposition to the idolatrous

veneration of ashes and bones, a wretched man, whose condi-

tion cannot be sufficiently pitied, a Samaritan and Jew, who
considered the dead unclean ; but he protects himself against

the charge of superstition. " We honor the relics of the mar-

tyrs," says he, " that we may adore the God of the martyrs

;

we honor the servants, in order thereby to honor the JVIastcr,

who has said, ' He that receiveth you, reCeiveth me.'f The

saints are not dead ; for the God of jibraham, Isaac, and

Jacob is not a God of the dead, but of the living. Neither

ai'e they inclosed in Abraham's bosom as in a prison till the

day of judgment, but they follow the Lamb whithersoever he

goeth."+

Augustine believed in the above-mentioned miraculous dis-

covery of the bodies of Gervasius and Protasius, and the

healing of the blind man by contact with them, because he

himself was then in Milan in 3S6, at the time of his con-

version, § and was an eye-witness, not indeed of the discovery

Et tactu ipso medieabiiia reposcuntur. f Ep. CIX, aJ Riparium

X Ad7. YigiL c vi § Cum iUic-Modiolam—essemus.
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of the bones, for this he nowhere says, but of the miracles,

and of the great stir among the people.*

. He gave credit likewise to the many miraculous cures which

the bones of the first mart}-T Stephen are said to have per-

formed in various parts of Africa in his time.f These relics

were discovered in 415, nearly four centuries after the stoning

of Stephen, in an obscm-e hamlet near Jerusalem, through a

\asion of Gamaliel, by a priest of Lncian ; and some years

afterward, portions of them were transported to TJzali, not fiir

from TJtica, in Xorth Africa, and to Spain and Gaul, and every-

where caused the greatest ado in the supei-stitious populace.

But Augustine laments, on the other hand, the trade in real

and fictitious relics which was driven in his day,:}: and holds

the miracles to be really superfluous now that the world is

converted to. Christianity, so that he who still demands mir-

acles is himself a miracle.§ Though he adds, that to that

day miracles were performed in the name of Jesus by the sac-

raments or by the saints, but not with the same luster, nor

with the same significance and authority for the whole

Christian world.
[]

Thus he himself furnishes a warrant and

an entering-wedge for critical doubt in our estimate of those

phenomena.

He speaks of these times clearly and plainly, Confess. IX 7 ; Do Civit Dei

XXU. 8 ; Serm. 2SG in Natali Mil. Protasii and GervasiL

f Serm. 311 and 318 de Martyr. Steph. Isaac Taylor (L. o. ii, pp. 316-350) has

thoroughly investigated the legend of the relics of the proto-martyr, and comes to

the conclusion that it likewise rests on pious fraudswhich Augustine honestly K-liered.

X De opere Monachorum, c. xsviii: "Tarn multos hypoeritas sub habitu

monaehorum [bostis] usquequoque dispersit, circumeuntes provinoias, nusquam

missos, nusquam fixes, nusquam stantes, nusquam, sedentes. Alii membra mar-

tyrum, si tamen martyrum, venditant.''

§ De Civit. Dei, XXU, c. viii : " Cur, inquiunt, nunc ilia mu-acula, qute pne-

dicatis facta esse, non fiunt? Possem quidem dicere, necessaria fuisse priusquam

crederet mundus, ad hoc ut crederet mundus. Quisvis adhuc prodigia ut cr.'dat

inquirit, magnum eat ipse prodigium, qui mundo credcnte non credit."

I
Ibid. : " Nam etiam nunc fiunt miracula in ejus nomine, sivo per 8a<;ramonta

ejus, sive per orationes vel memorias sanctorum ejus ; sed non eadem charitate illus-

trantur, ut tonta quanta ilia gloria diffamentur. . . . Nam plerumque etiam ibi [in

the place where these miracles were wrought] paucissimi sciunt, ignorantibus

caeteris, maiimo ei magna sit civitas; et quando alibi, aliiusquo narrantur, 7u>n tanta

ea commendai auctoriuis, vt sinf dijjicuUate vel duhitati-yne credantur quamvis Chris-

tianifl fidolibus a fidelibus indice'utur." Then follows the account of the famous

rniraculum Protasii et Gervasii, and of several cures in Carthage and Ilippa

Those in Hippo were wrought by the relics of St, Stephen, and formally coufirmed.
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This leads ns to make, in conclusion, some general observa-

tions on the characUr and credibility of the Catholic mir-

acles. This interesting and difficult subject has been recently

discussed again during the Tractarian Controversy in En-
gland ; on the affirmative side especially by John H. Xew-
rnau, (now a Romish priest, then a Romanizing Anglican,)

in his " Essay on Miracles " (in the first volume of the " En-
glish Translation of FlcJury's Ecclesiastical History," Oxford,

1842 ;) on the negative side by Isaac Taylor (Independent,)

in his interesting work, " Ancient Christianity," London,

fourth edition, 1844, vol. ii, pages 233-365, (against the

Oxford Tractarianism.) Compare also an article by Henry
Rogers in the " Edinburgh Review," for 1844, and in the sec-

ond volume of his Essays. Dr. !N"ewman previously took the

negative side on the question of the genuineness of the Church

miracles in a contribution to the "Encyclopaedia Metropol-

itana," 1830. The doctrine of St. Augustine on miracles has

been most thoroughly investigated by Prof. Kitsch, jun., of

Berlin, in an instructive monograph, published 1865 under the

title :
" Die Lehre Augustin vom Wunder.''''

In the face of such witnesses as Ambrose and Augustine,

who must be accounted, in any event, the noblest and most

honorable men of the early Church, it is venturesome abso-

lutely to deny all the relic-miracles, and to ascribe them to

illusion and pious fraud. But, on the other hand, we should

not be bribed or blinded by the character and authority of

Buch witnesses, since experience sufficiently proves that even

the best and most enlightened men cannot wholly divest them-

selves of superstition <ind of the prejudices of their age.*

Hence, too, we should not ascribe to this whole question of the

credibility of the Nicene miracles an undue dogmatic weight,

nor make the much wider issue between Catholicism and

Protestantism dependent on it.f In every age, as in every

man, L'ght and shade in fact are mingled, that no flesh should

* Recall, for example, Luther and the apparitions of the devil, the Magnalia of

Cotton Mather, and the old Puritans and their trials for w-itchcraft, as well as

the modem superstitions of epirit-rappings and table-turuings, by which many

eminent and intt-Uigent persons have been carried along.

f As is done by many Roman Catholic histori'ana and apologists in the cause of

Catholicism, and by Isaac Taylor in the interest of Protestantism. The latter

says, in his oft-quoteJ work on Ancient Chrietianity, volume ii, pog© 239
:
" Tho
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exalt itself above measure. Even the most important periods

of Church history, among which the oSTicene age, with all its

faults, must be numbered, have the heavenly treasure in

earthen vessels, and reflect the spotless glory of the Eedeemer
in broken colors.

The most notorious and the most striking of the miracles

of the Xicene age are Constantine's vision of the cross,

(A. D. 312,) the fin^ding of the holy cross, (A. D. 32G,) the frus-

tration of Julian's building of the temple, (A. D. 363,) the dis-

covery of the relics of Protasius and Gervasius, (A. D. 3S6,) and
Bubsequently (A. D. ilo) of the bones of St. Stephen, with a

countless multitude of miraculous cures in its train. "We here

oflfer some general remarks on this difficult subject.

The possibility of miracles in general he only can deny
who does not believe in a living God and Almighty ^ilaker

of heaven and eai-th. The laws of nature are organs of the

free will of God ; not chains by which he has bound himself

forever, but elastic threads, which he can extend and contract

at his pleasure. The actual occurrence of miracles is certain

to every believer, from Holy Scripture, and there is no passage

in the Kew Testament to limit it to the apostolic age. The
reasons which made miracles necessary, as outward proofs of

question before us [on the genuineneas of the Xicene miracles] is therefore in the

etricteet sense conclusive as to the modern controversy concerning Church principles

and the authority of tradition. If the miracles of the fourth century, and those

which follow in the same track, were real, then Protestantism is altogether inde-

fensible, and ought to be denounced as an impiety of the most flagrant kind. But
if these miracles were wicked fi-auds, and if they were the first series of a system

of impious delusion, then not only is the modern Papacy to bo condemned, but

the Ciiurch of the fourth century must be condemned with it, and for the same
reason ; and the Reformation is to be adhered to as the emancipation of Chris-

tendom from the thrtddom of him who is the * father of lies.' " Taylor accordingly

Bces in the old Catliolic miracles sheer I}"ing wonders of Satan, and signs of the

aj>08tasy of the Church predicted in the Epistles of St. Paul. From the same point

of view he treats also the phenomena of asceticism and monasticism, putting them
with tlie unchristian hatred of the creature and tlie ascription of nature to the

devil, which cbaractorized the Gnostics. But he thus involves not only the Nicene

age. but the ante-Niceue also, up to Irena^us and Ignatius, in this apostasy, and

virtually gives up the unbroken continuity of true Christianity. He is, moreover,

not consistent, in making the Church Fathers on the one band the chief origiuntors

of monkish asceticism and fal.se miracles, while on the other hand ho sincerely

reveres them and eloquently lauds them for their Christian earnestness and their

immortal services. (Compare his beautiful Concession in vol. i, p. 37.) .
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the divine mission of Christ and the apostles, for the nnheliev-

ing Jews of their time, may reappear from time to time in the
unbelieving heathen and the skeptical Christian world

; while
epiritual miracles are continually taking place'in regeneration

and conversion. In itself, it is .by no means unworthy and
'

incredible that God should sometimes condescend to the weak-
ness of the uneducated mass, and should actually vouchsafe

that which was implored through the mediation of saints and
their relics.

But the following weighty considerations rise against the

miracles of the Nicene and the whole middle age ; not warrant-

ing, indeed, the rejection of all, yet making us at least very

cautions and doubtful of receiving them in particular

:

1. These miracles have a much lower moral tone than those

of tlie Bible, while in some cases they far exceed them in out-

ward pomp, and make a stronger appeal to our faculty of

belief. Many of the monkish . miracles are not bo much
.ffwj3ematural and ahorse reason, as they are wwnatural and

against reason, attributing even to -uild beasts of the desert,

panthers and hyenas, with which the misanthropic hermits

lived on confidential terms, moral feelings and states, repent-

ance and conversion, of which uo trace appears in tlie New
Testament.*

2. They serve not to confirm the Christian faith in general,

but for the most' part to support the ascetic life, the magical

virtue of the sacrament, the veneration of saints and relics,

.
and other superstitious practices, which are evidently of hxter

origin, and are more or less ofi'ensive to the healthy evangelical

mind.t

• The speaking serpent in Paradise, (Gen. iii,) and the speaking ass of Balaanit

(Kum. nii, 22, 23 ; compare 2 Pet. ii, 16,) can hardly be cited as analogies, since

In thoec cases the irrational beast is merely tlie organ of a moral power foreign to

him.

f Isaac Taylor, " Ancient' Christianity," vol. ii, p. 235, says of the miracles

of the Nioene age : "These alleged miracles were ahnost in every instance wrought
expressly in support of those very practices and opinions which stand forward as

the poiuw of contrast, distinguishing Romanism from Protestantism: . . . the

Bupernfttural properties of the eucharistic elements ; the invocation of saints, or

direct praying to them, and the efScacy of their relics ; and the reverence or wor-

ship duo to certahi visible and palpable religious symbols." Historical qr.oodona,

however, Hhould be investii-ated and decided with all possible freedom from coa-

fessional prejudices.
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3. The further they are removed from the apostolic age the

more numerous they are, and in the fourth century alone there

are more miracles than in all the three preceding centuries

together, while the reason for them, as against the power of

the heathen world, was less.

4. The Church Fathers, with all the worthiness of their char-

acter in other respects, confessedly lacked a very highly culti-

vated sense of truth, and allowed a certain justification of

falsehood ad majorem^ Dei gloriam, or fraus _pia, under the

misnomer of policy or accommodation ;
* with the solitary

exception of Augustine, who, in advance of his age, rightly

condemned falsehood in every form.

5. Several Church Fathers, like Augustine, Martin of Tours,

and Gregory I., themselves concede that in their time extensive

frauds with the relics of saints were already practiced ; and this

is confirmed by the fact that there were not rarely numerous

copies of the same relics, all of which claimed to be genuine.

6. The IS'icene miracles met with doubt and contradiction

even among contemporaries ; and Sulpitius Severus makes the

important admission that the miracles of St. Martin were bet-

ter known and more firmly believed in foreign countries than

in his own.f

7. Church Fathers like Chrysostom and Augustine, contradict

themselves, in a measure, in sometimes paying homage to the

prevailing faith in miracles, especially in their discourses on

the festivals of the martyrs, and in soberer moments, and in

the calm exposition of the Scriptm-es, maintaining that mir-

acles, at least in the biblical sense, had long since ceased.

* So especially Jerome, Epist. ad Pammacluuin esse yviivaariKu^ scribere, aliud

doyfiaTiKur. la priori vagara esse disputationem ; et adversario respondeutenj,

nimc hrec nunc ilia proponere, argumentari ut libet, aliud loqui, aliud agere, panem,

ut dicitur, ostendere, lapidem tenere. In sequenti autem aperta frons et, ut ita

dicam, ingenuitas necessaria est. Of interest, in this connection, is his controversj

with Augustine on the conduct of Paul toward Peter, (Gal. li, 11,) which Jerome

would attribute to mere poHcy or accommodation. Plven Chrvsostom utters loose

principles on the duty of veracity, (De Sacerdot. L 5,) and Ins pupil Cassiau still

more, appealing to the example of Eahab. (Coll. XVII, 8, 17, etc) Compare

Gieseler, I, ii, p. 307, (^ cii, note 17.) The corrupt principle that '"the end sanc-

tifies the means " is much older than Jesuitism, wliich is commonly made responsi-

ble for it. Christianity liad at that time not yet wholly overcome the spirit of

fcilsehood in ancient heathenism.

f Dialog., I. 18.
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This argument is prominently employed by James Craigie
Eobertson, moderate Anglican : History of the Christfan
Church to Gregory the Great. London, 1S54, page 334. " On
the subject of miracles," says he, " there is a remarkablo
inconsistency in the statements of -^Titers belonging to the
end of the fourth and beginning of the fifth centuries. St.

Chrysostom spealcs of it as a notorious and long-settled fact

that miracles had ceased." (y. Xewman, in Fleury, vol. i,

p. 30.) Yet at that very time, St. Martin, St. Ambrose, and
the monks of Egypt and the East are said to have boen in

full thaumaturgical activity ; and Sozomen (YIII. 5) tells a
Btory of a change of the eucharistic bread into a stone a^ hav-
ing happened at Constantinople while Chrysostom himself
was bishop. So, again, St. Augustine says that miracles, such
as those of Scripture, were no longer done, yet he immediately
goes on to reckon up a number of miracles which had lately

taken place, apparently without exciting much sensation, and
among them seventy fonnally attested ones, wrought at Hippo
alone, within two years, by the relics of St. Stephen. Pe
Civit. Dei, XXII, 8, 1, 20.) '' On tlie whole, while I would not

deny that miracles may have been wrought after the times of

the apostles and their associates, I can find very little satis-

faction in the particular instances which are given."

We must, moreover, remember that the rejection of the

Kicene miracles by no means justifies the inference of inten-

tional deception in every case, nor destroys the claim of the

great Church teachers to our respect. On the contrary,

between the proper miracle and fraud there lie many inter-

mediate steps of self-deception, clairvoyance, magnetic pho-

nomcna and cures, and unusual states of the human soul,

\vhich is full of deep mysteries, and stands nearer the invisible

spirit-world than the every-day mind of the multitude sus-

pects. Constantine's vision of the cross, for example, may bo

traced to a prophetic" dream, and the frustration of the build-

ing of the Jewish temple under Juhan, to a special providence,

or an historical judgment of God. The mytho-poetic faculty,

too, which freely and unceremoniously produces miraclcd

among children, may have been at work among credulous

monks in the dreary deserts, and magnified an ordinary event

into a miracle. In judging of this obscure portion of the
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history of the Church, -vre must in general guard ourselves as

well against shallow naturalism and skepticism, as against

superstitious mysticism, remembering that " there are more

things in heaven and earth than are dreamed of in our

philosophy."

Aet. IV.—childhood coxversiox.

On no suhject do the Holy Scriptures more clearly indicate

the duty of parents and the Church than in reference to the

religious education and culture of little children. Never did

our Lord and his apostles spea^ more explicitly nor more
tenderly than in reference to them, their relation to the king-

dom of heaven, the pleasure of God respecting their early

training, and our duty to provide for and secure their religious

and spiritual vrelfare. " Take heed," says our Lord, '" that ye

despise not one of these little ones ; for I say unto you, that

in heaven their angels do always behold the face of my Father

who is in heaven." " All thy children," says Isaiah, ''' shall

be taught of the Lord, and great shall be the peace of thy

children." " Parents," uTites St. Paul, " bring up your child-

ren in the nurture and admonition of the Lord."

These injunctions accord with the evident indications of the

wiU of God wherever and whenever he has spoken on this sub-

ject. To the young, God says, " My son, give me thy heart."

" Eemember now thy Creator in the days of thy yowM." " Those

that seek me early shall find me." To parents and guardians he

says, " Train up a child in the way he should go"—catecliise a

child at the opening of the way he should go—" and when he

is old he will not depart from it." This is the rule ; to it

there may be exceptions :
" These words which I command

thee this day shall be in thine heart, and thou shalt teach

them diligently unto thy children." The impartation of

heart-truths will be in affection and in earnest.

The covenant relation of children to the kingdom of heaven,

to the Church and her visible ordinances, is beautifully

enunciated by the Saviour :
" Of such Is the kingdom of

heaven j" and by St. Peter :
" Be baptized every one of yon in
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the name of Jesus Christ ; for the promise is unto you and to

your children." In reference to " little ones '' of such tender

age as to be hrought to him, our Lord openly and personally

manifested such attentions and taught such lessons as gave
his disciples to understand that even they themselves, mature,

chosen, and daily subject to his instructions, must become,

would they enter the kingdom of heaven, like the iJttle child

then placed in their midst. And then, encouraging all

parents to bring their little ones to him, he took into his

axms those brought to him, put Ms hands upon them, and

blessed them. Referring to the tender care of a shepherd

for each and all his flock, by going even to the moimtains

for one estrayed, he adds, ".Even so, it is not the will of your

Father who is in heaven that one of these little ones should

perish."

You see, therefore, that our subject possesses the full share

of importance that we attach to topics of more frequent dis-
^

cussion and more earnest efibrts.

Our firet thought is, Children are in danger of perishing.

By this, however, is not meant that such as die in early and

irresponsible childhood, before they reach the condition of

actual sin, shall perish. Xo, no. I do not believe with a

certain di\'ine of my acquaintance that, as young rattlesnakes

possess the deadly poison of their progenitors, and may there-

fore be innocently, killed, even before they have done harm,

60 little and harmless children deserve damnation, and are

eaved if any and at all, only because of their special election

in and through the lineal election of their believing parents.

Not only are they among the redeemed, but they all both

belong to and are of the kingdom of heaven. They possess

the character requisite to enter the kingdom. Few truths are

more clearly taught in the divine Scriptures than that little

children, in virtue of the atonement, sustain a justified rela-

tion to God. " The free gift has come upon all men unto

justification of life." "For as by one man's disobedience the

many were made sinners, so by the obedience of one shall the

many be made righteous."

Let it be noted also that if those in maturity become, on

their conversion, as little children, and, through a personal

faith in the atonement, sustain a similar relation to God and
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his Clmrcli, then cliildren themselves, djing in this relation

and state, are saved witiiout personal faith. They are in no
danger of perishing.

Neither do I mean that, growiug up to responsibility,

cliildren may pursue such a course of life and form such a

character as will lead to spiritual ruin. This is abundantly
evident and universally conceded. The Bible teaches it. The
history of man confirms it.

I mean rather that little children, because of the neglect

and evil example of parents and guardians, and the omissions

of the Church, may be left to receive those impressions, take

in those ideas, and form those habits that -^ill lead them
early to sin, will develop and strengthen a perverse character,

and end in the perdition of ungodly men. Beginning in

childhood, they may receive such influences and instructions,

may embrace such principles, as will lead them to looseness

of thought and habits, and then to vice and ruin. This is

the probable result if we pennit them, under the force of

their keenly watchful, impulsive, and curiously inquisitive

minds, to select for themselves, to take their own course ; or,

if careless of their early amusements, attachments, associa-

tions, and habits, because we judge that early impressions,

new and forceful, are soon lost, or are modified for the bet-

ter, we wrongly think they will soon outgrow the errors of

childhood ; or, again, that their early biases to evil will not

greatly influence their future character or habits. It is a

remark of Lord Brougham, that children learn more the first

eighteen months than during the same length of time in any

subsequent period of life, because they then receive the germs

of thought and feeling. Then mind is more impressible,

memory more tenacious, and the heart, Hke spring-flowers, is

more fully open to surrounding influences. Evil habits tlien

formed, or impressions then received, are not easily outgrown

or corrected. The future of life, during which we may
delusively hope for their reform, takes on the character of all

the more prominent aud forceful biases of neglected and

badly-educated childhood. As a channel, opened in tlic sur-

face sand by the stick of a sportive boy, directs the course

of a rivulet, so the increasing stream and river run on. x

" Just as the twig is bent the tree inclines."

FocBTH Series, Vol. XVIII.—34
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The course of early maturing cliildliood may terminate in
ruin.

2. Now it may be asked, Why is it that children, unless
carefully guarded, wisely educated, and religiously nurtured,
are in danger of perishing ? The answer is : Because of the
moral disease that in a latent state—only now and then in
early childhood de¥<iWpifl^ clearly diiceruible, at least^ notice-
able symptoms—infects the soul ; a disease that is aggravated
by parental iudifierence and wrong, sometimes by gleeful
encouragement, (as if innocent,) and by contact with a vain,
proud, wicked world. I mean what is called " original sin

*'

" depravity," " the corruption naturally engendered of fallen
Adam." Even in the justiiied and sinless relation of child-

hood, there is in embryo, and ready to take root, a seed of
death. But it may be counteracted and overcome. The
youngest children are redeemed and justified. Thus early
"a portion of the Spirit is given to every man to. profit

withal." Deep within the human soul is an embrj'o of Hfe.

Its gracious unfoldings, belonging to the economy of grace,

are favorable to its development ; and by care on our part
in their application they may be made more so. Though
the good and the evil, of which we speak, struggle early and
long for an ascendency, yet at and in regeneration the germ
of life shoots forth, and, under the showers of grace and
the light of truth, grows into new and stronger vigor.

But this abnormal state of the soul, these incliuings to evil,

may, either from neglect or by evil teaching, be aggravated
and increased. Evil influences, of whatever force and power,
may bo early felt. Unfavorable habits may be early formed.

Sinful associations and alliances may be early entered into,

"^ith all, and however young, there is a predisposition to

evil that in early life may and should be counteracted and

overcome. So strong is this tendency to evil, this proclivity

to sin, or what may eventuate in sin, that, could we withdraw
an infant child from all external evil influences, whether of

example or of precept, so that it would be wholly and abso-

lutely by itself, it would be evil in its tendencies, and in due

time would show forth traits of dcpra\-ity and an aptitude to

sin rather than to holiness. This, however, is not because of

the original and abstract nature of the soul, nor for tlie want
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of redemption, nor from the absence of gracious influeuces •

but because of the inherited, and, therefore, reaU?/ abnormal
condition or depravity of which, in his Epistle to the Eomans,
St. Paul truthfully and forcibly Tvnites.

But this supposed case is not the condition of childhood.
Instead of being in utter and blank solitude, it is early met by
a flood of influences. Some arc good, others are evil. Tlic
inward inclinings and the outward drawings and motives
to evil early meet and easily overcome the child. Could
the equally early wooings of divine grace be joined in by
holy surroundings and by religious teachincrs, all our
children would be efiectually taught of the Lord, and great
would be their peace. Though fallen and corrupted, child-
hood is innocent; though unfortunate, it is not guilty;
though alien, it is not disowned. Though through the
oflfense of one it is dead, yet through the grace of God, and
the gift by grace, it is aUve. The Lamb of God has taken
away the sin of the world, that is the condemnation entailed
by the fall—what cannot in any proper sense be termed per-
sonal and individual sms, but rather the world-siu. As a
misfortune, depravity remains. As a free gift, justification
unto life is a foct. This life in Christ it is our business to
cherish and develop. Give to it favorable conditions and
surroundings, and it will tlirive, grow, and bear good fruit.

Our work is to educate. God's work is to bless and to save.
To nurture and admonish in the Lord is our labor. To ren-
der this our labor eflectual, is what God promises to do. As
the Egyptian princess said to the mother of Moses, to whom
she providentially intrusted him, so God says to each cf us
who has the care and traming of children, " Take this child,
and bring him up for me."
Though, in the sense now defined, our little children are in

danger^ of perishing, yet then may and ought to he saved,
which is our second proposition.

By this, however, is not meant that only some infants, say
those of bclie\'ing parents, having received baptism and dying
in their innocence, that is, not having committed sin, shall bo
saved; for that all that die in early childhood will be saved
is most abundantly and clearly taught in the Scriptures.

Kor do I mean that when grown to maturity, or having
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reached tte period of clear and distinct responsibility, they
may then repent, believe, and be saved ; for this also is the
plain and oft-repeated teaching of revelation. "Repentance
toward God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ," are not
only possible, but are urged on all men.

But we do mean that children may he so taught and directed

that in all j^rolalility they vAll early lecomo Chnstlans^ and,
through the influence of religious training, and hy a use of the

means of grace, will he filially saved. This initial salvation

in Christ, succeeded by nurture and admonition in the Lord,
will doubtless eventuate in regeneration and final salvation.

I entertain this opinion because they may be taught good,
though not as easily, yet as certainly as they may be taught
evil. Indeed, as the Bible teaches in the case of Samuel,
Josiah, and Timothy, so the Church in all ages has had beau-

tiful examples of early conversions. Our Lord says, " "Wlio-

soever shall ofiend one of these little &tus that helieve in mc~'^
pointing to them at that time about him. Being susceptible

of religious impressions, they may receive good and saving

ones as truly as evil and corrupting. Tlie delicate sensitive

plant, yielding to the softest touch, is not more susceptible

of material contact or influence than is the mind of early

childiiood to the softest touches of good or evil. Antedating

the conscious approach of evil, the grace of God that briugeth

salvation hath appeared to all men teaching them. Under
the force of these earliest teachings the soul opens to divine

monitions and impressions. Like a vine even amid the germs

and roots of thorns, the soul of a child throws out its ten-

drils of emotion, of feeling, and of afiection, that it may
touch, cling to, and lean upon some sure support. It is for

us to say to what it shall cling, upon what it shall lean. Or,

to change the illustration, the soul of childhood, as every

careful and unbiased observer may detect, opens its sensibil-

ities to receive thoughts and ideas as truly (may I not say

as naturally?) as does a green plant spread its leaves and

open its flowers to evening dews and morning light. The

God of nature and of grace has so designed and ordered.

Now these delicate susceptibilities demand that a careful

education and sound religious influences, such as Christianity

always engenders and promotes, be brought to bear, in an
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attractive and pleasing form, on the sonl of even a little child,

and thence on to maturity. And where, and nnder wliat

auspices, may this work be more effectually begun and wrought

out than in \hQ family circle and in the Swiday-school, which

are the nurseries of the Church ? Xurture and admonition

in the Lord, and growth in grace and knowledge, are a life-

work. "In the morning sow thy seed, and in the evening

withhold not thy hand."

Though what we call the natural proclivity of soul is to

error and sin, and foolishness is bound up in the heart of a

child, yet by the grace of God sound instruction, early begun

and faithfully continued, may secure the high aims and de-

signs of life. Oui* children may be saved. IN'ot more deli-

cate and impressible, under the soft and noiseless etchings of

light, is the prepared plate of a photographist, than is the

mind of childliood under the teachings of truth and grace.

Our work is so to adjust the heart of the child to the power

of divine light, in these galleries of grace, the Church, that

the image of Chiist shall be put upon and wrought -wdtliin it.

2. Do we want e^-idences of the practicability of tliis?

Take the word of God, where we find this doctrine taught,

the requisite precepts, advices, and truths presented, the

necessary encouragements afforded, and veritable examples of

childhood piety, youthful constancy, and manhood nobleness

given. Look at the beautiful character and history of Joseph,

whose filial piety, youthful obedience, manly purity, and royal

^visdom adorned his whole life ; at Samuel, from the time his

mother lent him to the Lord as long as he should live, up to his

judgeship in Israel, and his venerable headship of the school

of the prophets in Carmel ; at Josiah, the b'oy-king, early

purifying the Church and nation, and bringing back the cus-

toms of his sainted ancestry ; at Jeremiah, inspired to be a

prophet while yet a timid child; and at Timothy, who,

though begotten of a Greek, yet, through the piety of his

grandmother Lois, and the faithfulness of his mother Eunice,

from a child knew the Scriptures that made him wise uuto

salvation. His conversion had not been so young, his niin-

istry had not been so powerful, nor his life so pure, his spirit-

ual discernment so clear, his religious symmetry so perfect,

nor his episcopal office so dignified, had he not been early
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and well instructed in the truth. TThat early reli^-ious

instruction did for thfcse and still others, it will, other thin^
equal, do for yet other youth.

Since the introduction of the Sunday-school, an auxiliary to,

and under the auspices and direction of the Clmrch, ha\nn'T

fully and fau'ly vindicated its adaptation to early instruction

and piety, the number of conversions in childhood and yuuth

has been greatly increased. Our Sunday-school statistics show
that thousands are, through this agency, annually converted

and added to the Church. And we judge that the future of

the Church and of our countr}^ depends as greatly on the num-
ber and efficiency of Sunday-schools as on any other agency.

These general facts seem reasonable, and to harmonize with

the laws of mind, as also to lie in the current of Revelation.

Does the agricidturist wait until the virgin soil, sown in hope,

is grown over with noxious weeds before he looks to the har-

vest ? Does the shepherd wait indifferently imtil the tender

and truant lamb: of his flock have wandered to the rough

mountains and jigged cliffs, before he calls them back or

brings them in his arms to the fold? Does God's perfect

plan of salvation design, or in any way imply, that we wait

until these little ones of ours, prone to truancy, easily led to

error, and inclined to evil, have gone to the bleak and

verdureless desert of sin, to the wild and cold mountains of

skepticism, or have been taken in the decoys of the devil,

before we make any earnest efforts to teach and save them ?

O no 1 By his Spirit and favor God forestalls any outward

evil. " The true Light lighteth every man that cometh into

the world." And as "where sin abounded grace did much

more abound," so this Light of the world shines into every

Boul on its coming into the world.

Beyond all question, it is the will of God that the children

of Christian parents receive such mstructions as will aid to

their salvation. They, if any, are embraced in the terms of

the covenant with Abraham and his seed forever. In virtue

of the atonement, and of the relations of believing parents,

they are said by the apostle Paul to be "holy," and entitled

to the benefits of that relation. Christianity is the devel<.i>-

nient of the covenant with the " father of the faithful." And

the prophetic promises, running all through this book, Bccuro
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the same, even greater privileges, to the children of Cliristian

parents. " The promise is to yoii and to your children'^

Of Sir Joshua Eejnolds it is said, that he seldom looked

upon an inferior painting, lest it should uneonsciou?ly lower

his standard of ideal conceptions, and in his own works he
should reproduce the defects imaged on his mind. IIow
carefully then should our children, whose young hearts are

more susceptible to evil than is the mind of any aitist to

defects of genius, be guarded against the real evils and
enormities of life! Our world is a vast amphitheater of

ugliness and sin. The Church shoidd be a grand and invit-

ing gallery of beauties for the eye and heart of childhood.

What scenes shall they first look upon? What tastes shall

they form ? What ideas shall they first take in ? Shall they

learn to love the truthful and divinely beautiful pictures of

history, of saintly character, and of revelation here delineated?

Or shall they become more familiar with and be corniptcd by
the coarse draftings and debasing scenes and characters of

ungodly men and sin ?

- Once a gay young nobleman was passing through a gallery

of art, when his eye was arrested by a picture of our Saviour

suffering on the cross. Pausing to look, he read on the can-

vass, " This have I done for thee. Wliat hast thou done for

me ?" The scene, interpreted by the under^\Titing, led to his

conversion. Now that same world-scene—Jesus suffering,

dying—is pictured in the child's great text-book, the Sunday-

school's great Manual, in di\'inely-cho5en words, so fully and

skillfully, that the mmd of the youngest can but be arrested

and captivated by its awful and morally sublime beauties.

The interpretation accompanies the divinely portrayed scene.

" He suffered the just for the unjust, that he might bring us

to God." I doubt whether any one, yoimg or old, can get a

clear and full view of this great central scene of the cross,

illustrated and enforced by all the redemptive surroundings

standing out from the dark and gloomy background of sin

and guilt, without feeling moved to tears of penitence, to

^
gratitude and adoration. To these pure and exalted emotions

would Christian parents and the Sunday-school bring the

children of the kingdom. No pictures are more beautiful nor

attractive, even to the genius of the artist, than the historic,
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moral, and divinelj-tragic ones drawn in this Book of books.

It is a revelation, not of titiihs almie^ but of the grand Avork-

ings and achierements of truths believed, experienced^ wrought

out, and REALIZED on earth and in heaven. "With these tilings

our cliildren may be made familiar. The po-sver of them they

may feel. Belonging, by the right of redemption, to the

Idngdom of heaven, they should be secured to it. And some-

body is at fault if they are not so secured.

Not only at home, what should be an earthly miniature of

the heavenly, but in the Sunday-school, may begin the relig-

ious instruction of om- little ones. So well arranged are the sev-

eral apartments and departments of this institution, that instruc-

tions may be given from a very tender age to venerable years.

From simple words in holy song, from easy and truthful lessons,

from the power of example, and from Sabbath associations in

this vestibide of the Church, they may take in beautiful ideas

and sublime truths. As yet the general Church hardly

knows the power and adaptations of divine truth on child-

liood mind. I know that some youth seem strangely averse

to good and perverse in e\'il ; and that parents are not always

responsible for it And yet could we clearly and always see

the causes of error and of sin, did we know the remedies and

understand how to apply them in every case, very few or none

of the children of the Church would be lost.

From what we have now written, especially fi-om the several

Scripture citations we have made, it appears that careful relig-

ious instruction is the divinely-appointed method of securing the

salvation of the children of the Church. Both the Old Testa-

ment, beginning with Abraham, in whom all nations are

blef.-cd, and running tlirough the Mosaic provisions for child-

hood instruction, and the Xew Testament, beginning w^th the

precepts and example of our Lord, and running through the

definite instructions of the apostles, teach that the chief work

of parents and of the Church is to instruct the children. And
all faithful instruction will of course be accompanied by

prayer, and such other appliances and ordinances as are suit-

able to the condition and adapted to the capacities of

childi-en. In further evidence of the correctness of tliis idea,

we group together a few of the more prominent passages of

Scripture that refer directly to this subject : " I know xVbra-
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ham, that lie will command his children and his household
after him, and they shall keep the ^vay of the Lord, to do
justice and judgment." " These words, which I command
thee this day, shall be in thy heart: and thou shalt Uach
them diligcniJy unto thy children, and shalt talk of them
-when thou sittest in thy house, and when thou walkest by the
way, and when thou Host do\m, and when thou riscst up."
" He established a testimony in Jacob, and appointed a law
in Israel, which he commanded our fathers that they should
TnaJce them hnoion to their children; that the generation to

come might know them, even the children which should be
born, who should arise and declare them to their children;

that they might set their hope in God, and forget not the

works of God; but keep his commandments." "All thy

chMi-eii h\i2i\\ ^'h^iW he taught of the Lord ; and great shall be
the peace of thy children." " Take heed that ye despise not

one of these little ones. "Whoso shall receive one such little

child in my name, receiveth me. But whoso shall offend one

of these little ones which believe in me," etc. " Suffer little

children, and forbid them not, to come unto me; for of such

is the kingdom of heaven." " Bring up your children in the

nurture and admonition of the Lord."

In harmony with these definite instructions, the highest

authority in the Methodist Episcopal Church teaches " that

all children, by virtue of the unconditional benefits of the

atonement, are members of the kingdom of God, and, there-

fore, graciously entitled to baptism; but as infant baptism

contemplates a course of religious instruction and disci-

pline, it is expected of all parents or guardians who present

their children for baptism that they use all diligcnno in

bringing them up in conformity to the word of God ;
" and,

further, that " all children who have been baptized are placed

in visible covenant relation to God, and are under the special

watch-care and supervision of the Church;" and that "at the

age of ten years, or earlier, the baptized children of the Church"

Bhall be instructed " in the nature, design, and obligations of

baptism, and the trutlis of religion necessary to make them

wise unto salvation ;" and, again, they shall be urged " to give

reverent attendance upon the means of grace
;
" shall bo

advised, exhorted, and encom-aged to " an immediate consecra-
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tion of their hearts and lives to God," and then, as they give

evidence of piety, they are to be admitted to memberslu'i) in

the Church.

The same authority ordains that parents shall see that tlieir

baptized children "be taught, as soon as they shall be able to

learn, the nature and end of baptism ; " that they " shall read

the Holy Scriptures, learn the Lord's Prayer, the Ten C<jm-

maudments, the Apostles' Creed, the Catechism, and all otlicr

things which a Christian ought to know and believe in order

that they may lead a virtuous and holy life.*

Now the question forces itself on the heart of pious parents

and on the Church, How shall this work of childhood instruc-

tion, of "nurture and admonition in the Lord," be so per-

fonned as to result in the salvation of children? To tliis

inquiry we briefly address our remamiiig remarks.

It is evident that teaching, both as to its matter and man-

ner, should be adapted to the subjects—to children; to tlicir

situation or surroundings, in a wori-VZ of error and dn / and to

their salvatio7i.

1. In the family and in the Chiu-ch religious instruction

should be adapted to the wants and capaciaec of children. In

the good and wise providence of God this matter has been

provided for. Children are intrusted to iMrents, who can and

Ehould have a tender and watchful care for them from their

earliest openings of intelligence till they come to clear and dis-

tinct personal responsibility. Being natm-al guardians, they

Iiave an ailection and solicitude which they alone can feel and

exercise. Bound to their children by instincts and yearnings

which they alone possess, they are made and held responsible

fur their education and training as no othoi-s are. As strongly

indicated by the instincts of humanity—instincts that are deep,

tender, and nearly irresistiljle, because natural—all Christian

parents can but feel a special duty to educate their offs]>ring

for the higher and holier duties of life and for the fruitions of

eternity. In the soul of every child there is unfolded tlic

germ of all that a long and carefully educated life can develop,

of all that eternity will unfold. And if, as God has provided

» To aid pomewhat in this important work, Messrs. Carlton A Porter bavo pub-

lished a " Manual of Instruction 4ot Baptized Children," which covers the whole

range of toj-ica enjoined by the Church.
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in the relations and loves of the family, the instruction of
cliildren shall be carefully and continuously attended to, if

their tender hearts shall be brought to the light of the Gos-
pel, shall be early opened and subjected to the gentle influ-

CDces of divine gi-ace, and shall be strongly guarded from the
sinful and corrupting examples and teachings of the wicked
by a green hedge-row of Christian truths and precepts, we see

not why our sons shall not '•' be like plants gro%vn up in their

youth, and our daughters like stones polished after the simil-

itude of a palace."

But should parents fail to regard their offspring as provi-

dentially committed to them for sound religious instruction,

not only as. clearly taught in the Bible, but as indicated by
parental instincts and as urg3d oj fr.mily ties, then the Church

of God has a responsibility th-x. should not be overlooked,

.that cannot be tkrown ou. Because ihey are redeemed by
Him'*' of whom the VvlaGle family, in heaven and earth, is

named ;
" and in virtue of their relationship to the kingdom

of heaven, children are members of the trus Church of Christ

and under her watchcare. They are lambs of the fold, and God
has ordained their feeding and protectioii. Christians, with

hearts touched by a divine s}'mpathy, feel for t>.em, gather them
into the nursery of the Chm-ch, and teaching them, they to

some extent take the place of imchristian parents. TJie

Churcb has always regarded the Sunday-school, or something

very similar to it—for instance, catechumen classes—as a prom-

inent means of educating children. Family iustraction, and

catechetical instruction mider the direction of the Church, have

ever been employed. The Sunday-school of modem times

is pre-eminently suited to the charactor and capacities of

children ; to bring the great and life-giving trutlis of salvation

to their apprehension, to teach them habits of reverence for

the Sabbath, for the sanctuary, for the Church ; and to put the

laws of God unto their minds, and to write them on their

hearts. Their text-book is the Bible. The reading put into

their hands is designed to be suited to their capacities and

wants.

The several departments of a model and efficient Sunday-

school are so arranged as to take little children, induct them

into a beautiful system of Bible instruction, and lead them
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on for years until they shall become matm-e in judgment and
well taught in the essential truths of Christianity." Youtli i-<

an interesting and commanding period of life. And the
Scriptures are eloquent with precepts, invitations, prom-
ises, and warnings especially designed for them. To the
world-wide provisions and invitations of the Gospel, God seems
to have added others for the encouragement and salvation of
yo\dh, who alone are addressed by the royal counselor in
these words

:
" Eemember now thy Creator in the days of thy

youthP To them only does God say, "Those that' seek me
early shall find me." Impressions made on their minds not
only strike the deepest but last the longest. Early acts of
faith, confidings of hope, and thoughts of love, throw a bright
and beautiful light on the pathway of life ; and the first

shadows of unbelief, error, aud sin, cast a lengthened gloom
along the path of bewildered youth and skeptical manhood.

2. Both in the family and in the Church, instruction should
be adapted to the situation of children. Tliey are surrounded
by a vain and wicked world. Evils visible and invisible,
audible and inaudible, tangible and intangible, literally tlirong
tliem. In the street aud in the house they make enduring
impressions on their hearts. The world is full of sin, ancf,
unless embosomed in parental solicitudes and guarded about
by Christian teachings in all wisdom, our childi'en will be cor-
rupted and ruined. But should we get them interested in
the Sunday-school we introduce them to associations morally
healthful, and bring them mider influences that are salutary
and divine. If we may except the preaching of the word,
there is no instrumentality better suited to usefulness, aud
really doing more to teach the young in ref\3rence to their
salvation and in the direction of it, than is the Sunday-
school, because of its adaptations to then- situation and
surroundings.

3. Ptcligious teachings should be adapted to the end to Ic
secured, namely, the salvation of children. It is a spiritual

and religious work. The means used should be spiritual and
religious. If we look at it in the light of the Scriptures and
of experience, we shall see that the plan of God and of
the Church, in the constitution of the family and in the adap-

tations of the Sunday-school, is -wisely designed, and directed
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to secure the Christian experience and final Ealvation of all

the children of the Church. So far as human agency is

involved, the enkrgement and perpetuity of the Church
depend on this work as truly as on any other. In the early

history of American Methodism, before Sunday-schools becaijie

the active and efiicient agency they now are, the conversion

and Church-membership of children were lightly esteemed

and unfrequent. Church enlargemcDt was sought and attamed

rather by the conversion of adults, too often poorly instructed

in the doctrines and duties of religion. By them errors were

to be unlearned and corrected ; evil habits were to be over-

come ; and the whole current of life had to be changed. J3ut

when, as now more than formerly, the divine mind is better

understood and more fully carried out, the elements of a vir-

tuous character are more early taught, the foundations of a

Christian life are more deeply and fii-mly laid in childhood,

and the relations of children to the kingdom of heaven are

better appreciated, then shall we see the Church growing from

within by a development of her embryo elements, both in num-

bers and in strength. This organic method of growth is not

only taught in the Scriptures, but is according to the anal-

ogy of things in the family, in society, and even in nature.

It is highly gratifying and encouraging, that the largest

Church organization in this country is beginning more fully to

undei-stand her duty in the work of childhood instruction and

salvation. Her leading minds are looking at this subject as

never before. Her wisest and most practical men are devising

means and plans to make the work efiective and general. As
yet any systematic helps are few, and few are the wise and

experienced laborers. When, however, the Chm-ch shall be

fully awake both to the possibility of childhood conversion

and to the best means of effecting it, then will it no longer

be necessary for one to say to another, " Know thou the Lord

;

for all shall know him Irom the least even imto the greatest."

The aims of our life-work and the height of our ambition

should be, in the consummation of all duty, to say, '"Here,

Lord, are we and the children thou hast given us."
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Art. v.—VOLTAIRE.

YOLTAIRE M-as bora on the 20th of February, 1694. Durin^r
his childhood he was the delight of his instructor?, the Jc^uitr
Introduced into society by the Abbe de Chateanncuf lie waa
early initiated into the elegancies of life and aU the refine-
ments of -.vit. In the midst of a circle of courtiers and
epicurean abbes, his youth was aU that could be expected—
openly dissolute. At twenty he composed fugitive rhymes
beaidng the impress of the facile philosophy of Chanlieu," and
competed for a prize offered by the Academy, in an ode on the
decoration of Notre-Dame! This early education clung to
him all his life

; thrc-gh his struggles, success, and fame] he
retained till death a taste for trifles and elegant corruption.
The Regent rescued V^oltaire from this dissipated life by

sending him to the Bastille for a mischieyous piece of yerse
which he did not write, thus procuring him his first leisure
for meditation. When the young poet was set at liberty, after
seyeral months of captivity, he had ^yritten or composed the
most beautiful pages of " (Edipus " and the " Ilenriad."
The enraptured public hailed the imknowu youth, the

author of "(Edipus," as the lawful heir of Corueille and
Racine. He had come forward at a propitious moment. The
mighty inspiration that had aiiimated the age of Louis XIV.
had long since departed. There were a few men of talent
whose success was various in their difl:erent kinds, but there
was no genius. The inexperienced Voltaire at his first ap-
pearance brought a new element upon the stage, philoa^phy,
free thought, which gained his verses enthusiastic applause.

It has been said that Voltaire wrote the " Henriad " more
from vanity than enthusiasm. It is possible, for this youth
had a lofty ambition, and was indignant at the general preju-

dices that denied the French nation the possession of the epic

character. The " Uenriad," styled first the •' Poem of tho

League," liad an innnonse success at home and throughout Eu-
rope. France plumed herself on having found her poem ; Vol-

taire was the Virgil, the Homer, of the eighteenth century.

. Unhappily there was lucking to him the faith essential to
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the production of an epic, faith in things ideal and invisible.

Yet this grand drama of the League and St. Bartholomew is

full of feeding and animation. Passages of incomparable

beauty, portraits largely and boldly dra\m, ingenious compar-

isons, graceful terms, happy verses, the fascinating eloquence

of improvisation, torrents of thought overflo\nng with youth

and vigor, make the " Ilenriad " one of the masterpieces of

French literature, and one of Yoltaue's most valid titles to

fame.

The causes that assured the success of " (Edipus " contributed

to the enthusiastic reception of the "Henriad." AMiat was
it at bottom but an eloquent pamphlet aimed at religious

abuses ? Despite the reticence and concessions of its language,

no one is deceived. In the earliest period of the Yoltairean

philosophy nothing was strongly accented ; irony was masked
under an appearance Oi" respect ; the skepticism was unccrtaiu,

the thought playing o-i the surface of things ; the attack was
equivocal,- indecisive, without precision of aim, entering upon ,'

religious ground only to strike at fanaticism and superstition.

Beyond that the young poet prided himself upon his ortho-

doxy ; he chanted dogmas, and defined them like a doctor of

divinity.

The charm, the inspiration and life of the "Ilenriad," con-

sist in an ardent, enthusiastic love fur purely human and

social virtues. The noble words, tolerance, liberty, independ-

ence, which now are commonplace and hackneyed expressions,

then kindled men's imaginations. The age found in the

poem the echo of its aspirations; free, independent thought

was conducted by it from the narrow circle of a few philos-»

ophers into the broad popular domain.

In the year 1726, a victim for the third time of an odious

exercise of arbitrary power, Voltaire went into exile, and with

embittered feelings set sail for England, the land of liberty.

A new world opened before him and enchanted him ;
England

was to him the revelation of the genius of modern nations

;

the sight of a free country filled his heart with emotion.

iS'o other traveler ever saw so many things and saw them so

well. While he studied the principles of representative gov-

ernment and the machinery of liberty, he acquainted himself

with the discoveries of science, industry, and commerce. A
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daring speculator, he risked funds in distant enterprises, and
laid the foundations of that immense fortune Tvhicli was in after

years to assure his independence and the security of liis life.

Introduced by Lord Eolingbroke into the circle of the free-

thinkers—of Pope, Swift, and Addison—Yoltaire was soon

intoxicated w^th the positive, materialistic philosophy of bold

negations, then cuirent in the upper classes of English society.

During the three years of his exile he composed or prepared

works that indicated a new and considerable development of

his genius, " Brutus," " The Death of Ccesar," the " History

of diaries XII," and the English Letters.

The "Philosophical Letters," written from England and
scattered abroad in manuscript, were not published imtil after

the brilliant success of " Zaire." Protected by the recent ap-

plause of all Europe, the author was respected ; but the edition

was seized, and the bookseller imprisoned in the Bastile. In

these letters, under pretense of making France acquainted

with England, Voltaire attacked all the religious and political

institutions of his country. His lively and capricious pen dips

into eveiything : theology, politics, geometry, the Church and

literature. Bacon, Locke, Shakspeare, inoculation, the climate

and soil, all arc made to serve his purpose. The formidable

talent to which he o\ves his power and popularity is brilliantly

revealed in them, the talent for showing up the ridiculous and

contemptible side of things. He does not decry a single abuse

which we do not wish to crush under foot with him ; we can-

not doubt that he fights for justice and humanity ; and yet

we sujSer from his attacks, for he disenchants everything he

touches ; he pays no regard to the natural instincts of the

heart, he despises man.

"Brutus" was not successful as a stage piece. The French

public was not prepared for those grand patriotic emotions

with which Yoltaire had become familiar in his acquaintance

with England and the study of its theater. In this play he

was inspired by Shakspeare, in so fiir, at least, as his peculiar

genius could comprehend and appreciate the ideal beauties of

the great poet.

In the "Death of Coesar" the imitation is still more ap-

parent. He seck^ in it to awaken interest by strong and

manly sentiments ; he is large and simple.
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"Zaire" is perhaps the only work of his in which any warm
ray of poetry appears. For this once he did not imitate

antiquity, but created a tragedy truly national. His withering

philosophy hardly appeai-s in it, and when it does, is so vailed

by passion that we give it no thought. He is unsurpassed in

the painting of the natural sentiments.

Yoltaire was now the idol of tlie public ;• his name had
become a power, his " Zaire " had conquered all hearts. A
lady of lofty rank, the Marchioness Du Chatelet, became
enamored of this fame, and received the loved poet to her

pleasant country-seat of Cirey, on the borders of Lorraine and
Champagne.

The connection of the philosophic reformer with the great

lady, a devotee at once of pleasure and study, is in accordance

with the manners of the time. Family ties were broken, the

restraints of propriety boldly disregarded; virtue wanting,

public opinion was no longer a check.

Cirey, Yoltaire's retreat and asylum for twenty years,

became the center of the philosophic world. From there

the thought of the age radiated ; travelers, men of the world,

men of letters, all repaired thither ; labor and festivity were

united. Voltaire had his own tragedies played; he took tlie

part of Orosmane ; Emilie (Madame Du Chatelet) filled the role

of Zaire. The poet spared no expense in decorating and

beautifjang his retreat. Cirey was a temple of taste and the

fine arts, a Grand Seignior's caprice, a poetic magnificence.

Alas ! even Cii'ey did not confer repose or happiness. "Weari-

ness, disgust, the saddest passions, disturbed for fifteen years

this unhallowed attachment.

But what a prodigious activity was Yoltaire's ! In the

midst of festivals, pleasures, business, broils, often obliged to

flee, his body weak and suffering, he worked incessantly.

Dramas, light poems, comedies, histories, scientific researches,

memoirs, satires, more than fifty works, followed each other

in unbroken succession. This was the most brilliant period

of his life ; the philosopher had not yet destroyed the poet.

"Alzire," "Mohammed," ''Merope," the "Prodigal Sou,"

"Love," the "Essays on Man," and charming light poems,

evince the strength and maturity of his genius.

The French language has nothing more flexible and natural

FocETH Se£ies, Yol. XV HI.—35
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than some of Yoltaire's epistles in verse and philosophical

tales. Elsewhere ranking but second, he here excels. Deli-

cate wit, a limpid and transparent style, jmd the soft hues of

the imagination, are the charm of these light and vivacious

productions, a charm so real that his admirers have said of

him, " Yoltaire is a philosopher waited upon by fairies."

Tet these fairy visitants inspire him with less grace than

Bportiveness and malice. Yoltaire is all wit, but biting and
caustic wit. There is nothing artless or good in him, as in

La Fontaine ; his heart is never aftected ; there are never in

his writings any of those unexpected turns in which pleas-

antry hides a tear.

The real thought and life of Yoltaire are seen in his im-

mense correspondence, and verses improvised as passing events

inspired, and sown broadcast over all lands ; and indeed neither

life nor thought is beautiful. lie laughs, weeps, awakes

emotion, assumes a variety of masks, does everything easily

;

but we seek in vain for some dominant principle, some moral

power. N^o soul underlies this prodigious talent; only blind

and capricious instincts rule the man,

Yoltaire has now the measure of his strength ; he sees clearly

what he wishes to do, and selects the theater as the tribune

from which to address Europe. In " Alzire " the dramatic

emotions, the cast of the characters, the vigor of the action,

have but a secondary importance. Its aim is to prove that

the natural emotions are superior to those arising from religious

convictions, and this philosophical thesis constantly peeps out

to chill emotion and destroy the interest of the drdma.

The true beauties of Yoltaire's tragedies spring from the

sensibility of his heart, and are born of the eloquence of the

natural passions. The sacred titles of father and husband,

the ties of blood and love, all the secondary powers of the

soul, are for him lively sources of emotion and pathos. "Wlien

Yoltaire is natural he is exquisite ; still he never evokes a

religious impression. He seems to have understood Chris-

tianity no better when he attempted to extol it than when he

decried it.

" Mohammed " appeared some years after " Alzire." It was

the great dramatic success of the eighteenth century. It

possesses much grandeur. Many of its characters are noble

;
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bnt the principal personage, Mohammed, throughont the play,

wounds historic as "^ell as moral truth.

Voltaire's aim in " Mohammed " -was doubtless to make super-

stition detested, to inspire a horror of fanaticism, to unvail

the ugliness of hypocrisy : but that was not all ; he wished to

show that fraud and imposture lie at the source of all

religion.

The piece was applauded by the public ; and with a stroke

of audacity to be looked for only from hkn, Yoltaire dedicated

it to Pope Benedict XIY. The pope, for reply, sent his por-

trait and apostolic benediction. Kothing more clearly exposes

the ^v^etchedness of the time than this interchange of compli-

ments between the declared adversary of the Gospel and him

^5•ho should have been its chief defender. This conduct of the

pope silenced cabals, Yoltaire, furnished with a brevet of

orthodoxy, could continue his work of demolition in peace.

The tragedy of " Merope " was represented in 1742. For a

moment Yoltaire forgot his philosophical prejudices and pro-

duced a purely literary work? Never were his accents truer

;

never did he employ a severer form or a more correct style.

The whole interest of the drama turns upon a single senti-

ment, the most powerful and profound in nature, maternal

love. The piece is cold, and sometimes languishes ; but is still

the purest and most impersonal of his tragedies.

« Semiramis," " Orestes," and " Cataline " followed. The

tragedies written after " Merope " still contain brilliant scenes

and successful parts ; but Yoltaire's dramatic vein was ex-

hausted, no other masterpiece appeared. Yet the theater

remained the great and constant passion of his life ; it was in

bis eyes a social institution and a civilizing power.

To the prejudice of his fame, Yoltaire wrote comedies, all

of them of a hopeless mediocrity. Yet he owed to these

mere nothings the only marks of favor he obtained from the

Court. A ballet comedy, the " Princess of Kavarre," and a

poor opera, the " Temple of Glory," gained for him the titles

of Gentleman of the Bed-chamber and Historiographer of

France.

Soon after, the poem of " Fontcnoy," an insipid adula-

tion of Louis XY., opened the doors of the Academy, that had

been closed to the author of the " Ilenriad " and " Merope."
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In the year 1736, while residing at Cirey, Yoltaire received

a letter with the signature *' Frederic P. R. de Pnisse." He
replied, and from that time a regular correspondence was car-

ried on in prose and verse, in which prince and poet vied with

each other in philosophic spirit, and exchanged their senti-

ments touching the welfare of nations and humanity.

"WTien, several years after, Frederick succeded to the throne,

and gathered about him all the illustrious men of the day,

Yoltaire allowed himself to be carried off by the " Solomon

of the North," moved to it by the death of Madame du

Chatelet, and by disgust at his false position in France, and

the mean jealousies and ridiculous contempt of the court.

The court of Frederick was a strange one, almost entirely

made up of soldiers and philosophers. Stranger still was the

inner circle of the king's friends, composed of persons who

had tlirowTi off the yoke of popular prejudices, who laughed

at the good God, at the jpetit'S saupers of the king, and gayly

professed atheism. This dining-room society of blasphemers

and cynics did not please Yoltaire. He resembled these per-

sons only in his worst points ; his artistic temperament and

love of the beautiful hindered his stooping so low. lie could

attack religion, but he did not like to have the bases of all

social order unsettled. To escape from such follies he took

refuge amid the glories of the grand century, the history of

which he was preparing.

The " Siecle de Louis XIY." appeared at the time when, in

return for his expatriation, he was deprived of his brevet of

Historiographer of France.

Yoltaire had before this attempted history. The " Ilistoire

de Charles XII.," published in 172S, liad given evidence of the

wonderful flexibility of his talent. It lacks much, however,

of being a masterpiece of history ; it is rather a heroic ad-

venture, rapidly recounted in a style admirably simple and

nervous, and soberly and correctly elegant.

The " History ^ of the Times of Louis XIY." is the most

brilliant of panegyrics on that long and unfortunate reign, to

whose share fell so much glory and so much misery. Never

did an historian love his subject better, or bring out its great

points into bolder relief. He trausligurcd the age. Like

all the lengthier works of Yoltaire, this is faulty in method
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and plan
;

yet the grandeur of the impression is not
diminished.

But a higher ambition had for a long time tempted this inde-

fatigable mind. The " Essay upon the Customs of Nations "

gives the application of the new doctrines to general history.

The labor was immense. Yoltaire worked at it from 1740 to

1756. Its erudition is indubitable, its acquaintance with

authorities considerable for the time, its errors unavoidable in

a work of such extent.

The essay is, more than anything else, a philosophical plead-

ing, a pamphlet against man and religion. The matter of the

book is sad, bitter, discouraging, Yoltaire makes man too

vile and wicked. He excludes Providence ; he deprives his-

tory of its grandeur, by divesting the soul of its nobility, and

humanity of its hope and ideal. His philosophy does not

comprehend the progress of humanity any better than man
himself. And yet, singular as it may appear, however small

and contemptible he makes man, he sees nothing else. He
does not perceive that above man's acts rule the acta of God,

free, providential, and marvelous in their results.

In spite of tliese essential defects, Yoltaire is the first his-

torian of the eighteenth century. His claim rests upon the

method he has introduced, and upon his having thrown light

on many obscure points. His remaining historical works—the

" Epitome of the Eeign of Louis XY.," the " Annals of the

Empire," etc.—do not rise above mediocrity.

"Wliile Yoltaire was thus occupied, the little colony of philos-

ophers about him was agitated by intrigue and cabals. The

rest of his history at the Prussian court is only a burlesque

Odyssey. The two great men, dissatisfied with each other,

exchanged compliments and epigrams. Manpertuis, mad with

pride, and jealous of Yoltaire's fame, worked against him

;

the others rendered his situation unpleasant by their tattle

;

they all quarreled and wrote pamphlets, the king himself

entering the lists. Wearied out at length, and dying with

melancholy, Yoltaire asked leave to go to drink of the waters

at Plombi^res. He set out. At Frankfort an agent of

Frederick arrested him, and reclaimed of him a work of the

king's. Yoltaire was conducted to prison with his niece,

Madame Denis, and maltreated by subalterns. Eeleased at last,
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Le pursued bis jouraej, and finallj arrived at Colmar, -wlicnco

be filled Europe with bis cries and indignation against Denvs
of Syracuse. Thus closes tbe ridiculous comedy.

Yoltaire, fleeing from the court of I'rederick, exiled from
that of Yersailles, wandered from place to place like a kin<T

without a kingdom, and shut himself up at the Abbey of

Senones, to complete in solitude his great history of humanity.

At the age of sixty-one Yoltaire had at last found a

secure asylum on his estate of Ferney. There, on the borders

of France, Savoy, and Switzerland, he made for himself

a sovereignty that shed its light over all Europe. Lord
of Ferney, Fournay, Monrion, and the Delices, he planted

and cleared, litigated, established schools and a manufactory

of clocks and watches, and built a church on which he
inscribed, impertinently, " Deo erexit Yoltaire.''^ This retired

spot became, and remained for twenty years, the center

of the social .world : kings sent embassadors thither, prin-

cess came hither as visitors, learned men and philosophers

as pilgrims, the oppressed sought here protection and refuge.

Yoltaire, at the height of fame and power, ruled public opinion,

dictated decrees, kept his eye open to all things, and filled the

civilized world with his name.

Hardly was he installed at Ferney when in his hours of

leisure he created an entirely new sort of literature, the philo-

sophic tale. He amused his contemporaries witli these witty,

charming, but altogether immoral relations, strange and whim-
sical in matter, though simple and pure in form.

Yoltaire's " Satires," like these tales, are poisoned by a bitter

and sarcastic gayety. He laughs where others would weep,

even -while discussing the greut problem of sorrow and human
destiny. This problem besets him. In " Zadig " he resolves

it in the sense of optimism; but a superficial optimism not

being able to stand before a real sorrow, he soon changes his

opinion, and in his poem on the " Disaster at Lisbon," passes

over, if not to pessimism, at least to doubt and sad despond-

ency. The existence of evil troubles him, life seems worth-

less, and he takes refuge in an uncertain hope of a future and

happier state of being.

But in " Candide," a masterpiece of cynical irony, a colossal

piece of bufloonery, his last irresolution is dissipated, and the
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terrible problem is resolved with a burst of laughter. "We
would like to consider " Candide " as a trifling ^ritticism, aimed
at an irreflecting optimism ; but no ! contempt for man is

Voltaire's inmost feeling. He despises him and vilifies him.
Yet love of humanity was his ruling passion ; he boasted of
it, and each of his works gives indications of it ; his mission,

for he had one, was to rescue man from barbarism

!

It is diflBcult to find a chaste work among the many liter-

ary productions of the eighteenth century. Depravity was in

the air ; its friends and its enemies breathed it, and botli were
infected by it. It was reserved for Yoltaire to surpass all

othei^, and be in this, as in other respects, the most complete
expression of his time. He wrote the poem that he had the

audacity to entitle, " The Maid of Orleans,*' The manuscript

pages were circulated from hand to hand ; the potm was in

all Europe when Yoltaire decided to publish it. France did

not resent its publication. Depravity of manners was

accepted at the time as a social principle. Even the court

itself, which had favored him little till then, yielded to his

power. Madame de Pompadour, though now devout, was

enchanted by the "Maid," and requested of the fortunate

writer a translation of the Psalms in verse. It is asserted that

she promised to obtain him a cardinal's hat. The project

resulted in nothing ; but the author of the " Maid," to please

his new admirer, rendered mto verse the Song of Songs and

Ecclesiastes.

From that time Yoltaire, himself the highest arbiter of

opinion, pursued with indescribable implacability the war he

had declared against Christianity. His tireless pen was ready

for anything : voluminous compilations, critical essays, history,

diatribes, rapidly succeeded each other. Ho had cherished a

plan of establishing a colony of philosophers at Cleves, the

better to pursue the struggle against a religion, the fall

of which ho believed to be at hand. " I am tired," ho said,

"of hearing it repeated that a dozen men sufficed to establish

Christianity, and desire to prove that but one is necessary to

destroy it." His residence at the court of Prussia, where his

dream was in a slight measure realized, had partly disen-

chanted him of it; but the spectacle of the profound deca-

dence of the formal Christianity that then sheltered all tyrau-
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Dies, and was closely connected with the most odions abuses,
the sudden exasperation of religious fanaticism iu the Calas
and Sirven affairs, urged him to the last extremitj. His
passions overran all bounds ; he attacked the very notion of
all revealed religion, which he accused of being the principle
of barbarism, cruelty, and human cowardice. To one who
reproached him for leaving the soul void and hopeless, he
replied, " I have delivered you from a ferocious beast that was
devouring you, and you ask what I intend to put iu its place ?

Nothing ; religion is ended." •

But Yoltaire is not simply unbelieving, he is impious. His
critical knowledge is superficial ; his reasons are those of all the

enemies of Christianity, from Celsus down—the impossibility

and absurdity of-miracles, the contradictory dogmas, the uncer-

tainty and legendary natm-e of the divine history; notliing

indeed that has not been said a hundred times. To supply
his lack of knowledge he has recourse to ridicule and con-

tempt, and sjxjaks of man without modesty, of God without
respect.

' His contest with Christianity was wanting in all dignity.

He employed the strategy of the Mohegan, but ho did not

think the truth worth the exposure of his life, or even of his

quiet. TVe are pained to the verge of disgust when, in his

voluminous correspondence, we follow this great man through

the miserable subterfuges into which he is constantly led by
care for his own tranquillity, and a desire to make a telling

hit without suffering for Ids audacity. He hesitated at

nothing, lies, calumnies, or perfidious accusations ; and bo

entirely wanting in moral sentiment was he, that he was the

first to laugh at his own unworthy acts.

Voltaire's power never lay in principles, and English deism

became in his hands a doctrine that oscillated between skep-

ticism and the vulgar requirements of common sense. He
professed tlirough life to believe in the eternal God, whom all

nations adore under different names; but this God was a blind

fatality, a celestial puppet, chained down by inexorable laws,

and indifferent to the affairs of men.

His sentiments, we cannot call them doctrine, on the nature

of the soul, are still less fixed than his theodicy. As Con-

dorcet has observed, "He remained in an almost absolute
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rmcertainty as to the spirituality, and even the duration,

of the soul after the body ; but as he thought this last

opinion useful, as -well as that of the existence of a God, he

rarely allowed himself to express his doubts, and always insisted

more upon the proofs than upon the objections."

There was, perhaps, but one thing in which he firmly

believed—civilization, society. It was for society he had need

of God and the immortality of the soul ; for society he

required fear and hope ; only for society's sake did he wish a

morality. He never considered man in himself; as such he

entirely mistook and lowered him ; so his morality, rightly

appreciated, is but a social guaranty. Virtue ,to him is that

which assures the existence of society ; it is confounded with

benevolence and equity, and all the sentiments that bind men
together : vice is that which separates and isolates, that which

is prejudicial to the existence or happiness of the human
race.

It would be extremely unjust to attribute to his vices alone

the immense influence Yoltaire exercised upon liis age. All

the oppressed stretched their suppliant hands to him. lie

was the first of his time to raise his voice in favor of the

weak, the first to combat religious and ci\'il tyranny, the fii'st

who stirred up Europe against persecutors. Though all things

were not equally praiseworthy in the generous role he took

toward the middle of his life, he nevertheless nourished a

hatred of injustice and a passion for humanity.

Yes, passion is the true word, especially as evinced in the

^airs of Galas, of Sirven, of Lally, and the poor Chevalier

de Labarre. While Yoltaire triumphed, and humanity with

him, all power and legitimate authority cowered under the

general contempt. It was the beginning of the Revolution.

Yoltaire gave the death-blow to feudal society, annihilated

privileges, struck down abuses, founded equality by leveling

;

but he did nothing for law, nothing for liberty. In his vic-

tories over religious intolerance, he sundered chains without

creating a right. He founded tolerance on contempt for all

religions, and denial of the claims of any.

We must pass rapidly over the last labors and years of Yol-

taire's life. The innumerable %vriting3 dating from this period

annoimce the decay of his powers. Tragedy, to which ho waa
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ever faithful, was traiieformed by the chilling influences of ao-e

to a philosophic machine ^vithout poetry or life.

Sadness fell upon Voltaii-e's spirit ; he could not endure to

grow old Strangers ceased to congregate at the little court
of Femey. The thought of death, that thrust itself upon him
at times, was attended only by doubt and uncertainty. Xo
one has mentioned his sadness, so well did this lau<^her con-

ceal it from all eyes. Yet it was real, and broke out here and
there in liis demi-coufidences : "I have one .thing more to

eay, my hero," he wrote to the Duke Richelieu, "in my
general confession, and that is, my gayety has, always been
forced."

It was, perhaps, in one of those stops of the mental clock-

work, or states of mental exhaustion bo frequent as the end
approaches, perhaps to escape annoyance and persecution in

his last hours, that he became reconciled for a moment to the

Catholic Church, and afforded the world the spectacle of that

scandalous communion which sullies his memory as being a

final outrage or an act of cowardice. Restored to health and
hope, he wa-? ashamed of himself; and to disguise the nature of

the feeling that had urged him to an act so contrary to his

real sentiments, he committed the further indignity of repre-

senting the act to his friends as a fearful parody on the mys-

tories of religion.

No one believed him
;
philosophers shrugged their shoulders

and regarded him with ]^)itying looks ; religious men and the

devout were scandalized by the miserable profanation, that

.besides was not the only one nor the last. What a pitiable

state of things ! What a subversion of all the social propri-

eties ! Xothing keeps its place ; nameless foUies are the

prelude to the bloody drama of the Revolution. Everybody

hurries on and calls for the end. Yoltaire himself prophesies,

and cries, "We near the promised land, but I shall not see

it. . . . Enjoy, my friends, the spectacle I have been pre-

paring for you these sixty years, but at which I cannot be

present with you. -I am dying out; but I can say in expiring,

like the old Lusignan, 'My God, for sixty years I ve fought

thine honor to maintain.'

"

"Before he died he \nshed to see Paris, from which he had

been absent thirty years, and judge for himself of his power,
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and the state of public opinion. He left Fernej, arrived sick-

having but a breath of life left, and was received in Paris as

uo conqueror had ever been.

The enthusiasm was universal and profound. The streets

by which he was to pass -were densely thronged, the windows
were filled with spectators. The crowd followed his chariot

with shouts :
" Long live the saviour of Galas ! " " Long live

the author of ' Zaire ! '" '• Long live the ' Maid !' *' The Academy
went forth to meet him, and received him as its king. At
the theater, where " Irene," his last tragedy, was being played,

the audience, on his arrival, rose as one man, and cheered

dnd stamped for joy. Then an actor came and laid a crown
of laurels on his head, and a thousand voices cried, "All honor

to the universal man ! " At the end of the play the curtain

for an instant lowered, rose again, and all the actors covered

his statue "with palms and garlands. As he went out people

threw themselves at his feet, and kissed his garments ; the

delirium was universal. Alas! beyond this triumph death

awaited him ; death full of trouble and anguish such aa he had
dreaded. He was not sufi'ered to die unmolested. Priests

surrounded him in his last agony, and extorted from liim a

last confession, in which are the words, " If God disposes of

me, I die in the holy Catholic religion in which I was born,

hoping that the divine mercy will deign to pardon all my
faults ; and if I have cast scandal upon the Church, I ask par-

don of it and God."

ThQ expiring life flickered once more, and the sick man
recanted. " My poor child," he would keep saying to his niece,

" they wiU throw my body into the sewer." He is said to

have withstood the priest, who, in those terrible moments,

entered upon a controversy with him and required a more

explicit declaration. ''Do you believe in the divinity of Jesus

Christ?" cried the Abb6 Gauthier, arousing him from his

lethargy. " For God's sake, sir," answered Yoltairc, " say no

more of that man, and let me die in peace."

Although some of these details are more or less contested,

it is certain that this wonderful intelligence was extinguished

in unspeakable convulsions.

He who could boast of being the thought and life of his

age, with difficulty obtained a tomb. He was inhumed in
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haste, and almost clandestinely, in the church of the monas-

tery of Scillieres. The Academy was forbidden to prononnce
his eulogy, and the theaters \vere prohibited from playing his

pieces.

Akt. YI.-FREDERICK W. ROBERTSON.

lAfe and Letters of Fredericlc TT. Hohertson^ M. A., Incumbent
of Trinity Chapel, Brighton, lS-i7-53. Edited by Stopford A.
Bbooki:, M. a., late Chaplain to the Embassy at Berlin. In two
volumes. Boston : Ticknor & Fields. 1865.*

SoiTE men owe their chief distinction to the circumstances with
which they happen to be connected. Others owe little to

externals, and interest us mainly by the history of their inte-

rior life, by what they thought and felt, the development of

their moral and intellectual power. There is no doubt that

every truly superior mind has an inward history, which, if it

could be distinctly portrayed, would prove worthy of atten-

tion and study. These volumes are pre-eminently a mental

history, which chains our attention by laying bare the growth,

conflicts, and thinkings of a gifted and impassioned soul. It

is frequently said that the organized associations which

occupy every department of human activity, and other features

of this age, are unfavorable to the development of individu-

ality of character. The most laudable efforts of the solitary

artisan are eclipsed and superseded by the result of the com-

bined skill and industry of different countries and generations.

The single-handed valor of the bravest of the brave no longer

turns the tide of battle. Whatever field of investigation wo
select, we discover the footprints of previous explorers, till

learning has become mainly a knowledge of what others have

thought and done, rather than reading new pages from the

book of nature fur ourselves. Yet, at intervals, as if to give

evidence of undiminished vigor, nature gives to the world a

man of character so sharply outlined, and so unmistakably

independent, that the admiration of those who are borne along

by his influence, and the opposition of those who are alarmed

at his disregard for canonized prejudices, alike point him out
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as a leader among men, one who has sufficient innate strength

of soul to swim against the prevailing tides and currents of

the time. Such a man stands out before us in this biography.

Whaterer differences of opinion may exist respecting the

soundness of his theological teaching, there can be no ques-

tion that Frederick AV. Robertson possessed me'ntal -gifts

which lifted him out of the ranks of ordinary men. Such

intensity of feeling and vivid imagination has seldom been

found in union with such clearness of intellect and j»ower of

sustained thought on abstruse subjects. In him are blended

the mental subtlety of the philosopher, the spiritual vision of

the poet, and the stem decision of the earnest practical

worker. Though during his life his name was quite miknown
on this side of the Atlantic, and comparatively so in England,

yet no sermons of our day have awakened so deep and

extensive an interest as the fragmentary discourses of this

Brighton curate, whose life was so sorely lacerated with the

thorns and briers of the wilderness, and who died with an

oppressive feeling of failure and disappointment, shrouding

like a dark shadow his worn and bleeding heart. They have

stirred the hearts of thousands, both in England and America,

with their bm-ning and electric eloquence, and have probably

been preached by many who have scarcely grasped their theo-

logical standpoint, or apprehended their logical tendencies.

This extensive popularity of the sermons was naturally fol-

lowed by a wish to know something of the author. To

gratify this wish the present " Life and Letters " are given to

the public. Like most recent biographies, tlie work consists

mainly of selections from private correspondence. It is gen-

erally conceded that from no other source can we gain so true

a conception of the character of a man. This method, how-

ever, may be overdone. Either from modesty or slothfulness,

modern biographers frequently keep too much in the back-

ground. If the writer of a life be really qualified for the

task he undertakes, by a special acquaintance with the sub-

ject of his work, he is surely under obligations to give the

advantage of his superior knowledge to his readers, and, by

a judicious condensation, to save them the labor of wading

through piles of prosy correspondence for tlie sake of a very

little additional knowledge.
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.
Tiese remarks do not apply to the work before us Sir

* Eobertson has been fortunate in his biographer. Tlic letter/
though fragmentary and unconnected, help us to underst-m'd
a man who is certainly worth knowing. The light thev reflect
upon the mner life and theologic opinions of their rrifted
author, constitutes the main value of this biography Tliey
possess a rare freshness and attraction, and give us clear
glimpses into his soul's life. Every sentence throbs with life
and feeHng; and bears an immistakable impress of sinceritv
earDcstness, and independence. The portions of the work
Bupplied by the pen of Mr. Brooke, though little more than
the frame in which these fragments are set, evince sui>eriur
mental grasp and culture; and a deep and appreciative admira-
tion of Robertson's character and teaching. External events
are properly only regarded in their influence on the develop-
ment of his character. And although doubtless Mr. Brooke's
warm admiration of the teaching and character of Eobertson
has led him to eee everything in the most favorable light, we
thankfully acknowledge the fearless candor ^nth which he
gives us letters that some would think reveal too much weak-
ness and petulance to be published. We want to see such a man
for ourselves. And we have in these volumes, taken in connec-
tion with his published sermons, the means-of forming a tolerablv

• correct estimate of the man, and of his position as a theologian.

^

The popularity of his sermons, and the manner in which
his views are spoken of by many who claim an adherence to
the standard theology of the Reformation, as well as the fact
of his being in some sense a representative man, illustrating

a tendency to freer tliought and greater latitude of opinion in

theology, warrant us calling the attention of' the readers of
this journal to a brief review of his mental history, as here
indicated, and of the relation of his theology to the Bible,

and to those central truths which constitute the creed of evan-
gelical Protestants.

Frederick W. Robertson was bom in 1S16. lie was the

son of a British officer, who still survives him. He owed
much to the careful education and watchfulness of his parents.

Even in childhood, there seems to have been nothing in

exteraal nature that did not give him pleasure and awaken
a vivid interest.
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He excelled in manlj games and athletic exercises, and
yet joined to this a love of reading and quiet remarkable for

one of his age. Ilis progress in his studies early evinced
superior mental capacity. Enthusiastic admiration of a mili-

tary life was early developed, and continued singularly strong

to the end of his life. "I was rocked and cradled," he
writes, " to the roar of artillery, and the very name of such
things sounds to me like home. A review, suftrestinic the

conception of a real battle, impresses me to tears. I cannot
see a regiment maneuver, nor artillery in motion, without a
choking sensation." Application was made in his behalf to

the authorities, and his name placed on the list, as a candi-

date for a place in a cavalry regiment in India. He began

to study for this prospective sphere with ardent enthusiasm.

It was long before the desired appointment was conferred,

and in the mean time his friends began to urge him to

enter the ministry. This caused him many mental struggles

and deep perplexity. But at length, after the military

appointment was obtained, mainly in deference to the wishes

of his father, he decided for the ministry, and went to Oxford

to study fox orders. Here he was brought into direct con-

tact with the Tractarian controversy ; and, though rejecting

the teaching of the High-Chmch leaders of that movement,

he cherished a warm admiration for many of the men of that

party, which was strengthened rather than diminished by the

lapse of years. His Oxford life was chiefly distinguished by

its exemplary character, and by his deep sense of the respoixi-

bUities of the sacred ofhce, to which he looked forward. He
was ordained in 1S40, and was successively curate of Win-

chester and Cheltenham, which latter place he left in 1S4C,

through causes that changed his whole future life.

During these early years of his ministry, although observ-

ant minds recognized evidences of superiority, he had not yet

developed that remarkable intellectual power which arrested

such general attention afterward at Brighton. The ascetic

severity with whicli he observed the duties of religion during

this period, reminds us of the struggles of John Wesley before

he clearly apprehended the doctrine of justification by faith.

The issue, however, was widely diflerent. Mr. Kobertson had

entered the ministry, a decided adherent of the Evangelical
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Calvinistic party in the National Church, and for some years

maintained the tenets of that eeetion.

The following quotations from his correspondence show his

theological position during this period

:

I believe there is at this time a determined attack made by
Satan and his instruments to subvert that cardinal doctrine of
our best hopes, justification by faith alone ; and liow fir he has
already succeeded let many a college in Oxford testify. It is the
doctrine which, more than any other, we find our own hearts con-
tinually turning aside from and surrendering. Anything but
Christ—the Virgin, the Church, the Sacraments, a new set of
resolutions—any or all of these will the heart embrace as a means
to holiness or acceptance, rather than God's way.

Again, epeaiiing of a conversation with a professed Liberal

at Geneva, lie says

:

My chief point was, to prove the death of Christ not merely a

demonstration of God's willingness to pardon, on repentance and
obedience, but an actual substitution of sufl'ering; and that salva-

tion is a ihxa^fnishedfox those who beheve, not^a commencement
of a'state in which salvation may be gained ; insisting especially

on Hebrews x, 14. ... I admit that want of assurance is the

mark of very low attainments in gi-ace.

And at a still later date he writes:

I quite agree with you about the Calvinistic doctrines. I think

we ought to preach them in the proportion in which they are

found in Scripture, connected always with election unto holiness.

But these positions were very soon to be abandoned forever.

As we pursue his history, we find him explicitly renouncing

these views, and taking up a position of stern antagonism to

the " Evangelicals," which at times was distinguished by an

intense bitterness and aversion, that must be regretted as

a weakness, partly resulting from his sensitive nervous

organization.

During the later years of his stay at Cheltenham he began

seriously to doubt the soundness of the views he had hitherto

entertained. These doubts gradually grew upon him, until

his soul was steeped in perplexity, and the creed of his

youth seemed to drift from his grasp, like a wreck swept

before the relentless waves of fate.

In the latter part of 1S46, on account of the failure of his

health, he went again to the continent, where he remained
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for gome months, preaching occasionally at Heidelberg, and

deeply pondering the questions which nou' perplexed his sonl

w-ith an agony of bewildering thought. "Writing to a friend

he says

:

For instance, suppose a man puts the question, Who was Christ ?

What are miracles? What do you mean by inspiration? Is the
resurrection a foot or a myth ? What saves a man, his own char-

acter, or that of another ? Is the next lilb individual consciousness,

or continuation of the consciousness of the universe? To these

and twenty other questions which I could put, Krause would
return one answer, Xeander another, and Dr. Chalmers another.

The wildness and grandeur of the scenery by which he was

surrounded, and the opportunity for solitary musing, afforded

by relief from active duty and separation from friends, doubt-

less intensified the emotions which his inquiries awakened.

Never, perhaps, were the struggle? and doubts of a soul drift-

ing away from the once sacred way-marks of life more vividly

described than in a lecture afterward delivered in Brighton,

in which he evidently portrays his own experience. Such

words could only come from a soul that had felt the bewilder-

ing agony of doubt which they so vividly portray :

It is an awful moment when the soul begins to find that the

props on which it lias blindly rested so long are, many of
them, rotten, and begins to suspect them all ; when he begins to

feel the nothingness of many of the traditionary opinions, which
have been received with implicit conridence, and in that horrible

insecurity begins also to doubt wliether there be anything to

believe at all. It is an awful hour, let him who has passed through
it say how awful, when this life has lost its meaning, and seems
shriveled into a span ; when the grave appears to be the end of

all, human goodness nothing but a name, and the sky above this

imiverse a dead expanse, black with tlie void from wliich God
himself has disappeared ! In that fearful loneliness of spirit, when
those who should have been his friemi^ and counselors only frown
upon hia misgivings, and profanely hid liira stifle doubts which,

for aught he knows, may arise from the fountain of truth itself;

to extinguish, as a glare from hell, that which for aught he knows
may be light from heaven ; and everylliiiig seems wrapped in hid-

eous uncertainty; I know but one way in which a man may come
forth from his agony scatheless ; it is by holding fast to those tliiuLT-^

that are certain still, the grand, simple landmarks of morality. In

the darkest hour through which a human soul can pass, whatever

else is doubtful, this at least is certain. If there be no God and

no future state, yet even then it is better to be generous than

FouETH Seriks, Vol.. XVin.—3G
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selfish, betfer to be chaste than licentious, better to be true than
false, better to be brave than to be a coward.

During bis stay at Heidelberg he plunged deeply into

German metaphysics and theology, and he returned to Chel-

tenbam less improved in health than his friends had hoped,

though calmer and more composed in mind. The work of

rejecting tenets he had held on the authority of othei-s,

•without feeling tlieir truth in his own consciousness, was now
tolerably complete. The positive truths which distinguish

his later teaching were, doubtless, more slowly evolved. Be-

lieving that " it has been given us to know our base from

our noble hours ; to distinguish between the voice which is

from above, and that which speaks from below, out of the

abyss of our animal and selfish nature," like a strong swim-

mer, who has conlidence in his strength, he ' cast himself

boldly into the tide of life, and parted forever from the posi-

tion he once occupied. , The honored term " Protestant,'' that

had. been the watchword of the Church in many a grave

crisis, henceforth he strangely regards as designating only the

Calvinistic Evangelism, which excited his strongest aversion.

And hence he ot^en charges "Protestantism" with views that

the great majority of Protestants would indignantly repudiate.

Of the existence of a consistent system of theology, based

on jnstcr views of human freedom and responsibility, and

nobler conceptions of the breadth and fullness of divine benev-

olence revealed in Christ, and held by a large section of the

Protestant Church, he seems to have known nothing.

As we follow him from this great turning point in his

mental history, we are sometimes saddened at seeing him so

impulsively and fiercely assume positions that we cannot but

regard as untenable and unsafe, yet he continues to the last

distinguished by high-souled manliness, profound human sym-

pathy, and unswerving fidelity to his convictions of truth.

Before returning from the continent he surrendered the

curacy of Clirist's Church, Cheltenham, which he had held

for nearly five years. After remaining for a few months

withont a pastoral charge, he was appointed by the Bishop

of Oxford to the curacy of St. Ebbs, Oxford. Here tlie

eloquence and independence of his preaching was beginning

to attract attention, when, with the consent of the bisliop, ho
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accepted the perpetual curacy of Trinity Chapel, Brighton,

wliicli continued to be the scene of his labors till hi:? death

in 1853.

The year previous to his coining to Brighton was, as we

have seen, the transition period in his theological views, and

as he came with a fixed purpose to speak out his sentiments

fearlessly, he soon awakened profound attention ; like all

earnest and independent preachers, securing both opposition

and admiration. Many, who had previously gone to no

place of worship, were charmed by the freshhess and vigor of

his sermons, and thronged his church. Thoughtful and

inquiring minds, for whom he had cast light upon some of

the perplexing problems of theology, or at least put a con-

struction upon them that made them less objectionable, hung

upon his words with deep and admiring interest. His friends

claim for him that he was the means of bringing many Uni-

tarians, and even Komanists, into the Church. But there is

certainly ground to doubt whether this result was not attained

rather by going a long way to meet them, than by bringing them

to receive the historic doctrines of the Church of England.

He displayed a deep interest in the social and mental

improvement of the working classes ; organizing an institute

and library for their benefit, delivering lectures on social and

literary topics, and courageously opposing the introduction

of infidel books into the library. He was so much the soul

of this movement that the institute did not survive him.

Though education* and natural tastes prompted him to side

with Ihe aristocracy, his liberal principles and broad human

sympathies led him always to identify himself with the peo-

ple, and to defend the rights and dignity of manhood. This

sympathy was so deep in tone, and warm in ex])ression, that

in some quarters he was charged with being in league with

the Socialists and Chartists, whose errors he so feariessly

and wisely combated.

During the whole period of these Brighton labors, which

encircle his name with such brilliant renown, thougli no

longer the subject of such severe mental conflicts as those

that harasssed his soul at Cheltenham, yet his life was over-

shadowed by a morbid melancholy. He felt himself to be

isolated, by his independence, from sympathy, opposed and
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misunderstood by former friends ; a pioneer in intricate and

thorny paths, without hnman guidance or companionsliip

;

and haunted continually by the silent but un^-ielding foot-

steps of a fatal disease. While his words were voices of

hope and consolation to others, he bore about 'with him an

' intensely- lonely and sorrowful heart. This feeling that he

was alone, misunderstood, and wi-onged by false judgment,

inspii-ed and devclo]>ed that j^rofound sympathy with the life

and character of llim who " was despised and rejected of

men, a man of PT>rrow8 and acquainted with grief," and that

ardent appreciation of Christ's human sympathy, that is so

prominent a feature in many of his sermons. It is impossi-

ble to read'sucli sermons as that on the " Loneliness of

Christ " without feeling that the pencil with which he paints

so vividly has been dipped in the crimson current of his own

heart. And yet this feeling was more the result of constitu-

tional sensitiveness and melancholy, increased by intense

mental application and painful disease, than of any uncommon

trials he had to endure at Brighton. That he was misunder-

stood and misrepresented, is doubtless ti-ne enough. It would

have been strange had it been otherwise. What independent

seeker after trutli ever escapes this ? Some, sincerely believ-

ing Ids teaching to be erroneous and dangerous, Icft^ the

chnrch. This pained and grieved hira exceedingly. It is to

be regretted tliat the opposition, or unfriendly criticism,

which lie affected to despise, should. provoke such expressions

of bitterness and hostility as occasionally escape him.
^

lie

could not reasonably expect that people would listen (quietly

and appro\nngly to statements of doctrine which they regarded

as at variance with their most cherished convictions of truth.

If it cost himself such mental agony to tear himself loose

from the faith of his youth, how could he suppose that others

would renounce theirs without a struggle? He was certainly

sufficiently ardent and outspoken in the expression of his

own opinion?, to have made greater allowance for the carne>t-

ness and frankness of those who differed from him. H'>

biographer, in his intense opposition to the " P:vangclicals^

seems to give undue promiiifiice to those exi-ressions ot

aversion and complaint that a momentary weakness and y^n

may have wrung from his morbidly sensitive nature. Mr.
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Brooke constantly takes for granted tliat Robertson was right,

and all who difiercd from him, or opposed him, wrong ; and

that he was wronged and ill-used by all who did not accej)t

his utterances as oracular. This is the intolerance of liber-

alism. He . ought to liave remembered Robertson's own
words: "Itseem^ to me a pitiful thing for any man to be

true and to speak truth, and then complain in astonishment

that truth has not crowns to give him, but thonis." It is

astonishicg what forbearance some expect. It is not enough
that they ai-e left to form their opinions independently, and

to express them freely without restriction. To speak against

them or oppose them is stigmatized as bigotry and intoler-

ance. Such exemption from all unfavorable criticism, of

opinions which we may regard as false or dangerous in their

tendency, is incousi-stent with any real attaeliment to our

own views, or any belief of their truth and importance.

Those who are drifting about in a cloud-land of skeptical

uncertainty, without any fixed religious convictions, may
treat all religious principles alike. But such a eoui-se is the

result of indit^erence. not liberality.

There is something intensely sad in watching the progress

of an unrelenting disease gaining its terrible conquests over

the vital energy of the physical structure. But in Mr. Rul>-

ertson's case this sadness is greatly increased by the yature

of his malady, (disease of the brain,) wiiieh shattered his noble

intellect, as well a,s prostrated his bodily health. He contin-

ued to work with an intensity that quickened Ins decline.

Most of the time he suffered excruciating pain. He com-

Xdains to his friends that he no longer had the capacity of

thought he once consciously possessed. The 'refusal of the

rector, on some personal grounds, to sanction the appoint-

ment of an assistant who was acceptable to Mr. Robertson

and the people, gave him nmch anxiety and i-egret ; and by

leading him to struggle alone with responsibilities for whicli

he was utterly incompetent, hastened his end. Amid increas-

ing pain and feebleness we catch occasional gleams of the old

intellectual fire, liut the struggle r^ipidly hastened to \U

close. On Sunday, August 15, 1853, at the age of 37, in the

prime of manhood, he died. " At his own chai>cl that morn-

ing, when the rumor went round that there was no hope, and
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God -^as to be soiigLt to bear the prayer for him and all sielv

persons, many wept bitterly ; but the greater part of those

"who loved and venerated him -were stmined beyond the

power of weeping."

In folloM-ing the course of Robertson's outward history we
discover no peerless distinction that separates him from his

contemporaries. Alany, whom oblivion enshrouds in her im-

penetrable shades, have passed through similar struggles, suc-

cesses, and sorrows. It is the light cast back upon his life

by the blaze of fame and popularity kindled by the publica-

tion of his sermons, a few years after his death, that invests

the incidents of his life and mental growth with such uncom-
mon interest. He indicates his right to be enrolled with the

gifted sons of genius, by the fact that at the point where com-

mon names grow dim and pass away from sight forever, his

only begins to gather around it a deeper interest, and to shine

with clearer and more enduring light. In the history of the

British pulpit no similar productions (left by their author

without a thought of publication) have secured equal atten-

tion. "WTiat is the secret of this influence ? To aU thought-

ful minds his deep though subdued earnestness, his singular

felicity of illustration, his glowing imagination, flashing light

on the obscure and giving life and fonn to the abstract, his

clear ^musical voice, "which seldom rose, but when it did,

yielded a rich volume of sound, toned like a great bell," and

the force and beauty of his thoughts, must have made him, in

the best sense of the terms, popular and attractive as a

preacher. But all this would not fully account for the inter-

est of his sermons as read. Tlie printed sermons of many

distmguished preachers unvail no power to account for their

popularity. Those who ascribe the charm of these frag-

mentary, remains simply to beauty of style and the congeni-

ality of their doctrinal teaching to the unrenewed heart,

evince an incapacity to comprehend Tiobertson, or grasp the

secret of his intellectual power. jS'o one cause will account

for this popularity, which is the result of several distinct

elements of interest combined.

He grappled manfully with some of the per^ilexing prob-

lems of theology which disturb the minds of men ;
hence, to

those who had felt these difficulties, his attempted solutions,
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whetber satisfactory or not, would possess a special attraction.

Tliis is evinced by tbe numbers wbo bave felt tbe cbarm of
his words, tbougb widely differing from bis doctrinal opinions.

Much also is due to the fact tbat bis inquiries led him in the

direction in wliicb a portion of tbe theological thought of

Britain and America was already drifting. lie had a rare

capacity of sympathy with tbe most diverse feelings. It is

a great point gained when we feel tbat a preacher or writer

understands our doubts, and can fully enter into our perplex-

ities. His natural coiu*age brought out in bold relief his

independence as a thinker. He dared to utter whatever he

believed to be true. He hurled stern words of rebuke against

every form of oppression, and spoke tender words of sympa-

thy with humanity in every condition of sorrow. His denun-

ciations of all wrong-doing were fierce and blistering, some-

thing in which men of different creeds could unite and sym-

pathize. But, above all these, is the glowing earnestness of

his soul. His thoughts are on fire. His mind is a volcano,

throwing out" in liquid streams the mental ore that has been

dissolved by its intense heat. iS'ot tbe beauty of his style,

though his language is often eminently felicitous and express-

ive ; not tbe grandeur of his thoughts, though frequently truly

sublime ; not tbe keenness of bis intellectual glance, which

often, like sheet-lightning in the darkness, unvails a hidden

world of thought ; not the logical force of his arguments, in

this they are often deficient ; but, above every other source of

attractive interest, we are disposed to place the fact that

they are tbe utterances of one who has himself felt deeply,

and struggled anxiously to solve the perplexing problems of

beings and truth. Every thought has been molten in the

furnace of bis own heart before it was coined into those

burning words that quicken the pulses of the blood, and con-

vey to tbe heart of the reader something of the emotional

warmth in which they originated. He possessed that indefin-

able thing which we call genius ; whose potency we teel, but

cannot describe. In the suggestive fragments he has lell

behind him it may be truly said,

" Bright-eyed Fancy, hovering o'er,

Scattera from her pictured urn

Thoughts tliat brcatho aud words that bum." , .
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TVe come now to a question of far higher import than the

cause of Robertson's popularity, namely, wherein did he differ

from the acknowledged tenets held by all evangelical Pr.)t-

estants? And is he on these points sound and true, in liar-

mony with the word of God ? No matter how brilliant his

<i-enius, or how beautiful his speculations, if liis doctrinal

teaching is not founded upon truth it is unworthy of confi-

dence, and only the more dangerous from its attractiveness.

And no matter whether he is accoimted orthodox or hctr-

rodox, as compared Avith sectarian and human standards, if

his teaching is tnie it will Jive in spite of all opposition.

Kobertson himself gives us a key to much of his teaching,

when he represents himself as seeking to discover " the soul

of good in things evil," seeking to find deep and important

trufhs hidden under the form of familiar and acknowledged

errors. This is strikingly displayed in his treatment of the

Romish errors, for which he had generally some word of apol-

ogy to offer. He saw in Mariolatry an attempt to realiz.e the

idea of a pure and perfect womanhood, by those- who had not

recognized that in Christ the highest virtues of the race,

male and female, are embodied and illustrated ;
in the doc-

trine of purgatory, the expression of a hope that pain in ^the

future world may be "remedial and not penal,'' at least " to

those who are neither heavenly nor damnable ;" in the apostol-

ical succesi^ion he saw " not the power of God conveyed by phys-

ical contact, not a lino of priests, but a succession of prophets,

a broken and scattered one, but a real one." He thought

" that ultra-Protestantism missed the truth contained in trans-

substantiation." nan^ely, ''that, the sacrifice of Christ i^

repeated daily iu the hearts of all faithful people, forever

going on, but not in the sacrifice of the mass :" whatever

thatmav mean. In absolution he discovers -the tbrgiveness

of man as man, carrA-ing with it an absolving power," "that

the minister absolves as the representative of humanity, as

" a type and assurance of divine forgiveness."

Now it46 duubtless the duty of ail candid seekei-s anor

truth to practice to some extent this method. We should

not crive an unconditioned condemnation of a pei-son, witliout

exarSnin-^ all mudifyinir circimistances that may lessen Ins

CulpabiUtv ; nor of an opinion, ^nthout inrpiiring what degree
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of truth may exist in union with the error it contains. But,
when such search becomes tlie habit of the mind it has grave
disadvantages. It tends to make us think lightly of error.

There is no heresy but may contain some latent truth. But
the danger Ls, that minds oq the alert to discover whatever
truth any ^vl•ong opinion contains, will forget the virulence, of

the falsehood in their satisfaction at discoverins: Bome clement

of truth. An error may be grave and fatal, and yet contain

some portion of truth. "VThat is false may be active, while

the truth is latent, and even unapprehended. The truth

found in union with falsehood is often nothing more tl;an the

beverage in which the poison of error is dissolved. There is

also a dangerous tendency in such minds to soften the evil

of error by certain fanciful discoveries of truth and goodness

that will not bear close scrutiny. This 4efe<^t is unmistakably

illustrated in many of tlie expositions of doctrine given by

Mr. Itobertson.

But it is not only to acknowledged errors that tliis methotl

is applied. The tenets of Protestantism, as popularly under-

stood, are all to him errors, from which he eliminate^ the

truths they contain. Under this treatment the name of a

doctrine may be retained, but it no longer represents the

same truth, and is not used in its historic sense. Prayer,

regeneration, tlie vicarious atonement of Christ, the inspira-

tion of the Scriptures, etc., may be spoken of with due fre-

quency ; but they must be very easily satisfied who take it for

granted that these tenns are used by him to represent the

same ideas wliicli they represent in the historic theology of

.the Church. "We will briefly glance at Ids views on tw<» or

three points, which will illustrate this assertion.

The doctrine of baptismal regeneration he firmly rejected.

But he regards it as based upon the important truth tliat

all men are by nature the children of God, and that baptism

authoritatively declares and specially reveals this fact, licnct;

he confesses that, practically, there is little ditlereuce between

himself and the Tractarians on this point. If his statetneni-

merely related to infants, they would bo less exceptionable.

But he has no idea of any sucli limitation. He distinctly

rejects " that \-iew which maintains that you are not God's

child until evidence of a regenerate life is given, until signs
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of a converted soul are showu ; " and boldly declares that

human '* nature became, viewed in Christ, a holy thint; and

divine
; " that " the appearance of the Son of God is the

sanctification of the human race." Is it possible that any

one who knows and reveres the teaching of Divine truth

can admit that a sinner, dead in trespasses and sins, is a

child of God in any other sense than by creation ? How can

such an assumption be reconciled with St. Paul's statement,

that Christians " were by nature the children of wrath, even

as others?" Or with that of St. John : "as many as received

Lim to them gave he power to become the sons of God i
"

Not the sinner in his sin, but " as many as are led by the

Spirit of God, they are the spns of God." Nor is there any

warrant for the assumption that baptism is the only author-

ized,revelation of our relation to God. How could it be such

a revelation to an unconscious infant ? Is not our relation

to God, and privileges through Christ, revealed in the word of

God ? Such fanciful theology may be acceptable to those who

reject the inspiration of the Bible, but " we have a more sure

word of prophecy, whereunto ^\*e do weU that we take heed."

He regards the expectation that God will answer prayer

by any direct interposition of his power, as contrary to the

uniformity of the laws of nature, the facts of experience, and

the character of God ; and injurious in its influence on those

who cherish it. In this view he assumes that mind and mat-

ter are go%'erned by the same law ; and that the power and

freedom of God are limited by the forces of his material crea-

tion. Mr. Piobertson is not the only theologian of our day

who, while repudiating Pantheism, assumes positions that arc

essentially puutheistic.

He does not think that there is any authority, either in

the Old or Xew Testament, for the Christian observance of

the Sabbath ; but that it rests solely on the necessity and

advantages of observing the day as a day of rest, worship,

and recreation. He avows his acceptance of the doctrine of

the Trinity, but the deity of Christ is somewhat superfluous

in his system of doctrine. lie assigns no work to Christ as

*
our Kedeemer tliat requires or implies his godhead.

Though he had an intense hatred of wrong-doing, ainl

admiratTou of goodness, yet he never seems to have gra.-ped
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any adequate conception of the lioliness and dignity of the
divine law, and of the sinfulness of corrupt nature, prevent-
ing our access to God, and requiring an atonement to vindi-

cate the dignity and stability of the law, and the holiness and
mercy of the Lawgiver. He rejects that theory of the atone-

ment which represents Christ as suffering the i)enalty of sin and
the wrath of God, and human guilt as being canceled in the
ledger of heaven by his righteousness. But he does not indi-

cate any acquaintance with that view of the atonement which
regards the sufferings of Christ as an equivalent for the pen-
alty, the result not the cause of divine mercy, wherebv the
outgoings of divine mercy are harmonized with the claims

of divine justice, and the power of infinite love is unvailed,

to subdue the sinful heart to penitence and obedience. He
speaks of the vicarious sufferings of Christ, and of his recon-

ciling man to God, but he gives no reason for the necessity

of his suffering. In answer to the question, " If God is love

why do we need a mediator?" hS replies, "I think the best

answer is, I do not know." Xow Mr. Eobertsou is daring

enough in speculation when it suits him ; and the mediation

of Christ is a great central trutli, which must have some
discernible fitness, arising out of the character of God and the

moral condition of men. And if so great a fact appears as a

superfluity in his system of theology, it may justly create

a doubt, that his conception of man's relations to God are

not in harmony with truth. Ilis conception of the results of

the atonement are equally hazy and unsatisfactory. He
indeed represents Christ as reconciling man to God, man to

man, man to himself, and man to duty. But all this is accom-

plished by the influence of his holiness and self-denial opL-rat-

ing upon our minds, and leading us to imitate his example.

lu Christ's dying for all, he finds no higher meaning than

t"hat "he was the victim of the sin of all," and that "his Rae-

rifice represents the sacrifice of all." That is, that lie suffered

from his contact with the universal wickedness of men, and

his Buffering is the type of what we must sufier ! lie says

" the value of the death of Christ consisted in the surrender

of his self-will. . . . the profound idea therefore contained in

the death of Christ is the duty of self-surrender. . . . Ilo

[God] saw humanity subject to the law of solf-sacrifice,
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in the light of tliat Idea He beholds us as perfect, and is

satisfied/' Thus the great sorlptural truth that Christ died
for our sins, and that we have redemi)tion through his blood,
is dissolved into airy mist, and supplanted bylanciful and
baseless speculation.

Mr. Robertson also rejects the doctrine of a direct revela-
tion from God, of special truths, to the minds r.f the writer.-
of the IIolj Scriptures. He says in one of his letters, " The
difference t»e.tweon ]\roscs and Anaxagoras, the P:pi3tl'es and
the

'
Excursion,' I believe is in degree. ^The Light or the Word

which dwells in all men, dwells in loftier degree in some than
in others.^ ... I think this view of the matter is important,
because in the other vv-ay some twenty or thirty men in tlie

world's history have had a special communication, miraculoiL-=,
-and from God. In this all have it, and, by devout and'
earnest cultiv;>tion of the mind and heart, may have it

increased illinaitably." In his sermon on "^lie Good Shep-
herd" he says, '-There is a'something in our souls of God,
which corresponds with what is of God outside us, and recog-
nizes it by direct intuition ; something in the true soul that
corresponds with truth, and knows it to be truth." This view
of Inspiration cuts avvay at a stroke "the promises of God,"
and deprives the Bible of any just flaim to bo called '-the
word of God." - If any man^' says Paul, " tl.inks himself to

be a prophet or s])iritual, let him acknoM-ledge that the things
wliich I write unto you are the commandments of the Lord."
We do not believe that we are left vnthont any means of

knowing trutli from error, and right from wrong. But we
believe in using all the faculties with which we are endowed,
reason as well as intuition. We confers that some theologians

Iiave not duly recognized these capacities of the soul witli

which God has endov/ed us. But to assume that '• nothing is

more evident than truth," that the soul intuitively recognizes

it, and needs no evidence froin the reason, and no authority

of an objective revelation, is *to contradict the whole moral

history of our race, aiid to overlook the spiritual condition <'f

men, as portrayed in the IToly Scriptures and confirmed by

history and observation. To speak as if the natural feeh'ngs

and impulses of men are a 9^-\*iQ law of life, is to forget that

dark and evil pii'^sions have seized the helm oi the soul, and
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are steering it on toward det^truction. It is inislea^liiig and
t'allacions to speak of tlie feelings of men enslaved by passion.

prejudice, and ignorance, as if they were the intuitious of a

pure and elevated humanity. If men were perfectly holy,

their convictions respecting truth would be widely different.

But of what practical value is this conclusion, as long as the

supposition on which it rests is not true ? If our l)elief in

any ordinary tact depends upon the authority of the testimony

on which it is given, why may not our belief in the great doc-

trinal facts of the Gospel rest upon the authority of the testi-

mony by which they are sustained I These theories may be

true of the inhabitants of some other sphere, but they do not

fit here ; on the contrary, the authoritative revelation of his

will, which God has given to be an objective law of life, is

eminently adapted to the condition of beings liable to error,

and " having the undei-standing darkened through the igno-

rance that is in them."

"We cannot pursue this subject further. "What has been

said may suffice to show the dii-ection of JSIr. Kobertson's the-

ological progress. There are doubtless many raodiiying cr»n-

siderations to be taken into accoimt in judging of his theo-

logical position. It must be conceded that his sermons are

not designed to form a system of theology, and were published

without his consent or revision ; that he sometimes expresses

a familiar truth by language that gives it a new fonn ; that

his meaning is often obscure, and that he is not always con-

sistent with himself; that he was, to nee his own graphic fig-

ure, like a pilot steering a zigzag couite through dangerous

rocks, and not to be judged by those who merely watch the

vessel's com*se from the shore, and see not the rocks which lie

gees. But after making every concession tliat truth and fair-

ness demand, it is beyond duubt that there is a broad and

radical difference between many of his doctrinal views and

the teaching of those who are generally regarded as the stand-

ard expounders of Protestant theology.

Although an original and independent thinker, on some

important points he is in substantial agreement with the

Rationalists of the Anglican Church, as represented by the

authors of " Essays and Keviews." He is however separated

from them by his devout piety ; and by being no mere icon-
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oclast, breaking down without building up, lie soagLt
earnestly, and with great mental acuteness, to present positive

Views of the truth, which he believed to be more in harmony
with the religious consciousness of the age. lie was a Ration-

alist, with strong High-Church leanings, who never quite

shook off the influence of his education among the despised
" Evangelicals."

He always seems to assume that the teaching of tlie

Anglican Church must be right, although he is compelled to

put the most unnatural and fanciful construction on many of

her tenets before he can adopt them as his o^vn. He cher-

ished an ardent admiration for the character and writings of

Channing, which was not without some influence on his ardent

and susceptible mind. And in nearly every instance in which
he forsakes the old landmarks of the theology of the Eeforma-

tion, he drifts in the direction of the more evangelical

Unitarians.

Some may deem our exceptions to his theology inconsistent

with our ex|>ressed admiration of his character. We would

cast no shade of doubt on the sincerity of his piety and the

nobleness of his life. His life reflects honor on humanity.

But we are not of those who allow their admiration for his

excellences to hush all doubt regarding the soundness of liis

teaching. Let us not confound things that should be kept

distinct. Are we to admit the Unitarianism of Channing, the

election and reprobation of Calvin, the miraculous gifts of

Irving, or the wikl dreams of Swedenborg, because we admit

that they were gifted and sincere men? Like Schliermacher,

Fichte, and others, the piety of Eobcrtson's heart seems to

haye shielded hiia fruin the logical consequences of tlie specu-

lations of his brain. But this does not proye that his errors

are harmless. The errors which are maintained by a writer

are often more injurious in their influence on others than to

himself. This was singularly so in the case of those German

writers just mentioned. The philosophy that led others into

gross Pantheism seemed to have little practical influence

upon themselves.

But the practical result of a general adoption of these prin-

ciples to which we have taken exception, is scarcely doubtful.

It may be that some who deny any scriptural authority for
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the Sabbath, and place its claims merely on the visible need
and advantages of a day of rest, will, from habits of piety,

continue to observe the day reverently. But will not the
general promulgation of the doctrine that there is no divine

authority for the Sabbath^ be adverse to its devout observ-

ance? Persons who have formed the habit of prayer may
continue to observe this duty -after they have ceased to bclie^•e

in God as the answerer of prayer ; but who will be induced

to begin to pray, that has no expectation of God answering

his prayers ? He who believes that all men are by nature

children of God, and that this relation is declared and ratified

by divine authority in baptism, cannot feel that he needs to

seek the regenerating grace of the Spirit, by which alone we
can be born from above. It may be that some to whom the

Bible has become precious, will continue to study and revere

its teaching after they have adopted theories of inspiration

which undermine its authority and rob it of its claims to our

confidence ; but what will be the eflfect of a general adoption

of the belief, that it merely contains the thoughts and feelings

of good men, and is in no proper sense " the word of God," or

a revelation of his will as the law of life ? Such a belief can-

not be entertained without a total revolution in our views of

the relation of the Bible to the development of spiritual life.

We have spoken of Robertson as one of the signs of the

times in theology, one of the indications of a tendency to

greater latitude of speculation, and a bolder and more relent-

less criticism ; a tendency to give less weight to formal and

rigid statements of doctrine, and a higher place to the convic-

tions of the conscience. Ilowever it may be accounted for,

'this movement is suflicicntly imj^ortant to claim a candid,

patient, and intelligent investigation. There must be some-

thing in the present condition of theological science which has

prepared the way for it. And as almost every heresy is an exag-

gerated truth, that has not been duly recognized in the ortho-

dox confessions of faith, there must be some element of trutli in

this movement to which it owes its strength. Is there nothing

in dogmas based upon misconceptions of the figurative and

poetic language of Scripture, in stereotyped platitudes and

half-truths being taken for the whole tnith, thus teaching for

doctrines of revelation the commandments and opinions of
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men, and in the want of a just recognition of tlie dignity of

the individual conscience, from which this movement may be

largely a reaction ? One thing is certain : It cannot be put

down merely by greater stringency in enforcing confession? of

faith, or by dogmatic and intolerant denunciation. This

would only strengthen it. Its errors must be calmly and

fairly met by the force of truth. It will be well for the

Church if she j)rove herself siifticiently liberal and discrimin-

ating to recognize whatever truth the movement may con-

tain, and the lessons it teaches, while holding fast with

unabated confidence those great Scripture verities which have

inspired her noblest achievements, and nerved the strength

of the great " cloud of witnesses '' who " through faith and

patience inherit the promises."".

Akt. VII.—MILTON'S EARLY LIFE.

GENIUS AND WORK.

It is a common error to make genius a sort of spontaneity, a

perennial jet from Castaliau foimtains, rather than a Jacob's

well produced by labor. Milton's life contradicts all such

notions. Whatever other gifts he had, it is certain that of

hard work took the lead. In his particular line he was the

greatest aj^plicant and hardest worked man in England. ITc

studied himself blind at an early age. His whole history is a

rebuke to those lazy dreamers who court genius in idleness.

Work makes our great men, and idleness, in most cases, im-

makes their children. Hence the rare propagation of distin-

guished qualities. A Webster and Clay seldom arise from the

same fajnih'es in two successive generations. After one such

production, nature, as if exhausted by the endeavor, sinks

back into the tamest mediocrity.

BIRTHPLACE.

Milton had a very unpoetical birthplace. He first saw the

light on Bread-street, in the heart of the Ix)ndon of IGOS,

(Dec. 9,) when that renowned city had less than 200,000 inhab-

itants, about as large a.'^ New York was thirtv vcars ago, when
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Canal-street was its northern boundary. His exquisite paint-

ings of country life were perhaps an oflshoot of its contrast to

his own dusty and fetid home, of which contrast he was made
feelingly sensible by occasional rural excui-sions. As much as

this he hints at in the following beautiful passage :

" As one who long in populous city pent,

"Where houses thick aud sewers annoy tlic air,

Forth issuing on a summer's morn to breathe

Among the pleasant villages and farms

Adjoined, from each thing met conceives delight,

The smell of grain, or tedded grass, or kine,

Or dairy, each rural sight, each rural sound
;

If chancQ, with nymph-like step, fair virgin pass,

"What pleasing seemed for her, now pleases more

;

She most, and in her look seems all dehght"

This sort of pleasure, like most of our city denizens, Milton

had a higher appreciation of from its being only occasional,

and BO sweetly different from his ordinary erperiences. AVe

of the city enjoy as much perhaps from a month of rural life

as countrymen all the year round, and being more condensed

it makes a stronger impression, and leaves behind it more sa-

lient points in the memory. Ko one expatiates so beautifully

on the pleasures of early rising as Thomson, who was remark-

able for his late hours in bed.

Bread-street, in spite of its unpoetical name, was at the time

the resort of poets ; for the Mermaid Tavern, where Shaks-

peare, Ben Jonson, and other literary celebrities held their

convivial meetings, was located upon it, and not far from the

house in which Milton was born. Shakspcare died when Mil-

ton was seven years old, and Jonson when he was twenty-eight

;

and how much acquaintance they may have had in his family,

or whether any, we are not informed. If he shared at all in

their inspirations, it was not from local contiguity, but from

reading their works, which he early devoured, as also much of

the extant English literature of that age. He was omnivorous

in his reading appetite, as his works abundantly prove.

The first distinct relic of Milton's physique as a child is left

OS in the form of a portrait of him by a Dutch artist when he

was ten years old. No one can gaze on this childish image

without peculiar feelings. Its half moon frill around the

neck, edged with lace and stiff with starch, its nicely fitting

FouETu SePvIes, Vol. XVIII.—37
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jacket with bands, and its row of buttons down in front, and
the general aspect, bespeak a child of genteel training and
surroundings, one from a family of the elite in that age. The
face is rather long for its width, the eyes large, cfear, and
expressive, and what is most remarkable of all, is the grave
and serious mind which seems to be looking out upon one.

Already great ideas had evidently begun to germinate in that

childish mind. One in looking upon this young face feels

the truth of what Milton says of himself:

" When I was yet a child, no childish play

To me was pleasing ; all my mind was set

Serious to learn and know, and thence to do, —

What might be piiljlic good ; myself I thought

Born to that end, born to promote all truth,

All righteous things."

He seems to have come from his mother an anointed seer,

and hence his early gra?p upon all things above, beneath,

around, and within, by which to instruct and elevate the com-
ing ages. It may do to have one such child in a thousand

years ; but that the race would be benefited by having such the

general type of childhood, we should be slow to believe.

Lambs frisk and leap, and why should not children ?

The events whose inspiration he had begun to feel at this

early age were by no means insignificant. One of them was

the first publication of our common version of the Bible, which

took place when he was three years old, so that his earliest

reading must have been in this version. And as much Icanied

controversy on the merit of different versions followed its pub-

lication, it is to be presumed that the subject must have had

place among his ^rst reading recollections, and imparted to

him the inspiration of which he speaks, as from

"Siloa's brook that flowed

Fast by the oracle of God.''

On his fourth year died the eldest son of James I., thus in-

troducing into the direct line of succession the unfortunate

Charles, who lost his head ;
while in his fifth year Bartholomew

Legate was burned at Smithfield for Arianism, an event whicli

may be supposed to have had a strong influence upon a child's

mind, and producing in him, perhaps, that repugnance which
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he ever manifested to all persecution, or distraints npon liberty

and conscience. On his seventh, Carr, Earl of Somerset, the

court favorite, -was tried for the murder of Sir Thomas Over-
bury, and was disgraced ; while first Villiers, and afterward

the celebrated Buckingham, became premier, involvin<T freat

political changes. In his eighth year occurred the quarrel be-

tween the king and the Scotch Kirk, from an attempt to im-

pose bishops on the latter, attended by most exciting debates,

which seem to have inspired Milton with a peculiar abhor-

rence of prelatical power. Sir Walter Raleigh was executed

when he was ten, as an act of concession to the Spanish Court

;

and the same year the Synod of Dort assembled to balance

accounts between Calvinism and Arminianism. Milton no
doubt gave his early and earnest thoughts to these religious

divergencies, and has embodied his conclusion in various

passages.

" Freely they stood who stood, and fell who fell

;

» ' * « «

. . . nor can justly accuse

Their Maker, or their making, or their fate;

As if'predestiuaticn overruled

Their will, disposed by absolute decree,

Or high foreknowledge ; they themselves decreed

Their own revolt."

" God made thee perfect, not immutable
;

And good he made tiiee, but to persevere

He left it in thy power ; ordained thy will

By nature free, not overruled by fate

Inextricable, or strict necessity :

Our voluntary service he requires,

Not necessitated."

The intuitions of the poet relieved the Calvinic and Armin-

ian controversy of its subtleties and intricacies, and set the sub-

ject before us in a light to command the convictions of all

ages. God made men free, men made themselves wicked, is a

conclusion to wliich Solomon came three thousand years ago

:

" God made man upright, biit he hath sought out many in-

Teutions."

FITTING FOR COLLEGE.

From his tenth year onward Milton was in the full career

of the immortality which labor and learning are able to im-

part. Uis father designing him fur the Church, and being m
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no great sympathy -vrith King James knd liis bisliops, put his

son under the tuition of one Thomas Young, a bhiff honest

Scotchman, who liad been driven from his country by the

king's coercive measures. Thus the poet was nourished at the

breasts of Dissent and Pnritanism ; nor to the day of his death

did he prove untrue to his training. Young was a man of

learning, and earned for himself the warmest eulogiums of his

pupil, who speaks of "the incredible and singular gratitude

which he owed him ; " and adds, in a Latin poem full of classic

allusions, "you are dear to me as Socrates to Alcibiadcs,

Aristotle to Alexander, and as Phoenix and Chiron were to

Achilles." Such allusions in our age would be deemed pedan-

tic, but they accorded to the times of Milton. " I have

explored," he says, " the recesses of the Muses, and beheld the

sacred green spots of the cleft summit of Parnassus, and quaffed

the Pierian cups, and, Clio favoring me, thrice sprinkled my
youthful mouth with Castalian wine," which means, in our di-

rect way of speaking, that under Young's tuition he had gone

deep into Latin and Greek if not into Hebrew, and had begun

to think, feel, and perhaps write as a poet.

How hard he worked at this early period may be seen from

what he says of himself: "My father destined me while yet a

little boy for the study of humane letters, which I seized with

such eagerness, that from the twelfth year of my age I

scarcely ever went from my lessons to bed before midnight

;

which, indeed, was the first cause of injury to my eyes, to

whose natural weakness there were also added frequent head-

aches. All which not a little retarding my impetuosity in

learning, he caused me to be daily instructed both at the

grammar-school and under other masters at home ;
and then,

when I had acquired various tongues, and also some not

insignificant taste of the sweetness of philosophy, he sent me

to Cambridge, one of our national universities." The ambition

of the elder Milton, like that of too many other parents, must

have got the better of his judgment, for instead of restraining

the dangerous ardor of his son, he ratlier stimulated it, and

gave orders to "the maid-servant to sit up for John " till he

wished to retire. Tbis was stimulating a free horse to Ins

death, and the poor son run himself into blindness before half

his race was accomplished.
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The grammar-scliool of which Milton speats in the foref^oin"

extract was that of St. Paul's Churchyard, Loudon, and was
at the time taught by the Gills, father and son, men of critical

learning and considerable celebrity as authors. By a bandy-

ing of epithets between this and St. Anthony's school the boys
in the latter were called " St. Anthony's pigs," while Milton
and hk school-fellows were familiarly known as "St. r.aur3

pigeons," a species of nicknaming not infrequent among our

Saxon ancestors. The younger Gill divided his 'devotion

between his cups and his books, and was about equally

celebrated for hard study and hard drinking. This is rather a

rare combination of qualities. It is nevertheless true that the

young man, though troublesome to his father and an annoy-

ance to his friends, had yet much solid learning ; and Milton for

many years continued his correspondence with the Gills, and

accorded them much consideration.

What his precise curriculum of studies was at St. Paul's we
are not told ; but from an address to his father we gather that

it must have included not only Latin and Greek, but some

attention to Hebrew and the languages of Continental Europe.

Speaking to his father he says :
" When at your expense I had

obtained access to the eloquence of the tongue of Pomulus,

and to the delights of Latium, and the great words, becoming

the mouth of Jove, uttered by the magniloquent Greeks, you

then advised me to add the flowers which are the pride of

Gaul, and the speech which the new Italian, attesting the

barbarian inroads by his diction, pours forth from his

degenerate mouth, and the mysteries which are spoken by the

prophet of Palestine." His indefi^tigable nocturnal as well as

daily studies, not only in school but under ' private tutors

at home, made him, by the time he was fifteen years old, when

he closed his academical course and entered college, a great

proficient in various learning, and placed him far in advance

of his fellow freshmen in tlie university. Indeed, he did not

confine himself to books, but practiced music, for which he was

an adept, and dipped into everything " to learn and know,"

as he says, " and thence to do what might be public good."

Knowing, certainly, if not doing, was the passion of his lite.
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HIS CAMBRIDGE LIFE.

Milton was admitted to Cluist's College 12tli of February,

1624, when he found himself surrounded with rollicking stu-

dents, many ofwhom spent more time in sport and revelries than

at their books. They were accustomed to speak of the tliree

taverns of the town as "the best tutors," and when one

of these taverns, " The Miter," fell, a fellow composed the

following ditty on its rebuilding, which was said and smi^ with

infinite sport

:

" Then drink sack, Sam, and cheer thy heart

;

Bo not dismay'd at all;

For we will drink it up again.

Though we do catch a falL

"We'll be thy workmen day and night

In spite of bugbear proctors
;

Before, we drunk as freshmen all.

But now we'll drink like doctors."

In this jolly life the students were not alone, but in their

own circles the doctors and learned professors had their part.

Smoking was almost universal, which seems the more remark-

able, since the practice had been introduced into England only

a few years previous by Sir "Walter Ealeigh, and so much dis-

gust did it excite in court circles that even King Jatnes

himself wrote a scathing book against it, and did what he

could, by influence and authority, to put it down. The nar-

cotic pipe proved more than a match for kingly power, and

smoking made such rapid, progress that in a single genera-

tion it had become universal, especially among men of leisure

and studious habits. The Indian weed, with all its disgusting

properties, has an occult iuflueuco on the human uerve» which

it is difficult to explain.

Drinking and smoking among the students were attended

by other irregularities, which made discipline difficult and in

Bome cases impossible. Instead of keeping themselves to the

prescribed academic costume, they put on all manner of fan-

tastic dresses, " new-fashioned gowns of any color whatsoever,

blue or green, or red or mi.xcd, without any uniformity except

in hanging-sleeves ; and their other garments light and gay,

Bome with boots and spurs, others ^\'ith stockings of diverse

colors reversed one upon another, and round rusty caps."
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Priests and undergraduates " had fair roses upon the shoe,

loug frizzled hair upon the head, broad-spread bands upou
the shoulders, and long merchants' ruffs about the neck, with
fair feminine cuffs at the wrist." All these fantasies were
mere matters of fun and frolic. Some added the grave dere-

liction of " nicknaming and scoffing at religion," and assert-

ing " debauched and atheistical principles," They absented

themselves from prayei-s, converted fast-days into occasions

for feasting and drunkenness, and sacrificed more to Venus
than to Miner\'a. This was a remarkable state of things at a

Beat of learning containing such men as Alilton, Jeremy Taylor,

and some of the most renowned Puritan scholars and divines.

The authorities expressly decreed that " no woman, of what-

ever age or condition, dare, either by herself, or, being sent

for, be permitted by others in any college, to make any one's

bed in private chambers ; or to go to the hall, or kitchen, or

buttery ; to carry any one's commons, bread or beer, to any

scholars chamber, within the limits of the college, unless she

•were sent for to nurse some infirm sick person ; " " that young

maids should not be permitted, upon any pretext whatsoever,

to go to students' chambers." The rogues were like uneasy

swine, constantly contriving how they might break these

inclosures of authority, subjecting king and Parliament to

new devices "to bring home that long-banished pilgrim dis-

cipline," to use the words of the king himself, who seemed

more solicitous about keeping the conduct of others right

than his own. But in the midst of these disciplinary meas-

ures,' news reaches college that the king is dead, and that

his son Charles has succeeded to the throne. And a few

•weeks later, the well-dissembled mourning- was changed to

conviviality by tidings that Charles had by proxy married

Mary, a French princess, meeting her as his wife first at Dover,

kisses her and inspects her feet, to see that her shoes did not

make her seem taller than she really was • whereujx)n some

college wag WTote,

" All plftoos in thig castle en\y this,

"Whero Charles and Mary sliarcd a royal kiss."

The bride was described as " nimble and quick, black-eyed,

brown-haired, in a word, a brave lady."
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In the midst of all these scenes Milton thougli little over
fifteen years of age, was more than ever buried in his books,
and "it was usual for him to sit in his study till midnight,"
and by "his indefatigable efforts he profited exceedinglv."

Genius, wit, and labor all concurred in his case to briu>r'to

pass those results which have made him a prodigy of talent

and attainment to all ages. Two causes were working around
him, however, to which at the time he paid little attention,

to undermine the throne of the Stuarts and bring on the rev-

olution : one was cavalier voluptuousness and oppression, and
the other Puritan austerity and love of liberty. Cromwell's

tutor was then at Cambridge, and Milton himself afterward

became his secretary. Our student was too much absorbed in

his books to prognosticate these events, conversing more with

the ancient dead than %vith living actors, and enjoyiug the

"sweetness of philosophy" more than the pleasures around

him or the anticipations of power.

In the absence of railroads, telegraphs, and daily news-

papers, Joseph Meade, one of the senior fellows and a genial

man, was ncwscr for the college, keeping a record of events

transmitted to him from various sources, in which among other

eingularities is the following from London market :
" A cod-

fish in whose maw, when it was opened in the fish-market,

there was found a book in decimo-sexto of the bigger size, to-

gether with two pieces of sailcloth. The book on being dried

•was found to contain three religious treatises bound together,"

one of which was entitled a " Mirror or glass to know thyself;

"

by John Frith, the same who was associated with Tyndale in

the translation of the Bible, and who suffered martyrdom

under Henry YIII. in 1533. The book was written in the

Tower, at London, a year previous to and as a sort of prepara-

tion for his own anticipated martyrdom. That a fish should

bring from the deep sea such a message for England, was well

calculated to make " the graver sort " feel tliat it was a voice

from God, and " the three treatises were printed in London

the following year, under the title of ' Vox Piscis,' ' The Voice

of the Pish,'"

Lord Bacon died in 1C25, when Milton, was eighteen years

of af»e, and we cannot wonder at his interest in philosophy

with access to the works of such a writer, though it waa a
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branch of learning then in a transition state, the Aristotelian

philosophy being still in vogue, but suffering many inroads

from the inductive method. Newton was not yet born, and

the mathematics at Cambridge had not acquired the pre-

eminence they reached in later ages. Still Milton had a true

idea of the Copemican system, and hence he sung,

" What if the sua

Be center to the world ; and other stars,

By his attractive virtue and their own
Incited, dance about him various rounds?

Their wand'ring course, now high, now low, then hid.

Progressive, retrograde, or standing still,

In six thou seest; and what if seventh to these

The planet earth, so steadfast though she seem,

Insensibly three different motions move ?
"

One thing is certain, Milton's learning, however advanced,

or from whatever source derived, was touched with Prome-

thean fire, took on all beautiful forms of thought, and became

both the nurse and the offspring of his genius. The metrical

current of his prolific mind had already begun to flow, and his

friends were apprehensive that his health and life might give

way under the enormous pressure of his studies and his aspira-

tions. One of them wrote him in Greek to check his ardor,

and said to him among other things, ""Why do you despise

the gifts of nature ? why do you persist inexcusably in tying

yourself night iind day to your books? Live, laugh, enjoy

your youth and the present hour. In all things else your in-

ferior, I both think myself and am superior to you in this

—

that I know a moderation in my labors."

Milton answered in Latin while he was enjoying a vacation

at his father's in London, assuring his friend that he was

having "the most agreeable relaxation." "When I am

wearied," he adds, " the pomp of the winding theater takes mo

hence ; " and he describes the acting of some of Shakspeare'B

plays, and comes to the grave conclusion that British hidies

were superior to those of ancient Greece, or Rome, or Troy,

or Egypt, or Persia, a very natural prejudice of all lads

and lasses, we believe, in favor of their own countrymen and

•women. He adds in conclusion, " It is fixed that I go back to

the rushy marshes of Cam, and once more approadi tho nmr-
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mar of the hoarse-murmuring school." In another part of this

letter he says, "At present it is no part of ray care to revisit

the reedj Cam ; nor does the love of my forbidden rooms yet

cause me grief. ^STor do naked fields please me, where soft

shades are not to be had." These passages indicate dislike to

Cambridge and its scenery, which has led some to suppose

that Milton was not popular there, and that it was only after

urgency that he was induced to return. But the truth is,

after staying seven years in the place, he had a pressing invi-

tation from his college to remain still longer, and the highest

encomiums were pronounced on his scholarship.

During this vacation in 1G26, six years after the landing of

the Pilgrims at Plymouth, he wrote the following on the

death of an infant

:

"0 fairest flower, no sooner blown than blasted!

Soft silken primrose fiidiug timelesslv

;

Summer's chief honor, if thou hadst outlasted

Bleak winter's force that made thy blossom dr7;

• For he being amorous on that lovely dye

That did thy cheek eavermell, thought to kiss,

But killed, alasl and then bewailed his fatal bliss."

Milton received his first degree in 1628, when he was

twenty, and his second in 1632, when he was in his twenty-

fom-th year. Between these periods he had written several

pieces of poetry, and had a pretty sharp contest with a rever-

end prelate who charged him wnth inconsistency for knowing

BO much about theaters and yet professing to be a puritan.

It seems that this charge grew out of the ridicule which Mil-

ton had bestowed on certain theatricals in Avhich the reverend

gentleman had been coucerned in college. Milton caustically

replied :
" Tour divines have been seen upon the stage writh-

ing and unbowing their clergy limbs to all the antic and dis-

honest gestures of biifibons and bawds, prostituting the shame

of that ministry they had or were nigh having, to the eyes of

courtiers and court-ladies with their gowns and mademoiselles.

There, while they acted and overacted, among other young

scholars, I was a spectator ; they thought themselves gallant

men, but I thought them fools ; they made sport, and I laughed ;

they mispronounced, and I misliked; and to make up the

Atticism, they were out, and I hissed."
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These theatricals appear, some of them, to have been enacted
in honor of a visit from the king and queen, Charles and
Mary, whose unpopularity Wiis already beginning to appear.
Among the regulations for the reception, it was decreed by the

college authorities " that no tobacco be taken in the hall nor
anywhere else publicly," which further shows the prevalence

of the weed at that time, and that it had not yet become agree-

able to the Stuart dynasty. Milton seems to have behaved
himself respectfully to their majesties, though he was by no
means a favorer of their despotisms either in State or Church.

He subscribed to the Creed so far as to get his diplomas, but

was no doiibt deterred from entering the ministry under the

spiritual tyranny exercised by Laud, and from a disgust at the

whole order of Church ideas and usages. lie hated prelacy as

much as he loved liberty and republicanism.

EEnRES TO HIS FATHER'S COUNTRY RESIDENCE.

At the time of his leaving Cambridge his father had left

London, and become a resident of the little country village of

Horton, about seventeen miles west of London, where he re-

mained five years engaged in the further prosecution of his

studies, and writing some of his earlier poetry.

A short time previous to this his likeness was taken. " In

stature," he says of himself, " I confess I am not tall, but

still what is nearer to middle height than to little; and

what if I were little, of which stature have often been very

great men both in peace and war, though why should that be

called little which is great enough for virtue ? " His contempo-

raries say of him that ho was a little under the middle height,

had light brown hair, his complexion exceedingly fair, his face

oval, and his eyes a dark gray. The white and red were so

delicately blended in his face that he was called '* the lady " in

college, this feminine appearance being increased by " the light

brown hair foiling to his ruff on both -sides of his oval face,

and his slender and elegant rather than massive form." " His

deportment was affable, his gait erect and manly, bespeaking

courage and undauntedness." He had a sonorous voice, del-

icate and tunable, and pitched rather for tenor than bass in

sino-in"-. He gave himself to manly exercises, especially lenc-

ing, in which he was an adept, though in purity of tharacter
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he was even more virgin-like than in his personal appear-

ance. Seriousness was the pervading tone of his mind ; and

he himself says, " in festivities and jests I acknowledge my
faculty to be very slight."

Milton may have been modest, but his modesty had in it a

vast amount of self-asserting' power. He was fully conscious

of his own abilities, or of their superiority to the ordinary run

of mankind, aud hence the assurance with which he spoke,

years before Paradise Lost was written, of his " doing some-

thing that his country would not be willing to let die." His

was the self-assurance of a conscious unflinching virtue. It

goes along with that " moral austerity of character which has

been alleged to be discernible in him even in his youth, rather

than with that temperament of various sensibility which is,

according to the general theory, regarded as characteristic of

the poet." Milton was as fur as possible from all such varia-

tions. Ilis self-esteem was not of a kind to need the praises

of others to sustain it. It did not succumb to the illimitable

obloquy of his closing career, when the Cromwell Common-

wealth was dead, the Puritans were in disgrace, the cause with

which he was identified had failed, and he was a poor blind

old man hiding himself in the byways of London from the

myrmidons of power, and eking out a neglected life by means

of the small pittance secured by school-keeping. Under these

adverse circumstances it was that he achieved the great pur-

pose of his life—Paradise Lost. Like John Wesley, he was

too self-asserting to be happy in domestic life, and hence his

separation from his wife, and the state of subordination in

which he kept his daughters. lie was- too strong in himself

and in his great mission to lean upon others, or make othei-s

happy in leanuig upon him. As a controversialist he was as

keen in satire as lie was overwhelming in argument.

These thoughts go beyond the design of our present paper,

however, as we are concerned only with his youth, in which

we find the abundant seeding of what he became in his old

age. His five years at Ilorton were devoted to communing

with books and with nature, llis profession was that of liter-

ature. Here he wrote his L'Allegro, his II Penseroso, his

Comus and other large pieces, which have secured a pcnna-

nent place in English literature. The first was given to sport
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and laughter, the second to melancholy ; the Comus was acted
in his neighborhood in a masque, and the lesser pieces were
addressed to the nightingale, or written in reference to various
subjects in wliich he had a passing interest.

His first published piece was a httle epitaph on Shakspeare,
which was inserted in earlier editions of that renowned poet.

'

" Thy easy numbers flow ; and that each heart
Hath, from the leaves of thy unvalued book,

Those Delphic lines with deep impression took,

Then thou, our fancy of itself bereaving,

Dost make us marble with too much conceiving;
And, so sepulchred, in such pomp dost lie,

That kings, for such a tomb, would wish to die."

His aspirations toward the invisible and eternal he thus sets

forth in one of his early pieces :

"Silch where the deep transported mind may soar

Above the wheehng poles, and at heaven's door
Look in, and see each blissful deity.

How he before the thunderous throne doth lie,

Listening to what unshorn Apollo sings

To touch the golden wires."

In this frame of mind it was, especially as a.ssisted by the

revelations of God's word, that he came to feel that beings in

heaven and beings in hell were great realities, and that their

mighty deeds were passing before him and calling for a record

from his historic pen. At twenty-three we find him writing

thus thoughtfully of himself:

" How soon hath Time, the subtle thief of youth,

Stol'n on his wing my three and twentieth year I

My basting days fly on with full career.

But my late spring no bud or blossom show'tli,

Perhaps my semblance might deceive the truth

That I to manhood am arrived so near;

And inward ripeness doth much less appear.

That some more timely happy spirits endu'th.

Yet be it less or more, or soon or slow,

It shall be still in strictest mea.sure even

To that same lot, however mean or high.

Toward which Time leads me, and the will bf Heaven;
All is, if I have gractj to use it so.

As ever in my great Taskmaster's eye."

By leave from his father and a due supply of money, (^lilton

had yet earned nothing in life to subsist uj^on,) he set out with
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one servant on his continental jouniey. This was in 1638,
when he was thirty years old. lie spent some time in Paris,

which he did not like, and then moved on by slow stH<res to

Marseilles, and arriving at Florence, he remained two mouths
enjoying the beautiful climate and scenery of Italy, and h(jld-

ing converse with Galileo and other celebrities. To this great

man, whom the pope imprisoned for his invention of the tel-

escope, he thus alludes

:

" The broad circumference

Hung on his shoulders, like the moon, whose orb

Through optic glass the Tuscan artist views,

At evening from the top of Fesola,

Or in Valdarno, to descrv new lands,

Rivers or mountains in her spotty globe."

Milton no doubt had a peep at the moon through Galileo's

telescope, and describes what he saw. The lynbrageous sur-

roundings of Florence no doubt supplies the following allusion :

" On the beach

On that inflamed sea he stood, and called

His legions, angel forms, who lay entranced.

Thick as autumnal leaves that strew the brooks

In Tallorabrosa, where the Etrurian shades

High-overarched embower."

In a letter written at Florence he thus alludes to his interest

in the place and in Italian literature :
" I certainly, who have

not wet merely' the tips of my lips with both these tongues,

(Greek and Latin,) but have, as much as any, to the full allow-

ance of my years, drained their deeper draughts, can yet

Bomctimes willingly and eagerly go for a feast to that Dante
of yours, and to Petrarcli and a good few more; nor has the

Attic Athens itself, with its pellucid Ilissus, nor tliat old

Kome with its banks of the Tiber, been able so to hold me
but that I love often to visit your Arno and these hills of

Faesule." At Rome he also remained two months, and then

he made his way home through Switzerland, having been

absent thirteen months. And in conclusion he adds a

testimony showing the strength of his character and the purity

of his life: " I again take God to witness, that in all the

places where so many things are considered lawful, I lived

sound and untuuched from all profligacy and vice, having this

thought perpetually with me : though I may escape the eyes

of men, I certainly could not the eyes of God."
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On his return home he embarked in the controversies of the
revolution, became CromweU's secretary, and for twenty years
he had little leisure for those quiet literary pursuits to' which
he had devoted his life. Xo countiy in the -world owes so
much to Miltop's defense of the freedom of the press and the
cause of liberty as America.

Art. VIII.—forEIGX RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

PEOTESTANTISM.
GREAT BRITAIN.

Importaxt Proceedings of the Cox-
VOCATIOK OF CaXTEREURT—ThE RITU-
ALISTIC COXTRQVERjSY

—

ThE CoLEXSO
Case— Appointment of Sitfragax
Bishops.—The Convocation of Cnnter-

bury had on the 2Gth of June a highly

important discussion on the Romanizing
innovations in the worship of tlie Church
of England. It will be remembered that

some time ago the subject was sent to

the House of Bisl.ops by a representa-

tion from the Lower House, suggesting

the danger to be apprehended from an
excess of ritualism, while on the other

i

hand any change in the prayer book
i

was deprecated. The bishops, in return,
|

desired the Lower House to appoint a
'

Committee of Inquiry. The request was
;

complied witli, and it was the report of
\

this committee (I'r. Goodwin, Dean of
,

Ely, being chairmau) wiiich called forth

the discussion on the 2oth of July. On ^

the whole, the ritualists were satisfied I

with the report. Tlie report gave a his-
j

tory of the rituali^^tio usaires which the
,

party tries to introduce, and deprecates

any attempt at a judicial settlement of

the question of ritualism, urging moder-
ation on both si'lt-s. A zealous Low
Churchman, Lord Arthur Hervey, re-

garded this re[K)rt as entirely unsatis-

&ctory, and moved, as an amendment, to

take steps for determining authoritaiivcly

the legality or ille'_'ality of altar lights,

incense, and wafer brt-ad. High Church-

men and Broad Churchmen combined

for defeating this amendment, the latter I

taking tiie ground that no party should ;

be driven out of the Church, "but that i

on the contrary the gates of the Ciiurch i

should be thrown open so widely ira to 1

allow all the Dissenters to enter. Tho
High Churchmen, on the other hanrl. aro
anxious that no one adhering to High-
Church principles be harmed, and ono
of their speakers significantly stated
that perhaps the practices which had
c-.Hisod so much anxiety might be fjund
to be a link to the unity with other
Christian Churches, (the Greek and t!io

Roman Catholic.) The result of this

discussion was the rejection of the
amendment, and the adoption of the
report by a vote of 38 to 9.

Tne House of Bishops again debated
on the Colenso case. The Arciibishop

of Canterbury announced that a letter

had been received from the secretary of

the House of Bishops of the Epi-cjpal

Church of America, staling that it had
come to the knowledge of the bishops

that the Convocation of Canterbury had
passed a resolution approving of the

lirmness and devotion of Bishop Gray,

the Metropolitan of South Africa, in his

proceedings against Dr. Colenso. Some
of the bishops (those of London and 6t.

Daviil's) did not know what " the Ameri-
can bishops were talking about," as

they had not been present whoa tho

resolution, referred to in the American
address, was passed. Great satisfaction

was, however, expressed on all sides

with the incrensiing intercourse Ivtwei-n

the two branches of the Anglican

Church, and a committee of seven

bishops was appointed to pr».'paro an

address to the American bishops. The

Bishop of Oxford then prov>osed to

answer the question suhmittid to tho

English bishops bv tho diocesi- of Natal.

The Bishop of Oxford moved that the

bishops atiswer that question to the

eflect that the Church of England did

uol bold commuuiou with the Bldliop of
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Natal, and that it did hold coramuuioQ
with the ortliodox bishops of South
Africa. A majority of bishops, how-
ever, were opposed to committing them-
selves on the first part of this resolu-
tion, and bj five agraiust four votes
adopted an amendment, declaring that
they held communion with the Bishop
of Capetown and those bishops who
with him declared Dr. Colenso to be
ipso f'icto excommunicated. The Lower
House gave to this amendment a unan-
imous consent In reply to the qucs-

. don from the Bishop "of Capetown,
"Whether the acceptance of a new
Tjishop on our part, while Dr. Colenso
still retains the letters patent of the
Crown, will in any wav separate us
from the Mother Church," the Bishop of
Oxford proposed the following dec-
laration :

That as it has been decided on appeal
to the highest judicial court in this kin'?'-
dom, on the one hand, that the Churc"hm the province of Natal, in communion
with the United Church of England and
Ireland, \a in the eye of the law a mere
voluntary association ; and. on the other
hand, as the letters patent do not profess
to confer spiritnal power, and have been
declared by the court to convev no epis-
copal jurisdiction ; it is the judgment of
tmsllouse that the acL-eptaace of a new
bbh'np does n>>t impair 'the connection
or alter the relations exi.stin? between
the members of the Chr.rch in the prov-
ince of Natal and the Church ot En-
gland, provided : 1. That the bishop be
canonically consecrated according to the
use of the Church of Ent'land. 2. That
there be no invasion of the title of the
Bishop of Natal ccnveyed by her
Majeijty'g letters patent.

As regards the measures to be taken
to secure the appointment of a new
bisliop. the bishop proposed that tho
House of Bishops should recommead:

1. That an instrument should be pre-
pared declarator?- of the doctrine and
discipline of tho Church of .South Africa,
which evcr^- priest and deacon appointed
to any oflice should be required to
Babscribc. •.'. That a e^dlv and w^ll-
Ie«rned man should be cho:>en, with the
consent of the communicants of the
Church, to be the bishop. 3. Xhat the
person so selected should be prt^sented
rorcousecration either to the Arehbishop
of Canterbury or to the bishops of the
Church in .South Afhcu. a.i might be
hereafter deemed most advisable.

Tlie Bishops of London. St. David.s

to the appointment of a second bishop
but after being submitted to some verbal
alterations, tiie first resolution of- tho
Bishop of O-xford was carried by C to 4
The second resolution was also agreed
to. The Lower House assented to both
resolutions.

In addition to the discussion on the
ritualistic innovations and the case of
Bishop Colenso, several other imnortant
subjects claime<i the attention of tho Con-
vocation. For the first lime the House
of Bishops took decided steps for an
increase of the number of bishops. Tho
Bishop of Oxford presented tlie unan-
imous request of a committee appointed
to consider "as to the best mode of
providing assistance for bishops in the
event of illness, or old age, or tho like,
rendering them unable to discharge the
duties of their office, and needing some
assistance in the performance "of the
same." The committee considered the
appointment of coadjutor bishops, cum
successione, would be unadvisable, being
not suited to the Church of England.
But, on the other hand, they considered
it very desirable to bring into active
operation the act of Henry TIIL, which
empowers the nomination of suflragan
bishops to different posts in England,
who might render every assistance that
might be required. The committee were
of opinion 'iliat in most cases the ex-
pense of tho.se suffragan bishops could
be met by their holdin? important po«t3,
such as deaneries and canonries, in con-
nection with the Church. Any legisla-

tion for the settlement by law of any
expense upon those bishops to whom
the assistance was rendered, was deemed
inexpedient. The committee also recom-
mended that an attempt should be made,
througlr the Archbishop of Canterbury,
to sweep away any ditlieulties which have
existed in regard to the matter. Aa
regards tho appointment of suffragan
bishops, the bishop is to nominate two,
and the Crown to select one of tiiese.

On motion of the Bishop of Oxford, sec-

onded by the Bishop of London, the
report of the committee was adopted.
Tho High Church organs, in England
and .\mcrica re^rd this as probably the

most important thing yet done by Con-
vocation since its revival

FRANCE.
. The R.vtiox.^i.isttc CosTnoTTimT.—
While there can be hardiv a doubt that.

and others, declared themselves opposed J on the whole, the evangelical school id la
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the ascendancy in the Reformed State

Church of France, the Rationalists con-

tinue to have full sway in the South,

and they seem to grow bolder the more
clearly it appea,r9 that they are in a
minority. They made a bold manifesta-

tion at a conference held at Nimes in

June, and attended by twenty-nine mem-
bers, pastors and elders. The subject

proposed for discussion in this assembly
was expressed in the following v.ords

:

"What is the testimony of the New
Testament relative to the hirtorical

reality of the rtsurrection ofJes'is Chriit,

and what is the importance of this fact

to the religious life of the Church ? " iL
Grotz, one of the pastors of Ximes, had
been appointed to make a report on the

subject of this question. He took the

ground: 1. That the resurrection of

Christ was not at all proved by the evi-

dence of the Gospels and the Epistles.

2. That it is a mere historical problem,

which may be solved in two opp.jsite

ways. 3.' That the early Christians

accepted as a corporeal or material res-

urrection what was but a mere vision,

a fancied or imaginary resurrection.

4. That this fact is insignidcant after

all, and in no way concerns the founda-

tions of the faith, or the conditions of

salvation. Of the members of the con-

ference twenty-six, more or less, ex-

plicitly adhered to the views of M.
Grotz, and only three protested against

them. It is generally believed in the

French Reformed Church, that occur-

rences like the conference at Nimes will

hasten the moment of a fidl and final

separation of the two parties.

A clear proof of the relative strength

of the two parties in the Reformed

Church of France, was recently given

by the election of a new Professor

of Church History of the Faculty of

Protestant Theology at Montauban.

This election is made by the whole of

the consistories of the Church. It

tfppears tliat the candidate of the

, evangelical (orthodox) party, Bonifas,

•who is near relative of Guizot, received

the vote of 87 consi.-tories ; while the

two candidates of the hberal party, Goy
and Vignie, received together only 35

votes, (Goy 33 and Tignie 2.) Counting

the votes, of the ministers and elders

forming the consistories. Bonifas received

894, Gov 454, and Vigcie 91 votes.

This clearly shows that the evangelical

Church is largely in the ascendancy in

the consistories.

FouETU Seeies, Vol. XVUI.— i

SCANDINAVIA.
IsTTRCoxrifcxioy between trePtak-

DlNAVIAy AXD AXGLICAS CHURCHES.

—

The High Church party of the Angli-
can Churches, both in England and
the United States, have long been de-

sirous to promote intercommunion with
the Scandinavian, and in particular the
Swedish Church. These efforts have,

at length, met with a response. la
July l5o6, the Archbishop of Upsala,
the head of the Swedish Church, together
with three 'bishops, took an active part

in the dedication of an Anghcan chapel

in Stockholm, which was performed by
the Bishop of Illinois, assisted by four

English clergymen. After the creed had
been read in English, the Arrhbisiiop

rose, and repeated the same translated

into Swedislu The Nicene Creed was
repeated at the ."^ame time in both lan-

guages by all persons present, each in

his own tongue, the archbishop lead-

ing iu Swedish. After a sermon from

the Bishop of Illinois, Archbishop Reu-'

berdahle assumed his full episcopal

vestments, came before the altar, and
delivered to the congrejration a short

address in Swedish. Kneeling before

the altar he oflered up a prayer, and
pronounced the tinal benediction over

the congregation. The High-Church

party in the Anglican Church regard

this act as a formal renevral of an

actual communion between the two
Churches.

As another important step in the same
direction, the same party re-rards an

invitation extended to the Bishop of

Illinois, to take part, together with a

Scottish bishop, in the consecration of a

bishop for Iceland. They consider this

as the expression of a desire on the

part of the Icelanders to receive the

apostoUc succession by an undoubted

title from " the Ancrlican branch of the

Churcli Cathohc." They perceive signifi-

cant foreshadowings of the same spirit

in Denmark, and hope that from these

it may be communicated to Lutheran

Germany.

Foreign Mission Societies.—It is only

a few years that any of the Scandinav-

ian countries has had its own fjrcuTi

mission, but at present thoy are mak-

ing great efforts to make up for past

dehnquencies, and to emulate the soci-

eties of other Protestant countries.

Denmark has a fiouribhing missionary

society, which has now a mission of their

38
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own in their oM mi«sion-fieId, South
India. Their missionary at Bethany or
Putabaukam sustains au orphanage,
with forty children, and his congregation
consists of several native and adult
Christians. The last autumn th« mis-

Bionary college at Copenhagen sent

out the first two of its pupils to India.

They are not yet ordained, but are to

finish their missionary education in

Iftdia. A third missionary will now
be sent out and act as a lay brother,

taking charge of tlie temporal' concerns

of the station. Tl>e receipts of the

Danish Missionary Society tor the last

year amounted to about four thousand
dollars.

A second missionary society of Den-
mark, the '> Dano-Greek Missionary Soci-

ety," owes its origin to certain peculiar

views of the founder, the Rev. ifr. J.

V. Block, ilr. Block, one of the ablest

ministers of the theological school of

Grundvig, four years ago formed a plan

of a united Scandinavian and Greek
mission among the Mohammedans. Fol-

lowing the allegorical interpretation of
j

the Rev. Mr. Grundvig of the seven
'

letters in the Apocalypse, that the seven
congregations represent seven great

national congregations, believing that

the sixth congregation is the Scandi-

navian national co[i<:regation, and the I

seventh a congrogatiou that is to bo i

formed from among -Mohammedans, he .

felt liimself called to go out as mission-
'

ary to the Turks, and wished to under-
I

take this mission jointly with the Greek
Church. The Danish Missionary Society,

|

to which he first addressed himself,
j

refused to employ him, partly on account

of his peculiar views, and partly because '

the mission to East India required all ,

its rt-sources. W'hon Prince George of ,

Denmark was elected king of Greece !

Mr. Block established a Dano-Greeic

missionary society. Recently he has

secured the support of the Moslem Mis-

Biouary Society, which will co-operate

with the Dano-Greek Missionary Society,

sending hira as mi.-*sionary among the

Turks.
,

The roisssionary society of the Swed-
ish Church has esUiblished its first mis-

sion among the Galla tribes of .\frica.
'

The first three missionaries left for this

fielil a few months ago. This is the

first Protestant mission among the

Gallas, a tribe who call iliemselves

Christians, but they are Christians of

the Abyssinian stamp.

EOMM OATEOUC OHHROE
RUSSIA.

The Un-itkd Greeks nr Poi,.\?rD.—
The Russian government continues to
make the most strt-auous etforts to ?ef>-
arate the remainder of the United Greek
Church from the Church of Rome, and
to reunite it with the State Church of
Russia. In Russia Proper its endeav-
ors have been almost fully successful
In the kingdom of Poland the United
Greek Church still numbers about 222,-

000 souls (in 1S40. 235,906) who belong
to the diocese of Kholm. Nearly ail

of them (213,564) five in the govern-
ment (province) of Lublin, which has at
present an aggregate population of
l.noS.-^oD souls; of whom, according to
Russian geographers, 403,687 are of
Polish aud 457. 09S of Russian (Uuthe-
nian) nationality. This country was
formerly part of a Russian principality,

and in the fourteenth century, together
with other Russian possessions, imited
with Poland. The Poles made a vigor-

ous propaganda in belialf both of their

nationality and of the Catholic Church,
and with considerable succ«ss. At
present the Poles constitute about one
half of the population. Of t!ie Russians
one half have been fully incorporated
with the Latin Chnrch, while the other

half belong to the United Greek Cliurch.

which also recognizes the supremacy of

the pope, and only differs from the Latin

Church in a few usages, which the popo
has allowed tliem to retain. The or-

thodo.x (non-united) Greek Chnrch has in

the government of Lublin only a popu-

lation of 6,642 soul.s. The'Rus^i.ius

charge the Polish nobility with a design

to undermine the existence of the United

Greek Church, in order to amal::amato

tlie popidation more thoroughly with

the Poles. At an inspection of the

United Greek Churches in 1863, it is

stated that of the total number of 3Sl

churches, 201 were in ruius. Of edu-

cational instituti(jn3 only one seminary

at Kliolm was \e\\. The Russi:in gov-

ernment had both a political and relig-

ous interest in gaining the confidence of

the United Greek poi)ulation, in ordiT to

recover them as much as possibl- both

for the Greek Church and for th*- Rus-

sian nationality. In July, L"^''*. l!ie

patron.igo of Roman Catholics over

United Greek parishes was proiiil.iteJ,

and to the latter the right of j=clf gov-

ernment accorded. At the same tmio
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the government allotted the. sum of
50,000 rublesforrepairin^Ttheirchurches.

In Xovember, 18(j4, the government
suppressed four United Greek convents
which served as a center for Polish and
Roman Catholic propaganda. Only a
single convent of the comtnunion was
allowed to exist at Warsaw. The prop-
erty of the suppressed convents was
devoted to the improvement of the. con-
dition of the parochial clergy and of the
churches. Subsequently the govern-
ment forbade also t!ie society of the
"Felicians," whose aim was the fusion
of the United Greeks Avith the Roman
Catholics. Several primary schools
•were established for the United Greeks,
and in 1S65 a "gymnasium" (college)

was established at Kholm. and a '•pro-

gymnasium" (lower classes of a col-

lege) at Biala, in both of which the
whole of the instruction is given in the
Rui«ian language. In June, 1866, all
the parishes were divided into twelve
ecclesiastical districts, and their superior
admiuiscratiuu concentrated in the hands

j

of the government commission for in-

I

terior and ecclesiastical affairs of the

j

kingdom of Poland. The parishes are
,

divided, according to tiieir importance,
I
into three classes, eacli of which has a

j

fiied salary, besides a lot. The bishop
I receives an annual salan.- of 5,000 ru-
bles, the consistory 2,000 ruble.s, the
seminary of Kholm 12,450 rubles', an-
other ecclesiastical institution 3.600
rubles. Altogetlier the govemraout
allows for the support of the United
Greek Church the sum of 169,055
rubles.

Aet. IX.—FOREIGN" LITERARY IXTELLIGEXCE.

GERMANY. •

Tete Epistle of Barnabas is calling

forth quite a number of learned treatises

in Germany. Of this epistle, which has
twenty-one chapters, the first four and
a halt' chapters were, until 1859, only
known in a Latin translation. In that
year Professor Tischendorf discovered
the whole of the Greek original in a
convent of Mount Sinai. He published
it in his edition of the Codex Siuaiticus,

(Kavum TaitamenUun Sinaiticum, sec-

ond edition, Leipzic, 1SG3.) The first

five chapters are also .eiven in the sec-

ond edition of Dressel's '• Apostolic Fa-
tliers," (Patrum Apo^t. Opera, Leipz.,

1863.) A separate edition of the whole
Greek text, with the ancient Latin ver-

sion, a critical commentary, and notes,

•was published last year by Professor
Hilgenfeld of Jemv {Bamabce Epistoki,

Leipzic, 18(J5.)" A new and very able
treatise on the epistle has just been
published by Dr. Kayser, (Roman CatU.,)

professor at Paderborn.
(
i'ch-^ din so-

gtnamUen Burnabas— firiV/J Paderborn,
1866.) Professor Hcfele, one of the

most competent judges on the literature

of ancient Churcii history, gives the fol-

lowing summary of the results of this

book: 1. The integrity of the epistle

cannot be denied. The attempt of
Schenkel to distinguish between a
briefer primitive form and an amnhtied
revision is a total failure. 2. As re-

.e-ards tlie authorship of the epistle, Dr.
Kayser adduces strong arguments that

the epistle was not written by the apos-
tolic father, Barnabas, but tiiat ic is of
later origin, and was probably written
at the beginning of the second century.

3. Dr. Kayser finds tliat the epistle wa3
probably written at .Uexandria. by a
Christian of the allegorizing sciiool, and
that it was probably ascribed to apos-
tolic Barnabas because the Ebionites,

j

who are specially oppJS(,-d in this epis-

tle, seem to have I'rtqucnily retc-rred

to Barnabas as favoring their opimons.
4. Dr. Kayser tries to establish that the

readers to whom the epistle was ad-

j
dressed were not Jewish Christians, but

I

Gentile Christians. Dr. Hefele, who in

I his former monograph on tho epistle

I (1840) had advanced tho opposite opin-

ion, admits that Dr. Kayser has fully

proved his a.sscrtion.

A new work on Pclagianism has beea
published by Dr. Worter, (Roman Catli.,)

Professor of Theology at the University

of Freiburg. (Der Ptlajianismus narh

I seinein Urspj-un-jt und stitier LeJirt, Frei-

^ burg, 1866.) Tho work i^ divided inlo
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two parts of about equal size, the firet

of which treats of tho "orifrin of Pela-

gianism," aad the second of its "doc-

trine." The author rejects, as one-si^ied

and untenable, the opinions prevailing

among ancient Church writers concern-

ing the origin of Pelagianism; that of

Jerome, who derived it particularly from

the errors of Origen, and of Jovinian, as

well as the opinion of Marius Mercator,

who regarded the theology of the Syr-

ians, especially of Theodorus of Mop-
euestia, as its chief source. Tho attempt

of some British and German scliolar.s to

connect Pelagianism genetically with tho

views of tlie Celtic Druids, is briefly dis-

missed as entitled to no consideration.

More fully tho author refutes the opinion

of those who regard it as tho natilral

result of the moaasticism of the ancient

Church. Finally, tho claim of the Pela-

gians themselves, and of modem ration-

alists who represent Pelagianism as the

natural outgrowth of the anthropology of

the first four centuries of the Church, is

examined and refuted. Dr. Worter ad-

mits that some of tho Church writers of

the first four centuries e.x;pressed views

Eimilar to or identical with those of the

Pelagians; but their development into a

eystem of heresies was tlie peculiar

work of Pelagius. Worter designates

Pelagianism as a system of "unspecu-

lative rationalism."

An interesting essay on the "History

of the Monasteries on Mount Athos " has

been published by Professor Gass of

Giessen. (Zur Gtfdrichte d^r Athos-

Klikter, Giessen. ISC;'^.) The work is

divided into three parts: 1. From the

first settlement of hermits and monks
upon Athos in the nititli century until

the conquest of Constantinople by tho

Latins. 2. From tliat period until t!io

fill of the Byzantine empire. (In this

eecrion the controversy of Hesycliasti is

•fully discussed.) 3. From the conquest

of Constantinople by the Turks until tho

present A»y. The third section is fol-

lowed by a report on the present condi-

tion of the monasteries and their inhab-

itants, as well as on the great literary

treasures still pre^ers-ed in the monas-

teries, and thus I'ar only partly known.

The first good biography of ifartin

Chemnitz, tho gre-atest disciple of k[e-

lancthon, and the l«st iiok-mical writer

of the German Protestant Church of the

Bixteenth century, has just been pub-

lished by Dr. I.eutz. {Dr. Martin Kemnitz.

Gotha, ISns.) In the great coHective
work on the " Fathers and Founders
of tho Lutheran Church," only a brief

sketch of Chemnitz is given by Dr.
PresseL

The number of German Lutheran
theologians who advocate the introduc-

tion of an episcopal form of government
into the German Lutheran Cliurch is in-

creasing. An important work has been
published on this subject by Dr. Haupt,
Lutheran pastor at Gronau. (Dt-r Epis-

copal d>ir Deutschen Refcmnation. '^'ol. 1,

1S63. Yol. 2, 1SG6.) In the first volume
the author endeavored to show that the

Church constitution which the founders

of the German Lutheran Church desired

to establish, was the episcopacy of the

Catholic and Universal Christian Church,
freed from its anti-biblical abuses. He
continues his argumentation in the sec-

ond volume, undertaking, in particular,

to prove that the Articles of Schmal-
kalden do not ditfer with regard to this

point from the Augsburgh Confession

and the Apology.

A new work by Dr. Mangold, pro-

fessor of theology at Marburg^ on " the

Epistle to tiie Romans, with^he Origin

of tho Church of Rome." (Dtr Rumer-

brief, ISGG,) is highly recommended by
the Protestant press of Germany for

clearness and thoroughness. The author

arrives at the result, that tho congrega-

tion to which Paul's epistle was ad-

dressed consisted chiefly of Jewish Chris-

tians, but that the intluence of the epistle

led to a complete victory of the Gentile

Christianity.

The historical development of Materi-

alism, from its first origin in the ancient

pliilosophy of Greece until the sensual-

Istic and materiaiiatic systems of our

times, is tho subject of a new work by F.

A. Lange. {GescJiidite des JlaUriilifmua.

Iserlohn, ISGG.) Of the ante-Christian

representatives of materialistic views, it

is especially the systems of Epicurus and

Lucretius, of which a full account is given.

The materialistic writers of the seven-

teenth wntury, as Gassendi, Hoblws,

do la Mettrie, are sketched witli grt>at

minuteuc.-s. With Kant's pliilosophio

criliq'je of Materialism, the autlior iH-irins

the second period in tho history of Mut*^

rialism, in whicli men like Feucrboch.

Vogt, Moleschott, Buchner. Czoltje mado

tho attempt to build up a .si-ioulific sys-

tem of Materialism. This part ia, bow-
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ever, deficient in point of completeness,
as the Positivism of A. Comte i3 but
briefly mentioned, and trie English school
of Secularists not referred to at all. The
author opposes some of the assertions of

the Xfaterialistic schools, and recogfiiizes

the beneficent influence of Christianity
upon society, but stands on the whole
upon a decidedly rationalistic and skop-
tical standpoint.

Abt. X.—synopsis of the quarterlies, akd others of
THE HIGHER PERIODICALS.

American Quarterly Beviews.

American Pr-esbtterian and Theological Revlew. Julv, 1866.—
1. The Being of God. 2, The Fullness of the Time. 3. Raphael San-
zio. 4. The Reformed Church of France. 5. The Name of the Lord.
6. The General Assembly at St. Louis.

BiBLiCAX Repertory akd PRrs-CETON Revtew, July, 1866. (Phila-
delphia.)—!. Rationalism. 2. Normal Schools. 3. Relations of India
•with Greece and Rome. 4. M'Cosh on J. S. Mill and Fundamental
Truth, 5. The General Assembly.

BoBTOK REvrE-n', July, 1866. (Boston.)— 1. Frederick "William Robert-
son. 2. The Art of Not Growing Old. 3. The Reserved Force in the
Scriptures, and A Plea for their Study. 4. God in Vegetable Life.

5. Amusements. 6. The Archaolo^v of the Trial and Crucifixion of

Christ 7. The Demoniacs of the New Testament. 8. The True The-
• ory of the Soul, and of Regeneration, and of Conversion; their Mutual

Relations, 9. Short Sermons.

Evangelical Quarterly Review, July, 1866. (Gettysburg.)—!. Bap-
tism. 2. The Lord's Supper. Translated from the German of Luther.

3. The Atonement. 4. The Scriptural Idea of the ilinistry. Tranilalcd

from the German of Prof. Dr. PUtt, of Bonn. 5. Reminiscctico^ of

Deceased Lutheran ilinisters. 6. At "WTiat Age should the Young be

Confirmed? 7. The Lost Books mentioned in the Old Testament.

8. The Everlasting Covenant of Promise to David, 9. Is the Doxology
in Matt, vi, 13, an Interpolation ?

Freewill Baptist Quarterly, July, 1866, (Dover, N. H.)—1. Future

Life, 2. The Spirituality and Voluntaryism of the New Testament.

3. The Word of God. 4. Four Months in Camp. 5. Prophecy as a

Proof of the Inspiration of the Scriptures. 6. The Boston Quarterly

Meeting.

New ExCtLaitdeb, July, 1868. (New Haven.)—!. The Relation of"

Thought to Language. 2. Divorce Legislation. 3. The Episcopal

Church in New England : A Review of Dr. Harwood's Sermon at the

Semi-centennial Celebration of the Consecration of Trinity Church, New
Haven. 4. Review of Professor Fisher's Life of Benjamin Silliman.

5. Review of Dr. Pusey's " Eirenicon," and the Replies of Manning and

Newman, 6. Review of Rcnan's New "Work on the Apostles.

"PinvEBSALifiT Quarterly, July, 1866. (Boston,)— 1. The Means of

Grace. 2. KEudless Punishment is not Revealed intbe Old Testament

it is not in the New. 3. The Discourses of Jlsus in the Fourth GospoL

4. Demonology of the Hindoos, Buddhists, and Chaldeans. 5. The

Relations of Conscience to Revealed Law. 6. Forgiveness. 7. British

- Neutrality during the Rebellion.
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Engluh Reviews.

BRiTisn AND Foreign Evangelical Review, July, 18GC. (London.^

—

1. Strauss, Sclileiermachcr, and Renan. 2. Josepbus as a Man and as

a nistorian. 3. Bushnell on Vicarious Sacrifice. 4. Scripture Exposi-

tion—The Aristotelian and Baconian Methods. 5, The Church History

of the Celts as a Race. 6. Dr. Gardiner Spring. 7. Ecce Homo. 8. Lit-

erature of the Sabbath Question, (Second Article.) 9. Rome and her

Annus Mirabilis, 1800. 10. The Organ Question, Pro and Con.

British Quarterly Review. July, 1866. (London.) — 1. Ireland.

2. The Author of " John Halifax." '
3. Augustc Comte. 4. Congrega-

tionalism, English and American. 5. The Recent Financial Panic.

6. Professor Boole. 7. Reform and the State of Parties.

Christian Remembrancer, Julv, 186G. (London.)—!. The Architect of

St. Peter's. 2. Paley's Iliad and Hayman's Odyssey. 3, New Testament

:

Sources of the Greek Text and Entrlish Version. 4. Bishop Grosseteste.

5. Ecce Homo. 6. The Results of Dr. Pusey's Eirenicon. 7. "X'outh as

depicted in Modem Fiction. 8. Walker's Liturgy of Sarum.

Journal op Sacred Literature and Biblical Record. July, 18C6.

—

1. The French Oratorians : Richard Siraon. 2, The Historical Char-

acter of the Gospels tested by an Examination of their Contents.

8. Difficult Pa^a::re3 in Job. 4. Pantheism: Pantheism in General.

s! Theory of Inspiration dra\vn from Scripture. 6. T^vo Views of '' Ecce

Homo." 7. The Alraanzi Collection of Hebrew Jlauuscripts in the

British Museum. 8. Eariv English Religious Poetrj-. 9. Correspond-

ence on Lev. xi, 3-7, and Dcut. xiv, G-S. 10. Remarks on Phil, u, 6, 7.

London Quarterly Review, Julv, 1866. (New York :
Reprint.)

—

1. The Personal Life of Wellinszton. 2. The Huinienots at the Galleys.

3 Irou and Steel. 4. Life of Sir Joshua Reynolds. 5. Baker's Albert

Nyanza. 6. Life of Bishop Wilson. 7. The Value of Lidia to England.

8. Jamaica, its Disturbances and its Prospects. 9. The Change of ilin-

istry.

EDiNBiTRGH REVIEW, Julv, 1866. (New York : Reprint.)—!. Mohammed.

2 Weather Forecasts and Storm Warnings. 3. .t\jinals of the Hugue-

nots 4. iliirs Examination of Sir William Homilton's PhilosiM'^J-

5 Baker's Exploration of the Albert Nyanza. 6. The American Navy

in the late War. 7. Precious Stones. 8. Charles Lamb. 9. Ihe State

of Europe.

From the researchos of M. Caussin de Percival, Dr. Sprcnger, and

.others, the world has become better acquainted botli with the

'antecedents and personal character and history of ^lohainmed. lie

does not improve upon acquaintance, as some extracts from the

» first article of the Review may demonstrate.

MOHAitMED AS COMPARED WITH OTHER RELIGIOUS FOUNIIERS.

Ab he aasumod the character of s prorhct one is naturally led to <^'"r-''™

liim with the miphty spiritual leaders of the chosen people of his owu ^f"^ '«^

' See, whose majesty Miehac-l An^elo has tiUy been able
^^."'^•^'iP^'-^J'!^*' ^.'^ud

Tfith Elii-^h with I.-^aiuli. and with Ezekiel; yet the Arabian is but a sorrj and

bbaSi counterfeit of t.,e.<o ,rand types of humanity. One chapter of H^s « o

Amos contains more >:niuJeur of 80ul and more literary value ^''^^^^.^^'^
*
'^^l^^i

the Coran. Thus, iu his higiiost flights, Mohammed never rises abo%e the Uioniiy
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of a coarse and ignorant imitation of a Hebrew prophet; while in his lowest
abasenieat, as in the scenes of the massacre of the Coraitza, for example, he
looms through history with the sanguinary darkness of a king of Dahomey or
Ashantee. As the founder of a religion, it would be blasphemy to name him in
the same breath with one to whom he presumed to declare himself a rival, of
whose mission and incarnation he could appreciate neither the beauty, the spot-
lessness, nor the truth. Place side by side a narrative of the origin of Christianity
and a narrative of the origin of the faith of Islam, and without another word of
argument the di\-inity of the one and the humanity of the other are apparent.
But ifwe compare Mohammed with another founder of a religion, Bouddha, Bouddha
appears, in his doctrine of self-abnegation and in his spiritual conception of
human nature and the destinies of man, to stand as much above Mohammed aa
Mohammed does above the founder of American ilormonisra. As in ilohammeJ'a
moral conduct of Ufe, so in all his religious conceptions, there is a coarseness and
grossness suited only to the semi-barbarous nations who have remained faithful

to his creed. The distinguishing mark, however, of Mohammed's whole life and
character is a savage incongruity; he was a strange mixture of barbaniy and
gentlenes.^, of seventy and of licentiousness, of ignorance and elevation of char-
acter, of credulity and astuteness, of ambition and simplicity of life, of religious

conviction and low imposture ; but the most astonishing trait of his character,

and that which made hira indeed a great man, was an invincible belief in himsellj

in the e^er-present protection and favor of God, and in the destiny of the religioQ

he was to found.

His Difficulties as a Preacher.

When he began to make open claims, however, to inspiration, the assumption,

of the prophetic character was at first treated by his skeptical tribesmen with
unrestrained ridicule and contempt. " Hero comes the son of Abdallah,"

they would say, " \^ith the last news from heaven." They would ask him
"what the weather would bo a v.-eek hence," "what the price of the markets
would be next fair-time," and tell him he had a fine opportunity of making a
fortune. They would also bring him' a pregnant woman, and ask him whether
the child would be a male or a female ; and they would offer, with an air of too

benevolent interest, to send for a doctor for him to take care of his health. 'When,

to make more impression ou their incredulity, Mohammed begin to talk of tha

resurrection, they said, " If our lathers are going to livo again, bring us back

one or two of tliem and we will believe." He then began to recite stories of tho

destruction of wicked races who had refused to listen to their prophets, of the

destruction of the world in the time of Noah, of the destruction, by showers of

stones, of the Thamudites, a race recorded in the Rolls of the Hauyfs, for

refusing to listen to the voice of Houd tiieir prophet ; of the similar destruc-

tion of the Adites, a race equally celebrated in tho books of tho Hanfys. To
such reasoning, and to actual menaces of temporal punishment, they would

reply, "Let it rain stones, let the sky come down, and tlicn wo will see."

"When tliO temporal punishments with which he menaced lliem were so long

in coming that their incredulous spirits grew more s;irc«siic still, ho began to

talk of the approach of the day of tho last judgment ; and for tins topic, by the

aid of the poetry and vigor of his style, he obtained a great degree of attention, for

no race were ever more carried away by beauty of language and grace of style

than the Arabs.

His EMDABRASSiiE.vr oy tee Sctsjxct op Miracles.

Said the Coreishit*s, coming round him, " Since you protend to have a mission from

AUali, give us some proof tiiat such is the ca.sc. Our valley is narrow and barren,

ask God to make it wider, that ho thrust back the two ciiuins of moimtainn wiiich

close it up, that he make rivers How here equal to the rivers of Syria and Irak;

or that some of our ancestors, \v-ith Cossai among them, shall revive to recoguiro

you as a prophet, then we will do so too." Mohammed said that «iod h.id not

intrusted him with anv such power, but only to preach the Inw. " At loast,"

continued the Coreishites, " demand of thy Lord that some one of his ajigel.s shall

come and bear witness to your truth, and order ua to place belief in you
;
or ask
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him to dispense you from being oblijjred to seek your daily bread like the lenst of
us." "No," said Mohammed, "I will make no such request: my duty is onlv to
preach! " "Well, tlien, lee thy Lord cause the heavens to fall upon us, as ihou
Bayest be can; but we will not believe thee."

Article Sixth is a spirited sketch of the achievements of the

American Kavy during the late Civil War, with an ample admis-

sion of the great developments made by American genius in the

art of naval warfare. It admits, in regard to the ^liantonimah,

now in British waters, that " it must be confessed that there is

not a vessel in the British navy which could destroy her by gun.

nery, or which she could not destroy." The article concludes

vith the following paragraph

:

. "We in England, if entering into a struggle for that supremacy of the seas
"which involves the preservation of our owu coasts from danger, and the protec-

tion of a vast and wide-spread commerce, must, look to meeting not a raw seced-
ing province, but powers who are ready to attack, and will allow us brief space
to prepare. A sufiBcient fleet must in such event be ready, not waiting the
chances of a hurried creation. Be then the shock what it may, we doubt not it

would be met by hearts as brave, by heads as cool, and arms as skillful, as thoso
of tlie seamen whose exploits we have hero briefly traced. The jealousies of a
day, we trust, will die, while common blood and language will create new ties

;

and Englishmen who desire this, will not be slow to recognize as worthy suc-

cessors of our own great naval chictlains, those names which now fill with pride

the hearts of our kinsfolk on the other side of the Atlantic

This is a painfully elaborated compliment, standing in striking

contrast with the unmeasured insolence of this same periodical

during our terrible trial. We think that Americans of the present

generation are no way proud of the relationship to such " kins-

folk." We did once suppose that there was a true sympathy in

their spirit with us; but under all its professed display, the experi-

ment shows that there lay iu the heart, certainly, of the oligarch-

ic classes, both political and intellectual, a perfect readiness for

our destruction at the arrival of opportunity. Nothing can oblit-

erat-e that historical fact. Not such, however, is the American

feeling against the EnrrMsh people. There is one result, for which

the key-note is already sounding, which will harmonize us.

"Ma>'hood suffrage" (which is yet to reconcile our own sec-

tions) will make the two nations brothers.

Gei'man Bevieios.

ZKiTscHRirr rxm Historibctie Theologie, (Joubk-u. of Historical Tot.-

OLOGT.) 1. Prkger, Critical Studies on Master Eckliart. 2. Dk. L'Hn-

SER, Letters from the Abbess Sabina to her Brother Willibald 1 :rk-

heimer. 3. Dr. Hahn, Pope Innocent ni. and the Canoaical Law.

4. KxKMiiE, Sects within the Evangelical Church.
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.
SnnDrEK tj^td Kkitikejt. (Theological Essays and Reviews.) I860
Fourth Number.—1. Zahk, Papias of Hieropolis. 2. Hauck, On Ga-
latians iii, 20. 3. Bi>'D8ErL, Remarks on Luther's " Tixhnd^n "

4. KosTLrs, Review of Dr. F. C. Baur's Lectures on New Testament
Theology. 5. Hauck, Review of Ohiy " Pa^t^n-al Journal for the
Evangelical Church." 6. Mebz, The Basel Missionary Society.

In the discussion on the authenticity of the books of the Xew
Testament the testimony of Papias is of particular importance, as
he was one of the earliest of the post-apostolic writers. But im-
portant as his testimony is, little is known of the man and of his

work, of which only a few fragments have been preserved. 'It was,
therefore, well worth the while to make " Papias of Hierapolis,
his Historical Position, his "Work, and his Testimony on the Gos.
pels," the subject of a monograph, as has been done, in the first

article of the above number of the Studien^ by Th. Zahn, a "Re-
petent" at the University of Gpttingen. As regards the history

of Papias, the author of the article finds that he was born about
80 A. D., and grew up at E])hesus, together with his friend Poly-

carp, in tlie company of the aged apostle John. In the same city

he had undoubtedly an opportunity to see other disciples of Christ,

and to learn from them and commit to memory whatever they had
to relate of Jesus. Soon after ho must have gone to Hierapolis,

for there he still met the daughters of the evangelist Philip, who,
as early as the year 60 A. D. were called TragMvoi, (virgins.) This

accords with a statement in the ancient chronicles, vhich state

that Papias fiourL^ed as bishop in the times of Trajan. Ho con-

tinued his episcopal functions until the beginning of the reign of

Marc Aurelins, when he died, after an episcopacy of nearly fifty

years, probably a little before his friend Polycarp. His work,

which was entitled Aoytcjv KvgiaKOiv e^rfyriaeixK; av^'ypaiinara, (Com-

mentary to the "Words of the Lord,) was probably compiled about

the year 140.

The last article of the above number contains a very interesting

history of the Basel Missionary Society. This society was the

first among the German foreign missionary societies, and is still

the largest. Four of its mission fields belong among the most

interestmg and most prosperous of Protestant Christianity. Ita

missionary seminary is probably the largest and the model estab-

lishment of the Protestant world. The history of this society is a

most important contribution to the history of the propagation of

Christianity in pagan countries during the nineteenth century.

The missionary seminary had in January, 1805, eighty-eight puj.iU

among whom were eight Armenians, one East Indian, ono Chi-
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nese. From 1816 the society has sent out four hundred and forty-

one missionaries. It has in pagan countries three consistories,

together -with 6,032 congregations. Its total receipts from 1S20 to

1865 were 12,000,000 francs. The whole sketch, extending over
eighty pages, is an interesting contribution to the history of Prot-

estant missions.

French Reviews.

Bevte DE8 Deitx MoMiES.—3/ay 1.— 3. Reville, The Gospels before
:Modem Criticism. (First A.rticlc, The Fourth Gospel.) 5. Taixe, Italy
and Italian Life. (Tenth Article, Venice and Venetian Painting.)
6. Blerzt, The "War of Bhotan. 7. CocircT, The Finances of the
Italian Kingdom and the Papal Finances,

May 15.—2. Taete, Italy and Italian Life, (Eleventh Article, Lombardv,
Verona, Milan, and the Lakes.) 3. Reclus, Natural Sentiment in ilod-
ern Society. 4. Mme. Dora d' Istria,. The Albanians on both sides of
the Adriatic, and the Albanian Nationality, 5. Leveque, The Last
Struggle of Paganism, the Reformers and' the Martyrs of the Greek
Religion,

June 1.—3. Reville, The Gospels before Modem CJriticism. (Second
Article, The Synoptical Gospels.) 7. Chevalier, The War and the
European Crisis.

June 15.—1. EsQuiBos, England and English Life. (Thirtieth Article, En-
glish ^Missionaries.) 6. Boissler, Chnstianism and Christian Lite in

Gaul, according to Inscriptions prior to the Eighth Century.

July 1.—3. Rekan, Joachim de Flore and the ^'' Ecerlading Gospel.'^

5. SlAtTET, The Roman lioads in Italy and in GauL
July 15,-3. X. RATMOito, The War of 18GG. 4, Nrs-ET, The Cultivation

of Cotton in Egypt and in India—Free Labor in the United States.

Undoubtedly one of the most remarkable religious movements of

the middle ages was the sect which, claiming to be followers of

the Abbot Joachim de Flore, pretended to reform the Church and

the world by inaugurating, in the place of the Christian era, which

they believed to have come to an end, the era of the Holy Ghost.

Two books, called " The Everlasting Gospel," and the " Introduc-

tion of the Everlasting Gospel," were considered the principal

works of the sect. M. Renan, in a prefatory note to this article,

informs us, that in 1852, when he held an appointment in the Im-

perial library, he was requested by Victor Le Clerc, the Dean of

the Faculty of Letters of Paris, who in the twenty-fourth volume

of the Uistoire Litteraire de France, had to speak of the " Ever-

lasting Gospel," to find out what the manuscripts of the Imperial

library contained on this question. Some time before his di'alh

M. le Clerc returned to 31. lieuau the essay which he had on that
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occasion compiled, and authorized him to publish it. To those
who take an interest in the Church history of the middle ages the
subject is of absorbing interest. M. Kenan first gives an accouut
of the Abbot Joachim and his works, printed as well as man-
uscript, genuine and apocr^-phal. Joachim was generally re<?arded

in the middle ages, and also by most of modern writers, as the

author of the "Everlasting Gospel," a secret book, which it was
thought was destined to sup})lant the doctrines of Chri>^t. After
examining all the works which were ascribed to Joachim by his

contemporaries, M. Renan arrives at these conclusions

:

1. The "Everlasting Gospel" denoted, in the opinion of the

thirteenth century, a doctrine ascribed to the Abbot Joachim con-

cerning the inauguration of a third religious era, which was to

follow the gospel of Christ, and to serve as the final law for man-
kind. 2. This doctrine is but vaguely contained in the genuine

writings of Joachim, who contents himself with comparing the

Old and the Kew Testaments, and only casts timid looks upon

the future. 3. The name of the Abbot Joachim was, toward the

middle of the thirteenth century, made use of by a party of enthu-

siasts in the Franciscan Order, for their purposes. They made
.him predict the birth of Francis of Assis and his order, and they

ascribed to him, with regard to Francis, a mission like thai of John

the Baptist with regard to Jesus. Finally, they gave to the doc-

trine the name of the " Everlasting Gospel." 4. This name, in the

opinion of most who heard it or used it, did not designate a panic

ular book, but a doctrine. 5. Nevertheless, in a restricted sense,

the name of " Everlasting Gospel " was also given to a collcctioa

of the chief works of Joachim. 6. Distinct from this collection

was the "Introduction to the Everlasting Gospel," a middle-sized

work which was compiled, or at least made public, in the year 1254,

by^ Gerard de Borgo San-Donnino. 7. This Introdnction was the

prefoce of an abridged edition of the works of Joachim, accompa-

nied with notes by Gerard. These two works, composed under

the joint name of the "Everlasting Gospel," were referred in 1254,

by the Bishop of Paris, to the Pope, and oondemued by a Papal

commission at Anagni in 1255. 8. The original of the " Introduc-

tion into the Everlasting Gospel " is lost, but its doctrine has been

preserved to us in the acts of the Assembly of Anagni, and in the

other censures which were pronounced against the Everlasting

Gospel. Church historians will have to examine whether these

conclusions can be accepted ; but the article is at all events valu.

able for its copious extracts from the manuscripts of Paris, for its

full statement of the doctrine of the Everlasting Go?pcl, and for
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its information on the reformatory party among the Franciscans,

and on the history of the Joachimists. Copious extracts are also

given of the Chronicles of Brother Salimbenc, a Joachimist, which
was for the first time published at Parma, in 1857, and sheds

much light on the history of this religious movement.

Art. XI.—quarterly BOOK-TABLE.

JReligion^ Theology, <md Biblical Litei'ature.

Natural The<Jlogy ; or, The Existence, Attributes, and Government of God,
including the Obligations and Duties of Men ; Demonstrated by Argu-
ments drawn from the Phenomena of Nature. By LtrrnER Lee, D.D.,

Professor of Theology and Biblical Literature in Adrian College, ^lich-

igan. 24mo., pp. lt)6. SjTacuse: Wesleyan Publishing House. iStid.

Dr. Lee was, before the rise of the antislavery controversy, a min-

ister in the Methodist Episcopal Church, remarkable for his pulpit

ability and rare argumentative vigor. To his work on L^niver-

salism our own young manhood owed great aid and obligation in

forming sound opinions. The present manual is an outline of the

standard argument of natural theology, constructed by the learned

author as a text-book for instruction. It presents the argument

with great clearness of logic, in an admirable order, and with

brevity, clearness, compactness, and force. It is written in a grave,

firm style of pure transparent thought, without the slightest hue

of imagination. The manual is of course too brief to meet the

atheistic argument as presented in its modem form by Herbert

Spencer and the school to which he belongs. Its value consists

in the clear outline of the primitive argument.

Th« Bomt Life: In the Light of its Divine Idea. By James Baldwct
BRO^v^-, B. A,, Minister of Clayland's Chapel, Clapham Road, London.

Author of " The Di^-ine Life in Man," etc. lOmo., pp. 327. New
York : D. Appleton & Co.

Baldwin Browj^ is one of the most impressive writers and

preachers of the British pulpit. His sentences are brilliant bolu^,

and his paragraphs are batteries of telling home truths. His the-

ology is in fact, on most points, eminently coincident with that of

our own Church. We trust the Appletous wiU pubUsh his whole
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Foreign Theological Publications.

Micfui^ Servetus. Eine aktenmfissige Darstelluno: dcs 1553 in Gcnfgccjon
ihn gefuhrten Criminal processes. Von Dr. T\ art. BBtrN^iiMANN. ''4to

,

pp. 30. Berlin. 1865.

It would doubtless take many thousands of dollars to purchase all

that has ever been printed about Michael Scrvetus and Calvin's

complicity with the Genevan Council in his condemnation to death,

and still scarce a year passes without adding to the literature of

the subject. The year 1S64, being the tercentenary of Calvin's

death, was particularly fruitful in apologies for the great Genevan
Reformer, some of which were characterized by such ignorance,

ignoratioo, or intentional falsification, of established historical data,

as to call forth new works on the other side, in which all the old

Catholic and Libertine calumnies against Calvin were rehashed

and wanned over for renewed presentation. These new partisan

productions have so confused the public mind that an impartial

historical account of the whole affair seems a greater desideratum

than ever before. Even late writers of Church history, from

whom we have a right to expect a greater degree of historical

impartiality than from the mere biographer, manifest as much

heated and perverse prejudice as the theological pamphleteers of

the seventeenth century. Thus, for example, SudhotT, in bis "Lec-

tures upon Ecclesiastical History," (Frankfort, 1862, vol. ii, p.

355 ss.,) asserts that it Avas Calvin's political enemies who arrested

Servetus ; that the criminal process was commenced against Cal-

vin's will ; that Calvin had nothing to do with the matter except

when consulted by the Council, [his " political enemies ;

" ] in fact,

that it was not Calvin who demanded the death of Servetus, but

vice versa, Servetu^ who demanded the death of Calvin ! ! All of

which is just as true to history as if he had asserted that Calvin

was the man whom they actually burned at the stake, and not

Servetus. On the other hand, Dr. William Zimmermann, in his

"Life-History of the Church of Jesus Christ," (Stuttgardt, 1859,

vol. iv, p. 498, ss.,) accuses Calvin of outright "Satanism," and

lauds Servetus as a martyr to the " freedom of thought and con-

Bcience." Of Castellio's and Socinus's bitter attack upon the " new-

pope of Geneva," Dr. Z. says :
" How refreshingly and beautifully

beams forth from this production, directed against the bloudy

Calviniau mania for persecution, the genuine Christian apiritl

What profound acquaintance with Holy Scripture
!

" (P. 503.)

Such being the partisan spirit which pervades and discolors the

. latest historical delineations of Calvin's relation to Servetus, we
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can but think tliat Dr. Brunneraann has rendered the public a
thankworthy service by the issue of the above-named little work,
in which he presents us with a narration of the entire .trial, based
upon the original documents.

It is a fact too little heeded by writers on this topic, that most
of the descriptions of Servetus's trial written before the year 1S4

i

are as good as worthless, inasmuch as their authors drew more
largely upon hearsay and their own imaginations than upon the

official and authentic records thereof These records were crencr-

ally supposed to be irrecoverably lost, until Rilliet do Candolle, in

1843, chanced to light upon them in the archives of the Genevan
government. In the following year he published the first authen-

tic documentary history of the famous process under the title,

^'Jlelation du proces criyyiinel intente a Geneve en 1553 contrc J/.

Servet, rMig^e d* aprh les documents origbiauy.'''' Geneve., 1814.

Dr. Brunnemann seems to have drawn his materials mostly from

this important work. He would have done us a yet greater favor

had he taken pains to procure an exact copy of the original manu-

script records, and then published them verbatim et literatim, with

Buitable historical and literary introductions, annotations, etc

Until this shall be done the work of Rilliet will doubtless remain

the standard authority in all questions relating to the trial. It is

a grave, one may say an inexcusable, defect of Dr. Stahelin's new

"Life of -Calvin," (Elberfeld, 1S62, 2 vols. 8vo.,) that it entirely

ignores the light thrown by Rilliet upon this part of Calvin's life

and character. Henry's learned biography appeared too early to

enjoy the benetit of Rilliet's researches, and could only allude to

them in an appendix, which, if we rightly recollect, our English

and American editions quietly omit.

Accordino: to the authentic documentary eviclence presented by

Rilliet and Brunnemann, the following facts are established beyond

all possibility of successful refutation : namely, that Calvin wrote

to Farel, seven years before the dreadful tragedy, that in case

Servetus should come to Geneva, he, (Calvin,) so far forth as his

authority availed, would never suffer him to leave the city alive.

{Nam si venerit., rnodo valeat inea autoritas, vimon exire nun-

quam patiar.) The letter was written February 13, 1546; (See

Henry, Leben Calvins, Bd. 3 Beilage s. 66 ;) that Servetus came

to Geneva, not as a revolutionary, but as a fugitive from the

inquisitors of France ; that he had no design to disturb the

peace of Church or State in Switzerland, but that, on the con-

trary, he was very anxious to remain unrecognized until he could

complete his arrangements for the prosecution of his fliglit to
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Naples ; that having ventnrotl to go into a church io hear a ser-

mon, he was recognized, and at Calvin's instance aiTcsted ; that

Calvin^ to ^pare himself certain inconveniences connected with

the role of accuser, put forward his body-servant and amanu-
ensis, Nicolas de la Fontaine, in this character ; that Calvin com-
posed the accusation ; and that Rigod, the attorney who in the

name of the republic commenced the prosecution, and Colladon,

the advocate employed to support the accusation, were both

intimate friends of Calvin
; that, at a certain stage of the proceed-

ings, Calvin, finding that Berthelier was using his influence to

secure Servetus's acquittal, threw off the mask and appeared as

the real accuser of the prisoner ; that when the matter had been

referred by the Council to the other Swiss Churches, Calvin used

his influence epistolarily to secure a verdict unflivorablo to Scr-

vetus ; and that, having accomplished the destruction of the poor

heretic, he gloried in the part he had taken in the matter, and

wrote in defense of the principle of exterminating such wretches

by the sword. {Defensio orth. Jidei contra crrores Servttl, nbi

ostenditur, hcBveticos jure gladii coercendos esse.—1854. Corpus

fief., vol. viii, p. 3G2.).

These things are simply/*ac/5 which cannot be gainsayed. They
are painful facts to every right-minded Protestant ; but the more

the blind apologists of Calvin attempt to deny them, or gloze thorn

over, or cover them up, the more the lovers of historic verity will

herald them forth to the world. On the other hand, it is also a

historic fact that Calvin did not wish to have Servetus burned

alive. He believed that every end of justice and expediency

would be equally well attained by a less excruciating death,

"When appealed to for the last time by the Council, before the

decisive vote was taken, he advised the execution of the heretic,

"but desired that it should not be by burning. Neither is there any

proof that Calvin was actuatetl, as has so often been alleged by

Lis enemies, by feelings of personal hatred and rancor. He no

doubt believed that the glory of God and the safety of the

Reformed Church demanded the death of so grave and able an

errorist. With his theocratic views of government, it was per-

fectly consistent one day to hang a murderer and the next to

burn a heretic. Ttiere seems to be no proof that he w.as responsi-

ble for the crtielly neglectful treatment to which Servetus was sub.

jected dni-ing his imprisonment, or that he was guilty of taimting

his unfortunate opponent after the sentence hatl been pronounced.

All such stories are doubtless calumnies invented by his eueuiics.

Whether there is any truth in the story, related by Audin, and
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all the other Catholic writers, that Calvin watched the profrress
of the execution from his open window, we have not been able to
learn. Even if it is true, it by no means proves that he " gloated "

over the scene, as these writers express it.

To all who wish a reliable history of this sad episode in the his-

tory of the Swiss reformation, we can conscientiously recommend
Dr. Brunnemann's impartial narration. The work mitrht easily

have been rendered more valuable to professional tlieologians, but
for students and general readers it is invaluable as it is.

^

Die Christologie den Neuen Testamenta. Eiu bibliah-theologischcr Versuch,
von WiLLiBAiJ) Beyscjeilag. 8vo,, pp. xlii, 260. '^Berlin: liauch!
1866.

The '^Kirchentag'" of 1864 will long be remembered. It met, as

many of our readers will recollect, in Altenburg. Professor
Beyschlag, of Halle, an esteemed representative of the evangelical

school, had been appointed to open the discussion of the main
question in the programme :

" What profit can the Evangelical
Church derive from the recent works on tlie life of Christ ?" and
great were the expectations. The occasion, the theme, the man,
everything seemed to conspire to heighten the interest of the con-

vention. In due time Professor Beyschlag is introduced, and pro-

ceeds, in a verj' elaborate discourse of over an hour's duration, to

exonerate Strauss and Renan from the charge of conscious hostil-

ity to Christ, and to expose the untcnableness of the orthodox
Christology ! lie tells his astounded hearers—and they embraced
the flower of the evangelical theologians of Germany—that they
must learn from these works a profounder appreciation of the

veritable humanity of Christ; that they must abandon the old

idea of his personal pre-existence and of his co-equality with the

Father ; in fine, that they must present the word with a co7iceiv-

able Christ! {Co77ip. Mcth. Quart. 7i\'"., 18G5, pp. 117, 118.)

The consternation, confusion, and furore called forth by this dis-

course may more easily be imagined than described. A stormy
discussion followed. Some wished the Diet to "bear witness"
against the obnoxious production ; some believed in free debate.

The final unceremonious dropping of the matter was satisfactory to

none. The sensation spread to all parts of the country, Schenkel

was angry because Professor Beyschlag had esteemed his work so

lightly, and he vented his spite in his own inimitable style. The

outspoken rationalists regarded the whole afluir as a ca}»ital joke
;

the confessional party saw in it a new proof that the Gorman
Church has no safeguard forlicr orthodoxy except in the hallowed
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old creeds of the Reformation ; the evangelicals were grieved, cha-

grined, indignant. Every religious press discussed the matter

from its own peculiar point of view. Many of the reviews of Pro-

fessor Beyschlag's discourse were in truth superficial, passionate,

and unfair. To have replied to them in detail would have

involved the poor professor in an endless warfare, tedious to him-

self and more so to the public. He therefore set hiin^^elf to work
to produce a connected and systematic work on the Christology

of the New Testament, which should at once establish the biblical

character of the christological views advanced at AUenburg, and

vindicate his reputation from all the attacks of his assailants. The
work before us is the result.

The preface of forty-two pages contains a review of his more
prominent critics, to wit, Schenkel, Webse, and Ilengstenberg,

and a reply to their various strictures upon his Altenburg dis-

course. The tone of his defense is dignified yet earnest, its con-

duct skillful and apparently honest. At its close ho endeavors to

state his views of the Trinity, and certainly succeeds in freeing

himself from the charge which has been preferred against him of

being a " Cerinthian," " Socinian," etc. Then comes an introduc-

tion of seven pages on the present state of the cliristological ques-

tion, and the principles upon which he has constructed his work.

The body of the book is made up of eight sections or chapters

bearing the following superscriptions: 1. The idea of the Son of

Man ; 2. Jesus's testimony respecting himself, according to the

synoptical Gospels ; 3. His testimony respecting himself, according

to John ; 4. The Petrine Christology ; 5. The Christology of the

Apocalypse ; 6. The Johannean Christology ; 7. The Christology

of the Epistle io the Hebrews ; 8. The Christology of Paul. A
"conclusion" of three pages presents some of the ppologetical

advantages claimed in behalf of his view of the person and history

of Christ.

It was confidently prophesied by some of Professor Beyschlag's

critics, that he would not be able to maintain himself upon the

standpoint taken at Altenburg, and that he would in all likelihood

repeat the history of Schenkel, who, at first deviating from his

evangelical brethren only in trifling matters of opinion, has step

by step come to be the head of a great rationalistic party. How

far this prophecy is true the future alone can show. As the

present production is in reality little else than an attempt to estab-

lish the biblical character of the christological views advanced in

Altenburg only a little more than a year ago, it is of course too

early to look for any noticeable modification of them. Ho still

FouExn Series, Vol. XVUI.—39
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teaches, as there, that Christ pre-existed, but not personally ; that

he is divine, but not co-equal with the Father. Hs still regards

Christ not as a mere man, but as the avi9pa)-of ef ov^avov, not as

a creature, but as the agx'H ~V^ Krlcfeco^. He holds that God is

triune but not tripcrsonal ; that the Holy Spirit is a real hypostasis

of the Godhead, but not possessed of proper personality. The
most serious new development of hcterodoxr presented inTTieTicw

work, is his rejection of large portions of the sacred canon and his

depreciation of other portions which he retains. For instance, he

rejects as spurious not only the Second Epistle of Peter, but also

the pastoral epistles of Paul en masse; he regards neither the

Epistle to the Hebrews nor the Apocalypse as of apostolic author-

ship ; and as to the Gospels, the fourth is the only one whicli bears

the seal of apostolic authority. How long he has cherished these

views of the canon he does not inform us; that they have been

adopted since the Alte'nburger Kirchentag we have no reason to

assume.

To briefly sum up our judgment of the book we will simply

say, Jirst^ that its title seems to us a misnomer. "With all its

merits in point of thoroughness and critical circumspection, the

work is not an unbiased development and exhibition of the

^''ChristologyoftheXeio Testament,^^ but an ingenious and learned

defense of Willibald Beyschlag's christological thesis as proposed

at Altenburg. In the second place, the results attained seem to

us to have just that kind of plausibleness which those of Arian and

Socinian christologians have, and no other. Thirdly, we cheer-

fully accord to the author the credit of diligence, candor, and an

honest zeal for the cause of Christian truth as he understands it.

The further development of the controversy we shall watch with

the liveliest interest.

Philosophy, Metaphysics, and General Science.

Ecyines Without RaneU. Being a Description of the Habitations of Ani-

mals. Classed according to their Principles of Construction. By tbo

Rev. J. G. Wood, M. A., F. L. S., etc., Author of the '• Illustrated Natural

History," '" Common Objects of tlie Sea-Shore and Country," etc.. etc., etc

With 'new Designs by W. F. Keyl and E. Smith ;
eugriivtd by

Messrs. Pearson. 8vo., pp. 651. New York: Harper & Brothers.

Tuis volume unfolds, both in verbal description and in coj>iou3

pictorial illustrations, a beautiful and a wonderful department m

nature. Every living being has its home, and after its own skUllul
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fashion builds, or digs, or other^\-ise effects its home. The curious
shapes given to these homes are visibly exhibited and graphically
described in these pages. Not the student in nature or the lover
of beauty alone will find a rich entertainment. The theologian,
the metaphysician, the devout thinker, ^vill find here rich material
for reflection, for arofumentj and for devotional meditation. How
is it that the beautiful structures of ma'ny an animal surpass the

creations of art, and show the results of a f:ir-reaching reason in a
particular direction, without the steps of a reasoning process ?

Who or what supplies the conclusion without the deduction or
the induction ? Who does the ratiocination for the skiUful winged
architect ? Is it not the Divine Mind that furnishes to instinct its

conclusions ?

Histoi-y^ Biography^ and Topography.

Life and Tim^^s of Andrew JoTinsan, Seventtentli President of the United
States. "Written from a national Standpoint. By a National Man.
12mo., pp. 3o3. Xew York : D. Appleton «fc Co. 18G6.

This volume is unmistakably a " campaign document," and is a

favorable specimen of that species of literature. It pictures the

humble origin of Mr. Johnson, and traces the steps by which,

•with blended natural energy and lucky accident, he finds himself

placed at the apex of the national pyramid ; and the writer, like a

skillful romancer, leaves his hero at his zenith. At that zeniih

Mr. Johnson (the writer does not add) had a rare opportunity,

such as seldom happens to mortal, to place himself in the zenith

of history. His memorable menaces to " render treason odious " had

80 much the accent of personal vengeance, that we did not admire

the utterance. Had he called Congress together, and, as a unit with

the representatives of the people, prescribed the terms of " im-

partial suffrage and general amnesty" to the South, the entire South

might at this hour have had her representatives in Congress, and

our unified nation might have already commenced lier career on

the high road of universal freedom, and national " fraternity " in

Church and State. These terras would have been cheertully

accepted at the South. They would made have the nation one ; and

Johnson the Enfranchiscr would have sto«id in historic immoriality

side by side with Lixcol>' the EMAxap.\TOR. For this illustrious

destiny he was too little a statesman ami too much a politician. He

has veered from his first high purpose, and has re-established the

obsolete interests that first prompted the South to war. He has
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recalled to life those southern feelings and policies from which tlie

"irrepressible conflict" springs, and the antagonism is awakened
that may land us in a second civil contest.

By impartial suffrage we mean not unconditioned universal
suffrage, but suffrage irrespective of color, based on just and safe,

but liberal, qualifications. Such qualifications would doubtless even
in those few states where colored men are a majority, retain the
predominance largely on the side of the white race, while it would
be a guarantee for the civil rights of the colored race. Then a
liberal policy of immigration, throwing open inviting inducements
for the incoming of a European and northern yeomanry, would
prevent the result so much a bugbear with the white southeruer,

the subjection of any state to African control. By such a course

the policy and spirit of our nation, and our nation itself, would
become one.

That we long cherished the hope of harmonization in State,

aided by its counterpart in Church ; that we earnestly advocati.<l

the spirit and the measures tending to such a harmonization,

071 the high jylatform offreedom and right, is to us a happy recol-

lection. Its failure was no fault, no error, no mismanagement of

ours. "We took no step which we regret ; we wrote no line which,
" dying, we would wish to blot." That we were right is evident

from this : that those who have assailed us as derelict to our

high principles of freedom have ever evaded stating our true

positions, namely, that we desired fraternity only on the ba^is of

etei-nal truth and righteousness ; that we never proposed to lower

our platform to the level of slavery but to raise the southern plat-

form to the plane of freedom. It took thirty years to bring the

North Church to the true ground; with an open field and fair

play the South Church would have come right in half the time.

It has been a pet maxim with some that this is "Me John.<:on

2yolicy in the Church.''^ No, dear caviler, it is the Jesus j'oti''!/

in the Church ; and it is the Johnson policy in the State, and the

rcpellant policy in the Church, which to our profound sorrow

have rendered its success, perhaps for the present generation,

impossible.

The volume before ns maintains that it was not by the slave-

holders in the South that the proslavery agitation was cxcitt^l and

maintained which " precipitated" the southern states into rcht!h'-u,

but by the politicians. We suppose that to be true ; and it i-hou-!*

that the precipitation took place more from the want of nerve and

vigilance of the better classes, than from any real substantive intercut

that the South ever had to sever the nation in twain. And it i.s by
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that same tnrbulent class, her politicians, aided by her uneducated,
unprincipled loose population, that the South is again in deep dan-
ger of being victimized. Before these turbulent classes the true-

hearted South, in State and Church, is compelled to succumb, and
finally to accept and clamorously maintain the turbulent platform.

That there is a true-hearted South, that Avould stand for truth,

freedom, and union, were it not overslaughed by overwhelming
forces, we have good reason to kuow. For and with that South
we have the profouudest sympathy. "We would gladly give it

the right hand of "fraternity," and lead it through truth to

triumph.

If we read Mr. Johnson's nature aright, he is and ever has been

at bottom as intensely sectional a southerner as Robert Toombs or

Jefferson Davis. But as those haughty oligarchs repudiated him
as a " mean white," he denounced them at the crisis, and found

himself compelled by the current to a broad radical position of

defiance to the rebellion, adherence to the government, conGsca-

tion and division of great landed estates, the supremacy of south-

ern loyalty, and even negro suflrage. When, however, he was
placed at the head of the government, and southern oligarchy was

prostrated at his feet in flattery and supplication, his full ancient

nature repossessed him. The ancient dogma, that the oligarchy

of the South shall rule the nation, again becomes an axiom. For

this he has struggled to withdraw all protection from tlie southern

negro ; has opposed a constitutional amendment, in order to add

twelve more votes to the South concentrated into the hands of the

rebel oligarchy ; and has opened an exterminating war upon the

national Congress, authorizing his organs to menace a military

cmtp d^etat unless the representatives of the people obey the

menaces of their accidental dictator. He has placed a military

equipment for 200,000 soldiers in the hands of the rebels.* Such

are the alarming results of all our expenditure of blood and

treasures. For four years of war we had the firm feeling that an

honest patriot held our helm. Xow the days are returned when

our ruler is a traitor to the cause of truth and freedom, who stands

to Buchanan as king Stork stands to king Log. Ilis reign is cruel

to the North, but far more misleading and destructive to the

South; and the true patriots of both sections, just so far as they

* We are told by even southern good men that the secession war was not a rebel-

lion, nor must its soldiers or advocates bo called -'rebels." But, practiculiy, that helps

not their case, iforo dangerous oven than rebels, more to h« abhorred and pun-

ished, are the men who persistently claim the right to demolish our national gov-

ernment whea they please without incurring the responsibility of rebellion-
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clearly realize their country's good, will unite in opposing Lis dis-

astrous " policy."

So far as our Church is concerned, never on any great moral

and political question, dividing the nation, -were vre so perfect a

nnit. Ministers and laymen, as citizens and voters, stand politically

one ; and morally one on the great moral question, underlying the

political, whether manhood shall attain and ^possess its " un-

alienable rights." "We shall through our various Church agen-

cies—our missionary, church extension, and frecdman's aid orgnn-

izations—prosecute (in, we trust, the most Christian spirit) the

great work of raising the humblest manhood of all our land to the

full capacity for all its rights. The blood of our missionaries

may again redden the southern fields ; but the voice of that

blood will awaken God and man to more decisive action. Not
doubtful, and we believe not very far distant, is the beneficent

result, in which the emancipated South as well as the North will

have abounding cause of joy.

Life and Letters of Leonidaa L. Eamline, J). D.. Late one of the Bishops

of the Methodist Episcopal Church. By "SVaxter C. Palmer, M. D.

With Introductory Letters by Bishops ^foRis, Ja>-e8. and TnoMSOK.

12mo., pp. 544. New York : Carlton-ifc Porter. ISGG.

Tuis publication is given to the Church in the best style of

Carlton & Porter, by the pen of one of her devoted and useful

laymen, and is an affectionate tribute to the memory of one of her

eminent sons. Bishop Ilamline was in his cliildhood carefully

trained in the principles of religion ; he w^s rigidly moral in bis

youth, and, at the age of sixteen, he united with the Congrega-

tional Church, of which his parents were members. Though ho

afterward doubted his conversion, he was active in religious duties,

and, while yet in his minority, was instrumental in revivals in

the schools where he was teacher. Becoming satisfied that he was

not fitted for the ministry, for which his parents had designed

him, he turned to the law, and in 1827 was admitted to the bar.

Methodism, he had been taught, was a compound of ignorance

and fanaticism ; and at the age of thirty he knew Christi.anity only

as expounded by the Calvinistic school. Edwards on the Will

was, in his judgment, " the glory of the human mind." The freo

yet inevitable flowing of water down hill was one of his illustra-

tions of our freedom. That it was useless to seek God was his

logical conclusion. The perusal of Fletcher's Appeal, followed by

a visit of curiosity to a camp-meeting, resulted in his awakrmng;

and the death of a child, which he hiterprcted as a divine judg-
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-ment for his impenitence, alannefl him into a purpose to seek God.
His conversion, nearly a month afterward, was clear and powerful.
All the powers of his gifted mind were laid at the foot of the

cross. He had no thought of preaching. License as exhorter and
next as preacher was received unexpectedly and unsought. For a
couple of years he preached as a "supply," and in 1832, at the

urgent desire of his brethren, he entered the Ohio Annual Con-
ference as a probationer. Most of his time was spent among the

people. He would preach and lead class at every appointment on
his six weeks' circuit, visiting pastorally in the intervals.

In the autumn of 1836 he was elected by the Ohio Conference

associate editor of the Cincinnati Book Concern, and in 1840 the

General Conference, of which he was a member, returned him to

the same post, where he took charge of the Ladies' Repository.

"While in this office he freely went to the help of his brethren,

preaching sometimes fifteen sermons in a week. In 1841, feeling

the necessity of a greater divine power in his ministry, ho sought

the grace of entire sauctification. Thoroughly in eanicst, he

redeemed all possible time for prayer, and the midnight hour otlon

found him with his face on the floor, in an agonizing struggle,

pleading with God. And when the answer came it was indeed

a baptism of fire. More than ever he now desired to })rcach

Christ. " I see souls are sinking," he Avrote, " I feel in a hurry to

save them." In addition to his editorial duties, he at one time

preached more than seventy sermons in two months, and even five

in a single day. Such excessive toil prostrated his physical sys-

tem, and brought him to the verge of the grave, depriving the

Church of years of his valuable service.

In the General Conference of 1844 he delivered the great argu-

ment on the powevs of the General Conference, which placed him

in the episcopal chair. This high office he resigned in 1852, when

ill health rendered him unable to discharge its functions. His

brief career as bishop proved him a capable and popular presiding

and executive officer; but the trait that distinguished him, and for

which his visits to the conferences are especially remembered, was

his great care for the spirituality of the Church and her ministry.

He felt that his great work was to save souls. As one of the chief

pastors of the Church, he sought to inspire the same conviction in

the hearts of mniisters and people. Living as if in the presence

of eternity, it was but the outflowing of his soul to lead tin- minds

of those around him, whether in the parlor or the conference room,

to Christ and the great salvation. Some who did not know him,

or who were of a different spirit, thought him inclined to ascet-
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icism ; but multituJos bowed their hearts before his words, and
found the pearl of perfect love, while hundreds of ministers went
from his presence to their charges to preach a full salvation as
never before.

The manifest aim of Dr. Palmer, in the preparation of this vol-

ume, was to set forth the religious experience and life of Bishop
Hamline as a witness and advocate of perfect love, and its entire

structure is in harmony with that purpose. "We are made to see the

power of divine grace most wonderfully displayed in connection

with great physical suflferings and most powerful temptations.

We are often strangely left in ignorance of the nature of the

temptations encountered, or of the conflicts passed through ; but
•we do see the power of faith in Christ and the glory of the

triumph it brings. This book cannot therefore well fail to profit

the soul of him who reads it ; it will be prized by the lover of

holiness, and sought by the devout ; and it will, we trust, stir many
a sluggish heart to new devotion and zeal. "We would not erase a

line from the picture of the eminent holiness thus portrayed, but

on laying down the volume we feel that Ave have had but a partial

view of the man. "We are not satisfied, for the whole of Bishop

Hamline is not given us. As a biography of his friend, the author

had undoubtedly a right to present him in such light as he pleased
;

but Bishop Hamline was the property of the Church, and one of

her representative men. The Church had. therefore, a right to

expect a biography which she might place in the hands of her

members, her friends, and her children, and bid them know thor-

oughly the great man whom God had given her. From this

general standpoint the book should have been written. "We think

its usefulness would have been wider and more enduring. w.

The Life and Times of the Ixev. Samuel Wesley, if. A., Rector of Epwortb
and Father of John aud Charles \Ve>lt;y, tho Founders of the 3Iethod-

ists. By L. TTER5IAN. 8vo., pp. 472. London : Simpkin, Marshall,

& Co., also 66 Paternoster Row. 18G8.

Mr. Tyekmax's volume is professedly " a labor of love." He is

inspired with the conviction that while the mother of the Weslcys

has been crowned with ample laurels, not undeserved, " due honor

has never yet been paid to Samuel Wesley." That worthy person-

age has been regarded as "learned," but "often foolish;" as

" pious," but " painfully eccentric, stern, and quarrelsome." To re-

pair this great memorial wrong, our author has prepared this biog-

raphy, giving as truly a full-length portraiture of his hero as hi-»

materials enable, enshrined in an ample back-ground of contcmpor.^ry
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English history, with a brief biography of every character with
whom his Wesley comes in contact, so that we have the man with
all his surroundings in the full light of day. It is a searching
ordeal through which he is obliged to pass. Little did he cxpec°
that his inner and home life was ever to be so spread out to the gaze
of a succeeding age. He is found to be amply human ; but his

misfortunes awaken our sympathy, and after all deductions he
retains a claim upon our high esteem, and our regret that so much
that was truly noble had not attained a more deserved allotment
in life.

This, remember, was John Wesley's father. This Samuel
Wesley's grandfather, Bartholomew Wesley, the first known
Wesley, was a Cromwellian puritan preacher in Cromwell's time,

and was ejected from his Church when Croaiwell dicni and
Charles Second became king. Bartholomew's son, John Wesley,

"was in character, as in name, a slight protot\-pe of his own cele-

brated grandson, the John. This prior John Wesley died at the

early age of thirty-four, leaving his son Matthew, our present Sam-
uel, a pi-otege in the hands of the Dissenters ; whom however he

left, and graduating at Oxford, married the daughter of Dr.

Annesley, and became in time the rector of Epworth, and hero of

Mr. Tyerman's volume.

This rector of Epworth possessed genius, piety, and talent that

would have nobly adorned the primacy of the Church of England.

Ilis destiny was a salary of two hundre<l pounds and nineteen

children ; with a fine lot of subordinate destinies to match. His

barn once fell and was demolished, his fiax was burned, his house

was twice burned, his income was diminished one half by the price

of grain, his credit was destroyed, his debt was £300, for £30 of

which he was flung into jail, during which imprisonment his enemies

stabbed his cows, that his Avife and children might be deprived of

their sole remaining sustenance of bread and milk. Such are spec-

imens of the life-struggles of the remarkable flither of one of the

most remarkable families, fur the native talent of all its members,

that ever existed on English soil. Still their entire record would

have vanished from the memory of men but for the historic career

of the two celebrated brothers.

Whether Mr. Tyerman raises Samuel Wesley to a much higher

place in the world's estimation is a matter of fair doubt. In regard

to talent and learning, he has received ample historic justice. In

regard to mental balance, soundness of judgment, the doubt still

remains.- Mr. Tyerman is too honest to remould the facts, and the

facts nearly confirm, in our estimate, the standing verdict. Take the
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great patent fact, that with talent sufficient to have won a high

place in literature, he wrote mamly an enormous poem whicli scarce

escaped the Dunciad, and a huge commentary upon Job, which did

not deserve probably the coarse satire of Warburton, but could not

but deserve its burial in the dust of the libraries in which it was

placed by the liberality of subscribing friends. There must also

have been some " loose screw " that on more than one occasion

secured him enmities so much beyond the ordinary measure.^ " It

is an unhappiness almost peculiar to our family," said Mrs. Wesley,

in a letter to her "Dear Jacky," "that your father and I seldom

think alike." And such are the tokens which this illustrious

woman gives of rare soundness of judgment, such were her powers

of expressing firm, just thought in firm, just language, that pos-

terity naturally and justly still inclines to the verdict that where

they varied in view she was presumptively right.

Mr, Tyerman, after a full re-exarain:Uion of the "noises" in

Wesley's house, comes to the reluctant conclusion that they were

"preternatural." No natural solution accoimts for the facts.

Southey ^ives as a reason why they were » permitted," their hope-

ful influence in convincing skeptics of the reality of a supernatural.

Mr Tyerman su£?gests as the reason, the importance that the

founders of the fu^ture ?*tethodist movement should be profoundly

impressed with faith in such a reality. But why must we suppose

that these phenomena were specially, and for an individual reason,

« permitted ? " Why is an aeroUth " permitted " to pass the bound-

ary Une of the moou's attraction and alight upon the earth ? Both

the aerolith and the apparition exceptionally overpass the ordinary,

and we may say natural, limits which divide two spheres.^ Each so

overpasses, not by special divine 2yermission, but because it happens

to be in those conditions by wlxich it can. We while living have a

Btranue and wonderful repugnance to meeting a comer from the

invisible world; in ordinary cases the disembodied spirit may huNc

a stronger repugnance to disclosing itself to earthly view, except

in certatu instances or under certain inducements or compulsions.

Or there may be required certain temperaments or predispositions

in the living person to render it susceptible of beuig addressed, vis-

ibly or audibly, by a disembodied being. The la^^;s or lut uences

whlh separate the two regions of the embodied and cbsembodod^

and the methods or possibilities-of transition, can at the pres.n tmo

be only conjectured. These considerations may perhaps d
]
cj ^o

with all eflbrts at explaining the ^P^^^^^-;-;^^^";;";..^;;:,
.'^^.V

cases. The high-toned temperament
^
^^^ ^^ ^^^^ j" ^tura^

suggest a reason why their homo should receive a .up.ru.uur
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visitant. Mr. Tyerm.an's pages furnish proof, in more than one
place, of a "prophetic strain" in Samuel ^yesley, especially upon
his triumphant death-bed. «From Mr. Tyerman's most interesting

volume we rise as from a rich entertainment, with a warm love
and admiration of the truly noble character he has portrayed.
The book, we may add, is furnished with a beautiful likcnc>^ of
Samuel Wesley. His noble figure is arrayed in a clerical gown

;

and what we take to be a study-cap surmounts his head, from
beneath which there beams a powerful eye, lighting up a strikingly

eagle-like set of features.

Harperg Pictorial History of tU Great Rebellion. By Alfred H. Gcerx-
6EY and Henry M. Aldex. Part First. To the Close of the Penin-
sula Campaign of 18G2. Folio, pp. 380. New York: Harper and
Brothers.

"VYe have here a folio of the nineteenth century, not ponderous
and unwieldly, like its predecessors of former ages, clad in vellum

and lettered in Latin, but light and portable, coated with sablo

cloth, and with type of the most modern model of the Harper
press. The purpose of the folio size of page is to aftord space for

engravings of the largest practicable size, transferred from their

ephemeral uses in Harper's Weekly to a permanent place in the pres-

ent great historical work. This is the pre-emine>ii peculiarity of

this work among the various rivals which have appeared narrating

the stupendous events of the terrible four years. It presents a

spacious page, without too imwieldly a weight, upon which the

large movements are visibly reproduced. IJefore our eyes the

" great rebellion " all but destroys our nation, and the great repub-

lic overwhelms the rebellion. Beginning with portraits of the il-

lustrious men of North and South who laid the foundations of the

indivisible Union, and a l\ic-simile of the Declaration of Inde

pendence, announcing the purpose of a revolution based not upon

slavery but upon liberty, we are furnished with a superabundant

sei-ies of portraits, maps, battle-fields, cities, forts, ships, batteries,

with a miscellany of evolutions, scenes, and objects tending to

present history in its most accurate and living form. The spirit

of the narrative is patriotic, but no way vituperative upon the

rebeUing parties. It hesitates not to assume, in a calm but

decisive tone, how great is the crime of aiming at our national

destruction. Every etl'ort has been used to secure an accurate

statement of tacts in order to preserve the perfect faith of history.

Wherever gallaiutry, magnanimity, or Christian character have

appeared on the adverse side, impartial justice has been accorded.
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No fierce one-sicledncss, no bombastic boasts or fiery invectives
disfigure its pages. The volume terminates abruptly with an
unfinished chapter of the " Peninsula Campaign," but will be fol-

lowed in series by a line of successors, perhaps through the scenes
of a second " civil war " in possible prospect before us.

Th£ American Annual Cyclopedia and Register of Important ErenU of the
year 1805. Embracincr political, Civil, Military, and Social Affaire,
Public Documents, Biography, Statistics, Commerce, Finance, Liter-
ature, Science, Agriculture, and Mechanical Industry. Vol V 8vo
pp.850. New York : Appleton & Co. 1866.

* "'

An annual record, like this, of the events of the closing year, is a
great public and private convenience, and deserves to be consid-
ered a national institution. It should be regularly takeu, and
placed in the libraries of our colleges and all other suitable places
for reference. It is history chasing close upon the heel of events.
Of course the military and political transactions of the government
occupy the largest space ; but the liberal scope of the work takes
in every great department of national life. The work is ably and,
we believe impartially performed.

rolitics^ Lavj^ and Gcmral Morah.

Lecturer on the Study of JIut<yry. Delivered in Oxford. 1859-60. By
GoLDWiN Smith, 31. A., Regius Professor of :Modem History in the
University of Oxford. To which is added a Lecture delivered before
the New York Historical Socictv, in December, 1864, on The University
of Oxford. 12mo., pp. ^09. N'ew York : Harper »fc Brothers.

GoLDWiN Smith is one of the choice few of the intellectual aris-

tocracy of England, who were not so blinded by a fal<;c national

self interest as to ignore the fact that our great contest with

slavery in the late civil war was a struggle for human liberty

and American progress. The same clear-sightedness, produced by

his ^unequivocal devotion to the cause of humanity, is exhibited

in the present Lectures upon History. His purpose throughont

is to refute the theories of Comte, Mill, and others, in Euroj)e, fol-

lowed by their disciple, Draper, in America, which assert that man

is a necessary agent, and history but a necessary process o'( cause

and efiect, governed by as rigid a law of succession or causation as

any mechanical series of movements. On the contrary, he main-

tains that man is free from tiie law of volitional necessity ;
and,

hence, that history is not a process or a science of absolute law,
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but is the unfolding, in aggregate events, of the free spirit of
man. The course of a nation, like that of an individual, is not
a series of fixed and fated movements, but a train of free alter-

native actions. In the third lecture he takes up the doctrine,

maintained by the same class of thinkers, that Christianity is

no-w, or soon will be, outgrown, and become obsolete m the

advance of public improvement ; and asserts, on the other hand,

that Christianity, in its pure and primiiive essence, is tme and

perfect, and cannot be superseded, either by any attainment of

philosophy or by any substitute religion.

Upon the first of these two points, the freedom of the human
agent, the professor enters with the argumentative energy of a

spirited polemic. His treatment of the topic in his brief lectures

is of course too limited and too popular to go to the bottom of

the great subject. He clearly recognizes that the necessity of

human volitions, upon which Edwards bases his Calvinism, is

precisely the necessity upon which the atheistic school founds its

doctrine of the laws of historical development. The latter do

indeed adopt the more modeni theory of invariable succession

instead of that of caiisational necessity; but this only softens the

rigidity of the doctrine in words and on the surface. At bottom

both are the same one fatalism.

The following is Professor Smith's treatment of the statistical

argument in favor of necessity

:

Great stress i« laid by the Xecessarlans on vrhat are called moral statistics.

It seems that, feel as free as we mar, our mil is bound by a law compellinjr the

same number of men to commit the same number of crimes within a certain cycle.

The cycle, curiously enough, coincides with the period of a year which is naturally

selected by the Registrar General for his reports. But, first, the statistics tendered

are not moral, but legal. They tell us only the outward act, not ii-a inward moral

character. They set down alike under murder the act of a Rush or a Palmer,

and the act of an Othello. Secondly, wo are to flraw some momentous infercncea

from the uniformity of the returns.' How far are they uniform? M. Queteleh

gives the number of convictions in Franco for the years 1320, '27, '2S, '29, sever-

ally as 4,3i8, 4,23G, 4,551, 4,475. The similarity is easily nccoimted for by that

general uniformity of human nature which we all admit How is the difference

amountiug to more than three hundred between one year and the next to be

accounied for except by tree will ? But, thirdly, it will bo found that these

Btaitistics are unconsciously but effectually garbled. To prove the law of the

tiniibrmity of crime, periods are selected when cnme was unilbrm. Instead of

four years of the Restoration, in which we know very well there was no great out-

burst of wickedness, give us a table including the civil war between tl.V Bur-

gundians and the Armagnacs, the St. Bartholomew, the Reign of Terror, or the

days of June 1S4S. It will bo said, perhaps, that this was under dldcreni circum-

eta'nces; but it is a very free use of the term '-circurasumce" to include in it all

the evil and foolish actions of men whichlead to. or are committed in, a sanguinary

revolution. Social and criminal statistics are must valuable ; the commcncemenl

of their accurate regisirvition will probably bo a groat .epoch in the history of legis-

lation and government ; but the reason why they are so valuable is that they are

not fixed by necessity, as the Necessarians allege or insinuaie, but variable, aad
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may be varied for the bettor by the wisdom of povernmenta—government."! which

Necessarians are always exhorting to reform themselves, instead of showing how
their goodness or badiiess necessarily arises from the climate or the fuml. If the

Btatistics were fixed by necessity, to collect them would be a mere indul.,'cnce of

curiosity, like measuring all the human race when we could not add a cubit to

their stature.

In his fourth lecture tlie professor discusses the question whether

indeed our Christianity is to be antiquated by the advances of the

human intellect. lie admits that we are on the brink of great

changes in religion. He is severe upon the narrowness of theo-

logians, and the bitterness of the polemics which have divided the

Christian Church into hostile sects ; though, by the way, we must

say that the professor himself is perhaps as earnest a polemic as most

theologians upon questions in which his own mind is as interested;

for instance, the old standing point between Calvinism and Armia-

ianism, the freedom of the human will. He believes that a large

amount of religious notion, unable to stand the test of criticism,

will disappear.^ Yet Christianity, in its actual reality, the Chris-

tianity of the Xew Testament, he holds to be absolute truth and

essential right; and, so far from being antiquated, will be con-

firmed by "progressive thought. Christ is a pure and perfect

exemplar, the true exhibition of complete virtue in actual life
;
and

all that the advancing ages can do, is not to supersede but to

attain to it. Our approaching great crisis consists therefore of

the pangs, not of dissolution, but of regeneration. The false accre-

tions ofages will disappear, and original Christianity will stand

in its purity. He does not explicitly state what that purified

Christianity' doctrinally is. Perhaps his own mind is upon that

point not very clear. We only are sure that he recognizes heartily

the divine m'ission, the miraculous history, the perfect virtue, and

the authoritative teachings of Christ.

Francis W. Newman in abandoning Christianity had denied the

perfection of Christ's ehanioter. He even went so fir as to select,

as the superior of Jesus, Fletcher of Madeley ! To this our pro-

fessor replies, that Fletcher's character was produced by the model

character of Jesus, He might have added that no blasphemy

probably could have shocked the soul of Fletcher more than the

assertion of his moral superiority over Jesus.

The professor scorns to be somewhat graveled by the fact that

Christianity has to be believed upon mere human testimony. His

reply in effect is, that the resurrection of Christ is a consequence,

necessarily true, of his moral perfection. But if the character of

Jesus as portrayed in the Gospels be, as he maintains, truly per-

feet the Gospels must necessarily be historically true. L pon tnis
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poiut the argument of the author of Ecce Homo is a demonstra-
tion. The conception of a perfect moral model, indestructible by
the criticism of all ages -was absolutely, and, as we might say, in-

finitely, superior to the capacity of the evangelic writers of their

age. And to this argument, as presented by the author of Ecoe
Homo in refutation of Straus and Renan, there is not, and there
never can be, any adequate reply.

Professor Smith wrote before the battle of Sudowa liad given
an apparent death-stroke to the temporal power of the papacy

;

yet the death of that power he anticipated as an approaching con-

dition of the restoration of Christianity to its original unity. He
says:

The chief historical conditions of its existence have expired, or are rapidly ex-
piring. In the supremacy of huinaii authority over reason in the mind of man,
the power of Rome had its origin and heincr. and the supremacy of reason over
human authority in the mind of man is now decisive and complete. The rationalistic

theories of recent advocates of the papacy, snch as De Maistre and Dr. 2vew-
man, are suicidal concessions to the spirit of a cliangred world. The loss of moral
allegiance, even in countries noniinally papal, lias for some time past been continu-
ous and rapid ; and we ourselves welt know the source whence the small, preca-

rious, and equivocal accessions of strength have been derived-

He rejects the idea that a spiritual papacy can long survive the

temporal, in the following terms

:

"We might share tlie dream of a purely spiritual papacy if we did not know too

well that the papal power, to whatever extent it may have been exercised for

spiritual ends, was the creature of political accidents and political intliii-ucos. aided

by the instruments, not spiritual, thouirh not strictly material, of rcli^rious intim-

idation and intrigue. The papacy v/ill perish, and in it will perish the great oijslacle

to the reconciliation and reunion of Christendom. Nor will it perish alone. It

will draw downmth it in its fall, sooner or later, all these causes of division which

have subsisted by mere antagonism to it, and many which it has kept alive by its

direct though unrecognized influence over the rest of the ecclesiastical world.

Theu, if Christianity be true, there may, so far as the outward arrangements of
'

the world are concerned, once more arise a Christendom, stripped indeed of much
that is essential to religion in the eyes of polemical theologians, but as united,

grand, and ])Owerfnl, as capable of pervading with its spirit the wiiole frame of

society, as fruitful of rehgious art and all other manifestatiot^s of religious life, as

Christendom was before the great schism, but resting on the adamantine basis of

free conviction, instead of the sandy foundation of human authority and trutlition

supported by political power. Those wiio imagine that such a cousunimaiion, if

it come, must come with terrible convulsions and distress, do not consider iliai a

great part of educated Europe has, in f;ict, for some time been united, and guided

in the conduct of life, and in all internationnl and general relations, by a common
Christianity. Theworid, as usual, has anticipated the results of si>ecul.iti>m by

tacitly solving a great practical problem for itself; and it has foimd th;it the

brightness of the sunbeam resides in the sunbeam, not in the motes, and that the

crystal floor of heaven is not unstable as water because it is as clear.

In Goldwin Smith's style of mind and language there is porae-

thing reminding us of Sir James ^lackintosh. The same spirit of

expansive benevolent liberality, the same aspirations for himian
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good, the ?arae firm grasp upon the essential truth of Christianity,

the same cheerful philosophy expressed in a transparent elevatcil

style, often of senatorial-like eloquence. After dwellin!:; for a

while in the earthly murky atmosphere of Mill, Comte, and Spen-

cer, we are translated in his pages to a region of purer ether and
serener sunlight.

The Glory and Shame of England. By C. Edwards Lester, Two vols.

12mo., pp. 601. New York : Bartram & Lester. 1866.

SoirE twenty-five years since ^Ir. Lester's first volumes vrith the

same title were published, when they attained considerable popu-

larity. In the severe criticisms to which they were subjected

on both sides of the Atlantic, many important statements made

by him were disputed ; but repeated visits to tliat country,

together with parliamentary reports, and the course of legislation,

have only justified his humiliating conclusions. That work,

rewritten, enlarged, and brought down to the present time, is now

sent forth, exhibiting England to herself and the world.

A true American will exult in England's glory rather than in

her shame. Until within a brief space, her history is our own.

Her long line of heroes, her poets and divines, her orators and

statesmen, are ours as well as hers. The principles of law as

expounded by her great judges are authorities in our courts. Her

ancient struggles for liberty against divine right, for the people

against the aristocracy, were for us. "We are sprung from her

loins. Goldwin Smith was right in saying that we were born not

without a mother's pangs, and that the real hour of our birth was

the English revolution of the seventeenth century. Pride of lan-

guage, religion, race, and inheritance has thrown for us a charm

around her history and name. We spontaneously glory in her

greatness, and blush for her dishonor, as we do not and cannot for

any other nation. We are therefore more quick to re=cnt, though

not to see, injustice from her than from any other.

England is glorious because of the great intellects that have

gathered around her throne; her great thinkers and brilliant liter-

ature ; her Protestantism and Christian missionaries ; the solidity

of her government ; her extensive dominions, which in her three-

score colonies place empires under her scepter; her commerce,

extending to the remotest limits of the earth, and bringing the

treasures of all nations to her feet; her machinery, by which she

does the work of a thousand millions of men ; her navy, winch

could stretch a line of ships, stationed at intervals of four nules,
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from Liverpool to New York ; and for the moral power which
gives her infiuence among the nations of the earth.

But with all her magnificence and glory, she abomids in wretch-

edness and shame imeqnaled by any other civilized nation. Some-
thing must be fearfully wrong in the system of government that

makes the rich richer and the poor poorer, and can then find no
better mode of preventing revolution than the exportation of

labor. The fault of England is not that slie is a monarcliy, but

that she perpetuates the old struggle between feudalism and the

people. She has never learned that man has rights as man, and
that government is ordained for man, and not man for the govern-

ment. She begins to reckon at the wrong end. All right, all

power, center in the throne from which they emanate. Grants

conferred rather than rights acknowledged, often at the expense

of civil war, have made her brilliant aristocracy the real rulers of

England. But they derived their power from the throne and not

the people: they know nothing of the rights of the people except

to obey. A reform bill is, therefore, in their view, not a denund
for justice, but a usurpation to be resisted 'until surrender is the

only protection against insurrection. The aristocracy constitute

the government. The great middle class, beginning with the doc-

trine that manhood has rights, thus reckoning from the other end

of the line,.are clamorous for political rights ; but beneath them is

another class crushed to the earth in ignorance,- wretchedness, and

shame, between whom and their oppressors the deep gulf is daily

widening.

The hardy yeomanry which was once the proud boast of the

nation, has nearly disappeared. While the population has

increased fivefold in tlie last one hundred and seventy years, the

number of landholders has decreased from 170,000, to 30,766.

This union of small forms, or their absorption by the wealthier of

the middle class, while it may exalt the aristocracy,, inevitably

renders tenants and laborers more dependent on the will of tlie

lord of tlie soil, and therefore reduces them to a lower and more

hopeless state. As hope of rising diminishes, the peasantry is

losing in social condition. Emigration, which poverty forbids, a

little lower depth, and then the workhouse, are their only refuges.

'A large proportion of them are unable to read, and no effort is

made to teacli them. Crowded together in small cottages, with

the sexes mingling in a disgusting familiarity never known even

on a southern plantation, immorality and indecency are on a fearful

increase. In the coal mines, where children are set at work at six

FouKxn Series, Vol. XVI II.—iO
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and even four years of age, men and women work together in

nakedness, and girls and married women, who must go to the

mines or starve, are compelled to draw loads on all fours like

horses. Notwithstanding the tears of duchesses over the sorrows

of the negro, no lasting reform has been effected. The work j.eo-

ple, driven from the rural districts, have been crowded into the

manufacturing towns by millions. They are mostly mere human
machines, utterly useless out of their special groove. An oper-

ative's life is a struggle for bread. They are stupidly ignorant.

During the late distress it was found that seventy per cent, could

not read. Eighty per cent, of the women could not sew, and
mothers of half a dozen children had never handled a needle.

Such ignorance must suffer. The scenes of degradation in tlio

large cities' are simply horrible ; and one half of the children arc

growing up uneducated, and untrained for a better style of life.

The Established Church has its splendors, but it is a huge engine

of oppression to the poor, from the mouths of whose starving chil-

dren it takes bread. Its revenue of fifty millions of dollars is

•wrung from the masse's, to three fourths of whom it is not a spir-

itual fold. Its bishops are peers of the realm, and its ministers

are allies of the aristocracy, compelled from interest to side with

the privileged class in any contest with the people.

And what of Ireland? English rule for the sake. of English

ascendency, has cheated her, robbed her, persecuted her, betrayed

her ; saddled her with an alien Church, depopulated her, and

ground her peasantry into the dust. Few pages of history arc

darker and more shameful than those which record the barbarism

of England in Ireland' and the East Indies.

.Her aristocracy, upon which, rather than her people, the blaino

must rest, . though shedding maudlin tenrs over opprc<*ion

and wrong which they do not themselves inflict, are foes to nil

democracy, both at home and abroad. They could woop over

African slavery until a rebellion by a slavchoding oligarchy threat-

ened to destroy the greatest republic on earth, when their gnatcr

hatred of democracy with an indecent haste proclaimed to the

rebels belligerent rights, England's chosen symbol aptly illustrate'^

her spirit: the liritish lion loves to show his power wlierc he

dares. The blowing of Sepoys from the cannon's mouth, the

massacre of negroes in Jamaica, and the menacing roar accT"-

panying the demand for the surrender of Mason and Slidoll, have

the same character, and arc akin to the cowardly desertion <•» H''"-

mark in her hour of need. It was this England that, to h-Ip a
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rebel aristocracy, to break do^^^l the Republic, to cripple our

commerce, to gather into her own hands the carrying trade of the

.world, and to recover her lost supremacy on the sea, assumed to

measure her intemational obligations by her own municipal laws,

sent forth her ships, armed with British guns and manned by
British sailors, to prey on our commerce, and make British ports

throughout the world a safe refuge for a score of corsairs. Thank
God ! she failed, and no glory of success can overshadow her

shame. The Republic lives, and England's proud navy is con-

founded at the presence of the little Miantonomah. w.

The ElemenU of Moral Science. B7 Francis "\Yatlant>, D. D., LL.D.
Revised and improved edition. 12mo., pp. 396. Boston: Gould &
Lincoln.

Moral Phihsophy, Including Theoretical and Practicnl Ethics. By Joseph
Havex, D.D. 12ino., pp. 306. Boston : Gould & Lincoln.

We notice these works not to review theqi, but to illustrate some
refiections on the necessity of a recoristriiction of moral science.

The popular and excellent work of Dr. Wayland has two grave

defects

:

1. It makes the idea of right or wrong to arise in the mind

solely in view of our relations to God and to other intelligent

and sentient beings. But is it not clear to every one's conscious-

ness that we have also the idea of right and wrong in reference 'to

ourselves alone. Were we destitute of the knowledge of God and

of other intelligent and sentient creatures, should we not feel it

wrong to abuse our own persons or to ^-iolate the laws of life and

health ? If this be so, then Dr. "Wayland has ignored a third part

of theoretical and practical ethics. Dr. Haven has not fallen into

this error, and accordingly we find a chapter on the duties we owe
ourselves, namely, self-support, self-defense, self-control, and self-

culture.

2. But both Dr. Haven and Dr. AYayland, following most

writers on moral science, have confined the action of conscience

to voluntary conduct, and have made right and wrong to rc-jido

wholly in the intentions. Theologians, on the other hand, have

found a moral character in oi>r impvdses and states of mind ; but

many have erred, it seems to us^ in the kind of moral character

to be attributed to them. Here is a discrepancy between theol-

ogy and philosophy, which might be avoided by a more exact

analysis of the operations of conscience. Conscience docs charac-

terize our tempers and states of mind as right or wrong in them-

selves, distinctively from the choices and overt acts which follow
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from them. But how ? If those tempers are not yielded to, it

does not indeed charge us with guilt and desert of punishment as

in the case of wrong actions, but it awakens a painful sense of

degradation and vileness. A feeling of chagrin and shame, but

not of remorse, is what we experience on such an occasion. A child

of an irascible temper may restrain himself when moved to strike

his plapnate, and he may restrain himself, and even gain merit, by

using a. kind word instead of a rough blow; but he will reflect

upon himself for his bad temper, and in his prayer at niglit he

•will confess that he has a wicked heart. Now philosophy should

recognize this twofold operation of conscience, and theology

ought not to commit the absurdity of pronouncing the soul guilty

and deserving of punishment for inborn tempers, and especially

when they are bravely resisted. When the Bible speaks of these

tendencies as sins^ it is in view of their being contrary to perfect

love and to an enlightened conscience, for sin, according to the

Scriptures, is any " transgression of the law," whether designed or

not, whether in thought, or feeling, or deed ; but not as mvolving

guilt and desert of punishment. Hence believers are justified by

grace, while yet they have occasion to grieve over then- evil

tempers, and are affcctingly taught to seek for further inspiration

of grace for the regulation of their passions and entire sanctifica-

tion.

3. There is another attribute of conscience which is overlooked

in philosophy, but which is familiar to theology, namely, desire.

This attribute is ascribed to all natural sensibilities—but why not

to the moral sensibilities? "Whence is that longing for goodness,

of -s^-hich every one is conscious at times, if not from the moral

sensibilities. It is something distmct from tlie emotions of

approval or disapproval and from the feelings of obligation ;
it is a

ye-aming for virtue. "Why are you crying, my cliild?"said a

mother to her little boy, as she heard him sobbing, when she was

about leaving him at night. " Mother," said the child, " I want

to be good." '

It was this Jesus referred to when he said, " Blessed

are they which do hunger and thirst after righteousness, for they

shall be filled." The Gospel of Christ shows itself based on the

truest science of the human mind. Whatever it implies of mental

traits will be found in the consciousness when properly analy/A-d.

Dr. Haven would say that this analysis belongs to j)sychoIogy railuT

than to moral philosophy; but we think that part of psyrliol-

ogy which elucidates our moral faculties ought to be tlio b.-isin ©f

moral science. Indeed moral science is chiefly the analysis of the
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conscience, and its relations to the other attributes and operations

of the mind.

Dr. Haven discusses the old question of the ground of obliga-

tion, or " what constitutes right." lie does not find it in utility,

or law, divine or human, or in the nature and character of God,
but in "the eternal nature of things." Right is eternal, but wliat

were " things " before the creation? Nothing then existed but

the Divine Mind. Can we do better than to conclude that the

ideas of right and wrong were necessary ideas of the Di\-ine Intel-

ligence, and that God made man capable of haviog the same ideas ?

Why God had these ideas is no more of a question than why he

existed. He framed the moral world under the light of these ideas,

and his law is but a declaration of them Ln their relation to the

conduct and character of his creatures : in other words, his will is

in accordance with his ideas of right; not the source of right, but

the declaration of it. "We have the ideas of right and wrong

because we were made to have them on certain occasions. In the

. same way we have the ideas of the beautiful on certain occasions.

Why they arise rather than other ideas, we cannot say. These

are the bounds of knowledge. There is no more propriety in

asking what constitutes the right, than in asking what con-

stitutes the beautiful. This brings us again to the conclusion that

a perfect moral philosophy must be based upon a perfect

psychology. c. k. t.

'Belle-Lettres, Classical, and Philological.

Clever Stories of Many Xations. Rendered in Rhyme by Jon>' G. Sate.

Illustrated byW. L. Champitey. 12mo., pp. 192. Boston: Ticknor &
Fields. 1865.

T?ie Masquerade and OtJier Poems. Bv Jomr Godfrey Saxe. 12mo., pp.

237. Boston: Ticknor & Fields. 1866.

With no low appeals to our baser nature, and no stirring of our

highest feelings, Mr. Saxe, in his airy mid-flight, has attained an

enviable personal and poetical popularity with all classes, but

especially with those who love a cheerful muse. The present

two volumes will keep his popularity fresh and living, without

elevating it to a higher mark, or giving the public any im-

pression of nobler or broader capabilities than heretofore

evinced. His productions are all of one class
;

giving ua

the impression of powers for higher performances than he

ever attempts. He is content to enshrine in facile, and often

brilliant versification, the light anecdote, the witty point, the
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oriental ajDologue, the fashionable folly, the comic courtship,

the conjugal bicker, the classic travesty; some with a true moral,
some with the mock moral as part of the witticism; some with no
moral; but perhaps none with a very positive immoral. Ilia

genius has succeeded, -svithin its own chosen department, in spread-

ing its productions broadcast over the land. And if we understand
rightly he has reaped a goodly harvest pecuniary as well as poet-

ical, lie could gayly boast that his " Pegasus " has been a paying
animal, and his poetical flowers Ifave proved a profitable vegetable;

so that his horticulture (as well as his horsiculturc) has been a
good investment. And that is all right. There is no reason in

these days why a poet should be paid with merely a draught of

immortality an eternity after date, rather than a good batik check
payable at sight.

The first of the gay volumes on our table ranges for its loplrs

mainly through the Orient, and through the European niiddlo

ages, with a slight call or so in the region of classical niyiliol.vjy.

The poet concludes, however, like a good patriot, at home ; and,

like a good moralist, with a temperance poem quite worthy to be

committed to memory and to heart by our Young America. It is

entitled " The Snake in tjje Glass," and is a rapid narrative of a

youth who imbibed the delirium tremens.

The fellow fell into a snooze, my lad,
' Tie a h&rrille slumber he takes

;

He trembles with fear,

And acts very queer

;

My eyes ! how he shivers and shakes *

When he wakes,
And raves about horrid great snakes.

TD is a warning to you and to me, my lad,

A particular caution to all,

—

Though no one can see

The vipers but lie.

To hear the poor lunatic bawl:
" How they crawl I

All over the floor and the wall."

And then comes the very serious moral

:

Tou've heard of the snake in tlie prass, my lad,

Of the viper concealed in the grass,

But row you must know,

. Man's deadliest foe

Is a snake of a different class

;

Alas I

'T is Uie viper that lurka in the glass.

The second volume is rnore occidental and American. The firfit

and longest poem is by no means the best. Miscellaneous pieces
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form the main share of the book, followed by sonnets^ all in the

humorous strain ; and lastly come epigrams, which are all of course

meant to be humorous. We give our readers an apropos specimen :

The Grateful Preacher.

A strolling preacher, " once upon a time,"
*

Addressed a congregation ratlier slim *
*

In numbers ; vet his subject was sublime,

(T was "Charitv;") sonorous was the hymn,
Fervent the prayer; and though the house was "mall^

He founded lustily the sacred word,

And preached an hour as loud as he could bawl,

As one who meant the gospel should be heard.

And now, behold, the preaclier's hat is sent

Among the pews for customary pence,

But soon returns as empty as il went I

"U'hereat—low bowing to the audience

—

. He said. "!My preaching is not all in vain;

Thank God 1 I 've got my beaver back again 1

"

Miscellaneous.
The Ceidenary Piciorial.

Mr. Tibbals is entitled to credit for the idea of a Centenary

Pictorial, and to no special discredit for the style of the execution.

Pictorials are the mania of the day, and public taste is not exact-

ing of likeness where there is the merit of cheapness. The en-

gravings of this work are as good as the method allows; the

reading matter is valuable; and we are not surprised that its

editions sell rapidly.

JEstory of Julius Camr. Vol. II. The Wars in Gaul. 8vo., pp. 659.

New York: Harper & Brothers. 1SG6.

Appleton'a Hand-Book of American Travel. Tlie Southern Tour, Being

a Guide throucrh iMarjland. District of Columbia, Vircnnia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Geortria, Florida, Alabama, Mi^^i^sippi, Loiiis-

iana, Texas, Arkansas. Tennessee, and Kentucky. Witli Descriptive

Sketches of the Cities, Towns,Waterfalls. Battlefields, ^lountains, Rivers,

Lakes, Hunting and Fishing-G rounds, Watering-Places, Summer Resorts,

and all Scenes, and Object^) of Importance and Interest With Maps of

the Leadin? Routes of Travel and of the Principal Cities. By Edwabd
H, Hall. ^Pp. 142. New York : D. Appleton «fc Co. 1860.

An invaluable guide-book for the traveler through the " Sunny

South."

English Tratelera and Italian Brigands. A Narrative of Capture and

Captivity. By W. J. C. Moenb. With a Map and several Illustrations.

12mo., pp. 355. New York : Haqicr &, Brothers. 1866.

Sherh-oolce. By the Author of " Madge." 12mo., pp. 463. Appleton

& Co. 1866.
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Land at Last. A Novel in three books. By Edmitkb Yates. I'^iuo
pp. 150. Harper & Brothers.

Thf Hidden Sin. A Novel. With numerous illustrations. 8vo pp ISO
New York : Harper & Brothers. 1866.

t f t •
•

BattU Pieces and Aspects of the War. By Herman Melvillk. 12i»o
pp.272. New York : Harper & Brothers. 186G.

Prcderick the Great and his Court. An Historical Romance. By L. iluL-
BACn, author of " Joseph H. and his Court." Translated from the Ger-
man by iJIrs. CnAPSiAN CoLEiiAX and her daughters. 12mo. pp ii^
New York: D. Appleton & Go. 1866.

OuB Index in the present number obliges us to defer notices of
the following books to the next Quarterly

:

Jame^ Freeman Clarice on Orthodoxy. Walker, Fuller, «S; Co.
Masscfn'a Recent British Philosophy. Appleton & Co.
Ecce Homo. Roberts Brothers.

Robert Bucharuin's Poems. Roberts Brothers.

ITew Physiognomy; or, Signs of Character. Fowler & Wells.

AcKNOwxEDGEirE^-T.—Our editorial brother of the " Christian

Advocate" informs his readers that at a certain dinner the Meth-

odist editors, " with only one exception," agreed to print certain

slips, to be sent out by an executive committee, on Lny Rej>re-

sentation. Now as the editor of the Quarterly Review was pres-

ent at the said dinner, but made no such agreement, nor any

agreement whatever, upon that occasion, we assume that he is the

" exception," and return our thanks to our editorial brother for

his care and candor in acknowledging it, "We were unaware of

such agreement by an editor.
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